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Welcome to DAFx-09!

On behalf of the DAFx 2009 Conference Committee, I would like to welcome you to the
charming city of Como, whose beautiful historical center overlooks the stunning landscapes
of the lake and the surrounding mountains.

Wherever you go in Como you will have the

impression of going back in time. During the Renaissance Como became a favorite destination
of many vacationers, kings and queens, writers, poets and philosophers all in search of a lost
paradise. Along the banks of the Como basin lie countless 18th century villas, surrounded by
luxurious gardens, whose splendor is evidence of the charm that the Como area has exerted
over the years. From the promenade on the lake, you can take a boat to visit some of these
villas and the charming towns nearby, such as Bellagio and Torno.

You can also take the

funicular that connects the center of Como with Brunate, high above the City, and enjoy
stunning views of the surroundings and, in particular, of the two branches of the lake. These
are truly among the most memorable sights to be found in northern Italy. Como is also where
the rst Campus of the Politecnico di Milano was established outside of the city of Milan.
The Politecnico di Milano is the largest and most important technical University in Italy, as
about one fth of the Italian engineers graduate from this institution. Our Sound and Music
Computing Lab is located in Como. This laboratory is part of the Image and Sound Processing
Group of the Dipartimento di Elettronica e Informazione (Dept. of ICT), and is the proud
organizer of this 2009 edition of the Digital Audio Eects Conference.
Over its past 11 editions, the DAFx Conference has earned a reputation of excellence, and
has lled a gap in the wide range of meetings that are organized every year in the multimedia
area. The DAFx Conference, in fact, is today the most important Europe-based International
meeting solely devoted to the area of audio. In the past decade we have witnessed a signicant
growth in this eld, and the related applications have greatly expanded their range. DAFx has
been not only an active participant, but also one of the strongest promoters of this growth,
and its coverage has expanded accordingly. Despite its name, in fact, DAFx has grown today
into a meeting that covers a wide spectrum of topics concerning sound generation, analysis,
processing, rendering, perception, and more.
The DAFx Conference is a unique meeting place. Despite its recent growth, it has retained
that friendly atmosphere that characterized it from the start. It is a yearly appointment with
high-quality scientic contributions where formal attire is not expected and where interaction
is low-key and friendly . To preserve this atmosphere, this conference is traditionally organized
on the premises of the hosting University or Research Institution, and without the help and
support of International Scientic Societies. Yet, its program is rich with novel applications

I

and advanced solutions in the various elds of sound and audio.
The year's edition of the DAFx Conference includes a total of 75 papers, 36 of which will be
presented in oral sessions. All the submissions were reviewed by a minimum of two reviewers.
A particular thank you goes to our predecessors, Vesa Valimaki and Matti Karialainen, who
helped us in every step of the event's organization. A very warm thank you goes also to our
local organization team, and particularly to Fabio Antonacci who worked tirelessly on countless
details. We would also like to thank the music Conservatory of Como, for their help with the
Social Program; the Centro Volta, our Conference Secretariat in charge of the Conference
logistics; and the entire sta of our laboratory, always ready to lend a hand. I wish you an
enjoyable stay in Como and a memorable edition of the DAFx.

Augusto Sarti
General Chair

®
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WAVE FIELD SYNTHESIS: BASICS AND APPLICATIONS
Karl-Heinz Brandenburg
Institute for Media Technology
Technical University of Ilmenau

ABSTRACT
The presentation first introduces the basic ideas of Wave Field Synthesis. Since the early research at Delft Technical University, many groups have startet research in WFS and first commercial applications are in place. WFS has been used for open
air concerts, for theme parks, for virtual reality systems and is making the first steps into the world of digital cinema. The
presentation will discuss some of these applications and current limitations of WFS.
1. BIOGRAPHY
Curriculum Vitae Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. rer. nat. h.c. mult. Karlheinz Brandenburg
Dr. Karlheinz Brandenburg has been a driving force behind some of today’s most innovative digital audio technology,
notably the MP3 and MPEG audio standards. He is acclaimed for seminal work in digital audio coding and perceptual
measurement techniques, Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) and psycho-acoustics.
As an IEEE Fellow, Prof. Brandenburg serves on the IEEE Signal Processing Society’s Technical Committee on Audio
and Electro-acoustics and he is Governor and a Fellow of the Audio Engineering Society (AES).
His honors include the AES Silver Medal, the “IEEE Masaru Ibuka Consumer Electronic Award”, the German Future
Award, which he shared with his colleagues and the Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany. Furthermore he is member in the “Hall of Fame” of the Consumer Electronics Association and of the International Electrotechnical
Commission.
The author of numerous articles and co-editor of “Applications of Digital Signal Processing to Audio and Acoustics”, Dr.
Brandenburg holds about 100 patents.
He is professor at the Institute for Media Technology at Ilmenau Technical University and director of the Fraunhofer
Institute for Digital Media Technology IDMT in Ilmenau, Germany.
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VOCODERS WE HAVE LOVED, LOATHED, AND LAUGHED AT
Perry R.Cook
Dept. of Computer Science
Princeton University

ABSTRACT
Attempts to make speaking machines date back to pre-history, through the mechanical age, the electrical era, the electronic
era, and the digital revolution. This talk will survey many of these efforts and devices, from Dudley’s Voder and Vocoders
(Voice Coders) of 1930s, to the often annoying "Auto-Tune" feature used so much in pop music today. Highlights will
include Wah-Wah pedals, acoustic "talk boxes" asking "Do you Feel Like I Do?" and Carlos/Bode helping the Moog to sing
"Freude!" The "Bicycle Built for Two" song will make frequent appearances. Attendees will be treated to many historical
sound examples, video clips, and live demonstrations.
1. BIOGRAPHY
Perry R. Cook attended the University of Missouri at Kansas City Conservatory of Music from 1973 to 1977, studying voice
and electronic music. He worked as a sound engineer and designer from 1976 - 1981. He received a BA in music in 1985, and
a BS in Electrical Engineering in 1986 from UMKC. He received a Masters and PhD in Electrical Engineering from Stanford
in 1990. Along with working for companies such as NeXT Inc., Media Vision, Xenon/Chromatic, and Interval Research, he
continued at Stanford as Technical Director of the Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics, until joining the
faculty of Princeton University in 1996, where he is now a Full Professor of Computer Science, with a joint appointment in
Music.
Cook has published over 150 technical and music papers, books, and book chapters, and presented lectures throughout the
world on the acoustics of the voice and musical instrument simulation, human perception of sound, and interactive devices for
expressive musical performance. He has performed as a vocal soloist and as a computer musician throughout the world, and
has recorded Compact Disks on the Lyricord Early Music Series Record Label with the vocal group Schola Discantus, and live
electronic music with the group Interface on the Cycling 74 label. He was the recipient of a 2003 Guggenheim Fellowship, to
write a new book on the subject of Technology and the Voice. Along with Princeton Music Professor Dan Trueman, Cook is
the co-founder/director of the Princeton Laptop Orchestra (PLOrk), which recently received a Digital Learning Initiative grant
from the MacArthur Foundation. In January of 2009 Cook was named a Fellow of the Association of Computing Machinery,
for his contributions to "Computer Music, Physics-Based Sound Synthesis, and Voice Analysis/Synthesis.
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RECENT CCRMA RESEARCH IN DIGITAL AUDIO SYNTHESIS, PROCESSING, AND
EFFECTS
Julius O. Smith∗
Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics (CCRMA)
Music Dept., Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, USA
jos@ccrma.stanford.edu
ABSTRACT

4. VIRTUAL ACOUSTIC GUITAR MODELS

This extended abstract summarizes DAFx-related developments at
CCRMA over the past year or so.

At the time of this writing (July 2009), Nelson Lee’s computerscience Ph.D. dissertation exists in draft form. Recent papers based
on this work include (in this proceedings) “Low-Order Allpass Interpolated Delay Loops” [13], “Pitch-Glide Analysis and Synthesis from Recorded Tones” [14] (also in this proceedings), “Excitation Extraction for Guitar Tones” [15], and “Measuring and
Understanding the Gypsy Guitar” [16]. In addition to working
on finishing his thesis, Nelson is working on a book chapter for
the upcoming Springer handbook on musical acoustics of stringed
musical instruments, edited by Tom Rossing.

1. INTRODUCTION
DAFx-related research has been very active at CCRMA over the
past year and beyond. This extended abstract (for one of the keynote
talks) provides pointers to research threads in which the author participated as adviser, collaborator, or both.1
2. SPRING REVERB SIMULATION
In previous work [5], a spring reverberator emulation was developed based on dispersive allpass filters in a waveguide structure.
This work has now been extended to include additional modes of
wave propagation, and a full paper is in review [6].
3. REAL-TIME DISCRETE-TIME CIRCUIT MODELS
This past June, David Yeh completed his electrical-engineering
Ph.D. dissertation entitled “Digital Implementation of Musical Distortion Circuits by Analysis and Simulation” [7]. The most comprehensive journal paper on this work to date has been submitted
[8], and much of the work has been presented at prior DAFx meetings [9, 10, 11, 12]. The basic topic is real-time simulation of
analog circuits (both linear and nonlinear) in the digital domain.
∗ Bio: For the past three decades Julius O. Smith III has been with the
Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics (CCRMA), and is
formally a professor of music and associate professor (by courtesy) of electrical engineering at Stanford University. He received the BS/EE degree
from Rice University (Control, Circuits, and Communication) in 1975,
and the PhD. degree in EE from Stanford University (Information Systems Lab) in 1983. He worked in the Signal Processing Department at
ESL, Inc., on systems for digital communications, in the Adaptive Systems Department at Systems Control Technology, Inc., on problems in
adaptive filtering and spectral estimation, and at NeXT Computer, Inc.,
where he was responsible for sound, music, and signal processing software
for the NeXT computer workstation. Smith’s teaching and research pertain to music and audio applications of signal processing. He is a Fellow
of the Acoustical Society of America and the Audio Engineering Society, and a member of the IEEE since 1976. He is the author of the four
online books [1, 2, 3, 4], and numerous research publications devoted to
music and audio applications of signal processing. For further details, see
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/˜jos/.
1 CCRMA DAFx-related threads not summarized here include those
supervised by Consulting Professor Jonathan Abel and his collaborators/advisees. Most of this work has been submitted to the upcoming New
York meeting of the Audio Engineering Society in San Francisco.

5. HAPTIC FEEDBACK CONTROL FOR VIRTUAL
INSTRUMENTS
Edgar Berdahl’s electrical-engineering Ph.D. dissertation is also
nearing completion. Berdahl has been studying how to use feedback control to design tangible electronic musical instruments.
First, he has introduced several frameworks for changing the
acoustical properties of traditional, acoustic musical instruments.
The positive real framework provides insight into designing linear
feedback controllers [17], while a nonlinear framework enables the
design of feedback controllers that can induce especially unusual
dynamic behaviors [18].
Second, Berdahl has studied how to use haptic devices to mechanically couple a musician to a virtual musical instrument. Besides introducing a general method for designing haptic musical
instruments using digital waveguide technology [19], Berdahl has
shown that feedback control can further be employed to advantageously affect a musician’s gestures. The Haptic Drumstick demonstrates that feedback control can enable a musician to make gestures that would otherwise be difficult or impossible [20], and a
haptic Theremin-like instrument demonstrates that feedback control can aid a musician in playing more accurately [21].
Coincidentally, David, Nelson, and Ed were all EE undergraduate students together at UC Berkeley. It is remarkable to see them
all graduating from Stanford at about the same time. The four of
us formed a rock band late in the evening on commencement day
and had a fitting musical celebration at Nelson’s parents’ house.
6. NEW DIGITAL OSCILLATOR ALGORITHMS
Juhan Nam is a Ph.D. candidate in the Computer Based Music
Theory and Acoustics program at CCRMA. Previously he worked
at Young Chang with Hal Chamberlin on Kurzweil synthesizer
products.
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During the past year, Prof. Vesa Välimäki from HUT spent
part of his sabbatical leave at CCRMA. A portion of this visit was
a highly productive series of collaborations with Juhan Nam and
others at CCRMA.
In one collaboration, Juhan et al. developed alias-free digital
oscillators based on a feedback delay loop [22] (in this proceedings).
In another collaboration, Vesa’s 2005 paper on “Differentiated Parabolic Waveform” (DPW) synthesis [23] was extended to
higher-order polynomial waveforms. The basic idea of DPW is to
generate sawtooth waveforms by first synthesizing (digitally) the
time integral of a sawtooth waveform (i.e., a parabolic wave), followed by a first-order finite-difference (1 − z −1 ) which creates a
slightly filtered sawtooth in the digital domain. The net result is
less aliasing distortion in the audible band.2
Vesa, with one of his graduate students, had already worked
out the extension to the third-order case. At CCRMA, we extended
the idea to all orders by maximizing “flatness” at the “switch-back”
point in the sawtooth waveform [24]. As in the derivations of Butterworth filters [25] and Lagrange interpolators [26], “maximum
flatness” of a function f (x) at some point x0 is defined as maximizing the number of initial zero terms in its series expansion after
the constant term. Thus, we desire the first N derivatives of f (x)
to be zero at x = x0 , where N is the number of degrees of freedom we have. Some further details on this technique are presented
in the next section below.
An especially nice contribution from Juhan (in the author’s
opinion) was the extension of the DPW technique from sawtooth
to triangular waves, square waves, and their integrals/derivatives
(also described in [24]).
A related journal submission [27] describes other use of polynomial interpolation (especially B-splines) to reduce aliasing. Auditory masking curves were employed by determining the highest
fundamental frequency for which all aliased components remain
masked under the harmonic components.

In general, every polynomial f (x) can be split into a sum of
its even and odd parts:3
f (x) = fe (x) + fo (x)
The even part consists of all even powers of x, while the odd part
contains all odd-order terms. The even part fe (x) satisfies our
smoothness constraint fe (−1) = fe (1) spontaneously. Since the
odd part obeys fo (−1) = −f (1), our constraint (2) for k = 0
demands fo (−1) = fo (1) = 0. In particular, f0 (1) = 0 requires
that the sum of the odd-order polynomial coefficients must be zero.
The even-order coefficients are unconstrained for k = 0.
The derivative of an even polynomial is odd, and vice versa.
Therefore, setting k = 1 in our constraint (2), we obtain a constraint on the even part fe (x) (specifically, the coefficients of fe0 (x)
must sum to zero), but no constraint on the odd part fo (x) for
k = 1.
Suppose the order n of f (x) is odd. Then O(fo ) > O(fe ),
where O(f ) denotes the order of the polynomial f . If f (x) satisfies the constraints (2) for k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, then it continues
to satisfy those constraints when its even part is replaced by zero.
Therefore, only odd polynomials need to be considered in the first
place. Similarly, if f is even, then O(fe ) > O(fo ), and fo may be
replaced by zero.
In summary, our polynomial f (x) may be assumed without
loss of generality to be an even polynomial (zero coefficients for
all odd-power terms) when its order is even; similarly, f (x) can
be assumed to be an odd polynomial when its order is odd. This
assumption also eliminates about half of the polynomial terms and
saves computation in practice.
Given a general even or odd starting polynomial f (x), every other derivative has the sum-to-zero constraint. The totality
of these constraints yields an upper triangular matrix equation for
the desired polynomial coefficients, which can easily be “backsolved” to produce the coefficients satisfying the constraints. This
procedure quickly yields the following results for orders up to
n = 6:

6.1. Sawtooth Waveforms via Differentiated Polynomials
Let
f (x) = xn + an−1 xn−1 + ... + a1 x + a0

(1)

denote the general nth-order monic polynomial. We may differentiate f (x) successively n − 1 times to obtain the first-order polynomial
f (n) (x) = n! x + (n − 1)! an−1 .
This polynomial generates a sawtooth waveform as x periodically
traverses the interval −1 to 1. To obtain a zero-mean signal, we
need an−1 = 0. This leaves n − 1 remaining degrees of freedom
for maximizing flatness at the transition from x = 1 to x = −1
in f (x). Since a0 has no effect on this transition, we may set it to
zero, leaving n − 2 degrees of freedom.
To maximize wraparound smoothness, we compute an for n ∈
[1, n − 2] such that
f

(k)

(−1) = f

(k)

(1)

(2)

for k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1.
2 Vesa’s

original DPW algorithm has already been added to Faust’s oscillator algorithm library osc.lib as the line:
saw2(F)=saw1(F)<:*<:-(mem):*(0.25’*SR/F);

=
=
=

f5 (x)

=

f6 (x)

=

x2
x3 − x
x4 − 2x2
10 3 7
x5 −
x +
3
3
x6 − 5x4 + 7x2

Finally, to generate sawtooth waveforms with reduced aliasing,
these functions fn (x) on [−1, 1] may be passed through the iterated finite difference (1 − z −1 )n−1 /(2/P0 )n−1 , where P0 =
fs /f0 denotes the pitch-period in samples. (Other scaling strategies are discussed in [24].)
7. SPECTRAL DELAY FILTERS
A spectral delay filter is an audio effect consisting of a chain of
allpass filters followed by an equalizer. In a typical application,
its impulse response sounds like a “chirp” signal. The equalizer is
used to keep the output amplitude more uniform. Based on some
3 Recall that a function f (x) is said to be even if it satisfies f (−x) =
f (x), and odd if f (−x) = −f (x), for all x. The even part of f (x)
is given by fe (x) = [f (x) + f (−x)]/2, and the odd part by fo (x) =
[f (x) − f (−x)]/2.
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prior work by Vesa and his students, spectral delay filters were
developed at CCRMA during Vesa’s sabbatical visit, resulting in
a paper to appear in the Journal of the Audio Engineering Society
[28].
In another collaboration, spectral delay filters were further developed with Vesa’s student Jussi Pekonen [29] (see elsewhere in
this proceedings).
8. AUDIO FFT FILTER BANKS

number of excellent submitted papers and hope to see the issue
appear in March of 2010.
12. CONCLUSIONS
As evidenced above, it has been an active year for DAFx-related
research at CCRMA. For further details, see the cited references
themselves, and note that many have supporting websites at CCRMA
and/or HUT under the lead author’s home page.

Last summer, while trying to finish my spectral modeling book [4],
I hit upon some apparently new methods for the design and implementation of nonuniform audio FFT filter banks [30] (elsewhere in
this proceedings). This work was motivated by wanting to extend
the Brown-Puckette FFT-based constant-Q transform [31] to an efficient implementation of audio filter banks such as those used for
“loudness spectrogram” computations [32].
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ABSTRACT
The proposed automatic target mixing algorithm determines
the gains and the equalization settings for the mixing of
a multi-track recording using a least-squares optimization.
These parameters are estimated using a single channel target
mix, that is a signal which contains the same audio tracks
as the multi-track recording, but that has been previously
mixed using some unknown settings.
Several tests have been done in order to evaluate the performances of two different approaches to the optimization,
namely the sub-band estimator and the FIR filters estimator.
The results show that, using the latter technique, the proposed algorithm is able to retrieve the parameters originally
applied to the target mix.
This achievement can be useful for remastering applications,
where both the original recording sessions and the final mix
are available, but there is the need to retrieve the mixing
parameters originally applied to the various audio tracks.

the multi-track recording. Thus, the value of the estimated
parameters should depend only on the mixing process and
not on the audio content of the tracks.
The main application of the proposed technique is remastering [1]. Figure 1 shows a common situation where an
old analog multi-track session is remastered in a new digital
format, applying modern techniques in order to improve the
quality of the recording.
Firstly, the single tracks are converted to the digital domain
through the ADC, then processing is applied on the signals
in order to eliminate noise and other typical artifacts present
in old media formats. At this point, the single tracks have to
be mixed but, in most cases, the original mixing parameters
are not available. Using our proposed automatic target mixing (ATM), it is possible to retrieve these parameters from
the final mix of the analog multi-track recording. Optionally, the mixing process can include an up-mixing stage,
which can be used to create multichannel versions of the
recording.

1. INTRODUCTION

Up-Mixing
Parameters

Automatic mixing is an emerging research field whose objective is to provide new tools for sound engineers in order
to partially or completely automate the mixing process for
both live and studio productions.
In particular, the goal of automatic target mixing is to derive the parameters in the mixing of a multi-track recording
based on a target mix. The target can be, in theory, any audio signal which the user can choose as a reference because
of some particular qualities like a certain equalization curve
for a given instrument or a certain balance between the amplitude of the various tracks.
Although the algorithms shown in this paper can be applied
to any kind of target, their evaluation in the context of a target mix and a multi-track recording which contain different
source signals is not a trivial problem and is left for further
research. In this work, we focus on the case where the target
mix was obtained applying a set of unknown parameters to

Analog
Multitrack

ADC

Processing

Mixing

ATM

Mixing
Parameters

Remastered

Target Mix

Figure 1: Application of automatic target mixing: remastering of an analog recording.

In addition to remastering, our algorithm can be useful since
some artists have recently released multi-track recordings
along with the final mix of some of their works [2], giving
the listeners the opportunity to create their own mixes. From
this prospective, the automatic target mixing can be a valid
teaching instrument that shows how famous and skilled sound
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2. SOLVING THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM.
A GEOMETRIC APPROACH

engineers have mixed a certain song.
Some commercial products exist that suggest mixing parameters according to a target [3], [4]. They are based on a
comparison between single tracks or whole mixes, and thus
they do not define specific parameters for each one of the
recordings in a multi-track session. Other previous work
in automatic mixing based on a target has been done by
Reed [5], who designed a system which suggests equalization settings depending on a users’ goal (for instance make
the sound "brighter", or make the frequency content more
"smooth") and uses an inductive nearest neighbour machine
learning algorithm.

Mix

Feature
Retrieval

Distance

F (α1 x1 + α2 x2 ) = α1 F (x1 ) + α2 F (x2 ) ∀α ∈ R (1)
Then the optimization task can be solved analytically using
least squares.
Let t = F (target mix) be the feature extracted from the
target mix and vi = F (xi ) the feature extracted from the
i-th track of the multi-track recording.
t can be represented as a vector in an M-dimensional space
(where M is the size of the feature), as is shown in figure 3.
We can define λ as the sub-space generated by any linear
combination of the vectors vi with positive coefficients. The
dimensionality of λ is equal to the number of tracks N and,
in general, we have N << M . The mix which minimizes
the distance from the target is the projection of t on the subspace λ.

Parameters
Multi-Track
Recording

Assume that the parameters of the mix that we want to estimate are the gains applied to each track xi and that we are
comparing a linear feature extracted from mix and target,
that is a feature F such that

Optimization

Feature
Retrieval
Target Mix

Figure 2: Automatic Target Mixing Framework

t
Kolasinski [6] proposed an automatic target mixing technique which has inspired our research and whose general
framework is depicted in figure 2.
As can be seen, the multi-track recording is mixed using a
certain set of parameters, then a feature or a set of features
is extracted from the resulting mix and from the target mix.
The distance between those features is computed and is input to an optimization algorithm. This estimates the set of
parameters which minimize the distance from the target, so
that this particular set can be used to build the estimated
mix.
The algorithm designed by Kolasinski [6] aims to find the
gains to apply to each track which minimize the euclidean
distance between the spectrum histograms [7] of estimated
and target mix. In his work, the optimization task is performed by a genetic algorithm [8]. This is a search technique that has been proved to be effective in locating the
global minimum of large and uneven parameters’ spaces.
However, for the purpose of this application, the results are
quite poor as the number of tracks increases and the algorithm is computationally expensive. Moreover, an iterative
optimization like the genetic algorithm can only converge to
an approximate solution of the problem.
In the next section a geometric approach is described in order to analytically solve the optimization problem.

t-v
v1

!
Figure 3: Geometric Representation of Target Mix and
Multi-track Recording
We can write the projection vector v as a linear combination
of the tracks vectors vi with the gains α̂ that we want to
retrieve.
N
−1
X
v=
α̂i vi
i=0

A is defined as the matrix whose columns are the vectors vi
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and v is then written as
v = Aα̂
The vector t − v is orthogonal to each of the vectors vi .
Therefore the inner products between vi and t − v must be
zero for each i. This leads to the following equation:
AT (t − v) = 0

There exist various techniques for matching a target transfer function to a filter’s impulse responses [10],[11]. For
instance, the method described by Lee [12] is based on a
least squares optimization and is similar to the one proposed in this section. These techniques are often applied
to loudspeaker and microphone equalization. Yet, to the
authors’ knowledge, filter optimization techniques have not
been adapted to the target mixing problem, where a different transfer function is applied to each track.

Substituting, we obtain
AT t − AT Aα̂ = 0
which implies
α̂ = (AT A)−1 AT t

(2)

Equation 2 is known as the least squares method [9]. The
only condition for the matrix AT A to be invertible is that
the vectors vi must be linearly independent, which is an assumption we can make in general.
As already mentioned, the least square optimization of a
multi-track recording can be performed using any feature
extracted from the audio signals as long as it respect equation 1. Unfortunately many features (for instance, those
based, on the power spectrum or on psycho-acoustical models) are not linear and therefore cannot be used in this framework. However, for the purpose of our problem, we will
only consider the signals in the time domain and their Fourier
transform as the feature vectors.
In particular, choosing the latter, we can extend the leastsquares approach to the equalization problem applying different gains to different frequency bands of the tracks. This
results in increasing the dimension of the sub-space λ, choosing sets of orthogonal vectors wi,j ⊥ wi,k such that
P
X

wi,j = vi

j=1

where P is the number of frequency bands.
This algorithm is estimating the equalization curve applied
to the various tracks in the target mix using a piecewise constant function for each track, and will be referred as the subband estimator. As P increases, the estimation is more accurate and, in theory, able to approximate any transfer function at the expense of a higher computational cost.

3. TARGET EQUALIZATION
As described in the previous section, the equalization parameters can be retrieved using the sub-band estimator. However, this method does not reflect the way equalization is
usually performed, using combinations of FIR or IIR filters.

The FIR filters estimation technique described in this section finds the coefficients of filters which, when applied to
the tracks of the multi-track recording, minimize the Euclidean distance between the target mix and estimated mix.

3.1. Linear Predictive Model
Since the proposed technique is inspired by linear prediction, the basic theory of this model is presented, and then
extended to the target equalization problem.
Let v be an audio signal, then its value v(n) at time n can be
estimated as a linear combination of its S previous samples:
ṽ(n) =

S−1
X

αj v(n − j)

j=0

The goal of the linear predictive model is to find the coefficients α̂j that minimize the squared euclidean distance
between signal and predicted signal. We can define this
squared distance as a function of α
J(α) = ||ṽ − v||2
and compute the coefficients α̂ setting the gradient ∇J(α)
to zero.
This results in solving the following system of linear equations:
S−1
X
Rl =
α̂j Rj−l
(3)
j=0

where Rl is the autocorrelation of the signal v and Rj−l the
j-shifted autocorrelation.
The coefficients α̂ define an FIR filter which is applied to
the signal v, therefore we can use the same approach and
define a new squared distance function in order to solve the
target equalization problem.

3.2. FIR Coefficients Estimation
Let t be the target mix, M the length of the target, N the
number of tracks in the multi-track recording and P the or-
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der of the filter we want to estimate. Then we can define the
following squared distance function:
J(α) = ||t −

N
−1
X

vi ∗ αi ||2

i=0
MX
+P −1 h

t(n) −

=

n=0

N
−1 P
−1
X
X

i2
αij vi (n − j)

i=0 j=0

The partial derivative is computed as:
∂J(α)
=2
∂αkl

MX
+P −1 h

t(n)−

n=0

N
−1 P
−1
X
X

i
αij vi (n−j) vk (n−l)

i=0 j=0

and then the gradient ∇J(α) is set to zero. This corresponds
to solving the following system of linear equations:
t(n)vk (n − l) =

(4)

n=0
−1
N
−1 P
X
X

α̂ij

MX
+P −1

vi (n − j)vk (n − l)

n=0

i=0 j=0

The first sum on the left side of equation 4 is the correlation Cl (t, vk ) between the target t and the k-th track vk ,
while the sum over n on the right side is the shifted correlation Cj−l (vi , vk ) between the i-th track and the k-th track.
Equation 4 can be written as:
Cl (t, vk ) =

−1
N
−1 P
X
X

α̂ij Cj−l (vi , vk )

(5)

i=0 j=0

∀ k = 0, . . . , N − 1 l = 0, . . . , P − 1
The correlation Cl (v, w) between two vectors v and w is
the inner product between v and the l-shifted version of the
vector w. Thus, we can build a matrix A whose columns
contain the tracks v along with the l-shifted tracks:
B6
B6
A = B6
@4

v1

The only parameter we have to chose is P . As with the subband estimator, the number of parameters determines the
accuracy of the algorithm, but also its computational cost.
The next section describes some experiments that have been
performed in order to compare the two methods.

4. ESTIMATORS EVALUATION

MX
+P −1

02

A is equal to the one defined in the section 2. Therefore,
the FIR estimation can be viewed as a generalization of the
geometric approach described to retrieve the gain settings.
This least squares estimation minimizes the norm of the error function J(α) in the time domain. But, since the Fourier
transform doesn’t affect the norm of a function, up to a factor 1/2π, then this means that the distance in the Fourier
domain between target and estimated mix will also be minimized.
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and write equation 5 in matrix form:
(AT A)α̂ = AT t
which can be solved again with the least square method:
T

α̂ = (A A)

−1

T

A t

It is interesting to consider a particular case of the equation
5. If we set the order of the filter P to one, then we are simply applying different gains to each track, and the matrix

In general we know neither the number nor the type of filters applied to the multi-track recording and, therefore, the
estimation of equalization parameters must be robust to different choices of filters. For this reason we have designed
some experiments in order to compare the performances of
the sub-band and FIR estimators.
The algorithms were tested on a 6-tracks recording that contains different instruments on each channel. The audio files
are sampled at 16 bits/44100 Hz, and their duration is approximately 30 seconds.
As a preliminary result, we estimated parameters for the
equalization of a single track then we applied our algorithm
on the whole multi-track recording in order to retrieve different parameters for each channel.
Firstly we designed a 256-order FIR multiband filter, whose
impulse response is depicted in figure 5 and whose frequency
response is shown in figure 6. This filter can be viewed as a
graphic equalizer with extreme settings where the frequency
bands 0-0.2KHz, 1.5-3KHz and 15-22KHz have unitary gain
and the other bands are fully attenuated.
The convolution of one instrument of our multi-track recording with this filter was the target mix. Then, we applied iteratively both the sub-band estimator and the FIR estimator,
increasing progressively the number of estimation parameters. For each iteration, we computed the euclidean distance
between target and estimated mix.
Figure 4 shows the distance as the number of parameters approaches the order of the filter. As can be seen, the sub-band
estimation does not improve much as the number of parameters increases, while the distance function decreases to zero
using the FIR estimator. The experimental results suggest
that there must be a correspondence between the distance
function and the energy present in the target’s impulse re-
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Figure 4: Distance from target for a high order FIR multiband filter
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Figure 5: Impulse response of a high order FIR multiband
filter

sponse. In fact, most of the energy of the impulse response
depicted in figure 5 is present at less than 3 ms (corresponding to 130 samples) and we can see that, when the number
of parameters of the FIR estimator reaches a value around
130, the distance drops to a very small value.
This behaviour has been confirmed using other target impulse responses. It implies that, as long as the target filter has an impulse response whose energy decays quickly
enough, then the FIR estimator will produce a good approximation of it with a finite number of coefficients.
Figures 7 and 9 show the impulse and frequency response
of an 8th order IIR low-pass filter used to test the estimators. The cutoff frequency is 1KHz and the design is based
on a Butterworth analog prototype. The distance between
the target and estimated signal as a function of the number
of parameters is shown in figure 8.
Again we can see that the sub-band estimator doesn’t produce good results, while using the FIR estimator the distance from target decreases towards zero as the number of

Figure 6: Frequency response of a high order FIR multiband
filter

parameters increases.
In this case, the FIR estimator can’t reproduce the exact
target impulse response because we would need an infinite
number of parameters. However, since the energy of the target impulse response decays quickly to zero, we can achieve
a good approximation even with a small number of coefficients.
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Figure 7: Impulse response of an 8th order IIR lowpass filter
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Figure 8: Distance from target for an 8th order IIR lowpass filter
Frequency Response

The FIR estimator works completely in the time domain,
while the sub-band method requires the computation of the
Fourier transforms of each channel of the multi-track recording. Therefore the computational time required by the FIR
technique is always smaller.
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Figure 9: Frequency response of an 8th order IIR lowpass
filter

Figure 10 shows the computational time required for the estimation of parameters for a 1024-samples audio signal. The
length of the test signal for this experiment has been chosen
to be one of the typical values used in a frame-by-frame implementation.
Computational Time
Time (seconds)

0.2
FIR estimation
Sub−band estimation

0.15
0.1

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the FIR estimator with a multi-track recording, six different 128-order FIR
filters have been applied to six different channels, and then
the channels were mixed to produce the target mix.
The filters have a "free-hand" impulse response which is the
result of choosing random gains for 8 particular frequencies
and designing a 128-order FIR filter whose response is an
interpolation between these points.
Figure 11 shows the response of one of the filters. The frequencies specified by the dashed lines have a fixed gain level
between +12dB and −12dB.
The FIR estimator is able to retrieve different filter coefficients for each track, and figure 12 shows the results in
terms of the distance between target and estimated mix.
Although the distance doesn’t drop exactly to zero as the
number of parameters reaches the order of the target filter,
the error becomes very small and the estimated mix can be
considered to be almost equal to the target. This error may
be due to the great number of operations involved in the estimation, and may be reduced by performing the algorithm
on a frame-by-frame basis.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

300

Figure 10: Computational time required for parameters’ estimation

A new method for automatic retrieving of mixing parameters has been proposed which improves the precision, the
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Figure 12: Distance from target for a 6-track recording, equalized with one different free-hand FIR filter for each track
Frequency Response

rameters applied are different from those used to construct
it.

6
4

Our current research is focused on the extension of the ATM
algorithm to the estimation of dynamic processor parameters in a multi-track mix. For this purpose we are applying the algorithm on a frame-by-frame basis, assuming that
the parameters are constant within a small analysis window. This frame based implementation may also be used
to retrieve time varying gains and equalization parameters.
However preliminary results indicate that this extension is
not straightforward.
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Figure 11: Frequency response of a 128th order Free-hand
FIR filter

robustness and the computational cost of previous work [6]
and takes into account equalization parameters.
As discussed in section 1, a possible direction for further research aims at solving the general problem when target and
multi-track recording contain different audio tracks which
would result in the automation of the mixing of novel recordings. In this case our system is not directly applicable because the estimated parameters would depend not only on
the actual mixing parameters, but also on the content of target and multi-track recordings.
Having said that, it is possible to perform an optimization
of parameters defining different objective functions, which
may take into account perceptual similarity between target
and estimated mix. In this case the system will build a mix
which is percieved as similar to the target, even if the pa-
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses details related to the automatic control of effects parameters. Specifically, it examines control of audio effects
when synchronized with a musical piece’s rhythm. Synchronization is achieved by having control data that is periodic with the
bar-length. The need for continuity in the control data is also discussed. This concept is introduced in terms of modulation techniques known as ASK and CPFSK. This is expanded upon with a
discussion of a curve drawing technique that is common to computer graphics.
1. INTRODUCTION
Many methods exist for controlling audio effects. Some effects
are able to blindly control themselves, while others use adaptive
control techniques. Some are controlled by a musician. Still others lack a native control method, but are often still controllable
through automation processes.
For the most part, audio effects are independent of rhythmic
structures. Many effects, however, have parameters that are capable of being changed during a performance. Other effects, such
as wah-wahs and talk boxes, have controls that are, by design, intended to be changed during a performance. With these, the musician must be aware of the rhythm in order to exercise thoughtful
control. In contrast, a musician using a synthesizer uses effects, but
the effects control is ultimately handled by the synthesizer. Examples of this include LFOs and envelope generators. In this case, the
musician needs to be aware of neither the rhythm nor the effects
control. There is also a process known as automation. Automation
can manipulate effects control values over a period of time. The
process is able to take rhythmic structure into account because it is
initially configured by a human.
Some effects have control values that are dependent on an input signal. These are known as adaptive effects. An overview of
adaptive effects was given in [1]. Compressors, expanders, and
noise gates are good examples of adaptive effects. Because these
effects track and quickly modify signal dynamics, it can be argued
that they are manipulating rhythm as well
Adaptive effects involving beat tracking are of particular relevance. Recent work has been done on beat tracking in [2], and this
type of technology has been used to control beat-synchronized effects such as tremolos, auto-wahs, vibratos, and flangers [3]. It was
also noted in [3] that most traditional effects are static and would
be more versatile if they were able to achieve time-synchronization
with the music. While adaptive effects can achieve beat synchronization, this is a reactive system designed for live performance.

Adaptive beat-synchronized effects control relies on beat detection, and the synchronization thus arrives with a high latency. It
also leaves the question of exactly how the effects parameters are
to be manipulated once the beat has been detected. These would
be drawbacks during the mastering phase of a music production.
An effects controller should not introduce clicks or zipper noise
to the audio that is being processed. This was mentioned in [4]
where polynomial interpolation was used to get smooth transitions
between parameters. The issue of synchronization fell outside the
scope of the work though, and, in the context presently being discussed, general polynomial interpolation can suffer from undesirable behavior. It is thus necessary that specific methods of interpolation be considered.
Continuity of control parameters has also been dealt with in
[5] by making use of Bézier curves. This also provided for an
arbitrarily shaped controlling waveform. Bézier curves were also
used in [6] and [7] and again they permitted both smooth control
and the use of arbitrarily shaped waveforms. In these three papers,
however, the issue of time synchronization and its extension to
generalized effects control, was not discussed. Bézier curves were
also used for waveform generation in [8].
In section 2 background is discussed. This includes a discussion of rhythm, automation, and modulation. Section 3 begins
to pull these concepts together with an investigation of modulation keying and synchronization. Section 4 extends the concept
of modulation keying to splines constructed from Bézier curves.
Following this is a conclusion summarizing the results.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Rhythm
Rhythm is a fundamental attribute of music. It is important to the
brief momentary segments within a note as well as to the large
scale structures that encompass an entire musical piece. Among
the basic rhythmic structures in music is the bar. Also known as a
measure, a bar represents a grouping of a set of musical sounds. In
many musical genres, sets of bars exhibit high degrees of similarity
with one another [9]. For an idealized musical signal, similarity
can roughly be described mathematically as
y(t) ≈ y(t + nP )

(1)

where P is the time length in seconds of each bar and is given by
P =

fbpb
60 sec/min.
fbpm

(2)
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Here fbpb represents the beats per bar. It is also the numerator in
a time signature. The variable fbpm is the beats per minute. It is
the value of P that gives the period with which the effects control
is desired to be in synchronization.
2.2. Automation
2.2.1. Usage in Industry
Automation is a process by which adjustable parameters in a music
production system are programmed to be adjusted without having
oversight by a human controller. This is a common feature in many
sequencing programs. Overviews of automation can be found in
sequencer program user manuals [10] [11].
Automation is often used to control volume, panning, and equalization, as well as a wide variety of other processing routines. Typically, configuring automation means using a mouse to create control data in a software sequencer. This done by selecting points, or
nodes, along a track. The software then uses one of a number of
methods to interpolate between these points.

2.3.2. Modulation in Telecommunications
Modulation keying is the technology used in telecommunications
for transmitting digital data. The primary methods for this are
amplitude shift keying (ASK), frequency shift keying (FSK), and
phase shift keying (PSK). In each of these three schemes, the signal amplitude, signal frequency, or signal phase is abruptly switched
to a different value, or a different state. Many variations on these
three schemes exist. Among these are quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), continuous phase frequency shift keying (CPFSK),
and 64 quadrature amplitude modulation (64-QAM). An overview
of various modulation schemes is given in [15]. While traditional
modulation methods have a long history in musical effects processing, schemes employing modulation keying have seen little use.
In modulation keying, data is composed of bits and is encoded
into different symbols. Each symbol is a representation of either
a single bit or a group of bits. The symbols are then transmitted
through the propagation medium. CPFSK and ASK are shown in
Fig. 1, where 1s and 0s are distinguished by waveform segments
of either a different frequency or a different amplitude. In this case
each symbol is a representation of a single bit.

2.2.2. Mathematical Description
Automation data can be described mathematically as a spline. A
spline is a function that is defined in terms of other functions. A
spline is cut up into sections, and then each section is defined by a
segment from another function. If a spline is given by S(t) and it
is divided up at points given by tn , then
S(t) = Vn (t)

for

tn−1 ≤ t < tn

(3)

where t0 is the first sample in the track and tn − 1 is the last.
Automation is primarily a means for assigning slowly varying
arbitrary control. Automation data created for a single bar, can be
duplicated and thereby achieve a certain amount of repeatability.
On the downside, the parameter control is limited by the ability
to shape curves. Discontinuities can appear where portions of automation data have been duplicated and placed adjacent to one another. They can also appear at the nodes where spline segments
join one another, although some implementations [12] provide for
nicer curve shaping abilities than others.
In theory, automation could also be used for fast modulation
or even synthesis. This, however, is not the intended purpose.

1

0

Figure 1: Top: The waveform of a CPFSK signal. Middle: An ASK
signal. Bottom: A corresponding bit sequence.
In any scheme, the transmitted signal has a certain symbol rate.
If error correction coding is ommitted, the symbol rate is given by
fbit
(4)
m
is the bit-rate and m is the number of bits in each symfsymbol =

where fbit
bol.
Each symbol represents a distinct quantization state. The number of states M in an M -ary signaling system is given by

2.3. Modulation
2.3.1. Modulation in Music
Modulation in music has taken on many forms, with amplitude and
frequency modulation being among the most well known. Many
variants, such as single sideband modulation and adaptive modulation, exist, and they have been used in audio effects processing
[13]. Another technique known as fractal modulation was also
the topic of a relatively recent audio effects paper [14]. Applications of modulation effects are wide-ranging, and include autopans, auto-wahs, tremolos, and vibratos, as well as literal signal
modulators. Typical shapes for modulated waveforms are sinusoidal, triangular, sawtooth, and square. Modulation is often used
to deliberately produce artifacts inside of the audible spectrum. By
driving a process slowly, however, artifacts with perceivable timedependence can be produced outside of the audible spectrum.

M = bm

(5)

where b is the number of possible states held by an individual bit.
In practice b is almost always equal to 2, though other values are
technically possible. Fig. 2 displays a QPSK signal that has two
bits per symbol and is thus a depiction of 4-ary signaling.
All signals have a spectrum. The spectrum of a particular signal is dependent on a number of factors. For modulation keying,
the means by which the state of the modulated carrier wave is
shifted will have an effect on the spectrum. Filtering is often employed so that the signal falls into a desired bandwidth. Other modified modulation schemes, such as CPFSK, can be used to achieve
greater continuity and thereby reduce signal bandwidth.
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Figure 2: Top: The waveform of a QPSK signal. Bottom: A corresponding bit sequence.

3. RHYTHM-SYNCHRONIZED KEYED MODULATION
In the preceding sections the concepts of musical periodicity, automation, and modulation were described. The following will discuss modulation keying as a method for generating control signals
that are rhythm-synchronized.
Many modern and many vintage effects are modulation-related.
In other words, they’re controlled by an oscillatory waveform. Examples of this include tremolos, vibratos, and autopans. When
arranging music, it may be desirable to have an oscillator with a
continuously variable frequency, and also to synchronize this oscillator to the rhythm. These constraints can be met if the oscillatory waveform is of the same type as that used for specific forms
of modulation keying.

1st bar

2nd bar

3rd bar

Figure 3: Top: A synchronized CPFSK waveform. Middle: A synchronized ASK waveform. Bottom: Blocks denoting a bars as is
commonly found in sequencer applications.

This all presumes, however, that the time signature, tempo,
and structure within a song are all fairly static. Complex time signature, complex tempo, and varying structure add additional complexity. Complexities such as these can be accommodated with
minor mathematical modifications, though the specific modification will depend on the specific complexity. Approaches for structure analysis [16] and tempo estimation [17] may prove useful for
designing more complex control data.

3.1. Synchronization

4. CONTINUITY AND CURVE DRAWING

It is desired that the control data be the same over each bar. The
functions Vn (t) can be used to define a bar-length segment of control data, and it can thus be observed that
Vn (t) = Vn+1 (t + P )

(6)

which is equivalent to writing S(t) = S(t + nP ). It follows that
the spline junctions tn in Eq. 3 are given by
tn = nP.

(7)

By carefully choosing a sequence of repeating symbols, as
well as the time length and modulation frequency of each symbol, a carrier waveform can be forced to fit neatly within a bar.
This is shown in Fig. 3 for CPFSK and ASK.
Having different time lengths for different symbols means that
the average symbol rate for non-random signals will vary. Using
Eq. 2 and an L-length sequence of symbols each with symbol
frequencies fsymbol,i , leads to
L
X
i=1

1
= P.
fsymbol,i

(8)

Many approaches exist for describing the segments Vn (t) mathematically. However, the spline method used to construct the complete automation waveform in Eq. 3 will work here as well. This
is shown in 9 for an i-length sequence of bits.
Vn (t) = vi (t)

for

ti−1 ≤ t < ti

(9)

Signals with sharp corners and discontinuities have high frequency
components in their spectrums. An ideal controlling waveform
does not introduce undesired audible artifacts. For this reason,
potential musical implementations of FSK and PSK have not been
depicted in the present paper.
There are two common classes of continuity, parametric continuity, denoted C j , and geometric continuity, denoted Gj [18] [19].
In both cases, j refers to the continuity of the jth derivative.
Parametric continuity refers to continuity of a parametric curve.
Parametric curves are defined by a set of functions, each of which
is dependent on a common shared variable. It is the common
shared variable with which the derivatives are taken to.
Geometric continuity is continuity that exists when the derivative of a spatial function is taken with respect to a spatial dimension. The existence of parametric continuity implies the existence
of geometric continuity. In the case of non-parametric control data,
there is just one time-dependent function. Time can therefore be
treated as a spatial dimension, and only geometric continuity needs
to be considered.
While CPFSK and ASK have G0 continuity, they fail to have
the G1 continuity that was used in [6]. It may be desired to have
controlling waveforms of still higher order Gj continuity, although
the chosen value of j may affect and ultimately complicate implementation strategies. In any case, it is desired that each control
segment Vn (t) be at least G1 continuous, and that G1 continuity
exist where the end of one control segment meets the beginning of
the next.
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4.1. Curve Drawing
With modulation keying some sections of the control data may
need to be smoothed over. A reasonable approach to this is to
identify the rougher sections of the waveform and replace them
with an interpolated curve. On the other hand, there is a limitation
to what can be accomplished with modulation keying when the
keys are limited to sinusoidal shapes. This is exemplified by processes such as envelope control, fades, and wah effects where an
arbitrarily-shaped waveform is ideal. Rather than smoothing rough
sections of the waveform by interpolating, it is just as practical to
produce the entire sequence of symbols through interpolation. The
problem at hand can thus be reduced to one of curve drawing.

000

001

010

011

100

Figure 4: Top: A Bézier spline shown as a set of modulation symbols. Circles mark where two segments join. Bottom: A corresponding sequence of bits.

4.1.1. Bézier Curves
A prevalent curve drawing method found in graphics applications
uses Bézier curves [20]. This method is well described in literature related to both computer graphics and non-uniform rational B-splines. Bézier curves have the benefit of joining together
smoothly to make continuous splines and also behaving in a predictable fashion.
Bézier curves are defined in terms of control points. Each
curve has a start point, an end point, and at least one additional
point to shape the curve. Additional shaping points are needed
when the curve is of higher order. If the control points are given
by, say, ~
pk , then each point is defined in signal-space as

Again, each segment Vn (t) is constructed as a spline where
each subsegment vi (t) is described by Eq. 11, 12, and 13. The
result of this is plotted for several bars in Fig. 5.

~
pk = tk t̂ + vk v̂.

Figure 5: Top: A Bézier spline that repeats on each bar. Bottom:
Track segments depicting bars.

(10)

Typically a Bézier curve is described parametrically. For a
cubic curve, this is given by Eqs. 11 and 12.

1st bar

The start point, first control point, second control point, and end
point are given by ~
p0 , ~
p1 , ~
p2 , and ~
p3 respectively. This can be
generalized to an N th degree curve by Eq. 13.
~
B(u)
=

N
X
k=0

p
~k

N!
uk (1 − u)N −k
k!(N − k)!

(13)

The start and end points determine where the curve begins and
ends, and the control points are used to shape the curve. Because
an audio signal is being dealt with, v must be given in terms of t,
which means solving the polynomial in Eq. 11 for u.
Quadratic, cubic, and quartic polynomials are algebraically
solvable. In contrast, polynomials of higher order are not solvable using ordinary algebraic operations[21]. The solutions to
quadratic, cubic, and quartic polynomials involve multiple algebraic operations including square roots. This comes at a relatively
small computational cost, although comparatively speaking, it’s
more costly than finding points along a parametric Bézier curve.

A system for controlling audio effects has been described. Rhythm
synchronized control can be achieved by using the modulation
schemes known as ASK and CPFSK. Rhythm synchronized control can also achieved by using Bézier curves, and this can be described in the context of modulation keying. ASK and CPFSK
result in G0 continuity. Bézier curves, when given certain constraints, result in at least G1 continuity. Bézier curves have the
added benefit of providing control with an arbitrarily-shaped waveform. This allows users to have as much control over the curve
shape as they would with curves drawn using a computer graphics
application. The end result is control data that can be varied in
an irregular manner, varied precisely, and repeated for sections of
audio that exhibit similarity.

4.1.2. Keying with Bézier Curves
Modulation symbols can represent multiple bits. It is therefore
possible to describe each distinct Bézier segment as a single symbol in an M -ary modulation scheme. This is done in Fig. 4 for five
symbols of 8-ary modulation of binary bit data.
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t(u) = (1 − u)3 t0 + 3u(1 − u)2 t1 + 3u2 (1 − u)t2 + u3 t3 (11)
v(u) = (1 − u)3 v0 + 3u(1 − u)2 v1 + 3u2 (1 − u)v2 + u3 v3 (12)
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an approach for the localization of a sound
source in the complete azimuth plane of an auditory scene using a
movable human dummy head. A new localization approach which
assumes that the sources are positioned on a circle around the listener is introduced and performs better than standard approaches
for humanoid source localization like the Woodworth formula and
the Freefield formula. Furthermore a localization approach based
on approximated HRTFs is introduced and evaluated. Iterative
variants of the algorithms enhance the localization accuracy and
resolve specific localization ambiguities. In this way a localization
blur of approximately three degrees is achieved which is comparable to the human localization blur. A front-back confusion allows
a reliable localization of the sources in the whole azimuth plane in
up to 98.43 % of the cases.
1. INTRODUCTION
Humans can estimate the position of a sound source in the auditory
scene quite accurately with a localization blur of approximately
two to three degrees in the fore side azimuth plane dependent on
the psychological study [1]. This paper describes an approach that
tries to mimic this ability of the human auditory system and localizes sound sources in the complete azimuth plane of the auditory scene with a comparable localization blur. In further steps
of the project the localization method described in this paper is
extended to the multiple source case and is used as input to a following source separation architecture [2], [3] that takes advantage
of the positions of the sources in the auditory scene.
To imitate the conditions humans experience in an auditory
scene, a movable human dummy head with three degrees of freedom – called Bob – is used. Bob resides in a normal office room
and is able to move in any human-like position to investigate the
auditory scene around, which is constructed using a standard 7.1
loudspeaker system.

Figure 1: Bob – the movable human dummy head.

The spatial separation of the ears and the head shadow not
only affect the arrival times of the signals, but also account for interaural level differences of the signals. The signal at the turned
away ear has travelled further and so has lost more energy on its
way, which leads to slight level differences dependent on the incidence direction. The head shadow contributes additional level
differences, which can be up to 25 dB at high frequencies [4].
Analogously to the ITD, the direction dependent ILD can be used
to estimate the location of a sound source. But opposed to the ITD
values, the ILD values are not well predictable by diffraction theory and depend heavily on the arrival angle, the frequency and the
distance of the source [5].
3. ESTIMATION OF ITD AND ILD
The ITD between the two ears can be estimated by correlating the
two ear signals and finding the peak in the resulting function. Assume xL and xR denote the time domain signal of the left and the
right ear. The correlation function is defined as
R(l) =

X

xL (t + l) · xR (t).

(1)

t

2. HUMANOID SOURCE LOCALIZATION
For source localization the human brain mainly uses Interaural
Time Differences (ITD) and Interaural Level Differences (ILD) [1]
of the signals received at the left and the right ear, which arise due
to the distance between the ears. This spatial separation enables a
sampling of the received signals in the auditory space. The solid
head between the two ears introduces diffraction and scattering of
the sound waves and accounts for significant head shadows at the
ear that is turned away from the sound source.

The interaural time difference is then estimated as the time
value corresponding to the highest peak in the correlation function.
The interaural level difference between the left and the right
ear signal is computed by subtracting the power of the left signal
and the power of the right signal.
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Consider the scenario shown in figure 3, where the head is
assumed to have radius rh . The travelled distance of the left and
right source to the two ears sl and sr differs by

r

∆s = sl − sr

45◦

(4)

2

6

b

The resulting interaural time difference is estimated by
45◦

∆t =

∆s
c

(5)

3

5

is the speed of sound in air. Assuming that the
where c = 343 m
s
sound source is always located on the circle, the distance between
the sound source and the center of the head is always r. Substituting equation (5) into equation (4) yields

4

Figure 2: Schematic view of loudspeaker constellation.
sl − sr = ∆t · c
∆s

(6)

The distances of the sound source to the left and the right ear
unfold after simple trigonometric transformations to
sl
sr
Line of sight

φ
rh

r

b

ds

p

r2 + 2 · rh · r · sin φ + rh 2
p
sr = r2 − 2 · rh · r · sin φ + rh 2
sl =

(7)
(8)

Inserting equations (7) and (8) into equation (6) yields after
rearranging terms a function of φ in dependency of the interaural
time difference ∆t

φ
sr

s „
"
«#
180◦
∆tc 1
1 2 2
2
2
φ(∆t) =
· arcsin
r + rh − ∆t c
π
2rrh 2
2
(9)

Figure 3: Free-field propagation of sound waves through a transparent head.

Current neurophysiological research [6] found evidence that
the human brain is also able to perform correlation based methods
to estimate the time differences. There are special cells in the inferior colliculus in the brain stem which are maximally sensitive to a
specific ITD, independent of the frequency of the incoming signal.
There also exist special cells that are tuned to respond to specific
ILDs [5].
4. INCIDENCE ANGLE ESTIMATION
This section first describes a new circle-formula for estimating the
direction of incidence of the auditory source based on the available
ITD which assumes that the sources are located on a circle around
the listener. This formula is compared to two standard formulas
to transform the ITD values to the estimated incidence direction:
the freefield formula and the Woodworth formula. Additionally an
approximation of the HRTF for the described scenario is evaluated
for its source localization capabilities.
4.1. Formula for circular loudspeaker constellation
In the current scenario, the dummy head Bob is located in the center of a normal office room, while the loudspeakers are arranged on
a circle around as depicted in figure 2. For such a scenario, where
the sources are assumed to emanate from a circle with a specified
radius r, the following approach is used to localize the sources.

4.2. Freefield Formula
Figure 3 shows the scenario when the head is assumed to be a perfect sphere with radius rh and the sound waves are supposed to be
able to travel through the head without diffraction and reflection.
The distance of the sound emanating source is assumed to be large
compared to the head radius. The travelled distances of the left
and right signal differ by an amount
∆s = sl − sr ,

(10)

which is dependent on the incidence direction of the wave front.
Assuming a propagation speed of sound in air of c = 343 m/s,
the arrival time difference ∆t is proportional to ∆s:
∆t =

∆s
c

(11)

By applying simple geometric transformations, the interaural
time difference between the two ears can be approximated dependent on the incidence angle φ and the head radius rh by the sine
law [4]:
∆t ≈

2rh sin φ
c

(12)
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4.3. Woodworth Formula
In the case of a head modelled as a perfect solid sphere, the sound
waves diffract and reflect at the turned-away side. Accounting for
the diffraction characteristics, the length of the travelled path of the
incident sound wave is longer than in the free-field case. Motivated
by this, Woodworth and Schlosberg [7] applied diffraction theory
to a completely spherical head, yielding the following formula to
approximate the ITD:
∆t =

rh (φ + sin φ)
c

(13)

the human head – they either are reflected completely or pass with
little refraction.
In analogy to the approximation of the ITD-HRTF, the ILDHRTF can be approximated by a sinusoidal model. Viste [4] for
example also approximates the ILD with sinusoids of different frequency and amplitude. Inspecting the mean ILD-HRTF however
shows additional peaks and valleys in the curves, especially in frequencies higher than 1 kHz. In the case of the dummy head Bob, a
model consisting of only one sinusoid does not adequately model
the ILD-HRTF. Fitting harmonic Fourier series of length two however already gives a good and simple approximation of the function.

4.4. Head Related Transfer Function

∆l(φ, f ) = αf · sin(ωφ) + βf · sin(3ωφ)

The complete refraction and resonance characteristics of the human dummy head Bob and the media lab can be specified by measuring the Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF) for ITD and
ILD. The localization of a source in the auditory scene is then
approached by using the HRTF as a table lookup: The ITD and
ILD of the left and right signal are computed and compared to the
HRTF to find the dedicated position.
HRTFs are very sensitive to changes in the setup and the performance severely degrades, if the recording setup and the application scenario differ [8]. Even for different head positions in the
same environment differences in the HRTFs occur (see figure 4).
The HRTF of the human dummy head Bob is measured by
playing back white noise from each of the seven loudspeakers (positions depicted in figure 2). For each loudspeaker position, Bob
turns from 0◦ (looking straight to the loudspeaker) to 360◦ (again
looking straight to the speaker) in 1◦ -steps and records one second of white noise in each case. For each loudspeaker the incoming signal is filtered with a gammatone filterbank of 512 channels.
For each of the 512 frequency channels of the resulting cochleagram and each of the 360 source positions, the ITDs and ILDs are
computed. The complete HRTFs for ITDs for each loudspeaker
position are plotted in figure 4.
To smooth out local variations and to make the HRTF more
robust against changes in the environment, a mean HRTF is computed by taking the mean of all seven measured HRTFs. Inspecting
the mean ITD-HRTF yields that each channel can roughly be approximated by a sinusoid of a specific frequency and amplitude
– as already mentioned by several other researchers (i.e. [9], [4],
[8]). An approximate HRTF is then found by fitting each channel
to a sinusoidal model:
∆t(φ, f ) = αf · sin(ωf φ),
where αf denotes the frequency dependent scaling factor, and
ωf specifies the frequency dependent sinusoid frequency. The
mean HRTF, the approximated HRTF and the resulting error function is plotted in figure 5. Especially in the low frequencies up
to 1 kHz, the sinusoidal model fits very well and the error function shows only little deviations. This is consistent with the so
called Duplex Theory which describes the human source localization based on the combined evaluation of the physical cues ITD
and ILD and was first identified by Lord Rayleigh [10]. In frequencies larger than 1 kHz, the ITD starts to become ambiguous
as the wavelength of the signal becomes comparable to the size
of the head and the correlation function of the left and right ear
signal starts to exhibit several peaks. For frequencies greater than
1 kHz, the ILD cues become a reliable measure of the incidence
direction as the signals of short wavelength are not refracted by

This model is analog to a model used by Duda et. al [11].
Duda et. al noted that the ILD is periodic in φ and approximate
the ILD by complete Fourier series expansions.
The result of the approximation is plotted in figure 6. In the
low frequencies up 800 Hz, there are only little ILDs as the waves
pass through the head without reflection. Above 800 Hz the used
model approximates the ILD well up to approximately 1.5 kHz.
Above 1.5 kHz additional sinusoidal vibrations occur. Adding further harmonics to the model can eliminate these peaks and valleys
and leads in the end case to the model used by Duda et. al [11].
At the current time there are no simple models known that
describe the characteristics of the ILD in general [4] as in the case
of the ITD, where the Freefield-Formula, the Woodworth-Formula
and the Formula for a circular arrangement of the sound sources
already give easy and good approximations for the estimation of
the incidence direction.
4.5. Results
To estimate the incidence direction of a sound source in the auditory scene recorded by the human dummy head Bob, the five
described formulas are compared to each other to find the most
suitable and computational manageable algorithm for source localization. Figure 7 shows the results of the five described estimation
formulas for sound source locations of −90◦ to 90◦ . The values
are obtained by taking the average values for 240 speech sources
of one second length taken from the speech database CMU Arctic
[12] and played back from the specified directions. Each sound
source is recorded with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. The estimation of the location by the HRTF formulas is performed by computing the average estimated direction of several frequency channels.
For the ITD-HRTF the ITD value is used as table lookup to find
the most probable incidence direction for all channels between 200
Hz and 1000 Hz, the range where the error function of the approximated ITD-HRTF is almost zero. The ILD-HRTF computes the
location of the source analogously but uses only channels from 800
Hz to 1400 Hz as the error function of the ILD-HRTF is small in
this range.
The black line shows the optimal results, where each sound
source is assigned to its correct incidence direction. The freefield
formula (the red line) performs well for incidence directions between −20◦ and +20◦ and shows a localization blur of approximately three degree, which is comparable to the human localization blur [1]. For values greater than ±20◦ , the algorithm overestimates the directions by up to 40◦ . The Woodworth formula (the
green line) performs similarly and comparable to the Freefield formula, but the overestimation of incidence directions greater than
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Figure 4: HRTF for ITD for dummy head Bob residing in a normal office room.
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Figure 5: Mean measured HRTF for ITD and approximated HRTF.

Figure 6: Mean measured HRTF for ILD and approximated HRTF.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the five described formulas for incidence
direction estimation based on the interaural time and level difference.

±20◦ is only up to 20◦ . The formula for the circular arrangement
(the blue line) of the loudspeakers performs about 4 to 5◦ better
than the Woodworth and the freefield formula especially in the
range between ±20 − −40◦ and therfore should be preferred to
cover a higher reliability range. The HRTF of the interaural time
differences outperforms the other formulas and estimates the location of the sound source reliably up to ±50◦ with less than three
degree localization blur. The HRTF for the ILD performs only
poorly and can only be used to derive a coarse direction like “on
the left side” or “on the right side”.
The presented algorithms for localization deliver reliable incidence direction estimations for source locations between ±20◦ for
the formulas and ±50◦ for the HRTFs. The human dummy head
Bob should be able to localize sources in the complete horizontal
plane. To estimate also incidence directions greater than ±50◦ reliably, the location estimation is used iteratively. In each iteration
Bob turns to the estimated direction and refines his computation
until a stable result occurs.
Figure 8 shows the results for the different formulas for two
and three iterations. The ITD-HRTF formula estimates the directions almost optimal with less than three degree localization
blur even in the two iteration case (see left plot), but the accuracy
slightly increases in the three iteration case (see right plot).
For two iterations, the ITD formulas refine their accuracy in
the range up to ±30◦ and for incidence directions greater than 60◦
and achieve a localization blur of less than three degree for these
directions. In the range between 30◦ and 60◦ on both sides of
the head, the estimation suffers. While the Circle and the Woodworth formula misjudge the incidence directions by up to 10◦ in
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Figure 8: Results of the iterative localization with two (left plot) and three (right plot) iterations.
this range, the Freefield formula evaluates falsely up to 30◦ . The
fall-off of the performance for the Circle, Woodworth and Freefield
formula in this range can be traced back to the moderate performance of these formulas in the one-iteration case. Assuming a
source position of 45◦ , the Freefield formula estimates the position to approximately 90◦ (see graph in figure 7). The head is then
moving to position 90◦ and the new relative position of the source
is at −45◦ , which in turn leads to a false estimation of −90◦ and so
on and so forth. The performance of the Woodworth and the Circle formula in this range can be explained analogously, but the first
estimation is approximately 70◦ and the next iterations can resolve
this error as can been seen in the three iteration case. The third iteration increases the accuracy of the estimation and the Woodworth,
the Circle and the HRTF-ITD formula perform almost equally.
The results of the ILD-HRTF have been improved compared
to the non-iterative case, but cannot keep up with the incidence estimation based on ITD. The performance of the ILD estimation has
increased compared to the two iterations case, but is still not comparable to the incidence estimation based on ITD. By using more
iteration steps, the ILD estimation can be further refined and an
acceptable accuracy is achieved by approximately eight iterations.
To localize also sources in the back of Bob, a front-back discrimination is implemented as described in the next section.
5. FRONT-BACK CONFUSION
All algorithms used for location estimation (except the HRTF) assume a spherical head and a symmetrical setup regarding the front
and back direction. These formulas always assume that the sound
source is located in front and return an estimated incidence between ±90◦ as they are only invertable in this range. They are not
able to distinguish, if a source is coming from the front or the back
direction. Signals coming from the back are localized erroneously
at the mirrored frontal position.
Assuming a constant distance of the sound sources, there always exist two incidence directions in the horizontal plane that
exhibit the same time and level differences as depicted in figure 9.
Denoting these directions with φ1 and φ2 , the two possible source
locations are related to each other by
φ2 = φ1 + 2 · α

(15)

All formulas – including the HRTF – approximate the ITD and

x
Viewing Direction
φ2

y
b

φ1

α
α
b

Figure 9: Front-Back Confusion of single sound source.

ILD by a kind of sinusoidal function. The inverse table lookup of
the time and level differences return degree values between ±90◦ ,
which always corresponds to position φ1 . It is therefore not possible to infer with these formulas, if the source is coming from
position φ1 or position φ2 .
If the distance of the sound source is not constant, the two possible locations of the sound source expand to half-lines emanating
in directions φ1 and φ2 . If the elevation dimension is additionally
regarded, the set of possible locations further expand to the rotational solid of the two half lines, which results in the so called cone
of confusion [1]. Experiments with human subjects revealed that
for a real – not completely spherical – human head the half lines
look more like hyberbolas, which corresponds to an hyperboloid
in the three dimensional case [13].
Humans use the frequency and direction dependent filtering
of the outer ear to determine if the sound source is coming from
the front or the back direction [1]. Additionally humans use head
motions to resolve front-back ambiguities [1]. A slight movement
of the head yields a specific change in the ITDs and ILDs and is
used to estimate, if the source is located in the front or the back
direction (compare to figure 10).
The iterative source localization algorithm described in the
last section resolves most of the front-back confusion errors by
the separate incidence direction estimation in each direction. Figure 11 shows the results of the iterative localization for a variable
number of iterations. The algorithm stops, when a stable result is
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Algorithm
Freefield
Circle
Woodworth
HRTF-ITD
HRTF-ILD

Correct Estimated [%]
98.24
97.22
98.43
94.35
96.39

Viewing Direction

Table 1: Results of the front-back confusion algorithm for the five
described algorithms.

x
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y
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b

increasing ITD and ILD

Figure 10: Change of ITD according to the incidence direction of
the sound source.
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reached or a maximum of seven iterations has occurred. All formulas perform comparable to the only front-estimation case. The
Freefield formula further exhibits the peaks at ±45◦ for the same
reason described above. For incidence directions with absolute
values greater than 170◦ , the algorithms sometimes erroresly localize the mirrored location in front, which leads to the decreased
mean value in the figure.
For incidence directions with absolute values greater than 170◦
an additional front-back estimation therefore evaluates if the source
is coming from the front or the back. The front-back confusion is
resolved by using the moving ability of Bob. During the iterative
detection of the location of the source, Bob notices the changes
in the ITD and the ILD in every iteration according to the corresponding positions of the head in each iteration.
It has turned out that the ILD changes are more reliable than
the ITD changes to estimate the front-back direction. The algorithm first examines the positions of the localization track – the
absolute head positions during each iteration. Then for each two
iterations, the change of the ILD is assigned to the front or the back
direction according to the sign and a final direction is judged based
on a major vote.
Problems arise, when there is only one iteration. If the source
is i.e. located at 180◦ and the localization algorithm estimates the
incidence direction as 0◦ in the first iteration, no change in the ILD
respectively ITD can be measured. In these cases, where only one
valid position is available, the head is moved by a specific amount
– i.e. 10◦ – to one side, the ILD change is measured and the frontback direction is judged.
Table 1 shows the results of the front-back-confusion algorithm for the five localization formulas, when using only the positions and the ILD changes of the first two iterations of each localization. The values are obtained by evaluating 80 speech signals of
one-second length, played back from all positions between −20◦
to 20◦ and 160◦ to 200◦ , which leads to 6400 evaluations of the
algorithm for each formula. For the Woodworth formula, the algorithm estimates the front-back direction correctly in 98.43 percent
of the cases.

150

6. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
Figure 11: Results of the iterative localization with front-back confusion for a variable number of iteration (maximal seven iterations).

This paper described an approach to localize a single sound source
in the complete azimuth plane of an auditory scene using a human
dummy head. The presented iterative variants of the algorithms
with the front-back confusion are able to localize a sound source
in a real reverberant auditory scene with a localization blur of less
than three degrees.
Future work especially includes the extension of the localization algorithms to multiple sources. This can for example be accomplished by regarding the complete correlation function of the
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two ear signals, not only the highest point. In each iteration, assumptions about the number and the positions of the sources can
be computed and refined in each iteration to get a final result.
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ABSTRACT

2. PHASE DISTORTION SYNTHESIS

This article discusses Phase Distortion synthesis and its application to arbitrary input signals. The main elements that compose
the technique are presented. Its similarities to Phase Modulation
are discussed and the equivalence between the two techniques is
explored. Two alternative methods of distorting the phase of an
arbitrary signal are presented. The first is based on the audio-rate
modulation of a first-order allpass filter coefficient. The other
method relies on a re-casting of the Phase Modulation equation,
which leads to a heterodyned form of waveshaping. The relationship of these implementations to the original technique is explored in detail. Complementing the article, a number of examples are discussed, demonstrating the application of the technique as an interesting digital audio effect.

The principles of PD synthesis as described in its original formulation [1] can be formalised as follows. A sinusoidal function
with modulo phase φ(t) defined as

1. INTRODUCTION
Phase Distortion (PD) [1] is a synthesis technique based on the
table lookup of a sinusoidal function using a non-linear mapping
of a modulo counter (also called a phasor). It was first introduced
in the Casio CZ-series of synthesisers [2], where it was used to
emulate a typical subtractive synthesis signal flow composed of
source-filter controls. This was actually a clever way of disguising what otherwise might have been a less intuitive method of
synthesis. In fact, as we will see, PD is effectively a subset of
Phase Modulation (PM) synthesis, the usual implementation
method of Frequency Modulation (FM) [3] in hardware synthesisers [4] such as the Yamaha DX-series [5]. FM was admitedly
a non-intuitive synthesis method for musicians, although it was
very powerful computationally.
PD has not been extensively explored in the signal processing literature. However, it remains possibly an interesting
method for many applications, including the design of Virtual
Analogue (VA) oscillators. In the present work, we will try to
explore its possibilities for adaptive signal processing, in the vein
of Adaptive FM (AdFM) [6] and Adaptive SpSB [7]. This paper
is organised as follows. We will first sketch out the basic elements of PD and its theoretical foundations. This will be followed by two proposed methods of phase distortion of arbitrary
signals, employing audio-rate coefficient-modulated allpass filters [8][9] and using a heterodyne arrangement [10]. The paper
concludes with a discussion of a number of examples using different inputs and parameters.

x (t ) = − cos(2 πφ(t ))

can produce a complex harmonic spectrum if its phase is shaped
by a non-linear function f(x) as in
x(t ) = − cos(2 πf ( φ(t )))

(2)

Depending on the shape of f(x), different spectra can be produced. If f(x) is linear, no distortion is effected and we have a
pure sinusoidal tone. Thus, PD can be seen as form of phaseshaping, in analogy to the non-linear amplitude distortion
method of waveshaping [11]. In its original implementation, PD
synthesis used piecewise linear functions of two or more segments to implement the non-linear mapping. Fig. 1 shows one
such function, plotted against a linear phase increment. The resulting distorted waveshape is depicted in Fig. 2.
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(1)

Figure 1. Phase distortion function (continuous line),
plotted against linear phase (dots), with d = 0.1.
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Figure 2. Phase distortion waveform (continuous line)
plotted against an inverted cosine wave (dots).

Figure 3. PD spectrum, using sawtooth-shape distortion
of fig.1 (d = 0.1).

However, we can demonstrate that PD is no more than a disguised way of implementing PM, albeit only a subset of it. We
can decompose the phaseshaping function f(x) into a linear phase
and a modulation term:

Moving the point d (to the left) not only increases the modulation index, but also increases the number of significant components in the modulating wave. At the limit, this type of Complex
PM can be expanded as [12]:

f ( x) = g ( x) + x

(3)

s (t ) = − cos(2π [φ (t ) +

Now eq. 2 becomes the more familiar PM expression:
x (t ) = − cos(2π[φ(t ) + g ( φ(t ))])

= sin(2πφ (t ) +

(4)

So what is the phase modulation function g(x)? This can be
found by subtracting the linear phase term from the phase distortion function. The piecewise linear function of fig.1 is defined
as:
⎧ 1 x
,
⎪⎪
x + g ( x ) = ⎨ 12 d ( x − d )
⎪ [1 +
],
⎪⎩ 2
(1 − d )

x<d
x >= d

(5)

with 0 ≤ x < 1

where d is the point at which the two pieces of the function join
together. We can then extract g(x) using eq. 3, which yields:
⎧⎛1
⎞x
⎪⎜ −d⎟ ,
⎪⎝2
⎠d
g ( x) = ⎨
1
⎛
⎞
⎪⎜ − d ⎟[ (1 − x) ],
⎪⎩⎝ 2
⎠ (1 − d )

x<d
x >= d

(6)

with 0 ≤ x < 1

i.e. a sawtooth wave inflected at d with an amplitude of (0.5 – d).
PD is then characterised as a form of phase-synchronous
complex PM. The ratio between carrier and modulator fundamental frequency is always integral (in this particular case 1) and
the modulation index, controlling spectral energy is 2π(0.5 – d),
reaching a maximum of π in the limit of d → 0 (100% sawtooth).

=

π
2

⎛

∞

⎝

n =1

∞

k1

∞

∑ n sin(2πnφ (t )])
1

n =1

∑ n sin(2πnφ (t )))
1

(7)

n =1

∑...∑ ⎜⎜ ∏ J
k∞

1 1
+
4 4

kn (

π ⎞⎟

) sin ( 2πφ (t )[1 +
2n ⎟
⎠

∞

∑ k n])
n

n =1

As it can be seen, there is scope for producing a very wideband
spectrum with the technique, possibly with aliasing issues at high
fundamentals. However, in a straightforward implementation of
PD, d typically will not be too small. The resulting spectrum for
d = 0.1 is plotted on fig.3, up to the fiftieth harmonic (this corresponds to the waveform and distortion functions of figs.2 and 1,
respectively). Of course, when implementing PD in terms of PM,
we can use a sawtooth wave liberally, and raise the modulation
index above the π threshold, if needed.
Other distortion shapes can be used. For instance, a function
with two inflections, instead of one, can produce spectra without
even harmonics, similar to a square wave. This is equivalent to
implementing PM with a carrier to modulator fundamental frequency ratio of 2, since the two inflections are equivalent to
halving the period of the modulating function. Other distortion
shapes can also be produced by concatenating simpler functions.
Typically, PD can be implemented by using a simple flowcontrol logic to shape the phase increment of a sinusoidal table
lookup oscillator. It is also possible to implement the non-linear
phase function by using a table lookup, in manner similar to
waveshaping. However, possibly the most efficient method is to
use the PM equivalence discussed above. In order to generate
time-varying spectra, we can, depending on the implementation
method, change the position of the inflection point or points, in-
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terpolate between a linearly and non-linearly shaped phase or
vary the modulation index.
In any case, all of these methods require the use of a precalculated lookup table, which will hold the signal whose phase
is distorted (generally a single wave period). In order to apply
phase distortion to arbitrary input signals, in analogous fashion to
AdFM and related techniques, we will need to find alternative
methods of implementation.
3. GENERAL-PURPOSE PHASE DISTORTION
METHODS

We will now investigate two methods for distorting the phase of
arbitrary signals. The first of these employs a first-order allpass
filter, which is a well-known method for imparting small delays
and phase corrections to signals. The second takes advantage of
the PD-PM equivalence demonstrated above and a rearrangement of the PM equation. Both methods will be shown to be
comparable to the original PD formulation, whilst allowing formore general-purpose applications.
3.1. Allpass filter-based phase distortion

A first-order allpass with the correct properties for a phase distortion application can be implemented by any one of the following expressions [9]:

y (n) = x(n − 1) − a[ x(n) − y (n − 1)]

(8)

or
⎧w(n ) = x(n ) + aw(n − 1)
⎨
⎩ y (n ) = − aw(n ) + w(n − 1)

(9)

⎧w(n ) = x(n ) + ay (n )
⎨
⎩ y (n ) = − ax(n ) + w(n − 1)

(10)

or

⎛ − m(t ) sin (ω ) ⎞
⎟⎟
φ (ω , t ) = −ω + 2 tan −1 ⎜⎜
⎝ 1 − m(t ) cos(ω ) ⎠

(13)

One of the notable aspects of eq.13 is that it shows that the
relationship between the time-varying phase and the modulation
function is non-linear. In addition, it has been shown that the
modulating signal needs to be placed in the range of zero to one
to avoid dispersive effects associated with allpass filters, as well
as to keep the filter stable [8].
As we are interested in phase distortion, we need to find a
suitable modulation function for the allpass filter coefficient that
will induce desired phase deviations in its input. To determine an
expression for the modulation m(t) from the phase deviation φ(ω,t) it is possible to rearrange eq.11 and use a simplifying
approximation for the tan(x) function (for small x) [14]:
⎛ φ (ω , t ) + ω ⎞ (φ (ω , t ) + ω )
tan ⎜⎜
⎟⎟ =
2
2
⎝
⎠

(14)

Experiments have indicated that the approximation in eq.14
does not lead to significant differences in the output signal. This
will now provide an expression for the time-varying modulation
function given a time-varying phase shift
m(t ) =

− (φ (ω , t ) + ω )
2 sin (ω ) − (φ (ω , t ) + ω )cos(ω )

(15)

Using eq.15, it is then possible to emulate the Phase Distortion technique by modulating an allpass filter coefficient. To apply the modulation function g(x) defined in eq.6 to eq.15 some
preliminary processing must be first carried out. The modulation
function, when applied in eq.4, lies between 0 and 2π(0.5 − d),
while the phase deviation for the allpass filter lies between −ω
and −π. We will shift and scale it to bring it to the appropriate
range:

φ (ω , t ) =

g (t )((1 − 2d )π − ω )
− (1 − 2d )π − ω
(1 − 2d )π

(16)

where a is the filter coefficient and its transfer function is
H (z ) =

−a+z

−1

1 − az −1

(11)

For our present purpose, we will be using the implementation
of eq.8, as this will be shown to provide better results when the
coefficient a is time-varying. The output phase delay for this allpass filter can be defined as a function of an input frequency ω as
[13]:
⎛ − a sin (ω ) ⎞
⎟⎟
φ (ω ) = −ω + 2 tan −1 ⎜⎜
⎝ 1 − a cos(ω ) ⎠

(12)

We can vary the coefficient a at an audio-range rate with a
modulating function m(t). This will yield a time-varying phase
shift, which can now be put in terms of two variables (frequency
and time):

Figure 4 shows the coefficient modulation function obtained
using eq.16, with d = 0.1. The figure also shows that there are a
number of significant dips in the modulation waveform. These
correspond to the points of maximum phase distortion. In [9] an
expression was used to smooth these dips as they caused undesired spikes in the output signal. However, by using a different
filter implementation, namely that of eq.8, we are able to avoid
these spikes almost completely. In fig.5, we plot the PD waveform generated from a sinusoidal input to coefficient-modulated
allpass filters implemented using eqs.9 and 10. The latter is identified as the one used in [8] and [9].
A plot of the output of the allpass filter PD implementation
using eq. 8 is given on fig.6, which shows a close approximation
of the original PD waveform (shown in a dashed line). It will not
match it exactly because the instantaneous frequency of the allpass filter output must be dynamic unlike that of PD signal, as
explained in [9]. As it can be clearly noted, the spikes of fig.5 are
completely removed.
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Figure 4. Coefficient modulation function for PD.

Figure 6. Allpass PD implemented according to eq.8
(solid line), plotted against the original PD waveform
(dashed line).

Figure 5. Plots of PD waveforms corresponding to filters
implemented with eqs. 9 (solid line) and 10 (dashed
line).
The actual shape of the phase distorted waveform at the output of the allpass filter depends on the phase of the input signal.
In fig.6, in order to match the shape of a PD waveform based on
a cosine wave, we adjust the input phase by (0.5 – d)2π. The
main reason for the difference between the original PD and allpass PD appears to be related to transient effects related to the
use of time-varying coefficients, which are not accounted in the
fixed-coefficient transfer function of eq.11. Moreover, these effects clearly depend on the implementation used (eqs. 8, 9 or 10).
In fig.7, a spectral plot of the smoother allpass PD waveform
from fig.6 is compared to the one generated by the original PD
method with the same parameters (d = 0.1). It can be seen that
the output of the allpass filter is quite close to the original PD
method up to harmonic 11. However, it has a richer highfrequency content in contrast to the spectrum of the original PD
waveform which is much sparser in the higher frequencies, with
some missing components, as previously noted in [1]. In the following section, in place of the cosine input we will be employing
input signals with richer spectra, such as instrumental tones of
various instruments, as will be discussed later in this article.

Figure 7. Spectral plot of allpass PD (star markers) and
original PD (dot markers).

3.2. Heterodyne phase distortion

A second alternative method for general-purpose phase distortion
is provided by a heterodyne formula for PM or FM, as already
noted in [7] and [11]. Starting with the PD-equivalent PM formula of eq.4, we can use the relevant trigonometric identity to
re-cast it into a sum of ring-modulated signals, as in:

x(t ) = − cos(2π [φ (t ) + g (φ (t ))])
= sin( 2πφ (t )) sin(2πg (φ (t ))

(17)

− cos(2πφ (t )) cos(2πg (φ (t ))
The advantage of this formulation is that we can separate the
carrier signal cleanly from the modulator, thus allowing us to
substitute the former by any arbitrary input. PD becomes a heterodyned form of waveshaping (using sinusoidal transfer functions). In order to achieve the correct result, it is essential that
both carrier and modulator in the two terms have the correct
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Figure 10. Bassoon C2 tone, steady-state spectrum.

Figure 8. Heterodyne PD signal.

4. ADAPTIVE PHASE DISTORTION

The methods present in section 3 above are the central element in
our technique of Adaptive Phase Distortion. In addition to them,
we will control the modulation rate by tracking the pitch of the
input signal. This ensures that PD is applied correctly according
to the principles outlined above. The present technique uses the
principles already outlined in other forms of adaptive distortion
synthesis [6][7][10]. We will presently discuss some applications
of Adaptive PD to musical signals.
4.1. Allpass filtering method

Figure 9. General-purpose PD using the heterodyne
method.
phase offsets (relative to each other). With that in place, we can
reproduce the original PD waveforms faithfully. Fig. 8 plots the
output of eq. 17 using the same parameters employed to produce
eq. 2.
Now, turning our attention to substituting the carrier signal
with an arbitrary input, we will only need to preserve the 90 degree offset between the carriers in the two terms of eq. 17. As
these actually make up an analytic signal, we can perform a Hilbert Transform [15] in an input signal to place it in quadrature. A
flowchart for the complete algorithm is provided in fig.9.
It is clear from the present discussion that the heterodyne method
presents a faithful realisation of the original PD algorithm,
whereas the allpass implementation of the previous section does
not. This also indicates that the latter method will produce a
spectrally richer output than the former for the same parameters.
Thus both techniques offer advantages and disadvantages, as
well as different timbral characteristics that can be harnessed for
the designed digital audio effects.

The allpass PD method can be used to enrich the spectra of instrumental sounds. We will examine three different inputs and
the effect of this technique on them. Fig. 10 shows the steadystate spectrum of a bassoon C2 tone, which is dominated by a
strong formant around 800 Hz. Applying PD to this input, using
a distorting function shaped as in fig.1 (sawtooth-like), with the
inflection point at d = 0.1, we obtain the spectra plotted in fig.11.
Upon close examination, it is clear to see that the method
adds several low-energy partials to the mid-high spectral range.
The overall shape of the spectrum is preserved, but the secondary
peak seen in the original tone at around 2 kHz is now blended
into the overall spectral decay. The perceptual result is that of a
sharper, raspier, tone, as a result of the added harmonics.
The effect can be used to generate dynamic spectra, by timevarying the amount of modulation from 0 to the maximum. This
is shown on fig.12, which shows the spectrogram of a flute C4
tone processed by allpass PD. Here we vary the modulation
amount, from 0 at the start to the maximum at 1 sec. It can be
seen that as the distortion increases, extra partials are added at
the higher end of the spectrum. Further modulating this parameter can generate interesting sweeping effects.
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Figure 11. Allpass phase-distorted Bassoon tone.

Figure 13. Clarinet C3 tone, steady-state spectrum.

Figure 12. Allpass PD flute tone, with varying modulation amount (amplitudes in dB).
Finally, we can use a more pronounced phase distortion for
an increased effect. We can do this by moving the inflection position d in the phase distortion function. The next example demonstrates this for d = 0.1 and d = 0.05. The first plot in fig.13
shows the steady-state spectrum of the original sound, a clarinet
C3 tone. In fig.14, we plot the result of allpass PD with d = 0.1,
which only imparts small changes to the spectrum. The most significant of these are in the increase of lower-order even harmonic
energy.
To make more substantial modifications to the spectrum, we
set d = 0.05, which as discussed previously, will not only increase the effective modulation index, but also add energy to
higher harmonics of the modulating function. This result is plotted on fig.15. A side-effect of this is the increased possibility of
noticeable aliasing, which, in this particular case, is not significant.

Figure 14. Allpass PD of clarinet tone, with moderate
distortion.

4.2. Heterodyne method

As discussed above, the heterodyne PD method reproduces the
original technique more faithfully. As a result, it will impart less
distortion if compared to the allpass implementation with similar
parameters.

Figure 15. Allpass PD of clarinet tone, with increased
distortion.
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Figure 16. Spectrum of heterodyne PD of bassoon tone,
d = 0.1.

Figure 18. Double-inflection PD function.

Figure 17. Spectrum of heterodyne PD of bassoon tone
with a higher equivalent modulation index.

Figure 19. Steady-state PD spectrum using a flute tone as
input (single-inflection).

Fig.16 illustrates this point, where we plot the resulting spectrum of heterodyne PD applied to the same bassoon tone of
fig.10, using d = 0.1. By comparing both plots, it can be seen
that not too much change has been effected by the technique.
There are two ways of improving the effect to make it more
noticeable. The first one was already discussed in the previous
section, namely, moving the inflection point d in the distortion
function to the left (i.e. decreasing it). The other is basically to
take advantage of the fact that we are actually implementing PM,
so the limit on the distortion amount, ie. the modulation index, is
removed. The next example, shown in fig.17 demonstrates the
result of multiplying the modulation function by a factor of 5 (so
that the equivalent modulation index is now 4π). In this particular case, not only extra partials are added to the spectrum, but the
secondary formant region in the original sound is enhanced.

Complementing this discussion, we would like to examine
the use of a different distortion function. In this case, we will
select a function such as shown in fig.18. This generates, in the
original method with a sinusoidal input, a signal with odd harmonics only. The effect it has on a complex input such as flute
tone is shown on figs.19 and 20. The former shows the resulting
spectrum PD using the single-inflection distortion function (d =
0.2) and while the latter uses the double-inflection one (d1 = 0.1
and d2 = 0.6).
The richer spectrum of fig.20 can be explained by the fact
that the double inflection distortion function is equivalent to single inflection modulation at twice the frequency. Hence the inflection points d1 and d2 are relatively smaller (i.e. towards the
left of the function), resulting in more distortion. In addition, the
spectrum is also different because of the use of an equivalent c:m
ratio of 2. In fact, as an extension of both of the general-purpose
PD techniques discussed here, we can possibly set this ratio to
other values, something that is not directly possible with the
original method as described in [1].
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Figure 20. Steady-state PD spectrum of flute-tone (double-inflection).

5. CONCLUSION

In this article we have explored the technique of PD synthesis,
including two alternative implementations for it. We have shown
the equivalence of PD and PM, and discussed the specific characteristics of the original technique. The two novel implementations were shown to be general-purpose and with possible applications in adaptive digital audio effects. We have then presented
several examples of PD as applied to arbitrary input signals, discussing the qualities of the resulting tones. It is our belief that the
technique of Adaptive PD is a useful addition to its sister methods of AdFM and Adaptive SpSB.
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ABSTRACT
In monaural blind audio source separation scenarios, a signal mixture is usually separated into more signals than active sources.
Therefore it is necessary to group the separated signals to the final
source estimations. Traditionally grouping methods are supervised
and thus need a learning step on appropriate training data. In contrast, we discuss unsupervised clustering of the separated channels
by Mel frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC). We show that
replacing the decorrelation step of the MFCC by the non-negative
matrix factorization improves the separation quality significantly.
The algorithms have been evaluated on a large test set consisting
of melodies played with different instruments, vocals, speech, and
noise.
1. INTRODUCTION
Monaural blind source separation is a task of great importance for
many applications. From music transcription to remixing, many
audio applications require separated sources for further signal processing. Although in general monaural separation algorithms show
lower performance than multichannel separation scenarios, they
are of great interest. They can be applied to all separation scenarios, either because only monaural sources are available or as a first
processing step for multi-channel source separation.
Separating different sources out of a monaural mixture is usually
done in a time-frequency representation, e.g. by non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). NMF approximates a magnitude spectrogram by a sum of entry-wise, non-negative spectrograms, thus
modeling the additive mixture of the signals. The basic iterative
NMF algorithm introduced by [1] is further specialized to meet
the requirements of audio source separation by [2] and [3]. If
the algorithm separates the mixture into more channels than active sources, a clustering is needed. In [2] and [3] the channels
are mapped onto the active sources with knowledge of the source
signals, thus avoiding the blind clustering. In [4], the clustering
problem is addressed by manual clustering.
In [5] a separation based on a source-filter model according to Figure 1 is introduced. Each note is modeled by a source signal corresponding to the harmonic structure of the note (pitch). This signal
is filtered by an instrument-specific filter (resonance structure) to
form the output signal. Because the source-filter model is incorporated in the separation algorithm, no clustering is needed. Good
performance is shown for a test set of 40 mixtures. Motivated by
this, we propose a clustering method based on source-filter modeling for a NMF separation method based on [2]. We will show that
we reach results comparable to [5] but on a larger test set containing noise, pitched instruments, percussion, and speech/singing.

×

source signal

resonance filter

output

Figure 1: Source-Filter model in frequency domain.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, the general concept of the proposed source separation is described. In Section 3,
the new clustering strategy is introduced followed by the experimental setup and a discussion of the results in Section 4. Conclusive remarks are presented in Section 5.
2. FUNDAMENTALS
We assume a linear instantaneous mixture of M time-discrete input signals sm (n), 1 ≤ m ≤ M . In this case, the mixing process
can be modeled by a simple addition
x(n) =

M
X

sm (n) .

(1)

m=1

In the following we will use underlined variables for complexvalued spectrograms. Dropping the underline is equivalent to taking the absolute value of the spectrogram. The mixture is transformed into the spectrogram X by the short-time Fourier transform
(STFT). Because the input signals sm (n) are real, the spectrogram
is symmetric, and we can drop the part representing the negative
frequency range. Therefore X is a K-by-T matrix. T corresponds
to the number of analysis frames transformed by the STFT and K
is related to the length lw of each analysis frame by K = lw /2+1.
For further details see also [6].
2.1. Non-negative matrix factorization
In the following, we will use the notation used by [2]. NMF as
introduced by [1] approximates a non-negative, real-valued matrix
X of size K-by-T by a product of two matrices B and G
e = BG .
X≈X

(2)

B is of size K-by-I and G is of size I-by-T with I as an userdefined parameter. The approximation can be done by a minimiza-
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x(n)

X(k, t)
NMF

STFT

mixture

Ci (k, t)

Clustering

1≤i≤I

Sem (k, t)

1≤m≤M

ISTFT

sem (n)

Figure 2: Signal flow of the proposed separation algorithm.

tion of the squared Euclidean distance
e 22 ,
kX − Xk

(3)

4. Thus the linear weighting a is set to a higher value: a = 104 . In
our work, we use the multiplicative update rules proposed there. B
is updated according to Equation 7. G is updated by

X

Xk,t log

k,t

=

BT 1

∇c−
r

=

T

∇c+
t (i, t)

=

∇c−
t (i, t)

=

G

←

∇c+
r

or the divergence
Xk,t
e k,t .
− Xk,t + X
e k,t
X

(4)

After the matrices B and G are initialized with the absolute values
of Gaussian noise, the multiplicative update rules
T

B

←

G

←

XG
and
BGGT
BT X
G.× T
,
B BG
B.×

(5)
(6)

minimize Equation 3, with x.×y and xy corresponding to elementwise multiplication and division. Equation 4 is minimized by
B

←

G

←

X
GT
B.× BG T and
1G
X
BT BG
G.× T ,
B 1

(7)

(11)
X
B .×
(12)
BG
G(i, t)
4a PT
(13)
2
n=1 G (i, n)
G(i, t − 1) + G(i, t + 1)
2a
PT
2
n=1 G (i, n)
PT
(G(i, n) − G(i, n − 1))2
(14)
+2a n=2`PT
´2
2
n=1 G (i, n)
G.×

−
∇c−
r + ∇ct
+
+ .
∇cr + ∇ct

(15)

For numerical stability we normalize the Bi and Gi after each iteration to ensure equal energy
s
kGi k2
Ai =
(16)
kBi k2

(8)

Gi
Bi

←
←

Gi /Ai
Bi A i .

(17)
(18)

with 1 corresponding to a K-by-T matrix containing only ones.
As mentioned in [2], Equation 4 is more sensitive to small values
in the case of large dynamic range than Equation 3.

In case of over-separation (I > M ), a clustering into M clusters
has to be performed.

2.2. Separation

2.3. Signal Synthesis

The NMF separates the magnitude spectrogram X of the mixture
into I channels with their corresponding spectrograms Ci , 1 ≤
i ≤ I. The motivation for using the NMF for blind source separation is the structure of pitched music in the spectrogram representation. A single note of a pitched instrument can be closely
approximated by a constant frequency basis vector Bi and a time
varying gain Gi corresponding to the envelope of the single note
[6]. The i-th column of B and the i-th row of G can be multiplied
to form the spectrogram Ci of the i-th channel

We define clustering as a vector a, 1 ≤ a(i) ≤ M with I elements
and the mapping on the clusters by the Kronecker delta:
(
1 if m = a(i) ,
δma(i) =
(19)
0 otherwise.

Ci = Bi Gi ,

(9)

with the Ci being of rank one. In [2], it is explained that the rows
Gi of matrix G should have lowpass characteristics, due to the continuous nature of music. It is shown that an additional cost function
ct considering temporal continuity improves the separation quality
for NMF algorithms in the case of music separation:
´
P `
X T G(i, t) − G(i, t − 1) 2
t=2
ct = a
.
(10)
PT
2
t=1 G (i, t)
i
The only difference to [2] is the dropped factor T in the cost function, because we use mixtures of different lengths, see also Section

After clustering, we retrieve the complex-valued spectrograms e
Sm
corresponding to source m by filtering the mixture spectrogram
with the clustered channel spectrograms:
P
Ci (k, t)δma(i)
e
.
(20)
Sm (k, t) = X(k, t) iP
i Ci (k, t)
Thus, signal parts that can not be approximated by spectrograms of
rank one, are still present in the output of the separation algorithm.
We assume no spectral overlapping of the sources so that we can
use the phase of the mixture spectrogram X as phase information
for the separated spectrograms e
Sm . Due to the modifications in the
time-frequency representation it is not guaranteed that the single
frames of the spectrogram e
Sm have smooth overlapping regions
in the time domain. This can lead to audible distortions after the
overlap-add procedure. To avoid these distortions, the square root
of the Hann window is used as analysis and synthesis window for
the STFT and the inverse STFT (ISTFT) [3].
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2.4. Performance Measurement

2
k,t Sm (k, t)
`
´2 [dB].
e
k,t Sm (k, t) − Sm (k, t)

P

SERm = 10log10 P

`
´2
Sm (k, t) − X(k, t)
`
´2 [dB].
e
k,t Sm (k, t) − Sm (k, t)

P

k,t

(22)

Additionally, we evaluate the source-to-distortion ratio (SDR), the
source-to-interference ratio (SIR) and the source-to-artifacts ratio
(SAR) as proposed in [7]. If not otherwise mentioned, we use in
the following the mean value over all separated sources as evaluation criterion, e.g.
SER =

M
1 X
SERm .
M m=1

0Hz

(23)

3. PROPOSED CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS

22kHz

Frequency

(21)

For a more detailed discussion of the effects of the dynamic differences between the active sources we evaluate the ∆SER as the
difference between the SER after separation and the SER before
separation:
∆SERm = 10log10 P

Amplitude

Objective quality measures reflect human perception usually not
in a good way. But for a large test set, listening tests for each mixture and each combination of parameters are very time-consuming.
Therefore we use widely used quality measures for evaluation of
separation quality. For their evaluation the knowledge of the input
signals sm and their corresponding magnitude spectrograms Sm is
necessary. The first measure we use is the SER [2]

Figure 3: Weighting functions for Mel scale filtering.
3.2. Clustering by MFCC
In [5], [9] and [10], a source-filter model for sound generation is
discussed, see Figure 1. According to this model, each frequency
basis vector Bi of the mixture is a harmonic source/excitation signal Ei multiplied with an instrument-specific resonance filter Hm
which is mainly responsible for formants. MFCC-based instrument classification use this instrument-specific weighting function.
Although the calculation of MFCC is well-known, we explain the
details in the following because these details are important for understanding the improvements applied to the general MFCC-based
clustering algorithm.
The evaluation of the k-th Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient
mfcci (k) corresponding to the channel i is done in three steps, see
Figure 4. First the element-wise squared input vector B2i is filtered
by a Mel filterbank with NMel filters to form the basis vectors Fi
in Mel frequency domain. Each filter of the Mel filterbank is a triangular shaped weighting function with center frequencies being
equidistant in Mel scale, see also Figure 3. According to [5], the
filtering can be interpreted as a multiplication with a matrix R of
size NMel -by-K with each row containing one Mel filter
Fi

3.1. Reference Clustering
Reference clustering finds iteratively a clustering vector a which
is a local optimum for the SER. First, a is initialized by
P

Sm (k, t)Ci (k, t)
qP
.
2
2
S
(k,
t)
C
(k,
t)
m
i
k,t
k,t

a(i) = arg max qP
m

k,t

(24)

After that, the corresponding SER is maximized by hill-climbing
[8]. For each channel i, we define M neighboring cluster results
by setting temporally a(i) = m and evaluating the corresponding SER(m, i). This way we evaluate IM adjacent cluster results
SER(m, i). We define the highest adjacent SER as
SERmax = SER(mmax , imax ) ,

(25)

with the corresponding channel imax and target cluster mmax . If
SERmax is higher than the current SER we set
a(imax ) ← mmax ,

(27)
(28)

=

RE2i .×RH2m .

(29)

The offset +1 for the logarithm in Equation 30 leads to strictly
positive logarithms. Therefore a continuous mapping of the values is guaranteed. If there is no offset, the logarithm maps filterbank outputs with very low amplitudes (Fi (n) ≪ 1) to large negative amplitudes. This causes unwanted influences in the following
steps. To reduce the effect of this offset, we normalize all Fi (n) to
a maximum amplitude of Amax before applying the logarithm:
Fi

←
=

Amax
Fi
max{Fi (n)}
cFi .

(31)
(32)

This normalization has two effects on the logarithm. First, a constant offset is added, second, the non-linearity introduced by the
offset is reduced:
`
1 ´
log(cFi + 1) = log(c) + log(Fi ) + log 1 +
.
(33)
cFi
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RB2i
ˆ
˜
R E2i .×H2m

After that, the logarithm is applied to the outputs of the Mel filterbank Fi (n), 1 ≤ n ≤ NMel . Therefore, the order of magnitude
between the outputs of the filterbank is reduced and the multiplication of the source signal with a spectral filter becomes an addition:
`
´
`
´
`
´
log Fi + 1 ≈ log RE2i + log RH2m .
(30)

(26)

and the algorithm starts again with evaluating the new IM neighboring cluster results SER(m, i). Otherwise the algorithm stops.
Although it is not guaranteed that this algorithm finds the highest
possible SER, we will use this simple clustering strategy as the
ground truth for clustering.

=
≈
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The` higher the factor
Amax is set, the smaller is the non-linearity
´
log 1+1/(cFi ) . Unfortunately, the higher factor Amax also introduces a constant signal log(c). For higher Amax this constant signal
overlays the wanted signal log(Fi ) and therefore deteriorates the
results of the following steps.
Finally the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied for decorrelation of the both signals
NMel

«
„
`
´
π(n − 1/2)k
mfcci (k) =
log cFi (n) + 1 cos
,
NMel
n=1
X

(34)

with 0 ≤ k ≤ NMel − 1. According to the source-filter model, the
Hm are assumed to have lowpass characteristics and the Ei have
wideband characteristics. For this reason the DCT coefficients that
correspond to high frequencies are dropped. The first coefficient
represents mainly the signal energy and is therefore also dropped
[9].
The mfcci (k) are then used as features for a k-means clustering
[8]. First, we normalize each coefficient by subtracting the mean
value and scaling the variance to unity:
1X
mfcci (k)
I i

mfcci (k)

←

mfcci (k) −

mfcci (k)

←

mfcci (k) qP

i

1

.

=

a(i)

=

B

B

Mel
filterbank

Mel
filterbank

Logarithm

Logarithm

DCT
NMF
k-Means

a

a
(36)

mfcc2i (k)

Figure 4: Signal flow of the proposed blind clustering algorithms.

X
1
mfcci (k)δma(i)
(37)
δ
i ma(i) i
X`
´2
arg min
centerm (k) − mfcci (k) (38)
.
P

m

NMF
clustering

(35)

After that, the vector a is initialized randomly. The k-means clustering then iteratively finds a clustering by evaluating the cluster
center centerm and the new clustering vector a:
centerm (k)

MFCC
clustering

k

The algorithm stops when the vector a does not change from one
iteration to another.
3.3. Clustering by NMF

3.4. Hierarchical Clustering
The clustering algorithms as proposed in Section 3.2 and 3.3 could
directly be applied for any number M of target cluster. In the
case of more than two active sources (M > 2), alternatively a
hierarchical clustering strategy could be applied. In a first step
we cluster all I channels into two clusters m,
e m
e ∈ {1, 2} by the
clustering vector e
a, e
a(i) ∈ {1, 2}. We define the estimated energy
em
E
e of the spectrograms of both clusters as
XX 2
em
E
Ci (k, t)δme
(41)
e =
e a(i) .
i

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the DCT decorrelates the two signals
log(RE2i ) and log(RH2m ) of Equation 30. Unfortunately the DCT
decorrelates the spectral envelope for each channel without utilizing knowledge of the other channels. Therefore, we rearrange the
input of the decorrelation step in a matrix Y of size NMel -by-I
`
´
Y(n, i) = log cFi (n) + 1 .
(39)
Each column of Y consists approximately of an addition corresponding to Equation 30. Therefore it is generally possible to extract M basis functions Hm as constant parts in this matrix by the
NMF algorithm, see also Figure 5. We initialize two matrices W
of size NMel -by-M and V of size M -by-I with absolute values of
Gaussian noise. After that, either the cost function in Equation 3 or
the cost function in Equation 4 are minimized by the update rules
introduced in Section 2.1. The algorithm stops after 100 iterations.
Additionally the k-means clustering step is not required. Because
of Equation 17 and 18, the clustering can simply be defined by
a(i) = arg max V(m, i) .
m

(40)

k,t

If we assume uncorrelated sources, the energies of the different
channels sum up to the energy of the mixture signal [3]. Further we
assume that one cluster corresponds to one source, and the other
cluster contains the remaining sources. Therefore we expect that
the first separated source sem1 corresponds to the cluster with lowest energy because the other cluster corresponds to more sources
than one:
em
m1 = arg min E
(42)
e .
m
e

In the next iteration all remaining channels with δm1ea(i) = 0 are
clustered again into two clusters. The algorithm stops if the number of clusters equals the number of active sources. Hierarchical
clustering could be used in combination with both clustering algorithms proposed in Section 3.2 and 3.3.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1. Test Set and Parameter Setting
The test set consists of all melodious phrases except the full organ,
all singers except the quartet, the English and French female/male
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Y

W

Table 1: Separation results for M = 2 with dynamic differences
from 0 dB to ±20 dB. The best clustering algorithm for each dynamic difference is marked bold. The results are shown in dB.
SER
Prand
PMFCC
PNMF,Div
PNMF,Euc
Pref
SDR
Prand
PMFCC
PNMF,Div
PNMF,Euc
Pref
SIR
Prand
PMFCC
PNMF,Div
PNMF,Euc
Pref
SAR
Prand
PMFCC
PNMF,Div
PNMF,Euc
Pref

V

Figure 5: Decorrelation and clustering by NMF for a mixture of
castanet and double bass. The matrix Y is separated into the matrix
W with the 2 dominant resonance filters and their corresponding
activity matrix V. The dashed lines correspond to the castanet, the
solid lines to the double bass.

speech, and the pink noise from the Sound Quality Assessment
Material of the EBU [11]. For adding more percussive instruments, the castanet, the roll of the side drum with snares, and the
cymbal roll are included. The instrument classification scheme of
[12] leads to 7 percussive instruments, 7 string instruments, 12
wind instruments, and 8 signals produced by humans. Additionally we add the bass, guitar, drums and keyboard of the BASS-dB
[13]. As a last signal, Gaussian white noise is added to the test set.
This is a total of 40 input signals of roughly 5 to 15 seconds length
with a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz and a resolution of 16 bit.
In case of stereo signals, the right channel is dropped. The mixture
is shortened to the length of the shortest input signal.
After clustering and signal synthesis, the separation quality is evaluated with knowledge of the input signals sm using the measures
SDR, SIR, SAR [7], and SER [2]. NMel is set to 20 for all experiments. In the case of MFCC clustering 9 coefficients remain
as input signals for the k-means clustering step. The other coefficients are dropped according to Section 3.2.
The input signals are normalized to a defined dynamic difference:
0 dB, ±3 dB, ±6 dB, ±10 dB, or ±20 dB. After normalization
we add the input signals according to Equation 1. The resulting mixture is transformed into a time-frequency representation
by the STFT. The length of the analysis and synthesis windows
of the STFT is 4096 samples with 50% overlap. The NMF algorithm separates the magnitude spectrogram into I = 25 channels with a maximum number of 300 iterations. In the following,
the three proposed clustering algorithms are called PMFCC (clustering by MFCC), PNMF,Div (clustering by NMF with divergence cost
function), and PNMF,Euc (clustering by NMF with Euclidean cost
function). For comparison, two other clustering methods are presented as lower and upper bound for clustering performance. Prand
corresponds to random clustering and Pref to reference clustering.

±3 dB

±6 dB

±10 dB

±20 dB

2.37
6.02
6.89
7.77
12.01

2.25
5.96
7.02
7.65
12.09

1.79
5.82
7.08
7.17
12.27

0.71
5.06
6.75
5.95
12.73

−3.62
1.66
4.39
0.52
14.54

−0.82
3.81
4.56
6.09
10.98

−1.21
3.21
3.80
5.60
11.02

−2.04
2.51
3.41
4.79
11.10

−3.32
1.31
2.52
3.11
11.31

−7.73
−2.46
−0.41
−3.27
11.54

4.51
13.63
15.42
16.27
21.01

4.12
12.54
13.87
15.52
21.11

3.54
11.87
13.40
14.70
21.28

3.16
10.85
12.49
13.35
21.59

2.57
9.35
11.28
9.31
22.40

3.12
6.54
7.54
8.07
11.82

3.11
6.37
7.50
7.90
11.87

3.07
6.21
7.43
7.49
12.03

3.00
5.73
7.11
6.65
12.48

2.84
4.53
6.19
4.28
14.25

4.2. Blind Source Separation with 2 Sources
In a first experiment we set the number of active sources M = 2.
With 40 input signals, this corresponds to a total of 780 mixing
scenarios. All of them are mixed at the 9 different dynamic differences as described in Section 4.1. The maximum amplitude of
the Mel filter outputs is normalized to Amax = 104 . The performance of the proposed clustering algorithms is shown in Table 1.
We can make the following observations: The SER, SDR, SIR and
SAR behave very similar so that we concentrate on the SER in the
following. The NMF clustering with divergence outperforms the
clustering with MFCC over the complete dynamic range for mixtures. Further, for nearly equal loud mixtures (−6... + 6 dB) the
clustering PNMF,Euc leads to better results than PNMF,Div . The most
probable reason is that the divergence is easier distorted by small
values than the squared Euclidean distance, see also Section 2.1.
If the expected dynamic difference between two source signals is
known, the appropriate clustering algorithm can be chosen to maximize the expected separation quality.
The dynamic differences have different effects on the quieter and
the louder source, as shown in Table 2. The quieter source, here
defined as se1 , is separated with lower SER. This could be simply explained by the high energy of the interfering source se2 . The
∆SER behaves in the opposite way for the same reason. For the
quieter signal even few separated interfering parts of e
s2 leads to
large improvements for the ∆SER because of the low energy of
se1 .
In Table 3 the influence of the normalization Amax of Equation 31
is shown for the clustering PNMF,Euc . Similar results are obtained
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Table 2: SER and ∆SER for M = 2 with dynamic differences from
0 dB to ±20 dB. Results are shown in dB and PNMF,Div is used as
clustering strategy. se1 is the quieter source, se2 the louder source.
SER
se1
se2
mean
∆SDR
se1
se2
mean

0 dB

±3 dB

±6 dB

±10 dB

±20 dB

6.89
6.89
6.89

5.48
8.56
7.02

4.03
10.13
7.08

1.70
11.79
6.75

−5.65
14.42
4.39

6.55
6.54
6.54

8.20
5.14
6.67

9.81
3.62
6.71

11.54
1.15
6.34

14.28
−6.63
3.83

Table 3: Influence of the normalization factor Amax on the SER
for different dynamic differences. The best normalization for each
dynamic difference is marked bold. Results are shown in dB and
PNMF,Euc is used as clustering strategy.
Amax
102
103
104
105

for the clustering algorithms PMFCC and PNMF,Div . As mentioned
in Section 3.2, the normalization has critical influence on the hit
probability of the clustering and therefore on the final separation
quality. For large dynamic differences, the instrument filter Hm of
the quieter instrument has much lower amplitudes than the louder
instrument. In this case, the non-linearity of the offset (see Equation 33) has to be small for error free detection of both instrument
filters. This leads to the requirement of large values for Amax . In
the case of nearly equal loudness for both instruments, the influence of the constant signal in Equation 33 should be as low as
possible, and therefore low values for Amax are preferable. For
Amax = 102 and 0 dB dynamic difference, the separation quality decreases compared to the case with Amax = 103 . This shows
that a certain range of values is necessary for successful clustering.
The authors of [5] reported for their best algorithm a SDR of roughly
8 dB, a SIR of roughly 22.5 dB, and a SAR of roughly 8.1 dB. We
can see in Table 1 that the clustering PNMF,Euc for a dynamic difference of 0 dB results in a worse SIR and an identical SAR. Therefore the SDR is slightly worse, because it evaluates the overall
distortion by interferences and artifacts [7]. This could be partly
confirmed by our significant larger test set. Unfortunately in [5]
dynamic differences for the input signals are all set to zero, although our results show, that dynamic differences have significant
influence on source-filter based source separation. In opposite to
[5], our proposed clustering algorithm can be adjusted to an expected dynamic difference by the parameter Amax . Furthermore,
no additional information like lowest pitch of each instrument is
necessary for our clustering algorithms. The additional complexity by a clustering as proposed in our separation scheme is very
low compared to the separation by the NMF. In informal complexity tests evaluated on a small number of mixtures, the clustering
is calculated in less than 0.2% of the time needed for the NMF1 .
Therefore the additional complexity is insignificant compared to
the STFT, the NMF and the signal synthesis step.

4.3. Blind Source Separation with 3 Sources
In a second experiment, we set the number of active sources M =
3, the dynamic difference to 0 dB, and Amax = 103 . With 40 input signals, this leads to a total of 9880 mixtures. Table 4 shows
the results. First we discuss the mean value for all sources and all
1 All algorithms are implemented in Matlab. Evaluation is done on a P4
with 3200 MHz.

0 dB
7.79
7.88
7.77
7.46

±3 dB
7.54
7.60
7.65
7.44

±6 dB
6.69
6.95
7.17
7.21

±10 dB
4.36
5.41
5.95
6.25

±20 dB
−2.44
−1.24
0.52
1.92

Table 4: Mean SER in dB for M = 3. The mean value over all
3 sources is shown. Additionally the mean values are evaluated
individually for the best source defined as sem1 to the worst source
sem3 .
Prand
PMFCC
PNMF,Div
PNMF,Euc
PMFCC,Hier
PNMF,Div,Hier
PNMF,Euc,Hier
Pref

sem1
2.21
6.10
6.38
6.62
6.07
6.86
6.92
9.83

sem2
1.19
2.66
2.75
3.23
3.01
3.20
3.55
7.36

sem3
0.44
1.63
1.71
2.17
1.94
2.16
2.49
6.45

mean
1.28
3.46
3.61
4.01
3.67
4.07
4.32
7.88

mixtures. It can be seen that the mean separation quality of Pref
degrades by more than 4 dB for M = 3, compared with the same
scenario with M = 2 (see also Table 1). The same degradation
of 2.5 dB to 3.5 dB can be observed for all blind clustering algorithms, but the ranking of the different clustering algorithms for a
dynamic difference of 0 dB remains the same.
In the following, we define the index of the estimated source sem
with highest SER as m1 , and the index corresponding to sem with
lowest SER as m3 . The remaining index is defined as m2 . For
a more detailed analysis, the mean values are individually evaluated for sem1 , e
sm2 , and sem3 over all mixtures. In general, only
one of the three source estimations is separated with acceptable
SER values. This motivates us to apply the hierarchical clustering described in Section 3.4 to the test set. For the clustering by
MFCC PMFCC,Hier , the separation quality for sem2 and e
sm3 is improved. For both NMF-based clustering methods, the separation
quality for all three sources is increased. Again the ranking of the
three proposed clustering methods remain the same.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced low-complexity clustering algorithms
for monaural blind source separation based on NMF. We have
shown the disadvantages of decorrelating each channel on its own
for MFCC and circumvented this drawback by replacing the DCT
by a NMF. We tested the proposed clustering algorithm on a large
test set, so that we can consider the results reliable. Furthermore,
we discuss the influence of dynamic differences between the input signals. Finally, we show, that even in the case of three active
sources the algorithm is in general capable of separating at least
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one source properly out of the mixture. We compare our algorithm with a separation algorithm that implements the source-filter
model in the separation process, and show that our algorithm leads
to comparable results, although it is evaluated on a larger test set.
Another important advantage of our algorithm is that it is possible
to adjust the clustering algorithm to an expected dynamic difference between the sources. The higher separation quality of the
reference clustering shows that there is room for improvements regarding the clustering strategies.

[13] E. Vincent, R. Gribonval, C. Fevotte, and al., “Bassdb: the blind audio source separation evaluation database,”
http://www.irisa.fr/metiss/BASS-dB/.
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ABSTRACT

2. ANALYSIS OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

In this paper a new method for analysis and modeling of nonlinear
audio systems is presented. The method is based on swept-sine
excitation signal and nonlinear convolution firstly presented in [1,
2]. It can be used in nonlinear processing for audio applications,
to simulate analog nonlinear effects (distortion effects, limiters) in
digital domain.

The analysis method is partly based on nonlinear convolution method presented in [1, 2]. The method uses a swept-sine signal (also
called a chirp), exhibiting an exponential instantaneous frequency,
as excitation signal and allows the characterization of a nonlinear
system (NLS) in terms of harmonic distortion at several orders.
The block diagram of the method is shown in Fig. 1. First,
an exponential swept-sine signal xs (t) is generated and used as
the input signal of the nonlinear system under test. The excitation
swept-sine signal xs (t) is defined as

1. INTRODUCTION
As far as audio digitalization is concerned, the analog audio recordings are converted into digital files, the analog tapes are replaced
with digital medias and the audio devices are price-out and replaced by the digital ones. Even though it is claimed that analog audio
still offers the best sound quality, we cannot imagine today life without digital signal processing.
Moreover, rapid development of computer industry results in
digitalization of analog audio effects. Nevertheless, several analog
audio processing devices exhibit nonlinearities, which are not easy
to simulate. Volterra series is an approach known for several years,
but is not suitable for strong harmonic distortion [3]. Several other
nonlinear models have been proposed, such as neural network model [4], MISO model [5], NARMAX model [6, 7], hybrid genetic
algorithm [8], extended Kalman filtering [9], particle filtering [10].
In this paper, we propose a new method for identifying nonlinear systems, based on an input exponential swept-sine signal
[1, 2], allowing a robust and fast one-path analysis and model estimation of the unknown nonlinear system under test. The analysis
method is discussed in section 2. The nonlinear model used for the
synthesis of distorted signal consists of several parallel branches,
each branch consisting of a nonlinear function and a linear filter. The nonlinear functions can be chosen either based on partial
knowledge of the nonlinear system or, based on any mathematical
series such as power series. The model is discussed in section 3.
To show the efficiency of the method an audio limiter (the case of
a strong harmonic distortion) is analyzed, its nonlinear model is
identified and tested on both musical and speech signals.
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where f1 and f2 are start and stop frequencies and T̂ is the time
duration of the swept-sine signal. The rounding operator in Eq.(2)
is due to the condition of synchronized higher orders as depicted
in Fig.2.
The distorted output signal ys (t) of the nonlinear system is
recorded for being used for the so-called nonlinear convolution
[1]. Next, the signal noted x̃s (t) is derived from the input signal
xs (t) as its time-reversed replica with amplitude modulation such
that the convolution between xs (t) and x̃s (t) gives a Dirac delta
function δ(t). The signal x̃s (t) is called "inverse filter" [1].
Then, the convolution between the output signal ys (t) and the
inverse filter x̃s (t) is performed. The result of this convolution can
be expressed as
ys (t) ∗ x̃s (t) =

∞
X

hi (t + ∆ti ),

(3)

i=1

where hi (t) are higher-order impulse responses and ∆ti are the
time lags between the first and the i-th impulse response. Since
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nonlinear
system

xs (t)

inverse filter
generation

ys (t)

x̃s (t)

nonlinear convolution ys (t) ∗ x̃s (t)
nonlinear impulse responses hi (t)

Figure 1: Block diagram of the nonlinear convolution process in NLS identification.
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t

Figure 2: Swept-sine signal xs (t) in time domain (below), with
the time length chosen according to instantaneous frequency fi (t)
(above).

the nonlinear impulse response consists of a set of higher-order
impulse responses that are time shifted, each partial impulse response can be separated from each other, as illustrated by Fig. 3.
The set of higher-order nonlinear impulse responses hi (t) can
be also expressed in the frequency domain. The frequency response functions of higher-order nonlinear impulse responses hi (t)
is then their Fourier transforms
Hi (f ) = FT [hi (t)] .

Figure 3: Result of the nonlinear convolution process ys (t) ∗
x̃s (t) in the form of set of higher-order nonlinear impulse responses hi (t).

shown in Fig. 4. It is made up of N parallel branches, each branch
consisting of a linear filter An (f ). The input signals gn [x(t)] are
known linear and/or nonlinear functions of x(t). This model is
similar to the Multiple Input Single Output model proposed in [5].
The linear filters An (f ) of the nonlinear model can be moreover derived in the time domain as impulse responses an (t) related
to the n-th branch of the MISO-based nonlinear model. The output

(4)
g1 [x(t)]

y1 (t)
A1 (f )

The frequency responses Hi (f ) represent the frequency dependency of higher-order components. The frequency response H1 (f )
is consequently the response corresponding to the linear part of the
system. Similarly, the frequency response Hi (f ) (i > 1) may be
regarded as the system frequency response, when considering only
the effect of the input frequency f on the i-th harmonic frequency
if of the output.

g2 [x(t)]

y2 (t)
A2 (f )

g3 [x(t)]

y3 (t)

+

y(t)

A3 (f )

gN [x(t)]

yN (t)
AN (f )

3. MODEL IDENTIFICATION
The frequency responses Hi (f ) are next used for the identification
of the nonlinear model of the system under test. The model is

Figure 4: Nonlinear model with input signals gn [x(t)] and linear
filters An (f ), n ∈ [1, N ].
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where N is the number of input signals of the MISO-based nonlinear model.
Frequency response functions Hi (f ) being experimentally obtained and the nonlinear MISO model inputs gn [x(t)] being chosen, the identification consists in the resolution of a linear system
of N equations using the least squares method. First, the coefficients cn,k of Discrete Fourier Series of the functions gn [x(t)] are
calculated as
cn,k =



gn sin(

m=0





2π
2π
m) exp −j km ,
M
M

N
X

An (f )cn,i + Res(f ),

band-pass
N f1 − f2
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(·)3

+

y3 (t)
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Figure 5: Generalized Polynomial Hammerstein model (power series nonlinear model).

(6)

Audio
Limiter

yr (t)

x(t)

for an input signal being a discrete-time harmonic signal of length
M . Next, the following set of linear equations with unknown
An (f ) is solved
Hi (f ) =

y1 (t)

G1 (f )

∞

gn [x(τ )]an (t − τ )dτ,


x1 (t)

signal y(t) of the nonlinear system can then be expressed as

+
NL
model

err(t)

ym (t)

Figure 6: Block schema of the nonlinear model validation.

(7)

n=1

for i ∈ (1, I) and n ∈ (1, N ), Res(f ) being the residue. As
I ≥ N , there can be more equations than unknowns. To solve the
set of equations (7) for I > N , the least squares algorithm [11] is
applied, minimizing the residue Res(f ).
If the functions gn [x(t)] are improperly chosen and/or if at
least one of the input signals is missing, the value of the residue
increases drastically, which makes Res(f ) an a posteriori criterium for the choice of input signals gn [x(t)].
If one of the nonlinear functions gn [x(t)] produces high harmonic distortion components, the nonlinear aliasing [12] can appear. This can be avoid by choice of the nonlinear functions gn [x(t)]
according to any mathematical series. The most used series is the
one based on power series, such as
gn [x(t)] = xn (t).

(8)

In such case the nonlinear aliasing can be controlled by the frequency range. The highest frequency must not exceed fs /(2N ),
where fs is the sampling frequency and N is the highest power
function in the model. The lowest frequency limit is given as well
by the highest power function N . The filters An (f ) are valid only
in frequency band [N f1 , f2 ]. For that reason the model should be
preceded by a bandpass filter as shown in Fig.5. The amplitude
limitation is as well given by the excitation signal xs (t) used for
the analysis. As the nonlinear system was not excited with level
higher than the amplitude A of the excitation signal xs (t) the nonlinear model can be used for signals not exceeding this amplitude
level.
4. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT AND SYNTHESIS
In this section, a real-world NLS is selected to show the effectiveness, accuracy and potential of the proposed method. The system
under test is the limiter part of dbx 266XL Compressor, Limiter,
Gate [13]. The limiter is a well known NLS producing highly distorted output waveforms. The clipping level of the limiter is set to
0.25 V.

The following process consists in two steps: (a) analysis of
the system under test including the nonlinear model identification
and (b) comparison of the output signals of the model and of the
system under test when excited with a musical and speech signal.
First, the systems response to the excitation swept-sine signal
xs (t), defined in section 2, is convolved with the inverse filter in
order to obtain the nonlinear impulse responses. Next, the linear
filters of the nonlinear model are estimated using Eq.(6). The functions gn (t) are chose according the power series (Eq.(8)). Then,
once the nonlinear model of the system under test is estimated, the
model can be used as a digital nonlinear effect with single input
and single output. As explained at the end of the section 3 since
the model was acquired using the excitation swept-sine signal with
given f1 , f2 and A, the model can be successfully applied only for
input signals with frequency range N f1 : f2 and not exceeding
the amplitude A.
The measurement conditions are selected as follows: The sampling frequency used for the experiment is fs = 96 kHz. The
limiting threshold of the audio limiter is set-up to 0.25 V. The excitation signal is sweeping from f1 = 5 Hz to f2 = 6.5 kHz
with amplitude A = 1 V. The nonlinear model consists of N = 7
branches.
To validate the accuracy of the model the following test is then
performed. An input signal is put to the inputs of both, real limiter and its estimated model and the responses are compared. The
block schema is depicted in Fig.6. The signal err(t) being the difference between original output yr (t) and the model output ym (t)
is chosen as a criterion for the comparison.
Two kinds of audio signals has been chosen for the test - a musical signal (sample of piano concerto) and a speech signal (sample
of czech poem recital), both with duration of 2 seconds. The results are shown in Figs. 7-10. Each figure has two parts, above with the input x(t) (green), real-output yr (t) (blue) and modeloutput ym (t) (red) and below - with the residual error err(t). In
all four figures the real-output and model-output match rather precisely.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an application of the method for analysis and modeling of nonlinear systems (NLS) using swept-sine signals has been
presented. The application of the method has been focused to audio applications and nonlinear effects. The model of nonlinear
system (i.e. existing analog effects system producing a nonlinear
distortion) can be identified and further used as a replica of the
analog effect in digital domain. The method is based on the nonlinear convolution method, with swept-sine input signal, and allows
to identify the NLS in a one-path measurement.
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Figure 7: Music audio file: comparison between real-output and model-output (above) and their difference - residual error (below).
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Figure 8: Music audio file: comparison between real-output and model-output (above) and their difference - residual error (below).
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Figure 9: Speech audio file: comparison between real-output and model-output (above) and their difference - residual error (below).
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ABSTRACT
New approaches to Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF)
based artificial spatialisation of audio are presented and discussed in this paper. A brief summary of the topic of audio spatialisation and HRTF interpolation is offered, followed by an appraisal of the existing minimum phase HRTF interpolation
method. Novel alternatives are then suggested which essentially
approach the problem of phase interpolation more directly. The
first technique, based on magnitude interpolation and phase truncation, aims to use the empirical HRTFs without the need for
complex data preparation or manipulation, while minimizing any
approximations that may be introduced by data transformations.
A second approach augments a functionally based phase model
with low frequency non-linear frequency scaling based on the
empirical HRTFs, allowing a more accurate phase representation
of the more relevant lower frequency end of the spectrum. This
more complex approach is deconstructed from an implementation
point of view. Testing of both algorithms is then presented,
which highlights their success, and favorable performance over
minimum phase plus delay methods.
1. INTRODUCTION
Our ability to locate sound sources in our spatial environment
depends primarily on the binaural nature of our auditory system.
We can use interaural time and intensity differences (ITD and
IID respectively) to help us in this task, often very accurately under favorable conditions. These interaural cues have frequency
limitations. Generally, ITD performs best at low frequencies and
IID at high. Monaural information can also provide important
localisation cues. The pinna filters audible incoming sound in a
non-linear manner due to its complex shape.
These cues will all be evident in the Head Related Transfer
Function (HRTF) of the left and right ear of a specific listener,
with regard to a specific source location relative to this listener.
HRTFs essentially define how a sound from a particular location
is altered from source to tympanic membrane. An arbitrary mono,
non-localized source can then be artificially spatialised to the
location of this HRTF pair by convolving it with the left and
right ear HRTFs and playing the resulting stereo file in headphones.
Such a system appears promising for artificial spatialisation;
however, limitations must be recognized. HRTFs are individual
specific, for physiological reasons. Consistencies can however be

observed in external ear characteristics, leading to the frequent
use of generalised/non-individualized HRTF data sets in artificial
binaural spatialisation scenarios. The finer detail of localisation
ability, for example elevation resolution and front/back confusions in areas where interaural cues will be similar can be degraded in this scenario, but it is suggested in [1] that nonindividualized data sets are certainly a useful tool in artificial
spatialisation applications.
HRTF datasets typically record and store a fixed number of
responses around a subject, for various azimuths and elevations,
for example [2]. If sources are required to be spatialised to a nonmeasured point, or move smoothly from point to point, an interpolation algorithm is required.
Several approaches to this complex task have been suggested. Essentially, the interpolation process can be thought of as
the derivation of a new HRTF by combining values from known
empirical HRTF measurements. Known points in the vicinity of
the desired non-measured point can thus be read and combined
with relative weightings with regard to the desired point.
This interpolation process is more accurately performed in
the frequency domain, which immediately raises the issue of
phase interpolation. As ITD uses phase differences in locating
sounds, phase values in HRTFs are clearly significant. Phase is,
however, a periodic quantity, therefore phase interpolation is
problematic.
Traditionally, this difficulty has been overcome using a minimum phase allpass decomposition of the HRTF. By assuming the
allpass component is linear, this becomes a minimum phase plus
delay decomposition. This paper will first present a review of the
standard minimum phase method. Following this, we will introduce two novel approaches to the problem, considering their motivation and implementation. Finally, we will present test results
illustrating their favorable performance.
2. MINIMUM PHASE HRTF ASSUMPTION AND
INTERPOLATION
Any rational system function can be broken into a minimum
phase and an allpass system [3]. The magnitude of the minimum
phase all pass decomposition is represented solely by the minimum phase system and the phase is reconstituted by both the allpass and minimum phase representations. The system in question
can thus be defined as:

H(z) = Hmin(z)Hap(z)

(1)
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where H min (z) is a minimum phase system and H ap (z) is an allpass system.
Typically, magnitude and phase spectra are not related. A
unique and, in this case, extremely useful property of minimum
phase systems, however, is that phase values for each component
frequency can be derived from their corresponding magnitude
values.
It has been asserted that the allpass component of the decomposition of the HRTF into minimum phase and allpass components approximates linearity in [4]. In this study, the authors performed the decomposition of measured transfer functions in order to avoid the above mentioned phase uncertainty. They wished
to obtain an unambiguous representation of the phase of their
functions. In so doing, they realised that almost all of the fine
detail in the phase of their free field to ear canal transfer functions was contained in the minimum phase components. They
concluded that the allpass component thus approaches linearity.
Furthermore, the allpass component of the full HRTF (including the ear canal response) exhibits a ‘nearly linear’ phase
response up to 10 KHz. Consequently, the external ear can be
thought of as a minimum phase system within this range. This
implies that the allpass component can be approximated using a
time domain, frequency independent delay line. Thus phase interpolation is no longer a problem, as phase can be derived from
magnitude for the minimum phase part of the decomposition, and
delay lines can be interpolated. This observation has become the
basis for many HRTF based binaural processing algorithms.
Each empirical HRTF pair is thus analysed to extract an appropriate interaural delay and reduced to a minimum phase representation. Interpolation can be performed on the delay and magnitude values. Interpolated minimum phase phase values can then
be derived from these interpolated magnitude values.
The decomposition of impulses in [4] theoretically validates
the description of HRTFs as minimum phase filters (the transfer
function can be thought of as a filter operation) plus delays. A
typical motivation regarding the study of HRTFs is the implementation of an artificial spatialisation system. Such an application is perhaps more concerned with more subjective testing.
Therefore, the seminal paper by Kulkarni et al. examining the
sensitivity of human subjects to HRTF phase spectra [5], which
details psychophysical tests performed on a subject group is of
great significance. Initially, while objectively investigating the
validity of the minimum phase assumption, the study reports high
coherence values between empirical and minimum phase plus
delay data sets. However, coherence values were found to be systematically worse at lower elevations and extremes of the horizontal plane. It is suggested that this is due to the shadowing effect of the head and interactions with the torso making the allpass
delay non-linear, a phenomenon also discussed in [6]. This is
supported by better performance at higher elevations, where there
is less obstruction in the path to the contralateral (further from
the source) ear. Phase error results enforce this assumption.
These specific cases when minimum phase plus delay may not be
valid are also mentioned in [7], where some possible solutions
are discussed.
The psychophysical results from [5] further clarify this issue,
highlighting a low frequency cue present at extremes of the horizontal plane, helping the subject to distinguish between minimum phase plus delay and empirical impulses. Therefore, the
suitability of modeling the interaural delay as a linear delay is
brought into question. The study, however, concludes that mini-

mum phase plus delay models are sufficient for most locations
(and therefore adequate), and that the finer structures of phase
are not excessively important, as long as the overall delay is approximated in accordance with that of the low frequency empirical ITD. The benefits of minimum phase plus delay, specifically
its ability to deal with phase interpolation and efficiently express
the filter with the lowest possible number of coefficients (as the
energy in a minimum phase impulse will be focused at its start)
typically justify its use.
To conclude this analysis of the minimum phase plus delay
HRTF representation, practicalities of implementation of the desired real time artificial spatialisation system need to be considered. In such an application, (the design of which is based on the
minimum phase assumption) delay lines need to be interpolated,
which adds complexity and possible spectral distortions to the
output signal. The method of delay extraction is also pertinent.
Several methods have been suggested, again adding to the processing and preparation required.
3. NOVEL APPROACHES TO EMPIRICAL DATA
INTERPOLATION

3.1. Motivation
The initial and primary aim of this study is to provide a toolset
for the artificial recreation of audio spatialisation using HRTF
based binaural techniques for open source computer music languages. Tools recently developed by the authors are discussed in
[8] from a point of view of implementation for a particular computer music programming language, Csound. The developed algorithms are also introduced in [9] (more detail is given here).
Further insight into algorithm testing is also given in [9].
Secondary to this goal, alternatives to the minimum phase
approach are suggested that do not assume the approximations
involved in modeling the HRTF as minimum phase plus delay.
This essentially involves engaging more directly with the phase
ambiguity problem. Thus approaches are developed that remove
the approximation involved in the minimum phase assumption,
as well as the complex data preparation/online processing necessary in minimum phase implementation, while exploiting the apparent insensitivity to phase spectra reported in [5]. The approaches outlined below are also intended to give spatially accurate and efficient processing while dealing more directly with the
empirical data. Complex data analysis, compression or transformation necessary in other approaches is thus purposefully minimized to enable convenient, immediate use of HRTFs. The two
novel approaches suggested are discussed below.
3.2. Phase Truncation, Magnitude Interpolation
The first of the two new methods proposed introduces phase
truncation as a novel addition to linear interpolation methods.
The spectrum of the employed HRTF is derived from interpolated magnitude values and the nearest available empirical phase
values. An impulse is thus derived for each block of audio processed in the case of a dynamic source. The method provides a
simple, intuitive solution to HRTF interpolation for non measured points and performs particularly well in subjective tests.
A user defined, dynamic source trajectory is implemented by
updating angle (azimuth) and elevation values for each process-
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ing block. The HRTF data in the employed data set [2] is stored
as a group of values for particular angles at various elevation increments. Linear interpolation is performed on the magnitude
values. This method derives an intermediate/transitional FIR filter that is consistent with the local empirical data, boosting or
attenuating spectral bands appropriately.
Possible anomalies in the impulse response of non-measured
points are not addressed by this method, although in a dense
dataset (the MIT dataset has a resolution of 5 degrees in the horizontal plane for the 0 degree elevation subset of measurements),
bearing in mind minimum audible movement constraints [10]
and other limitations of the auditory spatialisation system, the
technique provides a good approximation. The preference tests
discussed below also attest to the perceived smooth movement of
sources dynamically spatialised using the method. Filters used
are 128 samples long, and are processed using overlap add (rectangular window) convolution in the frequency domain. Noise
introduced by filter magnitude values changing as the source
moves through a trajectory adhering to minimum audible movement angle limits is inaudible/tolerable. This linear interpolation
method is utilized in Savioja et al. [11], who use a minimum
phase approach to phase interpolation (as discussed above),
Xiang et al. [12], who use time domain processing (which is not
efficient and can introduce errors) and Zotkin et. al [13], whose
approach will be discussed below.
A novel addition to this interpolation algorithm is the truncation of phase values, and subsequent processing. Intermediate
filters use nearest measured phase values. It is proposed that
choosing the phase of the nearest measured point in a dense dataset will not have a significant effect on the perceived spatial quality of the result. As discussed above, it has been shown that
phase does indeed play an important role in localisation, but exact phase accuracy is not essential [5].
Of immediate concern is the update of these phase values as
a source moves closer to the next empirical HRTF on a desired
trajectory. Abruptly switching between phase values is undesirable, as it could potentially cause inconsistencies in the output.
Brief crossfades are suggested to avoid this. The frequency content of the source defines the audibility of the switch. Frequency
rich sources may be able to mask any artifacts caused by a switch
in phase values. However, sources with energy focused on one
spectral region/narrowband sources will typically not perform as
well in this scenario, leading to inconsistencies in the output.
Therefore, in the Csound implementation of this algorithm,
the user can simply define the length of crossfades required depending on the source they are working with, if they wish to deviate from a suggested default. Buffers of 128 samples are processed in each iteration. A crossfade over one such buffer may be
enough to mask inconsistencies for frequency rich sources. Users
may find that other sources may require crossfades lasting up to
16 buffers to mask all artifacts. The old HRTF data is processed
with the input data and faded out. Simultaneously, the new
HRTF data is processed with the input and faded in. Thus inconsistencies are removed in a simple, source specific (if required)
manner. These brief crossfades will typically be infrequent. For
static/slow moving sources, no/very occasional crossfades will be
needed. For more quickly moving sources, more crossfades will
be required, however in all cases, only very brief periods of
crossfade are needed.
Figure 1 gives an overview of the algorithm. Three snapshots
in time are illustrated. In the first, the source is nearest to the bot-

tom left empirical value, so uses its phase spectrum. In the second, a crossfade occurs as the source moves from being closer to
one empirical point to another. Finally, the source is closer to the
bottom right point, so uses its phase spectrum. Relatively
weighted magnitude values will be used in accordance with
source location.

Figure 1: Magnitude interpolation, phase truncation.

3.3. Functional Phase Model
3.3.1. Woodworth/Schlosberg Formula
Spectral magnitude interpolation, as discussed above and in the
literature, is straightforward, easily realizable and performs adequately, and is employed again in the second suggested novel
approach. Again, the derivation of the phase spectrum constitutes
the novel aspect of this approach. Essentially, empirical magnitude interpolation is coupled with a functionally modeled phase
spectrum. Interaural Phase Difference (IPD) is essential in the
derivation of a correct ITD. When endeavoring to functionally
model the phase spectrum, the head can be roughly approximated
to a sphere. This simplification can be practically implemented
mathematically: the ITD for a particular source location, assuming a spherical head can be defined thus:

ITD (θ , ϕ ) =

r (θ + sin θ )
cos ϕ
c

(2)

where r is the head (/sphere) radius, c is the speed of sound, ș is
the angle (azimuth) and ĳ the elevation of the source. This formula is described as the Extended Woodworth/Schlosberg Formula in [14]. Successful use of this basic Woodworth model for
HRTF phase modeling and a magnitude interpolation algorithm
is reported in [13], and is augmented and advanced here. The
formula is also successfully utilized in [11]. Simplifying the
complex shape of the head to that of a sphere will distort the
HRTF. This distortion is closely related to the discussion above
on sensitivity to phase spectra, which concluded that low frequency ITD is the predominant phase cue [5]. Therefore the
novel addition to the method aims to reproduce more accurately
this low frequency ITD.
3.3.2. Low Frequency Scaling
Accurate ITD modeling involves maintaining a modeled low frequency ITD that is consistent with empirical values [5]. This is
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done by improving the Woodworth/Schlosberg formula. Higher
frequency ITD is not as significant, as agreed in [5] and [6],
which specifies that a Woodworth model can account for steady
state high frequency ITDs. From a physiological point of view,
IPD based localisation breaks down above approximately 1500
Hz [10], becoming progressively less accurate towards this
threshold. A low frequency, frequency dependent scaling factor
is
therefore
suggested
as
an
addition
to
the
Woodworth/Schlosberg formula. It is proposed that this provides
a more complete, psychoacoustically based solution, with minimal extra processing required.
Primarily, psychoacoustically based parameters are imposed
on the range of the spectrum to be scaled. As mentioned above,
IPD breaks down above approximately 1500 Hz; therefore this
value is used as the upper boundary for scaling. Physical IPD
restrictions for sinusoidal sources can be further quantified by
finding the maximum unambiguous frequency for a specific
source location. At IPDs of 180 degrees and greater, the source
location is uncertain. The right signal may be leading the left, or
vice versa. As with phase interpolation, this uncertainty is a result of the periodic nature of phase. As IPDs get larger, a greater
number of perceived source locations are possible, as a number
of full phase cycles may be incorporated into the reported IPD.
The maximum frequency for a specific source location can be
calculated thus:

f max =

c
2 r (θ + sin θ )(cos ϕ )

(3)

where r is the head radius (again assuming a spherical head), c is
the speed of sound, ș is the angle (azimuth) and ĳ the elevation
of the source. This essentially represents the frequency that corresponds to half the distance around the head to the opposite ear.
This formula is used, where appropriate, to reduce this 1500
Hz threshold. The radius used here is that of the largest radius
derivable from the KEMAR [15] mannequin measurements to
minimize the value used. This reduction is maximized at the
horizontal extreme of the half of the spatial hemisphere used (the
left hemisphere is simply an inverted copy of the right in the
dataset used [2]). A maximum IPD of ʌ is implied by this methodology, which is the highest realizable resolution without phase
ambiguities in a typical situation. However, although unnecessary here, resolution to 2 ʌ is possible, as the source location direction is known. ITD is, in these circumstances, a vectorial
quantity. In relation to the ear nearest to the source position, the
ITD will have positive orientation, whereas the other ear
will have a negative ITD.
In practical terms, impulses will always come from the right
if the angle is less than 180 degrees (with the exception of 0 and
180 degrees, where there is no IPD). As the right phase is positively oriented and the left negatively in this scenario, IPD can be
defined as right phase minus left. If there is an anomaly in this
calculation (if the phase difference has passed onto a new cycle),
the right phase is augmented by 2ʌ.
ITDs are derived from empirical IPDs and compared to
Woodworth/Schlosberg ITDs. Scaling factors are then calculated.
The average of all derived scaling factors for each bin of the low
frequency spectra of the HRTFs are shown in Figure 2, for a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) size of 128 samples (we are using the
compact, diffuse field filtered HRTF data from [2]). The bins of
interests are shown in the figure, up to the 1500 Hz threshold.

Figure 2: ITD scaling factors.
A larger sample block FFT, giving more spectral resolution, reveals some interesting characteristics of this particular dataset.
The curve is predominantly > 1, as expected [6], and illustrated
in Figure 2. Some anomalies do appear on closer inspection,
however. For example the curve falls below 1 at angle 150 degrees, elevation -30 degrees. However, the curve generally fits
Figure 2 well, so the averaged model is used across location for
efficiency.
The values derived from this Extended Woodworth
/Schlosberg Non-linearly Low Frequency Scaled Spherical Head
(functional) Model are then used in the re-synthesis of the phase
spectrum. Essentially, an appropriate ITD is derived from the
Woodworth/Schlosberg formula. In the frequency domain, the
appropriate phase is then calculated. For frequencies below 1500
Hz, the ITD value is scaled in accordance with the averaged scaling factor, which is derived from the empirical data. This model
provides an accurate average low frequency ITD for this particular dataset, and a steady Woodworth based ITD for higher frequencies, providing a psychoacoustically derived fit of the actual
behavior of ITD [6]. Overlap-add convolution leads to undesirable noise when processing dynamic source trajectories, due to
derived phase values not ‘matching’ amplitude values, so Shorttime Fourier Transform (STFT) processing is used.
4. ALGORITHM TESTING

4.1. Objective Tests
The non linear low frequency scaling of the functional model was
tested numerically to compare it to the minimum phase plus delay model. Primarily, all 368 data files in the empirical dataset
were transformed into minimum phase plus delay and functional
model datasets. The minimum phase plus delay dataset was prepared as in [5]. We wish to highlight not only that the novel algorithm performs well, but also the approximations involved in
assuming that the allpass component is linear in the minimum
phase plus delay algorithm. Datasets were then upsampled to 4
times their sampling rate (44,100 * 4 Hz) to provide a more accurate evaluation. Each HRTF pair was run through a low pass filter, to focus on the lower end of the spectrum, where ITD is more
significant as a spatial localisation cue [10]. ITDs for each filtered HRTF pair were then calculated, by finding the maximum
of their interaural cross correlation. The filtered minimum phase
and functional model ITDs were then compared to the filtered
empirical ITDs.
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Ideally, both algorithms should agree with the empirical data.
However, this is not always the case. When all data is considered, the minimum phase plus delay ITDs deviate from the empirical data by a total of 1076 samples over the entire dataset.
This is due to the non-linearities involved in the allpass component of the minimum phase allpass deconstruction. The functional model deviates by 827 samples for a head radius of 8.8 cm.
This deviation is due primarily to inaccuracies introduced by averaging of the scaling factors over the whole dataset, which was
performed for efficiency. Therefore the novel suggested method
is validated, as its main goal is to provide a more accurate low
frequency ITD, due to its importance in localisation [5]. This result is illustrated in Figure 3, which shows that the minimum
phase plus delay model involves a greater deviation from empirical data.

Three sample tests were presented, constituting a training period, followed by 36 dynamic sources to be judged. The purpose
of the training period was to familiarize subjects with the sound
samples, task and interface. A screenshot of the interface is given
in Figure 4. It shows the reference signals (start point and endpoint) and two movements to be rated.
The three different sound sources used were: a vocal sample,
a noise burst and a brief musical figure played on piano, representing a range of spectral and temporal changes in sources. Nine
subjects were tested, all of whom had experience with critical
headphone listening. Overall results are illustrated in Figure 5.
The mean values for each algorithm are presented. As expected,
the anchor algorithm performs significantly worse than the others. Interestingly, the means indicate that the novel algorithms
introduced here perform better than the minimum phase plus delay method. All 3 algorithms are within the range from good to
excellent, however, the novel algorithms are closer to excellent,
at 4.6 and 4.7 for the phase truncation and functional models respectively. The minimum phase plus delay method, at 4.3, clearly
has a lower mean. Results of a Friedman test show a statistically
significant difference between algorithm ratings.

Figure 3: Objective test illustrating that ITD of introduced functional model is closer to empirical data than
minimum phase plus delay for low frequencies.

4.2. Subjective Tests
Subjective tests were also performed to rate both of the novel
algorithms. Due to the nature of the novel algorithms and the desire for source movement being the motivation for the study, a
moving source A/B/Ref based test was developed.
The GUI for the test was developed using Csound’s FLTK
opcodes. Due to the restriction of not having a true reference signal (a moving source recorded under the exact conditions of the
dataset), the source in question processed with static start and
end point empirical HRTFs constitutes the reference. The minimum phase (as prepared in [5], using overlap add convolution, as
the phase truncation algorithm does), phase truncation, functional model and an anchor condition were tested. The anchor
condition uses the same dataset to spatialise sounds, but no interpolation. Therefore it was expected to perform poorly.
Subjects were asked to rate the dynamic samples according to
a 5 point quality grading scale [16]. These ratings were based on
smooth, artifact free movement from start to end point. Note that
non-individualized HRTFs were used here, which can lead to
front-back confusion and localisation inaccuracies [1]. Therefore,
spatial location is not being assessed in this test. This is also explicitly confirmed as a note to participants in the test’s instructions. Subjects were permitted to repeat playback of reference
and sample files, as desired. Also, subjects could stop samples if
required, and could not play more than one sample at a time.

Figure 4: Preference test interface.

Figure 5: Preference test results.
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5. CONCLUSION
A critique of the minimum phase plus delay method of dynamic
binaural spatialisation is offered. It requires complex data preparation and digital signal processing, as well as data approximations. Novel methods for the interpolation of HRTFs have been
presented and discussed. The phase truncation method described
maintains nearest measured phase data, thus meeting the criterion
of using empirical data directly. Smooth, artifact free, user definable complex trajectories are possible with this method. Change
of phase information is dealt with using brief crossfades, which
users may tailor to the spectral content of their source sound if
desired.
As discussed in [5], HRTF phase data does not require exact
accuracy. More specifically, maintaining low frequency interaural time delays appears to provide accurate phase data. The more
complex functional model introduced works on this assertion.
Augmenting the simplification of the head to a sphere with non
linear frequency scaling factors for the psychoacoustically relevant low frequency end of the spectrum will reintroduce some of
the more significant finer phase detail of the head, pinnae and
torso. The algorithms involved are discussed in detail, and some
insight is given into the phase response of the particular dataset
used, as well as the vectorial nature of ITD. The importance of
low frequency phase information is preserved and applied to an
efficient, simple model for phase.
Both objective and subjective tests are presented. The functional model is numerically validated by examining the lower end
of the spectrum for all impulses in the dataset. This shows a low
frequency ITD that agrees more closely with the empirical data
than a minimum phase plus delay model. Subjectively, both the
phase truncation and functional model perform better than the
minimum phase plus delay algorithm.
The novel methods mentioned above, as well as the minimum phase based method have been implemented as Csound opcodes [8, 17]. A HRTF based reverb system is currently being
completed, adding HRTF accurate early reflections and a binaural statistical diffuse field to sources spatialised using the opcodes developed.
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ABSTRACT
This article introduces a physics-based real-time model of the output chain of a vacuum-tube amplifier. This output chain consists
of a single-ended triode power amplifier stage, output transformer,
and a loudspeaker. The simulation algorithm uses wave digital filters in digitizing the physical electric, mechanic, and acoustic subsystems. New simulation models for the output transformer and
loudspeaker are presented. The resulting real-time model of the
output chain allows any of the physical parameters of the system
to be adjusted during run-time.
1. INTRODUCTION
Although most of audio signal processing tasks are currently carried out using semiconductor technology, vacuum-tubes are still
widely used e.g. in Hi-Fi and guitar amplifiers, due to their unique
distortion characteristics. Despite their acclaimed tone, vacuumtube devices are often bulky, expensive, relatively fragile, and they
consume a lot of power. For this reason, it is not surprising that
since the mid-1990s there has been an increasing trend of creating
digital algorithms that emulate tube devices. For a comprehensive
survey on digital techniques that emulate guitar tube amplifiers,
see [1].
As stated in [1], most of the emulation algorithms use a unidirectional signal flow representation of the modeled device, resulting in a relatively simple cascade of filters and nonlinear waveshapers with or without memory. However, real electric circuits
(and physical systems in general) are not inherently unidirectional,
but the different parts of the system interact with each other via the
concept of impedance loading. For example, an audio amplifier
will behave differently if loaded with different loudspeakers.
This article introduces a wave digital filter (WDF) [2] model
of a single-ended triode power amplifier, output transformer, and a
loudspeaker. Due to the inherent bidirectional nature of the WDF
method, the coupling between different parts of the system is automatically included in the model. This has been illustrated for a
triode stage with reactive loading in an upcoming article [3]. The
WDF tube stage model is an improved version of the algorithm introduced in [4], so that also the grid-to-cathode current is taken into
account. Details on the improved tube stage model are presented
in [3], and they are not discussed in this article. New real-time
simulation models for the output transformer and the loudspeaker
are presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
2. BASICS OF WDF MODELING
As a background, a brief overview of WDF modeling, using lumped
linear and time-invariant (LTI) circuit elements and adaptors for element interconnections, is presented. More detailed presentations
are available in [2, 5, 6]. Fig. 1 depicts basic lumped circuit elements, showing both electrical symbols and WDF realizations.
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Figure 1: Basic WDF one-port elements: (a) a generic one-port,
(b) resistor: Rp = R, (c) capacitor: Rp = T /2C, (d) inductor:
Rp = 2L/T , (e) voltage source: Rp = R. Here T is sample
period.
Fig. 1(a) characterizes a generic LTI one-port element in the
electrical domain, for which the Kirchhoff variables (for short, Kvariables) are voltage u and current i. The WDF theory maps these
to wave variables (for short, W-variables) a and b at the port by
relations
(

u=a+b
a = (u + Rp i)/2
⇔
(1)
i = (a − b)/Rp
b = (u − Rp i)/2
where a is the incident (in-coming) and b the reflected (out-going)
wave component, and Rp is a free parameter called port resistance.
While the relation between the two K-variables in a linear system
is given by impedance Z = U/I (capital letters from now on denote Laplace or z-transform variables), the behavior of a wave port
is described by its reflectance H = B/A = (Z − Rp )/(Z + Rp ).
Classical WDFs are derived from analog prototypes by the bilinear mapping [7], which preserves energetic properties of the prototype analog system such as passivity, being important from the
stability point of view. By proper values for the port resistance
Rp to avoid delay-free loops in computation, realizations of basic
WDF elements are easily derived [2] as shown in Fig. 1(b-e) for
the resistor, capacitor, inductor, and voltage source.
Adaptors are WDF multi-port elements that are needed to construct circuit and network models from the basic elements [2]. The
task of an adaptor is to realize the scattering of wave variables
among the ports connected together. Fig. 2 shows the parallel and
series circuit connections in (a) and (c), and the symbols for parallel (b) and series (d) adaptors, respectively. Adaptors are constructed so that for a single port, say port N , the output BN is
independent of its input AN . This is called a reflection-free port
because BN can be read before knowing the new value of AN ,
which cannot be done for the other ports, see Fig. 2(b). Such a
reflection-free port can be used without computability problems
for further connections in a network.
Adaptors are typically applied as 3-port elements, whereby
two one-port elements are connected in parallel or series, and the
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Figure 2: Parallel and series adaptors: (a) parallel connection
for K-variables, (b) WDF symbol for wave variables, including
reflection-free port N marked by terminal >. Corresponding cases
for series adaptor: (c) and (d).

Figure 3 illustrates the electrical equivalent circuit of the output chain. The equivalent circuits for the mechanical and acoustical parts of the loudspeaker are found by using the well-known
analogies between electrical, mechanical, and acoustic systems,
see, e. g. [5]. It must be noted that although the mechanical
and acoustical systems are represented as electronic components
in Fig. 3, their physical quantities (e. g. mass and compliance of
the loudspeaker) are still directly controllable. Numerical values
for the components in Fig. 3 are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: List of components and their values used in Fig. 3.
Symbol
Value
Explanation
Vi
Input signal source
Ci
100 nF
Input capacitance
Ri
1 MΩ
Input resistance
Rg
20 kΩ
Grid resistance
Rk
20 Ω
Cathode resistance
Ck
10 µF
Cathode capacitance
V+
500 V
Operating voltage source
R+
1Ω
Voltage source resistance
Rp1
131 Ω
Transf. primary resistance 1
Rp2
9.2 kΩ
Transf. primary resistance 2
Lp
7.6 H
Transf. primary inductance
Tee
N = 28
Ideal electrical transf.
Rs1
8Ω
Transf. secondary resistance 1
Rs2
225 Ω
Transf. secondary resistance 2
Ls
8.2 mH
Transf. secondary inductance
Cs
145 nF
Transf. secondary capacitance
Re
6.95 Ω
Loudsp. resistance (electric)
Le
690 µH
Loudsp. inductance (electric)
Tem
N = 8.3
Ideal electromechanical transf.
Rm
1Ω
Loudsp. resistance (mechanic)
Cm
27 mF
Loudsp. capacitance (mechanic)
Lm
560 µH
Loudsp. inductance (mechanic)
Tma
N = 1/0.0204
Ideal acoustomechanical transf.
Ca
398 mF
Loudsp. capacitance (acoustic)
Ra
122 µΩ
Loudsp. resistance (acoustic)

third port of the adaptor is further connected in parallel or series
with something else, etc., up to a short or open circuit termination
or a special root element. Therefore such a circuit structure appears as a tree-structure, in the particular case of 3-port adaptors
as a binary tree.
Several types of general two-port elements are available for
construction of WDF circuits and networks. Only the ideal transformer is needed in this article. It is realized simply by wave variable scalings B2 = N A1 and B1 = (1/N )A2 where A1 and B1
are wave variables at port 1, A2 and B2 at port 2, and N is the turns
ratio. The port resistances have to be scaled by Rp2 = N 2 Rp1 .
Modeling of nonlinearities
The basic WDF theory as such is valid only for modeling of
LTI circuits, while nonlinearities bring challenges with aliasing
and computability. Aliasing is a common problem in nonlinear
DSP and computability problems are related to avoidance of delayfree loops. While in LTI circuits the port resistances are constantvalued, in a nonlinear element the port resistance becomes a function of the wave variables at the port. However, the wave variables
depend on the port resistance, so we have an implicit set of equations, which in a general case has to be solved by iteration. Furthermore, the rest of the binary tree up to the root needs to take
part in the iteration. A special case is a single nonlinearity used as
the root element, whereby its effect is localized, and the nonlinearity can be formulated simply as a nonlinear wave-port reflection
function B = f (A).
Since full iteration of wave-port elements is computationally
expensive and complicated, in practice a delay-free loop can often be cut by inserting an extra unit delay, e.g., by using a delayed value of port resistance. This invalidates the energetic passivity rule, so that instabilities may quite easily appear, often at
the Nyquist frequency (half of the sampling rate). Oversampling
is typically needed to minimize the problem, but this may be a necessity in nonlinear DSP anyway, and helps also in cases where
the frequency-warping due to bilinear mapping in WDFs [2] is a
problem.
3. THE OUTPUT CHAIN
The output chain of a typical single-ended triode power amplifier consists of an RC-circuit containing one triode tube, an output transformer, and a loudspeaker. In a nutshell, the tube circuit,
called power amp stage, creates a nonlinear voltage-to-current amplification. The output transformer applies an impedance transform between the tube (high impedance) and the loudspeaker (low
impedance), so that electric power is efficiently transmitted to the
loudspeaker. Naturally, the loudspeaker then transmits the power
from the electrical domain first into the mechanical, and then into
the acoustical domain.

3.1. Single-ended triode power stage
The tube power amplifier stage is illustrated in the leftmost part
of Fig. 3. The amplifier uses only one triode tube for amplifying
the signal, hence the name "single-ended triode stage". Basically,
the tube element provides nonlinear phase-inverting amplification
between the grid (denoted with g) and the plate (denoted with p)
terminals. More detailed discussion on the function of the different
RC components of the stage is presented in [3].
3.2. Output transformer
A transformer is a device that transforms electrical energy from
one circuit to another. With amplifiers, the output transformer
couples the loudspeaker to the output stage of the amplifier. As
an electric load, seen by the amplifier, the transformer multiplies
the impedance of the load (loudspeaker) by the square of the transformation ratio. The transformation ratio, for ideal transformers,
is given by the ratio of the turns in the coils.
However, real transformers are far from ideal ones. In practical transformers there are various mechanisms introducing losses
in the transformation. This affects the load seen by the amplifier.
The equivalent circuit model for the output transformer, illustrated
in Fig. 3, was devised after measuring a typical output transformer,
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Figure 3: The electrical equivalent circuit of the power amplifier stage, output transformer, and the loudspeaker. Note that the transition between different domains (electrical, mechanical, acoustical) as well as the output transformer itself is implemented using ideal
transformers. The component values are listed in Table 1.
used in a low wattage single-ended tube amplifier. More specifically, the transformer model used in the circuit was based on an
equivalent circuit model in [8], and then modified to fit the open
circuit load measurement results conducted on the physical transformer. In other words, the model mimics the impedance seen in
the primary when the secondary circuit is open (and vice versa).
Figure 4 illustrates the measured open load impedances and the
results obtained from the model in Fig. 3. It is important to note,
however, that although the simulation results in Fig. 4 show a good
match to the measured data, the open circuit load differs from a
load of a loudspeaker, and this is thus still a relatively rough approximation of a real transformer.
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10

10
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4

3

2

with ideal transformers. All of the components in different domains have an effect on the electric impedance seen by the amplifier driving the loudspeaker.
The voice coil can be modeled [9] with an ideal transformer
Tem , in series with coil inductance Le and resistance Re . The
transformation ratio of Tem is given by the Bl-factor, where B is
the magnet field strength in the voice coil gap, and l is the length
of the wire in the magnetic field. Using the mobility analogy, the
cone movement in the mechanical domain is modeled as a parallel
RCL circuit, where Cm equals the mass of the cone and the voice
coil, Lm is the compliance of the attachment, and Rm is the damping caused by the attachment. The loudspeaker parameters given
in Table 1 were estimated from an Eminence Guitar Legend 121
loudspeaker using measurements and the information given in the
loudspeaker’s datasheet. Eventually, the cone is coupled to the air
via transformer Tma with a transformation ratio equivalent to the
inverse of the cone surface area. The radiation impedance seen by
the cone is modeled as a series RC circuit.

1

4. WAVE DIGITAL FILTER MODEL
2
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Figure 4: Impedance curves for the measured (solid line) and simulated (circles) output transformer. The upper plot illustrates the
open load impedance as measured from the primary, while the
lower plot shows the open load impedance as measured from the
secondary.
3.3. Lumped model of the loudspeaker
A loudspeaker transforms the electric signal to pressure changes in
the air, which can be heard as sound. A typical moving-coil loudspeaker consist of a voice coil which is attached to a rigid cone.
The voice coil and the cone are attached to the frame of the loudspeaker by a "spider" underneath the cone, and by the surroundings
of the cone. To enable the axial movement of the coil, (in order to
produce sound) the attachment has to be made flexible.
The voice coil is placed in a magnetic field, and therefore acts
as an electric motor to drive the cone. When a time varying signal is fed to the voice coil, the cone tries move accordingly, thus
producing pressure waves in front of the cone, which ultimately
can be heard as sound. As a lumped model, the loudspeaker can
be divided into three different domains: electrical (voice coil), mechanical (cone mass and attachment), and acoustical (sound radiation). The separation between the domains can be implemented

The WDF structure corresponding to the circuit of Fig. 3 is illustrated in Figure 5. It consists of six sub-blocks, namely the grid-,
plate-, and cathode circuits, the three-port triode tube itself, the
output transformer, and the loudspeaker block. The nonlinear tube
element is chosen as the root block here, so all the reflection-free
ports of the network point toward the WDF tube.
As stated in Sec. 1, the power amp model is based on the improved WDF tube stage model presented in [3]. The advantage of
using this model over the previous WDF tube stage model [4] is
that due to the correct simulation of grid current, the coupling between the grid and the cathode (and thus the rest of the circuitry)
is taken into account. The triode model parameters are chosen so
that the model represents a KT88 power tetrode strapped in triode
operation. For a KT88 datasheet, see e. g. [10]. The WDF structures of the output transformer and the loudspeaker are illustrated
in Fig. 5 with the corresponding blocks. Due to the flexible nature
of the WDF technique, each of the component values can be made
adjustable in real-time. For usability purposes, however, it might
be best to limit the amount of adjustable parameters by defining
compound variables, such as loudspeaker size. For example by adjusting the size of the loudspeaker, the user would actually change
both the mass of the cone (Cm ) and the area of the cone surface
(transform ratio of Tma ).
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Figure 5: WDF network representing the circuit in Fig. 3. Details of the WDF tube model are presented in [3].
4.1. Real-time implementation

(a)

IRa (A)

1

0

Simulation results were obtained by inserting an excitation signal
to the input voltage source Vi , and recording the current through
the acoustical resistance Ra . The input voltage corresponds to
the signal obtained from a preamplifier circuit, while the current
through Ra corresponds to the sound pressure (in Pascals) at the
loudspeaker. For verifying the correct operation of the WDF model,
the same circuit was modeled using the LTSpice [12] non-real-time
circuit simulation software, using the modified trapezoidal integration method.
Figure 6(a) illustrates the current through the acoustical resistance Ra when a sinusoidal logarithmic sweep from 20 Hz to 5
kHz and amplitude of 16 V is inserted as the input signal Vi . The
result from the WDF model implemented with the BlockCompiler
is drawn with a solid black line. The output from the LTSpice is
drawn with dashed gray line. Figure. 6(b) plots the root-meansquare difference of the WDF and LTSpice simulations. As can
be seen, the simulation results are nearly identical, especially for
low frequencies. In Fig. 6(a), the maximum amplitude of 1.3 A
(equivalent to 1.3 Pascals) corresponds roughly to the sound pressure level of 96 dB. The linear magnitude response of the WDF
output chain (from Vi to Ra ) is illustrated in Figure 7, together
with the magnitude response curves of the 2nd and 3rd harmonic
distortion components. A logarithmic sine sweep from 20 Hz to 10
kHz with the amplitude of 16 V was used as an input signal, and
the linear and distorted responses were evaluated from the output
signal [13].
Sound samples of an electric guitar played through the WDF
output chain will be available at http://www.acoustics.
hut.fi/publications/papers/dafx09-wdf.
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Figure 6: The output signals (a) of the WDF model (solid black
line) and a reference model, implemented with LTSpice (dashed
gray line), when a logarithmic sine sweep from 20 Hz to 5 kHz is
used as an input signal. The root-mean-square difference between
the WDF and LTSpice simulations is illustrated in (b). As can be
seen, the simulation results are nearly identical.
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Figure 7: The linear magnitude response and the 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion components of the WDF output stage. A logarithmic sine sweep with amplitude of 16 V was used as the input
signal.
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS
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The real-time model is implemented with the BlockCompiler [11]
software. It runs at 44100 Hz sampling frequency on a 2.4 GHz
MacBook (Intel Core 2 Duo) with an external M-Audio Firewire
410 audio interface. The model consisting of the power amp circuit, transformer, and the loudspeaker presented in Fig. 5 consumes approximately 2.1 % of CPU time. As suggested in [4],
a lookup-table implementation of the vacuum-tube would result in
an even smaller CPU load.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
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A WDF model for simulating the combination of a single-ended
triode power amplifier stage, output transformer, and a loudspeaker,
was presented. The nonlinear power amplifier stage model was derived from a triode stage model, presented in [3]. The linear output
transformer model was devised according to electrical measurements on a real output transformer. Also, the loudspeaker parameters were measured from a real guitar loudspeaker. A real-time
model is implemented using the BlockCompiler software. The
real-time simulation results were verified using the LTSpice circuit
simulation software. Improving the transformer model by fitting it
to a more realistic load and modeling also the nonlinearities in the
transformer and loudspeaker remains as future work.
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with digital waveguide modeling of wind instruments. It presents the application of state-space representations
to the acoustic model of Webster-Lokshin. This acoustic model
describes the propagation of longitudinal waves in axisymmetric
acoustic pipes with a varying cross-section, visco-thermal losses at
the walls, and without assuming planar or spherical waves. Moreover, three types of discontinuities of the shape can be taken into
account (radius, slope and curvature), which can lead to a good
fit of the original shape of pipe. The purpose of this work is
to build low-cost digital simulations in the time domain, based
on the Webster-Lokshin model. First, decomposing a resonator
into independent elementary parts and isolating delay operators
lead to a network of input/output systems and delays, of KellyLochbaum network type. Second, for a systematic assembling of
elements, their state-space representations are derived in discrete
time. Then, standard tools of automatic control are used to reduce
the complexity of digital simulations in time domain. In order to
validate the method, simulations are presented and compared with
measurements.

the Kelly-Lochbaum network has been derived for pipes with continuity of radius and slope (C 1 -regularity of the shape), using the
Webster-Lokshin acoustic model of lossy flared pipes which does
not assume planar or spherical waves (cf. [9]).
After modeling each piece of pipe separately, it is necessary to
put them together in order to build the whole resonator. In [10] and
[11], the following modular method is proposed: deriving statespace representations of every pieces of pipe in discrete time domain, interconnection laws allow to calculate the state-space representation of the whole resonator. This formalism facilitates the
modularity of the building of a virtual trombone.
In a recent work [12], a framework (based on the WebsterLokshin equation) has been derived and allows to recover all models mentioned above ([3, 5, 4, 6, 8]). Moreover, it allows to obtain a good level of accuracy with a small number of pipes. The
novelty of the present work is the use of the formalism of [11],
starting from the unifying model of [12]. Thanks to the modularity of the method, virtual wind instruments can be built connecting
additional models such as: mouth-piece, radiation, tone-hole, lips
and reed (which are not studied in this paper). For example, Fig. 1
presents the network of a possible virtual resonator built by connecting such acoustic elements.

1. INTRODUCTION
ps,2

Studying physical modeling for sound synthesis allows to simulate the behavior of musical instruments. Consequently it naturely
leads to realistic sounds, especially during attacks and note transitions, compared to signal processing approaches. However, digital
simulations in time domain require intensive computations from
signal processors, and simplifications of the physical model have
to be considered to make real-time simulations possible. Moreover, because of interactions between elements of an instrument,
building a modular synthetizer proves difficult.
With the approach of digital waveguides (cf. eg. [1]), some
works have considered 1D acoustic model of axisymmetric pipes
based on the Webster horn equation (cf. [2]). Approximating a
varying cross-section pipe by some cylinders or cones leads to
the Kelly-Lochbaum scattering network (cf. eg. [3, 4]), which
allows a low-cost digital simulation in time domain. These models assume planar and spherical waves respectively. For a more
realistic behavior of the virtual instrument, in [5] and [6] viscothermal losses have been taken into account. This model of losses
(cf. [7]) involves fractional derivatives, and is more accurate than
more standard dampings based on integer order derivatives. In [8],
Rémi Mignot is Ph.D. student at Télécom ParisTech/TSI
This work is supported by the CONSONNES
ANR-05-BLAN-0097-01
∗
†

project,

p+
e
p−
e

Figure 1: Example of an acoustic network modeling a resonator
with a mouth-piece, a horn and a tone-hole.
This document is organized as follows. In section 3, a pipe
with varying cross-section is separated into some pieces of pipe.
Using the Webster-Lokshin model, each piece of pipe is modeled
by an input/output network of the Kelly-Lochbaum type. In section
4, a state-space representation is derived for the network of section
2, in continuous time and in discrete time. Section 5 presents standard tools of automatic control which allow to optimize numerical
realizations in order to obtain low-cost digital simulations in the
time domain. Section 6 presents the digital simulations of virtual
trombones and a comparison between computed impedances and
the measured impedance of a real trombone. The last section concludes this paper and deals with perspectives.
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Figure 2: Separation of the effects of pipe geometry.

2. MODELING A PIECE OF PIPE
2.1. Webster-Lokshin model and traveling waves
The Webster-Lokshin model is a mono-dimensional model which
characterizes linear waves propagation in axisymmetric pipes, assuming the quasi-sphericity of isobars near the inner wall (cf. [9,
13]), and taking into account visco-thermal losses (cf. [7]) at the
wall. The acoustic pressure P and the particle flow U are governed
by the following equations, given in the Laplace domain:
!
#
" „ «
„ «3
2
s
s 2
2
+Υ(ℓ) −∂ℓ r(ℓ)P (ℓ, s) = 0,
(1)
+2ε(ℓ)
c0
c0
U (ℓ, s)
ρ0 s
+ ∂ℓ p(ℓ, s) = 0,
S(ℓ)

In [12], a detailed analysis gives a framework which represents
the system of a piece of pipe. In this framework, delays and effects
of geometry of the pipe are isolated from each others. The geometrical parameters are the radii at ends r0 and rL , the slopes at ends
′
r0′ and rL
, the curvature and the visco-thermal losses of the piece
of pipe (Υ and ε). The framework is presented in Fig. 2 where
Zl − Zc
Zr − Zc
, and kr =
,
Zl + Zc
Zr + Zc
αl
c0 rl′
, with αl = −
,
Rls (s) =
s − αl
2 rl
c0 rr′
αr
Rrs (s) =
, with αr = +
,
s − αr
2 rr
s/ c0 −Γ(s)
R(s) =
,
s/ c0 +Γ(s)
kl =

(2)

where s ∈ C is the Laplace variable, ℓ is the space variable measuring the arclength of the wall, r(ℓ) is the radius
p of the pipe,
S(ℓ) = πr(ℓ)2 is the section area, ε(ℓ) = κ0 1−r′ (ℓ)2 /r(ℓ)
quantifies the visco-thermal losses and Υ(ℓ) = r′′ (ℓ)/r(ℓ) is the
curvature. Eq. (1) is called the Webster-Lokshin equation, and
(2) is the Euler equation satisfied outside the boundary layer. The
physical constants
are the
√mass density ρ0 , the speed of sound c0 ,
√
and κ0 = lv′ + (γ − 1) lh where lv′ and lh denote characteristic
lengths of viscous (lv′ ) and thermal (lh ) effects.
With the formalism of Digital Waveguides, it is usual to describe acoustic effects with traveling waves rather than P and U .
In this work, we define the change of variables by introducing a
virtual reference pipe: a lossless cylinder with (arbitrary) radius rc .
Its characteristic impedance is Zc = ρ0 c0 /Sc , with Sc = πrc2 ,
for which corresponding planar traveling waves would be defined
by
» +
–
»
–»
–
1 1
p (ℓ, s)
Zc
P (ℓ, s)
=
.
(3)
−
p (ℓ, s)
2 1 −Zc U (ℓ, s)

− cs L

T (s) = e−Γ(s)L = D(s) e

(5)
(6)
(7)

,

(8)

”
“
− Γ(s)− cs L

0
,
with D(s) = e
s
“ s ”2
“ s ”3
2
and Γ(s) =
+ 2ε
+ Υ,
c0
c0

(9)
(10)

√
and where . denotes an analytical continuation of the positive
square root of R+ on a domain compatible with the one-sided
Laplace transform, namely C+
0 = {s ∈ C/ℜe(s) > 0} (see
Ref. [14, 15] for more details). The function Γ is proved to be
analytical in C+
0 , and such that ℜe(Γ(s)) ≥ 0 if ε ≥ 0.
Brief interpretations of cells of Fig.2 are
• Cells Qla and Qra , with kl and kr (cf. (4)), remind KellyLochbaum junctions between two lossless cylinders (cf. eg.
[3, 5]) with discontinuities of sections.
• Cells Qls and Qrs , with Rsl and Rsr (cf. (5-6)), are similar to
Kelly-Lochbaum junctions between lossless cones (cf. eg.
[4, 6]) with discontinuities of slopes.

In the case of lossy varying cross-section pipes, these variables are neither decoupled nor perfectly progressive inside the
pipe. Nevertheless, they remain “physically meaningful” at interfaces of the pipe (cf. [12]), and respect the causality principle.

• Cells Qlcl and Qrcl , with R(s), remind Kelly-Lochbaum junctions between lossy pipes with constant curvature of [8].
• T (s) (cf. (8)), of the cell Qlcl , represents the delay L/ c0
of wave propagation through the piece of pipe, and the effect D(s) (cf. (9)) due to the visco-thermal losses and the
curvature. In [14] D(s) is proved to be causal and stable.

2.2. Two-port system of a piece of pipe
In this paper, a pipe with varying cross-section is approximated by
a concatenation of pieces of pipe with constant parameters. Thus,
a piece of pipe is defined as a finite pipe with length L, and with
constant curvature (Υ) and losses (ε) parameters.
The piece of pipe is modeled by a system, the inputs of which
−
+
−
are p+
0 (s) := p (ℓ = 0, s) and pL (s) := p (ℓ = L, s) (incoming
waves at ℓ = 0 and ℓ = L). Outputs are p+
(s)
and p−
0
L (s) (outgoing
waves).

0

(4)

The framework of Fig. 2 is interesting because the effects of
the curvature and losses are isolated from the others (section and
slope), and it makes their study easier. Because of the square roots
in the function Γ (cf. (10)), the study requires special treatments
(see sec. 3.1).
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3. STATE-SPACE REPRESENTATION
For a systematic building of resonators, it is proposed to derive
state-space representations for each cell of Fig. 2. These representations allow algebraic manipulations on the system using wellknown tools of automatic control (see sec. 4). Introducing the input vector U (N × 1), the output vector Y (N × 1), and the state
vector X (J × 1), each cell is rewritten with the following representation in continuous time

s X(s) = A X(s) + B U (s),
(11)
Y (s)
= C X(s) + D U (s).

Cells Qlcl and Qrcl The transfer function R of the type (12) is
e of the type (14). The state-space representation
approximated by R
l
of Qcl is given by the following diagonal form
˜
ˆ
A = diag( ξ1 , ..., ξL , γ1 , ..., γM , γ 1 , ..., γ M ),
#
"
R
R
R
R
R
µR
1 , ..., µL , w1 , ..., wM , w 1 , ..., w M

C=

,

R
R
R
R
R
µR
1 , ..., µL , w1 , ..., wM , w 1 , ..., w M

»

...
...

1,

B = −1,

–T

1
−1

and D =

»

0
1

(17)

–

1
.
0
−Ls

3.1. Finite-dimensional systems
Because of the square roots in Γ(s), transfer functions such as
R(s) and T (s) (see sec. 2.2) are irrational. These functions have
continuous lines of singularities in C, which are named cuts. These
cuts join some points (branching points) and the infinity.
If Υ = 0, the function Γ has one branching point at s = 0. The
cut R− is chosen to preserve the hermitian symmetry. Thereof,
transfer functions have a continuous line of singularities on R− .
The residues theorem shows that these functions are represented
by a class of infinite-dimensional systems, called Diffusive Representations (cf. [16, 17, 15]). For any diffusive representation
H(s) which is analytic on C\R− :
Z ∞
µH (ξ)
dξ,
(12)
H(s) =
s+ξ
0
1
{H(−ξ+i0−)−H(−ξ+i0+)}.
(13)
µH (ξ) =
2iπ
For simulation in time domain, eg. in [17], it is proposed to
approximate such diffusive representations by finite-dimensional
P
µH
e
approximations, given by H(s)
= j=L j , where L is the
j=1 s+ξj

number of poles, −ξj ∈ R− is the position of the jth pole and
−
µH
with a logarithmic
j is its weight. The poles are placed in R
H
scale, and the weights µj are obtained by a least-square optimization in the Fourier domain.
If Υ > 0, Γ has two more branching points, which are complex conjugate. In this case, diffusive representations are approximated with a finite sum of 1st and 2nd order differential systems:
!
j=L
j=M
X µH
X
wjH
wH
j
j
e
H(s) =
+
+
.
(14)
s + ξj
s + γj
s + γj
j=1
j=1

Cell Qp In the central cell T (s) = D(s) e c0 . The transfer
e
function D(s) of type (12) is approximated by D(s)
of type (14)
for which the state-space representation can be written
ˆ
˜
A = diag( ξ1 , ..., ξL , γ1 , ..., γM , γ 1 , ..., γ M ),
˜
ˆ
D
D
D
D
D
C = µD
(18)
1 , ... µL , w1 , ... wM , w 1 , ... w M ,
ˆ
˜T
ˆ ˜
B = 1, ... 1
and D = 0 .
Pure delay operators are treated differently : for e−τ s , if τ =
M Ts with M ∈ N∗ and Ts is the sampling period, its discretetime version is Z −M and is performed by a circular buffer. If M
is fractional, interpolation filters are needed (cf. eg. [4, 11]).
3.3. State-space representations in discrete time
Since every state-space representation are written in diagonal form,
the dynamics equation behaves as J independent first order equations with poles aj = Aj,j . This leads to
sXj = aj Xj + Vj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ J,
(19)
PN
where Vj = n=1 B(j,n) Un .
Using any standard discretization schemes, J discrete-time
equations of the first order are derived from (19). The corresponding difference equations are1
zXjd = αj Xjd + (zλ(j,1) + λ(j,0) )Vjd , for 1 ≤ j ≤ J.

With Λl = diag({λ(j,l) }1≤j≤J )B for l ∈ {0, 1}, and Ad =
diag({αj }1≤j≤J ), the matrix version is
zX d

R and D can be approximated with L + 2M = 10 or 15.

Y

3.2. State-space representations in continuous time
Qla

Qra

Cells
and
These Cells only contain constant coefficients
kl and kr . With Qla for example, the state-space representation is
»
–
kl
1−kl
A = [ ], B = [ ], C = [ ], D =
. (15)
1+kl −kl
A, B, C are degenerated (empty) matrices, but this convenient
notation is used to standardize the procedures in the sequel.
Cells Qls and Qrs They contain one first-order transfer function,
the state-space representation of Qls is
ˆ

˜

A = αl ,

ˆ

B= 1

˜

1 ,

» –
αl
C=
,
αl

D=

»

0
1

–

1
.
0

(16)

d

Ad X d + (zΛ1 + Λ0 )U d ,

=

d

=

(21)

d

CX + DU .

(22)

Equation (21), is not a standard dynamics equation of statespace representation, because xn depends upon un in the time domain. To cope with this problem, let’s define the new state vector:
W d = X d − Λ1 U d ⇒ zW d = Ad X d + Λ0 U d ,

zW d = Ad W d + B d U d ,
⇒
(23)
Yd
= C d W d + Dd U d ,
with B d = (Ad Λ1 + Λ0 ), C d = C and Dd = (CΛ1 + D).
To simplify notations, vectors and matrices of the discretetime systems are renoted U , Y , X, A, B, C and D.
1 For example, choosing the triangle approximation (modified firstorder hold, cf. [18]), the coefficients of (20) are:
1−α
1−α
α
αj = eaj Ts , λ(j,0) = − a2 T j − a1 , and λ(j,1) = a2 T j + a j .
j
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4.4. Last reduction

4. REALIZABLE NETWORK
To build the network of a whole pipe, two-port systems of pieces of
pipe (cf. Fig. 2) are connected together. This section is devoted to
obtain a computationally realizable network of the whole system.
4.1. Concatenating systems
In Fig. 3 (top part), delay-free loops appear at interfaces of two
systems which represent some cells of Fig. 2. These instantaneous
loops cannot be simulated numerically as such, and it is necessary
to remove them. To cope with this problem, it is possible to derive
an equivalent two-port as the bottom of Fig. 3 shows.
p+
1
p−
1

p+
3

p+
2
(A1 , B1 , C1 , D1 )

p−
2

(A2 , B2 , C2 , D2 )

p+
1
p−
1

p−
3

Whereas all systems are real-valued (un and yn ∈ RN ), matrices
of the state-space representation are complex-valued. From a numerical point of view, computation with complex numbers is more
expensive than with real numbers. However using the hermitian
symmetry of input/output transfer matrix (H(s) = H(s)), it is
possible to reduce the number of sub-states to calculate.
The matrix A is with the Jordan normal form, then its Jordan
blocks are sorted with respect to their eigenvalues:
A′ = diag(AR , AC , AC ),
with AR is a Jordan matrix composed with real eigenvalues, AC is
a Jordan matrix composed with complex eigenvalues with positive
imaginary part, and AC = AC . Then H(s) is decomposed:
H(s) = HR (s) + HC (s) + HC (s) + D.

p+
3
(Ae , Be , Ce , De )

p−
3

Figure 3: Concatenating two two-ports
In [11, p. 31-33], the interconnection laws are performed from
state-space representations. This leads to the matrices Ae , Be , Ce
and De of the equivalent two-port. This operation is performed
recursively to remove every instantaneous loop, until the network
only contains intertwined two-port systems (without delay) and
cells QP (with delay operators).

The hermitian symmetry of H(s) and identifications prove
that HR (s) = HR (s) and HC (s) = HC (s). Thus, the contribution
of HC (s) can be deduced from that of HC (s).
Decomposing matrices with respect to eigenvalues of A′ , B ′ =
ˆ
˜T
ˆ
˜
ˆ
˜T
BR, BC, BC , C ′ = CR, CC, CC and X ′ = XR, XC, XC , the
equivalent scheme for simulation is, in time domain:
–
»
– »
–»
–
8 »
xR(n+1)
AR
0
xR (n)
BR
>
<
=
+
u(n),
xC(n+1)
0 AC
xC (n)
BC
“
”
>
:
y(n)
= CR xR (n) + 2ℜe CC xC (n) + Du(n).

4.2. Minimal realization

5. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS

At this stage of the building, a well-known result in automatic control allows to reduce the dimensions of the systems, in order to
reduce the cost of numerical computation.
For an original state-space representation, the study of its observability allows to know if a change of state exists, which defines
observable and non-observable sub-states. From an input/output
point of view it is not necessary to simulate the last substates, because they have no influence on the output.
Similarly, the study of reachability allows to separate reachable
and unreachable sub-states. With zero initial conditions, unreachable sub-states remain zero for bounded excitations U .
Using the canonical Kalman’s form (cf. [19]), the minimal realization is derived by eliminating non-observable or unreachable
sub-states. If they exist, the dimension of this minimal realization
is lower than the original.
Remark: the minimal realization can be required for stability
reasons in some particular cases (cf. eg. [20]).
4.3. Jordan decomposition
To reduce the calculation cost, it is useful to look for a new change
of state which makes the matrix A sparse.
Considering the minimal realization of a system of the network, if its matrix A is diagonalizable over CJ×J , the modal form
of the system is computed. If this matrix is not diagonalizable, it
always admits a Jordan decomposition over CJ×J .
Then, the appropriate change of variable is done to lead to
the new dynamics matrix A′ with the diagonal form or the Jordan
normal form. This matrix contains its complex eigenvalues on its
diagonal, some 0 or 1 on its super-diagonal and 0 everywhere else.

From the geometry of a real trombone, two virtual trombones are
built numerically. The varying cross-section pipe of the first virtual trombone, M1 , is built with 11 pieces of pipe, for a refined
fit with the original shape of pipe. The second model, M2 , is a
simplified version with 5 pieces of pipe. Additionally, the mouthpiece and the radiation impedance are modeled, but these models
are not detailed here.
From the geometrical parameters of M1 and M2 , the statespace representations of the networks of simulation are built with
the procedures described in sections 3 and 4. These global systems which represent the resonator of a trombone, have one input
and two outputs: the input is the incoming traveling wave p+
e at
the entry of the mouth-piece, and their outputs are the traveling
wave p−
e outgoing from the mouth-piece and the radiated pressure
ps from the horn. Simulating the impulse response of the input
+
reflexion of the resonator, p−
e /pe , in time domain, the computed
input impedance, P/U , is deduced in frequency domain from (3).
Computed impedances are compared with the measured impedance of the real trombone1 in Fig. 4. As we can see, the main improvement of the model M1 (with 11 pieces of pipes) compared to
that of M2 (with 5 pieces) is about the spectral envelop. Whereas
the envelop of maxima and minima of M2 is smooth, that one of
the measurements have some irregularities (see the fifth and the
sixth maxima for example). With a best fit of the real shape of
pipe, the envelop of M1 has the same type of irregularities. However, because of the simplification of M2 , the complexity of the
network of simulation is reduced.
1 Measurements was done with the impedance sensor of the Centre de
Transfer de Technologie du Mans (CTTM), Le Mans, France.
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Figure 4: Comparison between impedances.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Using the formalism of state-space representations for digital waveguide networks leads to a good modularity for the assembling of
elements, and an automatic building of the network of simulation.
Moreover, standard tools of automatic control are used to reduce
the calculation cost.
Considering the refined model of Webster-Lokshin for lossy
flared pipes, it has been shown that this formalism can be applied
with approximations of the diffusive representations by finite-dimensional systems. Compared to models based on cylinders or
cones, this model requires much fewer pieces of pipes to obtain
good geometrical fits and realistic computed impedances.
At present, the global complexity of computation is equivalent
to former models mentioned above. But the dimension of approximation (cf. sec. 3.1) can be reduced with a different method.
In this paper, only linear resonators with static parameters have
been presented. In order to have a complete computer-aided maker
of virtual wind instruments, nonlinear or time-varying system must
be considered: trombone slide, valves, lips, reed, tone-holes. The
modularity of the formalism should make an easy integration possible with only a few differences.
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ABSTRACT
Modern music production and sound generation often relies on
manipulation of pre-recorded pieces of audio, so-called samples,
taken from a huge database. Consequently, there is a increasing request to extensively adapt these samples to any new musical context in a flexible way. For this purpose, advanced digital signal
processing is needed in order to realize audio effects like pitch
shifting, time stretching or harmonization. Often, a key part of
these processing methods is a signal adaptive, block based spectral segmentation operation. Hence, we propose a novel algorithm
for such a spectral segmentation based on local centers of gravity
(COG). The method was originally developed as part of a multiband modulation decomposition for audio signals. Nevertheless,
this algorithm can also be used in the more general context of improved vocoder related applications.
1. INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing demand for digital signal processing techniques that address the need for extreme signal manipulations in
order to fit pre-recorded audio signals, e.g. taken from a database,
into a new musical context. In order to do so, high level semantic
signal properties like pitch, musical key and scale mode are needed
to be adapted. All these manipulations have in common that they
aim at substantially altering the musical properties of the original
audio material while preserving subjective sound quality as good
as possible. In other words, these edits strongly change the audio material musical content but, nevertheless, are required to preserve the naturalness of the processed audio sample and thus maintain believability. This ideally requires signal processing methods
that are broadly applicable to different classes of signals including
polyphonic mixed music content.
Therefore, a method for analysis, manipulation and synthesis of audio signals based on multiband modulation components
has been proposed lately [1][2]. The fundamental idea of this approach is to decompose polyphonic mixtures into components that
are perceived as sonic entities anyway, and to further manipulate
all signal elements that are contained in one component in a joint
fashion. Additionally, a synthesis method has been introduced that
renders a smooth and perceptually pleasant yet - depending on the
type of manipulation applied - drastically modified output signal.
If no manipulation whatsoever is applied to the components the
method has been shown to provide transparent or near-transparent
subjective audio quality [1] for many test signals.
∗

This work was supported by Fraunhofer IIS, Erlangen, Germany.

An important step for our block based polyphonic music manipulation, e.g. the multiband modulation decomposition, is the
estimation of local centers of gravity (COG) [3][4] in successive
spectra over time. This paper amends the detailed description of
an iterative algorithm, that can be used to determine a signal adaptive spectral decomposition that is aligned with local COG of the
signal.
The COG approach may be reminiscent of the classic timefrequency reassignment (t-f reassignment) method. For an extensive overview on this technique the reader is referred to [5]. Basically, t-f reassignment alters the regular time-frequency grid of
a conventional Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) towards a
time-corrected instantaneous frequency spectrogram, thereby revealing temporal and spectral accumulations of energy that are
better localized than implicated by the t-f resolution compromise
inherent in the STFT spectrogram. Often, reassignment is used
as an enhanced front-end for subsequent partial tracking [6]. In
contrast to that, our algorithm directly performs a spectral segmentation on a perceptually adapted scale, while t-f reassignment
solely provides for a better localized spectrogram and leaves the
segmentation problem to later stages, e.g. partial tracking.
Other related publications aim at the estimation of multiple
fundamental frequencies [7][8] by grouping spectral peaks which
exhibit certain harmonic relations into separate sources. However,
for complex music composed of many sources (like orchestral music), this approach has no reasonable chance. In contrast, the approach presented in this paper does not attempt to decompose the
signal into its sources, but rather segments spectra into perceptual
units which can be further manipulated conjointly.
In this paper, we start with a brief review of the aforementioned modulation analysis/synthesis system. In the following, we
focus on the details of a novel multiple local COG estimation algorithm followed by the derivation of a set of bandpass filters aligned
with the estimated COG positions. Some exemplary result data of
the COG estimation and its associated set of of bandpass filters is
presented and discussed.
2. MODULATION DECOMPOSITION
2.1. Background
The multiband modulation decomposition dissects the audio signal into a signal adaptive set of (analytical) bandpass signals, each
of which is further divided into a sinusoidal carrier and its amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency modulation (FM). The set of
bandpass filters is computed such that on the one hand the fullband spectrum is covered seamlessly and on the other hand the
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filters are aligned with local COGs each. Additionally, the human
auditory perception is accounted for by choosing the bandwidth of
the filters to match a perceptual scale e.g. the ERB scale [9].
The local COG corresponds to the mean frequency that is perceived by a listener due to the spectral contributions in that frequency region. Moreover, the bands centered at local COG positions correspond to regions of influence based phase locking of
classic phase vocoders [10][11][12][13]. The bandpass signal envelope representation and the traditional region of influence phase
locking both preserve the temporal envelope of a bandpass signal:
either intrinsically or, in the latter case, by ensuring local spectral phase coherence during synthesis. With respect to a sinusoidal
carrier of a frequency corresponding to the estimated local COG,
both AM and FM are captured in the amplitude envelope and the
heterodyned phase of the analytical bandpass signals, respectively.
A dedicated synthesis method renders the output signal from the
carrier frequencies, AM and FM.

BP

analytical signal

AM
|x̂|

x

x̃

x̂

fc

FM

j

H

arg (x̂)

1 d
2π dt

carrier
freq.

carrier frequency
estimation

....

other
components

Figure 1: Modulation analysis

AM

OLA
(overlap-add)

FM

OLA
(overlap-add)

2.2. Modulation analysis
A block diagram of the signal decomposition into carrier signals
and their associated modulation components is depicted in Figure
1. In the picture, the schematic signal flow for the extraction of
one component is shown. All other components are obtained in a
similar fashion. Practically, the extraction is carried out jointly for
all components on a block-by-block basis using e.g. a block size of
N = 214 at 48 kHz sampling frequency and 75% analysis overlap
- roughly corresponding to a time interval of 340 ms and a stride
of 85 ms - by application of a discrete fourier transform (DFT)
on each windowed signal block. The window is a ’flat top’ window according to Equation (1). This ensures that the centered N/2
samples that are passed on for the subsequent modulation synthesis are unaffected by the slopes of the analysis window. A higher
degree of overlap may be used for improved accuracy at the cost
of increased computational complexity.

window (i)analysis


2 2iπ

sin ( N )
= 1

sin2 ( 2iπ )
N

0 < i < N4
N
≤ i < 3N
4
4
3N
≤i<N
4

(1)

Given the spectral representation, next a set of signal adaptive
spectral weighting functions (having bandpass characteristic) that
is aligned with local COG positions is calculated.
After application of the bandpass weighting to the spectrum,
the signal is transformed to the time domain and the analytic signal
is derived by Hilbert transform. These two processing steps can be
efficiently combined by calculation of a single-sided IDFT on each
bandpass signal.
Subsequently, each analytic signal is heterodyned by its estimated carrier frequency. Finally, the signal is further decomposed
into its amplitude envelope and its instantaneous frequency (IF)
track, obtained by computing the phase derivative, yielding the desired AM and FM signals [1].

2π

R

P

dt

φ0
carrier
freq.

other ....
components

component
bonding

Figure 2: Modulation synthesis

Overlap-add (OLA) is applied in the parameter domain rather than
on the readily synthesized signal in order to avoid beating effects
between adjacent time blocks. The OLA is controlled by a component bonding mechanism, that, steered by spectral vicinity (measured on an ERB scale), performs a pair-wise match of components of the actual block to their predecessors in the previous block.
Additionally, the bonding alignes the absolute component phases
of the actual block to the ones of the previous block.
In detail, firstly the FM signal is added to the carrier frequency
and the result is passed on to the OLA stage, the output of which
is integrated subsequently. A sinusoidal oscillator is fed by the
resulting phase signal. The AM signal is processed by a second
OLA stage. Finally, the output of the oscillator is modulated in its
amplitude by the resulting AM signal to obtain the additive contribution of the component to the output signal.
It should be emphasized that an appropriate spectral segmentation of the signal within the modulation analysis is of paramount
importance for a convincing result of any further modulation parameter processing. Therefore, in this paper, a novel suitable segmentation algorithm is presented.
3. ITERATIVE SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM
3.1. Principle

2.3. Modulation synthesis
The signal is synthesized on an additive basis of all components.
For one component the processing chain is shown in Figure 2. Like
the analysis, the synthesis is performed on a block-by-block basis. Since only the centered N/2 portion of each analysis block is
evaluated for synthesis, a synthesis overlap factor of 50% results.

The segmentation algorithm proposed herein consists of an initial
COG spectral position candidate list that is iteratively updated by
refined estimates. In the process of refinement, addition, deletion
or fusion of candidates is incorporated, thus the method does not
require a-priori knowledge of the total number of final COG estimates. The iteration is implemented by two loops. All necessary
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operations are performed on a spectral representation of the signal.
The details are outlined in the following.

Start

3.2. Pre-processing

Init candidate list

For each signal block, a power spectral densitiy (psd) estimate is
obtained by computing the DFT spectral energy. Subsequently,
in order to remove the global trend, the psd is normalized on a
smoothed psd that is calculated by linear regression. Prior to division, both quantities are temporally smoothed by a first order IIR
filter with time constant of approx. 200 ms.
Next, a mapping of the psd is performed onto a perceptual
scale prior to COG calculation and segmentation in order to facilitate the task of segmenting a spectrum into perceptually adapted
non-uniform and, at the same time, COG centered bands. Thereby
the problem is simplified to the task of an alignment of a set of approximately uniform segments with the estimated local COG positions of the signal.
As a perceptual scale the ERB scale [9] is applied which provides better spectral resolution at lower frequencies than e.g. the
BARK scale. The mapped spectrum is calculated by interpolation
of the uniformly sampled spectrum towards spectral samples that
are spaced following the ERB scale (2).
ERB (f ) = 21.4 log10 (0.00437f + 1)

Calculate candidate offset o
wrt local COG

Yes
max(|(o(k)+o(k-1)|)
< thres_o ?
No
Update candidate position

Save COG estimates

Calculate candidate
proximity prox

End

(2)
No
min(prox) < thres_i ?

3.3. Iterative center of gravity estimation
The iterative COG estimation flowchart is depicted in Figure 3. For
each time block k, a sorted position candidate list c is initialized
with a uniformly spaced grid of N candidate positions c(n) having
a spacing S. Most important, the parameter S sets the spectral
resolution of the estimates obtained in the course of the iteration
process. Phrased differently, the parameter S determines what is
considered to be the local scope of the COG estimation.
c (n) = nS
(3)
n ∈ [1, 2..., N ]
The iteration process consists of two nested loops. The outer
loop calculates the position offset (posOf f ) of the candidate position from the true local center of gravity by application of a
negative-to-positive linear slope function of size 2S, weighted by
weights g (i), to each candidate position n on the preprocessed psd
estimate of a signal block (4).
P
posOf f (n) = round

i

(wi (n) · idxOf f (i))
P
i wi (n)

wi (n) = psd (c (n) + idx (i)) · g (i)
idxOf f (i) = i − S + 0.5
idx (i) = round (idxOf f (i))
i ∈ [0, 1, 2..., 2S − 1]



Fuse candidates

Figure 3: Flowchart of iterative COG estimation

if (c (n) < S) ∨ (c (n) > N S) →
c (x) := c (x + 1) ∀x ∈ [n + 1, ..., N − 1]
N := N − 1

(5)

(6)

If the absolute value of the sum of the actual and the previous position offset of all candidates is smaller than a predefined
threshold the outer iteration loop is exited (7). Note that using this
type of condition also terminates the iteration in case if the position
offset toggles back and forth between two values.

(4)

In a next step (5), all candidate positions from the list are updated
by their position offset.
c (n) := c (n) + posOf f (n)

Yes

max (|posOf fk (n) + posOf fk−1 (n)|) < thres_o

(7)

Next, the inner loop is executed. The inner loop iteratively
fuses the closest (according to a certain proximity measure) two
position candidates that violate a predefined proximity restriction
due to the position update provided by the outer loop into one single new candidate, thereby accounting for perceptual fusion. The
proximity measure is the spectral distance of the two candidates
(8).

Each candidate position that violates the border limitations is
removed from the list as indicated by (6) and the number of remaining candidate positions N is decremented by 1.

|c (n) − c (n + 1)| < thres_i
thres_i := S

(8)
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Still, care has to be taken to provide enough initial position
estimates to also capture the possible emergence of new COG.
Therefore, position candidate gaps in the estimate spanning a distance greater than 4S are filled by new COG position candidates
(10) thus ensuring that potential new candidates are within the
scope of the position update function. Figure 4 shows a flow chart
of this extension to the algorithm.
The apposition of additional candidates to the list is accomplished with a loop that terminates if no more gaps larger than 4S
are found.

Start

Local COG estimate

Calculate candidate
proximity prox

if (c (n + 1) − c (n)) > 4S →
c (x + 1) := c (x) ∀x ∈ [N, N − 1, ..., n + 1]


c (n) + c (n + 1)
c (n + 1) := round
2

No
max(prox) > 2S ?
Yes

(10)

N := N + 1

Add new candidate

3.5. Design of bandpass filter set

Save init candidate list
for next block

End

Figure 4: Flowchart of improved initialisation

Each newly calculated joint candidate is initialized to occupy
the energy weighted mean position of the two former candidates
(9).


w (n) c (n) + w (n + 1) c (n + 1)
c(n) := round
w (n) + w (n + 1)
X
w(n) =
(psd (c (n) + idx (i)) · g(i))
i

(9)

c (x) := c (x + 1) ∀x ∈ [n + 1, ..., N − 1]
N := N − 1

After having determined the COG estimates in the ERB adapted
domain the COG positions are mapped back into the linear domain
by solving (2) for f .
Next, a set of bandpass filters is calculated in the form of spectral weights, which are to be applied to the DFT spectrum of the
broadband signal.
The bandpass filters are designed to have a pre-defined roll-off
with sine-squared characteristic. To achieve the desired alignment
with the estimated COG positions, the design procedure described
in the following is applied. Firstly, intermediate positions between
adjacent COG position estimates are calculated. Then, at this transition points, the roll-off parts of the spectral weights are centered
such that the roll-off parts of neighboring filters sum up to one.
The middle section of the bandpass weighting function is choosen
to be flat-top equal to one.
In designing the roll-off characteristic, a trade-off has to be
made with respect to spectral selectivity on the one hand and temporal resolution on the other hand. Also, allowing multiple filters
to spectrally overlap may add an additional degree of freedom to
the design restrictions. The trade-off may be chosen in a signal
adaptive fashion for e.g. improving on the reproduction of transients.
4. RESULTS

Both former candidates are deleted from the list and the new
joint candidate is added to the list. Consequently, the number of
remaining candidate positions N is decremented by 1. The inner
loop iteration terminates if no more candidates violate the proximity restriction.
The final set of COG candidates constitutes the estimated local
centers of gravity positions.
3.4. Improved initialization
In order to speed up the iteration process the initialization of each
new block can advantageously be done using the COG position
estimate of the previous block since it is already a fairly good estimate of the actual positions. This applies due to the block overlap
in the analysis and hence the appropriate assumption of a limited
change rate in temporal evolution of COG positions.

Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 visualize results obtained by the proposed iterative local COG estimation algorithm of subsection 3.3 that has
been applied to different test items.
The test items are two separate pure tones, two tones that beat
with each other, plucked strings (’MPEG Test Set - sm03’) and
orchestral music (’Vivaldi - Four Seasons, Spring, Allegro’). In
these figures, the perceptually mapped, smoothed and globally detrended spectrum is displayed (gray, line plot) along with the COG
estimates (black, stem plot). The COG estimates are numbered in
ascending order. While e.g. the estimates no.22, no.26 of Figure
5 and estimates no.18 and no.19 of Figure 7 correspond to sinusoidal signal components, estimate no.22 of Figure 6, estimates
no.23 and no.25 of Figure 7 and most estimates of Figure 8 capture spectrally broadened or beating components, which are nevertheless detected and segmented well, thus grouping them into
perceptual units.
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COG estimates vs. mapped spectrum (excerpt)
Item: twotoneseparate, time block: No. 6

COG estimates vs. mapped spectrum (excerpt)
Item: sm03, time block: No. 6
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Figure 7: Plucked strings - Local centers of gravity (black, stem
plot) vs. mapped spectrum (gray, line plot)
COG estimates vs. mapped spectrum (excerpt)
Item: vivaldi, time block: No. 6
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Figure 6: Two beating tones - Local centers of gravity (black, stem
plot) vs. mapped spectrum (gray, line plot)

Figure 8: Orchestral music - Local centers of gravity (black, stem
plot) vs. mapped spectrum (gray, line plot)

In Figures 9 and 10, the original - non pre-processed - psd
of the signal block is depicted (gray) and a set of bandpass filters
(black) is sketched, that has been designed as outlined in subsection 3.5. It is clearly visible, that each filter is aligned with a COG
estimate and pairwise smoothly overlaps with its adjacent subband
filters.

of an arbitrary audio signal has been proposed. Moreover, a design scheme for a set of resulting bandpass filters aligned to the
estimated COG positions has been described. These filters may be
utilized to subsequently separate the broadband signal into signal
dependend perceptually adapted subband signals.
Exemplary results obtained by application of this method have
been presented and discussed. However, a subjective audio quality
assessment by listening tests evaluating applications that are based
on the presented segmentation method are beyond the scope of
this paper and will be the subject of future publications. Although
developed in the context of a dedicated multiband modulation decomposition scheme, the proposed algorithm can potentially be
used in the more general context of audio post-processing, audio
effects and improved vocoder applications.

5. CONCLUSION
An important step in block based (polyphonic) music manipulation is the estimation of local centers of gravity (COG) in successive spectra over time. Motivated by the development of a signal
adaptive multiband modulation decomposition, a detailed method
and algorithm that estimates multiple local COG in the spectrum
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Bandpass segmentation vs. power spectrum (excerpt)
Item: sm03, time block: No. 6
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ABSTRACT
A FPGA-based system suitable for augmented reality audio applications is presented. The sample application described here is
adaptive noise cancellation (ANC). The system consists of a Spartan -3 FPGA XC3S400 board connected to a Philips Stereo-AudioCodec UCB 1400. The algorithms for the FIR filtering and for the
adaption of the filter coefficients according to the Widrow-Hoff
LMS algorithm are implemented on the FPGA board.
Measurement results obtained with a dummy head measuring system are reported, and a detailed analysis of system performance
and possible system improvements is given.
1. INTRODUCTION
For long years the field of audio signal processing was dominated
by dedicated programmable digital signal processors (PDSP) based
on a RISC chip that contains one or more fast MAC (multiplyaccumulate) units. Signal processing is performed in a multistage
processing pipeline. In the recent years FPGA systems are continuously displacing PDSP systems due to their greater flexibility
and their higher bandwidth, resulting from their parallel architecture [1].
This paper investigates the applicability of a FPGA system as a
hardware base for realtime audio processing in a headphone-based
augmented reality audio system. Such systems superpose artificial
audio signals with the real ambient sound. One of the functions of
such a system is to extinguish unwanted sound sources of the real
environment, a task known as adaptive noise cancellation (ANC).
ANC systems are distinguished by their different goals that lead
to different architectures. If all ambient sound shall be reduced, a
feedback system with its simpler architecture may be used. If, as
in our case, single sources of unwanted sound shall be compensated, a feedforward system is required. A feedforward system is
characterised by two audio inputs per channel: one reference signal input for the sound to be removed, and one error input for the
sound after the compensation (see figure 1).
The remainder of this section gives an overview of related
work and reviews the basic theoretical concepts of ANC systems.
System setup and system design is described in the second section. Then the measurement results of the system are presented,
followed by a review of the results and an outlook at the further
development.

1.1. Related Work
Audio usually plays a subordinate role in augmented reality scenarios as the review articles of Benford et al. [2] or Magerkurth
et al. [3] show. Works specifically dedicated to augmented audio
systems are published by Härma et al. [4], Karjalainen et. al. [5],
and Tikander et. al. [6]. The last mentioned work describes an
audio earphone-microphone system with a functionality similar to
the system to be described in this paper.
Kim et al. describe a FPGA system for blind signal separation
and adaptive noise cancelling [7]. Tests with real audio signals
are reported. Di Stefano et al. [8], Elhossini et al. [9], and Lan
et al. [10] have published design studies of the implementation of
an ANC system on an FPGA board. In these articles the reported
test results are obtained by filtering synthetic signal data stored in
the system memory.
Trausmuth et al. developed a FPGA based general purpose audio signal processor and wavetable synthesizer [11, 12].
1.2. Adaptive Noise Cancellation: Basic Concepts
The goal of the system is the selective cancellation of disturbing
noise without affecting other sounds. For this purpose an adaptive
feedforward system has to be designed. The basic system structure
is given in figure 1: The primary signal d(n) consists of the superposition of noise signal s(n) and the wanted signal n(n). The reference signal x(n) is noise signal measured at the noise source. The
system output signal y(n) is an estimate of the noise signal with
n(n)
Wanted
Signal
s(n)
Noise
Source

d(n) = n(n) + s(n)
Wanted signal + Noise

x(n)
Reference signal

y(n)
Noise approximation +
Digital filter

Transmission paths
from sources
to receivers

-

∑

e(n) ≈ n(n)
Error = Estimation of
wanted signal

w(n)
Coefficients

Adaption
algorithm

Figure 1: Adaptive feedforward filter structure
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inverted sign. In the headphones this signal and the primary signal are superposed, so that the noise signal is cancelled. The error
signal e(n) is the result of this superposition. If the adaptive filter
does properly model the transmission path from the noise source
to the error microphone, the contribution of the noise signal to the
error signal is minimised. This goal is achieved by minimising the
mean square of the error signal (MSE adaption) [13, 14].
Adaptive filters are usually designed as FIR filters due to the
fact that these filters are always stable and robust against parameter
variations.

An upper limit for µ is given by
0<µ 

1
NP

(8)

where P is the mean normalised power of the reference signal
x(n).
2. SYSTEM DESIGN
2.1. System Components

1.2.1. The Condition for Optimal FIR Parameters (WienerHopf Equation)
In order to determine an optimal set of filter parameters w for the
minimisation of the error signal, we consider the filter output y(n)
of a filter of order N − 1 for the sample index n
y(n) = wT (n)x(n)

(1)

where x(n) is the vector of the N most recent input samples at
sampling point n, and w(n) is the vector of filter coefficients.
The error signal is given by
e(n) = d(n) − y(n)

(2)

Substituting y(n) with the right-hand side of eq. (1) yields
e(n) = d(n) − wT (n)x(n)

(3)

and for the squared error we get
e2 (n) = d 2 (n) − 2d(n)xT (n)w + wT x(n)xT (n)w

(4)

Minimising the expectation value of e2 under the assumption of a
stationary and zero-mean reference signal x(n) finally leads to the
Wiener-Hopf equation
wopt = R−1 p

(5)

where R is the autocorrelation matrix of y(n), and p is the crosscorrelation matrix of d(n) and x(n).
1.2.2. The LMS Adaption Algorithm
The Wiener-Hopf equation (5) is not directly suitable for real-time
embedded applications, because R and p are neither known in advance, nor are they time-invariant. In addition, the inversion of R
is time-consuming for higher filter orders. The Widrow-Hoff leastmean-squares (LMS) algorithm [15] provides a means of calculating wopt without the need of knowing R and p, and without performing a matrix inversion. In this algorithm the target function
for the minimisation is the running average of the squared error
signal (e2 ) instead of the expectation value E{e2 }. In an iterative
way the next FIR coefficient set w(n + 1) is computed from the
values at step n. A factor µ is introduced to control the step width
of the iteration and thus the speed of convergence of the algorithm.
w(n + 1) = w(n) + µ∇e(n)2

(6)

with equation (4) we get
w(n + 1) = w(n) + 2µe(n)x(n)

(7)

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the ANC system. The system components are a FPGA board Spartan 3 FPGA XC3S400,
connected to a stereo audio codec board Philips UCB 1400 , a
condenser microphone AKG C3000B as reference microphone, an
in-ear microphone Soundman OKM-II professional as error microphone, an Audio interface Motu 828 MK II, Sennheiser HD
600 headphones. The audio measurements were performed with a
dummy head measurement system HEAD HMS II.4.
The in-ear microphone and the headphone were applied to the
dummy head as shown in figure 7. Measurements were made by
recording the audio signal of the dummy head microphones, which
are located at the end of the ear canal.
The noise signal x is recorded with the reference microphone,
which is connected via the Motu-interface to the left stereo input
of the stereo audio codec board UCB 1400. Here it is digitised
with fS = 48 kHz sampling rate and routed with a serial protocol
to the Spartan FPGA board.
The right stereo channel of the audio codec board is connected via
the Motu-interface to the error microphone, an in-ear microphone,
that records the result of the cancellation, i.e. the error signal e.
This signal is utilised for the adaption of the FIR filter coefficients.
The output of the adaptive filter y is fed to the headphone via the
audio codec board and the Motu interface.
Our FPGA board offers only one interface to an audio codec
board, so only two audio signals could be processed simultaneously, hence the noise cancellation could only be performed for
one ear.
2.2. Tools
The system model was developed with Simulink, the evaluation of
the measurement data was performed with Matlab.
ModelSim SE 6.2c was used for the hardware simulation of
the VHDL design of the adaptive FIR filter and the interface to the
audio codec. VHDL synthesis and FPGA configuration was done
with the Xilinx ISE 9.li development environment.
2.3. System Model (Simulink)
Preliminary measurements were carried out to determine the group
delays in the signal path. The results are indicated in figure 2.
Label
Value Path
t1
296 µs Signal generator output – audio codec
input via reference microphone
t2
1230 µs Audio codec input – audio codec output
(internal)
t3
1330 µs Audio codec output – audio codec input
via error microphone
t4
3200 µs Signal generator output – audio codec
input via error microphone
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the ANC system with measured group delays in the signal path. The secondary path is marked with thick lines
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e(n) ≈n(n)
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Secondary path,
transfer function = S(z)

Adaption
algorithm

Figure 3: Adaption algorithm with secondary path compensation

At the present stage of development only the group delays in
the signals are modeled. No attempts were made to model the
frequency response of the transmission paths.
Especially important for the development and testing of the
adaption algorithm is the proper modelling of the secondary path
(see figures 2 and 3), i.e. the signal chain: FIR filter output – audio
codec internal interface – audio codec output – headphones – error
microphone – audio interface – audio codec input – audio codec
internal interface. Measurements showed, that the amplitude and
phase responses of the secondary path can be considered linear for
frequencies up to approx. 2.5 kHz, so that in this frequency region
the secondary path may be modeled by a simple delay line. The
influence of this delay is compensated by inserting the block Ŝ(z)
between reference signal input and adaption block (see figure 3).
This modification of the LMS algorithm is called filtered-x algorithm or FxLMS algorithm [16, 17, 18].

For efficient VHDL synthesis it is important to consider the technology offered by the specific FPGA architecture and the parametrisation of the synthesis tool. The VHDL design must lead to optimal usage of embedded cells like counters, MACs and FSMs. A
set of rules and best practises is given in [19]. These rules for
the register transfer modeling style (RT-model) define an approach
of synthesis-oriented design and lead to an optimal utilisation of
hardware resources and are thus yielding maximum system performance.
The VHDL model is structured as a processor element with a
data path and a control path. The data path represents a processing pipeline, and the control path handles the data transformations
between the single stages of the pipeline.
2.5. Implementation of the Adaptive FIR Filter
Figure 4 shows the components of the adaptive filter. The constituent parts of the data path are the two serial MAC units for the
adaption algorithm (MAC_LMS) and for the FIR algorithm (MAC_FIR),
the RAM unit for storage of the current filter coefficients, and
the audio samples. The control path functionality is implemented
in the state machine FSM_LMS_FIR and its connecting signals.
Arithmetic is modeled with Q format number representation which
provides for each pipeline stage an appropriate number of guard
bits for representing the integer part and avoiding overflow effects.
The next sections describe the design of the FIR filter, the
adaption process and the finite state machine of the control path.
2.5.1. The FIR filter
The FIR filter design is based on the transposed direct form in
order to keep the maximum data path length short, since this is the
limiting factor for the system clock frequency. Figure 5 shows, that
for the direct form the maximum data path contains 1 multiplier
and N adders, whereas the maximum data path for the transposed
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Figure 4: Functional units of the adaptive filter
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2.5.2. LMS Algorithm for FIR Coefficient Adaption
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Figure 5: FIR filter structures. The maximum data path length is
indicated by the thick lines. Top: direct form. Bottom: direct form
transposed

direct form contains only one multiplier and one adder regardless
of the filter order.
Finally the filter is implemented as a sequential MAC unit
which performs N +1 accumulations of products during every sample period so that a resource sharing can be utilised: since the audio
sample period fS provides a large amount of available clock cycles
per audio sample, no parallel structure with N + 1 multipliers and
N adders is necessary.
The updated input samples read from the filter RAM block
(RAM_SAMP_FILT) are multiplied with their corresponding filter
coefficient taken from the dual-ported RAM block DP_RAM_COEFF
and stored in the accumulator. The filter output signal is fed to the

The MAC_LMS entity stores the FIR coefficients to the dual port
RAM DP_RAM_COEFF. The coefficient adjustment XEMUE is calculated by a product of the delayed input sample SAMP_LMS and
the weighted error signal EN*MUE. A register is inserted to this
path that splits the arithmetic chain for achieving a shorter signal
delay so that a clock frequency of fCLK = 50 MHz can be met.
The dual port RAM is chosen to support a parallel processing of
the coefficient update and the MAC unit of the FIR filter. With two
address inputs the reading address of the coefficients and the address for writing back the updated coefficients can be incremented
within two interleaved clock periods.
2.5.3. The FSM of the Control Path
The finite state machine FSM_LMS_FIR in the upper left part of
figure 4 controls the processing of the two parallel pipelined data
paths. The state diagram of the FSM shown in figure 6 describes
a sequence which is started with each new input sample pair EN
(error signal) and XN (reference signal). In particular, the main
controlled steps are the storage of a new sample of the reference
signal XN , the calculation of the product of error signal EN and
step size factor MUE, the alternating sequence of reading and writing the coefficients with parallel enabling the accumulator register
REG_Y of the entity MAC_FIR. The last two states STOP and
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Figure 7: Measurement setup

Figure 6: State diagram of the FSM of the adaptive filter
3.2. Measurements
UPDATE provide the transfer of the accumulation result Y to the
saturation module, which holds this value for one sample period
and performs the adjustment of the RAM address counters for the
next sequence.

Figure 7 shows the measurement setup. The error signal e(n) is
measured with the error microphone at the entrance of the ear
canal, the compensating signal y(n) is fed to the headphones and
mixes with the ambient primary signal. The resulting signal is
recorded with the measurement microphone of the dummy head.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.2.1. Cancellation of Sinusoidal Sounds

3.1. Hardware Resources
The system design has been transferred to VHDL code which was
checked for functional and timing correctness with the ModelSim
simulator.
The FPGA utilisation reported by the synthesis tool is below
25 % for all resource categories. Only 3 of the 16 available embedded multipliers were used. The longest data path in the system is
given by the MUL-ADD operations of the coefficient adaption and
limits the clock frequency got fCLK,max ≤ 80 MHz.
The maximum realisable filter order Nmax depends on the available clock cycles Nfilt within a sample period and the number of
clock cycles M, which are necessary to process one FSM cycle.
These are the timing values of the clocks. BIT_CLK is the clock
signal for the audio codec which drives the serial telegram with the
20 bit data samples. To transfer one audio sample to and from the
codec, 40 clock cycles are required. CLK is the oscillator clock
signal for the operations of the RT model, and fS is the sampling
frequency of the audio codec.
fBIT_CLK =
fCLK =
fS =

12.288 MHz
50 MHz
48 kHz

Since filtering and adaption are implemented as parallel processes, the number of cycles required by the FSM is:

In the first measurements the cancellation of sinusoidal sounds was
investigated. Figure 8 shows the compensation of an 1500 Hz sine
signal. It can be seen from the upper part of the figure, that maximum compensation is achieved after approximately 1.5 seconds.
The signal is reduced by 20 dB. The following table summarizes
the measurement results for different frequencies.
Freq.
200
400
1500
4000
5000

t
1.3 s
1.0 s
1.1 s
0.7 s
0.7 s

Attenuation
21 dB
23 dB
23 dB
11 dB
0 dB

µ
1 / 4096
1 / 4096
1 / 1024
1 / 1024
1 / 1024

The compensation works properly in a frequency range between
200 Hz and 4000 Hz. The theoretical lower limit of the compensation frequency range is
fmin =

fS
48 kHz
=
≈ 188 Hz
N
256

(11)

where fS is the audio sampling frequency and N is the filter order.
At frequencies above 4000 Hz the damping of the secondary path
(see figures 2 and 3) results in a too small error signal e and thus
a too low amplitude of the compensating signal y. Above 5 kHz
there is no more compensation at all.
3.2.2. Cancellation of Fan Sounds

M = 2N + 5

(9)

Therefore the maximum filter order results from
M = NFilt = 2Nmax + 5 ⇒ Nmax = 436

(10)

In the next experiment the compensation of broadband audio signal (the fan noise of an electronic device) was measured. The
spectrum in figure 9 shows major contributions in the range from
200 Hz to 300 Hz. In this range a signal attenuation of approximately 10 dB is achieved. The adaption step size factor µ had a
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Figure 8: Compensation of a 1500 Hz sine signal. µ = 1/1024

Figure 9: Compensation of a fan sound signal. µ = 1/128

value of 1/128. It can be seen, that the frequency components below 190 Hz are not attenuated at all, as was to be expected from
the filter order of 256. It has to be noted, that the large LMS step
size factor µ leads to an overshoot of the error signal for the first 5
seconds after activating the compensation.

nal. From equation (8) it can be seen, that this leads to either poor
convergence of the algorithm or to overshooting of the adaption
algorithm, i.e. an amplification of the noise signal instead of an
attenuation.
3.3. Discussion

3.2.3. Cancellation of Car Motor Sounds
This measurement was carried out with the recorded sound of a
car. Again a step size factor µ of 1/128 was chosen, which again
lead to a significant overshoot for the first 1.5 seconds. According
to equation (8), the overshoot time is shorter in this measurement,
because the main spectral contributions to the signal are at higher
frequencies than in the fan sound, resulting in a higher mean power
of the signal, as can be seen from figure 10. The regions of major
spectral power are located at the frequencies 210 Hz, 440 Hz and
475 Hz. In this spectral range an overall attenuation of 8 dB is
measured.
3.2.4. Sounds with time dependent statistical properties
In a final measurement the system was tested with the sound of
an accelerating car. Here the results were quite poor, the overall
attenuation was below 3 dB. This poor performance arises from
the fact, that the adaption step size was constant over the measurement time. The variations in level and frequency of the reference sound implied time-varying statistical properties of the sig-

The noise reduction works sufficiently for stationary noise in a frequency range between 188 Hz and 4000 Hz. As previously stated,
the lower limit fmin is given by NfS , whereas the upper limit of the
working range is given by the fact, that above 4000 Hz the amplitude and phase responses of the secondary path (see figure 3) can
no longer be considered linear.
To overcome these limitations, three improvements will have
to be made. First the step width factor µ will have to be continuously computed according to an running estimation of the mean
power of the reference signal x(n). The next improvement will be
the identification of the transfer function S(z) of the secondary path
and design a compensating filter. Last the filter order N must be
increased to extend the working range to lower frequencies. This
can be achieved by instantiation of larger block RAMs for the coefficients and the input samples. Additionally the clock frequency
fCLK can be increased to 80 MHz which provides more available
clock cycles Nfilt according to equation (9). This is possible without changing the general design, because there are enough unused
hardware resources on the board.
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Figure 10: Compensation of a car motor sound signal. µ = 1/128

4. CONCLUSION
The measurements of the previous section proved, that the FPGA
platform is well suited for the complex real time audio processing tasks in augmented reality audio systems. An adaptive noise
cancellation process has successfully been implemented.
Filter orders of 256 and above can be realized with the Spartan
-3 FPGA XC3S400 board.
Measurements with real-life audio signals have been carried
out to investigate the performance of the system. The limiting
factors have been identified and will be overcome in the further
development.
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ABSTRACT
The suitability of optimal path finding methods for vocal melody
extraction in polyphonic music is well recognized since they
combine local pitch strength and temporal smoothness considerations in a global sense. However, when such single-F0 tracking
systems are applied to sound mixtures in which pitched accompaniment is of comparable strength to the singing voice, they suffer from irrecoverable degradations. In this study we investigate
the use of an optimal path finding method that is allowed to dynamically track multiple F0 paths, specifically two, through the
F0 candidate space. It is shown that when such a system is applied to typical polyphonic mixtures with vocal solo the melodic
information is indeed retrieved. Audio examples are available at
http://www.ee.iitb.ac.in/daplab/DualF0TrackingResults_DAFx
1. INTRODUCTION
Automatic melody extraction is an area of research that has received increased attention over the past decade. The majority of
melody extraction algorithms in recent literature by-and-large
adhere to the framework depicted in Figure 1. Here, initially a
short-time, usually spectral, feature set is extracted from the input
polyphonic audio signal. This is then input to a multi-F0 estimation block whose goal is to estimate candidate F0 and associated
pitch salience/strength values. The melody identification stage
attempts to identify a trajectory through the F0 candidate-time
space that most likely represents the melody of the song, manifested as the pitch-curve of the lead melodic instrument, usually
the singing voice for popular music. The voicing detection block
identifies segments of audio in which the lead melodic instrument is present.
This study is mainly focused on improvements to the melody
identification stage. In this stage most algorithms exploit F0 salience values, from the multi-F0 estimation stage, and impose
smoothness constraints to identify the melodic trajectory. Two
approaches have been widely used. The first involves finding an
optimal path through the F0 space over time by dynamically
combining F0 salience values and smoothness constraints [1]-[4].
All systems use optimal path finding methods either based on the
Viterbi algorithm [5] or dynamic programming (DP) [6] to generate the final melodic trajectory. The second approach applies
variants of the partial tracking (PT) algorithm, used in classical
sinusoidal modeling [7], to forming multiple F0 trajectories/contours through the F0 candidate space over time [8]-[11].
The only criterion usually used in linking an F0 candidate to a
‘track’ is the frequency proximity of the candidate to the last

tracked F0. The salience of the F0 is used to evaluate track
strength and is not used as such in the linking process except
sometimes in the case of when multiple tracks are competing for
a single F0 candidate [9]. The final melodic contour is usually
chosen as that track with the greatest salience /energy. Hereafter
methods that use the first approach are referred to as DP and
methods that use the second are referred to as PT.
Apart from finding the optimal path in terms of the defined
cost functions, a further advantage of DP over PT is that it combines the trajectory forming and melodic contour identification in
one, computationally-efficient, global framework i.e. a black box
that outputs a single F0 contour given suitably defined local and
smoothness costs. PT, on the other hand, first forms trajectories
using local frequency proximity and subsequently identifies melodic ‘tracks’. This last is not a trivial task [8] as the track-space
can be densely populated especially in polyphonic music audio.
Here multiple trajectories may be formed through the instrument
F0 contours and their (sub) multiples since typically there will be
F0 candidates at these values output by the multi-F0 module.
One condition under which both DP and PT may output an
(partially) incorrect melody is when a strong, pitched accompanying instrument is also present i.e. low signal-toaccompaniment ratio (SAR). For such signals most multi-F0
modules would output an accompaniment F0 candidate with a
salience comparable to the melodic F0 candidate, especially if the
accompaniment has several, strong partials in the same frequency
band as the melodic instrument. The melody identification stage
then may incorrectly identify segments of the accompaniment
pitch contour as the melody [8]. For PT based approaches the
recovery of the actual melodic tracks may still be possible by the
extraction of timbrally motivated features; based on the assumption that the melodic track is formed but not identified. DP, on
the other hand, is forced to output only a single, possibly ‘confused’, contour.
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The reduction in pitch accuracy of a DP-based melody extractor, due to a strong, pitched accompanying instrument, may
be alleviated if DP is extended to tracking multiple F0 contours
simultaneously. This can be achieved by performing DP over a
node-space as opposed to an F0 candidate space, where a node
represents an ordered group of F0 candidates. The additional F0
members of the node help to better deal with the accompanying
pitched instrument(s). The output would thus contain multiple F0
contours, which would then have to be examined for melodic
contour identification. Although such a system is similar to the
PT approach, in that the trajectory forming and melody identification are separate steps, the resulting trajectory-space formed as
a result of node-based DP is significantly sparser than when using PT apart from being optimal cost.
In this study we propose such a system that tracks two simultaneous F0 contours (hereafter referred to as the dual-F0 system).
We restrict ourselves to tracking only two pitches simultaneously
on the realistic assumption that there is only one relatively dominant melodic or pitched instrument present at a given time besides the voice. Section 2 describes the implementation of the
complete system. In Section 3 the single and dual-F0 systems are
comparatively evaluated on a test data set of two-sound mixtures
that exemplify the signal degradations that result in reduced pitch
accuracy of the single-F0 tracking system. A simple postprocessing method to correct errors peculiar to the dual-F0 system is also described. The last section presents the conclusions
and directions for future study.
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The proposed system block diagram is shown in Figure 2. The
system comprises of four modules. The first two modules (Sinusoid ID and F0 candidate selection) constitute the multi-pitch
analysis that determines multiple F0s per frame. The next two
modules (node forming and node tracking) describe the tracking
stage in which F0 pairs are formed and are jointly tracked
through the F0 candidate v/s time space. Parameter values for the
algorithm are available in Table 1.
2.1.
Multi-pitch analysis
The proposed system uses a method of extracting multiple F0
candidates, very similar to our previous melody extraction algorithm [12], which demonstrated high pitch tracking accuracies in
the audio melody extraction task at the recent Music Information
Retrieval Evaluation eXchange (MIREX 2008) 1 . The inputs to
this system are the frequency locations and amplitudes of the local sinusoids/partials extracted from the feature extraction module, which detects sinusoids in the magnitude spectrum, obtained
from a fixed-frame signal analysis and a high-resolution STFT,
using a main-lobe matching criterion and refines the sinusoid
frequency and amplitude estimates using parabolic interpolation.
For the dual-F0 case it is required to reliably detect both
source F0s for each analysis frame in order to ensure that the melodic F0 is not lost. Different methods of estimating two distinct
F0s simultaneously from a monophonic pitch detection algorithm
(PDA) were studied by de Cheveigné [13], [14]. The first of
these is to extend a single-F0 algorithm to estimate two F0 e.g.
identifying the largest and second largest peak in the autocorrelation function. The next method is to use an iterative “estimate-

cancel-estimate” method that first estimates a dominant F0 and
then removes its effect from the signal and re-estimates the
dominant F0. The third method is to jointly estimate 2 F0s from
the signal. This usually involves searching a two-dimensional
space of F0 pairs for that pair that minimizes/maximizes some
function of 2 F0s. It was found [14] that the third method, while
computationally expensive, had a lower error rate than the second
method, which in turn performed better than the first method.
2.1.1. Implementation
Our system uses a computationally-efficient method of reliably extracting multiple F0 candidates, without having to resort to
the iterative or joint estimation approach, by separating the F0
candidate detection from the salience computation along the lines
of [15]. Probable candidate locations are first identified as submultiples of the frequencies of well-formed sinusoids i.e. those
having a sinusoidality (S) greater than 0.8. Candidates that do not
lie within the F0 search range (from 70 to 1120 Hz, spanning
four octaves) are erased.
For each of the above detected candidates their corresponding salience is computed as the normalized Two-Way Mismatch
(TWM) error [16]. In a previous study we had found that the melodic (voice) F0 candidate was detected with significantly higher
salience, in the presence of strong, spectrally sparse, tonal interferences, by searching for local minima from the TWM error
curve for different trial F0 [1]. The TWM PDA falls under the
category of harmonic matching (monophonic) PDAs that are
based on the frequency domain matching of a measured spectrum
with an ideal harmonic spectrum. However, unlike typical harmonic matching algorithms that maximize the energy at the expected ideal harmonic locations, the TWM PDA minimizes a
spectral mismatch error that is a particular combination of an individual partial’s frequency deviation from the ideal harmonic
location and its relative strength. Rather than dependence on individual harmonic strength, which is the case with most ‘harmonic-sieve’ based methods [17], we found the TWM error values to be more dependent on the harmonic spectral spread. This
has two advantages. F0s belonging to the singing voice, which is
known to have a large harmonic spread, are expected to have
lower TWM errors i.e. better salience. Additionally even strong
(loud) pitched accompaniment which is spectrally sparse, such as
guitar, piano, pitched percussion, will have lower salience.
The overall TWM error (ErrTWM), for a given trial F0 (f), is a
weighted sum of two errors, the predicted-to-measured error
(Errp→m) and the measured-to-predicted error (Errm→p), as shown
in Equation 1.

1

Detailed results are available at http://www.musicir.org/mirex/2008/index.php/Audio_Melody_Extraction_Results

Table 1: Multi-pitch analysis parameters.
Parameter

Value

Frame length

40 ms

Hop

10 ms

Lower limit on F0

70 Hz

Upper limit on F0

1120 Hz

Upper limit on spectral content

5000 Hz

NFFT

8192

Single-F0 TWM param. (p, q, r & ρ)

0.5, 1.4, 0.5 & 0.1

Dual-F0 TWM param. (p, q, r & ρ)

0.5, 1.4, 0.5 & 0.33
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ErrTWM ( f ) =

Errp → m ( f )
N

+ρ

Errm→ p ( f )

(1)

M

where N and M are the number of predicted and measured harmonics respectively and ρ is the weighting factor. Errp→m is
based on the mismatch between each harmonic in the predicted
sequence and its nearest neighbor in the measured partials while
Errm→p is based on the frequency difference between each partial
in the measured sequence and its nearest neighbor in the predicted sequence. Both of these share the same form. Errp→m is
defined below.
Err p → m =

N ⎡

Δf

⎛ a

⎞⎛

Δf

⎞⎤

n
n − r ⎟⎥
⎟⎜ q
∑ ⎢⎢ ( f n n) p + ⎜⎝ Amax
p
⎟⎥
⎠ ⎜ ( fn )
n =1 ⎣

⎝

(2)

⎠⎦

where fn and an are the frequency and magnitude of a single predicted harmonic. Δfn is the difference, in Hz, between this harmonic and its nearest neighbor in the list of measured partials.
Amax is the magnitude of the strongest measured partial. Thus an
amplitude weighted penalty is applied to a normalized frequency
error between measured and predicted partials for the given trial
F0. p, q, and r are independent parameters. Note that here we use
a value ρ = 0.1. This gives lesser weight to Errm→p and leads to
ErrTWM being almost the same as Errp→m since Errm→p for singleF0 values will be unreliable in the presence of harmonics of another pitched source.
Next, the F0 candidates are sorted in ascending order of their
individual TWM errors (ErrTWM). Weaker candidates (having
higher TWM error) that lie in the close vicinity (25 cents) of a
stronger candidate are erased from the list of possible F0 candidates. Only the top 10 candidates and their corresponding normalized TWM error values from the final list are chosen for further processing.

2.2.2. Implementation
Our system extends the single-F0 tracking DP algorithm to track
ordered F0 pairs called nodes. If we consider all possible pairs of
F0 candidates the combinatory space will become very large
(Number of permutations of F0 pairs formed from 10 F0 candidates is 10P2 = 90) and tracking will be computationally intensive.
More importantly, we may end up tracking an F0 and its (sub)multiples, as mentioned before. Our method to overcome this is
to explicitly prohibit the pairing of harmonically related F0s during node generation. Specifically, two local F0 candidates (f1 and
f2) will be paired only if
min ( f1 − k . f 2 ) > T ; k. f 2 ∈ ⎡⎣ Flow , Fhigh ⎤⎦

In a preliminary evaluation of our multi-pitch analysis system
we used complex tone mixtures made available by Tolonen [18]
in which two harmonic complexes, added at different amplitude
ratios of 0, 3, 6 and 10 dB, whose F0s are spaced a semitone
apart (140 and 148.3 Hz) are considered. It was shown that the
discernibility of a peak at the weaker F0 candidate in an enhanced summary autocorrelation function (ESACF) progressively gets worse; while at 6 dB it is visible as a shoulder peak, at
10 dB it cannot be detected [18]. For our study an evaluation
metric of ‘percentage presence’ was defined as the percentage of
frames that an F0 candidate is found within 15 cents of the
ground truth F0. We found that for all mixtures (0, 3, 6 and 10
dB) both F0s (140 and 148.3 Hz) were always detected by our
system i.e. percentage presence = 100%. This indicates that the
F0 presence of the relatively weak source is clearly signaled in
the TWM error curve as obtained by us.

where k.f2 represents all possible multiples and sub-multiples of
f2, T is the harmonic relationship threshold and Flow and Fhigh are
the lower and upper limit on the F0 search range (see Table 1).
Using a low threshold (T) of 5 cents does not allow F0s to be
paired with their multiples but allows pairing of two source F0s
that are playing an octave apart, which typically suffer from
slight detuning especially if one of the F0 sources is the singing
voice.
The measurement cost of a node is defined as the jointly estimated TWM error of its constituent F0 candidates [19]. In the
interest of computational efficiency the joint TWM error is computed as shown below
N1

+

Errp→m ( f2 )
N2

−( log 2 ( p ')−log 2 ( p ) )

W ( p, p ') = 1 − e

+ρ

Errm→ p ( f1, f2 )

(4)

M

2σ

2

(5)

where p and p' are the ordered F0 candidates of nodes in the previous and current frames. A value of σ = 0.1 results in a function
that assigns very low penalties to pitch transitions below 2 semitones [20]. Larger rates of pitch transition, in the 10 ms frame
interval chosen in this work, are improbable, even during rapid
singing pitch modulations, and are penalized accordingly.
A globally optimum path is then computed through the nodetime space using the DP algorithm (hereafter referred to as the
dual-F0 tracking system). Two pitch contours are then output.
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Errp→m ( f1)

where N1 and N2 are the number of predicted partials for f1 and f2
resp. and M is the number of measured partials. The first two
terms in Equation 4 will have the same values as computed during the single F0 TWM error computation (Equation 1). Only the
last term i.e. the mismatch between all measured partials and the
predicted partials of both F0s (f1 and f2), has to be computed.
Note that here we use a larger value of ρ (0.33) than before. This
is done so as to reduce octave errors by increasing the weight of
Errm→p thereby ensuring that ErrTWM for the true F0 pair is lower
than that of the pair that contains either of their respective (sub)multiples.
The smoothness costs between nodes are the sum of smoothness costs between the constituent F0 candidates given by

Multi-pitch tracking

2.2.1. Related literature
There is relatively sparse literature on joint tracking of F0 combinations. The system proposed by Li and Wang [4] was specifically designed to track the F0 of the singing voice in polyphonic
audio. This system used HMMs to track pitch states. Each pitch
state could be represented by a 0, 1 or 2-pitch hypothesis. The 2pitch hypothesis introduced to deal with the interference from
concurrent pitched sounds. Here, however all possible pairs of

(3)

k

ErrTWM ( f1, f2 ) =

2.1.2. Evaluation

2.2.

locally salient F0 candidates are considered. This may lead to the
irrelevant and unnecessary tracking of an F0 and its (sub)multiple, which often tend to have similar local salience as the
true pitch. Also when two pitches are tracked the first pitch is
always considered to be the voice pitch since it is considered to
be the dominant pitch whenever present.
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Table 3: Percentage presence of melodic and accompanying
ground truth F0 in candidate list output by multi-F0 module.

Table 2: Statistics of testing dataset.
Vocal
(sec)

Total
(sec)

Category

Description

1

One pitched sound
always present

24.1

26.1

2

0 pitched sounds may
be present

25.2

30.4

3

F0 Collisions may
occur

20.4

21.6

70.1

78.1

TOTAL

3.

Category
1
2
3

Percentage presence (%)
Voice F0

Instrument F0

99.7
98.4
96.6

98.5
97.5
99.2

Table 4: Pitch accuracies (PA & CA) for test dataset using
single and dual-F0 tracking.

MELODY EXTRACTION EXPERIMENT

SingleF0

Category

In this section the performance improvement of the proposed system (dual-F0) over the previous melody extraction algorithm
(single-F0) is demonstrated on test data that comprises of cases
for which the SARs between the singing voice and a pitched, accompanying instrument/another singing voice are very low.
3.1.
Data Description
The data has been divided into three categories, as shown in Table 2. The first category contains mixes of real singing voice signals and real harmonium signals at 0 dB SAR. In these mixes, at
any given time instant, there is at least one pitched sound present.
Category 2 consists of a set of mixes of real singing voice signals
and synthetic organ, and a set of mixes of two real singing voice
signals. Here a complication is introduced that the instrumental
note boundaries very often occur simultaneously with voice note
boundaries, which are marked by unvoiced utterances. This leads
to a case of zero pitched sounds being present at certain instants.
The former set was specifically created for the source separation
experiment in [21] but is also well suited for our evaluation. In
this set the instrumental accompaniment is always playing the
melody but at an octave higher than the voice. In the latter set,
obtained from multi-track, studio-recorded, Indian film music,
one voice is singing the melody while the other is ‘harmonizing’
with the first voice. All the mixes in this category are again at 0
dB SAR. Category 3 introduces a further complication of F0 collisions between the singing voice and instrument signals. This
category contains 0 dB SAR mixtures of excerpts of real singing
voice and real harmonium signals from multi-track recordings of
actual North Indian classical vocal performances. The individual
monophonic tracks were obtained by ensuring acoustic isolation
between the instrument-performing artists by spreading them out
on the same stage with considerable distance between them.
The statistics of each of the categories is shown in Table 2.
Here total duration refers to the length of the entire audio and
vocal duration refers to the duration for which sung voiced utterances are present.
3.2.
Experiment and Results
A fixed set of PDA analysis parameters was used across the experiments (see Table 1). Note that our system does not place any
restrictions on the relative pitch ranges of the two melodic
sources nor does it impose specific rules on the kind of pitch
transitions allowed. Additionally, no discretization of the melody

1
2
3

PA (%)
CA (%)
PA (%)
CA (%)
PA (%)
CA (%)

57.0
58.5
48.0
55.1
52.5
53.0

Dual-F0
Best
Overall
contour
97.4
97.4
98.4
98.4
80.4
91.7
83.2
94.0
66.3
85.0
67.3
90.0

in terms of note event [2], [8] is used since the melody in Indianclassical music is a continuously varying curve rather than a sequence of note events [20].
In all cases the ground truth voice pitch is computed from the
clean voice tracks then hand corrected for voicing errors. Only
valid ground-truth values i.e. for frames in which a pitched utterance is present, are used for evaluation.
The multi-pitch extraction part of our system is separately
evaluated in terms of percentage presence, in the F0 candidate
list, of the instrument and voice ground truth pitches. Results for
this experiment are given in Table 3. Clearly the true F0 candidates for both sound sources are being detected with a high degree of accuracy.
The evaluation metrics used for melody extraction were pitch
accuracy (PA) and chroma accuracy (CA) [17]. PA is defined as
the percentage of voiced frames for which the pitch has been correctly detected i.e. within 50 cents of a ground-truth pitch. CA is
the same as PA except that octave errors are forgiven. Results of
the experiment are given in Table 4. Here the above metrics have
been computed for the single-F0 tracking and the dual-F0 tracking system. Note that since no decision is currently being made
about which of the 2 contours (in the form of one ordered pair of
F0s per frame) output by the dual-F0 tracking system is the vocal
contour, the results report that contour with the higher accuracy
with respect to vocal pitch ground truth, and also present the
overall accuracy as a measure of the correct pitch at a given instant being tracked by at least one of the two contours. In all
cases the overall accuracy of the dual-F0 tracking system is seen
to be higher than that of the single-F0 tracking system.
3.3.

Discussion

3.3.1. Category 1
We observe, from the results presented in Table 4, that there is no
difference between the accuracies of the best contour and the
overall accuracy for this category of signals. This indicates that
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Figure 4: Extracted F0 contours (thick) v/s ground truth F0s
voice (thin) and organ (dashed) for (a) single-F0 tracking, (b)
dual-F0 tracking: contour 1 and (c) contour 2 for an example
from Category 2.
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Figure 5: (a) Ground truth F0s voice (thin) and harmonium
(dashed) v/s (b) extracted F0 contours (thick) dual-F0 tracking:
contour 1 and (c) contour 2 for an example from Category 3
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(b)

Figure 3: Extracted F0 contours (thick) v/s ground truth F0s
voice (thin) and harmonium (dashed) for (a) single-F0 tracking,
(b) dual-F0 tracking: contour 1 and (c) contour 2 for an example
from Category 1.

F0 (Hz)

From rows 3 and 4 of Table 4 we observe that the pitch tracking
accuracies of the best tracked contour as well as the overall accuracies for the dual-F0 tracking system are again significantly
higher than the single-F0 system output contour. However the
overall accuracy values of the dual-F0 tracking system are higher
than the best contour accuracies. This is due to the occurrence of
‘switching’ between the actual voice and instrument pitches
across the two contours in the dual-F0 tracking system. This
‘switching’ is found to occur when the instrument note change
occurs simultaneously with an unvoiced (un-pitched) sung utterance. All files in this category have frequent occurrences of the
above situation as illustrated by the example of Figure 4. This
example is a mix of a male voice singing lyrics and a synthetic
organ. The convention for the different contours is the same as
for Figure 3. Figure 4(a), (b) and (c) indicate the contour output
by the single-F0 tracking system, contour 1 and contour 2 of the
dual-F0 tracking system respectively.
The co-incident gaps in the thin and dashed contours indicate
segments when no pitched sound is present. Figure 4(a) indicates
that the output of the single-F0 tracking system is again ‘confused’ between the F0s of the two sources. However, even the
dual-F0 output contours (Figure 4(b) and 4(c)) show similar degradation. It can be seen that contour 1 of the dual-F0 tracking
system tracks the first note of the voice but then ‘switches’ to the
organ F0 while the reverse happens for contour 2.

2

400

0

3.3.2. Category 2

1

400
200
0
600

F0 (Hz)

the best contour has faithfully tracked the voice F0 through the
entire signal. Also the improvement over the single-F0 tracker is
significant. To illustrate this point consider the contours output
by the single and dual-F0 tracking systems for a single file in this
category (See Figure 3). This file contains a mix of a female
voice singing lyrics (i.e. both voiced and unvoiced sounds) with a
harmonium signal that is playing notes with successively increasing pitch. In each plot, the ground truth of the singing voice (thin
line) and the harmonium (dashed line) are also plotted. The gaps
in the thin curve indicate unvoiced utterances. The thick curve
represents the tracked contour. In Figure 3(a), we can see that the
single-F0 tracker misses large parts of the voice pitch contour,
during which it incorrectly tracks the harmonium contour. Figure
3(b) shows that contour 1 of the dual-F0 tracking system faithfully follows the voice pitch while Figure 3(c) shows that contour
2 faithfully tracks the harmonium pitch.
We observe from Figure 3(a) and (b) that during unvoiced utterances, an F0 pair (node) that consists of the harmonium F0
with a spurious F0 candidate is tracked. However, when the next
voiced utterance occurs the tracked node pair consists of the
harmonium and voice F0 again. The spurious candidate may be
related to the harmonium F0 by a ratio of small integer numbers;
as such candidates are usually available for pairing. The smoothness cost constraints will bias the system towards tracking such
candidates that are in the neighborhood of the F0s of adjacent
voiced utterances. The tracking of the spurious candidate does
not degrade the pitch accuracy of the system since only the
ground truth pitch of known voiced utterances are used in the
computation of the evaluation metrics.
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The current system cannot ensure that the contours will remain
faithful to their respective sound sources across regions in which
no clear pitched sound exists. Even if a zero-pitch hypothesis was
made during these regions it would be difficult to ensure faithfulness, especially if the next note of the different source rather than
the same source is closer to the previous note of a sound source.
Further, it is seen occasionally that the slight detuning required
for the correct clustering of pitches for the DP node formation
does not always hold in the octave separated mixture. In such
cases, spurious candidates are tracked instead as can be seen by
the small fluctuations in the output contours of the dual-F0 tracking system (Figure 4(b) and (c)). Such fine errors do not occur in
the cases of vocal harmony tracking.
3.3.3. Category 3
From rows 5 and 6 of Table 4 we can see that although the best
contour accuracy of the dual-F0 tracking system is significantly
better than the accuracy for the single-F0 tracking system, the
overall accuracy of the dual-F0 system is still significantly higher
than the former. This indicates that some ‘switching’ has taken
place. Here F0 collisions are an additional complication. To illustrate this problem consider Figure 5 (b) and (c), which show the
ground truth voice and instrument F0s along with the dual-F0
system output for a voice and harmonium mix from this category.
For clarity, we have avoided plotting the single-F0 system output
pitch contour in Figure 5(a), which now only shows the voice
and harmonium ground truth values.
Figure 5(a) brings out a peculiarity of Indian classical music
that causes F0 collisions to be a frequent rather than a rare occurrence. In this genre of music the harmonium accompaniment is
meant to reinforce the melody sung by the singer. There is no
score present as each vocal performance is a complete improvisation. So the instrumentalist attempts to follow the singer’s pitch
contour as best he/she can. Since the harmonium is a keyed instrument, it cannot mimic the finer graces and ornamentation that
characterize Indian classical singing but attempts to follow the
steady held voice notes. This pitch following nature of the harmonium pitch is visible as the dashed contour following the thin
contour in Figure 5(a).
At the locations of harmonium note change, the harmonium
F0 intersecting with the voice F0 is similar to the previous case
during unvoiced utterances when instead of two F0s only one
true F0 is present. Here the contour tracking the harmonium will
in all probability start tracking some spurious F0 candidates. During these instances the chances of switching are high since when
the voice moves away from the harmonium after such a collision,
the pitch-proximity based smoothness cost may cause the present
contour to continue tracking harmonium while the contour tracking the spurious candidate may start tracking the voice F0.
Cases of the voice crossing a steady harmonium note should
not usually result in a switch for the same reason that switching
occurred in the previous case. The smoothness cost should allow
the contour tracking harmonium to continue tracking harmonium.
However the first collision, which is an example of voice F0
cross steady harmonium F0, causes a switch. This happened because of multiple conditions being simultaneously satisfied. The
crossing is rapid and takes place exactly between the analysis
time instants, the harmonium and voice F0 candidates are present

Table 5: Pitch accuracies (PA & CA) of best contour before
and after switching correction and overall accuracy for
Category 2
Category 2

PA (%)

CA (%)

Before post processing

80.4

83.2

After switching correction

89.4

90.7

Overall accuracy

91.7

94.0

on either side of the crossing but slightly deviated from their correct values due to the rapid pitch modulation. As Indian classical
singing is replete with such rapid, large pitch modulations such a
situation may not be a rare occurrence.
3.4.
Switching correction
From the previous results it has been shown that when short silences are present simultaneously for both sound sources (category 2) or when the F0 of the two sources ‘collide’ (category 3)
individual contours tracking the F0s of either source may
‘switch’ over to tracking the F0s of the other source. This leads
to lesser values of best contour accuracies when compared to the
overall accuracies though they are still significantly higher than
the single-F0 tracking accuracies. One simple solution to this
problem proposed here is applicable when the F0 contours of the
melodic and accompanying instruments do not collide (category
2). Often in western music, for the mixture of the tonal accompaniment and the melody to sound pleasing, their respective pitches
must be musically related. Further, as opposed to Indian classical
music, western (especially pop) music does not display such
rapid pitch modulations. As a result, F0 collisions most often do
not occur. This is also the case with musical harmony and duet
songs.
With the above knowledge we implement switching correction by forcing one of the two F0 contours to always be higher or
lower, in pitch, than the other F0 contour. To make the initial decision about which contour is lower/higher than the other we use
a majority voting rule across the entire contour. From Table 5 we
find that by applying the above correction the best contour PA
and CA values of the dual-F0 tracking output for category 2 (row
2) come closer to the overall accuracy values (row 3).
4. CONCLUSION
In the context of melody extraction for vocal performances, it
was found that a system that uses a dynamic programming
framework for melody identification results in a single, degraded
melodic contour when a strong, pitched accompanying instrument is present. This degradation is caused by the incorrect identification of the instrument pitch as the melody. In order to enable
the recovery of the actual melodic contour it is proposed to extend the use of DP to tracking multiple pitch contours simultaneously. Specifically, a system that dynamically tracks F0candidate pairs, generated by imposing specific harmonic relation-related constraints, is proposed to alleviate the above degradations. It is also possible to increase the number of F0s dynamically tracked further if there is more than one loud, pitched accompanying instrument. However, we have found in several
cases of singing voice in polyphony that tracking just the one extra pitch is sufficient to retrieve the vocal pitch information. This
can be explained by the fact that at any given time, there is usu-
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ally not more than one accompanying instrument of comparable
strength co-occurring with the singing voice.
It is found that when the proposed system is evaluated on
mixtures of melodic singing voice and one loud pitched instrument and also cases of vocal harmony i.e. mixtures of two singing voices, the melodic voice pitch is tracked with increased accuracy by at least one of the contours at any given instant. This is
an improvement over the previous single-F0 tracking system
where the voice pitch was unrecoverable during pitch errors.
The proposed system does not make a decision on which of
the 2 output F0 contours (or their sub-segments) belong to the
singing voice. However, preliminary experiments have validated
the performance of a vocal segment detection system that detects
the relative instability of the voice pitch contours (via the frequency fluctuations of the harmonics) as compared to keyed instrument notes and uses it to label F0 contour segments as vocal
or instrumental [22]. A problem pending investigation is that of
F0 collisions. Such collisions, found to occur frequently in Indian
classical music, induce contour switching and also the same pitch
values have to be assigned to both contours during extended collisions. The latter condition can be achieved by pairing F0 candidates with themselves. But an indication of when such an exception should be made is required. We propose to investigate the
use of predictive models of F0 contours, similar to those used for
sinusoidal modeling in polyphony [23], and also possibly musicological rules to detect F0 collisions.
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ABSTRACT
The dynamic simulation of nonlinear guitar effects has recently
been studied in depth. There are several approaches to the simulation of the distortion guitar effects. This paper presents an algorithm based on using a digital linear time-variant filter for the
simulation of the nonlinear circuit of diode limiter. Filter coefficients are changed in each sample period according to the level of
an input and output signal using numerical methods for the solution of nonlinear functions. The designed algorithm was used in
the distortion effect to examine its characteristics. Sound examples
of the implemented distortion effect can be found at web page
www.utko.feec.vutbr.cz/~schimmel/DAFx09/.

tain the nonlinear ODE
dUd
Ui − Ud
Is Ud
(2)
=
− (e Ut − 1).
dt
RC
C
This equation can be solved using some of the methods for numerical solution of the ODE.
R
C

D

Figure 1: Diode limiter model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Real-time digital simulation of analogue guitar effects has recently
become very popular. However, implementing these systems brings
two contradictory requirements – accuracy versus computational
complexity. Therefore the whole process of the simulation is divided into individual blocks and each block is simulated individually [1], [2]; this allows describing each block more precisely,
but we have to ignore the effect of adjacent blocks. The analogue guitar distortion effects usually consist of filters and nonlinear blocks. The nonlinear block can be effectively implemented
as a static waveshaper with good results [3]. Nevertheless, according to [4], a static nonlinearity doesn’t work well on transients. A
more accurate approach has been proposed in [3]. It is based on
the solution of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODE) using implicit (Backward Euler) and explicit (Forward Euler, RungaKutta) solvers. Linear time-invariant (LTI) filters can be considered as solvers of linear ODEs and they can be used for the simulation of small-signal models of nonlinear systems because the
coefficients of these models are constant. However, in the guitar
distortion effect, large-signal models must be used. Large-signal
models that do not have constant parameters, can be described by
a set of small-signal models with different parameters. Therefore
the linear time-variant filters must be used instead of the LTI filters.

2.1. Small-Signal Model of Diode Limiter
The diode from the circuit in Figure 1 can be replaced with a nonlinear resistance. This leads to the circuit in Figure 2. The nonlinR

Ui

Ud

Id = Is (e Ut − 1),

Ud

ear resistance r can be obtained from
Ud
Ud
=
r=
Ud
Id
Is (e Ut − 1)

(3)

and it is considered a constant in a small-signal model. Therefore
it is possible to get the transfer function of this circuit
r
.
(4)
S (s) =
r + R + sCRr
The bilinear transform [5] of equation (4) results in
H (z ) =

(1)

r

Figure 2: Small-signal model of diode limiter.

2. DIODE LIMITER CIRCUIT MODEL
The diode limiter can be found in many guitar distortion effect pedals. Example of the diode limiter that provides one-way limiting is
shown in Figure 1.The diode current is given by the equation

C

r + rz −1
r + R + 2fs CRr + (r + R − 2fs CRr )z −1

(5)
a0 + a1 z −1
=
,
b0 + b1 z −1
where a0 , a1 , b0 and b1 are the LTI filter coefficients. The output
signal is then

where Is is the saturation current, Ud is the voltage on the diode,
and Ut is the thermal voltage. Using Kirchhoff’s law we can ob-

Ud [n] =

a1
b1
a0
Ui [n] + Ui [n − 1] − Ud [n − 1].
b0
b0
b0
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2.2. Large-Signal Model of Diode Limiter with Linear TimeVariant Filter

is analogous to implicit methods for solving the ODEs. The output
signal equation is in the following form:

A large-signal model works in a wider range of input voltages than
the small-signal model, so the nonlinear resistance r is now a function of the output voltage Ud . The digital filter coefficients computed according to (5) are also functions of output voltage Ud . The
output voltage equation (6) will change to

a1 (Ud [n])
a0 (Ud [n])
Ui [n] +
Ui [n − 1]−
b0 (Ud [n])
b0 (Ud [n])
b1 (Ud [n])
−
Ud [n − 1].
b0 (Ud [n])

Ud [n] =

Substitution of filter coefficients from (5) and converting equation
(8) into implicit form leads to the nonlinear function

a0 (Ud [n − 1])
Ui [n]+
b0 (Ud [n − 1])
a1 (Ud [n − 1])
Ui [n − 1]−
+
b0 (Ud [n − 1])
b1 (Ud [n − 1])
−
Ud [n − 1].
b0 (Ud [n − 1])

Ud [n] =

Ui [n] + Ui [n − 1]

f (Ud [n], Ui [n]) =

(7)

Ud [n]



In this equation the output voltage value from the last iteration
Ud [n − 1] is used to compute filter coefficients a0 (Ud [n − 1]),
a1 (Ud [n − 1]), b0 (Ud [n − 1]) and b1 (Ud [n − 1]). Then the new
output signal value is computed. Figures 3 and 4 show the output
signal for 1 kHz sinewave input with an amplitude of 1 V at a
sampling frequency of 48 kHz. This algorithm needs to work at
high sampling frequencies with view to the stability of the solution
like explicit methods for solving the ODEs [3], [6].
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Ud [n]
Ut

−


+ R  Ud [n] = 0,

− 1)

where vector Ud [n] = [Ud [n], Ud [n − 1]] and Ui [n] = [Ui [n],
Ui [n − 1]]. The equation (9) is solved by the Newton method
Udk +1 [n] = Udk [n] −

0.8
0.6

f ([Udk [n], Ud [n − 1]], Ui [n])
,
f 0 ([Udk [n], Ud [n − 1]], Ui [n])

(10)

where k is the iteration index and the value Ud0 [n] is the output
signal estimation. The derivation f 0 is approximated by the finite
difference formula. The output signal for the 10 kHz sinewave
signal with an amplitude of 10 V and the time behavior of the filter
coefficients are displayed in Figure 5.
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Figure 3: Output voltage for 1 kHz sinewave input with amplitude
of 1 V. No oversampling is used.
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Figure 4: Output voltage for 1 kHz sinewave input with amplitude
of 1 V. 8-fold oversampling is used.
The second possibility is exploiting the output signal value
Ud [n] for the computation of the filter coefficients. This algorithm

Figure 5: Time behavior of coefficients and output signal when
sinewave input signal is used.
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2.3. Reduction of iterations

2

The efficiency of the implicit type of the algorithm depends on the
output signal estimation Ud0 [n]. The efficient estimator is filter
with coefficients computed in the last iteration

1

Wrong estimation →

Simple estimation
Output signal

0
−1

d

U [V] →

a0 (Ud [n − 1])
Ui [n]+
=
b0 (Ud [n − 1])
a1 (Ud [n − 1])
+
Ui [n − 1]−
b0 (Ud [n − 1])
b1 (Ud [n − 1])
Ud [n − 1].
−
b0 (Ud [n − 1])

(11)
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0

Ui [V] →

5

10

5
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(a)

2
1

Estimation with saturation
Output signal

0
−1

d

The output signal for the 10 kHz sinewave signal with an amplitude of 10 V and the number of iterations required for each output
signal sample are shown in Figure 6. The estimated output signal
value (solid line in Figures 7a and 7b) is the same as the computed value (crosses in Figures 7a and 7b) in the linear part of the
transfer function, so the number of iterations here is one. A wrong
estimation occurs in the nonlinear part of the transfer function (see
Figure 7a) and the number of iterations rapidly grows here (dashed
line in Figure 6). This could be solved by replacing the estimated
value with
0
Udmax
[n] = f (Uimax ),
(12)
where
Ud
f (Ui ) = RIs (e Ut − 1) + Ud − Ui
(13)
is the circuit equation without capacitor – the memory effect of
the capacitor does not have any influence at the maximal saturation level. The result of this improvement is shown in Figure 7b
and the number of iterations has been reduced (solid line in figure
6). The 8-fold oversampling has been used to reduce aliasing that
can cause problems with stability at higher frequencies and also
unwanted audio distortion.

U [V] →

Ud0 [n]

−2
−3
−4
−5
−6
−7
−10

−5

0

Ui [V] →

(b)

Figure 7: Dynamic transfer function of diode limiter and output
estimation when simple filter (a) and filter with saturation (b) are
used as the estimator. Solid line is the output signal estimation and
crosses are the output signal values.
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0
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2.4. Effect Implementation
−4

The circuit from Figure 1 is a theoretical model. A circuit with
two diodes connected in anti-parallel (see Figure 8) is used in real
guitar distortion effect pedals. The nonlinear resistance r of both
the diodes is
Ud
r=
(14)
d
)
2Is sinh( U
Ut
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and can be directly used in equation (5) to get the filter coefficients.
The nonlinear output equation is now
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Figure 6: Output signal (top) and required number of iterations
per signal sample (bottom).
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average number of iterations than Euler method, but the maximum
number of iterations is higher (see Figure 12). Some problems
with solution stability appeared during the testing of the algorithm
when oversampling was not used. Therefore 4-fold oversampling
has been used to ensure stability.

R
C

D1

D2

Figure 8: Real diode limiter model.

1.5
1.45

LTV filter
Backward Euler

1.4

The whole algorithm is implemented according to the block
diagram in Figure 9. The Nonlinear Solver block implements the
Newton method for solving equation (15). The output signal value
can be directly obtained from this block. It is possible to get the
diode dynamic resistance according to (14) and then to compute
filter coefficients that are used in the estimator. To prevent a higher
number of iterations, the saturation block is connected after the
estimator. The estimated value is then used in the Newton method
in the next sample period.
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Figure 11: Average number of iterations versus maximum input
signal level. Numerical error is 10−3 .
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Figure 9: Block diagram of the algorithm.
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Figure 13: Output signal for the part of guitar riff (top) and difference between LTV filter and Backward Euler method (bottom).

Figure 10: Average number of iterations versus numerical error.
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1
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1.1 −7
10
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Max level [V] →

Figure 12: Maximum number of iterations versus maximum input
signal level. Numerical error is 10−3 .

Ud(t) [V] →

This algorithm was implemented in Matlab and then tested on
a real guitar signal and compared with Backward Euler method.
An E chord guitar riff was used as the testing signal. The recorded
signal was amplified to a maximum level of 10 Volts. In addition
to the the output signal and difference between LTV filter and Euler mothod (see Figure 13), the average and maximum number of
iterations in each sample period was examined, which is related to
the computation demands of the algorithm. To avoid a dead-lock,
the maximum of iterations was limited. The average number of
iterations depends on the chosen numerical error (see Figure 10)
– the value increases together with the accuracy of the algorithm.
The number of iterations also depends on the level of the input signal, as is shown in Figure 11. The LTV filter method has the lower
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3. CONCLUSIONS
The utilization of the linear time-variant digital filters for the simulation of nonlinear dynamic systems was discussed in this paper.
Two types of algorithm were designed. The first one is a simple
in-time iteration that requires very high sampling frequencies to
get appropriate results. The second one is based on the Newton
method and it can work at relatively low sampling frequencies.
The efficiency of this algorithm depends on the estimation of the
signal value in the next sample period. The digital filter seems to
be an efficient estimator, especially in the linear parts of the transfer function. Saturation of the estimation was added to reduce the
number of iterations in the nonlinear part of transfer function.
The designed algorithm was used to simulate the nonlinear
circuit of the diode limiter and then tested on a real guitar signal. Some stability problems were observed when oversampling
was not used. However, the algorithm gives good results when
oversampling is applied and it is possible to use it in the guitar
distortion effect.
The results of the algorithm were compared to the Backward
Euler method. The both methods give almost the same output signal. Compared to the Euler method, the LTV filter method has
the lower average number of iterations but the maximal number of
iterations is higher.
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes reservoir computing as a general framework
for nonlinear audio processing. Reservoir computing is a novel
approach to recurrent neural network training with the advantage
of a very simple and linear learning algorithm. It can in theory
approximate arbitrary nonlinear dynamical systems with arbitrary
precision, has an inherent temporal processing capability and is
therefore well suited for many nonlinear audio processing problems. Always when nonlinear relationships are present in the data
and time information is crucial, reservoir computing can be applied.
Examples from three application areas are presented: nonlinear system identification of a tube amplifier emulator algorithm,
nonlinear audio prediction, as necessary in a wireless transmission
of audio where dropouts may occur, and automatic melody transcription out of a polyphonic audio stream, as one example from
the big field of music information retrieval. Reservoir computing
was able to outperform state-of-the-art alternative models in all
studied tasks.

tem with arbitrary precision (universal approximation property [3])
and are also able to (re)produce temporal patterns. However, it is
very hard to train RNNs and a number of specialized learning algorithms exist in literature, which are difficult to use and lead to
suboptimal solutions.
A new and surprisingly easy to use network structure for recurrent neural networks was discovered independently by Jäger [4],
who called these RNNs echo state networks (ESN), and by Maass
[5], who developed a similar approach for spiking neural networks
and called the structure liquid state machine (LSM). Both and a
few other methods are subsumed under the more general term
reservoir computing [6]. The common idea is that input signals are
fed into a fixed nonlinear dynamical system, called dynamic reservoir or liquid, which is composed of randomly connected recurrent
neurons. Only the output connections, the readout, are trained by
simple linear regression. Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of
the reservoir computing concept. The function of the reservoir can

1. INTRODUCTION
Most of the classical audio processing techniques, which resulted
in numerous essential applications and are indispensable to life today, are founded on the assumptions of linearity, stationarity and
second-order statistics with emphasis on Gaussianity. These assumptions are made for the sake of mathematical tractability [1].
Nevertheless, most or maybe all the physical signals that one has
to deal with in real life are generated by dynamic processes, which
are simultaneously nonlinear, nonstationary and non-Gaussian. With
the introduction of digital methods in music production, many people missed the “warmth” and “dirt” of sounds generated by analog
audio systems. Therefore it became more and more popular to
bring back some nonlinearities and noise of the old equipment into
the digital audio processing systems, because of their enjoyable
characteristic distortions.
If one wishes to simulate, predict, classify or control nonlinear dynamical systems, one needs an executable system model.
Sometimes it is hard to obtain an analytical description of the system and then one has to use black-box modeling techniques. Usually specific algorithms have been designed for specific nonlinear
problems (for instance median and bilinear filters, special Volterra
filter structures, time delay neural networks, ... see [2]) and it was
a kind of art to find a good model. In theory recurrent neural networks (RNNs) can approximate arbitrary nonlinear dynamical sys-

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the reservoir computing approach
with two inputs, two outputs and feedback from the outputs back to
the reservoir. Solid black arrows indicate fixed, random connections and dotted arrows are trainable readout connections.
be compared to that of the kernel in support vector machines [7],
with the crucial difference that reservoirs are inherently temporal
and therefore well suited for audio signals: inputs drive the nonlinear reservoir and produce a high-dimensional dynamical ”echo
response”, which is used as a non-orthogonal basis to reconstruct
the desired output signals by a linear combination. This strategy
has the advantage that the recurrent network is fixed and simple
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offline or online algorithms for linear regression can compute the
output weights, therefore training cannot get stuck in a local minima. It has been demonstrated on a number of benchmark tasks,
that reservoir computing methods are often able to vastly outperform other state-of-the-art algorithms for nonlinear dynamical system modeling (see for example [8]).
In this paper, reservoir computing is introduced as an additional, powerful tool for nonlinear audio processing and Section 2
briefly presents the basic network equations and an overview over
different architectures. Always when nonlinear effects are perceivable or important, linear modeling is insufficient and nonlinear techniques have to be applied. Reservoir computing could extend and generalize currently used linear methods in nonlinear domain, resulting in a tool which is not designed for only one specific application but can be trained and adapted to many practical
problems. To show the possibilities of reservoir computing, examples from three different application areas are implemented in Section 3. The first example is a nonlinear system identification task
of a tube amplifier emulator algorithm, the second an audio prediction task, where the reservoir computing network tries to forecast future samples out of a given history horizon. Afterwards a
classification-based system for automatic melody transcription out
of a polyphonic audio stream is presented, as one example of possible applications in music information retrieval. In all simulations,
reservoir computing was able to outperform current state-of-theart alternative models. Finally Section 4 gives a short conclusion
and lists advantages and disadvantages of the proposed framework.
2. RESERVOIR COMPUTING
Reservoir computing is a term for a recently emerged supervised
learning technique for recurrent neural networks. Its main representatives are echo state networks [4], liquid state machines [5]
and a few other models like backpropagation decorrelation [9] and
Evolino-based LSTM networks [10]. Most implementations of the
liquid state machine use a spiking neuron model called leaky integrate and fire (LIF) neuron [11], whereas echo state networks are
composed out of analog neurons, for instance linear, sigmoid or
leaky integrator units. The common idea is to use a fixed reservoir
with sparsely and randomly connected neurons, and only the output weights are adapted during training. Finding the right output
weights is a linear regression task and if a mean squared error is
used, the algorithm will find a global minimum of this error function. The output signals can also be fed back as additional inputs,
which makes it possible to train these RNNs as oscillators or other
generators. A schematic overview of the reservoir computing concept with output feedback is presented in Figure 1.
On a first view it might look, that random reservoirs must not
work satisfactorily. However, [12] showed that also in traditional
training methods for RNNs, where all weights are adapted, the
dominant changes are only in the output weights. Furthermore
classical RNN learning algorithms adapt the connections by some
sort of gradient descent, which renders them slow and convergence
cannot be guaranteed. Reservoir computing belongs to the family
of computational methods with a clear biological footing and a related mechanism has been investigated in cognitive neuroscience
[13] in the context of modeling sequence processing in mammalian
brains, especially speech recognition in humans. Moreover it was
proven in [5] and [14], that reservoir computing techniques have
a universal computation and approximation property and can realize every nonlinear filter with bounded memory arbitrarily well.

Altogether they offer an attractive method for solving complicated
engineering and especially nonlinear signal processing tasks.
The next two subsections will introduce the basic network
equations and an overview over different architectures. However,
note that it is not possible in the scope of this paper to present a
detailed and theoretical background, the interested reader should
follow the references where necessary.
2.1. Notation and Training
Here the mathematical discussion is restricted to reservoir computing with basic analog neurons, such structures are also referred to
as echo state networks (ESNs). An analog neuron receives inputs
and computes a weighted sum of them to produce an output. Afterwards the output is passed through a so called activation function,
which is usually a non-linear function with a sigmoid shape. In the
examples of this paper, hyperbolic tangent (tanh) and linear activation functions, as commonly seen in multilayer perceptrons [15],
are used.
Consider an echo state network with L inputs, M outputs and
a reservoir with N neurons. At time n = 1, 2, ..., nmax the input
vector is u(n) and the output y(n). The activations (current outputs) of all neurons in the reservoir are collected each timestep in a
N -dimensional vector x(n) = (x1 (n), ..., xN (n))| . Internal connection weights of the reservoir are stored in a N × N matrix W,
weights of input-to-reservoir connections in a L × N matrix Win
and possible output-to-reservoir (feedback) weights in a M × N
matrix Wf b . The only trainable weights are output weights, which
include connections from the reservoir neurons and inputs to the
outputs and are collected in a (N + L) × M matrix Wout .
The activations of neurons in the reservoir are updated according
to
x(n+1) = f(ρWx(n)+Win u(n+1)+Wf b y(n)+v(n+1)) (1)
where v(n + 1) is a small possible noise term and f is the nonlinear activation function of the reservoir neurons, for example
tanh, a sigmoid or step function. If the largest absolute eigenvalue
| λ |max (W) = 1 and the spectral radius ρ is 0 ≤ ρ < 1, the
network states x(n) become asymptotically independent of initial
conditions and depend only on a input history, which is called the
“echo state property” [4].
After calculating the internal states, the outputs can be computed
with
y(n + 1) = g(Wout [x(n + 1); u(n + 1)])
(2)
where g is again a linear or non-linear activation function and
[x(n + 1); u(n + 1)] denotes a serial concatenation of the internal state and input vector.
A training algorithm modifies only output weights Wout , so
that an optimal mapping from the internal states x(n) to a desired
teacher signal is achieved. Finding the right mapping is a linear
regression problem and if a mean squared error is used, the algorithm will find a global minimum of this error function. Commonly known online (e.g. LMS or RLS) and offline (e.g. pseudoinverse, ridge regression) linear regression algorithms can be applied to this task.
In an offline training algorithm, based on the pseudo-inverse, the
following steps calculate optimal output weights Wout :
1. Randomly initialize the reservoir with a sparse connection
matrix W, so that its largest absolute eigenvalue | λ |max
(W) = 1 and set the spectral radius ρ between 0 ≤ ρ < 1.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

The network will be stable and has the “echo state property”.1
Run the reservoir with a teaching input signal uteach (n)
to produce reservoir activations x(n) for each timestep according to Equation 1.
Dismiss data from an initial washout period nmin , where
n < nmin , to get rid of initial transients. Collect the
remaining network and input states (x(n), uteach (n)) for
each timestep row-wise into a (nmax − nmin ) × (N + L)
matrix S, where nmax is the number of training examples.
Invert output activation function g and collect target signals
g−1 (yteach (n)) for each output neuron and timestep n ≥
nmin into a (nmax − nmin ) × M matrix T.
Compute pseudo-inverse S† and put
Wout = (S† T)|
†

(3)
|

where (.) denotes the pseudo-inverse and (.) the transposition of a matrix.
6. The network is now trained and Equations 1 and 2 can be
used to calculate new outputs.
For more details on how to train echo state networks and the selection of model parameters (e.g. network size N and spectral radius
ρ) the reader is referred to the ESN tutorial by Jäger [16].
2.2. Different Reservoir Computing Architectures
Reservoir computing can be seen more as a framework rather than
one specific algorithm. Various models exist in literature, which
are adapted to specific requirements. The primarily emerged two
main flavors are echo state networks [4], composed of analog neurons as described in Section 2.1, and liquid state machines [5],
which are made of biologically more plausible spiking neurons and
have been developed in a computational neuroscience perspective.
From an engineering point of view, analog neurons are preferred most of the time, although liquid state machines were successfully applied to speech recognition problems [6]. Additional
analog neuron types are for instance leaky integrator units [17],
which also incorporate information from previous time steps, filter
neurons [18], where regions tuned to different frequency bands can
emerge in the reservoir, or long short-term memory (LSTM) neurons [10], which are one way to model long-term dependencies.
Furthermore there are many possibilities how to train the readout. These algorithms can be divided into online and offline methods. Offline algorithms are for instance the Wiener-Hopf solution [18], which is basically equivalent but faster than the pseudoinverse based approach from Section 2.1, ridge regression [17],
which incorporates an additional regularization factor, the delay
& sum readout [18], which adds trainable delays to the readout
connections and therefore vastly improves the memory capacity,
or also linear support vector machines [10], which try to maximize
the margin instead of a mean squared error and are often useful
in classification tasks. Online learning rules are for instance the
backpropagation-decorrelation (BPDC) algorithm for O(N) training [9] or the recursive least square (RLS) algorithm [8].
An other direction of research is reservoir adaptation, where
one tries to pre-adapt the random reservoir to a specific task [19].
However, reservoir adaptation techniques were not used in the examples of this paper.
1 Note that the “echo state property” ensures stability only for networks
without output feedback. For a more detailed stability analysis see [4].

3. SIMULATIONS
The following subsections present examples from three main application areas of reservoir computing networks: audio system
identification, audio prediction and music information retrieval or
audio classification. All results are compared to alternative models. Network setups for all tasks are presented in Table 1. Other
parameters, if necessary, will be described before presenting the
simulation results. For a practical tutorial on how to set the individual parameters for a task and which neuron types to choose, one
should consider the ESN tutorial by Jäger [16] and Section 7.1 of
[18].
To be able to compare the results of different algorithms, the
normalized root mean square error (N RM SE), a common error
measure in machine learning, will be used in the first two experiments. The N RM SE between a target signal ytarget (n) and a
generated signal y(n) for n = 0, . . . , Ñ − 1 is calculated with
v
u
Ñ
−1
u
X
1
N RM SE = t
(ytarget (n) − y(n))2 .
(4)
2
Ñ σtarget
n=0
Here the squared difference of target and generated signal is nor2
malized with the variance of the target signal σtarget
, which is
advantageous when using signals with different amplitudes. However, note the the N RM SE might not be the best choice for comparing the perception of different sounds. Audio signals that are
very close in terms of temporal waveforms may be very different
from a perceptual point of view, therefore subjective listening tests
should be used for evaluation in a more comprehensive study.
All simulation were implemented in Python2 and a C++ library
for reservoir computing networks, called aureservoir3 , was developed. The audio examples of the current section are downloadable
at http://grh.mur.at/publications/reservoir-computing-for-audio.
3.1. System Identification of a Tube Amplifier Plugin
Nonlinear system identification tasks are necessary in many applications in audio signal processing. Always when distortions or
saturations are perceivable, linear modeling is not sufficient and
nonlinear methods have to be applied. Often Volterra systems
[21] were used for applications like black-box modeling audio effects with nonlinear distortions [22], nonlinear echo cancellation
[23], loudspeaker linearization using pre-distortion [24], nonlinear beamforming [25] or restoration of nonlinearly distorted audio [26]. In general also reservoir computing techniques could be
applied to all those tasks, with the advantage that they are quite
easy to use and have a much lower computational complexity than
Volterra series with a large number of kernel terms. Furthermore
it was theoretically proven in [27], that neural networks with time
delays are able to approximate all filters that can be characterized
by Volterra series.
This example presents a black-box nonlinear system identification of a tube amplifier emulator algorithm4 . Volterra series
were applied in literature for black-box modeling of tubes on digital computers [28], but usually only second or third order systems
2 NumPy and Scipy (http://www.scipy.org) are packages for numerical
and scientific computations under Python (http://www.python.org).
3 aureservoir: http://aureservoir.sourceforge.net, efficient C++ library
for analog reservoir computing neural networks with Python bindings
4 The equipment and time for the identification of a real tube amplifier
was unfortunately not available.
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Table 1: Network setups for the simulations of Section 3.
Parameters
Reservoir neurons N
Reservoir connectivity
Spectral radius ρ
Reservoir neuron type
Input weights Win between
Feedback weights Wf b between
Readout type

Nonlinear System Identification
100
0.2
0.85
standard analog neurons (Eq. 1)
[−4, 4]
no feedback
delay&sum readout [18]

with special structures for complexity reduction performed acceptable. Two different tubes, both implemented as open source digital
audio plugins (LADSPA5 ), are identified with reservoir computing networks and compared to an identification with third order
Volterra systems.
A challenging task was to choose the right training signals
for the identification process, so that trained reservoir and Volterra
systems performed well on arbitrary audio inputs. In linear signal
processing impulses, swept sines, noise or maximum length sequences (see [29] for an overview) are used, because they include
all frequencies of interest. However, in a nonlinear system identification all frequencies in all possible amplitudes should be present
in the training signal. After some experiments it turned out, that
the by far best generalization error could be achieved with linear
amplitude sweeps of Gaussian white noise, shaped with an additional low-pass filter6 . A more detailed discussion of these training
signals is given in [18], see also [30], [31] and [32] for nonlinear
system identification examples.
In the first identification example a solo flute was used as test
signal, discretized at a sampling rate of 44100 Hz. It was upsampled by a factor L = 5 to avoid aliasing, then processed by the
“Valve Saturation” LADSPA plugin [33] and finally downsampled
again by the same factor. The plugin had two adjustable parameters, which were set to Distortion level = 0.8 and Distortion character = 0.5. After analyzing the implementation, the system can
be divided into a static nonlinearity and a simple first order recursive linear filter. First the nonlinearity is applied to the input signal
x(n)
z(n) =

x(n) − q
q
+
,
1 − edq
1 − e−d(x(n)−q)

x(n) 6= 0,

Melody Extraction
1000
0.1
0.3
leaky-integrator neurons [17]
[−0.3, 0.3]
no feedback
linear SVM readout [20]

“TAP TubeWarmth” LADSPA plugin [34], which also had two adjustable parameters and they were set to Drive = 8 and Tape–Tube
Blend = 8.
In the plugin the input signal x(n) is again first passed through a
static nonlinearity
“p
”
z(n) = a
| b1,1 + x(n)(b1,2 − x(n)) | + b1,3 ,
f or x(n) ≥ 0
“p
”
z(n) = −a
| b2,1 − x(n)(b2,2 + x(n)) | + b2,3 ,
f or

(7)

x(n) < 0

with the parameters a = 0.5305, b1,1 = 0.1896, b1,2 = 2.8708,
b1,3 = −0.4354, b2,1 = 16.9468, b2,2 = 27.1424, b2,3 =
−4.1166. Afterwards a linear recursive filter is applied to get the
output y(n)
y(n) =

0.1fr
(y(n − 1) + z(n) − z(n − 1))
0.1fr + 1

(8)

where fr is the sampling rate of the audio signal.
For both experiments a reservoir computing network as presented in Table 1 was used. It was first driven by 3000 samples
of the training signal to washout initial transients and afterwards
output weights were calculated from the next 5000 samples. Input,
output target and the network output signal for the first identification example are shown in Figure 2.
Input signal

1.0

q 6= 0 (5)

where d and q can be calculated from the plugin parameters and
were set to q = −0.198 and d = 20.1. Afterwards z(n) is processed by a simple recursive filter, producing the output y(n)
y(n) = 0.999y(n − 1) + z(n) − z(n − 1).

Audio Prediction
100
0.2
0.8
filter neurons [18]
no inputs
[−0.5, 0.5]
delay&sum readout [18]

Target output

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

Network output

(6)

The second tube example was simulated with a more complex test signal, including many instruments and a singer. This
signal was processed with an oversampling factor L = 10 by the
5 LADSPA: Linux Audio Developer’s Simple Plugin API, a crossplatform standard that allows software audio processors and effects to be
plugged into a wide range of audio synthesis and recording packages, see
http://www.ladspa.org/.
6 These signals worked much better than swept sines, for the reservoir
and the Volterra system. It was also important to use Gaussian noise, uniformly distributed noise performed much worse.

1.0
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35k 1.0
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15k
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5k

15k

25k

35k

Figure 2: Extract from the input, output target and network output
signal of the first audio system identification example (flute signal).
As a comparison, the same two examples were also identified using a third-order discrete time Volterra system [21]. The
lowest generalization error was achieved with Volterra kernels h1 ,
h2 , h3 of memory depth N1 = 100, N2 = 40, N3 = 5 and
the system was trained using a least squares approach [21] with
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10000 samples of the training signal. The performance of both
systems was measured with the normalized root mean square error as introduced in Equation 4. Table 2 shows the N RM SEtest
for both algorithms and identification examples, calculated from
100000 time steps of the test signals. One can see that especially
in the second identification example, reservoir computing was able
to outperform the Volterra system, while at the same time needing less computational power. However, it is also important to
note that in both examples the nonlinear processing, a memoryless
nonlinearity followed by a first-order filter, was quite simple. It
was shown e.g. in [35] that reservoir computing techniques have
advantages especially with higher-order nonlinear dynamical systems. Furthermore Volterra series are not preferred when strongly
saturating nonlinearities are to be simulated due to the large number of required kernel terms.

Table 2: Test error N RM SEtest of the reservoir computing and
Volterra system for both nonlinear audio system identification examples.
Identification Example Reservoir Comp. Volterra
Valve Saturation (1)
0.0997
0.1277
TAP TubeWarmth (2)
0.1372
0.2353

The generalization performance of the reservoir approach was
very constant, also when changing the system parameters from Table 1. In general it did not matter at all which exact values were
chosen and it was easy to get good results. However, a delay&sum
readout [18] was able to boost the performance, although there are
no obvious long-term dependencies in the system.
3.2. Nonlinear Audio Prediction
The second example presents an audio prediction application with
reservoir computing and compares the performance to commonly
used alternative models. In audio prediction one tries to forecast
future samples out of a given history horizon. Such methods are
necessary for instance in audio restoration, whenever a sequence of
consecutive samples is missing, or when impulsive noise appears.
The scenario of this task [36] is a wireless signal transmission,
where short dropouts with a length between 2 and 6 milliseconds
can occur due to transmission problems. After each dropout, the
signal is predicted for further 200 samples and crossfaded with the
original one to avoid discontinuities at the transition points (see
Figure 4). Two different audio examples were taken from [36],
both with a duration of five seconds and a sampling rate of 44100
Hz. The first one is a short recording of a Jazz quartet and the
second an orchestra composition by Beethoven. 27 dropout were
generated at random locations within each audiofile, resulting in
two percent of corrupted audio. A short extract with dropouts from
the first audio example is shown in Figure 3.
The prediction performance of reservoir computing for both
examples is compared to two commonly used alternative models:
a pattern matching algorithm (PatMat) and a linear autoregressive
(AR) model.
Pattern matching algorithms [37][38] use a signal template, usually just before the dropout, which is compared to areas in the past
of the audio signal (the search window). Then the area within this
search window with the highest similarity to the audio template is
selected and copied into the dropout region. Many different ver-

0.15
0
-0.15
-0.3
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

Figure 3: Extract from the Jazz audio example of the nonlinear
audio prediction task. Dropouts are marked with dotted lines.

sions of pattern matching algorithms exist and were evaluated in
[36]. Here only the one with the best prediction result, which is
based on waveform differences and defined in Equation 6 of [37],
was considered.
Additionally a linear autoregressive model [26], which is widely
used for signal modeling, was implemented. The order of this linear predictor was set to 300, so that complex signals can be represented. Because no audio signal is truly stationary, it was necessary to train the model from a relatively short block of samples and
a block length of 3000 was found to be optimal. Finally the coefficients of the AR model were estimated with a least squares approach based on those 3000 samples as described in Section 3.3.1
of [26].
The parameters of the reservoir computing network are given
in Table 1. Here the reservoir neurons had additional built-in filters, to produce subregions in the network, which are specialized
to process different frequency bands [18]. These band-pass filters
were fixed when constructing the reservoir and spaced logarithmically between 60 Hz and 11000 Hz, to contain all frequencies
important for the task.
In audio prediction the network is trained to be a generator of the
audio signal, therefore the system needs output-feedback connections, indicated as Wf b in Equation 1. The network was first driven
by 3000 samples to washout initial transients and afterwards output weights were calculated from 3000 time steps directly before
the dropout.
Adding a small noise term v(n) in the state update equation 1 as
regularization is often necessary for stability when networks are
trained with output feedback. The amount of noise was chosen so
that no more unstable simulations were produced and a uniform
noise term v(n) between [−0.0002, 0.0002] was found to be optimal.
The performance of all algorithms was benchmarked by calculating the normalized root mean square error between model output and original signals, only from data in the dropout regions. Results for both audio examples are presented in Table 3. Reservoir
computing networks with filter neurons and a delay&sum readout showed in general a slightly better performance than all other
methods, especially in the second audio example. Prediction examples of all models are shown in Figure 4.
In audio prediction it was very important to use filter neurons
[18] in the reservoir. With standard neurons, as defined in Equation 1, the network was not able to produce that good results. The
parameters of filter neurons were set to contain all necessary frequencies important for the task and logarithmically spaced bandpass filters from 60 Hz to 11000 Hz, with a bandwidth of 2 octaves,
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Table 3: Test error N RM SEtest calculated from the dropout regions of both audio examples of the nonlinear audio prediction
task.
Example
Reservoir Comp. AR Model PatMat
Jazz (1)
0.601
0.671
0.734
Beethoven (2)
0.536
0.849
0.873

Reservoir Computing
0.2
0
-0.2
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

AR Model

0.2
0
-0.2
0

PatMat

0.2
0
-0.2
0

Figure 4: Example dropout of the audio prediction task. The original signal is plotted in light gray, the predicted signal in dark gray.
Beginning and ending of the dropout is marked with dotted lines.

were found to be optimal.
With an additional delay&sum readout [18], it was possible to
achieve a further performance boost. The exact values of all other
parameters (spectral radius, feedback weights, connectivity) did
not matter and it was easy to get good results.
3.3. Music Information Retrieval: Melody Extraction
Music information retrieval (MIR) is an emerging research field
and many MIR applications use classifiers, like support vector machines (SVM) or hidden Markov models, to learn from existing
music databases. Reservoir computing techniques are in principle similar to SVM classifiers [7], with the crucial difference that
they also incorporate the temporal development of input signals.
Therefore in tasks, where also time information is very important,
reservoir computing should be able to boost the classification performance.
As one example from the pool of possible applications, a reservoir computing network was trained to extract the predominant
melody (lead voice) of a polyphonic piece of music. Melody provides a very convenient and memorable description of popular music and is used as the basis for instance in query-by-humming systems. Two main techniques exist in predominant melody detection: a rule-based approach, where one assumes that individual
notes are build of a set of harmonics of a particular fundamental,
and a classification based approach [39], where the correct melody

is estimated based on a training set with labeled examples. For a
detailed comparison of different techniques see [40].
The setup of this task is similar as in [41]. Mono audio signals
were first downsampled to 8kHz and then converted to frequency
domain using a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) with a window length of 1024 (128ms) and an overlap of 944 samples (10ms
grid). Only the first 256 bins, which correspond to frequencies below 2kHz, were considered. To remove some of the influence due
to different instrument timbres, the magnitude of the STFT was
normalized within each time frame to achieve zero mean and unit
variance over a 51-frame local frequency window [41].
A supervised classifier can now use these 256 STFT features
as input and calculates one output for each possible pitch class,
quantized in semitones. In training the target output is set to 1 and
all others to -1, and in testing the output with the highest value
is considered as the pitch of the current frame. The biggest problem in a classification-based approach is to collect a suitable set
of training data. Here a subset of the dataset from [41] was used
and manually divided into a train and test set, so that every possible pitch class was included at least once in the training data. In
especially, only the synthesized MIDI files, where the lead voice
is a monophonic track and can be extracted easily, were utilized in
this experiment7 .
First a SVM with a radial basis function kernel was implemented, using the popular LIBSVM library8 , to get a baseline. In
order to classify the dominant melodic note with SVMs, it is assumed that each frame is independent of all others, because this
classifier has no built-in memory and can only see the STFT data of
the current frame. One SVM for each of the 19 target pitch classes
and one additional SVM, which should indicate when background
is detected and no melody note is present, were trained on the
dataset. SVM parameters γ and C were varied in a grid search
[20] within C = 2−5 , 2−3 , . . . , 215 and γ = 2−15 , 2−13 , . . . , 23
and the optimal values were found to be C = 0.5 and γ = 0.125.
The reservoir computing network had leaky-integrator neurons [17] in the reservoir and the detailed setup is shown in Table 1. As input, the 256 STFT features were used and again one
output for each possible pitch class was trained.
The reservoir computing framework does not prescribe a particular
optimality criterion for calculating the output weights. If instead
of the mean squared error criterion from Equation 3, a maximum
margin criterion is considered, using for instance a linear SVM, the
classification performance can be improved significantly. Therefore each output neuron was implemented as a linear SVM [20].
To compare the performance of both algorithms, an error is
counted for each frame where a classifier predicts a wrong note.
The absolute number of frame errors and the percent error rate is
presented in Table 4, furthermore an example classification output
is shown in Figure 5. However, note that no additional features
and post processing techniques [40] were applied and these values
are the raw classification results.
Reservoir computing achieved a performance boost of about 36%
compared to the SVM approach, therefore one can assume that
time information between frames and memory is also important in
this task. The assumption from [41], that each frame is independent of all other frames, is obviously a rough simplification.
7 The multitrack audio recordings from [41] were removed from the
dataset, because they were not hand-labeled and contained errors in the
target data.
8 LIBSVM: http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvm/, an open-source
library for support vector machines.
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Table 4: Frame error rate of the melody extraction example, in
absolute values and percentage.
Misclassifications Reservoir Comp.
SVMs
absolute errors
571
892
percent error rate
14.75%
23.05%

68
66
64
62
60
58
56
68
66
64
62
60
58
56

Reservoir Computing

100

200

100

200

300

400

500

300

400

500

SVMs

Figure 5: Example classification results from both melody extraction algorithms. Target values are plotted in light gray boxes,
model outputs in black dots.

Leaky integrator neurons and linear SVM readouts were able
to significantly improve the performance in this task.
In many classification applications, the maximum margin criterion
of SVMs has advantages compared to the mean squared error criterion. The additional parameter C of a linear SVM was easily
discovered by a line search and a value of C = 0.001 was found
to be optimal [20].
Leaky integrator units [17] incorporate also information of the network states from previous time steps when calculating the current
state. Such neuron types were useful in many classification tasks,
because the dynamics in the reservoir are slowed down and the
memory capacity is enhanced. The additional parameter leaking
rate was set to 0.3 (same value as the spectral radius ρ), resulting
in an effective spectral radius of 1 [17].
A further important parameter was the network size N of the reservoir. The bigger the network, the better was the classification
performance. However, the size was finally fixed at a value of
N = 1000, although it was possible to get better results when
using even bigger networks.
4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed reservoir computing as a general black-box
framework for nonlinear audio processing. The presented simulations included three main application areas (nonlinear system
identification, nonlinear time series prediction and classification)
and it was demonstrated, that reservoir computing was able to outperform state-of-the-art alternative models in all studied tasks. Always when nonlinear relationships are present in the data and time
information is crucial, these techniques can be applied. Therefore
reservoir computing can be seen as a generalization of currently
used linear methods in nonlinear domain, resulting in a tool which

can be trained and adapted to many practical problems.
A number of pleasant properties of the model exist [42]:
Inherently temporal: The network itself is inherently temporal and therefore especially useful for audio processing. Because
of recurrent reservoir connections, the influence of an input remains detectable in the reservoir and there is no need to manually
encode time information in space (like for instance with tapped delay lines). The current reservoir state is a snapshot of the temporal
development of inputs, therefore a readout function can instantly
see the temporal information contained in all input signals.
Multiple readouts: If there is no feedback from outputs, it is
possible to use multiple readouts on the same reservoir, as demonstrated in the melody extraction example from Section 3.3. This
means that multiple tasks can be trained simultaneously on the
same input signals, with the advantage that the costly nonlinear
transformations only have to be calculated once. For instance, additional readouts for drum or baseline extraction could be easily
added to the melody extraction example using the same reservoir.
Simple Training: There is no need to train the reservoir. Once
it is constructed, it won’t be modified by a learning algorithm.
Only the readout functions need to be trained by simple and linear methods, which is usually much easier, more accurate and less
costly than training a complete recurrent neural network or other
nonlinear models.
A disadvantage of the proposed framework is, that it contains
many extensions and different neuron types, which might be confusing for beginners. However, once one is familiar with the basic
reservoir computing ideas, the parameter settings and neuron types
are quite intuitive and even beginners will soon get good results.
Further possible audio applications of reservoir computing are:
• Long-term audio prediction tasks, as necessary in audio
restoration.
• The delay&sum readout [18] should be well suited for nonlinear echo cancellation or beamforming applications, where
a sparse system representation is necessary.
• Many classification tasks in music information retrieval could
benefit from reservoir computing techniques.
• Reservoir computing networks can be used as audio synthesizers, when training specific control input signals to target
audio samples.
Altogether reservoir computing offers an attractive framework
for solving complicated nonlinear audio processing tasks and could
be considered as an additional tool in many signal processing and
classification applications. They are quite easy to use, robust against
parameter changes and often have a much lower computational
complexity compared to other nonlinear models.
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ABSTRACT
This work analyzes analog ring modulators based on bipolar
transistors, such as the EMS VCS3 and the Doepfer A-114. It is
shown that the perfectly symmetric standard model from literature
[1][2] does not suffice to describe crucial first-order effects. A detailed analysis of the circuit using mismatched parts is performed.
The insights gained from this analysis are used to formulate a digital model which can be easily implemented and which captures
the essential audible effects.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ring modulators comprise an essential audio effect, and have been
used both in commercial as well as in avantgarde music, in particular by Stockhausen — one of his most famous works, ‘Mantra’,
uses two pianos, each processed by a ring modulator [3].
Ring modulation is equivalent to the multiplication of two signals, called carrier and modulator, in the time domain (Fig. 1).

with the carrier frequency fx and the modulator frequency fy .
Analog ring modulators can be classified into active and passive topologies [4]. The most common passive design is based on
four diodes aligned in a ring (hence the term ring modulator) and
two transformers; its working principle, as well as a possible digital model, has been covered in [5]. In this paper, a common active
topology used for ring modulation is studied, which is based on
bipolar transistors. This design can be found in the EMS VCS3
and Doepfer A-114 ring modulators. The VCS3 contains the circuit in discrete form, while the A-114 works IC-based.
This article comprises three sections. The first section describes the working principle of a transistor-based four quadrant
analog multiplier as covered in literature, assuming perfectly matched
parts. The second section studies the effects that occur due to network asymmetries, which can be observed in real-world ring modulators and are perceptually relevant. The last section proposes a
digital implementation approximating such imbalance effects.

2. DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE
TRANSISTOR-BASED RING MODULATOR
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A simple analog multiplication can be performed with a differential amplifier, consisting of two bipolar transistors, Q1 and Q2
(Fig. 2). A differential voltage vx is applied at the bases of both
transistors, the emitters are coupled and connected to a current
source I0 . The output currents IC 1 and IC 2 are related to the
differential input voltage vx and the current I0 at the emitters by
[1]
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Figure 1: Ring modulation of two sinusoids, 2 Hz and 50 Hz.
In the frequency domain, the sums and differences of the two
signals’ frequencies appear, which follows from the trigonometric
identity
sin(fx )sin(fy ) =

1
(cos(fx + fy ) − cos(fx − fy ))
2

(1)
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Figure 2: Differential amplifier.
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at the collectors of Q5 and Q6. Both currents are multiplied
again, resulting in the currents [2]

IC 1

=

−vx
2I0
= −I0 tanh(
) + I0
1 + exp(− vVxt )
2Vt

(2)

IC 2

=

2I0
vx
= −I0 tanh(
) + I0
1 + exp( vVxt )
2Vt

(3)

IC 1

=

neglecting the base current. Vt is the so-called thermal voltage, approximately 26mV at 25◦ C. The difference current

IC 2

=

IC 3

=

IC 4

=

vx
)
(4)
2Vt
is about proportional to I0 and vx for small values of vx .
Replacing the current source I0 by additional circuitry, it is
possible to apply a second input signal. The transistors Q1 and Q2,
however, require the input current to be positive, and, therefore,
such a circuit would result in only a two-quadrant multiplier not
suitable for ring modulation.
A four-quadrant multiplier based on transistors was proposed
by Gilbert [6] and is shown in Fig. 3. The circuit is based on three
differential amplifiers: One emitter-coupled tranistor pair Q5/Q6 is
connected in series with two cross-coupled transistor pairs Q1/Q2
and Q3/Q4.
∆I = IC 1 − IC 2 = 2I0 tanh(

V

V
I1

IC2

IC1

Q2

Q1

Q3

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

The currents are added at the collectors Q1/Q3 and Q2/Q4,
yielding the output currents:

I1

=
=

I2

=
=

IC 1 + IC 3
vy
vx
I0 tanh(
)tanh(
) + I0
2Vt
2Vt
IC 2 + IC 4 =
vx
vy
)tanh(
) + I0
−I0 tanh(
2Vt
2Vt

(11)

(12)

It is obvious that the output currents are a product of both input signals. The constant current I0 can be removed in a later stage and is
thus irrelevant. Since linearizing resistors are used at the emitters
of the transistors Q5 and Q6 in practical circuits, the approximation tanh(x) ≈ x may be used for the modulator input signal. The
resulting output signal can then be described by

I2
IC4

IC3

IC 5
vx
IC 5
tanh(
)+
2
2Vt
2
IC 5
vx
IC 5
−
tanh(
)+
2
2Vt
2
vx
IC 6
IC 6
tanh(
)+
−
2
2Vt
2
IC 6
vx
IC 6
tanh(
)+
2
2Vt
2

o(t) = y(t)tanh(x(t))

Q4

(13)

with the carrier signal x(t) and the modulator signal y(t).

vx
3. EFFECTS CAUSED BY CIRCUIT ASYMMETRIES

IC5

IC6

Q5

Q6

3.1. Comparison of an analog ring modulator and the idealized model
In the previous section, it was shown that the output of the Gilbert
multiplier circuit can be described by equation 13, assuming perfectly identical transistors. Measurements on the Doepfer ring
modulator, which is based on the Gilbert network, were performed
to evaluate this model. Applying a sinusoid of 1 kHz at the carrier
input and a sinusoid of 100 Hz at the modulator input, then performing a spectral analysis of the recorded output yields Fig. 4.
Using the approximation in Eq. 13, the peaks would be expected
at the frequencies

vy
2I0

fx ± fy , 3fx ± fy , 5fx ± fy , ...

(14)

Figure 3: Gilbert four-quadrant multiplier.
The bottom differential amplifier multiplies the current 2I0
with the modulator signal vy in the same manner as discussed
above, generating the currents
IC 5

=

IC 6

=

vy
) + I0
2Vt
vy
−I0 tanh(
) + I0
2Vt
I0 tanh(

(5)
(6)

with fx being the carrier and fy being the modulator frequency.
The odd order harmonics are introduced by the tanh() function:
tanh(x) = x −

x3
2x5
+
− ...
3
15

(15)

Additional spectral components appear in the figure, however, in
particular fx , fy , 2fx and 2fy . The next sections will show that
these output components can be explained by mismatched parts.
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80

to be multiplied with itself. Feeding two sinusodial signals of 1
kHz and 100 Hz into the carrier and modulator inputs, respectively, and performing a Fourier analysis of the output results in
the spectrum shown in Fig. 5. The expected multiplication result
is the sum and difference frequencies of both sinusoids, 1 kHz ±
100 Hz = 1100 Hz and 900 Hz, which are the dominant peaks in
the figure. The third largest peak is at 2 kHz, showing that the carrier signal has been multiplied with itself. Additionally, it can be
seen that both the modulator and carrier leak through to the output
(peaks at 1 kHz and 100 Hz, which were the input frequencies).
Soundwise, this result is interesting if the signal applied to
the carrier input is a broadband signal. In that case, many even
order harmonics will appear at the output, which may increase the
perceived sound quality at least for some input signals [8].

Amplitude (dB)
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Figure 4: Fourier analysis of the Doepfer A-114 ring modulator,
applying two sinusoids of 100 Hz and 1 kHz.

80
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Amplitude (dB)

3.2. Asymmetries in the modulator input stage
In a perfectly balanced state, the current 2I0 is split evenly between
the two transistors Q5 and Q6. In reality, however, the current will
mix slightly differently with the modulator current at the collectors of the transistors, resulting in a DC offset. This effect can
be modelled by adding a constant current ∆I to one collector and
subtracting it from the other one:
IC 5

=

IC 6

=

vy
) + I0 + ∆I
2Vt
vy
−I0 tanh(
) + I0 − ∆I
2Vt

I0 tanh(

Repeating the calculations performed in Eq. 7-10, the output
currents are:
I1

I2

=

=

vy
vx
)tanh(
) + I0
2Vt
2Vt
vx
)
+∆Itanh(
2Vt
vy
vx
−I0 tanh(
)tanh(
) + I0
2Vt
2Vt
vx
−∆Itanh(
)
2Vt
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Figure 5: MultiSim fourier analysis of an imbalanced multiplier
circuit using 100 Hz and 1 kHz sinusoids as inputs.

3.4. Summary of asymmetry effects

I0 tanh(

(18)

(19)

Comparing these equations to the ideal case of perfectly matched
transistors, it can be seen that a portion of the carrier input vx always leaks through to the output, even in the absence of a modulator signal.
3.3. Asymmetries in the carrier input stage
The four transistors Q1-Q4, multiplying the carrier input vx and
the differential modulator currents IC 5 and IC 6 , will not be fully
symmetric in practice. Analyzing this effect is more difficult than
in the preceeding section, as imbalances in the transistors Q1-Q4
will affect both the output signal as well as the modulator stage [7].
Hence, a MultiSim analysis of the circuit using six BC550 transistor models is performed instead. The transistors are assigned
slightly different values for the saturation current Is . Setting the
modulator signal to 0V, while applying a sinusodial signal to the
carrier input, exhibits a leakage effect — the sinusodial carrier signal leaks through to collectors Q5 and Q6, thus causing the signal

By considering the results of the previous paragraphs, the dominant peaks at 1000 Hz ± 100 Hz, 3000 Hz ± 100 Hz as well as
100, 1000 and 2000 Hz in Fig. 4 can be explained by the asymmetries and nonlinearities of the transistor stages. There is, however,
also a strong peak at 200 Hz. This peak indicates that the ideal
current source 2I0 used in the model is not sufficiently accurate
to simulate the behavior of the circuit. Apparently, leakage and
thus self-modulation occurs in the modulator input stage as well.
A more detailed model, replacing the current source by the actual
circuitry used, would be required to analyze these effects in further
detail.
Designers of the EMS VCS3 ring modulator try to overcome
the leakage problems by adding a portion of the carrier signal to
the modulator input and vice versa, which can be seen from the
schematic in [9]. The MC1496 multiplier chip used in the Doepfer
A-114 ring modulator module relies on outside circuitry to balance
part tolerances, as the example circuits in the datasheet show [10].
In practice, however, both ring modulators exhibit audible leakage
effects.
4. DIGITAL MODEL
Using the insights from the previous section, a discrete-time model
may be realized. The dominant peaks in the spectrum produced by
the analog ring modulator can be implemented by adding a portion
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of the carrier and modulator inputs to the output, as well as adding
a fraction of the modulator to the carrier input and vice versa, thus
yielding the equation:
o(n)

=

(y(n) + a1 x(n))tanh(x(n) + a2 y(n))
+a3 x(n) + a4 y(n)
(20)
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work has presented an analysis of transistor-based analog ring
modulators. It was shown that network asymmetries as well as
nonlinearities are the primary reasons for the particular sound of
such devices. A simple digital model has been proposed, which is
easy to implement and which captures the essential effects. A more
sophisticated model could relate the parameters directly to circuit
elements and add dynamic behavior, for instance based on subtle
temperature changes. Furthermore, future work could investigate
the impact of asymmetries in other audio effect circuits.
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ABSTRACT
The paper considers the application of instantaneous harmonic
analysis to a real-time vocal processing system for pitch, timbre
and time-scale modifications. The analysis technique is based on
narrow band filtering using special analysis filters with frequency-modulated impulse response. The main advantage of the technique is high accuracy of harmonic parameters estimation that
provides adequate harmonic/noise separation and artifact free
implementing of voice modifications. The processing methods
described in the paper are based on the harmonic+noise model.

Simplified closed form expressions for instantaneous
parameters estimation;
Pitch detection and smooth pitch contour estimation;
Improved harmonic parameters estimation accuracy.
The analysed signal is separated into periodic and residual parts
and then processed through modification techniques. Then the
processed signal can be easily synthesized in time domain at the
output of the system. The harmonic+noise representation significantly simplifies the processing stage.
As it is shown in the experimental section the combination of the
proposed analysis, processing and synthesis techniques provides
good quality of signal analysis, modification and reconstruction.

1. INTRODUCTION
The present paper describes an approach to voice processing by
means of the harmonic+noise model that considers a signal as a
sum of two periodic (harmonic) and residual (noise) parts. The
periodic part can be efficiently described as a sum of sinusoids
with slowly varying amplitudes and frequencies, and the residual
part is assumed to be irregular noise signal. This representation
was introduced in [1] and since then has been profoundly studied
and significantly enhanced. The model provides good parameterization of both voiced and unvoiced frames and allows using
different modification techniques for them. It insures effective
and simple voice processing in frequency domain. However the
crucial point there is accuracy of harmonic analysis. The harmonic part of the signal is specified by sets of harmonic parameters (amplitude, frequency and phase) for every instant of time. A
number of methods have been proposed to estimate these parameters. The majority of analysis methods assume local stationarity of amplitude and frequency parameters within the analysis
frame [2-3]. It makes the analysis procedure easier, but, on the
other hand, degrades parameters estimation and periodic/residual
separation accuracy.
Some good alternatives are methods that make estimation of instantaneous harmonic parameters. The notion of instantaneous
frequency was introduced in [4,5], the estimation methods have
been presented in [4-9]. The aim of the current investigation is to
study applicability of the instantaneous harmonic analysis technique described in [8,9] to a real time voice processing system
for making voice effects (such as pitch, timbre and time-scale
modifications). The analysis method is based on narrow band
filtering by analysis filters with closed form impulse response. It
has been shown [8] that the analysis filters can be adjusted in accordance with pitch contour in order to get adequate estimate of
high order harmonics with rapid frequency modulations. The
technique presented in this work has the following improvements:

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Voice processing system can be divided into three main functional blocks: harmonic analysis, processing and synthesis
(fig.1).
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Figure 1: General voice processing scheme.
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Harmonic analysis implies pitch and harmonic parameters estimation and periodic/noise separation of the source signal. In
other words the periodic part of the source is presented in frequency domain as a set of sinusoidal parameters (amplitude, frequency, phase) apart from the noise part. All the vocal modifications are made in the processing block. Both the noise and periodical parts are processed separately. Noise can be processed in
time domain while the periodical part is processed in harmonic
domain that simplifies vocal effects implementation.
The output signal is the sum of the processed noise and the periodical part that is synthesized using processed harmonic parameters.
3. INSTANTANEOUS HARMONIC ANALYSIS

The analysis filter, used in this work has the following features
[8]:
Filtering in an arbitrary bandwidth;
The impulse response is described by a closed form
expression (a continuous function of bandwidth border
frequencies);
Estimation of the instantaneous parameters directly
from the output signal;
Implicit time warping (impulse response adjustment
according to frequency modulations of pitch);
Continuous and smooth contours of estimated parameters
and
.
The impulse response of the analysis filter
with pass band
specified by center frequency
and half of the bandwidth
can be written in the following form:

3.1. The Harmonic Model
(4 )

The sinusoidal model assumes that the periodical part of the signal
can be expressed by the following formula:
where
(1 )
where
- the instantaneous magnitude of the - sinuis
soidal component, is the number of components and
the instantaneous phase of the - component. Instantaneous
phase
and instantaneous frequency
are related as
follows:
(2 )
where is sampling frequency and
is the initial phase of
the -th component. The harmonic model states that frequencies
are integer multiples of fundamental frequency
and
can be calculated as:
(3 )
Since voiced speech has harmonic structure the harmonic model
is often used in speech coding. Accurate estimation of parameters
,
and
is the fundamental problem of harmonic analysis. In the case of a monocomponent periodic signal
a number of methods can provide good results [4,5]. However,
multicomponent signals (like music or speech) are much more
complex subjects for analysis and require special content and application-dependent methods. One of the most effective general
approaches is to use adaptive filtering in order to pick out single
components and then process them separately.

(5 )

Filter output
source signal
lowing sum:

can be calculated as the convolution of the
and
, which can be expressed as the fol-

(6 )

where is filter order. The expression can be rewritten as a sum
of zero frequency components:
(7 )
where

(8 )

(9 )

3.2. Analysis Filter
The proposed analysis method is based on the filtering technique
that provides direct parameters estimation [8]. In voiced speech
harmonic components are spaced in frequency domain and each
component can be limited there by a narrow frequency band.
Therefore harmonic components can be separated within the
analysis frame by filters with non-overlapping bandwidths. These
considerations point to the applicability and effectiveness of the
filtering approach to harmonic analysis.

Thus, considering (7) – (9) the expression (6) is a magnitude and
frequency-modulated cosine function:
(10 )
Its instantaneous magnitude
can be calculated as:

, phase

and frequency
(11 )
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(12 )

(13 )
Filter output
can be converted into analytical signal
in the following way ( denotes the imaginary unit):

(14 )
Instantaneous sinusoidal parameters are available at every instant
of time within the analysis frame. The bandwidth specified by
and
should cover the frequency of periodic component
that is being analyzed. In fig.2 an example of parameters estimation is shown. The frequency contour of the harmonic component
is covered by the filter pass band that is specified by the center
and the bandwidth
.
frequency contour

Figure 2: Analysis filter (

width of each filter is adjusted in accordance with the calculated
frequency value in order to position energy peak in the centre of
the band. At the initial stage the frequency range of the analyzed
signal frame is covered by overlapping bandwidths
(where is the number of frequency bands) with central frequencies
respectively.
At every step the respective instantaneous frequencies
are estimated at the instant that corresponds
to the centre of the frame . Then the central bandwidth frequencies are reset
before the next iteration. After
all energy peaks are located the final sinusoidal parameters are
estimated. Amplitude, frequency and phase are calculated using
expressions (11) – (13). During the iterative energy peak location
process some of the filter bands may locate the same component.
Duplicated parameters are discarded by comparison of the centre
. Fundamental frequency contour
band frequencies of
should be long enough. To avoid estimation errors that may be
caused by short-term components (that apparently are transients
or noise and should be taken to residual) parameters are tracked
from frame to frame. The frequency and amplitude values of adjacent frames are compared, providing adequate harmonic components estimation. If it is not possible to find a proper continuous pitch contour the corresponding frames are classified as
unvoiced.

).

Center frequency contour
is adjusted within the analysis
frame providing narrow band filtering of frequency-modulated
components.
3.3. Harmonic Parameters Estimation
It is assumed that voice frames can be either voiced or unvoiced.
In voiced segments the periodical constituent prevails over the
noise, in unvoiced segments the opposite takes place and therefore any harmonic analysis is unsuitable in that case. In the proposed analysis framework voiced/unvoiced frame classification
is carried out using pitch detector. The harmonic parameters estimation procedure consists of the two following stages:
Initial fundamental frequency contour estimation;
Harmonic parameters estimation with fundamental frequency adjustment.
In voiced speech analysis, the problem of initial fundamental frequency estimation comes to finding a periodical component with
the lowest possible frequency and sufficiently high energy. Within the possible fundamental frequency range (in this work it is
defined as
Hz) all periodical components are extracted
and then the suitable one is considered as the fundamental (fig.3).
In order to reduce computational complexity the source signal is
filtered by a low-pass filter before the estimation. The component
extraction procedure involves iterative frequency recalculation
with a predefined number of iterations. At every step the band-

Figure 3: Pitch estimation (

Having fundamental contour estimated it is possible to calculate
filter impulse responses aligned to the fundamental frequency
contour. Central frequency of the filter band is calculated as the
instantaneous frequency of fundamental multiplied by the number of the correspondent harmonic
. The procedure goes from the first harmonic to the last, adjusting fundamental frequency at every step. The fundamental frequency recalculation formula can be written as follows:
(15 )
The fundamental frequency values become more precise while
moving up the frequency range. It allows making proper analysis
of high order harmonics with significant frequency modulations.
Harmonic parameters are estimated using expressions (11) –
(13). After parameters estimation the periodical part of the signal
is synthesized by formula (1) and subtracted from the source in
order to get the noise part.
4. VOICE MODIFICATIONS
The harmonic analysis described in the previous section results in
a set of harmonic parameters and residual signal that are the in-
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puts of voice processing block of the system. Many voice processing techniques require pitch and spectral envelope estimation
in order to modify and synthesize voiced frames.
4.1. Spectral envelopes estimation
Instantaneous spectral envelopes can be estimated from the instantaneous harmonic amplitudes and the fundamental frequency
obtained at the analysis stage. The linear interpolation can be
used for this purpose.

In fig.4. spectral envelopes estimation is illustrated. The source
voiced segment (fig.4.a,b) is analyzed by the harmonic analysis
technique and then the instantaneous spectral envelopes are interpolated from the obtained amplitude values and pitch contour
(fig.4.c). The set of frequency envelopes can be considered as a
of two parameters (sample and frequency).
function
4.2. Pitch shifting
Pitch shifting procedure affects only the periodic part of the signal that can be synthesized as follows:
(16 )
Phases of harmonic components
are calculated according
to a new fundamental frequency contour
:
(17 )

a)

Harmonic frequencies are calculated by formula (3):
(18 )
Additional phase parameter
is used in order to keep the
original phases of harmonics relative phase of the fundamental:
(19 )
In fig.5 is presented a result of pitch shifting. The source signal is
a recorded female voice sampled at 22,05kHz (fig.5.a). The fundamental of the source signal (150-180 Hz) was raised through
analysis-processing-synthesis procedure to 200-250 Hz (fig.5.b).

b)

a)

c)

b)

Figure 4: Spectral envelopes estimation: a) source signal; b) spectrogram; c) spectral envelopes

Figure 5: Pitch shifting: a) source signal; b) synthesized
signal with increased pitch
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As long as described pitch shifting does not change spectral
envelope of the source signal and keeps relative phases of the
harmonic components, the processed signal has a natural sound
with completely new intonation.

Separate periodic/noise processing provides high quality timescale modifications without audible artifacts. In fig.6. a timescale modification result is presented. The synthesized signal is
slowed down two times.

4.3. Timbre modifications
The timbre of the voice is defined by the spectral envelope function
. If we consider the envelope function as a matrix

(20 )
a)

then any timbre modification can be expressed as a conversion
that transforms the source envelope matrix into
function
a new matrix :
(21 )
The conversion function should be chosen in accordance with the
target application of the system. In voice conversion systems esis usually based on a codebook that is formed
timation of
by training procedure. The recordings of both source and target
speakers are analyzed simultaneously in order to build up correspondence between spectral envelopes of them.
In this subsection a simple training and conversion technique is
described. The training sets
and
are the spectral envelope
matrixes estimated from the source and target recordings respectively. The recordings have the same content and are synchronized in time domain. Let us assume that the conversion function
can be written in the following matrix form:
(22 )
Then in order to make conversion from
should minimize the conversion error :

to

the matrix

b)
Figure 6: Time-scale modification: a) source signal; b)
slowed down signal
5. PITCH MODIFICATION EXPERIMENT
In this section an example of vocal processing is shown. The
concerned processing system is aimed at pitch shifting in order to
assist a singer in real-time.

(23 )
The training procedure can be easily implemented via solution of
the corresponding system of linear equations.
Thus the conversion codebook is the matrix and the converted
spectral envelope can be simply calculated as:
(24 )
Experiments have shown that this conversion approach can be
very efficient, provided that sets
and
are long enough and
accurately synchronized.
4.4. Time-scale modifications
Since the periodic part of the signal is expressed by harmonic
parameters it is easy to synthesize the periodic part slowing down
or stepping up the tempo. Amplitude and frequency contours
should be interpolated in the respective moments of time and
then the output signal can be synthesized using expressions (1) or
(16).
The noise part is parameterized by spectral envelopes and then
time-scaled as described in [10].
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The voice of the singer is analyzed by the proposed technique
and then synthesized with pitch modifications to assist the singer
to be in tune with the accompaniment. The target pitch contour is
predefined by analysis of a reference recording. Since only pitch
contour is changed the source voice maintains its identity. The
output signal however is damped in regions where the energy of
the reference signal is low in order to provide proper synchronization with accompaniment. The reference signal is shown in
fig.7, it is a recorded male vocal. The recording was made in a
studio with a low level of background noise. The fundamental
frequency contour was estimated from the reference signal as
described in section 3. As can be seen from fig.8 the source vocal
has different pitch and is not completely noise free (it was recorded in conditions that are close to a real working environment
of the system).

in 4.2. The synthesized signal with pitch modifications is shown
in fig.9. As can be seen the output signal contains the pitch contour of the reference signal, but still has timbre and energy of the
source voice. The noise part of the source signal (including background noise) remained intact.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The harmonic+noise model can be applied to voice processing
systems. It provides efficient signal parameterization in the way
that is quite convenient for making voice effects such as pitch
shifting, timbre and time-scale modifications. The practical application of the proposed harmonic analysis technique has shown
encouraging results. The described approach might be a promising solution to harmonic parameters estimation in voice
processing systems.
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ABSTRACT
Measurement of impulse responses is a common task in audio signal
processing. In this paper three common measurement techniques
are reviewed: Maximum length sequences, exponentially swept
sines and time delay spectrometry. The aim is to give the reader a
brief tutorial of the methods with a special focus on deficiencies
of the algorithms, aiding in the choice of the best algorithm for a
task at hand. Additionally, for time delay spectrometry, a novel
improvement is presented, lifting its restriction to relatively short
impulse responses.

x̄(t)
x(n)
y(n)

DAC
ADC

h̄(t)

PC

ȳ(t)

Figure 1: Assumed setup for measurement of impulse responses.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. IDEAL IMPULSE RESPONSE MEASUREMENT

Measurement of impulse responses is a common task in audio
signal processing. Usual applications include measurement of
speakers and measurement of room impulse responses. Typically
PC hardware is used due to the ever decreasing prices for ever faster
processors and the availability of high quality audio devices.
When discussing impulse response measurement techniques,
it therefore makes sense to assume a setup as depicted in figure 1.
Inside the PC, a measurement signal x(n) is generated. This is
converted to a continuous-time signal x̄(t) and fed to the system
under test with the (unknown) impulse response h̄(t). The resulting
output ȳ(t) is sampled to obtain y(n) which is used together with
the known x(n) to determine the sampled impulse response h(n).
The following assumptions are made:
• The whole system between x(n) and y(n) shows time-invariant behavior. This holds with sufficient accuracy when
the system to be measured is time-invariant, the jitter of the
ADC and DAC clocks is low and the ADC and DAC run from
the same clock so that the sampling rates match perfectly.
The latter is usually the case for typical PC equipment.
• All involved components are sufficiently linear. Usually
reduction of the measurement level and hence the maximum
amplitude of the measurement signal is sufficient to restore
almost linear behavior in case non-linear distortion is observed. However, a small amount of distortion may remain,
recommending a measurement technique which is tolerant
to slight non-linearities.
• The impulse response may be long (e.g. a reverberant room),
nevertheless there is an N such that h(n) is practically zero
for n > N, so that is is sufficient to determine h(n) for n up
to that N.
• A very accurate measurement is desired. Especially for artificial reverberation with a measured room impulse response,
its signal to noise ratio (SNR) has to be very high.

Theoretically, any measurement signal x(n) may be used for estimating the unknown impulse response h(n). Ignoring any noise
terms, the measured signal y(n) is the convolution
N

y(n) =

(1)

k=0

where N is the order of the (significant part of the) impulse response.
By rewriting this to matrix form as


 
y(0)
x(0)

 x(1)
y(1)

 

 =  ..
..

  .
.
y(N + L − 1)
0



0
h(0)


0 
  h(1) 
  ..  ,
..
 . 
.
x(L − 1)
h(N)
(2)
where L denotes the length of the measurement signal x(n), it is
apparent that given x(n) and y(n), h(n) may be computed using a
linear least squares approach. In the presence of noise, this will
give the minimum mean square error estimate, i.e. maximize the
SNR.
Unfortunately, in practice, very long impulse responses may
have to be measured and to attain high suppression of measurement noise, long measurement signals may be needed, resulting in
extremely large problems which may turn out to become computationally intractable. Therefore, measurement signals are required
that allow a simpler computation of the impulse response.
0
x(0)
..
.
0

···
···
..
.
···

3. PSEUDO-NOISE MEASUREMENT SEQUENCES
One approach to simplify the problem is to instead look at the
equivalent for stochastic signals, the well-known Wiener-Hopf
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XOR
1

z−1

z−1

z−1

0

z−1

−1

Figure 2: Linear feedback shift register for generation of a maximum length sequence (of length 24 − 1 = 15 in this case).

equations

 
rxy (0)
rxx (0)
rxx (1)
 rxy (1)   rxx (1)
rxx (0)

 
 ..  =  ..
..
 .   .
.
rxy (N)
rxx (N) rxx (N − 1)

(a) Discrete maximum length sequence and continuous
signal obtained by band-limited reconstruction.
p(x)



rxx (N)
h(0)


rxx (N − 1)
 h(1) 
 ..  ,
..
 . 
.
rxx (0)
h(N)
(3)
where rxy (n) and rxx (n) denote cross- and auto-correlation, respectively. By choosing the measurement signal such that
(
ξ  0 for n = 0
rxx (n) =
(4)
0
for 1 ≤ n ≤ N,
···
···
..
.
···

equation (3) simplifies to h(n) = rxy (n)/ξ , so that computation of
the impulse response reduces to cross-correlating x(n) and y(n).
While equation (4) holds for white noise sequences, it only
approximately does for finite length excerpts of white noise. In
practice, it is usually preferred to use pseudo-noise sequences with
known properties, such as the commonly used maximum length
sequences [1], which repeat with period L and have
(
1
for n = 0
rxx (n) =
(5)
−1/L for 1 ≤ n ≤ L.
Thus, for sufficiently large L, which may be obtained without high
computational demands, the auto-correlation can be made arbitrarily close to ideal. The remaining deviation from the ideal is only a
DC offset, which is often irrelevant in practice anyway.
Another reason to use large L is that with a periodic measurement signal, the measured impulse response will also be periodic
and hence, L has to be longer than the effective length N of the
impulse response to avoid time aliasing effects.
Maximum length sequences may be generated computationally
cheap by employing linear feedback shift registers as depicted
in figure 2, where a simple shift register and few exclusive-or
gates are sufficient. The resulting bit sequence is remapped to a
bipolar sequence with values −1 and 1. To compute the correlation,
no multiplications are necessary, only changes of the sign and
additions. Furthermore, the number of additions may be reduced
by using the fast Hadamard transform [2].
In addition to the low computational costs, another alleged
benefit of maximum length sequences is their ideal crest factor,
as they only take on values −1 and +1, thus maximizing the total energy of the measurement signal when the peak amplitude is
constrained. However, this is only true for the discrete time signal; after digital-to-analog conversion, the crest factor is severely
deteriorated.
For the common case of a standard digital-to-analog converter
with an output band-limited to half the sampling rate, the results
depend on the low-pass, but in general will be similar to figure 3.
For the example shown, the crest factor is increased to about 2.5.

x
−2

−1

0

1

2

(b) Typical distribution of amplitude values after reconstruction.

Figure 3: Example of a maximum length sequence and the continuous signal obtained by band-limited reconstruction.

MLS gen.,
L = 16383

↑128 LP

clip√to √
[− 2, 2]

LP ↓128
correlation
ĥ(n)

Figure 4: Simulation setup for evaluation of the effect of insufficient
headroom on MLS measurements.

It should be noted that this increase is due to an increase of the
maximum amplitude value, making careful calibration of the playback level necessary [3]. Calibrating with a bipolar sequence is
preferable, but determining whether clipping occurs may not be
easy as non-linear distortion is is not easily discernible. If instead
a sinusoid is used for calibration, non-linearities become apparent
by the occurrence of harmonic distortion, but sufficient headroom
(8 dB for this example) has to be granted to allow for the higher
peak amplitudes of the bipolar sequence. Otherwise, non-linear
distortion will occur which has a severe impact on the measurement
performance [4].
To undermine the adverse effect of insufficient headroom, a
simulation experiment as depicted in figure 4 was conducted. To
simulate the analog domain, the discrete signal is up-sampled by
a factor of 128 and low-pass filtered with a Kaiser-windowed sinc.
The obtained
quasi-continuous signal is optionally clipped to the
√ √
range [− 2, 2], corresponding to 3 dB headroom. After another
low-pass and down-sampling, the estimated impulse response ĥ(n)
is determined by correlating with the original sequence. Figure 5(a)
shows the corresponding transfer function measured without clipping; as expected, the effect of the finite slope of the anti-aliasing
low-pass becomes visible toward high frequencies. In comparison, the transfer function of figure 5(b) as measured with clipping
looks severely distorted. The effect of clipping could easily be mistaken for measurement noise, but as it is completely deterministic,
increasing measurement time will not improve the result.
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Exp. swept sine,
L = 32768

|Ĥ(ω)|/dB

↑128 LP

tanh

LP ↓128

inversion

convolution

1
ĥ(n)
0

ω

π

Figure 6: Simulation setup for evaluation of the effect of nonlinearities on exponential sweep measurements.

−1
−2

The inverse signal can be obtained by time reversal and amplitude scaling according to

−3
(a) Without clipping.

−n

x−1 (n) = x(L − 1 − n) · (ω2 /ω1 ) L−1

|Ĥ(ω)|/dB

which approximates equation (6) with n0 = L − 1. The scaling
factor is not given in the literature, but can be found to be


ω1
πL · ω
−
1
2
 .
C=
(10)
ω1
2(ω2 − ω1 ) log ω
2

1
0

ω

π
−1
−2
−3
(b) With clipping.

Figure 5: Resulting transfer functions as measured with the setup
of figure 4.

4. EXPONENTIALLY SWEPT SINE
Another approach to impulse response measurement is to construct
a measurement signal x(n) for which a signal x−1 (n) can easily be
determined that is inverse to x(n) in the sense that the convolution
L−1

∑ x(k) · x−1 (n − k) = C · δ (n − n0 )

(6)

k=0

yields a (potentially) scaled and time-shifted unit impulse. Then
the convolution of the measured signal y(n) and the inverse signal x−1 (n) will give the scaled and time-shifted impulse response
L−1

C · h(n − n0 ) =

∑ y(k) · x−1 (n − k).

(7)

k=0

Farina proposed [5, 6] to use an exponential sine sweep

x(n) = sin


n
ω1 · (L − 1)
· (e L−1 log(ω2 /ω1 ) − 1)
log(ω2 /ω1 )

(8)

with an instantaneous frequency increasing exponentially
√ from ω1
at n = 0 up to ω2 at n = L − 1. While the crest factor 2 ≈ 1.41 is
slightly worse than for an MLS signal, it is substantially better than
for an MLS signal after band-limited reconstruction.

The approximation is in the sense that the convolution of x(n) and
x−1 (n) results in a unit impulse (non-ideally) band-limited to the
range (ω1 , ω2 ), as can be seen in figure 7(a). While ω2 = π may be
chosen, due to the exponential sweep, we need ω1 > 0, precluding
measurement of DC components and very low frequencies (in
the example, ω1 = 0.01 and ω2 = π). The amount of overshoot
and pass-band ripple may be traded off against steepness of the
transition areas by applying a time-domain window on the sinesweep, i.e. fading in and out.
Using an exponential sweep has two major advantages: More
energy is present in the measurement signal at low frequencies, and
non-linearities of the system to be measured result in anti-causal
components in the impulse response which can be easily separated.
The concentration of energy at low frequencies is beneficial as the
resulting higher accuracy is often desirable in audio applications.
The graceful handling of non-linearities stems from the fact
that the time
log(k + 1)
∆n(k) =
(L − 1)
(11)
log(ω2 /ω1 )
for the instantaneous frequency of the sweep to rise by a factor
of k + 1 is constant. This means that if the output of the system
contains the k-th harmonic of the excitation signal, that frequency
will only be reached by the excitation signal ∆n(k) samples in the
future. Therefore in the computed impulse response, effects of the
k-th harmonic will become visible starting at −∆n(k), i.e. in the
anti-causal part.
To demonstrate the effect of non-linearities on the measurement
using exponentially swept sines, an experiment similar to one for
maximum length sequences was conducted, but with the clipping
replaced by a tanh function, see figure 6. The tanh function results in a total harmonic distortion of about −25 dB for a full-scale
sinusoid, representing a rather strong non-linearity for a system
that should usually be assumed to be linear. Nevertheless, by limiting the impulse response to the causal part, the resulting transfer
functions in figures 5(a) and 5(b) with and without non-linearity
are very similar, mainly differing in the overall level. This loss in
level is natural, as the maximum amplitude is reduced from 1 to
about 0.76.
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H
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×

Ĥ(ω)
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+
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DAC

ℜ
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ω

π

Figure 8: Measurement system using time-delay spectrometry.

−1
−2

Due to the symmetry of H(ω), it is sufficient to limit the sweep
1
= L − 1.
to positive frequencies, that is 0 ≤ ω(n) ≤ π or 0 ≤ n ≤ 2r
By limiting the sweep to positive frequencies and observing that
we hence have an analytic signal, the measurement signal may be
made real by using

−3
(a) Without non-linearity.
|Ĥ(ω)|/dB

2

x(n) = ℜ(eπ jn r ) = cos(πn2 r)

from which the original complex signal may be recovered using a
Hilbert transform. The resulting time-delay spectrometry measurement system is depicted in figure 8.
Unfortunately, equation (14) is only an approximation, assuming a system which causes no significant spreading of the signal
in time-domain. If the measured signal is instead expressed by the
convolution sum (or by considering the Wigner distribution, as in
[8]), we find

1
0

(16)

ω

π
−1
−2

N

2

N

2

2

∑ h(k)eπ j(n−k) r = eπ jn r ∑ h(k)eπ jk r e−2π jnkr

y(n) =

−3

k=0

(17)

k=0

(b) With non-linearity.

and hence
Figure 7: Resulting transfer functions as measured with the setup
of figure 6.


Ĥ ω(n) = y(n)x∗ (n) =

N

2

∑ h(k)eπ jk r e−2π jnkr .

(18)

k=0

After substituting n =

5. TIME-DELAY SPECTROMETRY
In time-delay spectrometry, also a swept sine is used, albeit a
linearly swept one. What makes time-delay spectrometry stand out
is the way the transfer function is computed [7].
Let us for a moment assume we could measure with a complexvalued measurement signal
2

x(n) = eπ jn

r

(12)

where r denotes the sweep rate. The instantaneous frequency is
given by
ω(n) = 2πnr.
(13)
Now when a linear system is excited with a complex sinusoid, its
response is that sinusoid multiplied with H(ω), which in our case
leads to


2
y(n) = H ω(n) x(n) = H ω(n) eπ jn r .
(14)
By multiplying the received signal y(n) with the complex conjugate
measurement signal x∗ (n), the estimated transfer function is directly
obtained as



2
2
Ĥ ω(n) = y(n) · x∗ (n) = H ω(n) eπ jn r e−π jn r = H ω(n) .
(15)
Time-windowing the impulse response may then be achieved by
applying a low-pass to the measured transfer function.

ω(n)
2πr

this gives
N


Ĥ ω(n) =

2

∑ h(k)eπ jk r e− jω(n)k

(19)

k=0
2

which obviously is the Fourier transform of ĥ(n) = h(n)eπ jn r . In
order for this to be a valid approximation of h(n), r  N12 must hold,
which quickly results in very low sweep rates r and thus impractically long measurement durations. To exemplify the problem, an
experiment was conducted naively employing the measurement system of figure 8 to measure a known system with an impulse response
consisting of N + 1 ones for different values of N. The sweep length
1
was chosen as L = 32 768 with r = 2(L−1)
≈ 1.5259 × 10−05 . As
seen in figure 9(a), the measured impulse response closely resembles the original one for N = 10. For N = 100, the result shown in
figure 9(b) is still a reasonable approximation, while the result for
N = 1000 depicted in figure 9(c) is clearly unusable, as r > N12 .
It should be noted that originally, time delay spectrometry was
proposed for measuring relatively short impulse responses, namely
of loudspeakers; in fact, late parts of the impulse response were suppressed by low-pass filtering the transfer function, corresponding
to windowing the impulse response.
One obvious solution when long impulse responses are to be
measured is to calculate ĥ(n) and multiply by x∗ (n) to obtain
h(n) = ĥ(n) · x∗ (n). However, as the Ĥ(ω) of equation (17) is
not symmetric anymore, it is not sufficient to measure only for
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may often be beneficial as it matches human perception. The disadvantage of the exponential sweep is that it necessarily has a
non-zero lowest frequency under which no measurement is possible. The computational demands are significantly higher, especially
for the convolution which has to be computed.
Time delay spectrometry has the curious property that no correlation but only multiplication with the measurement signal is
necessary — and a Hilbert transform if a real-valued measurement
signal is desired. Furthermore, no Fourier transform is necessary if
the transfer function is the goal of the measurement, which was a
real advantage at the time the method was invented. Unfortunately,
only relatively short impulse responses may be measured with the
original method. While a remedy that allows measurement of long
impulse responses is presented in this paper, the involved complications make the method questionable when compared to the others,
as no real advantages remain.

ĥ(n)
1
0.5
0
−0.5

n

20
(a) N = 10.

ĥ(n)
1
0.5
0
−0.5

n

200
(b) N = 100.

ĥ(n)
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Figure 9: Resulting impulse responses ĥ(n) obtained using timedelay spectrometry for an original impulse response consisting of
N + 1 ones.

0 ≤ ω ≤ π and hence, a real-valued measurement signal may no
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Three widely used impulse response measurement techniques were
critically reviewed for their applicability to real-word problems:
maximum length sequences, exponentially swept sines and time
delay spectrometry.
The measurement using maximum length sequences has very
low computational demands as both generation of the measurement
sequence and the necessary cross-correlation may be performed
with very efficient algorithms. However, the method is quite sensitive to non-linear distortion so great care must be taken to stay
within the linear amplitude range of the analog signal path. In
particular, enough head-room to allow for the over-shoots that may
result from the reconstruction low-pass must be provided.
Measuring with an exponentially swept sine, on the other hand,
handles non-linearities much more gracefully, allowing higher measurement amplitudes, reducing the time needed to achieve a desired
accuracy. Furthermore, the exponential sweep provides better accuracy at lower frequencies at the cost of higher frequencies, which
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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews the derivative method and explores its capacity for estimating time-varying sinusoids of complicated parameter variations. The method is reformulated on a generalized signal model. We show that under certain arrangements the estimation task becomes solving a linear system, whose coefficients can
be computed from discrete samples using an integration-by-parts
technique. Previous derivative and reassignment methods are
shown to be special cases of this generic method. We include a
discussion on the continuity criterion of window design for the
derivative method. The effectiveness of the method and the window design criterion are confirmed by test results. We also show
that, thanks to the generalization, off-model sinusoids can be approximated by the derivative method with a sufficiently flexible
model setting.
1. INTRODUCTION
Estimation of parameters of slow-varying sinusoids has received
much attention in the digital audio researches, and especially in
the area of sinusoid modelling of audio and speech [1]. A slowvarying sinusoid is described by its instantaneous phase and amplitude functions, i.e.
s (t ) = a ( t ) e j ϕ ( t ) .

(1)

Unlike the case of constant sinusoids, which only have three parameters, for slow-varying sinusoids the parameter set has a
higher degree of freedom than the signal itself. Extra information
regarding the behaviour of parameters is therefore necessary to
reach at any unique set of parameters from the signal.
One widely adopted way to handle this issue is to assume
that the sinusoid parameters obey certain parametric model
within a short interval from which they are estimated. Early
methods assumes short-time parameter stationarity and estimate
three basic sinusoid parameters, i.e. frequency, amplitude and
phase angle, as if they are constant [1][2]. Later methods developed this assumption by involving extra parameters that describe
parameter variations. For example, [3] and [4] assume linear frequency and amplitude, [5] and [6] assume linear frequency and
log-amplitude, while [7] assumes linear frequency and constant
amplitude. Although not all sinusoids obey these models, the
methods are generally helpful in reducing estimation errors.
Several parameter estimation methods involve taking derivatives or differences regarding time. For example, in [7] the derivatives of the window function are used for calculating spectra,
in [8] the instantaneous frequency is estimated by taking the dif-

ference of phase angles, while in [9] it is estimated by comparing
the spectra of the signal and its derivative. If we look at the simplest case s = ae ϕ + jω t , then
(2a)
s ′ = jω 0 s
0

0

By taking the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of (2a) we get
(2b)
S w′ (t , ω ) = jω 0 S w (t , ω ) ,
where the STFT is defined as ω
S w (t , ω ) = ∫ s (t + τ ) w(τ )e − jωτ dτ

(3)

The key feature of (2a) is that by taking the derivative, the parameter ω is singled out as a coefficient that applies to s, and remains at a similar position in the frequency-domain equivalent
(2b). Once S w′ (t , ω ) and S w (t , ω ) are computed for a proper pair
of t and ω, the angular frequency ω0 can be solved from (2b).
This is the derivative method for constant sinusoids [9]. The
conversion into frequency domain serves to keep wide-band or
distant-frequency noises from partaking in the calculation.
In this paper we explore the possibilities of the derivative
framework in a more general sense, including the existing nonstationary derivative and reassignment methods as special cases.
A systematic approach is taken that allows highly complicated
signal models, while examples are given to illustrate technical
details as appear in various special cases. Section 2 formulates
the derivative method for a general signal model as well as several specific ones; section 3 discusses the numeric solution of the
general model along with window continuity considerations; section 4 tests both the effectiveness of the method and the continuity criterion regarding window design.
2. THE DERIVATIVE METHOD
We give the generalized signal model of the derivative method as
M −1

s (t ) = e R (t ) , R(t ) = ∑ rm hm (t ) ,

(4)

m =0

where hm(t), m=0, 1, …, M-1, are fixed real functions of t with
sufficient order of continuity, and rm is a flexible complex coefficient of hm. If we separate the real and imaginary parts of R as
R(t ) = P(t ) + jQ (t ) , P(t), Q(t)∈R,
(5a)
M −1

M −1

m=0

m =0

then P(t ) = ∑ (Re rm )hm (t ) , Q (t ) = ∑ (Im rm )hm (t ) , and
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s(t ) = a (t )e jϕ ( t ) , a (t ) = e P ( t ) , ϕ (t ) = Q (t ) ,

(

S w′ (ω ) = j q1 ∫ s (τ ) w(τ )e − jωτ dτ + q 2 ∫ s(τ )τw(τ )e − jωτ dτ

(5b)

i.e. P(t) and Q(t) respectively define the amplitude and frequency
variation laws of s. We always let h0(t)=1, so that r0 is interpreted
as a global amplification and phase-shift factor. Once the functions hm(t) are selected, the signal is parameterized by the coefficients rm, m=0, …, M-1. In practice the real and imaginary parts
of rm are often treated separately. For convenience we write
pm=Re rm and qm=Im rm.
Examples 1. Constant sinusoids are modelled by M=2, h0=1,
h1(t)=t, p1=0; exponentially enveloped constant sinusoids are
modelled by M=2, h0=1, h1(t)=t; linear chirps are modelled by
M=3, h0=1, h1(t)=t, h2(t)=0.5t2, p1=p2=0; exponentially enveloped linear chirps are modelled by M=3, h0=1, h1(t)=t, h2(t)=0.5t2,
p2=0; a constant sinusoid frequency-modulated by a sinusoidal
modulator of angular frequency ωM is modelled by M=4, h0=1,
h1(t)=t, h2(t)=cos ωMt, h3(t)=sin ωMt, p1=p2=p3=0.■
The choice of M, hm and constraints on pm, qm, such as in the
examples above, determine the nature of a signal model. We call
this a model setting. Given signal s and a model setting, the derivative method evaluates rm from the spectra of s and its derivatives against t. The number of derivatives to take depends on the
number of unknown values in the model. As will be shown later,
by taking each derivative we obtain one complex equation, which
reduces the degree of freedom by 2 in terms of real unknown
values.

= j (q1 S w (ω ) + q 2 S tw (ω ) )

) (8a)

where Stw(ω) is the STFT of s(t) calculated with window tw(t).
(8a) is the “chirped” version of (2b). The parameters q1 (angular
frequency) and q2 (angular chirp rate) can be estimated as
q1 = −

Re S w′ (ω ) S tw* (ω )
Re S w′ (ω ) S w* (ω )
,
q
=
−
2
Im S w (ω ) S tw* (ω )
Im S tw (ω ) S w* (ω )

(8b)

Unlike the reassignment method in [7], by (8b) we are able to
jointly estimate the frequency and frequency slope without taking
any 2nd-order derivative.■
2.2. Second derivative: direct form
Taking the derivative of (6a) we get

(

s ′′(t ) = s(t ) ( R ′(t )) 2 + R ′′(t )

)

M −1 M −1

M −1

m =0 n =0

m =0

(9a)

= ∑ ∑ rm rn s (t )hm′ (t )hn′ (t ) + ∑ rm s (t )hm′′ (t )
Applying STFT on (9a) we get
M −1

S w′′ (t , ω ) = ∑ rm ∫ s (t + τ )hm′′ (t + τ ) w(τ )e − jωτ dτ
m =0

(9b)

M −1 M −1

+ ∑∑ rm rn ∫ s(t + τ )hm′ (t + τ )hn′ (t + τ ) w(τ )e − jωτ dτ
m =0 n =0

which, when evaluated at t=0, becomes

2.1. First derivative

M −1

S w′′ (ω ) = ∑ rm ∫ s (τ ) hm′′ (τ ) w(τ )e − jωτ dτ

Taking the derivative of (4) we get
s ′(t ) = s(t ) R ′(t ) = ∑ rm s (t )hm′ (t )

m =0

+ ∑∑ rm rn ∫ s (τ )hm′ (τ )hn′ (τ ) w(τ )e − jωτ dτ

m

m =0 n =0

Applying STFT on (6a) we get

S w′ (t , ω ) = ∑ rm ∫ s (t + τ )h m′ (t + τ ) w(τ )e − jωτ dτ

(6b)

m

(6b) is a linear equation of the coefficients rm, m=1, …, M-1. Notice that r0 is not covered by this equation, since h0′ = 0 . When
evaluated for t=0 (6b) is simplified as

S w′ (ω ) = ∑ rm ∫ s (τ )hm′ (τ ) w(τ )e − jωτ dτ ,

(6c)

(9c) is a quadratic equation of the coefficients rm, m=1, …, M-1.
Again r0 is not covered. Using (9c) in conjunction with (6c) we
can solve models with up to 4 real parameters apart from r0.
Example 4. Applying the exponentially enveloped linear chirp
model (M=3, h0=1, h1(t)=t, h2(t)=0.5t2, p2=0) in (6c) and (9c) we
get
(10a)
S w′ (ω ) = r1 S w (ω ) + jq 2 S tw (ω )

m

in which case the coefficient of rm can be regarded as the STFT
of s calculated with the window function hm′ w . By (6c) alone we
can solve models with up to 2 real parameters apart from r0.

S w′′ (ω ) = jq2 S w (ω ) + r12 S w (ω ) + j 2r1q2 Stw (ω ) − q22 St w (ω ) (10b)
2

The parameters are solved by
q2 =

Example 2. Applying the exponentially enveloped constant sinusoid model (M=2, h0=1, h1(t)=t) in (6c) we get
S w′ (ω ) = r1 ∫ s (τ ) w(τ )e − jωτ dτ = r1 S w (ω )

(9c)

M −1 M −1

(6a)

(

− Re B ± (Re B) 2 − 4 Re A Re C
2 Re A

r1 =

(7a)

S w′ (ω ) − jq 2 S tw (ω )
,
S w (ω )

)

1/ 2

,

(10c)
(10d)

(7a) is the “damped” version of (2b). The parameters p1 (decay
rate) and q1 (angular frequency) can be estimated as
S ′ (ω )
S ′ (ω )
p1 = Re w
, q1 = Im w
.■
(7b)
S w (ω )
S w (ω )

where A= Stw(ω)2 −St w(ω)Sw(ω) , B= jSw(ω)2 , and C = Sw′ (ω)2 −Sw′ (ω)Sw(ω) .
Notice that (10c) yields two values of q2. To choose the right one
we test that

Example 3. Applying the linear chirp model (M=3, h0=1, h1(t)=t,
h2(t)=t2, p1=p2=0) in (6c) we get

We notice that in the direct form of the derivative method, highorder differentiations introduce high powers to the coefficients,
so that the problem quickly becomes overcomplicated with the
expansion of signal model. Fortunately, by deriving derivatives

2

q22 Im A + q 2 Im B + Im C = 0 .■
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recursively, we are able to maintain the coefficients within a linear system. This we describe as follows.

linear equations, from which up to 2K real parameters can be
solved.
3. COMPUTATION ISSUES

2.3. Second derivative: recursive form
We reconsider the derivative of (6a) in the arrangement of
s′′(t ) = s (t ) R ′′(t ) + s′(t ) R′(t )
M −1

M −1

m =0

m =0

(11a)

= ∑ rm s (t )hm′′ (t ) + ∑ rm s′(t )hm′ (t )

which leads to
M −1

S w′′ (ω ) = ∑ rm ∫ (s (τ )hm′′ (τ ) + s ′(τ )hm′ (τ ) )w(τ )e − jωτ dτ (11b)
m =0

In this section we explain the numerical implementation of the
derivative method proposed in section 2, which can not be applied directly due to the general non-availability of s and its derivatives in their continuous form. In practice we only have the
signal s in its sampled form
sn=s(n), n∈Z,
(15)
from which we need to calculate the coefficients of rm in (14b) or
(14c). All these coefficients have the form of
X w( k ) = ∫ x ( k ) (τ )w(τ )e − jωτ dτ .

(11b) is the linear version of (9c). Compared to the latter, it not
only avoids quadratic terms, but also has fewer summands.
Example 5. Applying the exponentially enveloped linear chirp
model (M=3, h0=1, h1(t)=t, h2(t)=0.5t2, p2=0) in (11b) we get
(12a)
S w′′ (ω ) = r1 S w′ (ω ) + jq 2 (S w (ω ) + S tw′ (ω ) ) ,
then q2 can be solved from (10a) and (12a) as
q 2 = Im

S w′′ (ω ) S w (ω ) − S w′ (ω ) 2
.
S w (ω ) 2 + S tw′ (ω ) S w (ω ) − S w (ω ) S w′ (ω )

(12b)

With (12b) there is no need to test against extraneous roots. Once
q2 is evaluated r1 can be calculated by (10d).■
Example 6. Applying the frequency modulated sinusoid model
(M=4, h0=1, h1(t)=t, h2(t)=cos ωMt, h3(t)=sin ωMt, p1=p2=p3=0) in
(6c) and (11b) we get
− jS w′ (ω ) = q1 S w (ω ) − q 2ω M S ws (ω ) + q3ω M S wc (ω ) (13a)

(

′ (ω )
− jS w′′ (ω ) = q1 S tw′ (ω ) − q 2 ω M2 S wc (ω ) + ω M S ws

(

′ (ω )
− q3 ω S ws (ω ) − ω M S wc
2
M

)

)

(k)

compactly supported on [-T, T], T∈Z+.
3.1. Derivatives
In the literature of derivative methods attempts have been reported to calculate signal derivatives by interpolating s, e.g. [6].
This, however, risks breaching the signal model, and may require
extra data outside the duration of the window function. In this
paper we take the approach of integration by parts, which transfers the differentiation operators from the signal s to the window
function w. We extend (16a) by allowing differentiation of the
window function w:
X w( k ) = ∫ x ( k ) (τ )w (l ) (τ )e − jωτ dτ

(16b)

(l )

(13b)

Integrating the right side of (16b) by parts we get

2.4. Higher-order derivatives

X w( k ) = ∫ w ( l ) e − jωτ dx ( k −1)
(l )

= w ( l ) e − jωτ x ( k −1)

T

= w ( l ) e − jωτ x ( k −1)

T

(l)

−T

−T

(

)

− ∫ x ( k −1) w ( l +1) e − jωτ − jωw ( l ) e − jωτ dτ (17a)
− X w( k −1) + jωX w( k −1)
( l +1 )

(l )

(l)

If we let w (-T)= w (T)=0 then (17a) is simplified as

For signal models with more than 4 real parameters apart from r0
we need to take derivatives of orders higher than 2. For an arbitrary order k, we write
( k −1)

k

where x(τ) is known at τ∈Z, and x stands for (d /dt )⋅x. In
equation (14b) x(τ) corresponds to s(t + τ )hm′ (t + τ ) , in (14c) to
s(τ )hm′ (τ ) . For numerical computation we assume that w is

where Swc/Sws ( S′wc / S′ws ) are the STFT of s ( s ′ ) calculated with
window functions w(t)cos ωMt / w(t)sin ωMt, respectively. (13a)
and (13b) provide 4 real linear equations, from which parameters
q1~q3 can be easily solved.■

s ( k ) (t ) = (s (t ) R ′(t ) )

(16a)
k

= ∑ rm (s (t )hm′ (t ) )

( k −1)

, k≥1, (14a)

X w( k ) = − X w( k −1) + jωX w( k −1)
(l )

( l +1 )

(17b)

(l )

(17b) reduces the differentiation order of x by 1. By repeating
(17b) recursively we are able to, eventually, calculate (16a) without differentiating x.

m

by taking the STFT of which we arrive at

S w( k ) (t , ω ) = ∑ rm ∫ (s(t + τ )hm′ (t + τ ) )

( k −1)

w(τ )e − jωτ dτ (14b)

Example 7. Using (17b) in (8a) for linear chirps we get
− S w′ (ω ) + jωS w (ω ) = j (q1 S w (ω ) + q 2 S tw (ω ) ) ,
from which we have

m

which, when evaluated at t=0, is reduced to

S

(k )
w

(ω ) = ∑ rm ∫ (s (τ )hm′ (τ ) )

( k −1)

w(τ )e

(18a)

− jωτ

dτ .

q1 + q 2 Re

(14c)

m

(14c) is the order-k version of (6c) and (11b). Obviously it is a
linear equation of the coefficients rm, or equivalently, two linear
equations of pm and qm. (14b) and (14c) are also the general formulations of the (recursive) derivative method. By substituting
k=1, 2, …, K in (14c) we obtain a system of K complex (2K real)

S tw (ω )
S (ω )
= ω − Im w′
.
S w (ω )
S w (ω )

(18b)

(18b) can be regarded as a reassignment equation [10], where
Re(S tw (ω ) S w (ω ) ) and − Im(S w′ (ω ) S w (ω ) ) are the amounts of
time and frequency reassignments, respectively. It provides an
alternative proof that reassignment is perfect for linear chirps.■
Example 8. Using (17b) in (10a) and (12a) for exponentially enveloped linear chirps we get
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− S w′ (ω ) + jωS w (ω ) = r1 S w (ω ) + jq 2 S tw (ω )

(19a)

S w′′ (ω ) − j 2ωS w′ (ω ) − ω 2 S w (ω )
From which we eliminate r1 and get
S (ω )
S (ω ) S w′ (ω )
Im w′′
− Im w′
S w (ω )
S w2
q2 =
S (ω ) S (ω )
S (ω )
Re tw 2 w′
− Re tw′
S w (ω )
S w (ω )

(19b)

To implement (14c) for k=1, …, K we need to calculate
(k )
S w( k ) (ω ) for k=1, …, K and X m w (ω ) for k=0, …, K-1, m=0, …,
M-1, where xm= s ⋅ hm′ . These are evaluated at the same ω, which
can be selected at the DFT peak corresponding to the sinusoid.
The following chart gives the data flow for calculating S w( k ) ,
k=1, …, K:

↓

↙

↙

S w′ ′

S′w
↓

↓

S w′′

↙

↓

L

L

M

M

M

N

M

M

N

Sw( K−1)
↓
S

↙

( K −1)

↙

S w′′′′

↓

↓

(K)

Sw′

L

↓

S w′′′

↙

Sw

( K −1)

↙

S w′′

↓

Sw

L

↓
S w′ ′′

↙

L

where x has the form sw ( k ) or shm′ w ( k ) . Here the superscript “c”
stands for “continuous”. x is only known in its sampled form
xn=x(n), n∈Z. We approximately calculate (20a) by
X (ω ) =

(19c)

(19c) is the reassignment method [7] for calculating linear chirp
rates, which requires 1st and 2nd derivatives. By this example we
have shown that the same method applies to linear chirps with
exponential amplitudes too. However, the methods in [7] for calculating instantaneous frequency can not be directly applied. One
solves (19a) instead.■

S w′

N

T

∑x e

− jωn

(20b)

n

n = −T

(20b) is evaluated only at the selected angular frequency ω. The
relation between Xc(ω) and X(ω) is given by the sampling theorem as
X (ω ) − X c (ω ) =

∞

∑X

c

(ω − 2kπ )

(21)

k = −∞
k ≠0

According to (21), for X(ω) to be a good approximation of Xc(ω),
Xc must decay fast enough to be absolutely integrable. We rewrite (17b) as
X w( k ) + X w( k −1) = jωX w( k −1) .
( l +1)

(l )

(l )

(22)

(k )
w( l )

is roughly outlined by l+k.
(22) shows that the decay rate of X
With each increase in l+k, the decay becomes slower by order of
1. To guarantee that X w( k ) is absolutely integrable, X w needs to
have a decay rate faster than ω-(l+k+1). Accordingly xw (and therefore w) needs to be l+k times continuously differentiable. In the
context of Figure 1, w and its derivatives up to order K are required to remain zero at –T and T.
Apart from global integrability, we also require that Xc has
significant decay at ω±2π. For slow-varying complex sinusoids
this is automatically satisfied if ω is selected near the instantaneous frequency, so that ω±2π are about twice the Nyquist frequency from the sinusoid. For real sinusoids it is desirable that ω
be not too close to 0 or π to avoid the conjugate partial being
picked up in (21).
(l )

↙

3.3. More on window functions

Sw(K′ −1)

↙

(K )
w

Figure 1: Data flow for calculating S w( k ) , k=1, …, K.
The first row of the chart is evaluated directly by Fourier
transform (see 3.2). The second row can be evaluated either by
(17a) or (17b). The rest K-1 rows can only be evaluated by (17b).
w and its derivatives must be 0 at –T and T up to order K-2 (or K(k )
1 if (17a) is to be avoided). The computation of X m w is very
similar to the above, with one less differentiation.
3.2. Discrete Fourier transform
The first row in Figure 1 contains Fourier transforms in the form
of

Both in 3.1 and 3.2 we have raised the continuity issue of the
window function w, requiring w be continuously differentiable
up to a certain order. While in 3.1 it appears as a technical convenience for adopting the integration-by-parts method, in 3.2 it
concerns the accuracy of numerical computation. The requirement raised in 3.2 applies to the derivative methods in general as
long as the spectrum is calculated from discrete samples, no matter how the differentiation is implemented. Since a lower level of
continuity is demanded in 3.1 than in 3.2, we see that the integration by parts does not introduce extra constraint to w.
When the order of differentiation is high the continuity requirement of w rules out all the commonly used window functions. Rectangular, Hamming, Bartlett, Gaussian and Kaiser windows are either discontinuous or C0 functions, therefore should
not be used in the derivative method. Hann and Blackman windows are C1 functions, so that they should not be used in derivative methods involving 2nd-order derivatives. Window functions
of higher continuity level are rarely seen in the literature.
Highly continuous window functions can be constructed by
multiplying or convolving less continuous windows. The multiplication method aims at directly eliminating discontinuity at the
vanishing ends of w, i.e. –T and T. In fact, if w1 and w2 are win-
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(20a)

−T

= r1 (− S w′ (ω ) + jωS w (ω )) − q 2 ( jS tw′ (ω ) + ωS tw (ω ))

Sw

T

X c (ω ) = ∫ x(τ )e − jωτ dτ
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dow functions that vanish at –T+ with vanishing moments k1 and
k2, i.e.
w1 (−T + τ ) = a1τ k + O(τ k +1 ) , w2 (−T + τ ) = a 2τ k + O (τ k +1 ) ,(23a)
1

1

2

2

that the signal strictly obeys (4) and the numerical computation
incurs no error, the least square solution is accurate (i.e. the
square error is 0), and is equivalent to the solution obtained by
dropping the extra equation.

then for w=w1w2 we have
w(−T + τ ) = a1a 2τ k + k + O(τ k + k +1 ) ,
1

2

1

2

(23b)

+

3.5. Amplitude and phase angle

i.e. w vanishes at –T with vanishing moment k1+k2. The multiplication method does not improve continuity inside (-T, T), so
both w1 and w2 ought to have sufficient interior continuity desired of w. This method preserves window length and increases
time concentration, at the cost of a wider bandwidth. On the
other hand, the convolution method aims at accelerating decay of
the window spectrum as ω→±∞. If the spectra of w1 and w2 decay like | ω |− k and | ω |− k , respectively, then the convolution
theorem states that the spectrum of w=w1*w2 decays like
| ω |− ( k + k ) . The convolution method improves continuity on the
whole window support. It yields a longer window but increases
frequency concentration.

The coefficient r0, which represents global amplification and
phase shift, is not involved in the linear system derived from
(14b) or (14c). Once r1, …, rM-1 have been estimated, various
methods can be engaged in evaluating r0, one of which is by
comparing the spectra of s with and without the contribution
from r0:
S w (ω )
er =
(26)
∑ r h (τ )
− jωτ
e
w
(
τ
)
e
d
τ
∫

Example 9. Multiplying a window function on [-1, 1] with the
half cosine window (a C0 function)

3.6. Extension to multiple frames

1

1

2

2

cos π (t / 2), − 1 ≤ t ≤ 1,
wcos (t ) = 
0, otherwise

(24)

increases the order of continuity by 1. Multiplying wcos with itself
yields the Hann window, which is a C1 function. By repetitively
multiplying the Hann window with itself we get a series of window functions we denote as Hannk, k=0, 1, …, Hann0 being the
rectangular window. This {Hannk}k series make up the basis of
the cosine window family on [-1, 1], in which Hannk is the simplest function to offer C2k-1 continuity.■
Example 10. Convolving a window function with the rectangular
window (a discontinuous but bounded function) increases the
order of continuity by 1. Convolving the rectangular window on
[-1, 1] with itself yields the triangular window on [-2, 2], which
is a C0 function. Convolving the latter with the same rectangular
window yields a piecewise parabolic C1 function

(3 − t 2 ) / 2, | t |≤ 1,

w(t ) = (3− | t |) 2 / 4, 1 <| t |≤ 3, ■
0, otherwise.


0

M −1
m =1

m m

Again the integral is evaluated from discrete data with ω selected
near the instantaneous angular frequency.

The derivative method discussed above focuses on one data
frame only. If the signal model can be assumed to be stable over
the span of more than one frame, then it is possible to avoid taking high-order derivatives by applying (14b) to multiple frames
with the same unknown parameters.
4. TEST RESULTS
We test the model-based derivative method on synthesized real
sinusoids. In the first part of the tests the sinusoids are synthesized on signal model (4), and the derivative method evaluates
the parameters using the true model setting. In the second part
the parameter variations are not known to the estimator, in which
case the derivative method yields an approximate result from
within the modelled signal space. For all tests the window length
of 1024 is used.
4.1. Estimation with the correct model setting

(25)

The performance of sinusoid estimation is evaluated by signal-toresidue ratio (SRR), where the residue is calculated by subtracting a sinusoid frame constructed from the estimated signal model
from the original sinusoid. The SRR is formulated as

3.4. Extra equations

T

Given the general derivative method in (14b) or (14c), we notice
that the number of real equations is always even. Therefore if the
number of real unknown parameters to solve is odd, we need to
drop one equation from the system. In this paper we only drop
from the two real equations obtained by the highest order of derivative taken, and of these two we always choose to drop the one
that yields the smaller determinant of the coefficient matrix of the
linear system. This can be conveniently incorporated into the
Gaussian elimination or LU factorization method for solving the
linear system without significantly adding to the computation
load.
An alternative to dropping extra equation is solving the linear
system in the least square sense: i.e. instead of the overdetermined linear system Ar=b, we solve ATAr=ATb. In the ideal case

∑w s

2
n n

SRR =

n = −T
T

∑ w (s
n

n

− sˆn ) 2

M −1

ˆ
, sˆn = e R ( n ) , Rˆ (t ) = ∑ rˆm hm (t ) ,

(27)

m =0

n=−T

where r̂m , m=0, …, M-1, are the model parameter estimates, and
w is a Hann window used to emphasize the contributions of both
signal and residue at the frame centre.
The first test set contains exponentially enveloped linear
chirps (signal model M=3, h0=1, h1(t)=t, h2(t)=0.5t2, p2=0). A
total number of 3000 frames are included in this set, with p0=0,
10 q0 values uniformly selected between 0 and 0.45π, 10 p1 values between 0 and 0.0045, 10 q1 values between 255 and 255.9
bins (1 bin=π/29) , and 10 q2 values between 0 and 27 bin/frame
(1bin/frame=π/219). To limit the number of frames, p1 and q2 do
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not vary independently, but appear in three groups: an AM-only
group in which q2=0, an FM-only group in which p1=0, and an
AM-FM group in which p1 and q2 are paired up in order. This
test set is summarized in Table 1. 0dB Gaussian white noise is
applied to test performance under noisy environment.

(b) group 2, clean

(a) group 1, clean

p0= 0, q0=0.05π⋅i0, q1=255+0.1⋅i1(bin)
p1=0.0005i, q2=0
p1=0, q2=3i (bin/frame)
p1=0.0005i, q2=3i (bin/frame)

q2
(bin/fr)

q2
(bin/fr)

p1
×10-3

Table 1: Test set 1
Group i0, i1=0~9
1
i=0~9
2
3

SRR(dB)

SRR(dB)

SRR(dB)

SRR(dB)

(c) group 3, clean
SRR(dB)

SRR(dB)

(M=3, h0=1, h1(t)=t, h2(t)=0.5t2, p2=0.)

The result (marked “D”) is compared against the Abe-Smith
QIFFT (quadratically interpolated fast Fourier transform) method
[5] which was designed for the same signal model. In this paper
the QIFFT method is implemented in both its original version in
[5] ( “QI”) and an enhanced version in [11] (“EQI”). A Gaussian
window is required for both QIFFT methods. Theoretically the
derivative method yields very accurate result if the proper window is used, while the QIFFT methods may suffer moderately
from the truncation of the Gaussian window at both ends. In the
test we use Hann2 window in the derivative method. Test results
for test set 1 are given in Figure 2. For clean signals both the derivative and enhanced QIFFT methods work very well, with the
worst SRR above 70dB. There is a gap between 70~100dB between the two methods, which can be attributed to the truncation
of Gaussian window in the QIFFT method. Both methods appear
to be susceptible to noise. The derivative and original QIFFT
methods show similar results with 0dB noise, while the enhanced
QIFFT method does not yield consistent results, partially due to
random errors of p1 being accumulated in the enhancement step.

(d) group 1, noisy

q2
(bin/fr)

q2
(bin/fr)

(e) group 2, noisy

(f) group 3, noisy

Figure 3: Comparing windows for test set 1.
The second test set contains sinusoids frequency-modulated
by a sinusoidal modulator with frequency ωM (signal model M=4,
h0=1, h1(t)=t, h2(t)=cos ωMt, h3(t)=sin ωMt, p1=p2=p3=0). A total
number of 6000 frames are included in this set, with ωM=0.001,
p0=0, 10 q0 values uniformly selected between 0 and 0.45π, 5 q1
values between 255 and 255.8 bins (1 bin=π/29), 10 modulator
angular frequency ωM between 0.333×10-3 and 6.333×10-3, 10
modulator amplitudes aM from 0 to 27 bins (1bin=π/29), and 6
modulator phase angles φM between 0 and π/2, q2=aMcosφM, q3=
aMsinφM. To limit the number of frames, ωM and aM do not vary
independently, but appear in two groups: in the first group ωM is
fixed at 10-3, in the second group aM is fixed at 9 bins. This test
set is summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Test set 2

SRR(dB)

SRR(dB)

SRR(dB)

p1

×10-3

i0=0~9, i1=0~4

p0= 0, q0=0.05π⋅i0, q1=255+0.3⋅i1(bin)

group 1
ωM=10-3, aM=3⋅i2 (bin)
group 2
ωM=10-3⋅(2⋅i2-1)/3, aM=9 (bin)
i3=0~5
φM=0.1π⋅i3, q2=aMcosφM, q3=aMsinφM

i2=1~10

(b) group 2, clean

(a) group 1, clean

SRR(dB)

SRR(dB)

(e) group 2, noisy

(M=4, h0=1, h1(t)=t, h2(t)=cos10-3t, h3(t)=sin10-3t, p1=p2=p3=0.)

(c) group 3, clean
SRR(dB)

q2
(bin/fr)

p1
×10-3

(d) group 1, noisy

q2
(bin/fr)

q2
(bin/fr)

p1
×10-3

q2
(bin/fr)

(f) group 3, noisy

Results for the second test set are not compared against another estimator, as there has been none reported to support this
signal model. Figure 4 compares test results obtained using the
four window functions listed above, with the modulation extent
and angular rate as the x axes, respectively. Again we have accurate result when the window function has sufficient order of continuity.
SRR(dB)

Figure 2: Results for test set 1.
We run a separate test on the same test set to illustrate the
importance of window continuity to the derivative method. We
apply the method on clean and noisy data with 4 window functions with different order of continuity, namely Hamming window the discontinuous, Hann window of C1, Hann1.5 window of
C2, and Hann2 window of C3. Results on clean data are given in
Figures 3 (a)~(c), which show Hann2>Hann1.5>Hann>Hamming
consistently. Results on noisy data are given in (d)~(f), showing
very close performance for all window functions (so much so that
we are not always able to mark them out in the figures). This indicates that the difference between window functions, as a cause
of bias, is overridden by the noise.
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φM

(bin)
(a) group 1
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Figure 4: Comparing windows for test set 2.
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Figure 6 shows the approximation progress of the instantaneous frequency (a~f) and amplitude (g~l) of signal s2. For amplitude results the x in “Rx” is the degree of polynomial, used for
approximating the logarithmic amplitude, minus 1. The results
are similar to those observed in Figure 5, with moderately higher
bias due to the doubling of the number of unknown variables.

4.2. Approximation of unknown model settings
In the second part of the test we show how the derivative method
behaves when applied to sinusoids whose R(t) model is not
known to the estimator. In this case it is generally impossible to
select a limited number M of functions h0, …, hM-1 so that R is
their linear combination. However, if R is close enough to the
linear space with basis {h0, …, hM-1}, then it is possible to approximate R(t) by a linear combination of the basis functions. In
the following we use a simple example to illustrate this.
In this example we let hm(t)=tm, so that the afore-mentioned
function space is that of polynomials of orders up to M-1. The
ability of polynomials to locally approximate arbitrary smooth
functions is proved by Taylor’s theorem. For test signals we use a
frequency modulated sinusoid with optional accompanying amplitude modulation:
(28a)
s1 (t ) = cos(ω 0t + δ c cos ω M t + δ s sin ω M t )

f

f

f

t

t

(a) M=2

(b) M=3

f

(c) M=4

t

f

f

s2 (t ) = (1.5 + cos(ω M t + 1) )cos(ω 0t + δ c cos ω M t + δ s sin ω M t ) (28b)

where ωM=0.005, ω0=255 bin, δc=6 bin and δs=8 bin. In (28a)
and (28b) both frequency and amplitude modulators are sinusoids with angular frequency ωM. Obviously neither signal fits
into any polynomial frequency-and-log-amplitude model.
With the above settings we run the derivative method with
M=2, …, 7. A Hann2 window is used in this test. To avoid taking
derivatives above 3rd order, we apply the derivative method at
two frames (see 3.6), with the second frame being 256 point (i.e.
25%) shifted from the first, therefore 1280 data points are needed
here instead of 1024. Equal numbers of derivatives are taken
from both frames. Possible extra equations are handled by the
least square approach (see 3.4). For s1 we solve the system assuming pm=0, ∀m; for s2 no such restriction is applied.
Figure 5 shows progressively the approximation of the instantaneous frequency of s1 by polynomials, achieved by the derivative method. The dotted curve (R) is the true frequency,
while the solid curves (Rx) are the estimated approximations.
The value x in “Rx” is the degree of the polynomial used for approximating the instantaneous frequency. The time span in these
figures is -512~512. In general, the more polynomials we use, the
closer the frequency estimate is to the true frequency. We observed that the approximation is better in right half. This can be
attributed to the use of a second frame centred at 256.

t
M=2 1,
(a)(a)
grouM=2p
clean

t
(b) M=3

t
(d) M=5

t

Figure 5: Approximating frequency modulation
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(h) M=3

a

(i) M=4
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t

t
(k) M=6

t
(l) M=7

Figure 6: Approximating amplitude and frequency modulation
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t
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(j) M=5
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(e) M=6
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(c) M=4

(e) M=6

t

(d) M=5

We run a numerical experiment on frequency-modulated sinusoids to test the approximation performance using the polynomial basis. A test set 3, based on test set 2 but with a higher
modulation rate in group 1, is used for this purpose. Again the
derivative method is implemented to take 2 frames with 25%
overlap, and the least-square approach in 3.4 is used to handle
possible extra equations. The Hann2 window is used for all values of M. Results are given in SRR, calculated from the first
frames (1024 samples) only.
The approximation results are depicted in Figure 7, where we
have marked the curves by the different values of M, from 2 to 7.
For comparison we also run the enhanced Abe-Smith method,
whose results we plot in dotted curves, and the derivative method
using the exact model setting, whose results we mark by “*”. For
both test groups the SRR improves consistently as M becomes
larger. The performance of Abe-Smith method is very close to
the derivative method with M=3, which is very reasonable as for
M=3 the two methods actually have the same signal model. The
derivative method with exact model setting, unsurprisingly, has
the best performance on both test groups.
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Table 3: Test set 3
i0=0~9, i1=0~4

p0= 0, q0=0.05π⋅i0, q1=255+0.3⋅i1(bin)

group 1
ωM=3⋅10-3, aM=3⋅i2 (bin)
group 2
ωM=10-3⋅(2⋅i2-1)/3, aM=9 (bin)
i3=0~5
φM=0.1π⋅i3, q2=aMcosφM, q3=aMsinφM

i2=1~10

(M=4, h0=1, h1(t)=t, h2(t)=cos10-3t, h3(t)=sin10-3t, p1=p2=p3=0.)
SRR(dB)

SRR(dB)

aM

φM

(bin)

(b) group 2

(a) group 1

Figure 7: Results for approximating vibratos

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have reviewed the derivative method for nonstationary sinusoid estimation in a generalized signal model (4).
We have shown that by modelling the complex logarithm of the
signal s as the linear combination of a limited number of basis
functions, it is possible to obtain a linear system of the combination weights by taking derivatives. The coefficients of the linear
system are short-time Fourier transforms involving s, the basis
functions and their derivatives. For the evaluation of these coefficients an integration-by-parts method is applied to transfer the
differentiation from s to the window function, whose derivatives
are known by design. The derivative method requires the window
function be continuously differentiable up to a certain order, for
which we have discussed various ways to obtain highly continuous windows. Tests show that the derivative method yields accurate results for clean sinusoids with the correct model setting, and
is able to approximate sinusoids of unknown model type with a
sufficiently large polynomial basis.
On the other hand, despite the improved flexibility of (4), the
derivative method is still model-based, and therefore suffers from
deficiencies typical to all model-based estimators, such as potential overfitting for sinusoids outside the modelled signal space.
Modelling error due to these deficiencies can be compensated by
engaging non-parametric error control methods, such as the one
in [11], which is designed to work with arbitrary estimators.
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ABSTRACT
music
input

Estimating room resonances in locations of big events and looking
for counter-measures are normally done by sound engineers, mainly
before the beginning of the event. In this paper an automation to
enhance the audio quality in event rooms by suppressing the room
resonances with a parametric equalizer of several high-Q peak
filters is proposed. The room characteristics can be identified with
few measurements in the listening area during the event, without
applying an additional measuring signal (using its original sound
signal). Based on this room characteristics the equalization filters
are automatically designed. The results of several rooms tested
with the automated equalization for room resonance suppression
are presented as well as a discussion on the covered topics.

1. INTRODUCTION
When amateur or semi-professional music bands and solo entertainers are booked e.g. for a party, they typically also bring their own
PA equipment which they have selected to support their characteristic sound. However, while the entertainers choose the equipment
they bring to the venue, they have no influence on the venue itself. Unfortunately, many rooms which have not been acoustically
treated exhibit problems that may impair the listeners’ experience
if no appropriate counter-measures are taken.
Commonly, the most important counter-measure is to equalize the room frequency response, especially attenuating frequency
bands where room resonances lead to booming effects, i.e. overemphasis of certain bass frequencies. Many small music bands and
solo entertainers, however, cannot afford a sound engineer and do
not possess the necessary experience to properly setup a parametric
equalizer for optimal results.
Therefore, a system is desirable which helps in the described
scenario by automatically measuring the frequency response and
adjusting an equalizer, as depicted in Figure 1. In order to measure
the room frequency response, it is favorable not to use a special,
usually annoying stimulus signal, but simply to use the original
music signal that is being played back to allow measuring with the
audience already present.
In the proposed system, the equalization is focused on low
frequency resonances, as these are often perceived as the most
annoying. Any detected resonances are attenuated with very narrowband peak filters. The bass loss that might arise as the result is
compensated with a broader peak filter with positive gain.

EQ
EQ design
freq. resp.
estimation
Figure 1: Overview of the proposed system.

2. MEASURING TECHNIQUE
In order to design filters to equalize a given room, the room frequency response has to be estimated. There are a lot of different
measuring techniques to gain such a room frequency response. Taking noise as stimulus signal is quite common, as it offers a white
spectrum, and it is self-evident that it reveals the channel’s true
transfer function when looking at the response spectrum. For this
application a technique without an annoying stimulus signal like
noise is needed. A well-known technique normally using white
noise but also claimed to be usable with arbitrary stimuli is the
"Dual Channel FFT Analysis" [1, 2].
2.1. Dual Channel FFT Analysis
This technique is based on windowing the stimulus signal x(n) and
the response signal y(n) and applying a FFT to the M overlapping
time windows, leading to their frequency domain representation
Xi (k) and Yi (k) . The frequency response is gained by the ratio of the
arithmetic mean of the instantaneous cross and auto power spectral
densities (CPSD and APSD) Rxi yi (k) and Rxi xi (k) of corresponding
frames i by
M
1 M
· ∑ Rxi yi (k)
∑ Yi (k) · Xi∗ (k)
M i=0
i=0
H(k) =
= M
.
1 M
∗ (k)
X
(k)
·
X
· ∑ Rxi xi (k)
∑ i
i
M i=0
i=0

(1)

It is not directly obvious that the approach holds for non stationary
arbitrary stimuli with changing auto-correlation and APSD, as there
are two independent sums in the numerator and denominator.
To show why this technique is applicable with arbitrary stimuli,
a new method to derive this formula is indicated by starting at the
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quotient of response and stimulus spectra. The arithmetic mean
1 M Yi (k)
∑ Xi (k)
M i=1

delay

(2)
frequency response estimation

of the FFT block ratios itself gives an estimation of the system’s
frequency response. This estimation is not sufficient for arbitrary
stimuli with changing and non white stimulus signal in a real application, due to additive noise in the response signal. Low stimulus magnitudes at certain frequencies and just a small amount
of additive noise in the response lead to very high frequency response magnitude peaks at these frequencies. To handle this, a
weighting-factor wi (k) is introduced, weighting every single frequency response frame i and every single frequency bin k of the
desired frequency response
H(k) =

1
M

∑ wi (k)

M

· ∑ wi (k)
i=1

Yi (k)
.
Xi (k)

microphone

FFT

average

FFT

delay estimation

H(k) =

output

maximum
conjugate

IFFT

×

×

high-pass

Rxi yi

Rxi xi
+

+

division

(3)

i=1

Assuming a stationary additive background noise during the measurement and a non white stimulus signal, a frequency dependent
instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio arises. To suppress the mentioned errors, frames with frequencies of high SNR should be
weighted stronger than frames with frequencies of low SNR. This
is realized by choosing the instantaneous APSD of each stimulus
frame as weighting factor
wi (k) = Rxi xi (k) = Xi (k)Xi∗ (k)

H(k)
Figure 2: The dual channel FFT analysis method with automatic
synchronization.
rxy (n)
1

(4)

for the corresponding frequency response summand. In turn this
leads to the dual channel FFT analysis given in (1).
As a consequence, the possibility to obtain a good estimate
of the frequency response of the device under test by using this
measuring technique with arbitrary signals is confirmed. It has to be
noted that this frequency response is only valid for frequencies with
enough energy in the stimulus signal, so the stimulus is arbitrary as
long as it fulfills this requirement for the desired frequency range
of the room’s frequency response.

0.5
0
-0.5
-1

n
0

4000

8000

Figure 3: Normalized cross-correlation (gray) and high pass filtered
normalized cross-correlation (black).

2.2. Signal Synchronization
When the latency of the device under test is not negligibly small
compared to the chosen window size, significant distortions in the
estimated frequency response can occur if not dealing with the
introduced latency. Determining the offset between signals is a
classical task in signal and system theory. The cross-correlation
function rxy (n) has its maximum where the similarity between
signal x(n) and y(n) is maximal. Unfortunately this is hard to
interpret when it comes to periodic signals because then the crosscorrelation function will have periodic maxima with a distance of
the signal’s period. When the response signal y(n) is additionally
distorted by a room transfer function and a possible small signalto-noise ratio, rxy (n) will not present a clear maximum. Inserting
inaudible pseudo-noise or similar signals is pretty difficult and
conflicts with the requirement not to change the stimulus signal for
the measurement.
Since noise has a perfectly non-periodic autocorrelation function, it may be a good idea to use the natively underlying noise in
the stimulus signal for matching. A very simple approach is based
on the assumption that the actual tonal parts of a music signal are
mainly located in the lower bands, whereas the upper bands (e.g.

above 7 kHz) are mainly filled by transients and noise. Therefore, if
we apply a high pass filter on the cross-correlation rxy (n), just the
more noise-like parts of the signals are considered, which is good
for matching.
The right-hand part of Figure 2 shows the delay estimation of
the system, which adapts the delay to get synchronized stimulus and
response signal frames xi (n) and yi (n) for the frequency response
estimation. Therefore, a high pass filter HHP (k) with a cut-off
frequency kcut is applied to the CPSD Rxi yi (k) of the actual time
frame i to get a high frequency version CPSD
R̃xi yi (k) = HHP (k)Rxi yi (k).

An IFFT followed by an estimation of its time domain maximum
leads to the estimated frame delay

ndelay = argmax r̃xi yi (n)
(6)
n

in samples. Figure 3 shows the result for one frame when a typical
pop music signal is played back and a normalized cross-correlation
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|H|/dB
0
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-20
0
-40

f/Hz
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-20
f/Hz
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1k

10k

Figure 5: Room responses measured with the sweep-method (gray)
and with dual channel FFT analysis with music as stimulus (black).

10k

Figure 4: Room responses with trumpet (gray), counter-bass (graydashed) and noise (black) as stimulus signal.

function with and without an applied high pass pre-filter is computed. It is obvious that an easier estimation of the desired offset
can be made by means of a high pass filtered normalized crosscorrelation.
To get high robustness of latency estimation, only frames with
the following properties are taken into account for the automatic
synchronization (K denotes the FFT-size, normally equal to the
frame size N in time domain ) :
• The arithmetic mean of the magnitude of the CPSD above
the high pass pre-filter’s cutoff frequency kcut exceeds a
specific value εh f , that holds
1
K/2 − kcut

1k

|H|/dB
20
0
-20
-40
-60
-80
-100
-120
20

100

f/Hz
200

Figure 6: Room responses (gray) separated with 15 dB offsets for
better visibility and the resulting maximum norm Hmax (black).

K/2

∑

R̃xi yi (k) > εh f .

(7)

k=kcut

• The peak-to-average ratio of the computed cross-correlation
function exceeds a specific value εPAR , that holds

max r̃xi yi (n)
n
> εPAR .
(8)
N
1
r̃
(n)
∑
xi yi
N
n=0

Due to different microphone gains and sound card qualities (crosstalk) these parameters depend on the used hardware.
The comparison between signals of single music instruments
and conventionally used noise as stimulus of the dual channel FFT
analysis shows a good conformity for frequency bands with enough
energy but significant differences for bands of poor energy (Figure 4). Applicable uncertainty indicators for the frequency response
gained by arbitrary signals could be the variance which occurs when
observing the frequency response after every new frame and/or the
stimuli signals accumulated power spectral density. A further indicator may be the coherence proposed in [1]. When choosing a
music signal of reasonable power spectral density (covering the
whole relevant spectrum) as stimulus, the frequency responses of
music dual channel FFT and measuring with logarithmic sweeps [3]
show high similarities (Figure 5).
3. AUTOMATIC FILTER DESIGN
The proposed approach for room equalization is to attenuate the
resonance frequencies with high-Q second order IIR peak filters.
The filters are defined by the parameters center frequency, gain,

and Q-factor and designed according to [4]. It is common to use
parametric peak filters for audio equalizing applications, because
the parameters are comprehensible for the user. Also a cascade
of second order sections provides a flexible system which offers a
dynamic order of the overall equalization filter.
Significant room resonances commonly occur in a frequency
range from 20 to 200 Hz. At the resonance frequencies, standing
waves build up in the room with maxima at the walls and further
maxima and nodes in between. Depending on the microphone position, the recorded room response shows peaks at those resonance
frequencies which have a wave maximum at that position. The resonances having a node at that position may cause dips which show
a less significant influence on the response compared to the peaks
caused by the resonance maxima. To ensure that all resonances are
captured and may be considered in the optimization process, the
room response has to be measured at multiple randomly chosen positions in the listening area, which is known as spatial averaging [5].
The magnitudes of the responses are combined using the maximum
norm,
Hmax (k) = max |Hi (k)| .
(9)
i

Figure 6 shows the magnitudes of 5 room responses (gray), measured at different locations of the conference room, as described in
section 5.1. The responses all have approximately the same mean
power level but were separated by 15 dB offsets for better visibility.
The resulting maximum norm of the 5 responses is shown by the
black curve.
The resonance frequencies are determined by searching the
peaks of Hmax . The relative peak amplitudes are related to the
target curve Ht . The target curve is the optimization goal, which
is preferably defined by the user according to the loudspeaker
system response. In case the speaker systems’ response is not
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Figure 7: Target curve Ht (black) and maximum norm Hmax (gray).
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3.1. Equalization of Resonances

100

The frequencies of the detected peaks are used as the center frequencies of the equalization filters. The gains are determined by
evaluating the deviation between not-smoothed and smoothed responses at the previously determined center frequencies. The filter
gains are constrained to a maximum attenuation of 20 dB. The
Q-factors of the filters are initialized with a value of 17. The optimization target is the optimization of the squared error

f/Hz
200

known, it is possible to estimate the response by smoothing the
maximum norm response. The peaks caused by the resonances
are eliminated by applying a one octave smoothing [6]. A certain
error is introduced, which shows up especially at frequencies where
several resonances occur close to each other. At these frequencies
the smoothed response slightly follows the peaks of the resonances.
Figure 7 shows Hmax and the corresponding Ht of the conference
room.
The peak finding algorithm is only capable of evaluating the
absolute peak amplitudes. To find the relative peaks in relation
to the target curve, the not-smoothed Hmax is compensated by the
smoothed response Ht . Figure 8 shows the compensated response
Hmax by the solid curve, Ht now is the straight 0 dB line. The
detection threshold is shown by the dashed line. A threshold of
6 dB was chosen as minimum relative peak amplitude. The marks
in Figure 7 show the detected peaks in the user-defined optimization
range from 20 to 120 Hz.

min
c

The presented equalization filter placement obviously results in an
overall attenuation of the bass frequencies due to the overlapping of
close peaking filters. To compensate this effect and to preserve the
perceived bass presence, an additional filter is applied. Analogously
to the optimization target of (10) the optimization target for the
bass loss compensation filter Hbasscomp is

c

-10
-20
100

f/Hz
200

Figure 9: Equalization curve (dashed), bass loss compensation
curve (gray), and combined curve (black).

(10)

k

3.2. Bass Loss Compensation

min

0

∑

!
2
|Hmax (k)| · H f ilt (c, k) − |Ht (k)|
,

where H f ilt (c, k) is the equalization curve of the applied peak filters
with the optimization parameters c. For the optimization of the
resonance equalization filter the parameters c are the Q-factors of
the peak filters. The Q-factors are constrained to a range between
15 and 20. The frequency responses are interpolated from linear to
logarithmic frequency scale using splines before the calculation of
the error. This way the error is weighted according to the human
auditory mechanism. The optimization was done using the lsqnonlin function of the M ATLAB Optimization Toolbox. The optimized
filter curve is shown by the dashed curve in Figure 9.

|H|/dB
10

∑

!
2
H f ilt (k) · Hbasscomp (c, k) − |Ht (k)|
,

(11)

k

with the optimization parameters gain, center frequency, and Qfactor. The center frequency is initialized with the value of the
minimum of the smoothed equalized response Heqd = Hmax · H f ilt ,
where the minimum is determined in relation to Ht analog to the
approach for the peak finding. The Q-factor is constrained to a range
between 1 and 5. The bass compensation filter curve is shown by
the gray line in Figure 9. The cascaded overall filter, consisting of
H f ilt and Hbasscomp , is shown by the solid black curve. Figure 10
shows the maximum norm response Hmax (gray), the target curve
Ht (dashed), and the filtered response Heqd (solid black).
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Figure 10: Hmax (gray), Ht (dashed), and equalized curve Heqd
(black) of the conference room.

Figure 8: Compensated response (solid) and detection threshold
(dashed). The detected peaks in the range from 20 to 120 Hz are
marked by a +.
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5. RESULTS
5.1. Example A: Conference Room
The first venue was a rectangular conference room of about 7 m ×
7 m × 2.30 m, equipped with a carpet, a conference table and a
dividing wall in the middle, see the sketch in Figure 11. The ceiling
of this room was equipped with acoustical absorbing panels. The
acoustical characteristics can be described as fair. The loudspeakers
were placed in a realistic but not ideal position: The subwoofer
was set up on the floor and the tops right above the table top. Five
sweep measurements were done at different positions in the area
around the desk. Two further measurements were performed with
music as test signal leading to results in good conformance with the
sweep measurements. The positions of PA system and microphone
are marked in Figure 11. The automatic tool returned a number
of 7 equalization filter sections in the range 24 to 90 Hz and one
bass loss compensation filter at 45 Hz, see Table 1. All frequency
responses are shown and discussed in the Figures 6 and 10.
The automated equalization of the first room resulted an improvement of the sound, even though the difference at some locations was small. The main resonances of the room were clearly
suppressed, the sound was less boomy.

Figure 11: The conference room.

4. VALIDATION PROCEDURE
For the evaluation of the presented method a PC software was implemented providing all necessary functions. The measurement
with both music and sweep signals and the equalization with parametric peak filters were implemented as well as the plotting of
room-, filter-, and equalized room transfer functions. The automatic equalization was performed by an external M ATLAB script.
For the playback of music a wave player was integrated, but the
insertion of the system into an existing signal chain was also used.
Several rooms in the range of 100 to 300 m3 were analyzed using
the described method. All tested venues showed some acoustical
problems, e.g. the arising of booming for certain bass frequencies.
The procedure for the measurement was as follows:

Table 1: The filter parameters for the conference room.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

fm /Hz
24.3
44.8
51.0
62.6
69.1
84.4
89.0
44.8

Q
16
20
20
20
20
20
20
1

G/dB
-11.2
-15.8
-13.4
-12.3
-9.2
-8.6
-6.6
+7.6

1. Setting up the PA system at a proper position.
5.2. Example B: Basement
2. Performing several measurements at different, randomized
microphone positions. As test signals both music and sweeps
were applied.
3. Equalization of the frequency responses using the automatic
tool.
4. Evaluation of the quality of the equalization performed with
a selection of adequate music tracks (e.g. Eagles, Michael
Bublé, Opeth, Porcupine Tree, Sting).
The used PA system was a compact HK-AUDIO L.U.C.A.S
smart. This system offers a total power of 1×250 W (subwoofer)
and 2×80 W (tops) and is developed for small concerts and clubs
up to an audience of about 100 listeners.
It was found to be difficult to benchmark whether the automatic
equalization operates successful. First of all the music playback
has to be done at high levels, so that enough energy is in the
room. Preferably, music tracks should be chosen which not only
feature a good production and stimulate the problematic resonance
frequencies, but also are well-known to the listeners. Last but not
least, individual preferences play an important role for the decision
whether the sound quality is enhanced or not.

The second room under test was an empty, rectangular room of
about 4.5 m × 9 m and a ceiling height of 2.2 m in a basement. From
different measurements this room was known to be acoustically
complicated, featuring a long reverberation time and strong room
modes due to its plain floor and walls. The PA system was set up at
one side of the room in an useful way. Without filtering, the sound
was booming especially for bass guitar and drum sounds. The
frequency responses were determined with sweep signal and music
measurements at three randomly chosen positions in the listening
area. The curves showed some resonances at low frequencies. The
automatic equalization delivered the placement of overall 14 filter
sections up to 120 Hz. Figure 12 shows the maximum norm, the
target curve, and the equalized result from these measurements.
The equalization was found to be successful. Because of the
acoustically poor characteristics of this room, a really good sound
was not achieved but an enhancement was audible.
5.3. Example C: Seminar Room
The third venue was a big seminar room of about 8 m × 10 m, fully
equipped with tables and chairs. Parts of the ceiling (height 3.40 m)
and the back wall of this venue were equipped with acoustical
absorbing panels. The loudspeakers were arranged in a typical
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Figure 12: Hmax (gray), Ht (dashed), and equalized curve Heqd
(black) of the basement.
|H|/dB
20
0

and of course personal preference.
Another area for improvement is that sometimes a little boominess remained, indicating that some room resonances might have
gone undetected. One possible reason is that all measurements were
taken with the microphone in a node of the respective room mode.
While possible, this is rather unlikely; in fact, three measurements
are often sufficient to capture all relevant room characteristics [7].
More likely is that taking the maximum value across all measurements for a certain frequency and then searching for peaks in
the resulting maximum spectrum is too crude. While this easily
captures the most prominent resonances, weaker ones may remain
hidden. An interesting alternative approach is to determine the
per-frequency decay time using an energy decay relief [8], where
resonances stand out with relatively long decay times, even when
measured close to a node. However, this only gives an indication of
the resonance frequency, not the amount of attenuation necessary
to suppress any unpleasant boominess it might cause.
7. CONCLUSION

-20
-40
20

100

f/Hz
200

Figure 13: Hmax (gray), Ht (dashed), and equalized curve Heqd
(black) of the seminar room.

setup with the tops placed symmetrically on the front wall and the
subwoofer in the middle. The acoustic of this room offered a long
reverberation time in combination with booming and vibrating at
bass tones as common. Again five measurements were done with
sweeps and music as test signal. The automatic tool placed 11
equalization filters in the low frequency region. One more filter
section was added to compensate the bass loss. The frequency
response computed with the maximum norm, the target curve and
the frequency response after equalization are given in Figure 13.
The filtering resulted in an audible improvement of the sound.
The room modes were clearly attenuated without loosing the bass
fundament.
6. DISCUSSION
While the automatic equalizer benefited the listening experience, the
listeners often also had ideas how to further improve the sound. An
interesting issue is that the complete suppression of the resonances
may sometimes lead to a lack of punchiness of the bass-drum. This
may be caused by the bass loss due to the equalizer or to effects of
the high-Q filters on the phase.
Whether the phase of the filters is audible is a matter of endless
debate which we shall not get into at this point. Let us remark,
however, that the maximum phase distortion of the equalizer filters
is at their maximum attenuation and furthermore, as the filters are
placed at room resonances, the room’s phase distortion is probably
much more severe.
Being caused by phase distortion or bass loss, the lack of punchiness could be reduced by doing less equalization. A pragmatic
approach would be to let the user decide how much equalization he
would desire with a knob ranging from 0 % to 100 %. This would
also take into account that the most pleasing amount of equalization
usually depends on the music material played, the playback level,

In this paper, a system for automatic room equalization especially
focused on the suppression of room resonances was presented. The
necessary measurements may be performed with music (or other
suitable signals) as stimulus, allowing measuring with the audience
present. The equalizing filter is then designed by placing sharp peak
filters with negative gain on the identified resonance frequencies
and compensating the resulting bass loss with a broader peak filter
with positive gain.
To verify the approach, three rooms were equalized using the
described method. In an informal listening test, the probands agreed
that in all cases, the equalizer resulted in an improvement of the
sound quality.
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ABSTRACT
A strongly simplified guitar amplifier model, consisting of four
stages, is presented. The exponential sweep technique is used to
measure the frequency dependent harmonic spectra. The influence
of small variations of the system parameters on the harmonic components is analyzed. The differences of the spectra are explained
and visualized.
1. INTRODUCTION
Most guitar players love to experiment with different sounds and
use varying equipment like amplifiers or effect units. Thanks to
amp modeling, the signal processor based simulation of famous
guitar amplifiers, it has become easier for today’s musicians to
have a high number of sounds combined in one device. The common way to do amp modeling is to disassemble a real amplifier
circuit, analyze the separated blocks accurately, and write a software that simulates the transfer behavior step-by-step. In doing
so, a copy of the original device with similar sound properties can
be created, but quality and similarity of the result depend on the
complexity and the analysis’ accuracy. Hence, good simulations
are still computationally intensive and require high-performance
equipment.
In this paper guitar amplifiers are understood as complex systems with highly nonlinear behavior. By measuring the frequency
dependent harmonic spectrum, a unique "finger print" is recorded,
identifying the system’s behavior for a given sinusoidal input. The
influence of small variations of the system parameters to the output spectrum can be characterized by this measurement technique.
This study can help to analyze the influence of filters and transfer
curves to the sound. Even though a strongly simplified model is
used, the tendencies are in evidence. In addition to the recording
of these measurable parameters, a listening test is presented to statistically identify the changes in timbre for the same model. The
assignment between measurable values and timbre attributes like
"aggressive" or "warm" is desired.
2. GUITAR AMPLIFIERS
For the amplification of electric guitars, special amplifier and loudspeaker combinations are common, which clearly differ in their
transfer behavior from normal Hi-Fi units. In use are combo amplifiers combining amplifier and speaker(s) in one enclosure or
stacks, consisting of amplifier (top) and box separately. The amplifiers show a strong nonlinear performance and enforce a volitional distortion of the guitar signal. The tone of the undistorted

instrument is rarely of interest, the popular guitar sound is always
associated with a more or less strong deformation of the original
signal. Due to their excellent sound behavior when driven in such
circuits, tubes are still ruling todays guitar amplifiers. The reproduction is done via special loudspeaker cabinets, where the used
speakers make a main contribution to the sound because of the
non flat frequency response showing many resonances. The main
stages of a common valve amplifier are [1]:
• The input stage with triode valves responsible for the preamplification of the guitar signal.
• The tone stack suppressing the DC component from the signal and providing simple equalization.
• The phase splitter providing both original and phase inverted signal as required for the symmetrical feeding of the
following power amplifier.
• The power amp stage with pentode valves processing individual amplification of the original and the phase inverted
signal.
• The output transformer executing the subtraction of both
signals delivered by the power amp stage to achieve the
doubling of the signal amplitude. The transformer is also
necessary for the impedance matching to the connected speaker (typically 8 or 16 Ω).
• One or more speakers mounted in an open or closed cabinet. Commonly used speakers range from 10 to 12 inches.
Each of these stages comes with non-ideal transfer characteristics.
When combining all stages to the overall system the analysis gets
very complex. The nonlinearity of a typical phase splitter circuit
is explained in [2]. The analysis and synthesis of the parasitic
nonlinear behavior of a guitar loudspeaker cabinet can be found in
[3].
3. MEASUREMENT OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
The nonlinearity of a system leads to additional spectral content in
the output signal. This means that the output spectrum will show
new parts at discrete frequencies kf1 when it is caused with a sine
wave of frequency f1 , e.g. for a sine wave of 1 kHz, the first overtone occurs at 2 kHz and the second at 3 kHz. In music, these
integer multiples are called overtones. In physics it is common to
use the term harmonic with a different index relating to the order:
the excitation frequency is called fundamental, the first overtone
k2 , the second overtone k3 and so on.
A common gage to describe nonlinear systems is the specification of the total harmonic distortion (THD) caused by the system,
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defined as the ratio of the sum of the powers of all harmonic components Hi to the power of all harmonic components Hi plus the
fundamental H1 [4]:
p
THD = p

2
H22 + H32 + ... + HN

H12

2
+ H22 + H32 + ... + HN

.

(1)

Depending on the systems assembly, the value of the components
in the output spectrum can vary extremely both over frequency and
input amplitude.
3.1. Exponential Sweep Technique
The sine sweep technique is a well-known tool to measure impulse responses (e.g. of rooms) featuring a high resolution and
robustness against time variance. A useful variant of this method,
introduced by Farina [5], uses a real valued sweep
x(t) = sin

ω1 T  Tt
e
ω2
)
ln( ω
1

ω

ln( ω2 )
1


−1

Figure 1: Measurement of a strongly nonlinear system, with the
linear impulse response and the harmonic responses.

!
(2)

whose frequency increases exponentially from the start frequency
ω1 to the end frequency ω2 , with sweep length T . In addition, an
inverse sweep x−1 (t) has to be computed, fulfilling the condition
x(t) ⊗ x−1 (t) ≈ δ(t − T ).

(3)

When x(t) is applied to a system, the convolution of the measured
output signal y(t) with x−1 (t) leads to the impulse response
h(t) = y(t) ⊗ x−1 (t).

(4)

For linear systems, h(t ≤ T ) is zero and the linear impulse response is given by h(t > T ). When the measured system is
afflicted with memoryless nonlinearity, h(t) will show additional
spikes, which are located prior to the impulse response of the linear
part of the system. For an exponentially swept sine, these spikes
denote separated impulse responses, which belong to the harmonic
components and are defined as harmonic impulse responses (HIR)
[6]. Beginning with the 2nd order component k2 to the left of the
main pulse the HIRs are separated neatly in time one after another.
The position of the spike leading to the ith order HIR can be computed from
log2 (i)
,
(5)
tHIR(i) = tFUND −
sweep rate
where i is the order of the harmonic component and tFUND is the arrival time of the fundamental response. This relation is illustrated
in Figure 1. For high orders, the distance between the spikes is getting smaller and the responses will overlap. A remedy is to record
a longer sweep and/or to use a higher sampling rate. By executing a FFT on each harmonic response, the frequency dependent
harmonic distortion is computed. Figure 2 shows the frequency
response for the fundamental wave and the first harmonics k2 and
k3 . In this plot the harmonics are displaced to the left so that the
spectral content is plotted under the corresponding excitation frequency. The components Hi , as used in (1), can be read out easily
from the plot. The advantage of this technique is, that even heavily
distorted systems can be measured accurately. The linear response
and the harmonic responses up to high orders are separated in time
leading to segmented spectra for all orders.

Figure 2: The harmonic components k2 (dashed) and k3 (gray)
plotted under the corresponding fundamental (black).

4. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
4.1. Simplified Model of a Guitar Amplifier
To analyze the behavior of guitar amplifiers a software model had
to be developed offering the possibility of easy modifications. Disregarding the linear or nonlinear effects of transformer and phase
splitter, the described circuit can be simplified to a four stage model
as shown in Figure 3. It consists of the following four stages:
1. a characteristic curve with static nonlinear behavior as found
in preamplifiers,
2. a linear filter representing the tone stack,
3. a second characteristic curve as found in the power amplifier and
4. the loudspeaker simulation performed by a FIR filter with
the impulse response of a measured guitar cabinet.
This model was implemented on a professional recording PC using
the software Cubase 4. The characteristic curves were processed
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octaves bandwidth was added to the model. The cases boost (setup
5) and cut (setup 6) with gain = 20 dB were applied. In setup 17
the cut-off frequency of the low cut filter was changed.
Stage III: Similar to stage I, the transfer curve was modified both
to a hard clipped and soft clipped curve (setup 3, 4) and to symmetric / asymmetric behavior (setup 20, 21).
Stage IV: To simulate the influence of changes in the loudspeaker
response, a peak filter was added to the original speaker. The parameters are: fm = 800 Hz, bandwidth Q = 2 octaves, and gain =
±6 dB (setup 7 and 8).
In addition, further modifications in all stages were done including
some curves with extreme or "crazy" characteristics. An overview
over all setups is given in Table 2. Figures of all important curves
are shown the appendix.

Figure 4: The nonlinear transfer curve of the preamp.

5. MEASUREMENT OF ALL SETUPS

Figure 5: Frequency response of the Blue Bulldog loudspeaker.
with the free plug-in Func Shaper1 , providing the transfer curves
by means of mathematical expressions. The filter sections were
integrated with the parametric EQ of the Cubase plug-in Q. For
the speaker simulation the freeware plug-in keFIR2 was used. The
signal processing was done with help of the Powercore Firewire
from TC ELECTRONIC and the Fireface 400 Interface from RME.

The reference setup and all modifications were analyzed with the
described measuring technique. To ensure a sufficient resolution
at high orders, very long sweeps of 30 s were used at a sampling
frequency of 44.1 kHz. For each setup five recordings were done
capturing the important range of the input amplitude. This range
was found to be −60 dBV to −20 dBV. With 1 reference and 21
modifications the number of sweep measurements is 22 × 5 at all,
without counting additional ones used for ensuring accuracy. From
each measurement the linear response and all harmonic responses
up to the order 9 were computed. The following nomenclature is
used to identify the singular responses
Hij,V (k)

(6)

with
• the harmonic order i beginning with 1 for the fundamental,

4.2. Reference Setup

• the index of the measured setup j = {1, . . . , 21, R} and

The reference setup was designed as a strongly simplified amplifier model of the normal channel of a classic VOX AC30 guitar
amplifier. The transfer curve for the stages I and III are shown
in Figure 4. In this case the same soft clipping transfer curve is
used both for pre- and power amplifier. The second stage performs
the low cut filter caused by a coupling capacitor plus the attenuation of the high frequencies caused by the phase splitter. The
frequency response of the loudspeaker simulation was taken from
measurements with the original Blue Bulldog speaker and is shown
in Figure 5. All parameters are defined in Table 1. For stages I and
III the functions are given as pseudo code according to the syntax
of the used plug-in.

• the used input amplitude V = {−60 dBV, . . . , −20 dBV}
in steps of 10 dBV.
5.1. Interpretation and Comparison
For the comparison all measurements were arranged in a meaningful way one-to-one, leading to a total of 15 pairs. That way symmetric and asymmetric or hard- and soft clipped transfer curves
were faced. The arrangements are shown on the left part of Table 3.

Table 1: The parameters of the reference model.
4.3. Modified Setups
To analyze the presented four stage amplifier model, some modifications were done in all stages. In the following 21 modified setups only one stage was changed in the parameters while all other
stages remain as given in the reference setup.
Stage I: The characteristic curve of a 12AX7 triode was changed
both to a hard clipped and soft clipped curve (setup 1, 2). The effect of a symmetric / asymmetric transfer curve was tested as well
(setup 14, 15).
Stage II: A peak filter with mid frequency fm = 800 Hz and two
1 Func

Shaper Version v0.5, http://www.rs-met.com/
2 keFIR, http://habib.webhost.pl/

No.
I

II
III

VI

Parameters
SoftClip(0.5(x + 1.41)2 − 1, a, b, c, d)
with a=-0.753, b=0.351, c=0.875 and d=0.625;
gain=31.16 dB and volume=5.89 dB.
low-cut filter with fc =56 Hz and a high shelving
filter with fc =1973 Hz, gain −2.5 dB.
SoftClip(0.5(x + 1.41)2 − 1, a, b, c, d)
with a=-0.639, b=0.681, c=0.667 and d=0.771;
gain=17.68 dB and volume=−11.10 dB.
A low-cut filter with cut-off frequency fc =20 Hz
and a 512 tap long FIR filter
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Table 2: Overview over the settings for the modified setups.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Stage
I
I
III
III
II
II
IV
IV
I

Description
hard clipped preamp curve
soft clipped preamp curve
hard clipped power amp curve
soft clipped power amp curve
added peak filter boost
added notch filter cut
peak filter added to loudspeaker (boost)
notch filter added to loudspeaker (cut)
unrealistic freeform curve

10
11
12
13

I
I
I
I

rectifier half-abs
rectifier abs
squared curve
tilted curve

14

I

symmetric soft

15
16
17
18
19
20

I
IV
II
I
III
III

asymmetric soft
added high-shelving filter
low-cut frequency moved
reduced gain
reduced gain
symmetric soft

21

III

asymmetric soft

Parameters
c=0, d=0
c=1, d=1
c=0, d=0
c=1, d=1
fm =800 Hz, Q=2 octaves, gain=20 dB
fm =800 Hz, Q=2 octaves, attenuation=20 dB
fm =800 Hz, Q=2 octaves, gain=6 dB
fm =800 Hz, Q=2 octaves, attenuation=6 dB
z=x+a sin(2 π b x);e=tanh(c z)
with a=0.56, b=2.28, c=1.84, drive=20.2 dB and volume=0 dB
abs(x)/2 +x/2 with drive=31.16 dB and volume=0 dB
abs(x) with drive=31.16 dB and volume=0 dB
x2 /2 + x/2 with drive=31.16 dB and volume=0 dB
e=below(-a,x); f=above(b,x); if(e,x,-1-2x)+if(f,x,1-2x);
with a=0.33, b=0.33, drive=26.11 dB and volume=0 dB
softClip(select(x, c tanh(a x), d tanh(a x)));
with a=3.125, c=1, d=1, drive=31.16 dB and volume=5.89 dB
same as No.14, but with d=0.5, drive=31.16 dB and volume=5.89 dB
fs =1428 Hz, gain=8 dB
fc =140 Hz
drive=8 dB
drive=0 dB
softClip(select(x, c tanh(a x), d tanh(a x)));
with a=3.125, c=1, d=1, drive=17.68 dB and volume=−11.10 dB
same as No. 20, but with d=0.5, drive=17.68 dB and volume=−11.10 dB

As a metric for the similarity the averaged difference between
two transfer curves Hij1 (k) and Hij2 (k) is introduced, computed
by
(j1,j2),V

∆i

=

N
1 X j1
Hi (k) − Hij2 (k)
N

(7)

k=0

with the mean over all frequency bins k. A small value for ∆
denotes a high similarity between two curves. Prior to the computation of this value, it makes sense to prepare the measurements.
First a smoothing has to be applied to the frequency responses, as
explained in [7], to ensure insensitivity against additional noise.
With 1/3 octave smoothing good results were achieved. The second step is to align the magnitude plots in a meaningful way. Therefor the fundamental responses H1 were normalized to a mean value
of 0 dB and the harmonic responses were aligned accordingly. The
similarity is then calculated for the measurements done with the
input levels V=−30 dBV through −50 dBV. Table 3 gives an
overview over the similarity between all measured curves. Specified is the maximum value calculated by


(j1,j2),V
max ∆i
, V = {−50 dBV, . . . , −30 dBV} ,

(8)

for all pairs j1 , j2 and the harmonics’ index i. The mapping is
++ for very high similarity and - - for no observable similarity. Although this representation is just a rough estimation, some patterns
are visible.

Because of the high number of pairs only a selection of the
results can be presented in this paper. Some observations reflect
the well-known behavior of nonlinear transfer curves, e.g. that
symmetrical nonlinearities (setup 14, 20) will cause odd order harmonics while asymmetrical nonlinearities cause even order distortion products. Further on it can be seen that the characteristic of
the fundamental (row f1 ) consists mainly of the loudspeakers’ response. Since this LTI system has its position at the end of the
chain, all harmonics show more or less the same form.
5.2. Selected Results
Asymmetric vs. symmetric soft transfer curves: A symmetric
transfer curve driven in the preamplifier, as simulated in setup 14,
causes high levels for all odd harmonics, but minor levels for the
even harmonics. Partially is the difference bigger than 40 dB, see
Figure 6(a). The third harmonic is the strongest component at all
input levels.
A different trend can be observed for the asymmetric preamp curve,
as depicted in Figure 6(b). Again, all odd and all even harmonics run in groups parallel, but the difference is much smaller. For
small input amplitudes the second harmonic can be stronger than
the dominating third component. No difference can be found for
the fundamental response. The same tendency can be found comparing the measurements from the second transfer curve, setup 20
and 21. This condition can be seen clearly in Table 3, too.
Soft clipped vs. hard clipped transfer curves: The differences
in the measurements of the hard clipped preamp curve (setup 1)
and the soft clipped one (setup 2) are not as distinctive. Again, the
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(a) Symmetric soft (setup 14),

(b) asymmetric soft (setup 15),

(c) hard clipped (setup 1)

(d) and soft clipped (setup 2).

Figure 6: Fundamental (black), odd (dashed gray) and even order harmonic responses (solid gray), measured with input level −40 dBV.

Table 3: The similarity ∆ (max) for all arrangements, as introduced in equation (8).
pair
j1
j2
1
2
5
6
9
R
12
R
18
R
3
4
7
8
10
R
13
R
19
R
14 15
16
R
11
R
17
R
20 21

f1
++
◦
+
++
++
++
+
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

k2
◦
◦
-+
+
---◦
-◦
-

harmonic component i
k3 k4 k5 k6 k7
++
◦
+
◦
+
◦
-◦
-◦
-◦
-◦
◦
-----++
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
◦
◦
◦
-------++ - +
-◦
+
+
+
+
++
◦
-++
+
++
+
++
++
+
++

k8
◦
--+
+
◦
---+
+
--

k9
+
---◦
+
-◦
+
-+
++

changes in the odd order components are smaller than in the even
harmonics. The main deviation is given for the input amplitude
−40 dBV, where the hard clipped system shows a dip for all even
harmonics, contrary to the soft clipped system, see Figures 6(c)
and 6(d).

5.3. Listening Test
Modifications in the setup will of course lead to changes in the timbre of the perceived sound. Some changes will result in a complete
different sound, others may be almost inaudible. For the analysis
which modifications result in an audible change, and how those
changes can be described, an online listening test has been developed. Three short sound clips of an electric guitar played with
different technique were processed with the different setups. The
same arrangement of setups as presented in Table 3 is compared
and the user has to rate different attributes describing the sounds
(e.g. "warm", "aggressive" or "transparent"). The listening test can
be found on the website

http://www.amptest.de
The purpose of this is to join and compare the results of the measurements and the listening test and find relations between perceived sound and measurable parameters.
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A. APPENDIX: CHARACTERISTIC CURVES OF THE
MODIFIED SETUPS

6. DISCUSSION
The harmonic spectrum of a guitar amplifier is wide. For the comparison made in section 5, only the harmonic components up to
k9 have been taken into account. Disregarding higher harmonics
of course leads to an inaccuracy. But the idea is to bring out the
tendencies of the changes, for this reason the limitation to only 9
harmonics is sufficient. The reference model sounds good, but due
to the simplifications it works static. This means, the model can
not react to the dynamic of the playing, like real amplifiers and
(extensive) simulations will do. But it was not the task to develop
an excellent model and the cognition of this study holds for real
amplifiers models as well.
For the comparison of asymmetric and symmetric preamplifier
curves, it has to be considered that the output level of the asymmetric curve is lower. Therefor the following second transfer curve is
not driven in the same amplitude range. But the same tendency of
the harmonics can be found in setup 20 and 21, where the second
transfer curve is modified in the same way.

(a) Hard clipped,

(b) soft clipped,

(c) freeform,

(d) half-abs,

(e) abs,

(f) squared,

(g) tilted,

(h) symmetric and

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the influence of small variations in a guitar amplifier model is analyzed. A strongly simplified model is presented,
consisting of two nonlinear transfer functions, a linear filter in between, and a loudspeaker simulation. By using the exponential
sweep technique, the frequency dependent harmonic spectra of all
systems are measured, giving an identification of the system’s behavior for a given input amplitude. In addition, the system parameters are varied and the influence to the output spectra are characterized and compared. It is shown, that the spectral components can
vary in a wide range, depending on the performed modifications.
The differences are explained and visualized for selected results.
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(i) asymmetric soft.

Figure 7: The modifications of the transfer curves.
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ABSTRACT
Physical-modelling based sound resynthesis is considered by
estimating physical model parameters for a clarinet-like system.
Having as a starting point the pressure and flow signals in the
mouthpiece, a two-stage optimisation routine is employed, in order to estimate a set of physical model parameters that can be used
to resynthesise the original sound. Tested on numerically generated signals, the presented inverse-modelling method can almost
entirely resynthesise the input sound. For signals measured under real playing conditions, captured by three microphones embedded in the instrument bore, the pressure can be successfully
reproduced, while uncertainties in the fluid dynamical behaviour
reveal that further model refinement is needed to reproduce the
flow in the mouthpiece.
1. INTRODUCTION
Resynthesis of realistic sounds using physical models can be achieved by estimating the value of the parameters that govern the instrument oscillations. Even though this is possible by carrying out
a system identification process that estimates fitted parameters [1],
this study aims to estimate parameters that have a direct physical
interpretation; this is a pre-requisite for achieving the long term
aim of the authors to perform physically-based transformation by
altering these parameters. Since musical instruments behave nonlinearly, a physical model may fail to inherit all the aspects of the
real sound-production mechanism [2]. In the clarinet mouthpiece
two types of non-linearities manifest themselves. A mechanical
one, due to the interaction of the reed with the mouthpiece lay,
and one attributed to fluid dynamical effects. The former can in
principle be incorporated in a lumped reed model by estimating
its parameters using a mechanical description of the system [3],
or by using quasi-static measurements [4, 5]. However, under real
playing conditions, the system may exhibit dynamic behaviour that
cannot be captured by quasi-static analysis. The present study estimates lumped reed model parameters from oscillations generated
naturally by an instrumentalist and investigates to what extent this
model can follow such measurement signals.
Focusing on the clarinet, this paper presents an inverse modelling procedure that takes as input the pressure and flow signals
inside the clarinet mouthpiece and estimates the physical model
parameters needed to resynthesise a sound as close as possible to
the one performed by the real player. This procedure consists of a
two-step routine; two different optimisation methods are used, the
first one to bring the problem to a good starting point, and the second to minimise the difference of the real and the estimated signals
in the mouthpiece. Rather than using a perceptual criterion for the
objective function [2], we intend to study to what extent the model

forward model

Ka

p

Sr
ym

 inverse model

physical model
parameters

u

signals inside
the mouthpiece

Figure 1: Forward and inverse modelling of the reed-mouthpiece
system, where Ka is the effective stiffness, Sr the effective reed
surface, ym the closing position of the reed and p and u the pressure and flow inside the mouthpiece.

will achieve to reproduce the original waveforms, since with perceptual criteria it is not guaranteed that a physically meaningful
set of parameters is extracted.
To simulate a sustained clarinet tone, a non-linear excitation
mechanism (reed-mouthpiece-lip system) is coupled to a linear
resonator (bore). Using a set of parameters for the physical model,
the pressure and flow signals in the mouthpiece can be generated
numerically (i.e. a forward model). These signals can also be
measured experimentally using wave separation techniques [6, 7].
The process presented in the current paper uses the signals in the
mouthpiece as an input to estimate the parameters (i.e. an inverse
model), as depicted in Figure 1. Section 2 describes the lumped
reed model that interacts with the resonator to generate the oscillations of the instrument and Sections 3 and 4 present the two
optimisation methods as applied to numerically generated signals.
The experimental setup used to obtain the signals under real playing conditions is described in Section 5, and the application of the
whole optimisation routine based on the measured signals is discussed in Section 6. Finally, the results of the process and future
objectives are summarised in Sections 7 and 8.
2. A LUMPED REED MODEL
The reed oscillation is simulated using a lumped model of the reedmouthpiece-lip system [3, 8]. In previous studies the mechanical
parameters of this model were estimated from a two-dimensional
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distributed model of a vibrating reed clamped to the mouthpiece
[9]. The resulting lumped model follows the mechanical behaviour
of the distributed model, taking into account the effect of the players lips, as well as the interaction of the reed with the mouthpiece
lay. It can be argued that keeping the effective mass and damping
of the reed constant in a lumped model formulation captures most
of the dynamics of the system, at least for small amplitude oscillations [10]. Hence, the equation of motion for the lumped reed
model is
d2 y
dy
m 2 +g
+ Ka (∆p)y = ∆p,
(1)
dt
dt
where y is the reed displacement, m the mass per unit area and
g the damping per unit area. The effective stiffness per unit area,
Ka , is treated as a function of ∆p, the pressure difference across
the reed, thus rendering the model able to incorporate the quasistatic mechanical non-linear behaviour of the system.
Concerning the flow inside the mouthpiece, an air jet with
a varying height is formed in the reed channel, as predicted by
boundary layer flow theory. If α is the “vena contracta” factor and
Sf the opening surface , it can be assumed that [8]
αSf ≈ λh,

(2)

where λ is the effective width of the reed and h the reed opening.
The flow (u) inside the reed channel is expressed by Bernoulli’s
equation for ideal fluid flow [11]
1
ρ|u|2 + p = const.
2

(3)

between these signals will have been introduced during the optimisation process.
This lies in contrast to the optimisation based on input signals
from naturally performed sounds, since in that case errors can also
be attributed to (1) the inability of the model to capture all the
physical details of the experiment and (2) measurement errors.
3. FIRST OPTIMISATION STEP
The first step towards the parameter optimisation is based on the
simplyfying assumption that the the reed displacement y is proportional to the pressure difference ∆p across it [13]:
y = C∆p = C(pm − p),

where C is the compliance of the reed [14] and p the pressure
inside the mouthpiece. The reed opening h can be related to y as
h = ym − y,

u

=

(4)

=

with Sr the effective moving surface of the reed.
The mouthpiece pressure p can be decomposed into a wave
going into (p+ ) and out (p− ) of the bore, which are related to the
total volume flow u = ur + uf by

=

Z0 u = p+ − p− ,

sign(uf )

with

(5)

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance at the mouthpiece entry.
Combining equations (3) and (5) yields the non-linear equation for
uf

s

2(pm − p)
dp
− CSr
(9)
ρ
dt
r
r
2
2
dp
c1
(pm − p)3/2 + c2
(pm − p)1/2 + c3 ,
ρ
ρ
dt

(−λy + λym )

8
< c1 = −Cλ
c2 = ym λ
: c = −CS
3
r

8
< Ka = −λ/c1
ym = c2 /λ ,
: S = λc /c
r
3
1
Note that during this process h is not restricted to positive values. This can be enforced by adding a constraint of the form
c2 + c1 ∆p > 0, or it can be dealt with during the fine-tuning
stage, at the second optimisation step.
The main feature of this technique stems from the fact that including the reed induced flow ur in equation (9) brings into effect
the derivative of the pressure with respect to time (dp/dt). Since
the reed is assumed to move in phase with the pressure difference
across it, the model can now distinguish between the opening and
closing phases of the reed motion. As such, the two branches that
appear if we plot flow over pressure difference can be treated separately. This branch separation allows an optimisation process to be
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uf + ur

Since the effective stiffness Ka is the reciprocal of the compliance
C we can estimate physical model parameters from the arbitrary
parameters c1 , c2 and c3 using the following relationships:

ρ
u2f + Z0 uf + (2p− − pm + Z0 ur ) = 0, (6)
2(λh)2

where pm is the blowing pressure and ρ the air density.
The above lumped element is coupled to a digital bore model,
constructed using wave variables [12], to create a feedback loop
that completes the digital representation of the instrument. A theoretical approximation of the parameters of this physical model
enables the synthesis of the pressure and flow signals in the mouthpiece. These numerically synthesised signals can be used as an
input to the presented optimisation routine, estimating a new set
of physical model parameters that can be directly compared to the
theoretical ones used during the simulation. Furthermore, using
the same physical model to resynthesise these signals gives us the
opportunity to directly compare the input signals with the ones
obtained with the estimated parameters. Since they have been
both numerically generated by the same model, any differences

(8)

with ym the closing position of the reed.
Under this assumption the effects of inertia forces due to the
mass of the reed and frictional forces due to internal damping are
neglected. It can be argued that even though these forces might
dominate the transient behaviour of the system, their effect almost
vanishes at steady state (see Figures 4 and 5 in [8]), and it is the
steady state of the input signal that is going to be used for optimisation purposes, thus allowing the above assumption to be made.
The total flow into the mouthpiece as a function of the reed
displacement y is

where p is the pressure in the mouthpiece, and the flow induced by
the oscillation of the reed is
dy
ur =
Sr ,
dt

(7)
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applied twice; once for the opening state of the reed (dp/dt < 0)
and once for the closing state (dp/dt > 0). Taking as our objective function the mean square error between the original flow
signal and the estimated flow as calculated from equation (9), and
using the Nelder-Mead optimisation algorithm [15, 16], we can
get a first estimate for Ka , Sr , ym and pm [13]. These parameters
can be then fed into the lumped model to resynthesise the signals
in the mouthpiece. In the case of Ka , and since it is expected to
behave as a function of pressure difference, the estimated value is
treated as the (constant) value of Ka for a low pressure difference
(when the reed behaves linearly, for there is no interaction with the
lay), whereas for higher values of ∆p it rises to around 1.5 times
its value, as predicted by theory (see Figure 2).
One way to evaluate the obtained results of this first estimation
of the physical model parameters is to compare the flow signal
that was used as an input with the estimated flow that is synthesised using the set of the estimated parameters. These are plotted
in Figure 3 over the pressure difference across the reed. It can
be deduced that for pressure difference values within the range
[500, 3000]N/m2 the estimation is good enough to be used as a
starting point for a second optimisation method. It is also possible
to feed the new parameter set to the lumped model and compare
the signals in the mouthpiece that have been used as input and the
resynthesised signals. A zoomed-in version of these signals is plotted in Figure 4. Finally the values of the estimated parameters and
the parameters used to create the input signals are listed in table 1,

Table 1: Theoretical vs. estimated parameters.
theoretical
8.66 · 106
7.61 · 105
4 · 10−4
1800
0.013
0.05
3000

estimated (I)
8.97 · 106
8.42 · 105
3.2 · 10−4
1919
—
—
—

2500

3000

3500

4000

estimated (II)
8.67 · 106
8.33 · 105
3.68 · 10−4
1825
0.0142
0.044
3805

units
N/m3
m2
m
Pa
m
Kg/m2
1/sec

Figure 3: Flow into the mouthpiece over pressure difference, for
the original model (black) and as calculated using the estimated
parameters (grey).

2000
1500
1000
pressure [N/m2]

Figure 2: Effective stiffness per unit area as predicted by the mechanical properties of the reed [9] (dotted-black) and as estimated
from the numerically synthesised signals (grey).

Ka
Sr
ym
pm
λ
m
g

2000
∆ P [N/m2]

500
0
−500
−1000
−1500
−2000

0.085

0.09

0.095
time [sec]

0.1

0.105

Figure 4: Pressure signals in the mouthpiece for the original model
(dashed-black) and as synthesised using the estimated parameters
after the first optimisation step (grey).

including the parameters estimated from the second optimisation
method, as explained in the next section.
4. SECOND OPTIMISATION STEP
Having established a method to get a first estimate of the physical
model parameters allows us to proceed with a second optimisation
method that completes the routine presented in the current paper.
The parameters obtained so far enable the synthesis of oscillatory
signals; they lie within a range so that the simulation of sustained
clarinet notes is possible. As seen in Section 3 it is possible to
recreate a note using these parameters, avoiding any regions where
blowing thresholds are not reached [17]. It remains to fine-tune the
estimated parameters so that we get a better match for the original
and the resynthesised signals.
Using as our objective function the mean square error of the
pressure signals at the steady state, we employ the Rosenbrock
method [18, 19] to locate the optimum set of parameters. The
Rosenbrock algorithm is a direct search method, that can go through
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an n-dimensional search space. Starting with a set of n orthogonal directions, the algorithm moves towards those directions that
reduce the value of the objective function (for minimisation problems) and then it changes the directions to a new orthogonal set,
more likely to yield better results. It has the advantage that by
changing the set of the search directions, it can adapt to narrow
“valleys” that can appear in the search-space. In addition, by expanding the motion towards successful directions and reducing
that towards unsuccessful ones, it has the ability to avoid getting
trapped within regions of local minima.
In our application, we run the clarinet simulation after each
parameter search within the Rosenbrock algorithm, to synthesise
the pressure signal in the mouthpiece and compare it to the original
one. In contrast to the first optimisation step, it is now possible
to include in the model all the physical parameters that govern
the oscillations of the system, namely Ka , Sr , ym , pm , mass m,
damping g and effective width λ. In addition, for Ka a second
parameter is introduced, corresponding to its maximum value at
high ∆p.
The resynthesised pressure signal should, at every iteration,
lie closer to the pressure signal that was used as an input. Thus
by starting with two signals that lie reasonably close to each other,
something achieved in the previous section, it is possible to reach
a suitable set of parameters that produces almost identical results.
Again, working only with numerically generated signals, and since
we are using the same model to create both the input and the resynthesised signal, an almost perfect match is required to indicate the
efficiency of the method. A comparison between the input and
the resulting pressure and flow in the mouthpiece can been seen in
Figure 5. This two-stage optimisation routine can also be applied
to signals measured under real playing conditions, as long as the
pressure and flow signals are known.

pressure [N/m2]

2000
1000
0
−1000

s1 s0 s2
p
u

p0
u0
mouthpiece
reference plane

Figure 6: Schematic depiction of the experimental setup.

mouthpiece; this approach is somewhat justified by the fact that
the dimensions of the real mouthpiece geometry are small compared to the wavelength. Another reason to use such a simple
model is that the fluid dynamics in this area are generally much
more complicated than in the remaining part of the bore, involving
complex phenomena such as jet formation and its attachment and
de-attachment from the side wall. For dynamic cases (i.e. when the
reed moves), this behaviour is not yet understood well [8, 20, 21],
and in the light of such modelling uncertainties, the best approach
seems to use a simple model. The dimensions of the conical section as well as the step in the radius can be measured directly;
the length of the cylindrical section was determined from the measured volume of the section (≈ 3 ml).
In the experiments, the player generates a sustained note of
about 4 seconds. The signals captured by the three microphones
embedded in the side wall of the main cylindrical bore are then
processed using adaptive delay-loop filtering in order to derive the
pressure and flow at the reference plane. This method involves
estimation of the parameters that model the transfer function between the microphones, adapting to the playing conditions (the
reader is referred to [7] for a more detailed description).
Once the pressure (p0 ) and volume flow (u0 ) at the reference plane are measured, classical transmission-line theory using
ABCD matrices [22] is applied in order to derive the corresponding pressure (p) and flow (u) at the mouthpiece entry. Zero-phase
lowpass filtering with a 7.25 kHz cut-off is applied to both signals in order to remove high frequency errors that arise from the
singularities inherent to the three-microphone adaptive delay-loop
filtering method.
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6. OPTIMISATION ROUTINE FOR THE MEASURED
SIGNALS
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Figure 5: Pressure signals in the mouthpiece for the original
(dashed-black) and the resynthesised (grey) sound (top) and the
corresponding flow signals (bottom).

5. SIGNAL MEASUREMENT
The experimental data is obtained from experiments with blowing a simplified clarinet, the schematic bore profile of which is
shown in Figure 6. Following [12], the mouthpiece is modelled
as a cylindrical plus a conical section, where the first is a heavily
simplified axially symmetric representation of the entry of the real

Having obtained the signals of pressure and flow in the mouthpiece we can directly proceed to the first step of our optimisation
routine. Equation (9) is used to form the objective function for
the Nelder-Mead method. Working on a “slice” of the measured
signal that closely resembles the steady state of a sustained note,
it is still possible to distinguish between the opening and closing
states of the reed motion, by calculating dp/dt from the pressure
signal. As in Section 3, optimising separately for each branch and
averaging the obtained results gives a first estimate for the physical
model parameters, the validity of which is suggested by the comparison of the measured flow and the calculated flow, as depicted
in Figure 7.
Since Ka is known not to be constant, it is possible to get a
better estimation by feeding the rest of the estimated parameters
to equation (9) and solving for Ka as a function of ∆p (since u is
known from the measurements). The pressure and flow signals in
the mouthpiece, as resynthesised using the parameters estimated
form this first-step optimisation, are compare to the original ones
in Figure 8. The main cause of the deviation of the flow signal of
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the required amount of samples, until it lies in phase with the original (measured) signal. (Note that such a synchronisation will be
repeated several times during the optimisation routine, to ensure
that the compared signals lie in phase.) The results of the whole
optimisation routine, applied to a small, steady part of the measured signal, are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 7: Flow into the mouthpiece over pressure difference, for
the measured data (dotted-black) and as calculated using the estimated parameters after the first optimisation step (grey).

this figure, as compared to the one in Figure 7, is the inclusion of
arbitrary mass and damping parameters during its resynthesis.
In order to transfer the above results to the second stage of
our optimisation routine, we have to adapt our model to the dimensions of the experimental setup, used to obtain the measurements, as described in Section 5. The bore impedance (Z0 ) as
seen from the reference plane was calculated from theory [22]. A
frequency-domain comparison between P0 (ω) and Z0 (ω)U0 (ω)
showed a good match between theory and measurement, validating the derivation of a suitable reflection function from Z0 (ω) for
use in the time-domain clarinet model.
Another problem that has to be tackled before proceeding with
the Rosenbrock algorithm is that the measured pressure signal and
the resynthesised signal from the lumped model might not be in
phase. This was not a problem in Section 4, as the two signals
were generated using the same model. Now it is not guaranteed,
constituting the synchronisation of the two signals necessary. This
can be achieved by shifting the numerically synthesised signal for

The pressure signal in the mouthpiece can be resynthesised to match
the measured one. For the flow, however, even though the resynthesised signal lies closer to the original one after the second optimisation stage, a perfect match was not obtained. The use of a
different objective function for the Rosenbrock algorithm, that included both the pressure and flow signals in the mouthpiece, did
not improve the estimation process. This indicates that the focus
should be shifted towards improving the model rather than the optimisation routine.
For the measured signals there are non-linearities and uncertainties in the fluid dynamics that are not incorporated in the physical model. These may stem from (1) a yet unpredictable behaviour
of the “vena contracta” factor at low ∆p regimes [23], and (2) the
effects of turbulence. On the other hand, applying the optimisation
routine on numerically generated data succeeded in resynthesising
both pressure and flow signals. Since in that case both the input
and estimated signals are generated using the same model, the relation between pressure and flow in the mouthpiece remains the
same.
Future studies will focus on attributing the difference of the
flow signals to appropriate physical phenomena, so that the model
can regenerate both signals in the mouthpiece. It has to be pointed
out here that the goal of our study remains to estimate parameters
that have a physical meaning. Thus, even though black-box techniques could parameterise the reed non-linearity, most of the resulting parameters would not have a direct physical interpretation.
Hence such an approach would be less in line with our objectives.
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Figure 8: Pressure signals in the mouthpiece for the original
(dashed-black) and the resynthesised (grey) sound (top), and corresponding flow signals (bottom), after the first optimisation step.

Figure 9: Pressure signals in the mouthpiece for the original
(dashed-black) and the resynthesised (grey) sound (top), and flow
signals (bottom), after the second optimisation step.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

[11] G.K. Batchelor, An Introduction to Fluid Dynamics, Cambridge University Press, 1967.

A two-stage optimisation routine, that uses the Nelder-Mead and
Rosenbrock algorithms, can estimate physical model parameters,
suitable for clarinet sound resynthesis. Starting from signals measured under real playing conditions, the pressure signal can be regenerated using the estimated parameters as input to the model.
For the flow in the mouthpiece, though, our model has to be refined, in order to improve the resynthesis accuracy.
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ABSTRACT
This is a study on a set of feedback amplitude modulation oscillator equations. It is based on a very simple and inexpensive algorithm which is capable of generating a complex spectrum from
a sinusoidal input. We examine the original and five variations
on it, discussing the details of each synthesis method. These include the addition of extra delay terms, waveshaping of the feedback signal, further heterodyning and increasing the loop delay.
In complement, we provide a software implementation of these
algorithms as a practical example of their application and as
demonstration of their potential for synthesis instrument design.

interesting applications for this particularly simple and inexpensive algorithm. In this study, we will look at the characteristics of
this and five other variations of the technique.

1. INTRODUCTION
Audio feedback is one of the most important devices in Musical
Signal Processing, as it enables the implementation of important
components such as infinite impulse response (IIR) filters, waveguides, reverberators, etc. In sound synthesis, it has been used in
the useful technique of feedback frequency modulation (FM)
synthesis [1][2] and correlate [3] methods. In this study, we will
like to focus on a less well-known approach of feedback amplitude modulation (AM). Feedback AM was first discussed as a
sound generation method in [5].
The synthesis technique of AM consists in adding an audio
rate periodic source to the amplitude of an oscillator [4]. With
sinusoidal modulators and carriers, we find components at the
sum and difference of the carrier and modulator frequencies, plus
the carrier frequency (by heterodyning). A related technique,
ring modulation (RM) differs from AM in that the modulator
signal is applied directly to the amplitude, which is equivalent to
multiplying the two signals together [4]. Feedback RM is not
practical (even though it is mentioned in [3], but not directly
used), as the output signal will disappear as soon as the input is
zero.
In [5], we find a short technical description of a feedback
AM oscillator (fig.1), where the output of a sinusoidal oscillator
is applied as a modulator to its own amplitude. The algorithm
employs a fixed feedback interval D (in samples) that is dependent on the signal block size. This structure can be defined by the
following equation (with the radian frequency ω = 2πfreq/fs and
amp=1):

y (n) = cos(ωn)[1 + y (n − D)]

(1)

A small adjustment to the above equation, namely, setting D = 1,
yields the starting point for our exploration of possible musically

Figure 1. Feedback AM oscillator

2. THEME

The feedback AM equation can be demonstrated to be equivalent
to a coefficient-modulated one-pole IIR filter that is being fed a
sinusoid. If we recast eq.(1) as
y (n) = x(n) + y (n − 1) M (n)

(2)

x(n) = M (n) = cos(ωn)

(3)

equating

this fact can be clearly demonstrated. The output spectrum of
eq.1 (with D = 1) is shown on fig.2.
Thus, it can be seen that the effect of modulating the filter
coefficient is that of adding a number of extra harmonic components to the sinusoidal input spectrum. We postulate here that
this is the result of distorting the linear phase increment, which is
caused by the time-varying phase response of the filter. It is actually a similar behaviour to that described in [6], [7] and [8] for
the case of allpass filters. However, here, the filter is not allpass,
so in addition to the action of the filter’s varying phase response,
we have some contribution by the magnitude response.
The time-varying phase and magnitude responses for the filter in eq.2 can be derived from the transfer function of its linear
time-invariant version (ie. M(n) = C, constant). With timevarying M(n), they are now functions of two variables, time in
samples n, and radian frequency ω:
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Figure 3. Spectra of coefficient-modulated filter (eq.2):
impulse response (top), white noise (bottom), both
modulated with a 500 Hz sinusoid, fs = 44.1 kHz.
By introducing a new parameter β, we can vary the amount
of feedback (fig.4):
y ( n) = cos(ωn)[1 + βy ( n − 1)]

(6)

The net effect of varying this parameter is to produce dynamic
spectra. However, we have to be careful not to render the system
unstable. The analysis of the equation as a filter structure would
suggest that β needs to be below one for the pole to remain inside the unit circle. However, in practice, due to the combination
of modulation and sinusoidal input, the system appears to allow
values up to around 1.7, but this is dependent on the fundamental
frequency.
Figure 2. The waveform and spectrum of Feedback AM,
with freq = 500 Hz.

φ (ω , n) = tan −1 (

A(ω ,n) =

− M (n) sin(ω )
)
1 − M (n) cos(ω )

1
1− 2M (n) cos(ω ) + M (n) 2

(4)

Figure 4. Flowchart of eq.6 (“theme”)

(5)

It is difficult to isolate the effects of the phase and magnitude in
this system, but experiments seem to indicate that the phase distortion is responsible for the generation of new harmonics and
the magnitude response helps to give the feedback AM oscillator
spectrum a lowpass shape.
The spectrum of the impulse response of the filter in eq.2,
with M(n) sinusoidal, has a lowpass countour, seen in fig.3 (top).
However, when we feed white noise to the same filter, its spectrum displays a gentle dip towards fs/4 (fig.3, bottom). Eq.5, averaged out over time, will confirm this band-reject shape. Fig.3
(bottom) also shows the strong peaks at frequencies generated by
the effect of phase distortion. In general, these features of the
filter’s spectrum are dependent on the modulation frequency.

Another way of looking at the problem is to expand the feedback loop in eq.6 as a sum of signals:
∞

y ( n) =

k =0

k

(7)

m =0

This description is perhaps less revealing than the previous one,
given the complexity involved in evaluating the product terms
inside the sum. Nevertheless, it tells us two things: that the output is composed of harmonics of ω, and that smaller values of
β will produce less components.
Finally, the system will require some means of normalisation, which can be made dependent on β. An alternative is to ap-
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ply an RMS balancing process [4] using the input sinusoid as a
comparator signal.
3. VARIATIONS

contour to it. The results are seen on the higher harmonics, if
only very lightly on fig.4.
3.2. Variation II

We will now propose a set of variations on the above feedback
AM oscillator. Each one will provide a means of obtaining different spectra that might be useful in specific applications.

The second variation is similar to the coefficient modulated allpass filter system described in [6] and [7]. The only difference in
eq. (9) is the presence of scaling coefficients α and β.
y (n) = α cos(ω[n − 1]) − cos(ωn)[cos(ωn) − βy (n − 1)]

3.1. Variation I

The first variation is played by adding an extra delay of the input, as in
y (n) = cos(ω [n − 1]) − cos(ωn)[1 − βy (n − 1)]

(8)

(9)

The output of this system is shown in Figure 6. The output spectrum is similar to that of Variation I in that it is also lowpass,
however, the magnitude of the fundamental to the other harmonics is relatively higher, and the spectral roll-off is faster.

resulting in the waveform and spectrum of fig.5.

Figure 6. Waveform and spectrum of variation II, with
freq = 500 Hz, α = 1 and β = 1
Figure 5. Waveform and spectrum of variation I, with
freq = 500 Hz and β = 1

3.3. Variation III

Interestingly, while the time-domain exhibits some change,
there is very little spectral variation. This is due to the fact that
the extra term just adds a zero at DC, adding a gentle high-pass

This variation utilises a secondary oscillator to act as a carrier for
yet another heterodyning operation. The effect, similar to the
techniques discussed in [9], is to create a resonance region
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around the carrier (fig.7). The width of this region can then be
controlled by changing β.
y (n) = cos(θn)[cos(ωn)(1 + βy (n − 1))], θ = Nω

(10)

Note that this variation requires the evaluation of the cosine
function twice per sample, which can be implemented with a
second oscillator.

This variation is significant in that it brings the concept of
waveshaping into play. In fact, we could generalise it by substituting cos(.) by an arbitrary function f(.). Experiments have indicated that using abs(.) as the waveshaper produces triangle-like
waveforms. In addition, this variation is reminiscent of some recent work on non-linear oscillators utilising sine [11] and circle
[12] maps.

Figure 8. Waveform and spectrum of variation IV, with
freq = 500 Hz and β = 1

Figure 7. Waveform and spectrum of variation III, with
carrier freq = 4000 Hz, feedback oscillator freq = 200 Hz
and β = 1

3.5. Variation V
3.4. Variation IV

This system in eq.11 is similar to the one proposed in [3], where
the feedback signal is non-linearly amplified by the cosine mapping. The net result is that of a partial feedback FM spectrum
with missing even harmonics, given that the equation implements
only one term of a heterodyne-based FM equation (for details see
[8] and [10]).
(11)
y (n) = cos(ωn)[1 + cos( βy (n − 1)]
Figure 8 shows the spectrum of the output with the even harmonics missing. The waveform shape is bipolar and smooth, as the
high frequency energy in this example is below 5000 Hz.

This variation goes back to the original formulation in [5] and
introduces a means of changing the delay D in samples.
y (n) = cos(ωn)[1 + βy (n − D)]

If we look at this expression as a filter, then we might consider this as a comb filter tuned to fs/D samples. The particular
case where D= fs/freq is worth noting. Here we will have a very
sharp pulse wave at the output (fig.9). This case is where the
phases of the cosine products on eq.7 should be aligned, so theoretically, for β = 1, we will have
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∞

y ( n) =

∑

cos k (ωn) =

k =1

⎡ 1
⎢
⎢ 2 2k
k =1 ⎣
∞

∑

⎡

k −1

⎛ 2k ⎞

⎤

∑ ⎜⎜⎝ m ⎟⎟⎠ cos([2k − 2m]ωn)⎥⎥

m=0

(13)

⎦

⎤
⎛ 2k − 1⎞
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2 k −1
m ⎠
⎥
k =1 ⎣
m=0
⎦
∞

+

⎛ 2k ⎞
2
⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ +
2k
k
⎝ ⎠ 2

In the case of non-integral delays, if interpolation is used, it
will have some filtering effect in the predicted spectrum of eq.13.
Varying the delays will have the effect of changing the timbre of
the sound, as harmonic weights change. The flowchart for this
variation is shown in fig.10.

∑ ⎢⎢ 2

2

k −1

∑ ⎜⎜⎝

Figure 10. Variation V flowchart

3.6. Coda

In addition to the above, it is also possible to realise the equations above successfully as audio effects with arbitrary complex
inputs. In this case, the best results were obtained by inserting a
simple LP filter (1st order IIR) in the feedback loop. This will
attenuate high frequencies and allow for an increase in β above
the usual limit (ca. 1.7) increasing distortion but avoiding instabilities in the system. With this simple measure it is possible realise the effects above. The implementation of variation III,
however, will require pitch tracking as there is an auxiliary oscillator involved.
4. THE PIECE

This section describes an implementation of the feedback AM
oscillator and its variations I-V, and demonstrates three example
applications utilizing the synthesis method.
4.1. Verse

There are four types of signals in the basic feedback AM equation (eq. 6) and its variations (eqs. 8-12). The source signal
cos(ωn) and the frequency shifter signal cos(θn) can be realized
as sinusoidal oscillators, the feedback signal y(n-D) as a delay
line, and the delayed source signal cos(ω[n-1]) as a state variable. The parameters of these building blocks are shown in Table
1.
Table 1: Synthesis parameters.

Figure 9 Waveform and spectrum of variation V, with
freq = 441 Hz, fs = 44100 Hz, D = 100 and β = 1

parameter
fx
ax
β
D
N
v

Despite the complicated nature of eq.13, this hints at a
slowly-decaying spectrum containing all harmonics of the fundamental frequency. Partially evaluating eq.13, with k ≤ 4, we
have:
11 7
1
1
+ cos(ωn) + cos(2ωn) + cos(3ωn) + cos(4ωn)
8 4
4
8

(14)

Since this expression generates a non-bandlimited spectrum,
some aliasing will inevitably occur. In the case of integral delays, this is not noticeable, as the aliased components will fall
over the harmonics in the baseband.

description
source frequency
source amplitude
feedback amount
feedback delay amount
frequency shift amount
variation number

The parametrized building blocks were implemented in software as C language objects, while equations 6 and 8-12 were
implemented as block-based C functions operating on these objects. The DSP processing logic invokes one of these functions at
runtime, based on the value of the variation number parameter v.
The source code was compiled then into an external library
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(fbam~), implementing the feedback AM oscillator in the Pure
Data (PD) environment [13]. Finally, two envelope generators
(EGs) were inserted in front of the oscillator in order to control
the amplitude ax and the feedback amount β of the oscillator (see
Fig. 11). For convenience, the resulting patch was encapsulated
into a PD abstraction so that it could be handled as a single unit
generator. This composite unit is the equivalent of an FM operator used in the commercial FM implementations, and therefore,
we call the unit the feedback AM operator.
A single feedback AM operator instance can be used as a
simple and inexpensive virtual analog (VA) synthesizer implementation. The basic feedback AM equation produces a
sawtooth-like spectrum, while variation IV can be used in pseudo
square and triangle wave generation. Thus, the variation number
v can be used as a waveform selector. The amount of feedback β
can be used to simulate the cutoff frequency parameter of a subtractive synthesis lowpass filter. This simple VA synthesizer
model can be extended by patching additional control rate signal
generators, such as low frequency oscillators (LFOs), into the fx,
ax and β inputs of the operator.

slightly detuned pair of operators arranged in parallel configuration, producing the lower frequency sustaining portion of the
sound (variation II, β = 0.42, fx1 = 440 Hz, fx2 = 441 Hz). Amplitude inputs were modulated with linearly decaying envelopes,
but the feedback amount β was kept constant.

Figure 12. Spectrogram of an electric piano patch.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented here a brief study of a series of simple and
low-cost synthesis methods based on feedback structures, which
prove to be useful for a variety of applications. In this work, we
have examined five variations of a feedback AM equation, each
one providing a different signal output. A reference software
implementation in PD was presented. The encapsulation of these
methods in an ‘operator’ abstraction has been shown to be a
useful way of providing them for general-purpose synthesis
applications.

Figure 11. Feedback AM operator.

4.2. Bridge
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a new method to compute frame based audio similarities, based on nearest neighbour density estimation. We
do not recommend it is as a practical method for large collections
because of the high runtime. Rather, we use this new method for
a detailed analysis to get a deeper insight on how a bag of frames
approach (BOF) determines similarities among songs, and in particular, to identify those audio frames that make two songs similar
from a machine’s point of view. Our analysis reveals that audio
frames of very low energy, which are of course not the most salient
with respect to human perception, have a surprisingly big influence
on current similarity measures. Based on this observation we propose to remove these low-energy frames before computing song
models and show, via classification experiments, that the proposed
frame selection strategy improves the audio similarity measure.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the iPod-age where private music collections contain thousands
of songs and commercial music catalogs consist of millions of
songs, music recommender systems become more and more important especially for searching and browsing music catalogs. One
can classify these recommender systems based on how the recommendations are generated. There exist three general recommendation approaches [1], namely the collaborative filtering approach,
the content-based approach and hybrid approaches.
The focus of this paper is on content-based music recommendation. Content-based recommender systems do not rely on any
kind of metadata collected from a user community, but analyze
and extract descriptive information about music titles directly from
the audio signals themselves. With respect to music recommendation, the so-called bag of frames approach (BOF) is a state-of-the
art method to compute timbral similarity [2, 3]. The main idea
is to extract spectral features from individual analysis frames and
to model audio signals (music recordings) via the long-term statistical distribution of their local frame features. Most commonly,
Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCCs) are used as local
spectral features, MFCC distributions are modeled as Gaussians or
Gaussian mixtures, and the Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence is
used as a measure of similarity between such distributions.
The main goal of this paper is to try to identify those frames
which cause two songs to be judged similar by a BOF approach,
to get a deeper insight on how the BOF approach works, and to
find ways to improve it. To this end, we develop a way to analyze
frame-based music similarity via nearest neighbour density estimation, and use this to find out which audio frames contribute most
to the estimated similarity. That is described in section 2. In section 3 we discuss some of our findings using this analysis method,
and focus on the observation that it is especially low energy frames

that seem to have an unduly strong influence on the BOF similarity judgment. We propose a strategy to remove those low energy
frames before computing song models, and experimentally evaluate this frame selection strategy against all-frame models and a
random frame removal strategy in section 4.
2. MUSIC SIMILARITY BASED ON NEAREST
NEIGHBOUR DENSITY ESTIMATION
To model the distribution of the MFCC vectors several approaches
have been considered so far. In the beginning, the distributions
were modeled using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs), which
belong to the category of a semi-parametric distributions [4]. The
most popular variant nowadays is to simply use a single multivariate Gaussian (SG) to model the distribution, because this turned
out to be comparable to the GMM approach in terms of quality,
but creating the models and especially comparing models is significantly faster [5, 6]. Most commonly the distribution models are
then compared using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [7].
The KL-divergence is a measure of relative entropy between two
probability distributions P and Q and is defined by equation (1).
Z

p(x) log
−∞

p(x)
dx
q(x)

(1)

Recently also non-parametric distribution models like vector quantization (VQ) have been in the focus of research [8, 9]. In this
paper we make use of an even more direct approach to modeling a distribution by applying nearest neighbour density estimation. Using a nearest neighbour density estimation method has
several advantages compared to GMMs and SG. First of all, common parametric forms rarely fit densities actually encountered in
data, in particular because all the ‘classical’ parametric densities
(e.g. the Gaussian distribution) are unimodal, whereas many practical problems involve multi-modal densities. A general advantage
of non-parametric in contrast to parametric procedures is that they
can be used with any distributions and without the assumption that
the form of the underlying densities are known. The big drawback,
however, is the extreme computational cost of nearest neighbour
estimation compared to other density estimation methods. Therefore nearest neighbour estimation is not a practical solution for
computing similarity in recommendation, but it is well suited for
studying and analyzing BOF approaches.
In the next subsections we first discuss how to derive densities using nearest neighbour estimation and then how to identify
those frames which contribute most to the KL divergence of two
distributions. Finally, we perform some genre classification experiments to check that this method of estimating similarities is
meaningful. The results are comparable in terms of quality to an
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implementation of the single Gaussian approach, indicating that
our approach is correct.
D̂KLsym (P ||Q)
2.1. Nearest Neighbour (NN) density estimation

=

Given a set of n points sampled from an arbitrary distribution, one
can estimate the density p(x) at or around a point x by counting
the number of sample points that fall into a small region around x.
If k is the number of points in that region and V is the volume of
the region, one can estimate the density p̂(x) at point x according
to equation (2).
k/n
p̂(x) =
(2)
V
This method is called nearest neighbour density estimation [10,
11]. Given infinitely many sample points, the radius r could be
chosen infinitely small and the estimate p̂(x) would converge toward the true probability p(x). In practice, given a finite sample
set, r is a crucial application-specific parameter. In the following,
we will use NN density estimation to model feature distributions.
Together with an estimation of the KL divergence, this will permit
us to analyze the role of individual sample points in the computation of similarities.
2.2. Estimating the KL divergence
Given n MFCC vectors of a song, we can directly estimate the
density at each vector x by counting the number k of MFCC vectors with a distance ≤ r from x, and taking k/n as an estimate
of (proportional to) the density of p(x). For two sets XP and XQ
representing two songs, we first reduce the larger set such that both
sets have equal size (|XP | = |XQ |). This can be easily achieved
by randomly removing points from the larger set and should have
little influence on the overall distribution. We take the usual approach to compare two distributions P and Q of two songs by
computing the discrete KL divergence:
D̂KL (P ||Q) =

X
x

p̂(x)
p̂(x) log
,
q̂(x)

(3)

where x ∈ XP ∪ XQ . Inserting the density estimates according
to equation 2 we arrive at the following expression for the KL divergence, where kx,p denotes the number of points in the small
region around x for distribution P and kx,q for distribution Q respectively. np is the number of sample points of distribution P
and nq the number of sample points from distribution Q.
D̂KL (P ||Q) = V

X
x

kx,p /np log

kx,p /np
kx,q /nq

=

(4)

Note that we have reduced one set of sample points such that the
number of sample points n is the same for both distributions P
and Q. Therefore the estimate of the KL divergence can be further
reduced.
kx,p
V X
D̂KL (P ||Q) =
kx,p log
(5)
n x
kx,q
Unfortunately, this approximation is numerically unstable, because
whenever the NN estimate of the probability density q̂(x) is zero
(which can easily happen), log p̂(x)
will be undefined. We deq̂(x)
cided to circumvent this problem by increasing kx,p and kx,q by
one such that the estimates p̂(x) and q̂(x) cannot become zero.
We can also derive the symmetric KL divergence DKLsym .

=
=
=

D̂KL (P ||Q) + D̂KL (Q||P )
X
p̂(x) X
q̂(x)
p̂(x) log
+
q̂(x) log
q̂(x)
p̂(x)
x
x
X
p̂(x)
q̂(x)
p̂(x) log
+ q̂(x) log
q̂(x)
p̂(x)
x
X
p̂(x)
(p̂(x) − q̂(x)) log
q̂(x)
x
X
V
kx,p
( (kx,p − kx,q ) log
)
n x
kx,q
(6)

Since we use the symmetric KL divergence as a distance measure
and V /n is a constant factor, we can safely neglect V /n for our
purpose. For the NN approach the KL divergence is a sum over all
sample points. Therefore we can easily figure out how much an
individual vector x contributes to the overall KL divergence. We
have developed a little tool that loads two audio files, computes
their spectral representation, and calculates the similarity value
based on nearest neighbour density estimation1 . To analyze which
frames make two songs similar from a machine’s point of view, it
sorts and visualizes the audio frames according to their contribution to the overall distance (see equation 6). It is worth mentioning
that in our implementation we do not compute the real number
of neighbours within the radius r, but only compute the approximate nearest neighbours using Locality Sensitive Hashing because
of performance reasons, since computing the exact nearest neighbours would require to compute the euclidean distance between all
frames.
2.3. Validation of the Approach
To validate the nearest neighbour density approach and our implementation thereof, we compare it to a standard Single Gaussian
(SG) method with KL-divergence, on a genre classification task
(as is common in MIR). The validation dataset contains 10 genres each consisting of 10 songs. The main reason for this small
classification dataset is the high computational cost of comparing
two distributions using the nearest neighbour density method. To
prevent artist effects there are no two songs by the same artist in
this collection. On this validation dataset we get a 10-NN classification accuracy of 45.4% for the single Gaussian model, and a
10-NN classification accuracy of 42.1% for the nearest neighbour
density approach. For NN density estimation, we chose a radius of
r = 32. This setting seemed plausible after analyzing some songs
(from a different collection) using the developed tool, however we
did not optimize this parameter in any way. It is interesting that the
NN approach performs about 3 percentage points worse than the
SG approach. Choosing a more appropriate radius r might reduce
the difference in classification accuracy. But that is not the point
of this experiment. The important aspect of this experiment is that
the NN approach itself and the implementation thereof is correct,
because the classification accuracy is far above the baseline and
close to the result obtained using the SG approach. Thus we can
make use of this approach to analyze and understand the BOF in
more detail.
1 http://www.cp.jku.at/people/seyerlehner/nn_density/kl.html
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3. A SIMPLE FRAME SELECTION STRATEGY
Using the developed tool we have analyzed many pairs of songs to
find out which frames make them appear similar to the machine.
What jumps to the eye is that frames with rather low energy tend to
contribute quite a lot to the similarity judgment. This is especially
interesting as those frames are of course not the most salient ones
with respect to human perception. From a technical point of view
frames with low energy will of course have a low euclidean distance to each other, which implies that the density of low energy
frames will be high. Thus the KL divergence for those frames will
only be low if the other song has an equal amount of e.g. silent
or almost silent frames. Consequently songs having low energy
frames will more likely match songs that have low energy frames
as well, although from a human point of view the similarity of two
songs is surely related to the dynamic parts of a song and is not
too much influenced by the silent parts of a song. We therefore
decided to investigate whether removing those low energy frames
before building a model would improve audio similarity measures.
To select frames of high energy, we determine the energy of each
frame after mapping onto the mel-scale by summing across the mel
bands. Then all the frames are sorted according to their energy and
a given percentage of frames is dropped (e.g 50%). We then compute the model as usual, but for the remaining frames only. This
frame selection strategy can be applied to any BOF approach. In
the next section we present extensive classification experiments for
the single Gaussian model illustrating the improvement in quality
that can be achieved with this simple frame selection strategy.
4. CLASSIFICATION EXPERIMENTS
For lack of reliable ground truth w.r.t perceived audio similarity,
we follow the standard procedure in MIR research and evaluate
the frame selection strategy in an indirect way, via music genre
classification. To prevent collection specific effects we use two
completely different genre classification datasets to evaluate the
proposed strategy.
4.1. Dataset-1: 1517artists
The ’1517artists’ genre classification dataset consists of freely available songs from download.com2 and has already been used in [9].
To ensure reasonable track quality approximately the 190 most
popular songs (according to the number of total listens) were selected for each genre. Altogether there are 3180 tracks from 1517
different artists distributed over 19 genres in this dataset. It is
worth mentioning that this collection has an almost uniform genre
distribution and contains tracks from a large number of different
artists.
4.2. Dataset-2: 103artists
The ’103artists’ dataset consists of 2445 commercial songs from
103 artists organized in albums. These 103 artists are divided into
21 genres and the number of songs per genre varies depending on
the genre. As the number of artists is rather low — there are at
most 9 artists per genre and in average about 5 artists per genre —
we expect to observe a high artist related classification effect on
this dataset.
2 Used with permission from CBS Interactive, Inc., Copyright 2008. All
rights reserved.

Figure 1: Classification accuracies of the proposed frame selection
strategy and of a random selection baseline-strategy for dataset
’1517artists’.
4.3. Evaluation Procedure
We evaluate the proposed frame selection strategy using the single
Gaussian (SG) component of the similarity algorithm proposed by
Pohle and Schnitzer [12], which took the first rank in the MIREX
2007 Audio Music Similarity and Retrieval task. First we compute the classification accuracy using all frames (the original algorithm). Then we systematically remove 10%, 20%, ..., 80% and
90% of the frames according to their energy as described in section 3. This strategy is called Frame Selection (FS). Additionally,
we compare this strategy against a random frame selection strategy (RND), where we remove the same percentage of frames by
choosing the frames to be removed randomly.
For all our classification experiments we report the k-NN classification accuracy. The k-NN classification accuracy is a quality
indicator that is related to a query scenario, where the algorithm
is asked to return a set of songs that sound like the query song.
For such a result set one counts the number of correctly returned
songs. A song in the result set is assumed to be correct w.r.t. our
evaluation if the genre is the same as the genre of the query song.
Additionally we also report artist-filtered k-NN classification accuracies, where only songs are considered that do not belong to
the same artist as the query song; this is to quantify artist-related
or production effects. In all our evaluations we present results for
the 4-NN accuracy, because some of the genres of the ’103artists’
dataset do not contain more than 4 different artists, and measuring the accuracy for more than the top 4 recommendations would
return invalid classification results in combination with an artist
filter.
4.4. Results and Conclusions
Figures 1 and 2 show the genre classification results for the ’1517
artists’ and ’103artists’ datasets, respectively. A look at the results for the random frame selection strategy shows that the single Gaussian model is remarkably stable. Even with up to 90%
of all audio frames removed, the classification accuracy decreases
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes innovative de-noise filters in a framework,
whose aim is the localization of an acoustic source in a noisy environment. The main focuses are the automatic detection of transient sound events and the separation of the events of interest
from the noise. A microphone array is used to capture timespatial information and an adaptive filter can be initialized to
learn the ambient noise spectrum when signals of interest are absent. We propose an algorithm based on the Short Time Spectral
Attenuation method to remove the noise from each sensor of the
array, before the source localization task is performed. The Time
Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) methods are used for multiple
sources localization. The experimental results show the efficiency of our framework in stationary noisy environments.

where M is the total number of the signals, αnm is the attenuation
of the sound propagation (inversely proportional to the distance
from source m to microphone n), sm are the unknown source signals, tm is the propagation time from the nth microphone to the
sensor reference, τnm is the TDOA of the mth signal between the
nth microphone and the reference, v(k) is ambient noise. The
problem of the acoustic source automatic detection is discriminating should consider v(k). A possible approach is based on the
development of a system capable of recognizing the sound source
[2] in the case of screams and gunshots. This technique builds a
set of audio features, which derive from sound analysis, in order
to detect unique characteristics of some particular audio event.
The results of this approach are very interesting, at least in the
specific acoustic environment considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

y1(k)

Microphone array signal processing is used to extract useful spatial information from acoustic signals. The most important applications of such beam-forming, spatial sound-field recording and
direction of arrival (DOA) estimation (based on TDOA method)
are potentially used to solve the problem of single or multiple
source localizations, estimation of number of sources, sources
separation, de-reverberation and echo reduction [1]. Many techniques have been developed for microphone array processing in
different acoustic environments: reverberant or free-field, farfield or near-field. Our interest concerns events detection and
DOA estimation in a free-field environment. The question of
DOA involves two main steps. The first is TDOA estimation,
based on the measurement of the time difference between the
signals received by different microphones. The second locates
the source position processing the TDOA information with the
knowledge of sensor geometry array and acoustic environment.
In an array design, the multiple microphones setup depends on
the application. The most common configurations are linear, circular and rectangular, and correct spacing between each sensor is
important to avoid spatial aliasing problems, in relation with the
spectra of the acoustic sources. The signal model received by the
nth microphone in a free-field environment with multiple sources
is:
M

y n (k) =

∑α nm ⋅ sm [ k − t m − τ nm ] + v(k)
m=1

(1)

noise gate

yn(k)

denoise algorithm

noise gate

v(k)

noise print

…

geometry array

TDOA estimation

acoustic environment

DOA estimation

Figure 1: The architecture of the processor, showing the
data flow of all the tasks of the experimental system implementation.
Our approach is based on trying to remove v(k) from (1), instead. The de-noising algorithm employed is an evolution of the
Ephraim and Malah suppression rule (EMSR [3] and [4]), and it
is denominated CMSR (Canazza-Mian Suppression Rule). It is a
frequency method filter that requires to perform a noise estima-
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tion. To perform the best denoising process, the noise signal
should be stationary during the acoustic event. However, since
this condition hardly occurs in real life, after the denoising processing that cleans the residual noise as good as possible, a noise
gate should be applied to each microphone. The noise gate removes the parts of the signal below the selected threshold, which
is set to a very low level. The architecture of the processor is
summarized in Figure 1 and shows the data flow of all the tasks
of the experimental system implementation.
In the following section we present the TDOA estimation. In
Sec. 3 the (classic) noise reduction algorithms are introduced,
with the Ephraim-Malah Suppression Rule (EMSR). In Sec. 4
new suppression rules are proposed. Finally in Sec. 5 the qualities of the proposed method are discussed, showing some experimental results.

large and the estimate of the cross power spectral signal density
is likely to be in error.
The Smoothed Coherence Transform (SCOT) assigns
weighting according to the SNR of both signals:
1
(6)
ΨSCOT ( f ) =
Sy y ( f ) ⋅ Sy y ( f )
1 1

2

2

The Phase Transform (PHAT) function normalizes the amplitude of the spectral density of the two signals and uses only
the phase information to compute the GCC:
€
1
(7)
ΨPHAT ( f ) =
Sy y ( f )
1 2

The Hannan & Thomson (HT) weighting function, also
known as Maximum-Likelihood (ML) GCC, is:

€
2. ACOUSTIC SOURCE LOCALIZATION

2

γ 12 ( f )

ΨHT ( f ) =

(8)

2

S y y ( f ) ⋅ (1− γ 12 ( f ) )
1 2

The generalized cross-correlation (GCC) [5] is the most common
technique employed for TDOA estimation; it is used with spatially separated microphone pairs. The relative time delay τ12 is
obtained by an estimation of the peaks detector in the filter crosscorrelation function:
τˆ12 = argmax ry y (τ )
(2)
τ

where τ is the time lag and

1 2

is the GCC function:

N−1

€ ry1y 2 (τ ) =

∑ Ψ( f ) ⋅ S y y ( f ) ⋅ e

j2 πτf
N

1 2

k= 0

(3)

where N is the number of samples of the observation time, ψ(f) is
the frequency domain weighting function, and the cross-spectrum
of the two signals is defined as:
€
S y y (k) = E Y1 ( f ) ⋅Y 2* ( f )
(4)
1 2

{

where |γ12|2 is the magnitude square coherence (MSC) function
between y1 and y2:

€

Sy y ( f ) ⋅ Sy
1 1

2

2

y2

(9)

(f )

When several microphone pairs are available, the source position can be estimated as the point in space that best fits a set of
TDOA measurements. Comparison methods are analyzed in [6].
€
Consequently the source localization is a DOA estimation. In
our system, we chose the most simple array configuration (uniform linear array, ULA) to analyze pre-filter denoising effects,
and we consider the parametric model of a far-field environment.
The DOA value θ is calculated as:

τ ⋅ c 
θ = arcsin

 d 

}

where Yi(f) (i = 1, 2) is the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of
the signal and * denotes complex conjugate. GCC is used for
minimizing the influence of uncorrelated noise and interference,
€
and maximizing
the peak in correspondence of the time delay. In
the free-field environment with moderate noise this method
works very well and is computationally efficient, but in low signal to noise ratio (SNR) levels a clear distinction between signals
of interest and noise is not achieved. This is another question to
be pointed out in order to highlight the usefulness of a de-noising
filter, not only for the separation of the acoustic events from the
noise, but also for a better resolution of the localization with a
low SNR. In our experimental results we show the GCC with
different weighting functions proposed by Knapp and Carter. The
simple cross-correlation (CC) is computed when ψcc = 1. The CC
is estimated using the DFT and the inverse DFT (IDFT), which
can be efficiently implemented with the fast Fourier transformer
(FFT).
The Roth weighting function is calculated according to the
SNR value of one signal. The GCC estimates the impulse response of the optimum linear (Wiener-Hopf) filter:
1
ΨROTH ( f ) =
(5)
Sy y ( f )

S12 ( f )

2

γ 12 ( f ) =

(10)

where c is the speed of sound, and d the distance between microphones. The assumed DOA range is: -90° +90°, where zero is in
front of the array.

€

3. DE-NOISE FILTER
Over the last ten years research in the audio restoration field has
focused on the planning of algorithms, which subtend a plurality
of models and hypotheses on the sound reality and have been developed in connection with the peculiar problem which the system intends to solve:

1 1

The Roth processor has the desirable effect of suppressing the
frequency regions in which the power spectral noise density is

€

•

Restoration can aim at retrieving the intelligibility of
the spoken parts during a communication occurring in
a perturbed environment, where the critical factor is
real-time working, even if at the expense of a high loss
of vocal timbre quality (communication between pilots
and control tower, between divers and the mother ship,
or between troops on enemy soil);

•

A commercial objective can, instead, concern the
understanding of the spoken parts during a communication in a noisy environment. In this case, real-time
working of the system is essential, but with an at least
partial preservation of the original timbre: communication between mobile devices in shopping centres, or at
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•

parties, concerts and in traffic jam, where the useful
signal (speech) to noise is very low.

method. In Sec. 3.1. we present an overview of the STSA methods. Sec. 3.2. introduces the EMSR method ([3] and [4]).

Intelligibility retrieval is also the aim of restoration in
the forensic field. In this case, real-time working is not
required, but faithfulness to timbre must be guaranteed
for the identification of the vocal print.

•

Restoration of musical recordings, which must offer
satisfying solutions to the problems connected with the
time-varying feature peculiar to musical signals. Real
time is not required (the work of the restorer often requires 10 or 20 times the real time). In this case the
noise reduction interventions could: 1) concern only
the cases in which the internal evidence of the degradation is unquestionable, without going beyond the technological level of that time; 2) aims at a commercial
edition; 3) have the purpose of obtaining a historical
reconstruction of the recording as it were listened to at
the time.

•

This essay considers scenarios in which the real time is
a critical factor, with a preservation of the original timbre (useful for audio source recognition, to be performed in a possible next step) and where a hypothesis
on the useful signal (voice or noise) cannot be made.

•

The specific methodologies of audio restoration can be schematized in at least three different categories, according to the
information used by the algorithm during the phase of noise attenuation.
1) Frequency methods; these algorithms require that the operator
have little information to carry out the restoration (a priori information): only an estimate of the noise present is necessary
(noise print), since it is assumed to be stationary along the entire
signal. Any further information needed (a posteriori information)
is automatically calculated by the restoration software through
the analysis of the characteristics of the signal. Since these algorithms are easy to use and are generally applied to different typologies of audio signals, they are employed in commercial
hardware and software systems.
2) Algorithms in the time domain, which use signal models; a
priori information is employed to estimate the probable distribution of the sound events, the excitation signal and the filter coefficients. Therefore the algorithm carries out (a posteriori information) the signal tracking. The models, which can be applied
to different signal typologies, are “non-informative” (they have
little a priori information): it is therefore necessary to detail the
model from time to time, according to the signal being examined.
3) Restoration through analysis to synthesis and restoration based
on source models; in this case only a priori information is required. It is to be found in the knowledge we have about the system that produced the audio document and the analysis of the
sound material.
Our scenario (real time, no any a priori information available) suggests the use of the Frequency methods, which are based
on the Short Time Spectral Attenuation. These de-noise systems
consist of two important components: a noise estimation method
and a suppression rule. In this section we focus on the suppression rule. We do not discuss the estimation method, which is
equally important for the final noise reduction system; however,
our method can readily be combined with any existing estimation

These techniques employ a signal analysis through the ShortTime Fourier Transform (which is calculated on small partially
overlapped portions of the signal: STFT) and can be considered
as a non-stationary adaptation of the Wiener filter [7] in the frequency domain. In particular, Short Time Spectral Attenuation
(STSA) consists in applying the short-time spectrum of the noise
to a time-varying suppression and does not require the definition
of a model for the audio signal.
Suppose considering the useful signal x(t) as a stationary aleatory process to which some noise z(t) is added (uncorrelated
with x(t)) to produce the degraded signal y(t):

y(t) = x(t) + z(t)

(11)

The relation that connects the respective power spectral densities
is therefore:

€

Py (ω ) = Px (ω ) + Pz (ω )

(12)

with ω the frequency index.
If we hypothesize to succeed in retrieving an adequate estiω), during the silence intervals of the signal y(t), and
mate of Pz(€
in the musical portions that of Py(ω), we can expect to obtain an
estimate of the spectrum of x(t) by subtracting Pz(ω) from Py(ω);
the initial assumption of stationariness can be considered locally
satisfied since short temporal windows are employed.
Note that the use of a short-time signal analysis is equivalent
to the use of a filter bank. First each channel (that is, the output
of each filter) is appropriately attenuated and then it is possible to
proceed with the synthesis of the restored signal. The timevarying attenuation applied to each channel is calculated through
a determined suppression rule, which has the purpose to produce
an estimate (for each channel) of the noise power. Each particular
STSA technique is characterised by the implementation of the
filter bank and of the suppression rule.
Often the short-time analysis is carried out through the STFT
([3], [8] and [9]). In [10], instead, non-linear filter banks are
introduced.
Historically, the STSA methodology was developed during
the ‘70s in order to remove the noise in the transmission of
spoken parts. The new STSA techniques for audio restoration are
an adaptation of these first elaborations. Traditionally, the interpretation as STFT is a notion deriving from the analysis of the
spoken parts. The phase remains an open problem: in the STFT
interpretation, the attenuation corresponds to a change of the
short-time spectrum magnitude only. The opinion that the phase
does not need to be processed owing to the psycho-acoustic
properties of the human ear is widespread. Indeed, the “insensitivity to the phase” of the human ear is proved only in the case of
stationary audio signals and for the Fourier Transform phase. On
the contrary, in the case of the STFT phase, variations among
subsequent short-time frames can cause audible effects (such as
frequency modulation). It is important to highlight that in the
classic STSA techniques the possibility to process the phase does
not exist, since no hypothesis is made on the characteristics of
the audio signal.
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If we denote the STFT of the y(t) noisy signal with Y(t, ωk),
where t represents the temporal index and ωk the frequency index (with K = 1,…, N: N represents the number of STFT channels), the result of the suppressing rule application can be interpreted as the application of a G(t, ωk) gain to each value Y(t, ωk)
of the STFT of the noisy signal . This gain corresponds to a signal attenuation and is included between 0 and 1.

•

3.2. EMSR method

After the Wiener solution, many variants, which are also affected
by musical noise, even if in a minor way, were proposed. On the
contrary a substantial progress was made with the solution hereinafter proposed. The work, carried out in [3] and [4], aims at
minimising the mean square error (MSE) in the estimation of the
spectral components (Fourier coefficients) of the musical signal,
of which Ak indicates the magnitude:

In most of the suppression rules, G(t, ωk) only depends on the
noisy signal power level (measured in the same point)

2

E A k − Aˆ k 



(

and on the estimate of the noisy power at the ωk frequency:

{

2
Pˆz (ω k ) = E Z (t,ω k )

}

z

Aˆ k = Γ(1.5)

; γk =

€

{

(a priori SNR).

G(t,ω k ) =

Pˆz (ω k )

2
Y (t,ω k ) − Pˆz (ω k )

Y (t,ω k )

Another rule, called Power-Subtraction, is illustrated in [11].
Comparing the characteristics of the two rules in connection with
the relative
, we deduce that these suppression
€ signal
,
(
•

where

the

relative

signal

is

(a posteriori SNR); ξ k

if x ≥ 0
where: P[x] =  x
 0 otherwise

high

€

)

2

2

2

k

Xˆ (n −1)
ξˆk (n) = α k
+ (1− α )P [ y k (n) −1] , 0 ≤ α < 1
Z k (n −1)

rules share the same behaviour:
•

[ ]

E Zk

[ ]
=
E[ Z ]
E Xk

I0 and I1 are the Bessel modified functions of the zero and first
order. Note that the quantity ξk can only be estimated, since the
clean signal is not available. The estimate calculation is developed according to two models, one based on a maximum likelihood approach and the other based on a decision directed approach. Since the latter one turned out to be the best, we report it
here (n is the frame index):

(16)

2

Yk 2

and Xk, Zk, Yk are the spectral components of the clean signal x(t),
of the€noise z(t) and of the noisy signal y(t)
€ respectively.

}

A typical suppression rule is based on the Wiener filter [7] and
can be formulated as follows:

€

exp − k (1+ v k )I0  k  + v k I1 k Yk (18)
 2 
2
 2 

(14)

which, starting from the hypothesis that the z(t) noise is not correlated to the x(t) signal, we deduce should be greater than 1:
2
€
E X(t,ω k )
(15)
E {Q(t,ω )} = 1+
k

k

γk

where:

2

k

(17)

By modelling Ak as a statistically independent null mean
Gaussian aleatory variables, the obtained solution is:
€
 v 
v 
 v 
v

(13)

(which does not depend on the temporal index t due to the presumed noise stationariness). At this point a relative signal can be
defined: €

Y (t,ω k )
Q(t,ω k ) =
Pˆ (ω )

)

(19)

€

In [9] the behaviour of the filter based on such an estimator is
analysed; after a notation change the gain applied to each spectral
€ component k to the p-th frame is:

.
That is, the gain tends to 0 in the case in which only the
noise is present (relative signal equal to 1). In this
sense, in some cases an overvaluation of the estimated
noise power is used.

Other more elaborated suppression rules depend on both the
relative signal and on a priori knowledge of the corrupted signal,
that is on a priori knowledge of the probability distribution of the
in-band signals [11] or on the signal to noise ratio [3]. Usually,
the mistake made by these procedures in retrieving the original
sound spectrum has an audible effect, since the difference between the spectral densities can give a negative result at some
frequencies. Should we decide to arbitrarily force the negative
€
results to zero, in the final signal there will be a disturbance, constituted of numerous random frequency pseudo-sinusoids, which
start and finish in a rapid succession, generating what in literature
is known as musical noise [3].

G(k, p) =

π
2


 Y (k, p) 
1

 prio
 ⋅
(k,
p)
1+
Y

1+ Yprio (k, p) 
post

(20)


 Y (k, p) 
⋅M (1+ Ypost (k, p)) prio


1+ Yprio (k, p) 
 ϑ 
ϑ 
 ϑ 
where: M[ ϑ ] = exp− (1 + ϑ )I 0   + ϑI1  
 2 
2
 2 
where the two parameters Ypost and Yprio are calculated as:

€
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[

]

Y prio (k, p) = (1− α )P Y post (k, p) + α

G(k, p − 1)X (k, p − 1)

2

IF

v(k)

where:

€

ELSE
where v(k) is the noise power at the k frequency. The α parameter
controls the balance between the current frame information and
that of the preceding one. By varying this parameter, the filter
smoothing effect can be regulated. Yprio has less variance than
Ypost: in this way, it is less probable that a musical noise occurs.
However, it is important to point out that when α increases, the
response delay is even higher than the transients; therefore there
is a low-pass effect on the occasion of rapid signal attacks.

END
The experiments carried out confirm that the filter performs
very well, with a greater noise rejection than the classic EMSR
and it has the prerogative of not introducing musical noise. Furthermore the behaviour in the transients follows that of EMSR
without having the impression of a “low-pass filter” application.

A good adaptation to the non-stationary noise case [9] is another advantage of the proposed algorithm; this is particularly
important in our scenario, where the noise can be generated by
wind, water, rain, walking, etc., and all these events can change
in a medium time scale.

The second algorithm, called CMSRα, takes into account the
information of the last two frames. More precisely, before brutally setting the parameter at zero, we observe if the preceding
frame also contained a null Ypost. The pseudo-code is:

We also have to point out that by increasing the overlapping
of the analysis windows, the statistic correlation degree between
the frames increases. This results in a limitation of the noise
reduction power of the filter. A detailed analysis carried out by
the authors shows that a hard overlapping (exceeding 80%) can
€
give acceptable results only by increasing the value of α.
€
In [4] an evolution of the EMSR suppression rule, based on
an estimator which minimizes the logarithmic mean square error
in the estimation of the signal spectral components, was pre€
sented, and that is:
2

E log A k − log Aˆ k 



(

)

(21)

€

IF Y post (k, p) > 0

α = 0.98 ;
Y prio (k, p) = (1− α )P[Y post (k, p)] + α

2

;

v(k)

ELSE
IF Y post (k, p − 1) > 0

α = 0.98 ;
Y prio (k, p) = (1− α )P[Y post (k, p − 1)] + α

€
where Ak represents the module of the k-th Fourier coefficient.
The estimator obtained in [4] is:
€
€
 1 ∞ e− t 
ξk
exp ∫
dtY k
Aˆ k =
(22)
€
 2 vk t

1 +ξ k
This realization represents a significant evolution of the standard EMSR: in particular it produces less musical noise at the
expense€of a minor uniformity (however it is hardly audible due
to the minor remaining noise).

G(k, p − 1)Y (k, p − 1)

G(k, p − 2)Y (k, p − 2)

2

v(k)

;

Y post (k, p) = Y post (k, p − 1) ;
ELSE
END
END
The last algorithm, called CMSRβ, calculates Yprio as follows:

Y prio (k, p) =
4. INNOVATIVE FILTERS BASED ON EMSR
We present the implementation of three filters created by the
authors, which represent an evolution of the Ephraim and Malah
suppression rule.
The first one, CMSR (Canazza-Mian Suppression Rule1), is
based on the idea of using a “punctual” suppression without
memory, (Wiener-like), in the case of a null estimate of Ypost; the
pseudo-code is the following:
€
1

Gian Antonio Mian (1942-2006), co-author of this paper, was a
professor of Digital Signal Processing at the Dept. of Information Engineering, University of Padova, a leading researcher and an outstanding
teacher whose brightness and kindness we will always remember. This
Suppression Rule is affectionately dedicated to his memory.

2

G(k, p − 1)Y (k, p − 1) 
+
= 0.98 ⋅(1− α )P[Y post (k, p)] + α
v(k)


2

G(k, p − 2)Y (k, p − 2) 

+0.02 ⋅ (1− α )P[Y post (k, p − 1)] + α
v(k)



In order to estimate Yprio, the decisional strategy of using the
past previous frames p-1 at 98% and p-2 at 2% (only as corrective parameter) was adopted.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We performed a detailed validation of the methods described
above. In particular we tested our algorithms (see Sec. 4) in comparison with the Wiener Filter, the Power-Subtraction and the
EMSR method. We carried out the test in a real (very noisy)
scenario with a time-variant SNR (5÷60 dB). Each filter is able
to periodically update the noise print in an automatic way.
From the experimental results it is evident that in the signals
processed by Wiener Filter there is a significant quantity of residual noise modulated around the signal frequencies. Furthermore, a strong presence of musical noise can be observed. The
EMSR filter has decidedly less musical noise, but it is necessary
to regulate the parameter α in order to find a good compromise
between noise attenuation and the transient distortion. The
CMSR filter enables/allows a higher noise attenuation without
causing distortions. CMSRα and CMSRβ show a minor noise
reduction compared to the CMRS. In addition, the analysis also
showed a delay in reaction in the sound events decay (transition
from “only signal” to “only noise”).
Important indications can be drawn from the tests we carried out:
two fundamental parameters of the dimension and of the analysis
of the windows overlapping were changed. A high overlapping,
exceeding 80%, brings no advantages to the noise reduction. On
the contrary, the advantage brought to the window dimension
increase is evident, provided that the overlapping increases as
well (to make the next step constant in terms of samples number). However, a larger window has the disadvantage of leaving a
grater quantity of residual noise. The tests show that dimensions
of 4096 to 8192 samples represent a good compromise (a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz was considered).

The next figures show the experimental results of the implementation system (see Fig. 1). The improvement of acoustic source
localization using de-noise filter, which is the CMSR in accordance with the results in Fig. 2, is highlighted to compare Fig. 3,
4, 5, 6 (events in environmental noise) with Fig. 7, which displays the process of the TDOA estimation with the de-noise and
the noise gate filter. The maximum SNR measured in the analyzed transient acoustic event is 20 dB. The peak of the capture
snapshot in Fig. 7, which appears at the arrival of sound, shows
the signal of interest alone during the whole acoustic event, proving a complete removal of the noise.

Figure 3: Environmental noise – GCC function in presence of the
noise only. In this case the automatic system detection can’t discriminate it from a new event (x axis: time lag in ms). In this
situation the step of catching the noise print can be initialized to
learn the spectral noise.

Figure 2 shows the gain trend introduced by each filter at the
varying of the noisy signal SNR in a real scenario. The term gain
indicates the difference between the de-noised signal SNR and
the input signal SNR. For all input SNR’s, the CMSR has a good
performance.

Figure 4: Environmental noise – an acoustic signal is arriving to
the microphone array and two peaks are observed. SNR < 5dB.

Figure 5: Environmental noise – SNR < 5 dB; two peaks are observed.
Figure 2: Gain trend introduced by the filters in the frequency
domain at the varying of the input SNR (y-axis: SNRout-SNRin; xaxis: SNRin – both in dB). The best gain of the CMSR filter can
be observed for all the SNRin.
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ABSTRACT
A recently introduced structure to implement a continuously smooth
spectral delay, based on a cascade of first-order allpass filters and
an equalizing filter, is described and the properties of this spectral
delay filter are reviewed. A new amplitude envelope equalizing
filter for the spectral delay filter is proposed and the properties of
structures utilizing feedback and/or time-varying filter coefficients
are discussed. In addition, the stability conditions for the feedback and the time-varying structures are derived. A spectral delay
filter can be used for synthesizing chirp-like sounds or for modifying the timbre of arbitrary audio signals. Sound examples on the
use of the spectral delay filters utilizing the structures discussed
in this paper can be found at http://www.acoustics.hut.
fi/publications/papers/dafx09-sdf/.
1. INTRODUCTION
Spectral delay filtering (SDF) is an audio processing method in
which different frequencies of a signal are delayed by different
amounts. For example, an impulse can be transformed to a ”chirp”
by such a filter. SDFs can be implemented by delaying the desired frequencies of the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of
each signal frame to one or more frames [1, 2]. However, such a
frequency-domain approach does not easily provide a delay that is
continuously variable as a function of frequency when the delay is
not introduced as an integer multiple of the STFT hop size. Obviously, interpolation between successive STFT frames could be
performed, but this would increase the number of required operations. In addition, when a large delay is desired, the frequency
resolution of the STFT should be high, which trades off with increased memory requirements of the algorithm. Recently, an alternative implementation utilizing a cascade of first-order allpass
filters was proposed [3], and in that approach the delay produced
by the filters is inherently smoothly continuous as a function of the
frequency. This paper discusses extensions to this approach by introducing a spectral delay filter structure with a feedback path and
time-varying filter coefficients.
Usually, filtering an audio signal with a time-invariant allpass
filter does not have a major effect on the timbre because it does not
change the magnitude response of the signal. Yet, if a high-order
allpass filter is constructed by cascading several low-order allpass
filters, each introducing a mild phase shift, the overall filter has
a phase shift that is the sum of the phase shifts of the individual
The work of Vesa Välimäki was performed as a visiting scholar at
CCRMA, Stanford University. This work was partly supported by the
Academy of Finland, project numbers 126310 and 122815.

low-order filters. When the number of low-order allpass filters
is high enough their cascade can have a long, chirp-like impulse
response. Now, when audio and music signals are processed with
such a filter impressive changes maybe obtained that are similar to
the STFT SDF methods of [1, 2].
Allpass filters are commonly used in audio and music processing, and their applications range from effects processing to
the simulation of physical phenomena in musical instruments and
physical environments. In effects processing, the allpass filter has
been used in the simulation of reverberation [4] and a spring reverberator [5], in digital phasers [6], in shelving filters and equalizers [7], and recently also as a distortion effect [8]. The allpass filters can be used as a fractional delay, which is often needed in audio processing to fine-tune the length of a delay-line [9, 10] or in a
frequency-warped filter aimed at imitating human hearing or modeling acoustic responses at low frequencies [11, 12, 13, 14]. Kautz
filters, which practically produce the same result as warped filters but with a smaller model order, use a cascade of non-identical
second-order allpass filters [15].
Due to the highly dispersive, i.e. frequency-dependent, delay
introduced by an allpass filter, they have been used in the inharmonic waveguide synthesis of piano tones [16, 17, 18, 19], in the
simulation of inharmonic responses of spherical resonators [20],
and the synthesis carillons [21]. Interesting effects are obtained
when the the allpass filter is modulated at audio rate [22]. Additionally, high-order allpass filters can be used to implement the
accurate time delay needed in a multi-notch filter, which cancels
harmonics of a musical signal [23, 24].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the properties of a cascade of first-order allpass filters and
its relation to the chirp-like impulse response of the spectral delay
filter are reviewed. In addition, a new IIR filter design for the amplitude envelope equalization of the impulse response is presented.
Section 3 discusses the SDF structure utilizing feedback, and Section 4 presents the properties of a time-varying SDF. The stability
conditions for both structures are also derived. Finally, Section 5
concludes this paper.
2. CASCADED FIRST-ORDER ALLPASS FILTERS
The transfer function of a first-order allpass filter is given by
A(z) =

a1 + z −1
,
1 + a1 z −1

(1)

where a1 is the allpass filter coefficient. Filter stability requires
that |a1 | < 1. The transfer function of a cascade of M identical
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first-order allpass filters can be expressed as
a1 + z
1 + a1 z −1

.

- y(n)

(2)

It can be shown that the cascade of allpass filters is also allpass.
The authors call the cascade of many identical allpass filters and
an optional equalizing filter a spectral delay filter (SDF). Figure 1
shows the block diagram of a such filter.
2.1. Group Delay and Chirp-Like Impulse Response
The group delay of a filter is defined as the negative derivative of
the filter’s phase response φ(ω) with respect to frequency, i.e.
dφ(ω)
τg (ω) = −
.
dω

Now, the group delay of the first-order allpass filter can be expressed in closed form, as
1 − a21
τg (ω) =
.
1 + 2a1 cos(ω) + a21

Figure 1: Block diagram of the basic spectral delay filter consisting
of M allpass filters and an equalization filter [3].
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For the first-order allpass filter the phase response is given by
„
«
a1 sin(ω)
φ(ω) = −ω + 2 arctan
.
(4)
1 + a1 cos(ω)
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Figure 2 shows the group delay with various values for the coefficient a1 . The plot is unconventional in that the horizontal and
vertical axes have been interchanged. That is, frequency lies along
the vertical axis while group delay is plotted along the horizontal
axis, instead of the other way around as is typical. For monotonic group-delay functions, as occurring in Figure 2, such a plot
can be interpreted as a plot of the inverse function. This type of
group-delay plot facilitates visualization of the SDF output signal
spectrum and will be used in what follows. As will be seen, the
plot can be interpreted as an idealized spectrogram of the impulse
response of an allpass filter having that group delay.
It can be seen that the group delay of first-order allpass filters
is quite small at all frequencies. For instance, when a1 = −0.6
the delay at low frequencies is only four samples. This would correspond to about 0.1 ms when a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz is
used. Filtering with this filter would produce typically no audible
effect. Even when the same allpass filtering is applied a second
time, the effect is still inaudible. However, when this filtering is
repeated very many times, such as 100 times, the low and high
frequencies in the output signal become separated in time and a
chirp-like effect is heard. One can observe this by listening to the
impulse response of the filter itself.
This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 3, where the impulse
response and the spectrogram of a cascade of 64 first-order allpass
filters with a1 = 0.6 are plotted. Now, the impulse response is
quite long, about 6 ms. This due to the fact that cascading M
identical allpass filters produces a high-order allpass filter having
phase and group delay M times the original. When an impulse, a
broadband signal, is input to a such filter, it is smeared into a chirp
with frequencies appearing at times specified by the group delay.
The chirps that can be generated with a cascade of M identical
allpass filters can be understood by recalling the group delay plots
of Figure 2 and multiplying the time axis by M . When a great
many impulse responses are convolved, a chirp going downwards

Figure 2: Group delay of the first-order allpass filter with (a) nonpositive (a1 ≤ 0) and (b) non-negative (a1 ≥ 0) coefficient values
plotted against frequency. The sampling rate is fs = 44.1 kHz.
in frequency is heard when the filter coefficient a1 is negative (see
Figure 2(a)). When the coefficient a1 is positive (see Figure 2(b)),
a chirp going up is produced. The most useful allpass filter designs
bring about a large time delay difference between bass frequencies
(100 Hz or so) and high treble (well below 10 kHz). This is not
effectively obtained using allpass filters with poles close to the unit
circle. For instance, when coefficient a1 is positive and close to
1.0, such as a1 = 0.9, it is seen that the largest delay occurs at very
high frequencies, which will be inaudible to humans at a standard
sampling rate of 44.1 kHz.
It is helpful to be able to estimate the impulse response length
of first-order allpass filters, because this tells how long the chirp
will be. The maximum value of the group delay is related to the
length of the chirp. It can be obtained by evaluating the group
delay (5) at ω = 0 for non-positive a1 and at ω = π for positive
a1 , i.e.
8
1 − a1
>
<τg (0) =
, a1 ≤ 0,
1
+ a1
(6)
τg,max =
1 + a1
>
:τg (π) =
, a1 > 0.
1 − a1
Alternatively, it is possible to estimate the length of the allpass chirp from theory for the impulse-response length of IIR filters [25]. The sufficient length of the impulse response of a firstorder allpass filter that contains P% of the total energy is given
by
log(1 − P/100) − log(1 − a21 )
NP =
− 1,
(7)
log(a21 )
where P is the percentage of energy, e.g., 99.9. Notice that here the
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Figure 3: (a) Impulse response of the cascade of 64 first-order
allpass filters (a1 = 0.6) and (b) its spectrogram (linear magnitude
of a 64-point sliding FFT, hop size 1 sample, Hamming window),
which shows an upwards chirp. The dashed line is the group delay
of one allpass filter multiplied by 64.

ceiling operation used in [25] is skipped to avoid rounding errors
when many allpass filters are cascaded.
The maximum of the group delay according to (6) together
with the number of impulse response samples that contain 99%
and 99.9% of the total energy are plotted in Figure 4. It can be
seen that the maximum value of the group delay is very close to
the N99 value when 0.2 < |a1 | < 0.7. It approaches N99.9 as |a1 |
is increased.
For M cascaded allpass filters the effective length is M NP .
Equation (6) gives for the example of Figure 3 (M = 64, a1 =
0.6) the length estimate of 256 samples (4.00 samples for one
allpass section), which corresponds to 5.8 ms. This estimate is
slightly too small in comparison to what is seen in Figure 3. Using
the energy-based formula with P = 99.9%, the estimated impulse
response length is 261 samples (NP = 4.07 samples), which corresponds to 5.9 ms. N99.9 gives a conservative estimate of 404
samples (9.2 ms, 6.32 samples per allpass filter), which seems too
large in this case.
2.2. Allpass Chirp Envelope
The envelope of the allpass chirp is not constant over time. This
is clearly seen in Figure 3(a). The resulting amplitude envelope is
due to the fact that the impulse response contains an equal amount
of energy at all frequencies, and therefore the amplitude is necessarily smaller at frequencies where the chirp lingers. Next, the envelope α(ω) of an allpass chirp is derived. Previously, this derivation has appeared in [26].
Denote by ω+ and ω− two nearby frequencies having difference ∆ and mean ω, i.e.
∆ = ω+ − ω− , and
ω = (ω+ + ω− )/2.

0
a1

−0.5

7

(8)
(9)

1

0.5

Figure 4: Three different estimates for the effective length of a
first-order allpass filter impulse response as a function of coefficient a1 : energy-based effective length for 99.0% and 99.9% of
the total energy and the group delay maximum.
In the frequency interval [ω+ , ω− ] the allpass chirp has energy
∆/π. This energy is approximately equal to the signal energy in
the time interval [τg (ω+ ), τg (ω− )] determined by the group delay
of the allpass filter,
∆/π ≈ |τg (ω− ) − τg (ω+ )| α2 (ω)/2.

(10)

Taking the limit ∆ → 0 gives
»
α(ω) =

˛
˛–− 1
π ˛˛ dτg (ω) ˛˛ 2
.
2 ˛ dω ˛

(11)

Now, an allpass chirp may be filtered by an invertible normalization ν(ω) with a magnitude chosen to approximate the inverse of
its envelope α(ω):
s ˛
˛
1
π ˛˛ dτg (ω) ˛˛
ν(ω) ≈
=
.
(12)
α(ω)
2 ˛ dω ˛
Provided the equalizing filter does not smear the phase of the signal too much, the resulting sequence will have a nearly constant
envelope.
In the case of a first-order allpass, the inverse envelope ν(ω)
can be expressed in closed form as
s ˛
p
˛
π|a1 (1 − a21 ) sin(ω)|
1
π ˛˛ dτg (ω) ˛˛
=
=
.
(13)
α(ω)
2 ˛ dω ˛
1 + 2a1 cos(ω) + a21
2.3. Allpass Chirp Equalization
An accurate equalization (EQ) filter for a cascade of first-order
allpass filters can be designed based on (13). The design can be
decomposed into three parts as
q
(14)
Heq (z) = M π|a1 (1 − a21 )| · Heq,d (z) · Heq,n (z),
corresponding to a scale factor, an all-pole ”denominator” section
Heq,d (z), and a ”numerator” section Heq,n (z). The scale factor
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contains M because the cascading of M indentical allpass filters
multiplies the group delay of one filter by M , see Section 2.1.
It can be seen in (13) that the denominator can be implemented
directly as a cascade of two one-pole filters having the pole at −a1 ,
i.e.
„
«2
1
1
=
. (15)
Heq,d (z) =
1 + a1 z −1
1 + 2a1 z −1 + a21 z −2
The magnitude response of this filter matches the denominator part
of the amplitude envelope.
p In addition, it can be seen that the numerator has a function
| sin(ω)| that is symmetric with respect to π/2, i.e. one-fourth
of the sampling frequency. Thus, it makes sense to model the first
half of the function and replace z −1 by z −2 in the resulting filter.
The warped Prony design is used here to concentrate on matching
the desired low-frequency magnitude of the square root of the sine.
This yields the fourth-order IIR filter given by
(1 − beq,1 z −2 )(1 − beq,2 z −2 )
(1 − aeq,1 z −2 )(1 − aeq,2 z −2 )
(1 − beq,3 z −2 )(1 − beq,4 z −2 )
,
·
(1 − aeq,3 z −2 )(1 − aeq,4 z −2 )

Heq,n (z) = g

(16)

where g = 0.7079 and the rest of the coefficient values are given
in Table 1.
Figure 5 shows an example where the allpass filter chain’s impulse response obtained with the same parameters as in Figure 3 is
equalized using the filters above. It is seen in Figure 5(a) that the
magnitude response of the target and model for a chain containing
one allpass filter (M = 1) match quite well. In order to make a
difference between the EQ filter magnitude response and the inverse envelope the scaling has been omitted. If it is included, no
difference between the responses can be seen. Figure 5(b) shows
the equalized impulse response, which has a practically constant
level. Figure 5(c) presents the group delay of the EQ filter. It can
be seen that the EQ filter adds only a small delay to the signal.
Especially at low and middle frequencies, where human hearing
is most sensitive, the EQ filter adds practically no additional delay. Therefore, the frequency-dependent delay of the SDF can be
understood to be set by the allpass filter chain.

Table 1: Coefficients of the fourth-order numerator equalizing filter.
k
beq,k
aeq,k
1 0.3525 0.9797
2 0.9979 0.1103
3 0.9425 0.8750
4 0.7628 0.5892

where K is the number of unit delays in each allpass filter.
3. SPECTRAL DELAY FILTERS WITH FEEDBACK
As originally suggested by Kim-Boyle [1], the spectral delay processing could be extended by feeding some of the filter output back
to its input. This approach could generate a series of chirps modified by the possible filtering in the feedback path. Here, this approach is considered and the condition for the system stability is
derived.
If the output of a basic SDF H(z) is fed back to its input via
a unit delay and filter B(z), the system illustrated in Figure 7 is
obtained. Both filters are assumed to be causal. Therefore, their
impulse responses may be denoted h(n) and b(n), respectively,
nonzero for n = 0, 1, . . .. The unit delay is needed in the feedback
path when b(0)h(0) 6= 0 to avoid a delay-free loop.
This system can be described with a set of equations given by
w(n) = x(n) + b(n) ∗ y(n − 1) and
y(n) = h(n) ∗ w(n),

where w(n) is the signal after the first summation and ∗ denotes
convolution. Now, by applying the z-transform to the equation set
above, the system can be expressed as
W (z) = X(z) + z −1 B(z)Y (z) and
Y (z) = H(z)W (z),

Heqi (z) = Heq (z K ),

G(z) =

H(z)
Y (z)
=
.
X(z)
1 − z −1 B(z)H(z)

(22)

Now, the stability condition for the modified SDF utilizing
feedback can be derived. First of all, the basic SDF H(z) and
the feedback filter B(z) are assumed to be stable. Since
∞

X −k k
H(z)
z B (z)H k (z),
= H(z)
−1
1 − z B(z)H(z)

(23)

k=1

a sufficient condition for stability is that B(z) and H(z) be causal
and stable (as assumed), and that |B(ejω )H(ejω )| < 1 for all
ω. These conditions provide that G(ejω ) is both causal and convergent everywhere on the unit circle. The loop gain condition
|B(ejω )H(ejω )| < 1 is also necessary at all frequencies for which
H(ejω ) 6= 0. Since the magnitude response of the basic SDF depends solely on the magnitude response of the EQ filter, which can
be larger than one for some frequencies (see Figure 5), the feedback filter should apply attenuation that makes the feedback gain
less than one, i.e.

(17)
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(20)
(21)

from which the system transfer function is obtained,

2.4. Stretched Spectral Delay Filter
A multirate method was also introduced in [3] to obtain a more
dramatic spectral delay effect with a small number of allpass filters. By replacing the unit delay in each allpass filter with two
or more delay elements, the chirp becomes slower. We call this
the stretched SDF. At the same time, image chirps are generated,
which can be filtered out or used as part of the effect.
Figure 6(a) shows the impulse response of a stretched SDF
having 64 allpass sections in which each allpass section contains
three unit delays instead of one. The impulse response is three
times as long as in Figure 3(a), but two samples out of three are
zero. This method produces image chirps at high frequencies. Every second chirp propagates in the opposite direction as compared
to the original one. This is seen in the spectrogram display in Figure 6(b). Since one of the chirps now occurs in the lower third of
the audio band (between 0 Hz and about 7 kHz at 44.1 kHz), it is
heard more easily than in the case of a single full-band chirp.
For the amplitude envelope equalization of a stretched SDF,
an interpolated version of the EQ filter of (16) suffices, i.e.

(18)
(19)

|B(ejω )Heq (ejω )| < 1 ⇒ |B(ejω )| <

1
∀ ω. (24)
|Heq (ejω )|

3

1

EQ Filter
Inverse envelope

2

0.5
Level

Linear Magnitude
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Figure 6: (a) Impulse response of a cascade of 64 first-order allpass
filters (a1 = 0.6) having the unit delay replaced with three unit
delays (K = 3) and (b) its spectrogram computed with the same
parameters as in Figure 3. Now three long chirps are seen instead
of one. The interpolated EQ filter has been applied to the impulse
response.
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Figure 5: (a) Inverse envelope of a one-stage allpass chirp and an
EQ filter’s magnitude response with the scaling omitted. (b) The
equalized impulse response (cf. Figure 3(a)). (c) The group delay
of the equalizing filter used in this example.

Otherwise the signal fed back to the input of the basic SDF will be
amplified over and over again as it travels through the loop.
Now, if the feedback filter is designed to approximate the amplitude envelope of the chirp and to satisfy the stability condition
given above, maximum amplification of the feedback is then obtained. However, this leads to quite sophisticated design criteria
(cf. the design of the EQ filter) and unsophisticated first-order or
second-order filters cannot produce clearly different results due to
the attenuation required for the stability. Yet, if the EQ filter is
omitted, the feedback filter can be more freely designed, as long
as the stability criterion holds.
An example of the use of a SDF with feedback is given in
Figure 8, where the impulse response and the spectrogram of a
basic SDF having 64 first-order allpass filters with coefficient a1 =
0.6, an EQ filter, and a feedback filter
B(z) =

´
1 `
1 + z −1
23

(25)

are plotted. As can be seen, the impulse response (Figure 8(a)) has
now small amplitude variations not present in the impulse response
of a basic SDF without feedback (cf. Figure 3). These variations
are due to an additional low-amplitude chirp at high frequencies,
which can be observed from the spectrogram (Figure 8(b)). Since
the low frequencies are passed by the basic SDF almost instantly

- i
6

r - y(n)

- H(z)

B(z) 

z −1 

Figure 7: A modified spectral delay filter utilizing a basic SDF
H(z) and a time-invariant filter B(z) in the feedback path.

and the feedback filter is a highpass filter, they are attenuated as
can be seen in the spectrogram. In addition, for this reason they
are not present in the additional chirp.
4. TIME-VARYING SPECTRAL DELAY FILTER
STRUCTURES
If the coefficients of the allpass filters in the allpass chain are allowed to be time-varying, more lively effects are obtained. Now,
the spectral delay generated by the chain varies over time, and the
output will no longer be a pure chirp. With an appropriate choice
of the coefficient modulation, the desired dynamic effect can be
obtained.
However, when the coefficients of the allpass filters are timevarying, the stability of the system becomes a more crucial design
criterion. It is easily proved that if two filters are stable, their cascade is also stable. Now, if all filters in the allpass filter chain
are first-order, the same stability condition as for a time-invariant
first-order allpass filter holds, i.e. the filter coefficient must be in
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Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality gives
G ≤ |Sn | +
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Figure 8: (a) Impulse response of a SDF having 64 first-order allpass filters with coefficient
a´1 = 0.6, an EQ filter, and a feedback
`
1
filter B(z) = 23
1 + z −1 , and (b) its spectrogram (obtained
with the same parameters as in Figure 3).

the range [−1, 1], end points included [8]. Here, the stability condition for a time-varying stretched allpass filter is derived.
A stretched allpass filter, i.e., a first-order allpass filter where
the unit delay is replaced with two or more unit delays, having
a stretching factor K = 2, 3, . . ., and a time-varying coefficient
m(n), can be described by the following relations:
w1 (n + 1) = m(n)y(n) + x(n)
wk (n + 1) = wk−1 (n),
k = 2, . . . , K,
y(n) = wK (n) − m(n)x(n),

(26)
(27)
(28)

where wk (n) is the signal exiting the kth delay of the filter. This
system can be given in matrix form
Xn+1 = Pn Xn + Qn x(n),
y(n) = Rn Xn + Sn x(n),

(29)
(30)

where Xn = [w1 (n), w2 (n), . . . , wK (n)]t , Sn = −m(n), Qn =
1−m2 (n), Rn is a vector containing the value one at index K and
zero elsewhere, and Pn is a K × K matrix given by
8
>
<m(n), i = 1, and j = K
Pn (i, j) = 1,
(31)
i = 2, . . . , K, and j = i − 1
>
:0,
elsewhere,
where Pn (i, j) denotes the element in row i and in column j. In
other words, the matrix Pn has ones in the first diagonal below the
main diagonal and m(n) in the last element of the first row, i.e.
3
2
0 0 · · · 0 m(n)
61 0 ··· 0 0 7
7
6
7
6
(32)
Pn = 6 0 1 · · · 0 0 7 .
6 .. .. . . ..
.. 7
5
4. .
. .
.
0 0 ··· 1 0

n
Y

||Pk || |Qi |.

(34)

k=i+1

Now, the norm of vector Rn is one, and the absolute values of
scalars Sn and Qi are |m(n)| and |1 − m2 (i)|, respectively. The
norm of matrix Pk is defined as ||Pk || = max||x||=1 ||Pk x||,
where x ∈ RK , and it can be shown to be the positive square
root of the largest eigenvalue of matrix Pkt Pk . In this case,
8
>
i = j 6= K,
<1,
Pkt Pk (i, j) = Pk (:, i)t Pk (:, j) = m2 (k), i = j = K, (35)
>
:0,
i 6= j,
where Pk (:, i) denotes the ith column of the matrix Pk . In other
words, the matrix Pkt Pk is an identity matrix with the last diagonal value replaced with m2 (k). The eigenvalues of this matrix
are now easily obtained, and the positive square root of its largest
eigenvalue is max(1, |m(k)|).
The stability condition is now expressed as
∞
X

G ≤ |m(n)| +

n
Y

max(1, |m(k)|)|1 − m2 (i)|. (36)

i=n−1 k=i−1

Now, if m(n) = 0 ∀ n, the filter is stable as it then reduces to a
pure delay of K samples. If 0 < |m(n)| ≤ 1, max(1, |m(k)|) =
1 and |1 − m2 (i)| < 1, and thus the sum term becomes
n
Y

1k |1 − m2 (i)| = |1 − m2 (i)| < 1,

(37)

k=i−1

which makes sum term of the condition convergent, i.e the filter is stable. If |m(n)| > 1, then max(1, |m(k)|) = |m(k)|
, and the sum term increases continuously as i decreases, effectively making the sum term infinite contradicting the stability condition. Therefore, the stretched allpass filter is stable if and only if
|m(n)| ≤ 1 ∀ n.
In the case of a time-varying SDF, the equalizing filter must
then also be time-varying. Now, the scaling and the denominator filter depend on the time-varying coefficient, and the stability is determined by the stability of the denominator filter. Since
the denominator filter can be composed of two one-pole filters, it
suffices to analyze the stability of one of its stages. For a timevarying one-pole filter modulated by the signal m(n), the parameters for (33) are Sn = Rn = Qn = 1 and Pn = m(n). Substituting these in (33) leads to the condition |m(n)| < 1. However, if
|m(n)| = 1, the scaling of the EQ filter makes the output become
zero, so the EQ filter is also stable when |m(n)| ≤ 1 ∀ n.
If a time-varying SDF includes a feedback path, the observations given in Section 3 hold. However, since in such cases the
magnitude response of the time-varying SDF depends on both the
modulation and the input signal (via filter states), it is not well defined. Therefore, it is recommended that only feedback filters with
a quite large attenuation at all frequencies should be used. Again,
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this would lead to a filter structure that does not differ much from
a basic time-varying SDF. If the EQ filter is omitted, the feedback
filter can be more freely designed and more interesting effects are
obtained, as illustrated next.
In Figure 9, the impulse response and the spectrogram of a
SDF having 64 first-order allpass filter with the coefficients modulated by an 8 Hz sine having amplitude 0.9 and a feedback path
with a constant multiplier B(z) = 0.99 are plotted. Now, the SDF
does not contain an EQ filter. The impulse response (Figure 9(a))
is noise like and more dynamic than the impulse response of the
time-invariant spectral delay filter utilizing feedback (cf. Figure 8).
When looking at the spectrogram (Figure 9(b)), the dynamic characteristics of this filter are more clearly visible. Now, there are several simultaneous chirps going up and down in a sine-like fashion
with a period corresponding to the modulation period. An audiorate coefficient modulation of the SDFs has some interesting practical applications and some of them are presented in [28].
Figure 10 plots the impulse response and the spectrogram of
a SDF having 64 stretched allpass filter with K = 3 and with
the coefficients modulated by the output of an envelope-following
filter given by y(n) = 0.1|w(n)|+0.9y(n−1), where w(n) is the
sum of the input and feedback signals, and a feedback path with a
constant multiplier B(z) = 0.99. Again, the SDF does not contain
an equalizing filter. The impulse response (Figure 10(a)) is again
more dynamic than the impulse response of the time-invariant SDF
utilizing feedback (see Figure 8) and it contains a series of chirps
with decaying amplitudes. The spectrogram (Figure 10(b)) now
shows more clearly that the chirp durations increase as they travel
through the system.
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Figure 9: (a) Impulse response of a SDF having 64 first-order allpass filters with the coefficients modulated by an 8 Hz sine having amplitude 0.9 and a feedback path with a constant multiplier
B(z) = 0.99. (b) The spectrogram of the impulse response (obtained with the same parameters as in Figure 3). The SDF does not
contain an equalizing filter.
www.acoustics.hut.fi/publications/papers/dafx09-sdf/.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The properties of the recently introduced spectral delay filter (SDF)
were reviewed. The SDF, which consists of a cascade of many
first-order allpass filters and an equalizing filter, produce unusual
effects on an audio signal. The SDF has a long, chirp-like impulse
response, which effectively makes the various frequency components in an audio signal travel through the filter at different speeds.
Since the amplitude envelope of the allpass chirp is inversely proportional to the square root of the frequency derivative of the filter
group delay, the slowest portions of the chirp are also the softest.
In order to equalize the variations in the chirp amplitude, a new
equalizing filter, which approximates the inverse chirp amplitude
envelope, was presented. In addition, properties of SDFs utilizing feedback and/or time-varying coefficients were discussed. The
stability conditions for both cases were derived and examples of
their use were also presented.
The SDF can be used to process arbitrary audio signals to
transform their timbre. This is computationally more efficient than
convolution, since the length of the impulse response of the SDF
can be very long. Alternatively, the impulse responses produced
with SDFs can be used as sound effects or synthetic percussion
samples. In general, the SDF can be used to bring electronic or
synthesizer-like characteristics to arbitrary audio signals. In this
sense it is related to previous extended synthesis methods that can
process arbitrary audio signals, such as the audio signal driven
sound synthesis methods proposed by Poepel and Dannenberg [29]
or the adaptive FM synthesis and adaptive split sideband synthesis
methods introduced by Lazzarini et al. [30, 31].
Sound examples on the use of the spectral delay filters utilizing the structures discussed in this paper can be found at http://
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B(z) = 0.99. (b) The spectrogram of the impulse response (obtained with the same parameters as in Figure 3). The SDF does not
contain an equalizing filter.
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ABSTRACT
Expressive musical performing style involves more than what is
simply represented on the score. Performers imprint their personal style on each performances based on their musical understanding. Expressive musical performing style makes the music
come alive by shaping the music through continuous variation. It
is observed that the musical style can be represented by appropriate numerical parameters, where most parameters are related to
the dynamics. It is also observed that performers tends to perform
music sections and motives of similar shape in similar ways,
where music sections and motives can be identified by an automatic phrasing algorithm. An experiment is proposed for producing expressive music from raw quantized music files using machine-learning methods like Support Vector Machines. Experimental results show that it is possible to induce some of a performer’s style by using the music parameters extracted from the
audio recordings of their real performance.
1. INTRODUCTION
It has been a hot topic recently to develop computational methods for expressive music performance. Expressive musical performance is more than just a simple variation in tempo and dynamic. The performing artist is an indispensable part of the
music, deriving information from their understanding and musical knowledge. Not every expressive performance feature can be
represented in music notation – something composers are well
aware of. Hence, to understand expressive performance, we must
study the musical behaviour of performers. Typically, researchers
have built formal models of expressive performance based on
real musical performance. In order to build models with strong
empirical foundations, inductive methods must be introduced,
such that a large amount of real-world performance data is used
as the basis for the model. To deal with the complexity of such a
large amount of data, we make use of machine learning and data
mining.
There are a large variety of musical descriptors that can
be investigated. These descriptors range from low-level features,
such as RMS envelope and spectral shape, to high-level descriptors such as terms like “delightful” and “sad” music. High-level
terms can also be described by a combination of low-level audio
descriptors. A common question of interest is, whether it is possible to represent expressive styles in terms of these descriptors
in a digital format. Previous research has shown that music styles
can be represented, to certain extent, as the deviation of three
fundamental parameters: dynamics, tempo and articulation [1].
Previous research suggests that different musicians usually per-
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form the same piece in a similar way in aspects like dynamics,
due to music context, structure, common musical sense, and so
on. However there are also slight differences between different
musicians [2]. Each musician has a unique performing style,
where some particular performing features will uniquely and frequently appear in different pieces played by the same performer
[3].
Experimental results also show that by collecting several pieces performed by the same musician, it is possible to train
a set of performance style parameters from the performance data,
where the trained data can be used to distinguish the performance
style of that particular performer from others [4]. Successful
learning from even extremely limited training data can still be
achieved by making use of ensemble learning. Once learned, the
extracted “performance style” can be applied to a raw note list to
make it expressive.
We propose an experiment where musical style is induced by multiple Support Vector Machines and applied to MIDI
note lists in order to produce expressive musical performances.
We first describe some musical facts observed from several expressive performance excerpts. We then discuss the implementation of our proposed experiment. Finally we conclude with the
listening and statistical test results, as well as our future plans.
2. OBSERVATIONS
Our program has been developed on the basis of the following
observations, which have been carefully tested, supported with
strong reasons, and prolific examples. This is an essential step in
our program development.
2.1. Global dynamic trend
Figure 1 shows a smoothed dynamic graph and a smoothed pitch
graph of the Sonata No.1 in G minor BWV 1001, second movement (Fuga), by J.S. Bach, performed by Jascha Heifetz. The
complete piece of music is smoothed by a sliding window of 8
bars (32 beats). The trends of the two graphs are very similar.
This is not an isolated case. We sampled 6 different performers
as well as different movements of the Bach Sonata and Partita,
finding that they all return similar trends for the two graphs. Four
of the results are shown in Figure 10. The global dynamic trend
closely follows the global pitch trend. In most cases, the higher
the pitch, the higher the dynamics. The only difference between
different performers and different music is the trend ratio.
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Next, we found that phrases with similar pitch patterns
but different scales also had similar dynamic patterns in their
own scales as shown in Figure 3.
To conclude, we believe it is possible to describe a performer's dynamic style by combining his/her global and local
dynamic trends. As a violinist, this assumption well-matches my
behaviour as a performer: imagine when we first look at a piece
of music, we initially picture the whole piece from a global point
of view, planning for the roles of different sections. However for
each small motive we customize it to a personal performance
style. We are very likely to perform with similar dynamic patterns for phrases with similar fingering patterns, hence it is reasonable for similar local pitch trends to have similar local dynamic trends.
Figure 1. A smoothed graph from the Sonata No.1 in G
minor BWV 1001, second movement (Fuga) by J.S. Bach,
performed by Jascha Heifetz. Top: The smoothed pitch
graph. Bottom: The smoothed dynamic graph.
2.2. Local dynamic change
We performed careful observations on every position for several
movements of the Bach Sonata and Partita. We first magnified a
small portion of two bars into a full screen on our computer. We
compared local dynamic changes with corresponding local pitch
changes, using several preprocessing methods including logarithmic, smoothing, standard score, deviation chart and so on. We
eventually found that the standard score (Z-score) reflects the
relationship between local dynamics and pitch changes well. Figure 2 shows two examples. The pitch trend in (a) is similar to (b),
and the trend of Z-score of their relative dynamic levels looks
very similar.

a)

a)
b)
Figure 3. Two excerpts from the Partita No.2 in D minor,
BWV 1004 4th movement (Giga), performed by Itzhak
Perlman.
2.3. Feature vectors

b)
Figure 2. Two excerpts from the Partita No.2 in D minor,
BWV 1004 4th movement (Giga) performed by Itzhak
Perlman.
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It is possible to use a few fundamental features to fully describe a
performance style. Gerhard Widmer showed that dynamics,
tempo, and articulation are adequate in representing the performance style of a piano solo. He successfully classified performance
style of different pianists by using dynamic and tempo relationships.

From our point of view, dynamics and articulations are
essential features for describing an expressive performance style.
Moreover, for vocal, wind, brass, bowed string instruments and
vocal, performing techniques like vibrato and glissando are also
essential features for describing their performing style. We describe these features as pitch bend. Tempo is also essential for
piano solos and perhaps for most other solo performances such as
harp and guitar. However, much other type of music is performed
in ensemble form. These are as important as solo performances,
and probably there are more ensemble recordings than solo recordings in existence. If the ensemble music is classical music,
the performers usually have to follow the tempo of the conductor
or the quartet leader; for pop music, the lead instrument or singer
usually has to follow a metronome or the tempo of the drummer,
as most drummers are actually following a metronome beat
through a headset. We measured the tempo of a number of pop
pieces, symphonies and solo concertos, using the beat tracking
program by Dixon [5]. Dixon’s algorithm ranks the 1st in the
Audio Beat Tracking task in Music Information Retrieval
Evaluation eXchange (MIREX) 2006, which is very accurate and
efficient. We found that the global tempo was steady most of the
time. So, we believe global tempo is a good style indicator for
solo performances, but not for music performed by more than
one player. Although there is still a little local deviation in
tempo, but the deviation is limited within a small range of the
global tempo, where the performer cannot go ahead too much
and he has to return to the original tempo in a bar or two. Since
the global tempo is almost steady, we interpret this tempo deviation as lengthening and shortening of notes, which is the scope of
articulation.
It is observed that the dynamic feature can describe the
articulation feature. Articulation refers to the length of music
note and it can be described by its note-end position: it is a noteend when the dynamic value drops below certain threshold. To
conclude, we believe that dynamics, sometimes together with
pitch bend, can fully represent music performance style. In this
paper, we first focus on dynamics, since it applies to all musical
instruments.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
3.1. Music data
Expressive performance recordings were extracted from an audio
CD. Wave audio files in simple PCM format (44 kHz, 16 bit)
were used. The input music data were assumed to be in MIDI
format 1, following the GM (General MIDI) standard in order to
standardize the velocity and channel parameters.
We chose the unaccompanied Sonata and Partita for
the violin solo BWV1001-1006 by J.S. Bach, since it is a large
set of accompanied works that can provide many clean samples
for training. It is also one of the most famous violin masterpieces,
hence it is easy to find many different versions by different performers. The reason for choosing Bach’s music is because his
music has dense and conscientious musical structures, for example, fugue and counterpoint. We believe that it is relatively easy
to find re-occurring patterns in Bach’s music, hence it should be
a good starting point. For each piece, we prepared certain versions performed by different famous violinists including Itzhak
Perlman, Jascha Heifetz, Midori Goto and Gil Shaham. The
author, Simon Lui, also included performances for some excerpts
as well, since we can record the same piece for an unlimited

number of times, which can help us find the differences and similarity of a sample piece performed by the same performer. The
MIDI data were downloaded from the Classical MIDI archive.
All MIDI files were quantized and tidied for ready use. We used
the Vienna Symphonic Library Strings Pro edition as an output
sound sampler, and we used Logic Pro 8 as a sequencer to process the string instrument library.
3.2. Support Vector Machine
For the SVM machine, our experiments used LIBSVM Version
2.88 developed by the National Taiwan University, which was
implemented by Chih-Chung Chang and Chih-Jen Lin [6].
Since SVMs require each data instance to be represented in numerical format, we used the GM (General MIDI) digital value to
represent the vector value. Each support vector contained 64
frames, and each data represented the pitch value (1-127, in the
GM standard) at a certain time.
In this support vector design, both rhythmic and pitch
changes were included. 64-frame-level data was considered since
most pieces rarely have notes durations shorter then a 128th
notes. One support vector represents the features within 8 beats
(i.e., 2 bars), so 8 / (1/128) = 64-frame-level data is considered. If
the 256th note is present, then probably an 8th note instead of a
4th note could be tracked as a beat, so 128th notes could be identified by the program relatively as a 64th notes. Also, the inexpressive MIDI score files used were quantized and nonexpressive, so there were no grace notes or acciaccatura. Hence
the support vector of the 64-dimensions has fine enough resolution.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1. Note identification
First, we identify musical notes from an audio file by pitch extraction. We used a modified pitch extraction algorithm suggested by Peeters [7] which is a very fast and accurate. Assume
the fundamental frequency of a harmonic tone is f. The FFT of
this note should peak at f and its multiples. On the other hand, the
cepstrum of this note should peaks at f and its divisors, because
cepstrum shows the repeat rate of the peaks and crests in the corresponding FFT graph, while the highest repeat rate of peaks in
the FFT graph are probably the fundamental frequency and its
divisors.
Hence to conclude, the cross product of a FFT and cepstrum should produce a graph that peaks at the fundamental frequency. Peeters suggested that the cross product of the autocorrelation of a Discrete Fourier Transform and cepstrum can reach
the highest accuracy of 97%, while the cross product of a FFT
and cepstrum has the second highest accuracy of 91.4%.
We further increase the accuracy of the pitch estimation by a low-pass filter of 20Hz and doing a natural logarithm in
order to sharpen the peak of the FFT and cepstrum. Moreover,
since we extract pitch data for every frame, and each note actually lasts for at least 8 frames, an error correction technique can
be applied to fix almost all the errors: firstly, discard discontinuous frames with lengths less than a 32nd note; secondly, for gaps
shorter than a 32nd note, are filled in with the next/previous
pitch.
We tested the accuracy for an excerpt from the Partita
No.2 in D minor, BWV 1004 4th movement (Giga) performed by
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Itzhak Perlman. The final pitch estimation was improved to 96%
with this simple error correction technique. The remaining 4%
error was mostly due to the performer’s slightly off-key performance. We carefully looked into some miscalculated cases, and all
of them were actually off-key. In conclusion, there is almost no
room for further improvement to the pitch estimation accuracy
for monophonic audio.
Sometimes we still got a dirty cepstrum graph even
though the music was monophonic. This was mainly the reverb
from the previous note. This error was solved by sharpening the
graph by a prior natural logarithm. After obtaining the fundamental frequency for each note, we converted them to the nearest
pitches, and then to the General MIDI parameters.

match midiString with bitString,
producing matchedString composed of 1 and 0.
count how many 1 are there in matchedSting,
break if at least 90% match.
end
Finally we prepare data in the SVM vector format. We
use the pitch as a vector feature, and the dynamic cluster code as
the class. Since the note mapping results are mostly 100% full
mapping, it is more efficient to try from an all ‘1’ sequence in
order to save computation time.

4.4. Segmentation
4.2. Beat Tracking
The audio file data was then compared with the MIDI file. However, before doing the comparison, the audio file data has to be
mapped to the corresponding notes in the MIDI file. To do this,
the beat position of each note has to be calculated by beat tracking.
First, we calculate the IOI (inter onset interval) for all
note-on times, and then perform clustering for the IOI values.
IOIs of difference less than 25% were joined together. When all
the IOIs were merged, clusters were merged with a 25% threshold. Finally, the cluster with the most number of members was
taken as the beat of the piece.
Beat tracking was performed for both audio data and
source MIDI. The beat tracking result was not 100% accurate,
sometimes it over- or under-estimated the beat by a scale of two
or one half. However it did not affect the accuracy of our machine, since we are only looking for reference points in the same
piece of music, while the reference points between MIDI and
audio data always match perfectly.
Since we only target the largest final cluster, it is a
waste of time to merge clusters after we processed each IOI. Instead, we can merge the clusters once only after all the IOI are
merged, and the result is exactly the same as our last implementation.
4.3. Note Mapping
After beat tracking, we locate a set of reference points in the
MIDI and audio files, hence we can perform note mapping between the audio and MIDI data. We map every MIDI note to its
corresponding audio note instead of the reverse. This is because
the pitch data in the audio files, which are extracted by the pitch
extraction algorithm, might not be 100% correct even though the
error rate is small. On the other hand, the MIDI file is a source
reference file and hence its pitch data is 100% correct. Hence we
should do the mapping from the MIDI notes to audio notes.
We use a 96-frame window for mapping notes in a 64frame vector, which is 150% of the target size. We search for the
correct mapping pattern in a binary string format. The binary
string with the largest sum of values is the best-matched sequence. The pseudocode of the note-mapping algorithm is as follows:
for trial = 1 to 2^windowSize-1,
for bit = 1 to windowSize,
bitString(windowSize-bit+1)
= floor(mod(trial/(2^(bit-1)),2));
end
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After note mapping is done, we segment the music into phrases.
At an early stage of development, no segmentation was done, and
we considered each note by a sliding window with a fixed size of
8 beats. However the learned performing style was not accurate.
This implementation did not match how a performer thinks: a
performer makes judgment about their own performing styles by
motif, not by phrases of fixed length.
Hence in the second stage, we processed the input
phrase-by-phrase, where the phrase segmentation was done
manually. The whole piece was first divided into a few (four to
eight) musical forms, and then within each form similar musical
phrases were identified and motives of a half-bar to 4-bars were
identified.
However, in order to build up an accurate SVM machine, we needed a large amount of segmented music samples. It
was too slow to do the segmentation manually and we needed an
automatic solution. Hence a modified version of the Phrase Stealing Algorithm by Lui [8] was used to perform auto segmentation.
The originally Phrase Stealing Algorithm identifies music
phrases by tying individual music notes together according to a
voice leading table. In this experiment, we tie music notes together according to harmony progression. First, we segmented
the music by long notes and rests, resulting in sets of music
chunks. Music chunks shorter than 64 frames could be readily
used as phrases. We did further segmentation for those music
chunks which were longer than 64 frames. Within each chunk,
for each note, a list of expected chord was calculated, resulting in
an 2D “expected chord matrix”. The elements in the expected
chord matrix were tied according to a self-made “chord progression table”. Finally all the tied phrases were viewed as motives.
Motives of different lengths were normalized to a fixed
length of 64-frames. This process is based on the observation
quoted in section 5.3.2 that similar pitch trends of different scales
also have similar dynamic trends. As a result, we get a set of note
vectors, all of length 64-frames.
The FFT process is actually the most serious bottleneck
of the whole program. However, the FFT process for different
portions of music is independent and can actually be done in parallel. The FFT process can be speeded up by dividing the piece of
music into several chunks, and performing FFT calculations simultaneously in different threads. Originally, we used Matlab
2006a which is a single thread application. However, we can still
perform multitasking with limited power by making use of Basic
Linear Algebra Subroutines. We have to do these environment
variable settings outside Matlab:
BLAS_VERSION
OMP_NUM_THREADS

mkl.dll
(number of threads)

Finally, we switched to Matlab 2008a which supports
multi-threading. Setting can easily be done within the Matlab
code, and the performance was greatly improved.
4.5. Absolute dynamic data
To calculate absolute dynamic levels, the root mean square
(RMS) value of the signal amplitude was taken and only the
RMS peak of each frame was used. The dynamic value of the
whole piece of music was generalized to the MIDI scale of a
range of 0-127, where the quietest note in the whole piece is indicated as volume 0 and the loudest note is indicated as volume
127. We choose a relative dynamic measure rather than an absolute measure because of human perception. Most people cannot
tell if a certain single tone is loud or quiet, but everyone finds a
60db voice louder than a 30db voice. Hence we do not describe
the dynamics in absolute values such as p, mp, mf and f.
In order to represent the articulation information in the
dynamic vector, we set the dynamic threshold of defining music
note-ends. We first measure the ratio of silent period within the
whole MIDI score. Then, we plot an accumulative histogram of
the dynamic value of the whole audio recording. The dynamic
value at the index of the silent-period-ratio is the dynamic
threshold of defining note-end. For audio frame with dynamic
value below this threshold, the dynamic value is set to be 0.

performer rather than reproducing each digit from the data
source. To clarify this, we played a short excerpt from the same
movement of the Bach Partita three times, all with the same dynamic intention of a crescendo and then diminuendo. The three
dynamic graphs look a bit different but the smoothed versions
looks almost the same. Here we conclude that with the same expressive intention, the resulting original data can be different,
while the smoothed data will look very similar. Further, we seldom find more than 2 global peaks in each dynamic vector. Perhaps it is possible to generalize the vector by a formula. We will
try this at the next stage of development.
Next, all elements in each pitch and dynamic vector are
subtracted by the value of the first element in the corresponding
vector. Hence, the vector represents the relative pitch and dynamic change compared with the first note.
After smoothing and scaling, we perform clustering on
the set of dynamic vectors. Each vector joins a cluster if the difference between the cluster value and the squared sum of its feature components is the minimum among all clusters and is less
than 300. We choose 300 as a threshold based on the observation
that the z-scores mostly range from -4 to +4. The difference between the absolute crescendo and absolute diminuendo vector is
1430. In this case, the two vectors should never be in the same
cluster:

= 1430
4.6. Global dynamic ratio
To calculate the global dynamic ratio, the whole list of dynamics
and pitch was first smoothed by a window of 8 bars, which is
around the size of two to four motives. The global trend ratio is
in a linear form as follows:

(1)
This global trend ratio can represent the global dynamic of each
musical section.
4.7. Local dynamic vector
To calculate the local dynamic vector, the RMS value of the dynamic data was not used directly, but we further reduced the
global factor by using a standard score (Z-Score). The Z-Score
calculates the local change of a note compared with the local
mean, regardless of the standard deviation of the population. The
Z-score can be calculated as follows:

(3)

The difference between two almost parallel vectors which have
linear average values of +1 and -1 is around 2 x 2 x 64 = 256. In
this case, the two vectors should be in the same cluster, while this
should be the upper bound threshold for a vector to join a certain
cluster. Since we aim at re-targeting individual and expressive
performing styles, it is fine to over-fit the clustering process since
the style can still be preserved in different clusters. However, we
have to avoid loose clustering which alter the shape of the performing styles too much. Hence a threshold of 300 will be 4
times away from 1430 and just fit the squared sum difference of
256. Clustering values can be fine tuned in the future, which only
alters the number of clusters produced and the precision of the
style data.
Instead of the brute force cluster merging approach, we
speeded up the merging process by only considering clusters that
have just been changed. However, we cannot leave all the cluster
merging work to the end as we did in beat tracking (see session
6.2.3), since we need to assign the cluster number to each dynamic vector after it is clustered. Hence we need to update the
cluster list for every vector calculation run.
4.8. SVM training and prediction

(2)
Each dynamic vector is smoothed by a window of one beat. We
can borrow notes from the next / previous window when smoothing the beginning and end of each vector. For the beginning and
end of the piece, we simply decrease the length of the window.
The smoothing process helps in representing the general trend of the relative dynamic change within a vector. It actually sounds more natural to express the general intention of the

We use SVM for training because we do not want to over-fit the
data. In a real world example, there are always inseparable feature vectors. An over-computed separation formula will waste a
lot of computation time. The trade-off between using a less complicated method is perhaps a few incorrectly classified points.
Actually it is more practical and accurate to give up a few scattered feature vectors.
We estimate the SVM Kernel parameters by using a
systematical optimal model parameter search. The best way is to
start with n-fold cross validation. We first divide the training set
into n subsets of equal size, sequentially one subset is tested us-
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ing the classifier trained on the remaining n-1 subsets. The most
suitable parameters should give the best results in cross validation tests.
We chose the radial basis function (RBF) kernel [9]
among the four existing kernels (linear, polynomial, RBF, and
sigmoid). The linear kernel is too rough and should not be used.
The polynomial kernel has too many hyper-parameters, which
increases the complexity and hence the running time of the parameter search. The sigmoid kernel behaves like the RBF kernel
in many cases, but with no real advantages over it. For some parameters the sigmoid kernel is not valid. To avoid unnecessary
failure of the program, we choose RBF kernel which is proved to
be the best kernel of all for our purposes.
Originally, we developed a graphical version of
LIBSVM, where the user only needed very little input, and the
remaining textboxes were automatically filled with suggested
parameters. However, we finally achieved an automatic estimation of all parameters so we revised the skeleton and embed the
code into the Matlab structure as a one-click design.

5.1.1. Test 1: basic accuracy
First, the expressive performance data of an audio file was extracted. The expressive data was directly applied to its MIDI
source file, producing an expressive MIDI file A. Then the expressive data was used to build an SVM machine. Using the
SVM machine, performance parameters are predicted using the
MIDI source file as input, producing an expressive MIDI file B.
Both MIDI files A and B were passed through the sound module
to produces two audio files, then the listeners judged their performances.
5.1.2. Test 2: influence of extra feature vectors
Similar to test 1, the expressive performances from four audio
files were extracted. The SVM machine was built with these four
different pieces of music, producing four pairs of audio files. Listeners judged the performance between different pairs of output
files.
5.1.3. Test 3: ability of predicting unseen data

4.9. Re-targeting music
Lastly, the selected expressive performance style is re-targeted to
a raw note list of MIDI. The global dynamic data is first calculated with the global trend ratio of the selected performer. Then
the local dynamic data is predicted with the SVM machine. The
local dynamic data is then merged with the global dynamic data
in order to produce the actual dynamic level of the performance.
The resulting dynamic data is then converted to the MIDI GM1
data format which produces an expressive MIDI performance
file. The expressive MIDI file is finally rendered with a software
sampler to produce an expressive audio performance file. An
overview of the whole process is shown in Appendix I.
5. TESTS
5.1. Listening test setting
First of all, we decided not to compare the machine’s output with
the original wave file. Comparison is fair if and only if it is performed under the same environment. It would be unfair if the
files to be compared were produced from different sound
sources. Hence by comparing audio file output from the same
source, the following tests reflect the performance of our machine rather than the quality of the original audio or the sound
sampler.
Twelve listeners were invited to do the test. Eight of
them were musically trained while seven of them could play the
violin and knew the Bach Partita very well. Four of them were
not musically trained but all of them enjoyed listening to music.
The listeners were required to sit in a quiet room using headphones. After the following sequences were played: original file,
predicted output file, original file, they had to rate on the performance of predicted output file: 7 being the best, and 1 being
the worst, as shown in Table 1.
All clips were music excerpts of 6 seconds, each listener performed 4 sessions for each of the three tests. The tests
were very short since the tests were intensive in nature where
fatigues highly affect the accuracy of the test.
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Similar to test 2, the expressive performances from four audio
files were extracted. However, the SVM machine was built with
three of them only, in order to predict the performance of the remaining unseen piece of music. Listener judged the performance
between different pairs of audio output files.
5.2. Listening test result
The test results are shown in Table 1. Listeners found all the music very natural in tests 1a, 2a and 3a, because the style data were
extracted from real performances, and the design of describing
dynamics as a combination of global and local portion was successful.
For classification between styles, both tests 1b and 2b
obtained good results, while test 3b was just fine, because test 1b
and 2b include the original wave file in the training set. The result of 3b could be improved after the implementation of articulation learning.
Table 1. The listening test result.

Test
Rate

1a
6.52

1b
6.21

2a
6.67

2b
6.25

3a
6.33

3b
5.71

5.3. Statistical test setting
The tests in section 5.1 were performed again but evaluated in a
statistical way. It is actually difficult to perform a statistical test.
This is that our machine re-target a performance trend rather than
directly copying each dynamic level, by smoothing every vector
before training. Therefore the original performance will not be
reproduced even though the training data and predicted data are
the same, and hence it is difficult to do a statistical test to fully
evaluate the performance of the machine. However, it is still possible to evaluate the machine’s performance in a statistical way
by comparing the cluster code between the output files. Moreover, we can calculate the run time to evaluate the efficiency.

7. CONCLUSION

5.4. Statistical test result
The result of the statistical test is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The statistical test result.

Accuracy
Run Time

Test 1
93.2%
42.43s

Test 2
91.7%
67.21s

Test 3
68.2%
58.05s

First of all, the run time of the machine is as expected
and very efficient. Test 2 has the longest run time because it has
a larger training set. We will keep working to shorten the run
time.
Both tests 1 and 2 show excellent results, proving that
the SVM feature vector design is appropriate, where test 2 shows
that excess training data will not affect the accuracy, and nearly
no input vector will run into an unseen situation.
The result of test 3 is also as expected and does not
mean the experiment was unsuccessful. There are a lot of limitations in performing statistical tests for test 3. The most important
reason is that many similar dynamic trends will not merge into
the same cluster. As described in section 6.26, we have tight criteria for cluster merging. A loose threshold will result in very
few clusters, where all will being plain, uninteresting and unexpressive. When we carefully looked into some incorrectly classified vectors, we found that they were actually very similar but
belonged to different clusters. For example, some of them only
had different ending dynamics, while some had a sudden raise or
drop of dynamics in the middle. However, the rest of the clusters
were almost the same. Actually the performance of this machine
is difficult to describe in a mathematical comparison. However, it
does reflect the machine’s ability to certain content.

Building computers that can learn musical performance style has
been a hot topic in the field of artificial intelligence. In the past
few years, research in AI and music has been creating systems
that mimic human perception in order to recognize musical structures like a trained musician. Previous experiments show that it is
possible to classify music into genre by learning; hence there exists some common style in music of the same genre. The next
question is whether it is possible to extract music performance
style parameters and reproduce expressive musical performance
through a black box.
For completely automatic conversion of expressive
music, while there has been some success in specialized problems such as beat tracking, most truly complex musical capabilities are still well outside of the range of computers, for example,
identifying form and motif structure. From a practical point of
view, the current technology is not advanced enough for the
computer to understand music as a professional musician does,
but it is intelligent enough to help and support musical applications. The automatic production of expressive music at present
still requires human intervention in some form.
In the future, we will continue to work on increasing
the accuracy and enhancing the run time of the program. For accuracy, more research on human perception and more observations of articulation parameters from real recordings will be
done. For the run time, the workflow will be further optimized
and we will find a more simplified approach which does not affect the accuracy. Our experiment already shows that it is possible to induce some of a performer’s style. This is a steppingstone for the next stage of our research.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the implementation of a violin physical model
tied with the control of music scores to enable the real-time performance of music pieces. The violin model is made of four strings,
which allows the performance of double stops, chords and specific resonant effects that can be encountered in violin playing. A
graphic tablet is used to control the bowing parameters and to trigger automatically note events contained in a specifically formatted
MIDI file. The automatic pitch change helps reducing the violin
playing complexity and enables the user to focus on sound shaping
and phrasing. The device can be used for pure sound synthesis purposes as well as for experiments related to violinists’ sound control. However, the simplified interface for sound and score events
is particularly suitable for non violinists wishing to explore expressive capabilities of the instrument and to experience specific
features of violin playing.
1. INTRODUCTION
This work aims at developing a simple real-time implementation
of a violin model for sound synthesis purposes and musical performance studies. Sound synthesis of sustained instruments like
the violin requires a continuous control of the simulated string vibration through three main bowing parameters which are the bow
force, the bow velocity, and the bow-bridge distance. The realism of the sound is highly dependent on a realistic control of these
parameters and on optimal interaction between the model and the
user.
Following Serafin [1], we used a graphic tablet to control the
violin model. This interface allows the control of the three main
bowing parameters in a rather similar way as in real playing, making the control particularly easy for violinists, and not too difficult
to approach for non-experienced users. However, while Serafin
mainly focused on control studies and examination of bow strokes,
we wanted to allow the performance of music scores in order to
facilitate musical applications and music performance related experiments.
Performing music scores required to model the four strings of
the violin in order to avoid limitations in the violin repertoire and
improve the realism of the performance. Secondly, a simplified
implementation was necessary because we wanted to make it accessible even for non violinists. In particular, we decided to make
pitch changes automatic so that the user can focus on bowing gestures and on the gesture based shaping of the sound.
In this paper, we first present the physical model that was
used for synthesis of the violin sound, and its implementation in
Max/MSP environment (Sect. 2). In Sect. 3, we describe how
MIDI files were formatted in order to assign pitches to the different strings, and we examine the specific question of chords per-

formance. Sect. 4 shows how the model and the score were controlled by the graphic tablet. Finally, in Sect. 5, we conclude by
discussing possible applications for experimental studies, sound
synthesis and music pedagogy.
2. SYNTHESIS MODEL OF THE VIOLIN
In this section, the numerical implementation of the string equation
for simulation purposes is described. Then, the implementation of
a complete violin with four strings is presented and implemented
for real-time application in Max/MSP.
2.1. Modal derivation of the string equation
The model is based on the modal decomposition of the string equation, which has already been described by several authors [2, 3].
The displacement y(x, t) of the string at a position x, with a spatial
distribution of external forces F (x, t) is written as
ρL

∂ 2 y(x, t)
∂ 4 y(x, t)
∂ 2 y(x, t)
−T
+ EI
= F (x, t)
2
2
∂t
∂x
∂x4

(1)

where ρL is the linear density of the string, T the tension, E the
4
Young modulus, and I = πd
the second moment of area for a
64
circular cross section of the string, with d being the diameter of
the string.
For the case of supported ends, the dispersion relation gives
r
T nπ 2 EI nπ 4
ω0n =
(
) +
(
)
ρL L
ρL L
where L is the string length, and the solutions y(x, t) can be written with the modal vectors φn (x) as
r
∞
X
2
nπx
y(x, t) =
φn (x)an (t),
φn (x) =
sin
(2)
L
L
n=1
External forces can be expressed on the same base
F (x, t) =

∞
X

φn (x)fn (t)

(3)

n=1

Note that, for the simulations, the summation over n will be
truncated to N modes instead of infinity for obvious computing
reasons.
Inserting Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 in the string equation (Eq. 1), one
find an infinity of second order differential equations depending on
time for the modal displacements an (t)
2
än (t) + 2rn ȧn (t) + ω0n
an (t) =

1
fn (t)
ρL

(4)
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With Eq. 8, the velocity at xi = x0 or x1 can be written as the
velocity vih that the string would take if no force was applied, plus
the contribution of external forces F0 and F1 .
„
« „ h «
„
«
ẏ(x0 , t1 )
v0
F0 (t1 )
=
+
B
(9)
ẏ(x1 , t1 )
F1 (t1 )
v1h

Nut

y(x,t)
F0
(Bow)

F1
(Finger)

where the elements Bij of matrix B are
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the bowed string and notations. The displacement y(x, t) is given by the string equation.
External forces F0 and F1 represents the action of the bow and
the finger, respectively at x0 and x1 . The two terminations are
modelled with supported ends.

where damping coefficients rn have been introduced to account
for losses.
For the bowed string, external forces are composed of the friction force F0 (t), resulting from the drawing of the bow across the
string, and the force F1 (t), representing the action of the finger in
order to set the effective vibrating length of the string.
Assuming that each force is applied at a single point of the
string, the force distribution can be written as

Bij =

An expression for the finger force F1 is deduced from the requirement that the string should not move at the string position x1 .
This can be obtained by requiring y(x1 , t) or ẏ(x1 , t) to be zero
or, alternatively, by modelling the finger as a very stiff spring or a
very strong damper. In our case, we choose the later alternative,
which can be formalised with
F1 (t) = −Rẏ(x1 , t)
Using this relation in Eq. 9, we obtain for the finger force a
solution that depends on the friction force F0 (t1 ).
F1 (t1 )

L

Z

=

φn (x0 )F0 (t) + φn (x1 )F1 (t)

φn (x)F (x, t)dx

(5)

x=0

(6)

To summarise, the method allows to change the string equation
depending on position x and time t into an infinity of equations
(Eq. 4) depending only on time, which can be easily implemented
with second order filters.
2.2. Numerical implementation
The modal equations with a friction interaction are solved using
the same method as [4] , which is summarised in this section. If the
forces are assumed to be constant between successive time steps,
Eq. 4 can be directly integrated, which provides the expression
for the modal component at each time step t1 . Denoting t0 the
previous time step and dt = t1 − t0 , the modal components are
an (t1 ) = ahn + X3n fn (t1 )

(7)

ȧn (t1 ) = ȧhn + Y3n fn (t1 )

(8)

Y3n

=
=

1
rn
(1 − (cos ωn dt +
sin ωn dt) exp(−rn dt))
2
ρL ω0n
ωn
rn2

1
(ωn +
) sin ωn dt exp(−rn dt)
2
ρL ω0n
ωn

The parameters ahn and ȧhn are the values that the modal components would take if no force was applied, and
q
2
ωn = ω0n
− rn2

F0 (t1 )

=
=

(10)

ẏ(x0 , t1 ) − v0h − B01 C11 v1h
B00 + B01 C10
C00 (ẏ(x0 , t1 ) − v0h ) + C01 v1h

(11)

The string velocity under the bow ẏ(x0 , t1 ) is now unknown
and must be deduced from specific conditions introduced by the
friction interaction. In order to compute the friction force F0 , two
cases must be considered: sticking and sliding. When the string is
sticking to the bow, the relative velocity between the string and the
bow ∆v = ẏ(x0 , t) − vb is assumed to be zero, then Eq. 11 gives
F0 (t1 ) = C00 (vb − v0h ) + C01 v1h
When the bow is sliding under the bow, the friction force is
related to ∆v with a classical hyperbolic friction model [5, 6] depending on the bow force Fb
“
µs − µd ”
F0 = Sgn(vb ) µd +
Fb
(12)
1 + |∆v|
v0
where µs and µd are the static and dynamic friction parameters
and v0 describes the slope of the non linearity. Eq. 12 must then
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−R
(v1h + B01 F0 (t1 ))
1 + RB11
C11 v1h + C10 F0 (t1 )

Note that with a high number of modes N , or for a long distance between the finger and the bow (which is usually the case
in violin playing), the term in F0 could even be neglected, which
would make straightforward the solution of Eq. 10.
In violin, decay times of the string vibration are normally much
longer with an open string than with a fingered one. We can consequently see the interest of using such a model for the finger force:
it puts additional losses to string, reproducing the damping effect
of the finger.
A similar relation for the friction force is obtained by replacing
F1 with Eq. 10 in Eq. 9

for the displacement and the velocity, respectively, with
X3n

=
=

and the modal components of the force are
=

φn (xi )φn (xj )Y3n

n=1

F (x, t) = δ(x − x0 )F0 (t) + δ(x − x1 )F1 (t),

fn (t)

N
X
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be solved together with Eq. 11 in order to deduce the couple (F0 ẏ(x0 )) to be used in the computation.
The transitions between the two friction states are decided
as following. From sticking, the state changes into sliding when
the friction force is more than the allowed maximal friction force
µs Fb . From the sliding state, the state changes into sticking when
Eq. 11 and Eq. 12 have no solution.
Once the friction force F0 is known, the finger force F1 can
be computed with Eq. 10. The modal displacements and velocities
are then deduced from Eq. 7 and Eq. 8.

Table 1: Parameters used for each of the four violin strings. The
data mainly come from measurements by Pickering [7]. The last
row indicates the fundamental frequency of the string.
G string D string A string E string
T (N)
44.6
34.8
50
72.6
L (m)
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
d (mm)
0.8
0.8
0.56
0.31
ρL (g/m)
2.66
0.92
0.59
0.38
f0 (Hz)
196
294
441
662

2.3. Modelling a complete violin
Because our goal is to perform typical violin scores with the synthesis model, all the compass of the violin should be accessible
to the user, from G3 to notes as high as C8, which requires the
possibility of playing on one string or the other. Except for the
lowest notes (under the D4 string), each note can be played on different strings, with a low position on the fingerboard, or a higher
position, which changes the timbre of the sound.
A first and computationally economical solution is to implement only one string whose parameters will change during the performance when string crossings are required. However, this will
drastically restrict the accessible repertoire: typical violin playing often involves more than one string played at the same time
in order to perform chords or polyphonic scores (see Fig. 2a).
Furthermore, allowing only one string to sound would make the
performance less realistic: even in monophonic scores, string resonance resulting from rapid string crossings are often encouraged
for musical reasons. Consider for example the musical excerpt
in Fig. 2b where the A4 are alternatively played on the open A4
string and on the fingered D4 string in order to create a perpetual
resonance behind the melody. When played on the D4 string only,
this example losses much of its interest.

(a)
A string

(b)

D string

Figure 2: Typical musical examples requiring more than one
string. (a) Polyphonic playing with one leading voice and an accompanying voice (Bach, Fuga from the Sonata I). (b) Rapid string
crossings with a repeated open A sounding behind the main theme
(Bach, Preludio from the Partita III)
Consequently, a model including all four strings was implemented. The main string parameters corresponding to each string
are summarised in Table 1. Typical data for the tension, length,
diameter and density were provided by Pickering [7]. Other parameters like the damping parameters were adjusted in order to
get a decay time around 0.4 s for the fundamental and less than
0.05 ms starting from the fifth partial. For all strings, the number N of modes was 15, which we found a good compromise
between synthesis quality and computational efficiency, and the
computing frequency was set to the audio rate 44100 Hz. Note
that other bowed string instruments (viola or cello, for example)

could be simulated by simply setting the right parameters for the
corresponding strings.
In order to obtain an acceptable violin sound, forces applied
by the four strings at the bridge termination were computed and
summed up. Then, the resulting total force was convolved with
a violin impulse response recorded when striking the edge of the
bridge. With this model, some coupling effects of the strings could
be introduced as well. When one string is not played, the friction force could be replaced by a driving force given by the bridge
forces of all played strings, applied close to the string termination
and representing the action of the bridge. This refinement was let
to future work.
The bowing parameters are not independent when playing several strings together. When two strings were bowed, the same
bow velocity and the same bow-bridge distance was used for the
two strings. The case of bow force needs a specific treatment because, when playing double strings, players often press one string
stronger than the other in order to highlight one of the voice, for
example the leading voice. The bow force should consequently be
set for each individual string in order to adjust the relative pressing
on each string. Similarly, the performance of chords with three or
four notes usually leads to more or less smooth crossings from one
string to the other, which involves a time evolution of the pressing
on the strings (see Sect. 3). A fine adjustment of the force factor
was then used to set the bow force for each string.
Force factors were also used to set the current state of the
string: "played" (positive value), when the bow rubs the string,
"free" (negative value), when the bow does not touch the string,
and "off" (zero), when the string is not allowed to sound at all,
which can be interesting in order to stop the resonance, for example.
2.4. Max/MSP implementation
The model described before was implemented as a Max/MSP external object in order to facilitate real-time control. Three DSP
inlets are used to input the bowing parameters. String parameters
can be set independently for each string by sending the message
formatted as "String (string number) (string parameter) (value)".
Finger positions x1 are automatically computed from desired frequencies. Pitches can additionally be changed all together with
the message "Freqs" followed by the four new frequencies. Bow
force factor can be changed similarly with the message "Forces"
followed by the four new values.
The model can normally be used with an Apple PowerPC G4,
using around 40 % CPU. However, using the model in combination with a graphic tablet to offer a continuous control (see Sect. 4)
was more demanding, and interruptions in the tablet control datastream made the resulting sound not acceptable. All these stream
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management troubles are actually solved when using a MacPro
Eight Core with 6 Go RAM.
3. FORMATTING MIDI FILES FOR THE CONTROL OF
THE MODEL
The real-time performance of music scores is achieved using MIDI
files. However a specific formatting had to be carried out in order
to manage the attribution of pitches and bow force factors to the
different strings. For that purpose, one track was attributed to each
string, starting from track 1 for the E5 string, to track 4 for the
G3 string. This section describes this formatting and some simple
rules in order to facilitate the attribution of the notes to the strings.

3 shows the bow motion recording of two successive chords performed on a real violin by a player, measured with an optical motion capture device [8]. The bow inclination allows visualisation of
the string being played and illustrates timing of the string crossing
(grey areas). The first chord is rather long, with a strong impulse
on the lowest double stop G3-D4, followed by a short transition to
the double stop B4-F5 which is kept during a long time before B4
disappears. The second chord has a rather similar shape, but the
highest double stop is almost not played, the bow reaching very
quickly the E string in order to play G5 alone.

3.1. Monophonic phrases

3.2. Chords and double stops
When dealing with chords, two specific problems have to be examined. The first, again, is to assign strings to notes in the MIDI file.
The same procedure as before was used, the offset being decided in
function of the highest note. Then, lower notes were successively
assigned to remaining strings, in pitch decreasing order.
The second problem is that more than two strings can normally not be played all together. Chords are often executed as two
successive double stops. The transition from one double stop to
the other in the same chord depends on the musical context. Fig.

E string

Bow inclination

When notes are played one after each other, a specific formatting
of the MIDI files is not necessary. A minimal procedure would be
to assign each string to different intervals of pitches. For example,
G3 to D4 would be assigned to the G3 string, Ds4 to A4, to the
D4 string, and so on. However, as discussed in Sect. 2, one could
sometimes look for specific effects in which it is necessary to assign a specific string to one note. It is the case, for example, when
damped sounds resulting from playing at a high left hand position
are looked for, or when successive notes are quickly played on the
four strings to obtain resonance effects. In that case, strings must
be assigned manually to each note, which can be a strenuous task.
A semi automatic procedure was used in order to facilitate
the MIDI formatting. Pitches intervals were attributed to different
strings in function of an offset coefficient representing the hand
position on the fingerboard. For example, on the G3 string, offset
0 gave G3 to Db4, offset 1 gave Gs3 to D4, offset 2 gave A3 to
Eb4, etc. During a preliminary step, MIDI scores had to be annotated in order to describe offsets for each fragment. The attribution
to adequate strings was then automatic.
This procedure made the formatting of MIDI files easier in
most cases because hand position changes are comparatively less
frequent than string crossings, usually. In some very specific cases
like Fig. 2b, however, it was not possible to use the procedure and
adjustments had to be made manually. Similarly, it was sometimes
easier to assign directly a segment to a specific string, for example
when phrases are entirely played on one string.
The procedure provided a good alternative between assigning
manually the strings and making the procedure entirely automatic
without considering musical requirements. It seems difficult to
propose a satisfying automatic procedure because many choices
require the knowledge of bowing technique, human limitations and
musical tastes.

D string

G string
47

47.5

48
Time [s]

48.5

Figure 3: Examples of chords. The figure exhibits differences in the
bow inclination vs time measured during a real perfomance of two
successive chords. Area corresponding to the four strings are indicated. Grey area approximately correspond to double stoppings.
Chords can be played in many different ways and these two
examples do not provide a complete taxonomy of multiple strings
performance. More than two strings can be played simultaneously,
for example by pressing strongly on the bow and playing close
to the fingerboard. In contrast, very soft chords are sometimes
played without making successive double stops and just making
sound the individual notes in a smooth motion of the bow across
all the strings. In our case, we did not wish to offer a subtle control
on chord performance and we only implemented a standard shape
for the chords with two successive double stops whose respective
duration can be roughly set in order to allow emphasis on the different parts of the chord. For example, for a three notes chord on
the G, D and A strings, the message "Forces 1 1 -1 -1" was first
sent to the model, followed quickly (about 100 ms) by "Forces -1
1 1 -1", and finally "Forces -1 -1 1 -1" if the highest note had to
be played alone. More elaborate models involving smooth time
evolution of the force factors, control of the chord performance,
or specific formatting of the chords in the MIDI file, have been
experimented but not developed further for the moment.
In order to deduce the direction of the chord (from the lowest strings to the highest, or the contrary) and the succession of
messages to be sent, notes were separated into leading voices and
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accompanying voices. The channel numbers 1 and 2 were assigned
to the leading voice and the accompanying notes, respectively. The
leading voice was also the last one which was played at the end of
the chord model execution, and consequently entirely controlled
by the user.
4. REAL-TIME CONTROL WITH A GRAPHIC TABLET
4.1. Principle
A graphic tablet (Intuos 3 by Wacom) was used to control the violin model. The tablet gives information about the pressing force
and the position (x,y) of the pen on the surface. As in [1], bowbridge distance was given by the position on the shortest axes and
bow velocity was computed by differentiation of the position in the
other direction (see Fig. 4). In contrast with Serafin [1], additional
information provided by the interface, like the pen angle in the two
directions were not used.

Sul tasto

Bow-bridge
distance

Bow force

Bow position

Sul ponticello

In real playing, information about the control are transmitted
through different channels including mainly the sound and the tactile feedback (vibrations of the bow felt in the fingers, for example
[10]). The effort necessary to move the bow is another important
feedback, as well as the reaction of the bow and string when applying bow force. The tablet offers a tactile feedback that corresponds
to the friction of the pen on the surface, not directly related to the
vibration of the string.
Some features of violin control are highly dependent on the
mechanical properties of the bow. Technical gestures often can
not be obtained without the help of the bow reaction. For example, it is very difficult to perform the typical bow force lessening
encountered in staccato playing without the spring-like acting of
the bow. Similarly, bouncing bow strokes like spiccato require the
elasticity of the bow in order to make it jump after contact with
the string. This bouncing can be imitated on the rigid tablet by
quickly moving down and up the pen, which is a slightly modified
gesture compared to the real gesture, as mentioned by Serafin [1].
However, the user can hardly reach the typical contact times measured in real performance of spiccato: rebounds on the tablet can
hardly last less than 100 ms while typical values in violin playing
are around 50 ms [11]. Similarly, repeated, quickly performed,
rebounds are also difficult to obtain because they rely upon the
equilibrium between the player’s action on the stick and bounce
mode frequencies of the bow.
Finally, we already mentioned the reduced length of the tablet,
compared to the violin bow. The tablet used for performances measured about 20 cm in the long direction. For comparison, usual
lengths of the bow are around 65 cm. This difference was a limitation when performing long notes, for example. It was then necessary to make repeated to and fro motions, or to "save bow" more
than usual in order to match the expected duration. Alternatively,
the length of the tablet could be scaled in the patch in order to
provide higher velocities with a reduced motion of the pen.
4.3. Control of note changes

Figure 4: Top: Schematic representation of the bowing parameters
controlled by the graphic tablet. Bottom: Max/MSP patch showing
the implementation of the model.
All control parameters could be scaled in order to match typical ranges of parameters or facilitate the control. For example, bow
force was normally scaled between 0 and 2 N, which is the typical
range observed in real violin playing [9]. Bow velocity was usually the effective velocity of the pen, but could also be scaled to
a greater value in order to compensate for reduced dimensions of
the tablet compared to the bow. A low pass filter (cut-off frequency
50 Hz) was applied before sending data to the violin model. The
sampling rate for control parameters was about 100 Hz.

Midi sequences were played event-by-event and triggered by zero
crossings in bow velocity. Each time the velocity crossed zero (i.e.
at each "bow change"), the next note or chord in the score was
sent out in order to set pitches and forces parameters of the violin
model. This allowed the user to focus only on the control gesture
without having to control pitch changes at the same time, which
reduced strongly the complexity of controlling the performance.
In particular, this means that only separate note could be played.
We also wanted to offer the possibility of playing legato, i.e. with
several notes during the same stroke. Events could consequently
be triggered manually as well by pushing a button. In addition, another button was used to interrupt automatic pitch changes at zero
crossings. This was used, for example, in order to avoid event triggering when more than one length of the tablet was necessary to
play long notes.
5. CONCLUDING EXAMPLE AND APPLICATIONS

4.2. Interest and limitations
Control gesture on a graphic tablet is very similar to the real gesture of the player. The pen is drawn across the surface as does the
bow across the string, imitating the control of the velocity, position and force of the bowing gesture. However, several differences
were already pointed out by Serafin and can reduce the control
possibilities.

Fig. 5 illustrates the control parameters of a musical sequence
with the implementation described in the previous sections. Bowing parameters are controlled with the graphic tablet and pitches
are changed each time the "bow" changes direction. In this case,
the "player" was free to adjust his gesture in order to obtain a musically acceptable performance. Bow-bridge distance is slowly vary-
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Figure 5: Example of real time control of the model. The figure shows bowing parameters obtained during the performance of a musical
example (Fuga from Sonata I, by Bach). From the top: music score, simulated sound, bow force, bow velocity and bow-bridge distance.

ing around 0.2, which is a bit more than usual reported values [9].
Bow velocity reaches more than 1 m/s and the bow force shows
that notes are clearly separated, with the pen leaving the surface
between notes, except for the last few notes which are played with
the "bow" in constant contact with the "strings".
We intentionally showed an example that is both technically
and musically difficult from a violin playing point of view. Such a
score would usually require several years of violin practise in order to manage the double stops and chords with the fuga melody.
With the proposed implementation of a virtual violin, this music
score can be easily played and controlled by anyone.
Current applications aim at evaluating the device in pedagogical situations. The idea is that, by temporarily easing technical
difficulties related to the left hand, string crossings and bow holding, a violin student can focus on building his interpretation of the
piece through the control of sound production and musical expression related to bowing gesture. Similar approaches were already
experimented in [12]. This is of course not a replacement for the
practice of the real instrument and it should be seen as a complementary tool (or musical game) in order to experience some musical issues which normally come later in the education, after years
and years of musical frustration. . .
Another application relates to musical performance studies.
Used by an expert violinist, the interface is a practical tool for
analysing the relation between the control of the virtual violin
and musical expressivity. For that purpose, performances using
the implementation could be characterised and compared with real
recorded performances (gesture and sound) in order to examine the
expressive capabilities of the virtual instrument.
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces Kronos, a vectorizing Just in Time compiler designed for musical programming systems. Its purpose is to
translate abstract mathematical expressions into high performance
computer code. Musical programming system design criteria are
considered and a three-tier model of abstraction is presented. The
low level expression Metalanguage used in Kronos is described,
along with the design choices that facilitate powerful, yet transparent vectorization of the machine code.

2. MUSIC DSP IN A PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT
The ideal musical programming platform that represents our chosen design goals has the following features:
• Expressive
Ability to accomplish a lot in computational terms with
minimal user effort
• Intuitive
There shouldn’t be much the user needs to know about the
system in order to use it

1. INTRODUCTION
Computer music is a prime example of a field where computers are
used creatively. As usual, creativity flows most easily when the
operational mindset is flexible. Perhaps that is the fundamental
reason for the proclivity of software, especially non-commercial
software, that aims to provide the user with an ability to harness the
power of the computer yet without dictating any specific workflow
or a cultural idiom.
On one end of the toolchain there is the logical-arithmetic
computation engine of the computer hardware, on the other, the
musical intuition of an artist. The category of software that imposes - at least in theory - fewest restrictions on this interaction
includes the numerous programming languages that provide very
extensive and detailed control of the computation engine.
Yet, the mindset of computer programming is quite different
from the creative musical one. Not many computer musicians are
willing to learn industrial languages such as C++, Java, Lisp, etc.
The evidence for this is the popularity of software that tries
to maintain the general nature of programming languages, offer
ease of use for the artist and perhaps even borrow a little out of
how analog music studios used to work. There are textual languages such as SuperCollider [1], Faust[2] and Nyquist[3], visual
languages such as Pure Data[4] and PWGL[5], even commercial
systems like the Native Instruments Reaktor.
The problems in producing an ideal musical programming environment are myriad. This paper focuses on a narrow yet allimportant sector of musical programming: DSP - the task of churning out an audible waveform based on parameters and input signals, often in real time.
This paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2, design goals of
musical programming systems are examined. Section 3 presents
the concept of a three-tiered abstraction as a model for such a system, as well as discussing the role of Kronos in such a model.
In Section 4, the mechanisms for producing vectorized code are
explained. In the final Section 5, practical examples of Kronos expressions as well as the compiler output are detailed with a brief
performance evaluation.

• Powerful
Computational efficiency, fast response and flexibility
Kronos focuses on power. Representing the lowest level component in a musical programming environment, not directly interfaced with the user, expressiveness and ease of use are not essential. Kronos is designed to be an intermediate layer, compiling
code that is generated by a higher level program rather than a programmer.
In practice, the user of a musical programming environment
might lay out a high level, conceptual representation of the task at
hand, with the system handling the intermediate step of turning it
into the Kronos patch required to perform the desired tasks.
2.1. Performance Issues
Some computer performance aspects are fairly general. Execution
time, traditionally the most evident performance metric, translates
to real time capability of a music DSP system. The faster the system is able to compute, the more complicated a program can be
yet still capable of real time sound playback.
While general computer science often focuses on the singular
performance metric of execution time, musical programming also
introduces novel considerations. For example, the time taken from
delivery of the program source to executing it, while important,
is not the first priority for general compiler developers. The software engineer often has a workflow more adapted to compilation
pauses, while a musician expects to press "Play" and hear sound,
immediately.
Further, the musician may want to change the program during
its execution. This was possible in the analog music studio, where
swapping out patch cords often resulted in immediate gratification.
In the digital world programs often have to be aborted, edited, recompiled, linked and launched. The all-important musical hacking
suffers from such a heavy compilation cycle, making a traditional
programming language less desirable for real time artistic expression.
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3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Let’s consider a practical example of using Kronos as a part of a
musical programming environment based on visual patching. The
user inserts an audio oscillator into the visual patch. She needs not
think about the implementation details of the oscillator, making
it, in this case, the primitive building block from her perspective.
The user perspective represents the conceptual level of the environment, the highest tier of abstraction.
The middle tier of the programming environment would then
examine the signal paths of the oscillator, determining its dependencies on other primitive blocks, processing order, control signal
optimizations and such. Having done this, it builds the mathematical expressions required for the evaluation scheme it has chosen.
Control flow, scheduling and bookkeeping are handled by this middle tier.
The lowest tier of the environment turns the mathematical expression into a form suitable for a computer - machine code.
These three tiers form the theoretical framework of our musical programming system design. The highest tier, the conceptual
level, is exposed to the user. The middle tier, the system tier, takes
care of routine bookkeeping, signal routing and scheduling, while
the lowest tier focuses on interfacing with the computer processor.

it is both strictly functional and absolutely deterministic.
This means that all Metalanguage operations are stateless. They
perform identically, given identical inputs. Further, the machine
code path is identical whenever the expression is evaluated. Together, these features make it quite easy to produce efficient machine code from the metalanguage. The admittedly severe restriction of determinism, which disallows branching, gently guides the
implementers to move branches and logic up to a higher tier of the
programming environment. The metalanguage is not intended to
be a fully functional programming language in itself.
Internally, the Metalanguage expressions are maintained as hierarchial tree expressions. Diamond shapes are permitted, while
recursion is disallowed. Note that unit delay recursion in the actual DSP algorithm is possible, but must be provided by the middle
tier of the environment along with the associated signal routing and
state variables.
Together, these fairly draconian rules make it possible to compile the Metalanguage into very high performance native machine
code.
4. AUTOMATIC VECTORIZATION OF GENERIC
EXPRESSIONS

Kronos aims to provide the very lowest layer of a musical programming environment, namely high performance computation of
expressions configurable during run time. Kronos is a just in time
compiler[6] for expressions - given an expression, it creates machine code to compute that expression.
Interpreters, rather than compilers, have previously flourished
in musical programming. Environments such as PD[4] or PWGLSynth
1 can be viewed as interpreters, as they provide signal plumbing
and scheduling for a set of precompiled binary nodes. Interpreters
are easier to develop, and given the correct design parameters they
are also fairly efficient. However, the more primitive the precompiled building blocks, the lower computational efficiency they tend
to yield in comparison to compilers. Interpreted languages therefore tend to converge to fairly large, monolithic nodes, sometimes
at the expense of generality.
This is because an interpreter examines an internal data structure to find which nodes to process and where to find their input
data. These can be hardwired into a compiled program, yielding
huge performance improvements for the most primitive of nodes.
As the actual work performed by such a node is fairly small, any
interpreter-related code would actually take much longer to execute than the actual computation.
Complete control over the machine code executed requires the
use of compilation. Some systems, such as the BlockCompiler[7],
delegate code generation to an external C compiler. While this approach has many benefits, developing a custom compiler offers avenues for improvement. For example, by integrating the compiler
into the system it is possible to change portions of the program,
even during audio playback. Further, as discussed later in this paper, language design parameters can make compiler optimization
more viable than in a generic programming language.

To enable high performance code generation, Kronos includes a
system to vectorize generic expressions. The Metalanguage expression is examined for inherent parallelism, and Kronos is able
to leverage SIMD-style instructions to carry out a similiar operation on bundles of operands at once. SIMD operations are, depending on circumstance, 2-4 times as powerful as regular scalar
operations. They are called vector instructions, as they operate on
vectors of operands rather than single, scalar operands.
SIMD vector instructions are present in architectures ranging
from x86[8] and PowerPC used in consumer computers to specialized Graphics Processing Units and Supercomputers. In order
to be able to use vectorized SIMD instructions, there has to be a
group of primitive operations that are of the same type and can be
executed in parallel. For example, a group of four additions can be
performed by a single vector instruction on the x86 provided there
are no dependencies between the constituent operations.
Due to the strict rules of the Metalanguage, automatic vectorization is reduced to a simple pattern matching exercise. During
the vectorization process, each node of the Metalanguage expression tree is examined as a potential ’root’ for a group of operations.
Firstly, all nodes that do not share the operation type with the
root node are eliminated. This is because all vector instructions
require that grouped operations are of the same type.
Secondly, all nodes either upstream or downstream from the
root node are removed from consideration. This is due to the fact
that if a node can ’see’ another node by following all the branches
of the expression tree either up or down, they have a dependency
relation. One node must therefore be executed before the other,
making parallel execution impossible. Due to the strict functional
rigor of the Metalanguage, this check is all that is required to ensure the nodes can be executed in parallel.
The remaining nodes could potentially be bundled into a vectorized operation together with the root node.

3.2. Metalanguage Design

4.1. Efficiency Considerations

Kronos Metalanguage is the intermediate format in which mathematical expressions are given. It has two distinguishing features:

However, due to the nature of x86 architechture, not all vector instruction bundles are necessarily beneficial. Whether they outper-

3.1. Just in Time Compilation
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form their scalar siblings depends on how the operands are laid out
in the memory. For a vector instruction to execute at full speed the
data it requires must be occupying a continuous region aligned on
a 16-byte address.
If this is not the case, scatter loading code must be added before the vector instruction to fetch operands from various memory
locations and pack them neatly together. If each operand of the
vector instruction must be separately loaded and packed, the extra
code handily undoes any performance advantages of using vector
instructions in the first place.
4.2. Vector Groups
To reduce scatter loading in the vectorized code, the Kronos Vectorizer looks for sequences of operations that could be vectorized,
namely vector groups. When two parallelizable root nodes are
found, the vectorizer follows the expression tree up from these two
nodes, comparing the operations upstream. If the upstream nodes,
in turn, are respectively vectorizable, the extent of potential vectorization is increased. If there is a mismatch, a scattered load is
counted for the potential vector group.
If a group of a sufficient size is found, then all operations
belonging to it are linked to become fused vector instructions.
By ensuring that the upstream vector instructions direcly provide
operands for the subsequent vector operations, operands are guaranteed to be in a vector-compatible format. Thus, scatter loading
only occurs at group boundaries.
Whether there is a performance benefit to vectorizing the group
depends on whether the number vector instructions within the extent is sufficiently high in comparison to the number of scattered
loading and packing operations vectorization will require.
5. CODE EXAMPLES
Kronos is aimed to be used as a low tier of a musical programming
system, in particular PWGLSynth 2. However, a general C/C++
interface is provided in order to facilitate direct access to efficient
vector arithmetic. Using overloaded operators, Metalanguage expressions can be generated by regular C++ expressions with special functions for loading variables and memory locations. In this
section, examples of such C++ expressions are given, along with
annotated machine code generated by Kronos.

are computed at once within the expression, hence the command
to append subexpressions to the main routine.
Kronos once again detects parallelism in the expression, vectoring the filter to process all four audio samples at once. The
machine code is shown in listing 4.
5.3. Recursive IIR Filter
The final example is more involved. The FIR filter described above
is enhanced with a feedback path, featuring unit delay and using
h[2] as the feedback coefficient. This turns the filter recursive,
eliminating any parallelism in the feedback section. Please refer
to listing 5.
5.4. Performance Comparison
A preliminary performance test was carried out by taking the recursive filter, described in Listing 5, and converting it to C++ by replacing the Metalanguage Expression type with a native C++ float.
The resulting algorithm was compiled with Microsoft Visual Studio 2008. Optimization profile was set to maximize speed. Two
versions of the algorithm were profiled, one compiled for the standard x87 floating point unit and one compiled enabling the use of
the SSE2 instruction set, which Kronos is also using.
The code produced by Kronos ran nearly three times as fast
as the compiler optimized C++ code. Timings were obtained as a
cumulative hardware performance counter delta for 16 runs over
40000 audio samples. Execution times are displayed in table 1.
This result is encouraging, as C++ code is considered a standard of high performance. However, the findings are highly preliminary. The test was limited to a single, small DSP component.
No attempt was made to improve the output of the C++ compiler
by tweaking the C++ source code or using vector intrinsics. Yet, if
Kronos is able to offer performance comparable or even superior
to natively compiled, even casually written C++ code, it should
mean a major improvement over the current state of musical programming environments.

Table 1: Code Execution Speed Benchmarks
Compiler
C++ FPU
C++ SSE2
Kronos

5.1. Primitive math
An example of a simple case aided by vectorization is the addition
of two 8 element vectors. Two arrays, named a and b in the source
code are added and stored in a third array, c. The Metalanguage
expression is generated with a loop creating 8 scalar additions, but
any formulation enabling parallel execution is sufficient for the
compiler to detect and leverage vector instructions. The C++ description is given in listing 1.
Kronos output is similiar to handwritten assembly code in this
case, performing eight loads, stores and additions in mere 6 machine instructions. The actual code is shown in listing 2.
5.2. Parallelizable FIR filter
The next example, shown in listing 3 is a convolution of an input
signal x with a second order FIR filter, described by the coefficients
h. The output of the convolution is stored in x. Four audio samples

5.5. Future development
Various further research opportunities are present for the Kronos
compiler. Tuning, testing and benchmarking the compiler are a
high priority. Introducing multithreading, similarly transparent to
the user, is in the works. Experimenting with code generation for
Stream Processors and Graphics Processing Units is equally intriguing. However, the most important future development is the
integration of Kronos into PWGLSynth 2, an audio synthesis component developed by the first author for the integrated musical programming system PWGL. [5]
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented the theoretical model of three-tiered
musical programming systems. Our emerging solution for the lowest tier, the Kronos compiler, was examined in detail. The compiler facilitates very high performance execution of mathematical
expressions on general computer hardware.
In an informal, preliminary test, code generated by Kronos
was able to outperform native C++ code with a significant margin.
These findings validate the decision of pursuing a custom compiler
in the hopes of improving the performance of computer based music DSP systems.

; S t o r e r e s u l t i n g sums i n t o c [0−3]
movaps
xmmword p t r d s : [ 1 2 FEC0h ] , xmm0
; Load a [4−7] from memory
movaps
xmm0 , xmmword p t r d s : [ 1 2 FF30h ]
; Compute a [4−7] + b[4−7]
addps
xmm0 , xmmword p t r d s : [ 1 2 FF00h ]
; S t o r e r e s u l t i n g sums i n t o c [4−7]
movaps
xmmword p t r d s : [ 1 2 FED0h ] , xmm0

Listing 3: Convolution with 2nd order FIR
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 4 ; i ++)
{
R o u t i n e . Append (
S t o r e ( x [ i ] ∗ h [ 1 ] + x [ i +1]
}

∗ h [0] , y[ i ] ) ) ;

Listing 4: FIR Filter: Kronos Output
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; l o a d x[0−3]
movaps
xmm0 , xmmword p t r d s : [ 1 2 FF20h ]
; load h [1]
movss
xmm1 , dword p t r d s : [ 1 2 FED4h ]
; make 4 c o p i e s o f h [ 1 ]
shufps
xmm1 , xmm1, 0
; compute x[0−3] ∗ h [ 1 ]
mulps
xmm0 , xmm1
; l o a d x[1−4]
movups
xmm1 , xmmword p t r d s : [ 1 2 FF24h ]
; load h [0]
movss
xmm2 , dword p t r d s : [ 1 2 FED0h ]
; make 4 c o p i e s o f h [ 0 ]
shufps
xmm2 , xmm2, 0
; compute x[1−4] ∗ h [ 0 ]
mulps
xmm1 , xmm2
; compute x[0−3]∗h [ 1 ] + x[1−4]∗h [ 0 ]
addps
xmm0 , xmm1
; s t o r e i n t o y[0−3]
movaps
xmmword p t r d s : [ 1 2 FEF0h ] , xmm0

Listing 5: Convolution with a Recursive Filter
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f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 4 ; i ++)
{
E x p r e s s i o n y0 = x [ i ] ∗ h [ 1 ] +
x [ i +1] ∗ h [ 0 ] +
y_zm1 ∗ h [ 2 ] ;
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; compute x[0−3] ∗ h [ 1 ]
movaps xmm0 ,
xmmword p t r [ 0 x 0 0 1 1 f c c 0 ]
movss
xmm1 ,
dword p t r [ 0 x 0 0 1 1 f c a 4 ]
s h u f p s xmm1 ,
xmm1 ,
0 x00
mulps
xmm0 ,
xmm1
; compute x[1−4] ∗ h [ 0 ]
movups xmm1 ,
xmmword p t r [ 0 x 0 0 1 1 f c c 4 ]
movss
xmm2 ,
dword p t r [ 0 x 0 0 1 1 f c a 0 ]
s h u f p s xmm2 ,
xmm2 ,
0 x00
mulps
xmm1 ,
xmm2
; sum x[0−3]∗h [ 1 ] + x[1−4]∗h [ 0 ]
addps
xmm0 ,
xmm1
; i n i t i a l i z e f e e d b a c k from memory
movss
xmm1 ,
dword p t r [ 0 x 0 0 1 1 f c e 0 ]
; m u l t i p l y by h [ 2 ]
mulss
xmm1 ,
dword p t r [ 0 x 0 0 1 1 f c a 8 ]
; y [ 0 ] = x [0 ]∗ h [ 1 ] + x [1 ]∗ h [ 0 ] + f e e b a c k∗h [ 2 ]
addss
xmm0 ,
xmm1
; y [0 ]∗ h [ 2 ]
movss
xmm1 ,
xmm0
mulss
xmm1 ,
dword p t r [ 0 x 0 0 1 1 f c a 8 ]
; r e t r i e v e x [1 ]∗ h [ 1 ] + x [2 ]∗ h [ 0 ]
movaps xmm2 ,
xmm0
s h u f p s xmm2 ,
xmm2 ,
0 x01
; y [ 1 ] = y [0 ]∗ h [ 2 ] + x [1 ]∗ h [ 1 ] + x [2 ]∗ h [ 0 ]
addss
xmm1 ,
xmm2
; y [1 ]∗ h [ 2 ]
movss
xmm2 ,
xmm1
mulss
xmm2 ,
dword p t r [ 0 x 0 0 1 1 f c a 8 ]
; r e t r i e v e x [2 ]∗ h [ 1 ] + x [3 ]∗ h [ 0 ]
movaps xmm3 ,
xmm0
s h u f p s xmm3 ,
xmm3 ,
0 x02
; y [ 2 ] = y [1 ]∗ h [ 2 ] + x [2 ]∗ h [ 1 ] + x [3 ]∗ h [ 0 ]
addss
xmm2 ,
xmm3
; y [2 ]∗ h [ 2 ]
movss
xmm3 ,
xmm2
mulss
xmm3 ,
dword p t r [ 0 x 0 0 1 1 f c a 8 ]
; r e t r i e v e x [3 ]∗ h [ 1 ] + x [4 ]∗ h [ 0 ]
movaps xmm4 ,
xmm0
s h u f p s xmm4 ,
xmm4 ,
0 x03
; y [ 3 ] = y [2 ]∗ h [ 2 ] + x [3 ]∗ h [ 1 ] + x [4 ]∗ h [ 0 ]
addss
xmm3 ,
xmm4
; store results
movss
dword p t r [ 0 x 0 0 1 1 f d b 0 ] , xmm0
movss
dword p t r [ 0 x 0 0 1 1 f d b 4 ] , xmm1
movss
dword p t r [ 0 x 0 0 1 1 f d b 8 ] , xmm2
movss
dword p t r [ 0 x 0 0 1 1 f d b c ] , xmm3

[6] John Aycock, “A brief history of just-in-time,” ACM Computing Surveys, vol. 35, no. 2, pp. 97–113, 2003.
[7] Matti Karjalainen, “Blockcompiler - a research tool for physical modeling and dsp,” in Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Digital Audio Effects (DAFx-03), 2003,
pp. 264–269.
[8] Shreekant Trakkar and T Huff, “the internet streaming simd
extensions,” Intel Technology Journal, vol. 3, no. 2, 1999.
9. APPENDIX: CODE LISTINGS
Listing 1: Vectored Addition described by C-code
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 8 ; i ++)
{
R o u t i n e . Append (
Store (
Var ( a [ i ] ) + Var ( b [ i ] ) ,
c[ i ]));
}

Listing 2: Vectored Addition: Kronos Output
; F i r s t , r e t r i e v e a [0−3] from memory
movaps
xmm0 , xmmword p t r d s : [ 1 2 FF20h ]
; Compute a [0−3] + b[0−3]
addps
xmm0 , xmmword p t r d s : [ 1 2 FEF0h ]

S t o r e ( y0 , y [ i ] ) ;
y_zm1 = y0 ;

Listing 6: Recursive Filter: Kronos Output
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ABSTRACT
PWGLSynth has already a long history in controlling physicsbased instruments. The control system has been score-based, i.e.
the user prepares a score in advance, and by interactive listening
process the result can be be refined either by adjusting score information, performance rules and/or the visual instrument definition.
This scheme allows detailed control on how the instrument model
reacts to control information generated from the score. This paper
presents a complementary approach to sound synthesis where the
idea is to generate algorithmically typically relatively short musical textures. The user can improvise with various compositional
ideas, adjust parameters, and listen to the results in real-time either individually or interleaved. This is achieved by utilizing a
special code-box scheme that allows any textual Lisp expression
to be interfaced to the visual part of the PWGL system.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the latest developments in our visual synthesis environment PWGLSynth [1] which is situated in PWGL [2].
PWGLSynth has been controlled either by using our score-based
scheme, or directly at patch level by using real-time sliders and/or
MIDI controllers. Especially the first approach has been used extensively to produce simulations of several physics-based instrument models.
Thus our environment has not been particularly suitable in
more experimental contexts, where the user could quickly sketch
musical ideas algorithmically. For this end we present in the following a new system that allows to control visual synthesis instrument definitions with the help of short textual code fragments.
This is achieved with two additions to our system. First, the code
is interfaced to the visual part of PWGL using a special box type,
called code-box. The visual code-box can then be triggered at
patch level by the user. Typically this results in a musical texture
that is played by the system in real-time. Several code-boxes can
be triggered simultaneously or interleaved resulting in overlapping
realizations of the active code fragments. Second, we present the
new syntax addition that allows the user to control low-level synthesis parameters from Lisp. The syntax is used to send triggers,
write floats or float vectors to memory locations, and to send MIDI
events.
PWGL is one of the three major Lisp-based composition environments along with IRCAM’s OpenMusic (OM; [3]) and Common Music (CM; [4]). CM differs from the other environments as

it relies on text-based programming and various third party applications. CM can be used for sound synthesis with outside systems
such as Csound. OM, like CM, does not contain a dedicated software synthesizer and thus control information has to be exported
to external synthesis environments. SuperCollider (SC) [5], although not Lisp-based, is closer in this context to our environment
than CM or OM, as it allows to combine sound synthesis with
event generation facilities within one environment (events are generated in SC with the help a library of pattern and stream classes).
However, the difference between SC and PWGLSynth is that our
scheme is not strictly a real-time system as the user can call any
Lisp code to calculate the control information. Thus, depending on
the complexity of the application, there can be a noticeable delay
before a sequence starts playing. If necessary, this delay can be
minimized by caching results at the patch level before the actual
playback. By relaxing the strict real-time constraint we are able
to solve more complex (and hopefully more interesting) musical
problems: a typical case is for instance a search problem that may
require backtracking (recently real-time constraint systems have
been investigated in [6], but these are clearly special cases which
can handle only a limited set of problems). Thus our system allows to combine sound synthesis besides with Lisp also with several aspects of the underlying PWGL environment, such as visual
instrument definitions, compositional tools, and high-level music
representation schemes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start by presenting the two new tools in our system: code-box (Section 2) and
event syntax (Section 3). After this we give several case studies
with increasing complexity that demonstrate how the system can
be used to realize various compositional situations when preparing
musical raw material for sound synthesis.
2. CODE-BOX INTERFACE
This section presents a special PWGL box type, called code-box,
which can be seen as an extension to our already elaborate collection of visual boxes. The code-box allows the user to harness
the full power of the underlying Lisp language yet preserving the
visual nature and functionality of a normal PWGL box. It allows
the user to effectively express complex control structures, such as
loops, thereby hiding those details from the patch. While the user
writes the code in a text editor, the code is simultaneously analysed. This analysis consists of basic syntax checks and extraction
of free variables and function names that result in a parameter list
of the final Lisp expression. This scheme provides the main inter-
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face to PWGL and allows the user to access information from the
visual part of the system. The appearance of the box is calculated
automatically based on this analysis. By default the code-box is
called ’code-box’. This name can be changed by the user. In order
to distinguish this box from the ordinary ones, there is a label ’C’
at the low-right corner of the box.
For instance, after entering the following Lisp expression the
system will detect the free variables ’a’ and ’b’, and this analysis
will automatically create a box with two inputs (one input for each
free variable):

synth-plug
:amp 0.1

synth-plug
:trig
impulse-trigger
<<trig>>
amp

D

synth-plug
:freq 100

T
S

D

reson-bank
sig

freq

0.02

5
S

synth-plug
:dist 1

(iter (for i from 0)
(for x in a)
(for y in b)
(when (oddp i) (collect (list x y))))

vbap2d-dist
sig
dist

synth-plug
:pan 0

azim

D

0.15

D

S

1

The code-box has many interesting applications and it is used
extensively in our system. The code-box provides an important
complement to our visual system and it allows the user to change
programming style from visual to textual and vice versa whenever
appropriate.
3. INSTRUMENT DEFINITIONS AND EVENT SYNTAX
Next the code-box scheme is used in a sound synthesis context
to calculate control information using Lisp code. All code examples are wrapped inside the ’with-synth’ macro that will send synth
events to the running synthesis patch. ’with-synth’ has before the
main code entry two arguments: (1) ’instrument’ (gives the current
instrument definition, a pointer to an abstraction containing the instrument), and (2) ’max-poly’ defining the maximum number of
voices required by the texture realization.
Typically, the user starts with a visual instrument definition
that is situated in a PWGL abstraction. Figure 1 gives a simple
resonator example. Here the boxes that have a ’S’ label at the
down-right corner are ordinary synth modules producing audio.
The figure contains also five ’synth-plug’ boxes that define control
entry points for our instrument. Four of them contain the label ’D’
(stands for ’discrete’) and they allow to update float values at the
leaves of the patch. The synth-plug box with the ’T’ designation,
in turn, is used to send triggers. All synth-plug contain in their first
input a name or label (e.g. ’:amp’, ’:trig’, etc.). These symbolic
references allow the user to refer to specific inputs while sending
control events to the instrument. Note that the names within an
abstraction should be unique. Identical names can, however, be
used in different instrument abstractions as each abstraction has its
own name space.
The synth events are created calling either the ’synth-trigger’
or the ’synth-event’ method.
’synth-trigger’ has two arguments: (1) ’time’ (delay in seconds, 0 means immediate), and (2) ’name’ (a keyword, must match
one of the ’synth-plug’ labels of the current instrument).
’synth-event’, in turn, has three required arguments: (1) ’time’
(delay in seconds, 0 means immediate), (2) ’name’ (a keyword,
must match one of the ’synth-plug’ labels), and (3) ’value’ (a float,
or a list of floats). Two optional keyword arguments can be given
to add an ID number (this is used to distinguish different box instances in a polyphonic situation; this case will be dealt with later
in this paper), or to give a type specifier if the event is not a normal
one (this can be used for instance to send MIDI events instead of
ordinary synth events).

Figure 1: A visual instrument definition containing an impulse
trigger, a resonator, and a spatialization module.

For example, we could trigger immediately the resonator in
the patch in Figure 1 using the following code (we assume that
’ins’ is a pointer to the instrument abstraction given in Figure 1):
(with-synth ins 1 (synth-trigger 0 :trig))

Or, we could trigger the resonator after 2s:
(with-synth ins 1 (synth-trigger 2 :trig))

We could also change the ’freq’ input of the resonator:
(with-synth ins 1 (synth-event 0 :freq 200))

4. A SIMPLE RESONATOR EXAMPLE
The following Lisp code can be used in conjunction with the instrument patch given in Figure 1 to produce a dense cloud or cluster of notes. The code-box code analyzer will find the following
free variables: ’ranges’, ’dur’, ’dtime’, and ’instrument’, where
’ranges’ gives the pitch limits of the resulting texture, ’dur’ gives
the global duration of the result, ’dtime’ gives the delta-time between individual events, and ’instrument’ is the instrument definition. In the actual code we use here the ’iter’ loop construct to generate the events. At each iteration step we send three events that
control the distance, pan, and frequency parameters (i.e. ’:dist’,
’:pan’, ’:freq’) of our instrument definition. Finally, we also trigger the resonator:
(with-synth instrument 1
(let ((rnd1 (first ranges)) (rnd2 (second ranges))
(pan (mk-circ-list ’(-5 0 5))))
(iter (for time from 0 to dur by dtime)
(synth-event time :dist (random2 1 6))
(synth-event time :pan (pop-circ pan))
(synth-event time :freq
(random2 (m->f rnd1) (m->f rnd2)))
(synth-trigger time :trig))))
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value-box
(0 0 0 0 0 0)
synth-plug
:env

synth-plug
:trigenv

intval

64.2870.82
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2

2
1

Reson-patch

ranges

A

1
0.05

pwgl-box-ptr

instrume
1

envelope-trigger
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envelope <<trig>>

vector

code-box
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D

indexor

C

S
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2
S
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2
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add-vector
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D
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3

vector

S

synth-plug
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0
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synth-plug
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1
D
synth-plug

<<trig>>

:trig

S
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T
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1
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S
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S

S
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vector
S
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Figure 2: The top-level patch with the code-box (1), the instrument
abstraction (2), and synth boxes (3) defining a global reverb and
the final synth output.

Figure 2 shows the complete top-level patch definition of our
resonator example. The code is situated inside the code-box (1)
(note that the free variables found in the code are represented visually by the four inputs), the instrument definition–see Figure 1–is
inside the ’Reson-patch’ abstraction (2). While the synth is running the user can trigger the code-box resulting in a sequence of
note events. The user can adjust here in the visual part of our system various aspects of the result. For instance, the two sliders to
the left control the ’ranges’ parameter.
5. A POLYPHONIC SAMPLER EXAMPLE
Next we discuss a more complex case where a polyphonic streaming sample player is controlled by our event scheme. Figure 3
gives our visual instrument definition. The main difference between this one and the one found in Figure 1 is that we use here the
’copy-synth-patch’ box to copy the patch connected to the ’patch’
input ’count’ times. Thus we will produce here a polyphonic version of an instrument definition. The symbolic references of the
synth-plug boxes will be modified by this scheme by adding to the
name an index at each iteration step during the copying process.
Thus for instance the name ’:env’ will become ’:1/env’, :’2/env’,
and so on, until ’count’ has been reached. This is done in order to
keep the names of each copied plug box instance separate.
Figure 3 contains also a plug input that accepts a list of floats
as input instead of single float values. This is useful as here we
can define and control envelopes in our system. The envelope
generator–see the ’envelope-trigger’ box–accepts a list of y and
x values at the ’envelope’ input.
Our event code example utilizing the instrument definition in
Figure 3 assumes that the instrument will be copied 5 times (’maxpoly’ is equal to 5). In order to handle our polyphonic case we
need to add to the ’name’ arguments of the event methods correct

Figure 3: A polyphonic sampler instrument definition.

index values so that they can refer to the individual plug instances
of the instrument definition. This is done by using the optional
:ID keyword argument. At each iteration step in the ’iter’ loop we
ask for a new ID value by calling the function ’get-next-synth-id’.
This will return one by one numbers in a circular fashion starting
from 1 up to ’max-poly’ until the upper limit (here equal to 5) is
reached. After this we start with ID number 1 again, and so on.
Internally the name argument of the events will be modified in a
similar fashion than was done during the copying scheme in the
instrument definition.
Our code example is otherwise very similar to the one in Section 4. The code-box code analyzer will find this time the following free variables: ’low-high’, ’dur’, ’dtime’, and ’instrument’,
where ’low-high’ gives the sample ID limits that will be used to access samples from the current repertoire of sound samples known
by the system (each sound sample has a unique ID number), ’dur’
gives the global duration of the result, ’dtime’ gives the delta-time
between individual events, and ’instrument’ is the instrument definition. In the actual code we use again the ’iter’ loop construct to
generate the events.
(with-synth instrument 5
(let ((low (first low-high)) (high (second low-high))
id sample)
(iter (for time from 0 to dur by dtime)
(setq id (get-next-synth-id))
(setq sample (random2 low high))
(synth-event time
:env (mk-envelope
(list 0 0.01 dtime) (list 0 0.2 0))
:id id)
(synth-event time :sample sample :id id)
(synth-trigger time :trig :id id)
(synth-trigger time :trigenv :id id))))
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6. A CASE STUDY: MACRO-NOTE INTERFACE
In the final section we utilize our system in a more complex context. In the following example we sketch briefly how the user can
interface existing compositional tools found in PWGL with our
new event scheme. Our starting point is the ’macro-note’ concept
that has been used to simulate various idiomatic playing styles for
our physics-based instrument models [7] (sound examples can be
found at: www.siba.fi/pwgl/pwglsynth.html).
The instrument behind this example is close to the one in Figure 1, except we are using the ’copy-synth-patch’ box to turn the
resonator instrument into a polyphonic one (in this specific case
’max-poly’ is equal to 10).
The code has four inputs (’midis’, ’dur’, ’indices’, ’instrument’) and it can be split into two major parts. First, it produces
two lists of notes (’notes1’ and ’notes2’) by calling twice the ’macronote’ function. After appending these results, the final part of the
code (’send events’) loops through this note list, extracts from each
note the relevant information needed for the synthesis, and finally
sends the events to the instrument. The resulting two textures can
be seen in piano roll notation in Figure 4.
(with-synth instrument 10
(let* ((midis1(first midis)) (midis2 (second midis))
(notes1 (macro-note
;; notes1
:dur dur
:ornaments ’(n g-1) :dtimes ’(0.1 0.15)
:midis (mapcar ’list midis1 midis2)
:indices ’(3 2 1 1 2)
:amp (mk-bpf ’(0 0.5 1.0) ’(60 120 30))
:time-modif
(mk-bpf ’(0 0.5 1.0) ’(100 300 100))
:len-function ’(= 0 (mod (1- len) 3))
:extra-params (list
(list :pan (mk-circ-list ’(-45 0 45)))
(list :dist (mk-bpf ’(0 1.0) ’(1 9))))))
(notes2 (macro-note
;; notes2
:dur dur
:ornaments ’(n g-1)
:offsets ’(0 0.2 0.29) :dtimes ’(0.1 0.1)
:midis (g+ 12 (mapcar ’list midis2 midis1))
:indices indices
:amp (mk-bpf ’(0 0.5 1.0) ’(60 120 30))
:time-modif
(mk-bpf ’(0 0.5 1.0) ’(100 90 100))
:len-function ’(= 0 (mod (1- len) 3))
:extra-params (list
(list :pan (mk-circ-list ’(-45 45)))
(list :dist (mk-bpf ’(0 1.0) ’(15 9)))))))
;; send events
(iter (for note in (append notes1 notes2))
(let* ((time (read-key note :enp-startt))
(id (get-next-synth-id)))
(synth-event time :amp
(/ (vel note) 127 4) :id id)
(synth-event time :freq
(m->f (midi note)) :id id)
(synth-event time :pan
(read-extra-param note :pan time) :id id)
(synth-event time :dist
(read-extra-param note :dist time) :id id)
(synth-trigger time :trig :id id)))))

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an approach where the user can combine visual instrument definitions with textual code fragments situated
in code-boxes in order to generate musical textures. The codeboxes can be triggered by the user resulting at the end in low-level

Figure 4: One possible ten second realization of two overlapping
macro-note textures. The pitch material of the lower texture progresses gradually from closed to open, whereas in the higher texture this process is reversed. The upper texture is more dense and
contains very fast canon-like overlapping gestures.
events that control the associated instrument definitions. Furthermore, the code-box inputs can be interfaced with the visual part of
our system. This, in turn, provides an interesting bridge between
sound synthesis and our extensive set of tools related to computerassisted composition, music notation, and constraint-based programming. Future plans include investigations of different caching
strategies that would allow the system to run strictly in real-time.
Furthermore, we will invest in the forthcoming PWGLSynth2 new
strategies that would allow the the system to allocate new voices
on the fly by the underlying synthesis engine. In the current system
the user has to adjust the number of voices by trial and error, which
may result in audible glitches if the given max-poly is exceeded by
a process.
This work has been supported by the Academy of Finland (SA
105557 and SA 114116).
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents empirical and theoretical results for a delay
line cascaded with a second-order allpass filter in a feedback loop.
Though such a structure has been used for years to model stiff
vibrating strings, the complete range of behavior of such a structure has not been fully described and analyzed. As shown in this
paper, in addition to the desired behavior of providing a frequencydependent delay line length, other phenomena may occur, such as
“beating” or “mode splitting.” Associated analysis simulation results are presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
In physical-modeling synthesis, the audible inharmonicity produced
from stiff-stringed instruments such as the guitar and piano need
to be reproduced. In [1, 2], formulae for coefficients of inharmonicity perceived by test subjects were presented. In that work,
it was established that high-fidelity physical models of relatively
stiff strings require some stiffness simulation in the low-frequency
range, certainly for most piano strings, and even for the lowest
notes of an acoustic guitar. In [3], the parameters of the physicalmodel of wave propagation along a string are related to the parameters of a digital waveguide (ie., the inharmonicity coefficient is
related to the desired phase response of the waveguide). [4] casts
a complementary mathematical formulation to [3] and extends the
digital waveguide model to account for a point source excitation
of a portion of the modeled string.
In the literature, there are various solutions for designing an
allpass filter to simulate the dispersive wave propagation of a stiff
string. In [5], convincing stiff-string tones were obtained using
Yegnanarana’s method [6] for designing rather high-order allpass
filters with a prescribed group delay. In [7], a computationally
simpler method was introduced based on cascading real, identical,
first-order allpass filters, and a physical interpretation involving
masses and springs was given. In [8], a weighted-least-squares
formulation adapted from [9] was used to fit the coefficients of an
allpass filter to a desired phase response over a Bark-warped frequency scale, yielding accurate tuning of the first several tens of
piano-string overtones using an allpass order of 20 or less. In [10],
an optimization procedure proposed by M. Lang [11] was applied
to obtain the optimal Chebyshev allpass filter, where the optimality was with respect to the phase response weighted by inverse
frequency; due to numerical difficulties, it was necessary to divide the desired phase by N , find the optimal allpass for that case,
and use a cascade of N identical allpass filters for the final model.
An elementary and robust method for designing allpass filters of
very high order was presented in [12], and a more complete summary of numerical difficulties with prior methods is given there.

Additionally, extremely accurate results were reported in [12] for
simulating the note F1 on a piano using an order 128 allpass in
a delay loop (designed directly as a cascade of 64 second-order
biquad sections).
In [13, 14], closed-form Thiran allpass filters were used to
model a desired phase-delay by minimizing the difference between
the theoretical prediction of a stiff string’s harmonic frequencies
and those of an allpass-interpolated delay loop. Similarly, in [15],
the residual signal of an inverse-FIR-filtered inharmonic piano tone
was minimized with respect to phase delay, thereby matching the
partials of the recorded tone. In [16], a delay line cascaded with a
second-order allpass filter in a feedback loop was investigated for
modeling inharmonic bell-sounds.
In view of the above-cited literature, we know how to design very high-order allpass filters that model dispersive strings
with great accuracy (e.g., [12]), and we have several methods for
lower order allpass design that yield perceptually good models,
but which require significant computation, and/or present numerical difficulties.
This paper addresses low-order dispersion allpass design by
means of a local perturbation in the tuning of a partial overtone
using a second-order allpass section. The basic idea is to tune the
allpass pole close to the string overtone in order to “pull” it sharp,
as needed for string stiffness simulation. In other words, we use a
second-order allpass filter with real coefficients in a delay loop to
adjust the tuning of a single overtone. Theoretical and simulated
results are presented. In particular, a graphical solution technique
and root-locus analyses are presented, and a physical interpretation
is noted.
2. PHASE, PHASE DELAY, OR GROUP DELAY?
In the above-cited literature, allpass design techniques were proposed that explicitly optimize (1) the unwrapped phase response
[9, 10], (2) the group delay [6, 12], or (3) the phase delay of the
allpass [13, 14, 15]. These three functions of the allpass phase
response are related but not equivalent. The specific choice is typically dictated by the mathematics of the design method itself. In
this section, we present a derivation to show that it is phase delay
to be directly optimized when designing dispersion allpass filters.
x(t)
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Thus, the phase delay effectively adds to the delay line length,
giving it a frequency-dependent length D + P (ω) as desired.
The poles of the system are all on the jω frequency axis at
radian frequencies ωk for which
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for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Thus, we have
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and so on. An exact solution is nontrivial since ωk appears in
two places, and P (ωk ) is nonlinear, in general. One solution is
to reformulate the problem in discrete time and factor the closedloop transfer-function denominator polynomial Ã(z) − z −N A(z),
where N is the delay-line length and the (finite-order) allpass transfer function is Ã(z)/A(z). However, polynomial factoring is a
nonlinear, iterative algorithm, and for large N , numerical rootfinders can run into trouble. A general graphical solution technique is to plot the left- and right-hand sides of the equation and
find all points of intersection to find all solutions.
2.1. Graphical Solution
H(z) =

ρ2 − 2ρ cos(θ)z −1 + z −2
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(3)

where P (ω) denotes the phase delay of the allpass filter, defined
by

ωk

12

f*(D+P(f))[cycle]

Figure 1 shows a basic diagram of a delay line with an allpass filter in the feedback loop. For simplicity, we consider the
continuous-time case. The frequency response of any allpass filter may be expressed as exp(jΘ(ω)), where Θ(ω) denotes the
phase response (since the magnitude frequency response is 1 at
all frequencies for an allpass filter). The frequency response of a
delay-line D seconds long is exp(−jωD), where ω denotes radian frequency. Thus, the frequency response of the system in Fig.
1 is given by Mason’s rule (or direct derivation) by

(7)

Figure 2: Use of the graphical method to determine the frequencies
of the poles of the allpass interpolated delay loop. In this example,
D = (100Hz)−1 . The pole of the allpass filter has frequency
100Hz and radius 0.9.

To illustrate the graphical solution technique for delay D =
(100Hz)−1 , we used a second-order allpass with real coefficients.
The form of the allpass filter is shown in Equation 7. Note that
there are two parameters: the pole radius and pole frequency.
In Figure 2, the pole frequency is 100Hz, and the pole radius is
0.9. The single bold curve in the figure plots f ·[D+P (f )], and the
horizontal lines plot k for k = 1, 2, ..., 13. From the intersection
points (crosses), we can determine the pole locations of our allpass
interpolated delay loop.
Figure 3 shows solution values fk for k = 1, 2, ..., 5. As
shown, the peak at the fundamental (100Hz) has been split into
a lower and higher frequency, while all higher partials have been
shifted higher (“stretched”). As interpreted in Figure 3, ω1 and
ω2 , computed using the graphical solution technique, correspond
to a split of the first mode as the allpass filter introduces two poles
(one at positive and one at negative frequencies). Thus, for clarity, frequencies corresponding to the intersection of 1 and 2 with
f · [D + P (f )] in Figure 2 are plotted as two peaks for the first
mode of the system in Figure 3 and the frequencies of the higher
modes are pulled sharp.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS
To verify the graphical solution, we simulated the allpass-interpolated
delay loop to obtain 30 seconds of the impulse response with fs =
10kHz.
We then performed an FFT of length 220 , and measured the
spectral magnitude peaks using quadratic interpolation. These interpolated peak locations are thus estimates of the system pole frequencies, and are compared with the frequencies determined by
the graphical solution method of Section 2. As Figure 4 shows,
the error for the first 13 harmonics is less than 10−4 Hz. The average error for the first 49 harmonics is 3.45 × 10−5 Hz.
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Varying rho
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Figure 3: Values of fk for k = 1, 2, ..., 5 determined from use of
the graphical method for the example in Figure 2.
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Figure 5: Varying ρ, the allpass pole’s radius, from 0.0 to 1.0.
The diamonds show pole locations of the system when ρ = 0.0
and the pentagrams show pole locations of the system when ρ =
0.99. Circled points show trajectories of system pole locations for
intermediate values of ρ. Square points show pole locations when
ρ = 1.0, meaning the pole and zeros of the allpass filter cancel.
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Figure 4: Error between theoretical values and simulated values of
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Figure 6: The phase delay of the allpass filter when ρ =
0.0, 0.01, ..., 1.0
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“beat”, or in the “wolf note” of a cello.

4. ROOT LOCUS
Using the same second-order allpass filter as described in Section 2.1, we will present how the poles of the allpass delay loop
change corresponding to different values of the pole radius. More
specifically, we change ρ from 0.0 to 1.0 with a step-size of 0.01.
In our system, we have a total of 16 poles from the delay line and
we fix the pole location of our allpass filter to occur at π/8, corresponding to the location of the first pole of the delay line loop
with non-zero frequency. Figure 5 plots the poles of the allpass
interpolated delay loop with ρ varying from 0.0 to 1.0.
The diamond points correspond to the locations of the poles of
the system when ρ = 0.0. The pentagram points correspond to the
locations of the poles when ρ = 0.99. As ρ increases in value from
0.0 to 0.99, the poles are pulled towards π/8 as denoted by circles
between the diamond and pentagram points, showing the paths of
each pole’s movements, thus sketching a kind of root locus for the
system poles. Lastly, the square points correspond to the locations
of the poles when ρ = 1.0, when the poles and zeros of the allpass
filter cancel.
To understand the delay effects of the second-order allpass,
we need examine its phase delay, as discussed in Section 2. Figure 6 shows the phase delay of a second-order allpass filter having
poles at frequencies ωT = ±π/8, and common pole radius varying from ρ = 0.0 to ρ = 1.0. As shown, when ρ is close to 1,
the phase delay is small for ωT  π/8 radians per sample, peaks
(at around 16 samples of delay) near ωT = π/8, and decreases
toward two samples delay for ωT > π/8.
In particular, when ρ = 0.0, the allpass filter acts as a pure
delay of two samples. As ρ increases, the poles at frequencies
greater than the allpass’s pole location shift down in frequency.
This results from the increasing phase delay at these frequencies as
ρ increases (see Fig. 6). When ρ is nearly 1.0, as Fig. 6 shows, the
phase delay remains flat at frequencies from dc up to the allpass’s
pole’s location, where it peaks. The phase delay then decreases
towards two samples at higher frequencies. The observations are
consistent with the root locus plot of Fig. 5. Qualitatively, the
second-order allpass filter introduces two poles into the system for
ρ not equal to 1.0. Thus, the system examined has 16 poles total
when ρ = 1.0 and 18 poles otherwise.
5. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION
As shown in [7], a first-order allpass filter in a delay loop can be
interpreted physically as a spring termination at one end of an ideal
string (with the other end being rigidly terminated). Similarly, several cascaded first-order allpasses can be interpreted physically as
a terminating mass-spring chain in which all poles are real (and
equal in the case of that paper). In our use of second-order allpass filters with complex poles, we have the physical interpretation
of an ideal string terminated by resonant mass-spring systems. In
the case of a single second-order allpass used to retune only the
fundamental frequency, say, we have an ideal string terminated by
a mass-spring resonator, where the resonance is tuned very close
to the fundamental frequency of the ideal string. In this situation,
we should not be surprised to encounter coupled resonator effects,
such as have been clearly mapped out (with regard to coupled piano strings) by Weinreich [17]. In particular, when the coupling
impedance is purely reactive, as it is in our situation (no damping),
we can expect mode splitting and beating, as occurs, for example,
when coupled piano strings are tuned too far apart such that they

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we explored aspects of a delay loop interpolated using second-order allpass sections to pull the tuning of individual
modes. We presented an s-plane derivation showing that phasedelay error, suitably weighted psychoacoustically, is the direct metric for stiff string modeling. We investigated the effect of the phase
delay on the poles of the overall system, and introduced a graphical technique for finding all the poles. Finally, a physical interpretation was noted that makes the observed results predictable and
understood.
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses a new approach to ‘watermarking’ digital signals using linear frequency modulated or ‘chirp’ coding. The principles underlying this approach are based on the use of a matched
filter to provide a reconstruction of a chirped code that is uniquely
robust in the case of signals with very low signal-to-noise ratios.
Chirp coding for authenticating data is generic in the sense
that it can be used for a range of data types and applications (the
authentication of speech and audio signals, for example). The theoretical and computational aspects of the matched filter and the
properties of a chirp are revisited to provide the essential background to the method. Signal code generating schemes are then
addressed and details of the coding and decoding techniques considered. Finally, the paper briefly describes an example application which is available on-line for readers who are interested in
using the approach for audio data authentication working with either WAV or MP3 files.
1. INTRODUCTION
Digital watermarking has been researched for many years in order
to achieve methods which provide both anti-counterfeiting and authentication facilities [1]. A principal equation that underpins this
technology is based on the model a the signal given by (e.g. [2],
[3] and [4])
s = L̂f + n
(1)
where f is the information content for the signal, L̂ is a linear
operator, n is noise and s is the output signal. This equation is
usually taken to describe a stationary process which includes the
characterisation of n (i.e. the probability density function of n is
assumed to be invariant of time).
In the field of cryptography, the operation L̂f is referred to as
the processes of ‘diffusion’ and the process of adding noise (i.e.
L̂f + n) is referred to as the process of ‘confusion’. The principal
‘art’ is to develop methods in which the processes of diffusion and
confusion are maximized; one important criterion being that the
output s should be dominated by the noise n which in turn should
be characterized by maximum Entropy (i.e. a uniform statistical
distribution) [6].
Instead of n being taken to be noise, suppose that n is a known
signal and that knk >> kL̂f k. In this case it may be possible to
embed or ‘hide’ the information contained in f in the signal n
without significantly perturbing it. The process of hiding secret
information in signals or images is known as Steganography [5]
and being able to recover f from s in equation (1) can provide a
∗
†

SFI Stokes Professor of DSP
Head of the School of Electrical Engineering Systems

way of authenticating the signal n. If, in addition, it is possible to
determine that a copy of s has been made leading to some form of
data degradation and/or corruption that can be conveyed through
an appropriate analysis of f , then a scheme can be developed that
provides a check on: (i) the authenticity of the data n; (ii) its fidelity [7], [8]. In this case, signal f is an example of a watermark.
Formally, the recovery of f from s is based on the inverse
process
f = L̂−1 (s − n)
where L̂−1 is the inverse operator. Clearly, this requires the signal
n to be known a priori and that the inverse process L̂−1 is well
defined and computationally stable. Since the host signal n must
be known in order to recover the watermark f , this approach leads
to a private watermarking scheme in which the field n represents
a key. In addition, the operator L̂ (and its inverse L̂−1 ) can be key
dependent. The value of this operator key dependency relies on
the nature and properties of the operator that is used and whether
it is compounded in an algorithm that is required to be in the public
domain, for example.
Another approach is to consider the case in which the signal
n is unknown and to consider the problem of extracting the watermark f in the absence of knowledge of this signal. In this case, the
reconstruction is based on the result
f = L̂−1 s + m
where
m = −L̂−1 n.
If a process L̂ is available in which kL̂−1 sk >> kmk, then an
approximate reconstruction of f may be obtained in which m is
determined by the original signal-to-noise ratio of the data s and
hence, the level of covertness of the information L̂f - diffused
watermark. In this case, it may be possible to post-process the
reconstruction and recover a relatively high-fidelity version of the
watermark, i.e.
f ∼ L̂−1 s.
This approach (if available) does not rely on a private key (assuming L̂ is not key dependent). The ability to recover the watermark
only requires knowledge of the operator L̂ (and its inverse) and
post-processing options as required. The problem is to find an
operator that is able to diffuse and recover the watermark f effectively in the presence of the signal n when kL̂f k << knk, i.e.
with very low signal-to-noise ratios. Ideally, we require an operator L̂ with properties such that L̂−1 n → 0.
In this paper, we consider the case where the operator L̂ is
based on a chirp function, specifically, a linear Frequency Modulated (FM) chirp of the (complex) type exp(iαt2 ) where α is the
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chirp parameter and t is the independent variable1 . This function is
then convolved with f . The inverse process is undertaken by correlating with the (complex) conjugate of the chirp exp(−iαt2 ). This
provides a reconstruction for f that is accurate and robust. Further,
we consider a watermark based on a coding scheme in which the
signal n is the input. The watermark f is therefore n-dependent.
This allows an authentication scheme to be developed in which
the watermark is generated from the signal in which it is to be
‘hidden’. Authentication of the watermarked data is then based on
comparing the code generated from s ∼ n and that reconstructed
from s = L̂f + n when kL̂f k << knk. This is an example of
a self-generated coding scheme which avoids the use, distribution
and application of reference data. In this paper, the coding scheme
is based on the application of Daubechies wavelets.
There are numerous applications of this technique in areas
such as telecommunications and speech recognition where authentication is often mandatory. For example, as demonstrated in this
paper, the method can be applied to audio data with no detectable
differences in the audio quality of the data.
2. THE MATCHED FILTER AND LINEAR FM ‘CHIRP’
FUNCTIONS
The Matched Filter (e.g. [9], [10] and [11]) is one of the most
common filters used for pattern recognition. It is based on correlating a signal/image with a matching template of the feature that
is assumed to be present in the signal/image [4]. If the feature
does indeed exist, then the output of the filter (the correlation signal/surface) produces a local maximum or spike where the feature
occurs. This process can be applied generally, but when the template and feature are based on chirp functions, the result has some
special and important properties which provide an output that is
uniquely robust in the case when the signal-to-noise ratio is very
low. It is this property that forms the basis for a variety of active
imaging systems such as those used in Real and Synthetic Aperture
Radar (e.g. [12], [13] and [14]), active sonar and some forms of
seismic prospecting, for example. Interestingly, some mammals
(including dolphins, whales and bats) use frequency modulation
for communication and (target) detection. The reason for this is
the unique properties that chirps provide in terms of the quality of
extracting information from signals with very low signal-to-noise
ratios and the simplicity of the process that is required to do this
(i.e. correlation). The invention and use of chirps for man made
information and communications recovery dates back to the early
1960s (the application of FM to radar, for example); ‘mother nature’ appears to have ’discovered’ the idea some time ago.
2.1. The Matched Filter

A fundamental inverse (deconvolution) problem is to find an estimate fˆ of f given s. The Matched Filter is based on assuming a
linear convolution model for this estimate of the form
fˆ(t) = q(t) ⊗ s(t).
Clearly, the problem is to find the filter q. The Matched Filter is
based on finding q subject to the condition that
R
| Q(ω)P (ω)dω |2
r= R
(2)
| N (ω) |2 | Q(ω) |2 dω
is a maximum where Q, P and N are the Fourier transforms of q,
p and n respectively and where we defined the Fourier transform
pair as
Z
F (ω) = f (t) exp(−iωt)dt,
Z
1
f (t) =
F (ω) exp(iωt)dω
2π
in which the limits of the integrals are taken to be in (−∞, ∞)
and ω is the (angular) frequency. Note that the ratio defining r is
a ‘measure’ of the signal-to-noise ratio. In this sense, the matched
filter maximizes the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the output.
Given equation (2), the matched filter is essentially a ‘byproduct’ of the ‘Schwarz inequality’, i.e. the result
Z
Z
Z
2
| Q(ω) |2 dω
| P (ω) |2 dω.
Q(ω)P (ω)dω ≤
We write
Q(ω)P (ω) =| N (ω) | Q(ω) ×

so that the above inequality becomes
Z
Z
2
2
P (ω)
dω
Q(ω)P (ω)dω =
| N (ω) | Q(ω)
| N (ω) |
Z
Z
| P (ω) |2
≤
| N (ω) |2 | Q(ω) |2 dω
dω.
| N (ω) |2
From this result, using the definition of r given in equation (2), we
see that
Z
| P (ω) |2
r≤
dω.
| N (ω) |2
Now, if r is to be a maximum, then we require that
Z
| P (ω) |2
r=
dω
| N (ω) |2
or

We start by considering the basic linear stationary (convolution)
model for a signal s as a function of time t, namely
s(t) = p(t) ⊗ f (t) + n(t)
where p is the Impulse Response Function (IRF), f is the object
function (the information content of some input signal), n is the
noise (which is typically taken to have stationary statistics) and ⊗
is the convolution operation, i.e.
Z
p(t) ⊗ f (t) = p(t − τ )f (τ )dτ.

2

Z

P (ω)
dω
| N (ω) |
Z
Z
| P (ω) |2
=
| N (ω) |2 | Q(ω) |2 dω
dω.
| N (ω) |2
But this is only true if
| N (ω) | Q(ω)

| N (ω) | Q(ω) =

P ∗ (ω)
.
| N (ω) |

Hence, r is a maximum when

1 In

practice this is undertaken using the real or imaginary part of the
complex chirp function.
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Noise is usually characterised by: (i) the Probability Density
Function (PDF) or the Characteristic Function (i.e. the Fourier
transform of the PDF); (ii) the Power Spectral Density Function
(PSDF). To apply the Matched Filter, the function | N (ω) |2 (i.e.
the power spectrum of the noise), in addition to P (ω), is required
to be known a priori. In some practical systems, this is possible
if the Impulse Response Function is zero so that the output of the
system is ‘noise driven’. In general however, it is often necessary to develop a suitable model for the PSDF. Such models may
include uniform, Gaussian, Poisson or random fractal noise, for
example, which may be suitable in many cases [3]. However, if
we consider the case when the PSDF is uniform or ‘white’ and of
unit amplitude then we can write
| N (ω) |2 = 1∀ω

2

T /2
Z

= exp(−iαt )

exp(−2iαtτ )dτ

−T /2

Evaluating the integral over τ , we have
exp(−iαt2 )

exp(iαt2 ) = T exp(−iαt2 )sinc(αT t)

and hence
fˆ(t) = T exp(−iαt2 )sinc(αT t) ⊗ f (t).
A further useful simplification can now be made to the result
for fˆ which allows the exponential term to be ignored. In particular, if we consider T >> 1 then
cos(αt2 )sinc(αT t) ' sinc(αT t)

so that the Matched Filter reduces to the simple result
and

Q(ω) = P ∗ (ω).

sin(αt2 )sinc(αT t) ' 0

The required solution is therefore given by
Z
1
fˆ(t) =
P ∗ (ω)S(ω) exp(iωt)dω.
2π

so that

Using the ‘correlation theorem’ we can write
Z
fˆ(t) = p(t) s(t) ≡ p(τ + t)s(τ )dτ.
Hence, the matched filter is based on correlating the signal s with
the instrument function p.
2.2. Deconvolution of Linear Frequency Modulated Chirps
The matched filter is frequently used in systems that utilize linear
Frequency Modulated (FM) signals. Signals of this type are known
as ‘chirped signals’. A linear FM signal which is taken to be of
compact support (t ∈ [−T /2, T /2]) is given (in complex form)
by
T
p(t) = exp(iαt2 ), | t |≤
2
where α is a constant (this defines the ‘chirp rate’) and T is the
length of the signal. The phase of this signal is given by αt2 (i.e.
it has a quadratic phase factor) and its instantaneous frequency is
therefore given by
d
(αt2 ) = 2αt
dt
which varies linearly with time t. Hence, the frequency modulations are linear which is why the signal is referred to as a ‘linear’
FM pulse.
For the purpose of clarity, let us first consider the case when
the additive noise term is neglected and consider a signal given by
s(t) = exp(iαt2 ) ⊗ f (t), | t |≤

T
.
2

fˆ(t) = exp(−iαt )

The correlation integral can now be evaluated thus
exp(−iαt2 ) exp(iαt2 ) =

−T /2

which describes fˆ as being a band-limited version of f (assuming
the f is not band-limited) where the bandwidth is determined by
αT .
In the presence of additive noise, the result is
fˆ(t) ' T sinc(αT t) ⊗ f (t) + exp(−iαt2 )

n(t).

The correlation function produced by the correlation of exp(−iαt)
with n(t) will in general be relatively low in amplitude since n(t)
will not normally have features that match those of a (complex)
chirp. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that
kT sinc(αT t) ⊗ f (t)k >> k exp(−iαt2 )

n(t)k

and that in practice, fˆ is a band-limited reconstruction of f with
high SNR. Thus, the process of using chirp signals with matched
filtering for the purpose of reconstruction in the presence of additive noise provides a relatively simple and computationally reliable
method of ‘diffusing’ and reconstructing information encoded in
the function f . This is the underlying principle behind the method
of watermarking described in this paper.

We now consider an approach to watermarking signals using chirp
functions. The basic model for the watermarked signal (which is
real) is
s(t) = chirp(t) ⊗ f (t) + n(t)

T
exp(iαt ) ⊗ f (t), | t |≤ .
2
2

T /2
Z

This simplification, under a condition that is usually practically
applicable, allows the result for fˆ to be easily analysed in Fourier
space. Using the convolution theorem we can write (ignoring scaling by π/α)
(
F (ω), | ω |≤ αT ;
F̂ (ω) =
0,
| ω |> αT.

3. CHIRP CODING, DECODING AND WATERMARKING

If we now apply a (white noise) matched filter, then we have
2

fˆ(t) ' T sinc(αT t) ⊗ f (t)

where
chirp(t) = sin(αt2 )

exp[−iα(τ +t)2 ] exp(iατ 2 )dτ

We consider the field n(t) to be some pre-defined signal to which
a watermark is to be ‘added’ to generate s(t). In principle, any
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watermark described by the function f (t) can be used. On the
other hand, for the purpose of authentication we require two criterion: (i) f (t) should represent a code which can be reconstructed
accurately and robustly; (ii) the watermark code should be sensitive (and ideally ultra-sensitive) to any degradation in the field
n(t) due to lossy compression and/or copying. To satisfy condition (i), it is reasonable to consider f (t) to represent a bit stream,
i.e. to consider the discretized version of f (t) - the vector fi - to
be composed of a set of elements with value 0 or 1. This binary
code can of course be based on a key or set of keys which, when
reconstructed, is compared to the key(s) for the purpose of authenticating the data. However, this requires the distribution of such
keys. Instead, we consider the case where a binary sequence is
generated from the signal n(t).
3.1. Chirp Coding
Given that a binary sequence has been generated from n(t), we
now consider the method of chirp coding. The purpose of chirp
coding is to ‘diffuse’ each bit over a range of compact support.
However, it is necessary to differentiate between 0 and 1 in the sequences. The simplest way to achieve this is to change the polarity
of the chirp. Thus, for 1 we apply the chirp sin(αt2 ), t ∈ T and
for 0 we apply the chirp -sin(αt2 ), t ∈ T where T is the chirp
period. The chirps are then concatenated to produce a contiguous
stream of data, i.e. a signal composed of ±chirps. Thus, the binary
sequence 010, for example, is transformed to the signal

3.3. Watermarking
The watermarking process is based on adding the chirp coded data
to the signal n(t). Let the chirp coded signal be given by the function h(t), then the watermarking process is described by the equation


bh(t)
n(t)
+
s(t) = a
kh(t)k∞
kn(t)k∞
The coefficients a > 0 and 0 < b < 1 determine the amplitude
and the SNR of s respectively where
a = kn(t)k∞ .
The coefficient a is required to provide a watermarked signal whose
amplitude is compatible with the original signal n. The value of b
is adjusted to provide an output that is acceptable in the application to be considered and to provide a robust reconstruction of the
binary sequence by correlating s(t) with chirp(t), t ∈ [0, T ).
4. CODE GENERATION

The period over which the chirp is applied depends on the length of
the signal to which the watermark is to be applied and the length
of the binary sequence. In the example given above the length
of the signal is taken to be 3T . In practice, care must be taken
over the chirping parameter α that is applied given a period T in
order to avoid aliasing and in some cases it is of value to apply a
logarithmic frequency sweep instead of a linear sweep.

In the previous section, the method of chirp coding a binary sequence and watermarking the signal n(t) has been discussed where
it is assumed that the sequence is generated from this same signal.
In this section, the details of this method are presented. There are a
wide variety of coding methods that can be applied [15]. The problem is to convert the salient characteristics of the signal n(t) into a
sequence of bits that is relatively short and conveys information on
the signal that is unique to its overall properties. In principle, there
are a number of ways of undertaking this. For example, in practice
the digital signal ni - which is composed of an array of floating
point numbers - could be expressed in binary form and each element concatenated to form a contiguous bit stream. However, the
length of the code (i.e. the total number of bits in the stream) will
tend to be large leading to high computational costs in terms of the
application of chirp coding/decoding. What is required, is a process that yields a relatively short binary sequence (when compared
with the original signal) that reflects the important properties of
the signal in its entirety. Two approaches are considered here: (i)
Power Spectral Density decomposition and (ii) Wavelet decomposition [16].

3.2. Decoding

4.1. Power Spectral Density Decomposition

Decoding or reconstruction of the binary sequence requires the application of a correlator using the function chirp(t), t ∈ [0, T ).
This produces a correlation function that is either -1 or +1 depending upon whether −chirp(t) or +chirp(t) has been applied respectively. For example, after correlating the chirp coded sequence
010 given above, the correlation function c(t)becomes

Let N (ω) be the Fourier transform n(t) and let P (ω) now define
the Power Spectrum of n(t), i.e.



−chirp(t), t ∈ [0, T );
s(t) = +chirp(t), t ∈ [T, 2T );

−chirp(t), t ∈ [2T, 3T ).



−1, t ∈ [0, T );
c(t) = +1, t ∈ [T, 2T );

−1, t ∈ [2T, 3T ).
from which the original sequence 010 is easily inferred - the change
in sign of the correlation function identifying a change of bit (from
0 to 1 or from 1 to 0). Note that in practice the correlation function
may not be exactly 1 or -1 when reconstruction is undertaken in the
presence of additive noise; the binary sequence is effectively recovered by searching the correlation function for changes in sign.

P (ω) =| N (ω) |2
An important property of the binary sequence is that it should describe the spectral characteristics of the signal in its entirety. Thus,
if, for example, the binary sequence is based on just the low frequency components of the signal, then any distortion of the high
frequencies of the watermarked signal will not affect the recovered watermark and the signal will be authenticated. Hence, we
consider the case where the power spectrum is segmented into N
components, i.e.
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P2 (ω) = P (ω), ω ∈ [Ω1 , Ω2 )
..
.
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PN (ω) = P (ω), ω ∈ [ΩN −1 , ΩN )
Note that it is assumed that the signal n(t) is band-limited with a
bandwidth of ΩN .
The set of the functions P1 , P2 , ..., PN now represent the complete spectral characteristics of the signal n(t). Since each of these
functions represents a unique part of the spectrum, we can consider
a single measure as an identifier or tag. A natural measure to consider is the energy which is given by the integral of the functions
over their frequency range. In particular, we consider the energy
values in terms of their contribution to the spectrum as a percentage, i.e.
ZΩ1
100
E1 =
P1 (ω)dω
E
0

E2 =

100
E

ZΩ2
P2 (ω)dω

determined by the reciprocal of the wavelength λ. Physically, this
implies that as the wavelength decreases, the ‘resolving power’
of an image given by I(x, y, L) =| u(x, y, L) |2 increases, the
bandwidth u being proportional to λ−1 . Thus, by considering
a hypothetical Fresnel imaging system, in which the wavelength
can be varied by the user, we can consider the imaging system to
have multi-resolution properties. The Fresnel transform is essentially a wavelet transform with a wavelet determined by a (twodimensional) chirp function.
The multi-resolution properties of the wavelet transform have
been crucial to their development and success in the analysis and
processing of signals. Wavelet transformations play a central role
in the study of self-similar or fractal signals. The transform constitutes as natural a tool for the manipulation of self-similar or scale
invariant signals as the Fourier transform does for translation invariant signals such as stationary and periodic signals.
In general, the wavelet transformation of a signal f (t) say

Ω1

EN =

f (t) ↔ FL (t)

..
.
ZΩN

100
E

is defined in terms of projections of f (t) onto a family of functions
that are all normalized dilations and translations of a prototype
‘wavelet’ function W , i.e.
Z
Ŵ [f (t)] = FL (τ ) = f (t)wL (t, τ )dt

PN (ω)dω
ΩN −1

where
ZΩN
E=

where

P (ω)dω.

wL (t, τ ) = p

0

Code generation is then based on the following steps:
1. Rounding to the nearest integer the (floating point) values
of Ei to decimal integer form:
ei = round(Ei ), ∀i
2. Decimal integer to binary string conversion:
bi = binary(ei )
3. Concatenation of the binary string array bi to a binary sequence:
fj = cat(bi )
The watermark fj is then chirp coded.
4.2. Wavelet decomposition
Wavelet signal analysis is based on convolution type operations
which include a scaling property in terms of the amplitude and
temporal extent of the convolution kernel (e.g. [3], [17], [18] and
[19]). There is a close synergy between the wavelet transform
and imaging science. For example, in Fresnel optics, the twodimensional (coherent) optical wavefield u generated by an object
function f (in the object plane at a distance z) is given by (e.g. [4]
and [20])
u(x, y, L) = p(x, y, L) ⊗ ⊗f (x, y)
where




iπ 2
2πz 1
exp
(x + y 2 )
p(x, y, L) = i exp i
λ
L
L
and L = λz for wavelength λ. An important feature of this result is that the amplitude of the kernel p and its scale length is

1
w
|L|



τ −t
L


.

The parameters L and τ are continuous dilation and translation
parameters respectively, and take on values in the range −∞ <
L, τ < ∞, L 6= 0. Note that the wavelet transformation is essentially a convolution transform in which w(t) is the convolution
kernel but with a factor L introduced. The introduction of this
factor provides dilation and translation properties into the convolution integral that gives it the ability to analyse signals in a multiresolution role (the convolution integral is now a function of L). A
multi-resolution signal analysis is a framework for analysing signals based on isolating variations that occur on different temporal
or spatial scales. The basic analysis involves approximating the
signal at successively coarser scales through repeated application
of a smoothing (convolution) operator.
A necessary and sufficient condition for a wavelet transformation to be invertible is that w(t) satisfy the admissibility condition
Z
| W (ω) |2 | ω |−1 dω = Cw < ∞
where W is the wavelets Fourier transform, i.e.
Z
W (ω) = wL (t) exp(−iωt)dt.
For any admissible w(t), the wavelet transform has an inverse
given by [3]
Z Z
1
FL (τ )wL (t, τ )L−2 dLdτ.
f (t) = Ŵ −1 [FL (τ )] =
Cw
There are a wide variety of wavelets available, i.e. functional
forms for wL (t), which are useful for processing digital signals
in ‘wavelet space’ when applied in discrete form. The properties
of the wavelets vary from one application to another but in each
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case, the digital signal fi is decomposed into a matrix (a set of
vectors) Fij where j is the ‘level’ of the decomposition.
The wavelet transform can be used to generate a suitable code
by computing the energies of the wavelet transformation over N
levels. Thus, the signal f (t) is decomposed into wavelet space to
yield the following set of functions:
FL1 (τ ), FL2 (τ ), ... FLN (τ )

i=1

The method of computing the binary sequence for chirp coding
from these energy values follows that described in the method of
power spectral segmentation given in previous section.
5. CODING AND DECODING PROCESSES
The Coding process computes the watermark from the signal and
then applies the watermark to the data using wavelet decomposition. The Decoding process regenerates the code from the watermarked signal and then recovers the (same or otherwise) code from
the watermark. This decoding process provides an error measure
based on the result
P
| xi − yi |
i
e= P
| xi + yi |
i

where xi and yi are the decimal integer arrays obtained from the
input signal and the watermark (or otherwise). Only a specified
segment of the data is extracted for watermarking. The segment
can be user defined and if required, form the basis for a (private)
key system.
5.1. Coding process
The coding process is compounded in the following basic steps:
1. Read input.
2. Extract a section of a single vector of the data (note that a
WAV contains stereo data, i.e. two vectors arrays).
3. Apply wavelet decomposition using Daubechies wavelets
with 7 levels. Note that in addition to wavelet decomposition, the approximation coefficients for the input signal
are computed to provide a measure on the global effect of
introducing the watermark into the signal. Thus, 8 decomposition vectors in total are generated.
5. Round to the nearest integer and convert to binary form.

7. Chirp code the binary sequence.
8. Scale the output and add to the original input signal.
9. Re-scale the watermarked signal.
10. Write output.
5.2. Decoding process

The (percentage) energies of these functions are then computed,
i.e.
Z
100
E1 =
| FL1 (τ ) |2 dτ
E
Z
100
E2 =
| FL1 (τ ) |2 dτ
E
..
.
Z
100
EN =
| FLN (τ ) |2 dτ
E
where
N
X
E=
Ei

4. Compute the (percentage) ‘energy values’.

6. Concatenate both the decimal and binary integer arrays.

The decoding process is as follows:
1. Steps 1-6 in the coding processes are repeated
2. Correlate the data with a chirp identical to that used for
chirp coding
3. Extract the binary sequence
4. Convert from binary to decimal
5. Display the original and reconstructed decimal sequence
6. Display the error
Note that in a practical application of this method for authenticating audio files, for example, a threshold can be applied to the
error value. If and only if the error lies below this threshold is the
data taken to be authentic.
6. DISCUSSION
The method of digital watermarking discussed here makes specific
use of the chirp function. This function is unique in terms of its
properties for reconstructing information (via application of the
Matched Filter). The watermark f extracted from the host signal
n is, in theory, an exact band-limited version of the original watermark.
The approach considered in this paper allows a code to be generated directly from the host signal and that same code used to watermark the signal. The code is therefore self-generating and its
reconstruction only requires a correlation process with the watermarked signal to be undertaken. This means that the signal can
be authenticated without reference to a known data base. In other
words, the method can be seen as a way of authenticating data by
extracting a code (the watermark) within a ‘code’ (the host signal) and is consistent with approaches that attempt to reconstruct
information without knowledge of the host data [21].
Audio data watermarking schemes rely on the imperfections
of the human audio system. They exploit the fact that the human
auditory system is insensitive to small amplitude changes, either
in the time or frequency domains, as well as insertion of low amplitude time domain echo’s. Spread spectrum techniques augment
a low amplitude spreading sequence, which can be detected via
correlation techniques. Usually, embedding is performed in high
amplitude portions of the signal, either in the time or frequency
domains. A common pitfall for both types of watermarking systems is their intolerance to detector de-synchronization and deficiency of adequate methods to address this problem during the
decoding process. Although other applications are possible, chirp
coding provides a new and novel technique for fragile audio watermarking. In this case, the watermarked signal does not change the
perceptual quality of the signal. In order to make the watermark
inaudible, the chirp generated is of very low frequency and amplitude. Using audio files with sampling frequencies of over 1000Hz,
a logarithmic chirp can be generated in the frequency band of 1100Hz. Since the human ear has low sensitivity in this band, the
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embedded watermark will not be perceptible. Depending upon the
band and amplitude of the chirp, the signal-to-watermark (chirp
stream) ratio can be in excess of 40dB.

Figure 2: Difference in the power spectral density of the original,
watermarked and tampered signal. The tampering has been undertaken using a band pass filter with a normalised lower cut-off
frequency of 0.01 and higher cut-off frequency 0.99.
Figure 1: Original signal (above) and chirp based watermarked
signal (below).
Figure 1 is an example of an original and a watermarked audio signal which shows no perceptual difference during a listening
test. Various forms of attack can be applied which change the distribution of the percentage sub-band energies originally present in
the signal including filtering (both low pass and high pass), cropping and lossy compression (MP3 compression) with both constant and variable bit rates. In each case, the signal and/or the
watermark is distorted enough to register the fact that the data has
been tampered with. An example of this is given in Figure 2 which
shows the power spectral density of an original, watermarked and
a (band-pass filtered) tampered audio signal. The filtering is such
that there is negligible change in the power spectral density. However, the tampering was easily detected by the proposed technique.
Finally, chirp coded watermarks are difficult to remove from the
host signal since the initial and the final frequency is at the discretion of the user and its position in the data stream can be varied
through application of an offset, all such parameters being combined to form a private key.
7. EXAMPLE APPLICATION

AudioCode (contained in the ‘Bin’ folder) generates the Graphical User Interface (GUI) shown in Figure 3. This GUI provides
the user with the following options: Browse for I/O files (WAV
or MP3), Mark to watermark the data, Compress to compress the
data to an MP3 file, Authenticate to determine whether the data is
watermarked (and thereby authentic) or otherwise. There are two
principal operations for watermarking an audio file: those associated with a WAV file and those of an MP3 file as discussed below.

7.1. Tagging a WAV File
The WAV file is selected (through application of Browse) and the
name of the output file specified (typically by Browsing and then
editing the file name as required - the extension is not required).
Clicking on the Mark button watermarks the file with data derived
from the signal via wavelet decomposition and chirp coding. The
user has the option of additionally creating an MP3 file of the watermarked audio data by clicking on the Compress button.

7.2. Tagging a MP3 File

The proposed scheme has been implemented using MATLAB to
provide a watermarking facility for (WAV or MP3) audio files. An
example system designed for this purpose is made from:
http://eleceng.dit.ie/arg/downloads/
Audio_Self-Authentication.zip.
After installation of the software, execution of the applications file

The MP3 file is selected (through application of Browse) and the
name of the output file specified (typically by Browsing and then
editing the file name as required - the extension is not required).
The system automatically converts the MP3 file to a WAV file for
the purpose of watermarking the data. Clicking on the Mark button watermarks the file with the data derived from the signal by
wavelet decomposition and chirp coding. The user then has the
option of re-creating an MP3 file of the watermarked audio data
by clicking on the Compress button.
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7.3. Watermark Recovery

[5] S. Katzenbaiser and F. A. P. Petitcolas, Information Hiding Techniques for Steganography and Digital Watermarking, Artech, 2000.

The watermarked file is selected through Browse as an input file
(either a WAV or MP3 file). Clicking the Authenticate button executes recovery of the watermark from the signal and regenerates
the watermark code by wavelet decomposition of the same (watermarked) signal. If the reconstructed watermark and the regenerated watermark codes match to within a pre-defined tolerance,
then the signal is verified as being authentic. If this is not the case,
then the system responds with a statement to the effect that the
signal has not been authenticated.

[6] B. Buck and V. A. Macaulay (Eds.), Maximum Entropy in
Action, Oxford Science Publications, 1991.
[7] R. J. Anderson and F. A. P. Petitcolas, On the Limits of
Steganography, IEEE Journal of Selected Areas in Communication (Special issue on Copyright and Privicy Protection),
16(4), 474-481, 1989.
[8] F. A. P. Petitcolas, R. J. Anderson and M. G. Kuhn, Information Hiding - A Survey, Proc. IEEE, 87(7), 1062-1078, 1999.
[9] A. Jazinski, Stochastic Processes and Filtering Theory, Academic Press, 1970.
[10] A. Papoulis, Signal Analysis, McGraw-Hill, 1977.
[11] A. Bateman and W. Yates W, Digital Signal Processing Design, Pitman, 1988.
[12] A. W. Rihaczek, Principles of High Resolution Radar,
McGraw-Hill, 1969.
[13] R. L. Mitchell, Radar Signal Simulation, Mark Resources
Incorporated, 1985.

Figure 3: GUI for the audio signal self-authentication system.

[14] J. J. Kovaly, Synthetic Aperture Radar, Artech, 1976.
[15] M. Darnell (Ed.), Cryptography and Coding, Lecture Notes
in Computer Science (1355), Springer, 1997.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Chirp coding is generic in the sense that it can be used to watermark any (user defined) bit stream in a signal. For watermarking with plaintexts, the bit stream can be generated using a standard ASCII (7-bit) code. Thus, the use of this method for selfauthenticating signals, as discussed in this paper, is just one approach, albeit a useful one. However, in terms of sending and receiving data through some communications channel, the most important feature of chirp coding is the facility it provides for transmitting information through environments with significant amounts
of noise, recovery of this information being based on knowledge
of the exact chirp function used to ‘chirp code’.
The approach proposed in this paper is of specific value for
the self-authentication of data for which the method is unique. The
proposed scheme has been simulated and tested for various attacks
and has been shown to be robust to most attacks with the capability
to detect tampering of the signal. This is due to the embedding of
a watermark sequence which is derived from the multi-resolution
properties of the signal. Objective Difference Grade evaluations
using the basic version of Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality (PEAQ ITU-R recommendation BS.1387) [22] with ten model
output variables is in the imperceptible range [23].
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ABSTRACT
This article describes an application the author developed in order
to compare analysis and synthesis of musical audio signals through
Short Time Fourier transform (STFT), Constant Q and Sliding Discrete Fourier Transform (SDFT). This software is the basis for applications of SDFT and Constant Q to other consolidated synthesis
techniques. By itself, it is a stand alone instrument for calculating
and quickly comparing spectrum analysis and synthesis of musical
signals. No expertise is required and it can for example be easily
used by music composers without in depth knowledge of DSP processing tools.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sliding DFT (SDFT) is an analysis technique that thanks to the
continuous growth in computer power can become an effective alternative to traditional FFT for DFT calculus [1, 2, 3]. Thanks
to the CPU power constantly increasing, maybe in a future not
so far away, the time of SDFT calculus will be acceptable even
in real time applications [4]. The high precision intrinsic in the
SDFT makes it a powerful instrument to analyze musical signals.
In addition it surpasses some limitations like a power of 2 window
size and constant bandwidth required in spectrum analysis. The
combination with the Constant Q technique [5, 6] can be convenient in spectrum elaboration [2], most of all for the analysis of
non stationary signals. After an introduction of the background
and expectations in section2, I briefly present the theory of Sliding
DFT and Constant Q in section 3 and 4. Subsequently, I present
the software facilities in 6, 7 and 8. Description and considerations about the data structure, mostly related to the multithreading
structure are covered in 9

applied to the frame size is a good compromise between time and
frequency for the human ear perception of musical signals. The
issue is completely solved through the Sliding DFT in which the
transformation from the time to the frequency domain is managed
in a continuous way. The heavy quantity of information to be processed can be diminished applying to the SDFT the Constant Q
technique. This is clear listening to the synthesis audio results in
the tool of section 8, where the time reconstruction based on the
spectrum just obtained is exactly the same of the original signal.
The tool developed lets the user transform an audio signal
from the time to the frequency domain through both STFT and
SDFT. The STFT output is visualized in a joint time frequency
analysis representation. The same visualization has not been realized for the SDFT analysis since, with a common n sampling rate
(22000 Hz), a continuous n × n matrix construction is still too
heavy for the CPU power in hand.
Now let us introduce the basic theory used in the system, citing
concepts presented in [1, 2, 5, 7].
3. SLIDING DFT
The SDFT is an algorithm for frequency-domain signal construction where the analysis window is moved by one sample.
From the definition of the Discrete Fourier Transform starting
at time i:
Xj (n) =

N
−1
X

x(k + j)e−2πikn/N

(1)

k=0

the following relation gives a full transform at every point of the
signal:

2. BACKGROUND AND EXPECTATIONS

Xj (n + 1) = [Xj (n) − x(n) + x(n + N )]e2πij/N

A musical audio signal is a non-stationary signal. Therefore, it
is inappropriate to process an FFT on the whole signal during the
spectrum analysis. The traditional way to go on is to apply an
STFT that manages the time line through multiple superimposed
and discontinuous frames. The discontinuity between consecutive
frames brings the first issue we want to be surpassed. The second
issue is the compromise between time and frequency resolution
during the STFT calculus results. It is well-known that in order
to have a good resolution in frequency the frame to be considered
has to be long. On the other hand a long frame causes non-good
time resolution. The Constant Q technique [5, 6] does not still
solve yet these problems completely, however, the logarithm scale

This means that knowing the DFT of a signal at an N-points window it is possible to obtain the DFT of the time window advanced
of one sample just with one complex multiplication and two real
additions. Thanks to this, every new DFT is calculated directly
from the result of the previous DFT. This increment by one point
of the time window during the DFT computation leads to the name
Sliding DFT. The complex multiplication can be computed calculating every time the sine or cosine signal, or simply reading a table
in which the sine and cosine shapes are stored. The latter choice is
clearly faster than the former one.
Just to sum up, the fundamental points of this algorithm are
the following ones:
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• Fourier analysis calculated on the single sample rather than
on an N-sized array of samples;
• algorithm based on recursive interpretation of DFT equation;
• use of static look-up table in place of calls of trigonometric approximation functions for both Fourier analysis and
resynthesis;
• computer speed depending only on the number of frequency
bands;
• because the SDFT considers only half of the usual frequency
interval, there is no doubling of the harmonics as known
from the FFT.
In the case a new DFT output spectrum is desired every sample, or every few samples, the sliding DFT is computationally simpler than the traditional radix-2 FFT [8].
If only a finite number of trigonometric function-points are
appearing speed gains.
A problem of discontinuity has to be pointed out since if an
undesired single discontinuity happens in the original signal, the
transformation will remain invalid for a longer time than for the
FFT. Windowing with for example Hanning window overcomes
the problem.
Finally, the formula 3 lets us reproduce the original signal in
the time domain.
xj (n) =

N −1
1 X
Xj (k)e2πijk/N
N

(3)

k=0

4. CONSTANT Q
Basically, the Constant Q Transform aims to increase the lowfrequencies resolution and decrement the high-frequency latency
with a logarithmic ratio, emulating the human ear perception. This
approach is very effective for musical signals since a sound with
harmonic frequencies components gives rise to a constant pattern
in the log frequency domain [5].
In our spectrum we want to consider frequencies in a logarithmic ratio and for every frequency a logarithmic number of points
in the time domain representation.
Supposing that we want to be able to perceive quarter tones
like different sounds, we have to subdivide an octave in 24 segments. Choosing fmin like the lowest frequency considered, the
k-th spectral component is
fk = (21/24 )k fmin

(4)

Calling Q the distance between two contiguous frequencies
and δf the bandwidth (having the frequency fk , the bandwidth
considered is fk+1 − fk ),
Q=

f
fk
1
=
= 1
δf
fk+1 − fk
2b − 1

 

S
S
=
Q
(7)
δfk
fk
Q says how many cycles are needed to make an analysis. The
window of equation 7 contains Q complete cycles for each frequency fk , since the period in samples is S/fk . For example
in order to distinguish between fk+1 and fk when their ratio is
21/24 ≈ 34/33 we must look to at least 33 cycles.
Finally, the number of observed harmonics is



S
kmax = b log2
(8)
fmin
The constant Q transform is equation 10. Since the number of
terms varies with k, the result needs to be normalized by dividing
the sum by N [k].
The period in samples is N [k]/Q (points in time domain containing an entire cycle of frequency k) and the cycles analyzed are
always Q. Instead, in the traditional STFT (equation 9) the period
in samples is N/k and the number of cycles analyzed is k.
X[k] =

1
= 34
(6)
1
2 24 − 1
If S is the sampling rate and T the sample time, S = 1/T .
The length of the window in samples at frequency fk (N [k] =
size of frame k) is

X[k] =

W [n]x[n]e−j2πkn/N

(9)

N [k]−1
X
1
W [k, n]x[n]e−j2πQn/N [k]
N [k] n=0

(10)

A well-known way to calculate Constant Q has been introduced by Judith Brown and Miller Puckette [7] in 1992. They proposed an algorithm able to increase the velocity of the Constant Q
calculation merely based on the basic formula. The algorithm in
object uses the Parseval theorem in order to multiply the FFT of
the input signal with the equation called Kernel:

K[k, kcq ] =

N
−1
X





w n−

n=0

N (kcq )
N
−
2
2




, kcq

×ejωkcq (n−N/2) e−j2πkn/N

(11)

5. SDFT WITH A CONSTANT Q
When we are considering a SDFT were the numbers of bins for
every window vary according to a Constant Q decrease we are
talking about a Sliding with a constant Q [2]. For the SDFT constant Q calculation, among the cases considered by the authors of
[2], we have considered the offset of the frame aligned to the left,
see equation 13.
Xj (n + 1)

=

e2πijQ/N [k]
(12)


−2πijQ
e
x(N [k] + n) − x(n)
× Xj (k) +
N [k]

Again the information needed during the synthesis is already
calculated during the analysis. Therefore inside every step of the
loop devoted to the analysis calculation of every bin the resynthesis
of every bin is calculated as well.
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N
−1
X
n=0

(5)

Having b = 24:
Q=



N [k] =

xj (n) =

B
X
k=0

Xj (n)e2πiQ/N [k]

(13)
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Figure 1: STFT calculus.

Figure 2: STFT with a Constant Q calculus.

6. ANALYSIS TYPE SELECTION
Now let us describe the structure and the aim of the testing tool for
the above cited techniques. First, the user has to choose between
the creation of the spectrogram and the Resynthesis of the original
sound. The Spectrogram can be obtained through STFT or STFT
with a constant Q with a particular visualization of every single
frame in the time and frequency domain (figures 1 and 2). The
resynthesis is performed in real time making the user conscious of
the time spent during the calculus (figure 3) and letting him change
parameter values in order to understand what is influencing the
computing.
It is possible to upload a wave file or to directly create a sum of
sinusoids concatenated during the time or added together. Through
the first option sample rate and precision are fixed and visualized in
the window, through the second one the user has to set his favorite
values. The second option enables the user to make quick tests. At
the moment stereo signals are analyzed only in their left channel,
however it is possible to obtain other settings through a little effort.
7. STFT AND CONSTANT Q
The spectrum analysis can be obtained selecting "STFT" (figure 1)
or "STFT-Qc" (figure 2) using the combo box under the "RESET"
button. The third option of the combo box is "Qc Kernel" through
which the user can visualize the values of equation 11.
It is possible to activate or deactivate the frame selection visualization, normalize the values currently visualized on the spectrum through the spectrogram selection, represent the amplitude
values in a linear or logarithm way, visualize in the time domain
all the signal or only the bins that correspond to the frame selected,
normalize the spectrogram, process the calculus using the latest selections. In the STFT calculus it is possible to select the percentage
of overlap wished.
Figure 2 shows an example of Constant Q calculus: the frequencies under 1000 Hz are now logarithmically emphasized. In
"Constant Q SETUP" area the user can set the values of equation
8. In the Constant Q representation the user can control the minimum and maximum frequency and the bins per octave (BPO, that
we also call b in section 4, the segments in which we want to subdivide the octave). Every window can have an overlap percentage
and a particular sized and shaped window. In the showed example
a vocal audio signal has been used.

Figure 3: SDFT synthesis process at the 3520th millisecond.

8. SDFT AND CONSTANT Q
The window visualized after the selection of the resynthesis calculus is visible in the screen shot of figure 3. The milliseconds
elapsed during the calculus are visualized under the label "Elapsed
Time". Now we are not talking about STFT anymore but about
SDFT and in addition we do not manage only the analysis but also
the reconstruction of the original signal using only the spectral information just obtained. In the sliding process the resynthesised
content is achieved through almost the same operations already
performed for the analysis calculus. This is clear looking at the
formulas 2 and 3.
The same contemporary use of the same code for the analysis
and resynthesis process is devoted to the analysis and resynthesis
of SDFT with a constant Q. In this case the equations considered
for the analysis and the resynthesis have been 13 and 13. Differently from the traditional use of DFT, like FFT, SDFT does not
need a windowing, since applying the formula 3 the signal synthesised is just exactly the same of the original signal, regardless of
the size of the frame.
The combo box labeled "Sliding method" lets the user choose
to analyze and synthesize a signal through SDFT or SDFT with
a constant Q. The parameters that can be set are again the minimum and the maximum frequency, the maximum and the BPO.
The Sliding setup lets the user choose the size of the frame sliding
on the samples and the shape of the window we want to apply to
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Figure 4: LabVIEW Block Diagram - Multithreading basic structure

the result. The graph setup normalizes the content of the graphs
during the real-time calculus. The user can listen to the original
audio file or to the synthesized result at the end of the reconstruction or during it. The audio file processed in figure 3 is the pluck
of a violin.

supporting my PhD.
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ABSTRACT
We describe a novel Query-by-Example (QBE) approach in
Music Information Retrieval, which allows a user to customize query examples by directly modifying the volume
of different instrument parts. The underlying hypothesis is
that the musical genre shifts (changes) in relation to the volume balance of different instruments. On the basis of this
hypothesis, we aim to clarify the relationship between the
change of the volume balance of a query and the shift in the
musical genre of retrieved similar pieces, and thus help instruct a user in generating alternative queries without choosing other pieces. Our QBE system ﬁrst separates all instrument parts from the audio signal of a piece with the help
of its musical score, and then lets a user remix those parts
to change acoustic features that represent musical mood of
the piece. The distribution of those features is modeled by
the Gaussian Mixture Model for each musical piece, and the
Earth Movers Distance between mixtures of different pieces
is used as the degree of their mood similarity. Experimental results showed that the shift was actually caused by the
volume change of vocal, guitar, and drums.
1. INTRODUCTION
One of promising approaches of Music Information Retrieval is the Query-by-Example (QBE) retrieval [1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7] where a user can receive a list of musical pieces
ranked by their similarity to a musical piece (example) that
the user gives as a query. Although this approach is powerful and useful, the user has to prepare or ﬁnd examples of
favorite pieces and it was sometimes difﬁcult to control or
change the retrieved pieces after seeing them because another appropriate example should be found and given to get
better results. For example, even if a user feels that vocal
or drum sounds are too strong in the retrieved pieces, it was
difﬁcult to ﬁnd another piece that has weaker vocal or drum
sounds while keeping the basic mood and timbre of the ﬁrst
piece. Because ﬁnding such music pieces is a matter of trial
and error, we need more direct or convenient methods for
QBE.
We solve this inefﬁciency by allowing a user to create
new query examples for QBE by remixing existing musical pieces, i.e., changing the volume balance of the in-

struments. To obtain the desired retrieved results, the user
can easily give alternative queries where the volume balance is changed from the original balance. For example, the
above problem can be solved by customizing a query example so that the volume of the vocal or drum sounds are
decreased. To remix an existing musical piece, we use an
original sound source separation method that decomposes
the audio signal of a musical piece into different instrument
parts on the basis of its available musical score. To measure
the similarity between the remixed query and each piece in
a database, we use the Earth Movers Distance (EMD) between their Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs). The GMM
for each piece is obtained by modeling the distribution of
original acoustic features consisting of intensity and timbre
features.
The underlying hypothesis is that changing the volume
balance of different instrument parts in a query causes the
musical genre shift in the retrieved pieces — i.e., a user can
change the genre of the retrieved pieces just by changing
the volume balance of the query1 . An existing study [8] has
already suggested this hypothesis. Based on this hypothesis, our research focuses on clarifying the relationship between the volume change of different instrument parts and
the shift in the musical genre in order to instruct a user in
easily generating alternative queries. To clarify this relationship, we conducted two different experiments. The ﬁrst
experiment examined how much change of the volume of a
single instrument part is needed to cause the musical genre
shift through our QBE retrieval system. The second experiment examined how the volume change of two instrument
parts (a two-instrument combination for the volume change)
affects the shift in the genre. This relationship is explored
by examining the genre distribution of the retrieved pieces.
Experimental results showed that the desired musical genre
shift in QBE results was easily caused just by changing the
volume balance of different instruments in the query.

1 We target genres which are mostly deﬁned by organization and volume
balance of musical instruments, such as classical music, jazz and rock. Although several genres are deﬁned by speciﬁc rhythm-patterns and singingstyle, e.g., a waltz and a hip-hop, we except them.
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Table 1: Acoustic features representing musical mood.
Acoustic intensity features
Dim.
Symbol Description
1
S1 (t)
Overall intensity
2–8
S2 (i, t) Intensity of each subband*
Acoustic timbre features
Dim.
Symbol Description
9
S3 (t)
Spectral centroid
10
S4 (t)
Spectral width
11
S5 (t)
Spectral rolloff
12
S6 (t)
Spectral ﬂux
13–19 S7 (i, t) Spectral peak of each subband*
20–26 S8 (i, t) Spectral valley of each subband*
27–33 S9 (i, t) Spectral contrast of each subband*
* 7-bands octave ﬁlterbank.

Figure 1: Overview of our QBE retrieval system based
on genre shift. Controlling the volume balance causes the
genre shift of a query song and our system returns songs
that are similar to the genre-shifted query.

2.2.1. Acoustic Intensity Features
Overall intensity for each frame, S1 (t), and intensity of each
subband, S2 (i, t), are deﬁned as
S1 (t) =

2. QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE RETRIEVAL BY
GENRE-SHIFTED MUSICAL PIECES

FH (i)

X(t, f ) and S2 (i, t) =

f =1

In this section, we describe our QBE retrieval system that
retrieves musical pieces based on the similarity of mood between musical pieces.
2.1. Musical Genre Shift
Our original term “musical genre shift” means the change
of the musical genre of pieces on auditory features which is
caused by changing the volume balance of musical instruments. For example, by boosting the vocal and reducing the
guitar and drums of a popular song, auditory features extracted from the modiﬁed song are similar to the features
of a jazz song. The instrumentation and volume balance
of musical instruments are important in judging the musical genre. In fact, some musical genres are deﬁned by the
instrumentation. As shown in Figure 1, by automatically
separating the original recording (audio signal) of a piece
into musical instrument parts, a user can change their volume balance to cause the genre shift.
2.2. Acoustic Feature Extraction
Acoustic features that represent the musical mood are designed as shown in Table 1 upon existing studies of mood
extraction [9]. These features extracted from the power
spectrogram, X(t, f ), for each frame (100 frames per second). The spectrogram is calculated by short-time Fourier
transform of the monauralized input audio signal, where t
and f are the frame and frequency indices, respectively.

∑

X(t, f ),

f =FL (i)

where FN is the number of frequency bins of power spectrogram, FL (i) and FH (i) are the indices of lower and upper
bounds for the i-th subband, respectively. The intensity of
each subband helps to represent acoustic brightness. We use
octave ﬁlterbanks that divide the power spectrogram into n
octave subbands:
[
[
) [
)
]
FN
FN
FN FN
1, n−1 , n−1 , n−2 , . . . ,
, FN ,
2
2
2
2
where n is the number of subbands and set to 7 in our experiments.
2.2.2. Acoustic Timbre Features
Acoustic timbre features consist of spectral shape features
and spectral contrast features, which are known to be effective in detecting musical moods [10, 9]. The spectral shape
features are represented by spectral centroid S3 (t), spectral
width S4 (t), spectral rolloff S5 (t), and spectral ﬂux S6 (t)
as follows:
∑FN
f =1 X(t, f )f
S3 (t) =
,
S1 (t)
∑FN
2
f =1 X(t, f )(f − S3 (t))
S4 (t) =
,
S1 (t)
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FN
∑

S5 (t)

∑

X(t, f ) = 0.95S1 (t)

and

f =1

S6 (t) =

FN
∑

f =1

(log X(t, f ) − log X(t − 1, f ))2 .
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On the other hand, the spectral contrast features are obtained as follows. Let a vector,

Table 2: Parameters of integrated tone model.
Symbol
(J)
wkl
(H)
(I)
wkl , wkl

(X(i, t, 1), X(i, t, 2), . . . , X(i, t, FN (i))),
be the power spectrogram in the t-th frame and i-th subband. By sorting these elements in descending order, we
obtain another vector,

(H)

uklm

(X 0 (i, t, 1), X 0 (i, t, 2), . . . , X 0 (i, t, FN (i))),

(H)

vkln
(I)
uklm

where
X 0 (i, t, 1) > X 0 (i, t, 2) > · · · > X 0 (i, t, FN (i)),

(I)

vkln

and FN (i) is the number of the i-th subband frequency bins:

τkl
(H)
ρkl

FN (i) = FH (i) − FL (i).
Here, the spectral contrast features are represented by spectral peak S7 (i, t), spectral valley S8 (i, t), and spectral contrast S9 (i, t) as follows:
( ∑βFN (i)
)
X 0 (i, t, f )
f =1
S7 (i, t) = log
,
βFN (i)

∑
FN (i)
0
f =(1−β)FN (i) X (i, t, f )
 , and
S8 (i, t) = log 
βFN (i)
S9 (i, t) = S7 (i, t) − S8 (i, t),

where β is a parameter to extract stable peak and valley values, and set to 0.2 in our experiments.
2.3. Similarity calculation
Our QBE retrieval system needs to calculate the similarity between musical pieces, i.e., a query example and each
piece in a database, on the basis of the whole mood of the
piece. Musical genres usually depend on the whole mood,
not detailed variations.
To model the mood of each piece, we use a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) that approximates the distribution
of acoustic features. We set the number of the mixtures to
8. Although the dimension of the obtained acoustic features
was 33, it was reduced to 9 by using the principal component analysis where the cumulative percentage of eigenvalues was 0.95.
To measure the similarity among feature distributions,
we utilized Earth Movers Distance (EMD) [11]. The EMD
is based on the minimal cost needed to transform one distribution into another one.
3. SOUND SOURCE SEPARATION USING
INTEGRATED TONE MODEL
As mentioned in Section 1, musical audio signals should
be separated into instrument parts beforehand to boost and
reduce the volume of those parts. We describe our sound
source separation method in this section.
Input and output of our method are described as follows:

(I)

ρkl

(H)

ωkl
(H)
σkl
β, κ

Description
Overall amplitude
Relative amplitude of harmonic and inharmonic
tone models
Amplitude coefﬁcient of temporal power envelope for harmonic tone model
Relative amplitude of n-th harmonic component
Amplitude coefﬁcient of temporal power envelope for inharmonic tone model
Relative amplitude of the n-th inharmonic component
Onset time
Diffusion of temporal power envelope for harmonic tone model
Diffusion of temporal power envelope for inharmonic tone model
F0 of harmonic tone model
Diffusion of harmonic components along frequency axis
Coefﬁcients that determine the arrangement of
the frequency structure of inharmonic model

Input Power spectrogram of a musical piece and its musical score (standard MIDI ﬁle).2 We suppose the spectrogram and the score have already been aligned (synchronized) by using another method.
Output Decomposed spectrograms that correspond to each
instrument.
To separate the power spectrogram, we approximate the
power spectrogram is additive. The musical audio signal
corresponding to the decomposed power spectrogram is obtained by using the inverse short-time Fourier transform
with the phase of the input spectrogram. In addition, we
used an instrument sound database as training data for learning acoustic features of each musical instrument.
In this section, we ﬁrst deﬁne the problem of separating
sound sources and the integrated tone model. We then derive an iterative algorithm that consists of two steps: sound
source separation and model parameter estimation.
3.1. Integrated tone model of harmonic and inharmonic
models
Separating the sound source means decomposing the input
power spectrogram, X(t, f ), into a power spectrogram that
corresponds to each musical note, where t and f are the time
and the frequency, respectively. We assume that X(t, f ) includes K musical instruments and the k-th instrument performs Lk musical notes.
2 Standard MIDI ﬁles for famous songs are often available thanks to
Karaoke applications.
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(a) Overview of harmonic tone model.

(b) Temporal structure of harmonic tone model. (c) Frequency structure of harmonic tone model.

Figure 2: Overall, temporal and frequency structures of harmonic tone model. Harmonic tone model consists of a twodimensional Gaussian Mixture Model, and is factorized into a pair of one-dimensional GMMs.
two-dimensional GMM that is a product of two one∑ (I) (I)
∑ (I) (I)
dimensional GMMs,
uklm Eklm (t) and
vkln Fkln (f ).
(H)
The temporal structures of these tone models, Eklm (t) and
(I)
Eklm (t), are deﬁned as an identical mathematical formula,
(H)
(I)
but the frequency structures, Fkln (f ) and Fkln (f ), are deﬁned as different forms. The deﬁnition of these models is
as follows:
Hkl (t, f ) =

(a) Equally-spaced Gaussian ker- (b) Gaussian kernels obtained by
nels along the log-scale frequency, changing the random variables of
F (f ).
the kernels in (a).

Ikl (t, f ) =

(H)

(H)

(H)

M
NI
I −1 ∑
∑

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

uklm Eklm (t)vkln Fkln (f ),

m=0 n=1

(
(H) )
(t − τklm )2
exp −
,
=√
(H)
(H)
2πρkl
2(ρkl )2
(
(H) )
(f − ωkln )2
1
(H)
exp
−
,
Fkln (f ) = √
(H)
(H)
2πσkl
2(σkl )2
(
)
(I)
(t − τklm )2
1
(I)
Eklm (t) = √
exp −
,
(I)
(I)
2πρkl
2(ρkl )2
)
(
1
(F(f ) − n)2
(H)
Fkln (f ) = √
exp −
,
2
2π(f + κ) log β
(H)

(H)

τklm = τkl + mρkl ,
(H)

(H)

ωkln = nωkl ,
(I)

(I)

τklm = τkl + mρkl , and
)/
(f
F(f ) = log
+ 1 log β.
κ

k,l

(I)

∀k, l : wkl + wkl = 1
The harmonic tone model, Hkl (t, f ), is deﬁned as
a constrained two-dimensional Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM), which is a product of two one-dimensional GMMs,
∑ (H) (H)
∑ (H) (H)
uklm Eklm (t) and
vkln Fkln (f ). This model is designed by referring to the harmonic-temporal-structured
clustering (HTC) source model [12]. Analogously, the inharmonic tone model, Ikl (t, f ), is deﬁned as a constrained

1

(H)
Eklm (t)

We use an integrated tone model, Jkl (t, f ), to represent the power spectrogram of the l-th musical note performed by the k-th musical instrument ((k, l)-th note). This
tone model is deﬁned as the sum of harmonic-structure tone
models, Hkl (t, f ), and inharmonic-structure tone models,
Ikl (t, f ), multiplied by the whole amplitude of the model,
(J)
wkl :
)
(J) ( (H)
(I)
Jkl (t, f ) = wkl wkl Hkl (t, f ) + wkl Ikl (t, f ) ,
( (H) (I) )
(J)
where wkl and wkl , wkl satisﬁes the following constraints:
∑ (J) ∫ ∫
wkl =
X(t, f ) dt df,

All parameters of Jkl (t, f ) are listed in Table 2. Here, MH
and NH are the number of Gaussian kernels that represent temporal and frequency structures of the harmonic tone
model, and MI and NI are the number of Gaussians that
represent the ones of the inharmonic tone model, respectively. β and κ are coefﬁcients that determine the arrangement of Gaussian kernels for the frequency structure of the
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(H)

uklm Eklm (t)vkln Fkln (f ),

m=0 n=1

Figure 3: Frequency structure of inharmonic tone model.

(H)

M∑
NH
H −1 ∑
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(H)

(H)

(I)

(I)

inharmonic model3 . uklm , vkln , uklm , and vkln satisfy the
following conditions:
∑ (H)
∑ (H)
∀k, l :
uklm = 1, ∀k, l :
vkln = 1,
m

∀k, l :

∑

n

(I)
uklm

= 1, and

∀k, l :

m

∑

(I)

vkln = 1.

n

(I)

As shown in Figure 3, function Fkln (f ) is derived by
changing the variables of the following probability density
function:
(
)
(g − n)2
1
,
N (g; n, 1) = √ exp −
2
2π

(I)

To evaluate the effectiveness of this separation, we use
an objective function deﬁned as the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
(H)
(I)
divergence from Xklmn (t, f ) and Xklmn (t, f ) to the each
Gaussian kernel of the harmonic and inharmonic models:
(
∑ ∑ ∫∫
(H)
(∆)
Q
=
Xklmn (t, f )
k,l

(H)

log

)
dg (
=
N F(f ); n, 1
df
)
(
1
1
(F(f ) − n)2
√ exp −
=
.
(f + κ) log β 2π
2

The goal of this separation is to decompose X(t, f ) into
(k, l)-th note by multiplying a spectrogram distribution
function, ∆(J) (k, l; t, f ), which satisﬁes
∀k, l, t, f : 0 ≤ ∆(J) (k, l; t, f ) ≤ 1 and
∑
∆(J) (k, l; t, f ) = 1.
∀t, f :
k,l

With ∆(J) (k, l; t, f ), the separated power spectrogram,
(J)
Xkl (t, f ), is obtained as
(J)

Xkl (t, f ) = ∆(J) (k, l; t, f )X(t, f ).
Then, let ∆(H) (m, n; k, l, t, f ) and ∆(I) (m, n; k, l, t, f )
be spectrogram distribution functions that decompose
(J)
Xkl (t, f ) into each Gaussian distribution of the harmonic
and inharmonic models, respectively. These functions satisfy
∀k, l, m, n, t, f : 0 ≤ ∆(H) (m, n; k, l, t, f ) ≤ 1,
∀k, l, m, n, t, f : 0 ≤ ∆(I) (m, n; k, l, t, f ) ≤ 1,
∑
∆(H) (m, n; k, l, t, f )
∀k, l, t, f :
m,n
∑
∆(I) (m, n; k, l, t, f ) = 1.
+

and

m,n

With these functions, the separated power spectrograms,
(H)
(I)
Xklmn (t, f ) and Xklmn (t, f ), are obtained as
(J)

Xklmn (t, f ) = ∆(H) (m, n; k, l, t, f )Xkl (t, f )

and

3 If 1/(log β) and κ are set to 1127 and 700, F (f ) is equivalent to the
mel scale of f Hz.

Xklmn (t, f )

(H) (H)

(H)

(H)

uklm vkln Eklm (t)Fkln (f )
∑ ∫∫
(I)
+
Xklmn (t, f )
m,n

3.2. Iterative separation algorithm

(H)

m,n

log

from g = F(f ) to f , i.e.,
(I)
Fkln (f )

(J)

Xklmn (t, f ) = ∆(I) (m, n; k, l, t, f )Xkl (t, f ).

dt df

)

(H)

Xklmn (t, f )

(H) (H)

(H)

(H)

uklm vkln Eklm (t)Fkln (f )

dt df .

By minimizing Q(∆) pertaining to the distribution functions, we obtain the spectrogram distribution function and
decomposed spectrograms, i.e., separated sounds, on the basis of the parameters of the tone models.
Once the input spectrogram is decomposed, the likeliest
model parameters are calculated using a statistical estimation. We use prior distributions for several model parame(H)
(I)
(H)
(H)
(I)
(I)
ters, wkl and wkl , uklm , vkln , uklm , and vkln , to estimate
robust parameters. These prior distributions are deﬁned as
Dirichlet distributions. An another objective function, Q(θ) ,
is used to estimate model parameters using the prior distributions, and is deﬁned as
(
)
(H)
(I)
(H)
(I)
Q(θ) =Q(∆) + log B wkl , wkl ; αw
,
α
wk
k
({
)
(H) } { (H) }
+ log D uklm ; αukm
({
})
(H) } {
+ log D vkln ; αv(H)
kn
({
)
(I) } { (I) }
+ log D uklm ; αukm
({
})
(I) } {
+ log D vkln ; αv(I)
.
kn

Here B(·) and D(·) are the probability density function
(I)
(H)
of the Beta and Dirichlet distributions, and αwk , αwk ,
{ (H) } { (H) } { (I) }
{ (I) }
αukm , αvkn , αukm , and αvkn are parameters of
these distributions for each instrument. Note that this modiﬁcation of the objective function has no effect on the calculation of the distribution function. The parameter update
equations are described in Appendix A.
We obtain an iterative algorithm that consists of two
steps: one is the step in which the distribution function is
calculated while the model parameters are ﬁxed, and the
other is the step in which the parameters are updated under
the distribution function. This iterative algorithm is equivalent to the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm on
the basis of the maximum A Posteriori estimation.
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(a) Genre shift caused by changing the volume of vocal.
Genre with the highest similarity changed from rock to
popular and to jazz.

(a) Genre shift caused by changing the volume of vocal and
guitar.

(b) Genre shift caused by changing the volume of guitar.
Genre with the highest similarity changed from rock to
popular.

(b) Genre shift caused by changing the volume of vocal
and drums.

(c) Genre shift caused by changing the volume of guitar
and drums.

(c) Genre shift caused by changing the volume of drums.
Genre with the highest similarity changed from popular to
rock and to dance.

Figure 4: Ratio of average EMD per genre to average EMD
of all genres while reducing or boosting the volume of single instrument part. Here, (a), (b), and (c) are for the vocal,
guitar, and drums, respectively. Note that a smaller ratio of
the EMD plotted in the lower area of the graph indicates
higher similarity.

Figure 5: Genres that have the smallest EMD (the highest
similarity) while reducing or boosting the volume of two instrument parts. The top, middle, and bottom are the cases
of the vocal-guitar, vocal-drums, and guitar-drums, respectively.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We conducted experiments to explore the relationship between instrument volume balances and genres. Given
the query musical piece of which the volume balance is
changed, the genres of the retrieved musical pieces are investigated.
Ten musical pieces were excerpted for the query from
the RWC Music Database: Popular Music (RWC-MDBP-2001 No. 1–10) [13]. The audio signals of these musical pieces were separated into each musical instrument part
using the standard MIDI ﬁles which are provided as the
AIST annotation [14]. The evaluation database consisted
of other 50 musical pieces excerpted from the RWC Music
Database: Musical Genre (RWC-MDB-G-2001). This excerpted database includes musical pieces in the following
genres: Popular, Rock, Dance, Jazz, and Classical.
In the experiments, we reduced or boosted the volumes
of three instrument parts — the vocal, guitar, and drums.
To shift the genre of the musical piece by changing the volume of these parts, the part of an instrument should have
sufﬁcient duration4 . Thus, the above three instrument parts
were chosen because these parts satisfy the following two
constraints:
1. be played in all 10 musical pieces for the query, and
2. be played for more than 60 % of the duration of each
piece.
The EMDs were calculated between the acoustic feature distributions of each query song and each piece in the
database, while reducing or boosting the volume of these
musical instrument parts between −20 and +20 dB. Figure
4 shows the results of changing the volume of a single instrument part. The vertical axis is the relative ratio of the
EMD averaged over the 10 pieces, which is deﬁned as:
EMD ratio =

average EMD of each genre
.
average EMD of all genres

those songs actually have the rock taste with strong guitar
and drum sounds.
By increasing the volume of the vocal from -20 dB, the
genre with the highest similarity shifted from rock (-20 to
4 dB), to popular (5 to 9 dB), and to jazz (10 to 20 dB) as
shown in Figure 4 (a). By changing the volume of the guitar, the genre shifted from rock (-20 to 7 dB) to popular (8
to 20 dB) as shown in Figure 4 (b). Although it was commonly observed that the genre shifted from rock to popular
in both cases of vocal and guitar, the genre shift to jazz occurred only in the case of vocal. These results indicate that
the vocal and guitar would have different importance in the
jazz music. By changing the volume of the drums, genres
shifted from popular (-20 to -7 dB), to rock (-6 to 4 dB),
and to dance (5 to 20 dB) as shown in Figure 4 (c). These
results indicate the reasonable relationship between the instrument volume balance and the musical genre shift, and
this relationship is consistent with typical images of musical genres.
4.2. Volume change of two instruments (pair)
The results in Figure 5 show that the genre shift depends
on the volume change of two instrument parts. If one of
the part is not changed (at 0 dB), the results are same with
Figure 4.
Although the basic tendency in the genre shifts is similar
to the single instrument experiment, classical music, which
does not appear as the genre with the highest similarity in
Figure 4, appears in Figure 5 (b) when the vocal part is
boosted and the drums part is reduced. The similarity of
rock music is decreased when we separately boosted one of
the guitar or drums, but it is interesting that rock music can
keep the highest similarity if both of the guitar and drums
are boosted together as shown in Figure 5 (c). This result
is well matched with the typical image of rock music, and
suggests promising possibilities as a tool for customizing
the query for QBE retrieval.
5. CONCLUSION

On the other hand, Figure 5 shows the results of simultaneously changing the volume of two instrument parts (instrument pairs).
4.1. Volume change of single instrument
The results in Figure 4 clearly show that the genre shift
occurred by changing the volume of any instrument part.
Note that the genre of the retrieved pieces at 0 dB (giving
the original queries without any changes) is same for all the
three ﬁgures (a), (b), and (c). Although we used 10 popular
songs excerpted from the RWC Music Database: Popular
Music for the queries, they are considered to be rock music at the genre with the highest similarity at 0 dB because
4 For example, the volume of an instrument that is performed for 5 seconds in a 5-minute musical piece may not affect the genre of the piece.

We have described musical genre shift by changing the volume of separated instrument parts and a QBE retrieval approach on the basis of the genre shift. This approach is important because it was not possible for a user to customize
the QBE query in the past and the user always had to ﬁnd
different pieces to obtain different retrieved results. By using the genre shift based on our original sound sourse separation method, it becomes easy and intuitive to customize
the QBE query just by changing the volume of instrument
parts. Experiments results conﬁrmed our hypothesis that the
musical genre shifts in relation to the volume balance of instruments.
Although the current genre shift depends on only the
volume balance, other factors such as rhythm patterns,
sound effects, and chord progressions will also be useful
to cause the shift if we can control them. In the future, we
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plan to pursue the promising approach proposed in this paper and develop a better QBE retrieval system that easily
reﬂects user’s intention and preference.
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A. PARAMETER UPDATE EQUATIONS
We describe the update equation for each parameter derived from
the M-step of the EM algorithm by differentiating the cost function
(H)
(I)
about each parameter. Let Xklmn (t, f ) and Xklmn (t, f ) be the
decomposed power:
(H)
(J)
Xklmn (t, f ) = ∆(H) (m, n; k, l, t, f )Xkl (t, f ) and
(I)

(J)

A.1. wkl : overall amplitude
(H)

(J)

(I)

wkl = Xkl + Xkl .
(H)

(I)

A.2. wkl , wkl : relative amplitude of harmonic and inharmonic tone models
(H)
(H)
Xkl + αwk
(H)
wkl = (H)
and
(I)
(H)
(I)
Xkl + Xkl + αwk + αwk
(I)

(H)

wkl

(I)

Xkl + αwk

=

(H)
Xkl

+

(I)
Xkl

(H)

(I)

+ αwk + αwk

.

(H)

A.3. uklm : amplitude coefﬁcient of temporal power envelope
for harmonic tone model
(H)
(H)
X
+ αu
(H)
.
uklm = (H)klm P km
(H)
Xkl + m αukm
(H)

A.4. vkln : relative amplitude of n-th harmonic component
(H)

(H)

vkln =

(H)

Xkln + αvkn
P (H) .
(H)
Xkl + n αvkn

(I)

A.5. uklm : amplitude coefﬁcient of temporal power envelope
for inharmonic tone model
(I)
(I)
X
+ αu
(I)
.
uklm = (I)klm P km
(I)
Xkl + m αukm
(I)

A.6. vkln : relative amplitude of n-th inharmonic component
(I)

(I)

vkln =

(I)

Xkln + αvkn
P (I) .
(I)
Xkl + n αvkn

A.7. τkl : onset time
XZ
(H)
(H)
τkl =
(t − mρkl )Xklm (t) df
m

+

XZ

(t −

(I)
(I)
mρkl )Xklm (t) df

!

m

‹`

(I) ´
(H)
Xkl + Xkl .

(H)

A.8. ωkl : F0 of harmonic tone model
P R
(H)
nf Xkln (f ) df
(H)
n
ωkl =
.
P 2 (H)
n n Xkln
(H)

A.9. σkl : diffusion of harmonic components along frequency
axis
v
uP R
(H)
(H)
u
(f − nωkl )2 Xkln (f ) df
(H)
σkl = t n
.
(H)
Xkl
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(J)

Xklmn (t, f ) = ∆(I) (m, n; k, l, t, f )Xkl (t, f ).
Summation or integration of the decomposed power over indices or variables are denoted by omitting these characters, e.g.,
(H)
(H)
Xkl (t, f ) and Xklm .
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MODAL REPRESENTATION OF THE RESONANT BODY WITHIN A FINITE
DIFFERENCE FRAMEWORK FOR SIMULATION OF STRING INSTRUMENTS
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The FD method also has its disadvantages though, in particu-

ABSTRACT
This paper investigates numerical simulation of a string coupled
transversely to a resonant body. Starting from a complete nite
difference formulation, a second model is derived in which the
body is represented in modal form. The main advantage of this hybrid form is that the body model is scalable, i.e. the computational
complexity can be adjusted to the available processing power. Numerical results are calculated and discussed for simplied models
in the form of string-string coupling and string-plate coupling.

designing compact implicit schemes. Stability analysis is straightforward for linear systems, for example by using the von Neuman method [6]. For non-linear systems however, energy methods
are needed [2], and the process of designing appropriate schemes
is somewhat less standardised, often presenting further challenges
with regard to efciency. One feature inherent to any FD model is
out detrimental effects to the resulting output sound. That is, one
may reduce the sample rate in order to scale down the processing

Musical string instruments invariably comprise of a resonant body
that is driven by forces that result from exciting strings that are
coupled to the body. In sound synthesis applications, the stringbody coupling is often simplied to a source-lter model, relying on the assumption that the impedance presented by the body
to the string is much larger than the characteristic impedance of
the string. While this assumption is reasonable for most practical
cases, such models are not truely predictive. For instance, when
modelling a body excited by more than one string polarity, there
is no way of knowing how to calculate the sound radiating from
the instrument, as the levels of contribution depend on the level
of coupling at the bridge/body for each polarity. This is not necessarily a problem if the objective is to model a xed instrument,
as these levels can be ne-tuned empirically to give the certain
desired sound (see, for example, the piano tone synthesis in [1]).
The source-lter approach does however effectively shield the user
from the fundamental design of the instrument, allowing exibility
only regarding the playing control of the instrument.
The long term aim of the authors of this paper is to develop
physical models that allow user exibility in both the design and
the control of the instrument. This requires a more rigorous modelling approach, and immediately makes modelling the coupling
between string and body and/or other elements such as a bridge
Among the existing physical mod-

elling paradigms, the nite difference (FD) method lends itself extremely well to rigorous modelling, because it directly simulates
the equations that govern the physics of the instrument. With regard to modelling strings and their excitation, this means that there
is no fundamental limitation with respect to incorporating nonlinear phenomena.

stability. The dispersion can usually be reduced signicantly by

that it cannot be scaled in terms of computational complexity with-

1. INTRODUCTION

one of the key challenges.

lar it requires one to deal with numerical dispersion and numerical

More specically, the FD method can be em-

ployed for rigorous modelling of geometric nonlinearities, i.e. spatially distributed non-linear coupling between the transverse and

and memory requirements, but besides the obvious consequence
of a reduced model bandwidth, this invariably also means that the
numerical artfecacts (dispersion, attenuation) inherent to the FD
scheme used are more pronounced in lower frequency ranges. This
contrasts with approaches that lead to a modal representation, such
as the FTM, that render models that allow increasing efciency by
removing individual modes and/or by applying multi-rate processing methods [7]. This advantage can be particularly prominent for
simulation of linear 2D or 3D systems, for which the numerical
artefacts tend to be large in FD models, and the need for scalability high.
Given the desirability for the string model to be extendable to
geometric nonlinearities, while the body may be assumed to behave linear, it is of interest to explore whether it is possible to
model the string with the FD method while representing the body
in a modal fashion, thereby getting the best of both worlds. The
main challenge involved is how to numerically formulate the interaction between the string and the body. In this paper, we begin to
address this question by considering a simplied string instrument
in the form of a (linear) stiff string coupled transversely (with one
1

end ) to a simply supported rectangular plate.
The general question of interfacing different physical modelling paradigms has been explored extensively recently [8, 9].
Among the main outcomes are two different interaction topology
platforms, the BlockCompiler (BC) and the Binary Connection
Tree (BCT) [9], that offer robust and exible implementation by
exploiting certain advantages of wave-domain connection units. It
appears however that the specic case of directly connecting an
FD model to a modal system has not been addressed yet in the
literature.
The paper is laid out as follows. The main continuous-domain
equations are given in section 2.

the longitudal polarisations of the string [2]. Most other paradigms,

1

In section 3, a full nite dif-

The connection of the string end to a resonant body is directly appli-

such as the Digital Waveguides (DW) [3] or the Functional Trans-

cable to, for example, harps, but is indirectly also useful as a model for

formation Method (FTM) [4, 5], are fundamentally more limited

instruments in which the string couples to the body via a bridge located

in that regard, allowing only for simulation of tension modulation.

away from the string ends.
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3. FD-FD FORMULATION

ference model of a string coupled to a plate (the FD-FD model)
is presented. This is followed by the FD-Modal formulation, in
which the plate is represented in modal form, in section 4. Results

3.1. FD Formulation of the String

generated with these models at 44.1 kHz are discussed in section
To solve equation (1), it may be approximated over a grid spacing

5, and concluding remarks are given in section 6.

Xu

and time step

T , with the difference operators dened as:

2. A STRING COUPLED TO A RESONANT BODY
2.1. Transverse Vibrations of a String
Transverse vibrations of a stiff, lossy string can modelled using the
following equation of motion [10]:

utt = c2u uxx − κ2u uxxxx − 2b1u ut + 2b2u uxxt + ρ−1
u Fu ,
where

t

x

and

(1)

denote time and position along the string, respec-

tively, and where using these as subscripts denotes partial differentiation, i.e.

∂u
ut ≡
,
∂t

∂2u
utt ≡
,
∂t2

∂u
ux ≡
,
∂x

uxx

∂2u
≡
.
∂x2

δx

≡

δt

≡

δx2

≡

δt2

≡

δt,−

≡

n
un
k+1 − uk−1
,
2Xu
un+1
− un−1
k
k
,
2T
n
n
uk+1 − 2uk + un
k−1
,
Xu2
n−1
un+1
− 2un
k + uk
k
,
2
T
n−1
un
k − uk
.
T

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(2)
These operators can be applied to equation (1) as follows

The rst two terms from the left in (1), in the absence of the
others, will give rise to the wave equation for the ideal string.
The parameter

κu

is related to stiffness and

b1u

and

b2u

denote

a frequency-independent and frequency-dependent loss parameter,
respectively.
and

ρu

Fu

is the force density (N/m) acting on the string

is the mass density (kg/m) of the string. Applying a sim-

ply supported boundary condition at one of the ends of the string
amounts to setting both the displacement and the bending moment

δt2 u = −κ2u δx2 δx2 u + c2u δx2 u − 2b1u δt u + 2b2u δx2 δ−t u + ρ−1
u Fu ,
(13)
where the non-centered operator (δt,− ) is employed in order to
2

avoid implicitness [10]. The nal update equation takes the form:

un+1
k

to zero [11]. For example, at the left end of the string we have

u(0, t) = uxx (0, t) = 0.

(3)

=

n
n
n
n
a1u un
k + a2u (uk+1 + uk−1 ) + a3u (uk+2 + uk−2 )

+

n−1
n
a4u un−1
+ a5u (un−1
k
k+1 + uk−1 ) + a6 Fk ,

(14)

and the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition of this scheme
is:

2.2. Transverse Vibrations of a Thin Plate

q
Xu2 ≥ 12 c2u T 2 + 2b2u T +

We aim to simulate the string coupled to a thin plate of homogeneous isotropic material, the vibrational character of which is

`

1
2

c2u T 2 + 2b2u T

´2

+ 4κ2u T 2 .

(15)

dominated by stiffness [11]. If losses are included, the following
equation can be used:

vtt =
where

−κ2v 42 v

3.2. FD Formulation of the Thin Plate

− 2b1v vt + 2b2v 4vt +

4 = (uxx + uyy )

and

(x, y)

ρ−1
v Fv ,

(4)

are the spatial coordinates.

Various boundary conditions are applicable here (i.e. free, clamped,

The discretisation of (4) is carried out using an interpolated scheme
adapted from [12], using the following approximation to the Laplacian:

simply supported). It is well known that only in the case of simply supported boundary conditions, the modes of the plate can be
calculated analytically [11].

L and that its right
point (xc , yc ). For a stiff

end is

rigidly coupled to the plate at a

string,

the force that the string then exerts on the plate comprises of a
tension term and a shear force:

2
δ×

where

(5)

of the string and plate are equal at the connection point, and that
the bending moment of the string vanishes there (i.e. it cannot be

δx2 + δy2 ,

(17)

=

X2
δx2 + δy2 + v δx2 δy2 ,
2

(18)

is the spatial step in both directions

v(xc , yc , t),
0.

≤ α ≤ 1).

(x, y), and where α
It follows then that

(19)

Applying the difference operators to equation (4) yields:

transferred through the connection):

δt2 v = −κ2v 4̂2 v − 2b1v δt v + 2b2v δt 4̂v,

(6)
(7)
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Xv

=

2 2
2 2
2 2
4̂2 = α2 δ+
δ+ + (1 − α)2 δ×
δ× + 2α(1 − α)δ+
δ× .

The other conditions for rigid coupling are that the displacements

=
=

2
δ+

is a free interpolation parameter (0

Fc = −Tu ux (L, t) + κ2u ρu uxxx (L, t).

u(L, t)
uxx (L, t)

(16)

with

2.3. Coupling Conditions
Consider that the string is of length

2
2
4 ≈ 4̂ = αδ+
+ (1 − α)δ×
,

2

See appendix for all difference equation coefcient formulae.

(20)
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Figure 1: Relative phase velocity of the FD plate formulation as a function of frequency (polar plot radius) and propagation angle (polar
1 1 3 1
plot angle), for α = 1 and α = 0.5. In the plots, starting from the most inner circle, the dotted-line circles indicate f = ( , , , )fs .
8 4 8 2

and the nal update equation becomes:

n+1
vl,m

=
+
+
+
+
...
+
+
+
+
+

n
a1v vl,m
´
` n
n
n
n
+ vl,m+1
+ vl,m−1
a2v vl+1,m + vl−1,m
` n
´
n
n
n
a3v vl+1,m+1
+ vl+1,m−1
+ vl−1,m+1
+ vl−1,m−1
` n
´
n
n
n
a4v vl+2,m + vl−2,m
+ vl,m+2
+ vl,m−2
` n
n
n
n
a5v vl+2,m+1 + vl+2,m−1
+ vl+1,m+2
+ vl+1,m−2
´
n
n
n
n
+vl−2,m+1 + vl−2,m−1 + vl−1,m+2 + vl−1,m−2
` n
´
n
n
n
a6v vl+2,m+2 + vl−2,m+2
+ vl+2,m−2
+ vl−2,m−2
n−1
a7v vl,m
` n−1
n−1
n−1
n−1 ´
a8v vl+1,m + vl−1,m
+ vl,m+1
+ vl,m−1
` n−1
´
n−1
n−1
n−1
a9v vl+1,m+1
+ vl+1,m−1
+ vl−1,m+1
+ vl−1,m−1
n
a10v Fl,m
.
(21)

n
n
Since uk+2 and uk+1 are so-called `ghost points', i.e. they lie
outside the bounds of the string, they must be eliminated from (23).
n
n
n
Using equation (7) it can be shown that uk+1 = 2uk − uk−1 . The
n
n
n
ghost point uk+1 can therefore be substituted by 2uk − um−1 .
n
n
n
Writing (14) in terms of uk+2 and substituting for uk+1 , uk+2 in
(23) yields:

Fcn

=

n
n
n
θ d 1 un
k + d2 uk−1 + d3 uk−2

o
+ d4 un+1
+ d5 un−1
+ d6 Fkn ,
k
k

(24)

2
where θ = (ρu Xu )/(2T ). Equation (6) can be used to replace
n+1
n−1
n+1
n−1
n
( uk
, un
,
u
)
with
(
v
k
k
l,m , vl,m , vl,m ). Assuming now that
there are no further contributions to the force density term in (21),
2
we substitute Fl,m = Fc /(Xv ), which yields the nal update
equation at the connection point (l

= xc /Xv , m = yc /Xv ):

=
+
+
+
+
...
+

n
g1 vl,m
n
n
n
n
g2 (vl,m+1
+ vl,m−1
+ vl+1,m
+ vl−1,m
)
n
n
n
n
g3 (vl+1,m+1 + vl+1,m−1 + vl−1,m+1 + vl−1,m−1
)
n
n
n
n
g4 (vl,m+2 + vl,m−2 + vl+2,m + vl−2,m )
n
n
n
n
g5 (vl+1,m+2
+ vl+1,m−2
+ vl−1,m+2
+ vl−1,m−2
+
n
n
n
n
vl+2,m+1 + vl+2,m−1 + vl−2,m+1 + vl−2,m−1 )
n
n
n
n
g6 (vl+2,m+2
+ vl+2,m−2
+ vl−2,m+2
+ vl−2,m−2
)

+

n−1
g7 vl,m

α = 0.5

+

n−1
n−1
n−1
n−1
g8 (vl+1,m
+ vl−1,m
+ vl,m+1
+ vl,m−1
)

as well as for the standard case of directly applying centered oper-

+
+
+
+

n−1
n−1
n−1
n−1
g9 (vl+1,m+1
+ vl+1,m−1
+ vl−1,m+1
+ vl−1,m−1
)
n
g10 uk−1
g11 un
k−2
g12 Fkn .
(25)

The CFL condition of this scheme is:

„

Xv2 ≥ 2T

«

q
b2v +

b22v + κ2v

In our example applications, we used

n+1
vl,m

· max(1, 2α).

(22)

α = 0.5, which leads to the

best possible scheme within the family of interpolated schemes, in
that the numerical cut-off then lies at or near Nyquist for all propagation directions. Figure 1 illustrates the relative phase velocity of
the scheme (the ratio between the discrete and the continuous wave
velocity [12]) as a function of frequency and direction for
ators (i.e.

α = 1).

The relative phase velocity data was calculated

only for real wavenumbers, hence the edges of the plot indicate
the numerical cut-off frequency, above which the wavenumbers
become complex-valued (see [13] for a more detailed explanation
of this type of plot).

As will be explained in section 5.1, we also consider a string (displacement denoted with

3.3. Updating the Connection Point
For a string rigidly coupled to a plate, a special update equation
has to be found for the connection point (k

= L/Xu ).

Applying

centered difference operators to equation (5) gives

Fkn = −

u) coupled with one of its ends to another
v ). The connection point update

string (displacement denoted with

κ2u
Tu
n
n
n
n
(un
(un
k+1 −uk−1 )+
k+2 −2uk+1 +2uk−1 −uk−2 ),
2Xu
2Xu3
(23)

equation can be derived in a similar fashion, leading to

vln+1

=
+

Note that

n
n
n
n
g1 (vl+2
+ vl−2
) + g2 (vl+1
+ vl−1
) + g3 vln + g4 vln−1
` n−1
´
n−1
n
n
g5 vl+1 + vl−1
+ g6 un
k−1 + g7 uk−2 + g8 Fk . (26)

Fkn in equations (25 ) and (26 ) denotes a possible exter-

nal force density applied on the string at the connection point.
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4. FD-MODAL FORMULATION

it uses the impulse invariant transform to obtain a discrete-time
model for each modal oscillator.

4.1. Projection onto a Modal Basis
The FD model of the string and plate can be formulated in matrix form. As an example, consider an ideal string (no stiffness
or losses), xed at both ends, with its displacement denoted by

v(x, t).

The difference equation (14) then reduces to

n
n
2 n
vln+1 = (vl+1
+ vl−1
) − vln−1 + ρ−1
v T Fl ,

tation is that closed-form expressions for the nal coefcients of
the model can only be found for idealised cases; in particular, it
cannot easily handle irregular domains [5].
Since for an ideal string, the FD method also does not introduce any numerical dispersion or attenuation, a direct comparison

(27)

with the FTM is particularly illuminating for this case. For an ideal
string, the FTM can be seen to effectively update the oscillators

and the complete FD formulation can then be written in matrix

states according to (30), using the coefcients (see [4]):

form as follows

2
vn+1 = Avn − vn−1 + ρ−1
v T f,
where

A is tridiagonal matrix, and vn

and

fn

M

b1,i =

(28)

(M − 1) interior

segments (i.e. excluding the

T sin(ωi T )
,
ρ v ωi

a1,i = −2 cos(ωi T ).
b1,i coefcients are

are vectors holding

the displacement and force density values at the
points for a string discretised into

Its main advantage is that no

numerical dispersion or attenuation is introduced; the main limi-

In other words, only the

ison to the diagonalised FD method.

(33)
(34)
different in compar-

This difference vanishes

boundary points which are held at zero). Projection onto a modal

when one calculates the velocity of both models rather than the

basis is performed by diagonalising this system of equations, giv-

displacement. In the diagonalised FD model, one then applies a

ing

centered operator to the output of each oscillator, which can also
−1
be interpreted as multiplying the b1,i with (z − z
)/(2T ), where
jωT
z = e
. From the fact that for any single oscillator, we have
0
only one frequency to consider ω = ωi , we can thus write the b1,i
coefcient for calculating the velocity output of mode i as

Φ

n+1

−1

n

=G
| {zAG} Φ − Φ
D

n−1

+

2
ρ−1
v T

−1 n

G
| {z f } .
f̄ n

(29)

G holds the the eigenvectors of A, and the maD is diagonal, containing the eigenvalues of A. Equation (29)

where the matrix
trix

b01,i =

shows that the system can be computed by updating a set of uncoupled equations, each of which represents a second order oscillator,
similar to those employed in Modal Synthesis [14]. The state of
each oscillator is updated with

−D.

b1,i = T 2 /ρv

and where

a1,i

(30)

is the ith diagonal element of

The latter can be related to the frequency of the second-order

oscillator with

(35)

For the FTM, we can directly differentiate with respect to time by
multiplying (33) with

ωi ,

leading exactly to (35), which suggests

mathematical equivalence of the two paradigms for the ideal loss-

n−1
φn+1
= b1,i f¯in − a1,i φn
,
i − φi
i
where

T sin(ωi T )
T 2 (ejωi T − ejωi T )
=
.
2ρv T
ρv

a1,i = −2 cos(ωi T ).

The displacements can be

calculated directly from the oscillator states with

vn+1 = Gφn+1 ,

less string when observing velocity output.

4.3. Adding Modal Damping
While it is straightforward to include damping from the start for an
FD model, in the case of projection on a modal basis, the damping may also be imposed after diagonalisation (thus avoiding nu-

(31)

merical attenuation). In addition, we now consider an excitation
force

f̄ n = G−1 f n .

(F ) at a single position on the body, and apply this directly

to the second-order oscillators, incorporating the modal excitation

and the force density input signals are calculated with

weighting into the
(32)

It is readily seen that if we multiply G with a scalar of the di−1
n
mension of one over length (m
), f̄ becomes a force term rather
than a force density term, and that this alteration has no effect on
the output, since it will be cancelled out with (31). Put in another
n
n
way, we may replace f with an actual force term F as long as
we also scale the output by an appropriate normalisation factor η
−1
of the dimension (m
). For 2D objects, this normalisation factor
−2
will be of the dimension (m
) (See section 4.4).

b1,i

coefcients. These adjustments lead to the

modal oscillator update equations of the form

n−1
φn+1
= b1,i F n − a1,i φn
,
i − a2,i φi
i
where

b1,i =

Vi T 2 e−αi T
,
ρv

(36)

(37)

a1,i = −2e−αi T cos(ωi T ), a2,i = e−2αi T .
(38)
where αi and ki denote the decay rate and wave number of mode
i, respectively, and Vi represents the modal excitation weight that
depends on the excitation position. It can be seen that - for simply

4.2. Comparison to the Functional Transformation Method

supported boundary conditions and assuming zero initial condi-

The Functional Transformation Method (FTM) is a physical modelling paradigm that directly translates the underlying differential

tions - the FTM effectively uses the same formulation [4], be it
that equation (37) is replaced by

equations into a structure for calculating the displacement at any

b1,i =

point along a vibrating object as a weighted set of second-order
oscillator

3

states [4, 5]. The main difference with the FD method

is that the FTM does not involve spatial discretisation, and that
3

In some scenarios, complex rst-order lters are used instead [5].

although the weightings

Vi

(39)

(these are called transformation ker-

nels in [4, 5]) are not included in the coefcients there, but applied
separately.
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Figure 2: Displacement of the second string at 1/5 of its length
when exciting an ideal string-string system at the connection point.
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Figure 3: Force (top) and displacement (bottom) at the connection point, for the plate-string system excited with a hammer-string

4.4. Modal Representation of a Simply Supported Plate

model.

In order to formulate a plate in modal form, the diagonalisation of
an FD model of a 2D, stiff and lossy system is considerably more
complex than for a simple ideal string, but in principle it can be
used as a basis. Given that the numerical dispersion is quite large
for explicit FD models, it is a good idea then to start instead from
an implicit FD formulation, which allows reducing such errors signicantly.
For idealised resonators, such as a rectangular plate with simply supported edges, one may of course derive the modal parameters (frequency, damping, weights) in an analyic fashion (for example using the FTM). This is what is used for the example applications in this study, with one alteration, namely that the

b1,i

coefcients are set as predicted by the FD formulation, i.e. as in
(37). As will be seen in section 5.1, this ensures that when the

4.5. Updating the Connection Point
In this section, the coupling of the FD difference string with a
modal resonant body is presented.

brating system. In this scenario, the only force applied to the body
is that exerted by the string at the connection point, and we need
to calculate the displacement

v n+1 = η

Nm
X

yields

vcn+1 = η

(40)

vcn+1 = Fcn η

η = 4/(Lx Ly ) is the normalisation factor, Nm is the numWi are the modal

|

`pick-up' weights, that depend on observation position. For lossy
plates, the modal frequency and decay rate can be dened for mode

ωmn =

p

n
o
n−1
Wi b1,i Fcn − a1,i φn
,
i − a2,i φi

(45)

or

Wi φn+1
,
i

ber of modes taken into account and where

(m, n) with wave number kmn

NM
X
i=1

i=1
where

In other

mula, rst equation (36) is substituted into equation (40), which

can be calculated in modal

form with:

at that same point.

by a transfer function. In order to derive a computable update for-

Taking such an analytical approach, the transverse displace-

(x, y)

(vc )

words, the plate (or other resonant body) is locally characterised

plate is coupled to the string, certain FD features are preserved.
ment of the plate at any point

Given the generality of the

modal representation, the resonant body could be any linearly vi-

as

4
2 ,
κ2v kmn
− αmn

2
αmn = b1v + b2v kmn
.

(41)

(42)

Nm
X
i=1

Wi b1,i − η

{z
β

}

|

Nm
X

`
n−1 ´
Bi a1,i φn
,
i + a2,i φi

i=1

{z
Hn

}
(46)

or

vcn+1 = βFcn − H n .

(47)

At the connection point, the force is still dened by equation (24).
This force term can be substituted into (47), which yields:

n
n−1
vcn+1 = g1 vcn + g2 un
+ g5 Fkn + g6 H n .
k−1 + g3 uk−2 + g4 vc
(48)

The associated modal excitation and pick-up weights for the relative excitation position (xe , ye ) and relative pick-up position (xp , yp )
5. RESULTS

are [11]

Vmn = sin(mπxe /Lx ) sin(nπye /Ly ),

(43)

Wmn = sin(mπxp /Lx ) sin(nπyp /Ly ).

(44)

The values of

ωmn , αmn , Vmn

and

Wmn

5.1. Model Equivalence for String-String Coupling
In order to test the validity of the modal formulation within an FD

that correspond to fre-

modelling framework, simulations of an ideal string coupled with

quencies below Nyquist can be collected and stored in long at

one end to the center of another ideal string (of equal tension) were

ωi , αi , Vi and Wi that can be

carried out; the rst string was xed at its left end, and the second

vectors, thus forming the modal data

directly applied in the modal formulation of the plate.

string (acting as the `resonant body') was xed at both ends. This
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2500

Nm is the number of modes,
fsc is the spectral centroid, ∆fsc is the difference with fsc for
fth = 0.5, and f1 is the fundamental frequency.
Table 1: Spectral centroid analysis.
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Figure 4: Spectral centroid (top) and number of modes (bottom)
as a function of normalised threshold frequency for the case of a
hammered string coupled to a plate.

ingly, the computation time in MATLAB for the FD Modal model
is in this case about half of that required for the FD-FD model.
This can be explained by the fact that the FD-FD model, if translated directly into modal form (as in section 4.1), would result in
about twice the number of modes. The explicit FD-FD system is

coupling of two transversely vibrating strings is of course rather ar-

thus larger in order due to spatial discretisation.

ticial and unlike any real string instrument; it is used here merely
to demonstrate certain system features.
Three different models were used: the FD-FD model, the FDModal (a) model that uses equation (37) for the

b1,i

coefcients,

and the FD-Modal (b) model that uses equation (39) for the

b1,i

coefcients. The comparison between these three cases is useful,
since the FD-FD model exhibits no numerical dispersion or attenuation for the ideal string provided that the Courant number is chosen exactly at the stability bound. Hence any deviations between
these models should be small, and shed further light on the effects
of the choice for the

b1,i

coefcients.

5.3. Reducing Computational Complexity
A key advantage of the modal formulation is that the number of
modes that is included is adjustable, which allows to scale the computational complexity. Normally, one would include all (not overdamped) modes with frequencies lower than Nyquist, but sounds
that are perceptually close can be generated with a lower number
of modes. For example, one could remove all modes with decay
rates higher than a certain threshold, or include frequencies up to
a lower bound than Nyquist (the latter is used in this study). In

In the simulation, a perfect wave impulse was generated at the

practice, both amount to reducing the bandwidth.

connection point, and the displacement of the second string at 1/5
from one of its ends was recorded. Figure (2) shows the resulting
displacement signals for the three models. It can be seen that the
FD-Modal (a) model gives exactly the same response as the FDFD model, thus validating the use of equation (37). The FD-Modal
(b) model gives a similar response, but with the noticable difference that the original pulse shape applied is not exactly preserved
and takes on a bandlimited nature. Note that this discrepancy does
not indicate any deciency of either paradigm, but merely highlights that since FD models using force and displacement as their
variables (rather than force and velocity), the FTM needs to be
adapted in order to interface directly to an FD model.

The FD-FD model can also be scaled, by simply lowering
the sample rate, which also reduces the computational load along
with the model bandwidth. However because of numerical dispersion, the scaling down has in this case detrimental effects on the
modes within the remaining model bandwidth, whereas no such effects occur with scaling down the FD-Modal formulation by modeculling.
From a sound synthesis perspective, it is interesting then to
know how many modes may be removed before the FD-Modal
model starts to sounds different in comparison to the full-bandwidth
version. In order to investigate this, the FD-Modal simulation was
run for a decreasing set of bandwidths, i.e. gradually lowering the
threshold frequency

fth

above which no modes are included. To

5.2. Comparison for String-Plate Coupling

get a rst approximation of how the timbre of the resulting sound

Moving on now to a somewhat more realistic scenario, the reso-

shows, for two different sets of plate damping parameters, how

0.4m × 0.4m,

the spectral centroid and the number of modes (that can be con-

nant body has been upgraded to a thin, lossy plate of

changes with

fth ,

the spectral centroid was calculated. Figure 4

fth .

and the string has been made stiff and lossy. Moreover, the string

sidered as a metric for computational complexity) vary with

is now excited with a hammer-string interaction model [15], tak-

Table 1 lists the devations from

ing all the string parameters as those for a piano C2 string from
2 −1
−1
[10]. For the plate we used κv = 2m s
, bv1 = 1s
, bv2 =
0.01m2 s−1 , and ρv = 10kg m−2 . Figure (3) shows the force and

mental frequency of the for selected values of

displacement at the connection point, as calculated with the FD-

case is about 10 Hz (15% of the fundamental [16]) - as long as

FD and FD-Modal (a) model. As expected, the two models now

is higher than about

show some small discrepancy (due to numerical dispersion in the

one fourth of the modes without a noticable change in the sound,

FD-FD model), but the overall match is still quite close. Interest-

which is in alignment with what was experienced in informal lis-

indicate that when lowering

divided by the funda-

fth /fs . The results
fth , the decrease in spectral centroid

remains smaller than the just noticable difference - which in this
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0.12fs .

fth

This suggests that one may use about
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8. APPENDIX
The appendix provides the coefcient formulae for all difference
equations presented in the paper.

8.1. The String
The coefcients of equation (14) are:
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ξ is the coupling parameter
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8.5. Connection Point in the String-String System (FD-FD)
The coefcients of equation (26) are:

8.2. The Plate
The coefcients of equation (21) are:
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aiv coefcients are now calculated as in (49), and where
ξ=

ρu Xu
1
.
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8.6. Connection Point (FD-Modal)

where
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The coefcients of equation (48) are:

8.3. The String Force
The coefcients of equation (24) are:
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new approach to modal synthesis for
rendering sounds of virtual objects. We propose a generic method
for modal analysis that preserves sound variety across the surface
of an object, at different scales of resolution and for a variety of
complex geometries. The technique performs automatic voxelization of a surface model and automatic tuning of the parameters of
hexahedral finite elements, based on the distribution of material
in each cell. The voxelization is performed using a sparse regular
grid embedding of the object, which easily permits the construction of plausible lower resolution approximations of the modal
model. With our approach, we can compute the audible impulse
response of a variety of objects. Our solution is robust and can
handle non-manifold geometries that include both volumetric and
surface parts, such as those used in games, training simulations,
and other interactive virtual environment.

of a surface model and the automatic tuning of the finite element
method (FEM) parameters based on the distribution of material in
each cell. A particular advantage of this approach is that we can
easily deal with non-manifold geometry which includes both volumetric and surface parts. These kinds of geometries cannot be
processed with traditional approaches which use a tetrahedralization of the model (e.g., [1]). Likewise, even with solid watertight
geometries, complex details often lead to poorly shaped tetrahedra
and numerical instabilities; in contrast, our approach does not suffer from this problem. Our specific contribution is the adaptation
of the multi-resolution hexahedral embedding technique to modal
analysis for sound synthesis. Most importantly, our solution preserves variety in what we call the Sound Map, that is, the changes
in sound across the surface of the sounding object.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Related Work

1. INTRODUCTION
Our goal is to realistically model sounding objects for animated
real-time virtual environments. To achieve this, we propose a robust and flexible modal analysis approach that efficiently extracts
modal parameters for plausible sound synthesis while also focusing on efficient memory usage.
Modal synthesis models the sound of an object as a combination of sinusoids, each of which oscillates independently of the
others. Modal synthesis approaches are only accurate for sounds
produced by linear phenomena, but they can compute these sounds
in real-time. Modal synthesis requires the computation of a partial
eigenvalue decomposition of the system matrices, which is relatively expensive. For this reason, modal analysis is performed in
a preprocessing step. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors strongly
depend on the geometry, material and scale of the sounding object. Therefore, modeling numerous sounding objects can rapidly
become prohibitively expensive. In addition, this processing step
can be subject to computation problems; in particular, when the
geometries are non-manifold.
We propose a new approach to efficiently extract modal parameters for any given geometry, overcoming many of the afore
mentioned limitations. Our method employs bounding voxels of a
given shape at arbitrary resolution for hexahedral finite elements.
The advantages of this technique are the automatic voxelization

The traditional approach to creating soundtracks for interactive
physically based animations is to directly play-back pre-recorded
samples, for instance, synchronized with the contacts reported from
a rigid-body simulation. Due to memory constraints, the number of samples is limited, leading to repetitive audio. Moreover,
matching sampled sounds to interactive animation is difficult and
often leads to discrepancies between the simulated visuals and
their accompanying soundtrack. Finally, this method requires each
specific contact interaction to be associated with a corresponding
pre-recorded sound, resulting in a time-consuming authoring process.
Work by Adrien [2] describes how effective digital sound synthesis can be used to reconstruct the richness of natural sounds.
There has been much work in Computer music [3, 4] and computer
graphics [1, 5, 6] exploring methods for generating sound based on
physical simulation. Most approaches target sounds emitted by vibrating solids. Physically based sounds require significantly more
computation power than recorded sounds. Thus, brute-force sound
simulation cannot be used for real-time sound synthesis. For interactive simulations, a widely used solution is to apply vibrational
parameters obtained through modal analysis. Modal data can be
obtained from simulations [1, 5] or extracted from recorded sounds
of real objects [6]. The technique presented in this paper is more
closely related to the work of O’Brien et al. [1], which extends
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modal analysis to objects that are neither simple shapes nor available to be measured.
The computation time required by current methods to preprocess the modal analysis prevents it from being used for real-time
rendering. Work of Maxwell and Bindel [7] address interactive
sound synthesis and how the change of the shape of a finite element
model affects the sound emission. Concerning the performance of
mode-based computations, a fast sound synthesis approach that
exploits the inherent sparsity of modal sounds in the frequency domain has recently been introduced by Bonneel et al. [8]. Our technique tackles computational efficiency by proposing a multi-scale
resolution approach of the modal analysis, managing the amount
of modal data according to the memory requirements.
2.2. Modal Analysis
Modal sound synthesis is a physically based synthesis approach
that consists of solving the governing equations of motion of a
sounding system. The solution of these equations becomes complicated when the size of the system is large or when the forcing
functions of the system are non-periodic. A system of n degreesof-freedom is governed by a set of n coupled ordinary differential
equations of second order. By expressing the deformation of the
object as linear combinations of normal modes, the equations of
motion are uncoupled and the solution for object vibration can be
easily computed. In order to decouple the damped system into single degree-of-freedom oscillators, we assume Rayleigh damping
(see, for instance, [9]). Using the finite element method, we obtain the general form of the system for eigendecomposition, from
which the modal parameters, i.e., frequencies, dampings, and corresponding gains are extracted. For our approach, the calculations
for modal parameters are similar to the ones presented in the paper of O’Brien et al. [1] and we refer the reader to this work for
additional information.
3. METHOD
In the case of small elastic deformations, rigid motion of an object does not interact with the objects’s vibrations. On the other
hand, we assume that small-amplitude elastic deformations will
not significantly affect the rigid-body collisions between objects.
For these reasons, the rigid-body behavior of the objects can be
modelled in the same way as animation without audio generation.
3.1. Deformation Model
Our implementation uses the Sofa Framework1 for rigid-body simulation. This choice was motivated by the ease with which it could
be extended for our purpose. The main feature of SOFA compared with other libraries is its high flexibility while maintaining
efficiency. SOFA is an open-source C++ library for physical simulation. It can be used as an external library in another program, or
using one of the associated GUI applications. It allows the use of
multiple interacting geometrical models of the same object, typically, a mechanical model with mass and constitutive laws and a
collision model with simple geometry. A visual model with detailed geometry and rendering parameters is also integrated, where
each model can be designed independently of the others. During
run-time, consistency is maintained using mappings. Additionally,
1 Simulation Open Framework Architecture;
http://www.sofa-framework.org/

SOFA scenes are modeled using a data structure similar to hierarchical scene graphs which allows the physical objects to be split
easily into collections of independent components, each describing one feature of the model. Moreover, simulation algorithms are
also modeled as components in the scene graph, providing us with
the same flexibility for algorithms as for models.
Elastic deformations are used to generate the audio signal. Before performing modal decomposition, we must first select a deformable modeling method that can be used to generate the stiffness and the mass matrices of the mechanical system. A variety of
methods could be used, including particle systems [5] or finite differences methods. The tetrahedral finite element method has also
been used [1]. However, tetrahedral meshes are computationally
expensive for complex geometries, and can be difficult to tune. As
an example, in the tetrahedral mesh generator Tetgen2 , the mesh
element quality criterion is based on the minimum radius-edge ratio, which limits the ratio between the radius of the circumsphere
of the tetrahedron and the shortest edge length.
Our method is inspired from work by Nesme et al. [10]. It uses
hexahedral finite element for computing the mass and stiffness matrices of the mechanical system. The technique can be summarized
as follows. An automatic high-resolution voxelization of the geometric object is first built. The voxelization initially concerns the
surface of the geometric model, while the interior is automatically
filled when the geometry represents a solid object. The voxels are
then recursively merged up to an arbitrary coarser mechanical resolution. The merged voxels are used as hexahedral finite elements
embedding the detailed geometrical shape. At each level, the mass
and stiffness of a merged voxel are deduced from its eight children,
using a weigthed average that takes into account the distribution
of material. With this method, we can handle objects with geometries that simultaneously include volumetric and surface parts;
thin or flat features will occupy voxels and will thus result in the
creation of mechanical elements that approximate their shape (see
Section 4.1).
We extend the method for microscopic deformations that allows sound rendering. Thus, in order to compute the modal parameters, we compute the assembled mass and the assembled stiffness matrices for the object by summing the contribution of each
cell. Then, we solve the decoupled system to extract the modal
parameters as explained in Section 2. Our preprocessing step that
performs modal analysis can be summarized as follows.
ALGORITHM 1. Algorithm for modal parameters extraction.
1. Compute mass and stiffness at desired mechanical level
2. Assemble the mass and the stiffness matrices
3. Modal analysis: solve the eigenproblem
4. Store eigenvalues and eigenvectors for sound synthesis
The model approximates the motion of the embedded mesh
vertices. That is, the visual model with detailed geometry does
not match the mechanical model on which the modal analysis is
performed. The motion of the embedding uses a trilinear interpolation of the mechanical degrees of freedom (DOFs), so we can
nevertheless compute the motion of any point on the surface given
the mode shapes.
3.2. Sound Generation
When rendering the sound with a modal synthesis approach, we do
not solve the emission problem, but instead we consider the sound
2 http://tetgen.berlios.de/
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to be simply a sum of damped sinusoids. The activation of this
model depends on where the object is hit. If we hit the object at
a vibration node of a mode, then that mode will not vibrate, but
others will. This is what we refer to as the Sound Map, which
could also be called a sound excitation map as it indicates how the
different modes are excited when the object is struck at different
locations.
The sound resulting from an impact on a specific location on
the surface is calculated as a sum of n damped oscillators:
s(t) =

X1
n

ai sin(wi t)e−di t

uses hexahedral finite elements and is applied with a grid of 2×2×2
cells, leading to 81 modes. However, to adapt the stiffness of a cell
according to its content, the mesh is refined more precisely than
desired for the animation. The information is propagated from fine
cells to coarser cells. For this example, the elements of the 2×2×2
coarse grid resolution approximates mechanical properties propagated fom a fine grid of 4×4×4 cells.
The frequency content of the sound resulting from impact at
the 3 locations on the surface is shown in Figure 2.

(1)

where wi , di , and ai are respectively the frequency, the decay rate
and the gain of the mode i.
In our method, we synthesize the sounds via a reson filter (see,
for example, Van den Doel et al. [6]). This choice is made based
on the effectiveness for real-time audio processing. No radiation
properties are considered; our study focuses specifically on effective modal synthesis. However, radiation can be computed in a
number of ways [11, 12]. As the motions of objects are computed
with modal analysis, surfaces can be easily analyzed to determine
how the motion will induce acoustic pressure waves in the surrounding medium. Finally, our study does not consider contactposition dependent damping or changes in boundary constraints,
as might happen during moments of excitation. Instead we use a
uniform damping value for the sounding object.
3.3. Position Dependent Sound Rendering
To properly render impact sounds of an object, the method must
preserve the sound variety when hitting the surface at different
locations. For example, consider the metal bowl, modeled by a
triangle mesh with 274 vertices, shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: A sounding metal bowl: sound synthesis is performed
for excitation on specific locations on the surface: points 30, 40
and 52.
Figure 1 specifies where the bowl is hit. We take 3 different
locations, i.e., top, side and bottom, on the surface of the object
where the object is impacted. The excitation force is modelled
as a dirac, such as a regular impact. The material of the bowl
is aluminium, with the parameters 69×109 for Young Modulus,
0.33 for Poisson coefficient, and 2700 kg/m3 for the volumic mass.
The Rayleigh damping parameters for stiffness and mass are set to
3×10−7 and 10. The use of a constant damping ratio is a simplification that still produces good results.
We compare our approach to modal analysis performed first
using tetrahedralization with Tetgen3 with 822 modes. Our method
3 Tetrahedral

Mesh Generator: http://tetgen.berlios.de/

Figure 2: Sound synthesis with a modal approach using classical
tetrahedralization with 822 modes (left) and our method with a
2×2×2 hexahedral FEM resolution, leading to 81 modes (right):
power spectrum of the sounds emitted when impacting at the 3
different locations shown in Figure 1, (from top to bottom) points
30, 52 and 40.
In Figure 2, each power spectrum is normalized with the maximum amplitude in order to factor out the magnitude of the impact. The eigenvalues that correspond to vibration modes will be
nonzero, but for each free body in the system there will be six
zero eigenvalues for the body’s six rigid-body freedoms. Only the
modes whith nonzero eigenvalue are kept. Thus, 816 modes are finally used for sound rendering with the tetrahedralization method
and 75 with our hexahedral FEM method.
The movie provided4 compares the sounds synthesized with
the tetrahedral FEM and the hexadedral FEM approaches. While
Figure 2 highlights the visual differences in the frequency content,
we notice in listening to the synthesized sounds that those generated by our method are quite similar to those created with the
standard tetrahedralization, even when significantly fewer vibration modes are used (i.e., 75 in contrast to 816).
4. ROBUSTNESS AND MULTI-SCALE RESULTS
Computing modes for complex geometries can become prohibitively expensive especially when numerous sounding objects have to
be processed. As an example, the actual cost of computing the
partial eigenvalue decomposition using a tetrahedralization in the
4 Additional material:
http://www-sop.inria.fr/reves/Cecile.Picard
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case of a bowl with 274 vertices and generating 2426 tetrahedras
is 5 minutes with an Intel Core Duo with 2.33 GHz and 2 GB of
memory. The number of tetrahedras determine the dimension of
the system to solve. To avoid this expense, we provide a method
that greatly simplifies the modal parameter extraction even for
non-manifold geometries that include both volumetric and surface
parts. Our technique consists of using multi-resolution hexahedral
embeddings.
4.1. Robustness
Most approaches for tetrahedral mesh generation have limitations.
In particular, an important requirement imposed by the application of deformable FEM is that tetrahedra must have appropriate
shapes, for instance, not too flat or sharp. By far the most popular of the tetrahedral meshing techniques are those utilizing the
Delaunay criterion [13]. When the Delaunay criterion is not satisfied, modal analysis using standard tetrahedralization is impossible. In comparison with tetrahedralization methods, our technique
can handle complex geometries and adequatly performs modal analysis. Figure 3 gives an example of problematic geometry for tetrahedralization because of the presence of very thin parts, specifically the blades that protrude from either side.

Figure 4: Test impacts for sound generation are simulated on 5
different locations on the surface of the complex geometry: points
100, 135, 146, 200 and 400.

Figure 3: An example of a complex geometry that can be handled
with our method. The thin blade causes problems with traditional
tetrahedralization methods.
We suppose the object is made of aluminium (see Section 3.3
for the material parameters). We apply a coarse grid of 7×7×7
cells for modal analysis. The coarse level encloses the mechanical
properties of a fine grid of 14×14×14 cells. Figure 5 shows the
power spectrum of the sounds resulting from impacts, modelled
as a dirac, on 5 different locations. Each power spectrum is normalized with the maximum amplitude of the spectrum in order to
factor out the magnitude of the impact.
Figure 5 shows that the Sound Map is preserved; we can observe that the different modes have varying amplitude depending
on the location of excitation. It is interesting to examine the quality of the sound rendered when hitting the wings. Because this part
is lightweight compared to the rest of the object, the amplitude of
higher frequencies is more pronounced than at other locations.
4.2. A Multi-scale Approach
To study the influence of the number of hexahedral finite elements
on the sound rendering, we model a sounding object with different
resolutions of hexahedral finite elements. We have created a squirrel model with 999 vertices which we use as our test sounding
object. Its material is pine wood, which has parameters 12×109
for Young Modulus, 0.3 for Poisson coefficient, 750 kg/m3 for

Figure 5: The power spectrum of the sounds resulting from impacts
at the 5 different locations shown in Figure 4: (from top to bottom)
points 100, 135, 146, 200 and 400. Note that the audible response
is different based on where the object is hit.

the volumetric mass. Rayleigh damping parameters for stiffness
and mass are set to 8×10−6 and 50 respectively. Sound synthesis is performed for 3 different locations of excitation, see Figure 6 (top left). The coarse grid resolution for finite elements is
set to 2×2×2, 3×3×3, 4×4×4, 8×8×8 and 9×9×9 cells. In
this example, the finer grid resolution is one level up to the one of
coarse grid, that is, a coarse grid of 2×2×2 cells has a fine level
of 4×4×4 cells.
Results show that the frequency content of sounds depend on
the location of excitation and on the resolution of the hexahedral
finite elements. The higher resolution models have a wider range
of frequencies because of the supplementary degrees of freedom.
We also observe a frequency shift as the FEM resolution increases.
Note that a 2×2×2 grid represents an extremely coarse embedding, and consequently it is not surprising that the fraquency content is different at higher resolution. Nevertheless, there are still
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some strong similarities at the dominant frequencies. Above all,
an important feature is the convergence in frequency content as
the FEM increases. According to Figure 6, a grid of 4×4×4 cells
may be sufficient to properly render the sound quality of the object.
4.3. Limitations
The Sound Map is influenced by the resolution of the hexahedral
finite elements. This is related to the way stiffnesses and masses
of different elements are altered based on their contents. As a
consequence, a 2×2×2 hexahedral FEM resolution would show
much less expressive variation than higher FEM resolution. This
is shown in the movie5 . One approach to improving this would
be to use better approximations of the mass and stiffness of coarse
elements [14].
Nevertheless, based on the quality of the resulting sounds,
and given that increased resolution for the finite elements implies
higher memory and computational requirements for modal data, finite elements resolution can be adapted to the number of sounding
objects in the virtual scene.
5. DISCUSSION
Table 1 gives the computation time and the memory usage of the
modal data when computing the modal analysis with different FEM
resolution on the squirrel model. In this example, the finer grid resolutin is one level up to the one of coarse grid, that is, a coarse grid
of 4×4×4 cells has a fine level of 8×8×8 cells. These are comCoarse Grid Resolution
(cells)
7×7×7
6×6×6
5×5×5
4×4×4

Computation Time
(seconds)
115.11
39.14
12.98
5.35

Memory Usage
(MB)
11.309
5.698
2.663
1.042

6. CONCLUSION
We propose a new approach to modal analysis using automatic
voxelization of a surface model and automatic tuning of the finite elements parameters, based on the distribution of material in
each cell. Our goal is to perform sound rendering in the context
of an animated real-time virtual environment, which has specific
requirements, such as real-time processing and efficient memory
usage.
We have shown that in simple cases our method gives similar results as traditional modal analysis with tetrahedralization for
simple cases. For more complex cases, our approach provides
plausible results. In particular, sound variety along the object surface, the Sound Map, is well preserved.
Our technique can handle complex non-manifold geometries
that include both volumetric and surface parts, which can not be
handled by previous techniques. We are thus able to compute the
audio response of numerous and diverse sounding objects, such
as those used games, training simulations, and other interactive
virtual environment.
Our solution allows a multi-scale solution because the number
of hexahedral finite elements only loosely depends on the geometry of the sounding object.
Finally, since our method is built on a physics animation engine, the Sofa Framework, problems of coherence between simulation and audio can be easily addressed, which is of great interest
in the context of interactive environment.
In addition, due to the fast computation time, we are hopeful that real-time modal analysis will soon be possible on the fly,
with sound results that are approximate but still realistic for virtual
environments.
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Table 1: Computation time and memory usage for different grid
resolutions.
putation times of our unoptimized initial implementation on a 2.33
GHz Intel Core Duo.
Despite the fact that audio is considered a very important aspect in virtual environments, it is still considered to be of lower
importance than graphics. We believe that physically modeled audio brings a significant added value in terms of realism and the
increased sense of immersion.
The use of physics engines is becoming much more widespread
for animated interactive virtual environments; the interface between these engines and audio has often been one of the obstacles
for the adoption of physically based sound synthesis in simulations. This is often due to the lack of appropriate design choices in
the two interfaces that prevent them from working together effectively.
Our method is built on a physically based animation engine,
Sofa Framework. As a consequence, problems of coherence between physics simulation and audio are avoided by using exactly
the same model for simulation and sound modeling.
5 Additional material:
http://www-sop.inria.fr/reves/Cecile.Picard
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Pt 29

Pt 287

Pt 986

Figure 6: A squirrel in pine wood is sounding when impacting on 3 different locations: points 29, 287 and 986 (from left to right). Frequency
content of the resulted sounds with 5 different resolutions for the hexahedral finite elments: (from top to bottom), 2×2×2, 3×3×3, 4×4×4,
8×8×8 and 9×9×9 cells.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a newly developed VST reverberation effect plugin (“HybridReverb”) based on synthetic room impulse
responses (RIRs). We detail how we choose proper parameters
for the synthesis of RIRs as presets for our convolution-based reverberation effect. The implemented stereo/surround plugin provides natural sounding reverberation based on physical principles.
The newly developed convolution engine features signal processing with low latency and uniform processing load.
1. INTRODUCTION
The history of digital filters for the generation of artificial reverberation goes back to the early sixties when Schroeder used feedback loops with delay lines to create reverberation effects [1, 2].
The first commercial product which provided reverberation effects
based on digital delay lines and which could actually compete with
the sound quality of the analog reverberation effects at that time
was the EMT-250 developed by Blesser in 1976 [3]. Moorer then
added IIR filters in the feedback loop of the comb filters to model
frequency dependent absorption [4]. Stautner and Puckette proposed a feedback-delay network as generalization for artificial reverberators based on digital delay networks [5]. An overview over
these filter networks and design guidelines can be found, e.g., in
[6].
Filter networks based on feedback loops with delay lines have
great appeal due to their low computational complexity, but it’s not
an easy task to yield truly colorless reverberation with these filters.
As stated by Gardner who used nested allpass filters for creating
reverberation [7], such filter networks were used more for practical
reasons in the past, because digital signal processors and personal
computers were not capable of convolving an audio signal with a
sufficiently long RIR at the time the filter networks were proposed.
A convolution with a measured or synthesized RIR can avoid the
coloration problems. Rendering a synthetic RIR provides some
degree of freedom which can be used, e.g., for artistic design [8].
Moorer suggested a random noise signal attenuated by a frequency
dependent exponential decay as synthetic RIR [4]. An analysis of
such a reverberator can be found, e.g., in [9]. Examples for the
synthesis of RIRs can be found, e.g., in [10, 11].
All above mentioned reverberators are suited for the implementation of a perceptual approach for the generation of synthetic
acoustics [12, 13, 14]. An accurate reproduction or prediction of
room acoustics can be achieved by physically-based auralization
approaches [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. An overview over this field of
research can be found, e.g., in [20, 21].

Physical accuracy is actually not necessary for a reverberation
effect. However, using physical principles for the implementation of a perceptual approach allows for highly plausible and very
natural-sounding results. In this paper we use such an approach to
synthesize natural sounding reverberation using acoustical design
parameters such as the room size, the frequency dependent reverberation time, and the echo density profile. The following Sec. 2
details the generation of RIRs and the parameters which we use to
synthesize a set of RIRs as presets for a newly developed reverberation effect. In Sec. 3 we discuss signal processing aspects of the
implemented stereo/surround room effect.
Audio examples, the implemented software, the source code,
and the presets discussed in Sec. 2.1 are available at [22].
2. RENDERING MODEL
The aim of an auralization software is to create the sound field of
a simulated environment at a given listener position. In general, a
sound field can be reproduced by using a set of microphones with
a specific directivity pattern [23] and by feeding a matching set of
speakers with the recorded signals. By measuring RIRs for discrete sound source positions and convolving a mono signal with
these impulse responses, it is possible to auralize sound sources
at the chosen positions. Instead of measuring RIRs in a physical
environment, i.e., in an existing room, we synthesize room impulse responses. These synthetic RIRs can be regarded as impulse
responses “measured” in a virtual environment with a virtual sur-

Virtual Room

Figure 1: Generation of a sound field as simulated in a virtual
environment at a given listener position (dashed lines: directivity pattern of the virtual coincidence microphone array; crosses:
discrete sound source positions)
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round sound microphone array. Figure 1 illustrates this concept.
For a stereo reverberation effect, we generate impulse responses
for two sound source positions which are marked by the crosses in
Fig. 1. The dashed lines indicate the directivity pattern of the virtual microphone array which results from the panning algorithm
that is used to render sound sources between the discrete loudspeaker positions (this relation is discussed, e.g., in [24]).
For the generation of synthetic room impulse responses, we
use the auralization software “tinyAVE” [8]. This software was
initially developed to create virtual environments for speech communication, but it is also capable of plausibly simulating the acoustics of a concert hall [25]. The following section gives a brief introduction into the rendering model in order to explain the meaning
of the parameters given in Sec. 2.1. A more detailed description of
the signal generation architecture can be found in [8] and [26].
“tinyAVE” uses a modified image source model [27] and an
improved statistical time-frequency model [4] to synthesize acoustics according to a given set of room acoustic parameters, i.e.,
the room geometry, the frequency dependent reverberation time,
and the echo density profile1 . The image source model is used
to simulate the direct sound and the specular reflections up to a
certain maximum reflection order. With vector base intensity panning [28], a variant of vector base amplitude panning [29] based on
Gerzon’s “energy vector” [30], we yield proper “phantom sources”
(auditory events) between our speakers.
For a plausible result, it is crucial to incorporate specular reflections up to a minimum order. Due to its algorithmic simplicity,
we use a shoebox geometry for the simulation of specular reflections. A drawback of this geometry is the resulting coloration that
is due to the comb filter effect as a result of the regular structure
of the mirror image sources. By randomizing the positions of the
higher-order image sources, we can avoid the coloration while retaining the increasing density of reflections which can be observed
in a physical environment. This randomization is illustrated in
Fig. 2.
For the late reverberation, we use an extended version of the
statistical time-frequency model proposed by Moorer [4] which
models both, time and frequency behavior, of reverberation tails2 .
1 the different models are one of the reasons for the name “HybridReverb”
2 the signal processing in time and frequency domain is another reason
for the name “HybridReverb”

sl (t)

hl (t)

filter bank

ei (t)

sr (t)

f (t)

hr (t)

filter bank

ei (t)

f (t)

Figure 3: Generation of the late reverberation tails hl (t) and hr (t)
for the left and the right channel from uncorrelated white noise
sl (t) and sr (t); the frequency dependent reverberation time is adjusted by the exponential decay ei (t) in frequency band i; the fadein function f (t) is used for a smooth combination with the early
reflection model
In this approach, a random noise signal attenuated by a frequency
dependent exponential decay is used for the synthesis of an artificial late reverberation tail as shown in Fig. 3. Our late reverberation rendering model takes also the echo density profile [31, 32]
into account for a discrete noise signal by thinning out the Gaussian noise signal g(n) to a desired density p(n),

g(n) u(n) ≤ p(n)/fs
,
(1)
s(n) =
0
else
where s(n) is a sparse version of the noise signal at the sampling
frequency fs using an additional random signal u(n) which is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.
In order to smoothly combine the output of the image source
model and the output of the late reverberation rendering model, we
use a fade-in function f (t) for the late reverberation tail as shown
in Fig. 3. The method we use to derive the fade-in function directly from the parameters of the image source model is presented
in [26].
The proposed convolution-based statistical late reverberation
model is superior to the feedback networks mentioned in Sec. 1 for
three reasons: it allows to combine the late reverberation model
and the image source model by an optimally matching fade-in
function, it provides a greater influence on the modeling of the
late reverberation tail (e.g., by a given echo density profile), and it
has a greater robustness against coloration.
2.1. Preset Parameters
In our approach, we use the room geometry, the frequency dependent reverberation time, and the echo density profile as rendering
parameters. The direct sound as well as the early specular reflections are rendered by simulating reflections in a shoebox room. For
the presets of our room effect plugin, we choose the length Lx , the
width Ly , and the height Lz of the room as follows:
Lx = 1.9Lz
Ly = 1.4Lz

Figure 2: Image sources of a sound source in a shoebox room;
we randomize the positions of higher-order image sources (shaded
area) to avoid coloration

(2)
(3)

This ratio is often used for the construction of professional sound
studios due to the favorable distribution of room resonances. Table 1 lists the geometries we have chosen for our presets.
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Lx / m
4.65
6.65
9.31
13.30
26.60
53.20

label
“bathroom”
“livingroom”
“studio”
“small concert hall”
“large concert hall”
“huge concert hall”

Ly / m
3.43
4.90
6.86
9.80
19.60
39.20

Lz / m
2.45
3.50
4.90
7.00
14.00
28.00

T60 / s
0.79
1.00
1.19
1.40
1.81
2.21

Table 1: Chosen room dimensions and reverberation times recommended by [33] for music reproduction in rooms of this size

We choose the direction of the sound sources in the virtual
room at ±30◦ relative to the viewing direction of the listener. This
is identical to the directions of the front speakers in a 5.1 speaker
setup as recommended by ITU-R BS.775-1 [34]. As a result, the
stereo image of the input signal of our reverberation effect plugin
is preserved, because the direct sound is not panned between the
speakers for this configuration. Because the stage of a concert
hall like the Wiener Musikvereinssaal is located at the head side
of the shoebox, we place the listener and the two sound sources
in our virtual
√ room so that the center of the spanned triangle is at
(Lx − Ly 3/6 − 0.5, Ly /2, 1.7)T . By this, there is no lateral
preference, we can assure a minimum distance of 0.5 m between
the sound sources and the back wall, and the listener as well as
the sound sources are approximately at the height of the ears of
a standing person. Figure 4 shows the resulting configuration for
a source distance of 1m in the “bathroom” preset. Furthermore,
we attenuate the first reflection on the floor by 9 dB to reduce the
comb filter effect for large source distances where the direct sound
and the reflection on the floor are close together in time domain.
The German industrial norm DIN 18041 is a good basis for
the choice of the reverberation times in our presets, as it gives
recommendations for reverberation times for music reproduction,
speech, and education in small to medium sized rooms. In a first attempt, we used a frequency dependent reverberation time which is
given by the average of the upper and the lower limits specified by
the norm. Informal listening tests using dry recordings of speech
(the author’s voice, recorded with an AKG C 414 B-ULS microphone in an anechoic chamber) and classical music (W. A. Mozart,
an aria of Donna Elvira from the opera Don Giovanni [35]) in a
selected room configuration (26.2 x 19.3 x 13.8 m3 , T60 = 1.8 s)
showed that the resulting reverberation was perceived as sound-

3
2
1
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 4: Listener (circle) and source (squares) positions [m] in
the “bathroom” preset

Figure 5: Chosen frequency dependent reverberation time (solid
line) and the range recommended by [33] for music reproduction (shaded area) normalized to the nominal reverberation time
as listed in Tab. 1
ing too crisp. As a consequence, we choose a frequency dependent reverberation time with a steeper slope for the high frequencies as shown in Fig. 5. Multiplied with the nominal values listed
in Tab. 1, this yields the final frequency dependent reverberation
times from which the reflection filters of the image source model
as well as the late reverberation tail are constructed.
The above mentioned informal listening test also showed, that
a constant echo density profile of 5000 impulses per second yields
a late reverberation that is sufficiently diffuse while being not too
“dense”. We also tested an echo density profile with a quadratically increasing density identical to the increasing density of the
image source model but limited to 5000 impulses per second. We
found that the two versions were not distinguishable. A possible
explanation for this result is that the late reverberation is already
sufficiently dense at the point when it is faded in.
3. IMPLEMENTATION AS VST PLUGIN
A natural sounding multi-speaker reverberation effect for a stereo
input signal can be created by modelling the stereo sound source
by two point sources in a virtual environment and by auralizing this
environment for a given multi-speaker setup as depicted in Fig. 1.
In order to take into account the transfer function from each virtual point source to each virtual microphone, a fully meshed filter
network with a filter between each input and each output channel
is required. For practical reasons, we restrict the number of used
speakers to the front and the rear speakers of an ITU-R BS.7751 compliant speaker setup [34]. By splitting up the fully meshed
filter network into two filter networks which feed the front and
the rear speakers, respectively, we obtain two fully meshed stereo
filters. This allows for creating a surround sound reverberation effect for an audio signal processing framework which only supports
stereo effects, i.e., filters with two input and two output channels.
These fully meshed stereo filter networks can then be implemented
by four finite impulse response (FIR) filters as shown in Fig. 6
where the output signals yl (t) and yr (t) result from the convolution of the input signals xl (t) and xr (t) with the impulse responses
hl,l (t), hl,r (t), hr,l (t), and hr,r (t).
We have implemented such a stereo/surround reverberation effect using the Virtual Studio Technology (VST) framework developed by Steinberg [36] and FFTW, a library for the fast Fourier
transformation [37]. The implemented VST room effect which
uses a set of impulse responses as presets was developed for realtime applications like software-based musical instruments.
An effect plugin for musical instruments requires signal processing with low latency, e.g., by means of a segmented convo-
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xl (t)

hl,l (t)

yl (t)

hl (t)
hm (t)

hl,r (t)

Cycle 1
x(t)

hr,l (t)
xr (t)

hr,r (t)

hl (t)

yr (t)
hm (t)

Cycle 2

Figure 6: Fully meshed stereo filter

x(t)

lution [38, 39] where the segment length can be chosen to yield
a desired compromise between latency and computational complexity. By partitioning the impulse response into segments of increasing length, the computational complexity can be further improved [40]. A method for the determination of a theoretical optimal segmentation can be found in [41]. In practice, however,
this does not necessarily result in an optimal performance due to
hardware effects like CPU cache miss [42, 43].
The hybrid method proposed by Gardner [44] uses the direct
form of the convolution formula for the first part of the impulse
response and a segmented convolution with non-uniform segment
length for the rest. This allows for an efficient implementation
with “zero” input-output latency. In our case, a convolution with
zero latency is not essential for two reasons. The first reason is that
a latency below a certain threshold is not noticeable (about 2-6 ms
for musicians [45]). The second reason is that there is actually no
need for sample-wise processing, if the audio hardware processes
audio buffers of fixed block sizes anyway.
Even though a segmented convolution with non-uniform segment lengths may result in the lowest possible computational complexity, it is not necessarily the best solution for a realtime implementation. The reason for this is the non-uniform processing load
for the different segments. As the realtime behavior of a signal
processing block is defined by the worst case, i.e., the longest processing time for the individual segments, it is desireable to have a
segmented convolution with uniform processing load. In our implemented system, we use a segmented convolution with uniform
processing load using three segment lengths S, M , and L as shown
in Fig 7. In the following Sec. 3.1 we explain how a uniform processing load can be achieved in general with two segment lengths.
In Sec. 3.2 we subsequently discuss how we achieve uniform processing load with three segment lengths using a novel load shaping
mechanism.
3.1. Segmented Convolution with Uniform Processing Load
The processing latency of a segmented convolution is given by the
segment length. A short segment length will result in a short processing latency at the cost of computational complexity. By splitting up the impulse response into an initial part hm (t) with segments of the length M and a final part hl (t) with segments of the
S

M

L

hl (t)
hm (t)
Cycle 3
x(t)
hl (t)
hm (t)
Cycle 4
x(t)
Figure 8: Segmented convolution of an input signal x(t) with an
impulse response split into two parts hm (t) and hl (t) with different segment lengths M and L; L/M = 4 processing cycles
result in an uniform processing load; the light gray blocks mark
the blocks which are processed by the segmented convolution with
hm (t) and the dark gray blocks mark the blocks which are processed by the segmented convolution with hl (t)

length L where L > M , we can reduce the computational complexity compared to a convolution with uniform segment lengths
M [40]. In this approach, the implementation of the convolution
is split into two segmented convolutions with uniform segment
lengths. In a straightforward implementation, the shorter segments
are processed in every processing step and the longer segments are
processed whenever the input buffer filled with the shorter segments is filled up to the full length of the long segments. As a
result, the computational load is increased every L/M processing
step by the amount for the processing of the long segments.
Instead of processing all long segments every L/M processing steps, we can split up the work load into L/M equal parts
which are processed at different cycles as shown in Fig. 8. In order to do so, we need 2L/M segments of the length M . As the
length of hl (t) is not necessarily an even multiple of L2 /M , the
workload for the different processing cycles will only be approximately equal in practice. In addition, the Fourier transform and
its inverse have to be applied in the first and the last processing
cycle. Because of this, it is advisable to process a lower amount of
segments in the first and the last processing cycle.
3.2. Load Shaping Mechanism

h(t)
t
Figure 7: Segmentation of the impulse response h(t) for a convolution with three segment lengths

The fact that we are processing more than just one FIR filter for
a fully meshed stereo filter as shown in Fig. 6 can be exploited to
further reduce the computational complexity by a third segment
length while preserving the property of uniform processing load.
We implement this by splitting up the impulse response into a first
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S / samples
32
64
128
256
512

τl,l (n)
1
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M / samples
128
256
512
1024
2048

L / samples
2048
4096
4096
4096
8192

CPU load
5.40 %
2.83 %
2.49 %
2.31 %
2.25 %

τl,r (n)
Table 2: Load of one CPU core for a segmented convolution with
a single FIR filter with 86901 taps measured on a PC with a
1.86 GHz Intel Core2 Duo CPU and 3 GB RAM; only one CPU
core was used for a better comparability with single-core systems
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n
Figure 9: Qualitative evolution of the processing time τi,j (n) at
processing step n for the 4 FIR filters shown in Fig. 6 and the
resulting processing time τ (n) for all filters

part hs (t) with segments of the length S, a second part hm (t)
with segments of the length M where M > S, and a third part
hl (t) with segments of the length L where L > M . The shortest
segments are processed in every processing step whereas the other
segments are processed according to Sec. 3.1 whenever a buffer
filled with the input segments contains at least M samples. For a
single filter, this results in a non-uniform processing load as stated
in Sec. 3. By pre-processing a number of segments with zero values and discarding the output3 , we can shift the maximum of the
processing load. Hence, if we choose M = 4S and initialize in
this way the four FIR filters differently, we yield a uniform overall
processing load for three segment lengths as shown in Fig. 9.
3.3. Performance
The shortest segment length, S, can be selected arbitrarily to yield
a given processing latency. The length of the medium segments,
M , should be set to 4S to yield a uniform processing load for a
fully meshed stereo filter. The length of the longest segments, L,
can be freely chosen and tuned to optimize the computational load.
We have implemented a simple benchmark program for our convolution library (“libHybridConv”) which estimates the CPU load for
segmented convolutions with different combinations of S, M , and
L. The estimated CPU load is derived from the processing time
for an audio signal of a given length. Table 2 lists the estimated
CPU load measured on a Debian GNU/Linux PC with a 1.86 GHz
Intel Core2 Duo CPU and 3 GB RAM for a single FIR filter with
86901 taps at a sampling frequency fs = 48 kHz. Please note that
the symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) feature of the CPU was in-

tentionally not used in order to gain a better comparability with
single-core systems. Modern multi-core processors provide for
parallel computing by distributing the work load among the processor cores. Our implemented plugin uses OpenMP [46] to speed
up the computation of the outputs of the FIR filters on multi-core or
multi-processor systems. OpenMP is an extension to the programming languages C/C++/Fortran which supports loop level parallelization on shared-memory systems. In our implementation, the
four FIR filters of each fully meshed stereo filter are processed in
parallel. This allows to utilize up to four CPU cores of a state-ofthe-art multi-core system. If the VST host software also uses loop
level parallelization for the execution of the different stereo filters,
the processing load for our fully meshed surround filter network
can be distributed even over eight CPU cores. Furthermore, we use
Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) instructions to multiply,
add, or subtract four single precision floating point variables with
a single instruction using the Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE)
of current x86 processors.
To be able to make a rough estimate of the runtime behavior
of a fully meshed stereo filter in a “real world” application, we
used the implemented software as a VST room effect for a commercial VST instrument4 and a commercial VST host5 . On the
same PC, running Windows XP Professional, we observed a CPU
load of approximately 7 % for a fully meshed stereo filter with 4
FIR filters of the same length and a segmentation with S = 64,
M = 256, and L = 4096 samples (the values varied mainly between 5 . . . 9 %). The given value includes the load for the VST
host and the load for the VST instrument which was idle during the measurement. The observed load is in good accordance
with the estimated value, as the CPU load reported by the Windows Task Manager is given as a mean value of both CPU cores
(7 ≥ 2.83 · 4/2). As an effect plugin for a VST instrument requires signal processing with low latency and low computational
complexity, we can conclude that the implemented software is well
suited for an application as a room effect plugin for a VST instrument.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we adopted a plausible auralization approach to synthesize room impulse responses based on room acoustic parameters such as the room size, the frequency dependent reverberation
time, and the echo density profile. We showed how this can be
used to create a set of natural sounding room impulse responses as

3 in practice we only initialize the step counter of our implemented filter
with a different value
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presets for a newly developed convolution-based VST reverberation effect plugin.
We discussed signal processing aspects related to the implementation of the convolution and described how we yield a uniform processing load for a segmented convolution with three segment lengths.
Furthermore, we measured the performance of the implemented
software and found that our convolution engine is well suited for
the usage as a room effect plugin for a software-based musical instrument.
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ABSTRACT
Spectral subtraction is a method for restoration of the spectrum
magnitude for signals observed in additive noise, through subtraction of an estimate of the average noise spectrum from the noisy
signal spectrum. In this paper we show that, starting from the
known minimum mean-square error (MMSE) suppression rules of
Ephraim and Malah and under the same modeling assumptions,
a simpler suppression filtering rule can be found. Moreover, we
demonstrate its performances and compare its computational costs
with respect to the reference rule of Ephraim and Malah. This result permits a real time implementation of the exposed theory with
an efficient algorithm on the DSP TMS320 C6713B.

obtained with the floating-point digital signal processor TMS320
C6713B.
2. EPHRAIM-MALAH SUPPRESSION RULE
In this section we briefly summarize the suppression rule presented
in [4]. We assume that y(n), the noise corrupted discrete input
signal, is composed of the clean speech signal x(n) plus the uncorrelated additive noise signal d(n):
y(n) = x(n) + d(n).

(1)

The signal is processed on a short-time basis (frame-by-frame) in
the frequency domain:

1. INTRODUCTION

Yk (i) = Xk (i) + Dk (i),

Noise reduction systems are used for many applications where various sources of ambient broadband noise degrade the quality of acquired audio signals. A great deal of work has been spent for automatic speech and/or speaker recognition, and the literature about
the state of the art is more and more focused about noisy environments [1]. Moreover, since long time it is known the negative impact of noise on the recognition over the telephone channel [2, 3].
Many short-time spectral attenuation techniques may be found
in the literature, in which a time-varying (zero phase) filter, or suppression rule, is applied to the short-time Fourier transform of a
corrupted signal with the goal of improving the acquired SNR.
The minimum mean-square error (MMSE) suppression rules
due to Ephraim and Malah [4] appears to be extremely effective.
Unfortunately, direct implementation of this rule requires a great
amount of computations, which make it not suitable for real time
implementations. In particular the estimation of the suppression
filter implies computation of Bessel functions.
In this paper we start from the rule of Ephraim-Malah in order
to find a simpler function to weight the spectrum of noisy speech
signal. The proposed filtering rules is characterized by a very low
discrepancy with respect to the Ephraim-Malah solution and by a
dramatically lower computational load. In addition we compare
our rule to a similar simplified rule (Minimum Mean-Square Error
Spectral Power Estimator), originally presented in [5].
Finally a real-time DSP implementation of the proposed noisesuppression approach is discussed. The implementation has been

(2)

where Yk , Xk , Dk are the discrete Fourier transforms of y, x, d;
the index k ∈ [0, N ) represents the k-th bin of the spectrum (with
N the order of the DFT) and the index i ∈ Z the i-th time frame.
Noise reduction is achieved by the application of a suppression rule, the nonnegative real valued gain Hk (i), to each bin k of
the observed signal spectrum Yk (i) in order to obtain an estimate
X̂k (i) of the clean speech Xk (i):
X̂k = Hk (i) Yk (i).

(3)

2.1. Additive Gaussian Model
In a Gaussian Model assumption the spectral components of Yk
and Dk are modeled as independent, zero-mean, complex Gaussian random variables (for simplicity index i is omitted):
´
`
Yk = |Yk | ej∠Yk ∈ N 0, σy2
(4)
´
`
Dk = |Dk | ej∠Dk ∈ N 0, σd2
(5)
with variances σy2 and σd2 . In such hypothesis the probability density for the absolute value of the complex variable Yk is modeled
by the Rayleigh function:
“ 2”
(
−ak
1
a
exp
x ≥ 0,
k
2
2
2σy
(6)
p{|Yk |} (ak ) = σy
0
x < 0.
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under the assumption that the noise d(n) is stationary and that
an estimation D̂k of its power spectrum may be computed during
portions of the input signal y(n) where no speech is present:
˛
˛
D̂k (i)  (1 − β) |Yk (i)|2 + β D̂k (i − 1)˛
.
(12)

0
−10

x(n)=0

k

H [dB]

−20

The β ∈ [0, 1] parameter in (12) controls the update speed of the
recursion from frame (i − 1)-th to frame i-th.
An estimation of the a priori SNR can be obtained with a
decision-directed approach [5]:

−30
−40
−50

30
20

ξk (i)  (1 − α)γ̂k (i) + α

30

10

20
0

(13)

10
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−10
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|Hk (i − 1)Yk (i − 1)|2
,
D̂k (i)

−20
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Figure 1: Ephraim-Malah suppression rule Hk (in dB) for different
values of a priori and a posteriori SNR (ξ and γ resp.).

where α ∈ [0, 1] parameter rules the update speed of the recursion
at the same manner as in (12) and where the function γ̂k is simply
defined as:
(
γk ≥ 0,
γk
(14)
γ̂k =
0
γk < 0.
2.4. Computational cost

Similarly for the spectrum Dk of the noise signal we have:
“ 2”
(
−ak
1
x ≥ 0,
2 ak exp
2
σ
2σd
d
p{|Dk |} (ak ) =
0
x < 0.

(7)

2.2. MMSE Suppression Rule
The Ephraim-Malah MMSE log estimator is a short-time spectral
amplitude estimator Hk that minimizes the mean-square error of
the estimated logarithms of the spectra X̂k . It takes the following
form:
√
Hk =

“ν ”
“ ν ”i νk o
πνk nh
k
k
(1 + νk ) I0
+ νk I 1
e− 2 , (8)
2γk
2
2

where In (·) is the modified Bessel function (MBF) of order n and
where νk is defined as follow:
νk 

ξk
γk .
1 + ξk

(9)

The function ξk is the a priori signal-to-noise ratio and the function γk is the a posteriori signal-to-noise ratio. They are given
by:
|Xk |2
|Yk |2
ξk 
,
γk 
.
(10)
2
|Dk |
|Dk |2
Figure 1 shows the reference rule as a function of the parameters ξ
and γ expressed in dB.
2.3. A priori SNR, a posteriori SNR
The computation of the a priori SNR and the a posteriori SNR
requires the knowledge of the clean speech spectrum Xk , which
is not available. An estimation of the a posteriori SNR can be
obtained as:
|Yk (i)|2
γk (i) 
,
(11)
D̂k (i)

In this section we compute the number of operations used by the
implementation of the exact Ephraim-Malah rule on the DSP. The
largest computational load is due to the MBFs of order 0 and 1,
In (ν/2). For integer values of n, the MBFs are defined as:
` ν ´2m
+∞
“ ν ”n X
2
.
(15)
In (ν) =
2
m!(m + n)!
m=0
We need to find the index M where the summation can be stopped,
in such a way that the truncation error is smaller than machine precision. The TMS320 C6713B DSP used in this work is featured
with a 32-bit floating-point single precision CPU, where 1.17549 ·
10−38 is the smallest representable normalized number. The denominator in Eq. (15) leads the summatory terms to zero; M = 34
may be used as a good truncation point, as we have 1/(2(M !)) =
1.6936 · 10−39 .
To achieve a better estimate for the truncation point M we
draw in Fig. 2 the absolute error EM between a double precision
“exact” implementation, computed using the MBFs available in
Matlab (double precision), and our implementation, truncated and
with single precision. There are three sources of error which affect
only the single precision algorithm:
• the single precision itself;
• the truncation error for the formula (15);
• the saturation of ν 1 .
Fig. 2 uses M = 1000 to keep low the truncation error and
highlight the others; we see the little numerical noise and, more
noticeable, the saturation error in the high-SNRs area. Numerical
and saturation errors can not be eliminated, so we proceed to the
optimization of M without taking care of these. Summing over ξ
and γ the squared error for various M values we are able to find
the optimal M used for truncation: M = 68. This is the lowest
one able to keep the whole error exactly the same as M = 1000
or more (i.e. with M = 68 we keep only the irremovable errors).
1 This is due to the term exp (−ν /2) in (8); when ν exceeds 177 this
k
term becomes too small to be represented in single precision, thus causing
the whole formula to diverge.
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Figure 3: The global minimum of the cost function CH (b0 ) found
for b0 = 0.9182.
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In light of this observation we introduce the following approximated suppression rule:
Figure 2: Logarithm of the absolute error EM for (8) computed
using single and double precision; see text for details.

Having chosen a suitable M , we are now able to count the
floating-point operations used by our algorithm; in the following
we suppose the cost of any sum and product operation equal to 1.
The Ephraim-Malah rule (8) is computed for every bin of the FFT,
which are twice as much as the cardinality of the samples in the
time domain because of the 50% overlap of the audio frames.
For each time sample the formula (8), in our implementation
for single precision and with 50% frames overlap, uses: two exponentials, two square roots and 2·(14+11M ) = 1524 sum/product
operations.

√

“ν ”
“ ν ”i2
h
k
k
e−νk .
(1 + νk ) I0
+ νk I 1
2
2

We propose a suppression rule that approximates the EphraimMalah rule as the root of a second-order polynomial. The MBFs
In (·) have the following asymptotic forms for non-negative integer n:
1
ex
2πx
1 “ x ”2n
In (x) ∼
n! 2
In (x) ∼ √

0<x

(1 + νk ) I0

k

2

+ νk I 1

“ ν ”i2

b1 =

k

2

e−νk ∼

4
νk ,
π

(19)

4
π

(20)

has to be chosen. Viceversa, for small values of νk , expanding
the exponential function in (18) according to its Maclaurin series
up to the second order, and expanding the MBFs according to the
definition (15), yelds the approximation:
h
“ν ”
“ ν ”i2
ν2
k
k
(1 + νk ) I0
e−νk ∼ 1 + νk + k , (21)
+ νk I 1
2
2
2
for 0 < νk  1. It follows that in this limit:
√

πνk
Ĥk ∼
2γk

(16)
n + 1,

which show that
√ the the expression between braces in Eq. (8) is
asymptotic to νk for νk → +∞, while it tends to 1 for νk → 0.

“ν ”

for νk → +∞. In practice this approximation holds for νk  3/4
(see Eq. (16)). By comparison with Eq. (17), one can see that in
order for Ĥk to fit Hk the value:

˛
˛
x  ˛n2 − 1/4˛ ,
√

(18)

Using the first equation in (16) for n = 0, 1, the coefficient b1 can
be determined by observing that the function (18) has the following asymptotic behavior:
h

3.1. An approximated suppression rule

(17)

where the coefficients b0,1 have to be determined in order to minimize the error of Ĥk with respect to Hk . Equivalently, we seek
b0,1 to provide the best fit of the line b0 + b1 νk to the function:

3. PROPOSED SUPPRESSION RULE
The spectral amplitude estimator given by (8) requires the computation of exponential and Bessel functions. This great amount
of operations is not suitable for real-time implementations, as it is
hardly sustainable also by highest performance DSPs.
In the past a number of simplified rules has been proposed;
in particular in [5] there are three alternative rules, each one supported by a different theoretical view. Our simplified formula is
geared toward a fast real-time DSP implementation with a reasonably little performance loss over (8).

πνk p
b 0 + b1 νk ,
2γk

Ĥk =

s»
1−

„

«
–
νk2
4
4
− 1 νk +
+ νk .
π
2
π

(22)

The expression in brackets in Eq. (22) suggests that the interval
where to seek the optimal value of b0 is a left neighborhood of the
value 1.
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Figure 4: Gain errors of H̃k (upper surface) and Ĥk (lower surface) with respect to the reference Hk .
3.2. Optimal coefficient b0
A key point in the approximation Ĥk in (17) is the choice of the
optimal coefficient b0 . We find the optimal b0 by minimizing the
square error between Ĥk and Hk . That is, the optimal b0 minimizes the cost function:
Z Z
|Ek |2 dξdγ,
(23)
C(b0 ) 
ξ

Figure 5: Block diagram TMS320 C6713B DSK board.

30

γ

where the error function Ek = Hk − Ĥk depends parametrically
on b0 . In Fig. 1 the two independent variables ξ and γ both vary
in the range [−30, 30] dB, similarly to [5]. We choose to compute
the cost function C(b0 ) in these ranges of values. Leaving implicit
the conversion to linear values, and referring to (9) to obtain ν, we
rewrite the cost function as:
30
30
i2
h
X
X
C(b0 ) =
(24)
Hk − Ĥk (b0 ) ,
ξ=−30 γ=−30

with the only independent variable b0 . The optimization is thus
straightforward; we use a (linear) grid approach, refining the grid
in the vicinity of the global minimum indicated by Eq. (22) and
related statements. Fig. 3 shows the cost function in the range
[0.84, 1.0]; the value
b0 = 0.9182
(25)
is found to provide the absolute minimum for C(b0 ). Recalling
Eq. (20) and rearranging terms yields the approximated suppression rule used in the DSP implementation:
r
q
1
1
π
Ĥk =
0.7212νk + νk2 . (26)
(b0 νk + b1 νk2 ) =
γk 4
γk
3.3. Gain error and computational costs
The proposed rule Ĥk in Eq. (26) has been compared quantitatively to the original Ephraim-Malah rule Hk by studying the dB
error (20 log 10 |Ek |) over the whole ranges for ξ and γ.

Additionally we have compared our approximated rule with
the MMSESP estimator proposed by Wolfe and Godsill in [5]:
s
„
«
q
ξk
1 + νk
1
H̃k =
νk + νk2 .
(27)
=
1 + ξk
γk
γk
The reason is that this latter estimator is functionally very similar
to our Eq. (26) (with different b0 and b1 values), although it has
been found based on a statistical rather than algebraic approach.
Figure 4 shows the gain differences of both our rule and H̃k
with respect to the reference Hk . From this figure one can note
that, despite the approximations introduced and the limitations due
to single precision, the absolute maximum error provided by Ĥk is
well below −30 dB over the whole SNR ranges and below −40 dB
in the most interesting areas (ξ > 0 dB). Moreover, comparison of
the two error surfaces shows that the gain error of H̃k is higher
throughout the considered range, and reaches a maximum at about
−18 dB.
The computational cost of the proposed approximation (26)
is, for each time-domain sample, the following: two square roots
and 10 operations (5 operations counted twice because of the 50%
overlap). The MMSESP estimator (27) uses two square roots and
4 · 2 = 8 operations; thus our approximation carryes only a little
extra computational effort. By contrast you can compare these
numbers with those in the end of section 2.4.
3.4. DSP Implementation
A real-time implementation of the proposed suppression rule was
obtained with the board DSK TMS320 C6713B, equipped with
the floating-point digital signal processor TMS320 C6713B (Fig.
5). Operating at 225 MHz, this DSP delivers up to 1350 million
floating-point operations per second (MFLOPS), and 1800 million
instructions per second (MIPS). The CPU fetches advanced verylong instruction words (256 bits wide) to supply up to eight 32-bit
instructions to the eight functional units during every clock cycle.
Referring to Fig. 6, the DSP receives the analog audio signals through an on-board TLV320 AIC23 codec with 90 dB SNR
Multibit Sigma-Delta ADC (A-weighted at Fs = 48 kHz). The
input signal is segmented in blocks of 2N = 512 samples with
an overlap of 256 samples (50%) based on Hanning window. The
frame-rate period is equal to Tf = 5.33 ms; consequently the
maximum DSP load capacity is fixed to 9.6 million instructions
per frame.
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Figure 6: Schematic of the DSP implementation.

Spectral analysis is implemented efficiently by means of a
N = 256 complex points radix-2 FFT. The original 2N -point
real sequence is packed as a N -point complex sequence, on which
N -point complex FFT is applied. The resulting N -point complex
output is unpacked into another N + 1 point complex sequence,
which corresponds to spectral bins 0 to N of the 2N -point real
input sequence.
After filtering by means of our suppression rule, the inverse
FFT and the Overlap-Addition method are used to obtain segments
of processed speech, which are passed to the D/A converter. A
voice activity detector (VAD) is required to identify those frames
of the input signal in which only noise is present; the noise spectrum is updated only in these frames using Eq. (12). The VAD
has to accurately identify frames of silence in order to avoid erroneous updates of the noise spectrum including parts of the speech
signal. The detector used in this implementation is based on a statistical model-based voice activity detection approach; it computes
the likelihood ratio of speech being present or absent in the input
frame as described in [6]. The parameter η in Fig. 6 determines
the threshold of speech level detection.
Table 1 reports results about the computational load in million
instructions per frame, for both the original rule Hk and the proposed rule Ĥk . The benchmark profiler integrated in DSP Code
Composer Studio v3.3 was used in order to obtain these estimates.
The number of cycles refers to a single input frame. As discussed
in Sec. 2.4, the CPU load of the original rule is computed in singleprecision using M = 68, by englobing the exponential function e−ν/2 in (8) into the Bessel series, and expanding the term
(ν/2)2m+n in (15) as a product of single factors to preserve the
numerical accuracy.

Ephraim-Malah Rule Hk
Proposed Rule Ĥk

Max Cycles
[mill. instr.]
17.697
0.221

Avrg. Cycles
[mill. instr.]
17.586
0.153

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a new suppression rule for noise reduction applications looking at the well-known Ephraim-Malah rule as a reference, but aiming toward real-time DSP implementations. In the
first part of the paper we have determined the minimum number of
iterations needed to obtain the precise computation of the MBFs
for the Ephraim-Malah rule. This analysis has provided a quantitative estimate of the computational cost of the Ephraim-Malah
rule. Moreover the analysis has shown that double precision calculations are needed for accurate implementation.
The proposed rule is obtained starting from asymptotic considerations on the Ephraim-Malah rule, based on which a simplified
equation with two coefficients is found and a range for possible
values for these coefficients is determined. We have then applied a
straightforward numerical optimization procedure to fine-tune the
parameters. The results discussed in Sec. 3.3 show that, despite
the apparently crude approximations, the proposed rule exhibits
negligible gain errors.
We have then described the computational cost for our proposed rule, with references to a real-world DSP implementation.
A real-time set up has been developed in order to perform direct
comparisons between computational loads of the original and approximated rules. This comparison shows that the approximated
rule requires a small fraction of the computational power of the
DSP. On the contrary the DSP is not able to support the original
Ephraim-Malah rule in real-time.
We have done some tests using real-world audio samples and
pointing out the good properties of our real-time implementation.
Our future activities will try to apply some objective measures,
like those of the PESQ standards, which should show the improved
intelligibility of the filtered speech. Combining noise suppression
and speech enhancement may also give interesting results.
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces Simpl, a new open source library for sinusoidal modelling written in Python. The library is presented as a
resource for researchers in spectral signal processing, who might
like to access existing methods and techniques. The text provides
an overview of the design of the library, describing its data abstractions and integration with other systems. This is complemented by some brief examples exploring the functionality of the library.

that any periodic waveform can be modelled as the sum of sinusoids at various amplitudes and harmonic frequencies. For stationary pseudo-periodic sounds, these amplitudes and frequencies
evolve slowly with time. They can be used as parameters to control pseudo-sinusoidal oscillators, commonly referred to as
partials. The audio signal s can be calculated from the sum of the
partials using:
Np

s t =∑ A p t  cos p t  

1.INTRODUCTION

t

Simpl is an open source library for sinusoidal modelling [1] written in the Python programming language [2] and making use of
Scientific Python (SciPy) [3]. The aim of this project is to tie together many of the existing sinusoidal modelling implementations into a single unified system with a consistent API, as well
as providing implementations of some recently published sinusoidal modelling algorithms, many of which have yet to be released in software.
Simpl is primarily intended as a tool for other researchers in
the field, allowing them to easily combine, compare and contrast
many of the published analysis/synthesis algorithms. There are
currently several open source software projects that either include or are dedicated solely to sinusoidal modelling such as
PARSHL [4], the Sound Object Library [5], Csound [6], Loris
[7], CLAM [8], libsms [9] and SAS [10]. All of these systems exist as separate entities, and due to their internal workings it can
often be awkward to exchange analysis data between them for
comparison. However, they generally share common ideas, terminology and abstractions (such as the concepts of spectral peaks
and partial tracking). Simpl allows these abstract data types to be
exchanged between different underlying implementations. For
example, one might wish to compare the sinusoidal peaks detected with the SMS algorithm with those found by the Loris implementation. Due to the flexible, modular design of Simpl this sort
of operation is straight-forward. Simpl analysis/synthesis is able
to render audio files in non-real-time as well as operate in realtime streaming mode, as long as the underlying algorithms are
able to do so.
1.1.Sinusoidal Modelling
Sinusoidal modelling is based on Fourier's theorem, which states

 p t = p  02 ∫ f p u du

(2)

0

where Np is the number of partials and Ap, fp and ϴp are the
amplitude, frequency and phase of the p-th partial respectively.
Typically, the parameters are measured for every:

t=nH / F s

(3)

where n is the sample number, H is the hop size and Fs is the
sampling rate. To calculate the audio signal, the parameters must
then be interpolated between measurements. Calculating these
parameters for each frame is referred to in this document as peak
detection, while the process of connecting these peaks between
frames is called partial tracking.
In [11] McAulay and Quatieri proposed to represent a speech
signal as a sum of sinusoids with time-varying amplitude, frequency and phase. While it is possible to model noisy signals
with sinusoids, it is not very efficient, as large numbers of partials are often required. It is also not particularly meaningful, and
does not seek to represent the underlying structure of the sound.
Serra and Smith extended this idea in [12], making a distinction between the pseudo-periodic or deterministic component of
a sound and the more noise-like or stochastic component, modelling and synthesising the two components separately. Fitz and
Haken keep this distinction in [13], but use bandwidth-enhanced
oscillators to create a homogeneous additive sound model.
Later advances and refinements in the field have mostly been
in the details of the analysis algorithms, in particular in the peak
detection and partial tracking processes. A good overview of
peak detection techniques can be found in [14]. In [15] Depalle
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and Rodet use the Hidden Markov Model to improve partial
tracking, while in [16] Lagrange et al achieve this using Linear
Prediction.
1.2.SciPy
SciPy is a cross-platform, open source software package for
mathematics, science and engineering. It depends on NumPy
[17], which provides fast array processing. It has a syntax that is
very similar to Matlab [18], with implementations of many of
Matlab's functions: it contains packages for matrix manipulation,
statistics, linear algebra as well as signal processing. SciPy also
supports Matlab-style plotting and visualisation of data through
the Matplotlib [19] language extension. The vast library of functions combined with the readability and power of the Python language make SciPy a great tool for quick prototyping as well as
for the development of larger applications.
2.THE SIMPL LIBRARY
Simpl is an object-orientated Python library for sinusoidal modelling. Spectral data is represented by two main object types:
Peak (represents a spectral peak) and Partial. A Partial is basically just an ordered collection of Peak objects.
Simpl includes a module with plotting functions that use Matplotlib to plot analysis data from the peak detection and partial
tracking analysis phases, but generating additional plots is trivial
using Matplotlib's Matlab-like interface.
All audio in Simpl is stored in NumPy arrays. This means that
SciPy functions can be used for basic tasks such as reading and
writing audio files, as well as more complex procedures such as
performing additional processing, analysis or visualisation of the
data.
Each supported analysis/synthesis method has associated
wrapper objects that allows it to be used with Simpl Peak and
Partial data, which facilitates the exchange of information
between what were originally unrelated sinusoidal modelling systems. The implementations that are currently supported are the
Sound Object Library, Spectral Modelling Synthesis (SMS, using
libsms) and Loris. Additionally, the following algorithms are included: McAulay-Quatieri (MQ) analysis and synthesis as given
in [11], partial tracking using the Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
as detailed in [15] and partial tracking using Linear Prediction
(LP) as detailed in [16].
Currently in Simpl the sinusoidal modelling process is broken
down into three distinct steps: peak detection, partial tracking
and sound synthesis. Python objects exist for each step, which all
of the analysis/synthesis wrapper objects derive from. Each object has a method for real-time interaction as well as non-realtime or batch mode processing, as long as these modes are supported by the underlying algorithm. For any given step, every
analysis/synthesis object returns data in the same format, irrespective of its underlying implementation. This allows
analysis/synthesis networks to be created in which the algorithm
that is used for a particular step can be changed without effecting
the rest of the network. The process is summarised in figure 1.

Figure 1: Simpl analysis-synthesis process
2.1.Peak Detection
PeakDetection objects take a NumPy array of audio samples as
input. This can be just a single frame of audio, or a longer signal
of arbitrary length that will be cut up into frames for further processing internally and zero padded if necessary. For each frame,
spectral peaks are calculated. If the input was a single audio
frame, then a single list of Peak objects is returned. If it was a
longer signal, a separate list of Peaks is returned for each audio
frame.
2.2.Partial Tracking
The input to PartialTracking objects is either a list of Peaks or an
arbitrary number of lists of Peaks. This information is used by
the partial tracking algorithm to form Partial objects, which are
ordered lists of Peaks. The return value is always a list of Partials.
2.3.Sound Synthesis
SoundSynthesis objects take a list of Partials and a NumPy array
of audio samples (the original signal) as input. They use this data
in various ways depending on the synthesis algorithm, but the
general process is to use the Partial data to synthesise the harmonic (deterministic) sound component, then subtract this from
the original signal in order to obtain the residual (stochastic)
component. All derived objects can return a fully synthesised signal, as well as these two components in isolation if supported.
For example, the MQ algorithm does not make this distinction
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and between components and so the MQSoundSynthesis object
returns a synthesised signal based only on the Partial data. SMSSoundSynthesis on the other hand can return all three signal
types. Audio signals are returned as NumPy arrays.
3.EXAMPLES
In this section we will present three examples, demonstrating the
system. The first deals with the basic manipulation of audio data
using SciPy. The next two provide examples of the Simpl library
proper for two basic tasks of analysis-synthesis and spectral display.
3.1 Using SciPy
The following example shows how SciPy can be used to read in
an audio file called piano.wav and plot it using Matplotlib. The
resulting plot is displayed in figure 2.
from scipy.io.wavfile import read
from pylab import plot, xlabel, ylabel, \
title, show

from scipy.io.wavfile import read
from scipy import asarray, float32
from SimplSndObj import SndObjPeakDetection
from SimplMQ import MQPartialTracking
from SimplSMS import SMSSynthesis
input_data = read('piano.wav')
# store audio samples as 32-bit floats,
# with values between -1 and 1
audio_samples = asarray(input_data[1], \
float32) / 32768.0
# This detects peaks using the SndObj lib
# and stores them in a numpy array
pd = SndObjPeakDetection()
peaks = pd.find_peaks(audio_samples)
# Here we have partial tracking using
# McAulay-Quatieri method
pt = MQPartialTracking()
partials = pt.find_partials(peaks)
# finally we synthesise the audio
# using SMS
synth = SMSSynthesis()
# our detected partials will be used to
# form the harmonic component, and the
# original audio signal will be used when
# calculating the residual
audio_out = synth.synth(partials, \
audio_samples)

input_data = read('piano.wav')
# store samples as floats between -1 and 1
audio_samples = input_data[1] / 32768.0
# plot the first 4096 samples
plot(audio_samples[0:4096])
ylabel('Amplitude')
xlabel('Time (samples)')
title('piano.wav')
show()

3.3 Simpl Data Visualisation

Partial tracking data can be displayed using the Simpl plotting module. The plot produced by this example is shown
in figure 3.
from
from
from
from
from

scipy.io.wavfile import read
scipy import asarray, float32
SimplSndObj import SndObjPeakDetection
SimplMQ import MQPartialTracking
SimplPlots import plot_partials

# read audio data
input_data = read('piano.wav')
audio_samples = asarray(input_data[1], \
float32) / 32768.0
# detect up to a maximum of 20 peaks. If
# there are more, the 20 with the largest
# amplitudes will be selected
pd = SndObjPeakDetection()
pd.max_peaks = 20
peaks = pd.find_peaks(audio_samples)

Figure 2: Resulting waveform plot
3.2.Using Simpl
This data can now be passed directly to the Simpl analysis objects. In the following example, peak detection is performed using the Sound Object Library, followed by partial tracking from
the MQ algorithm before finally the sound is resynthesised using
SMS. All operations are performed in non-real-time.

# track peaks
pt = MQPartialTracking()
partials = pt.find_partials(peaks)
# display them
plot_partials(partials)
show()
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Figure 3: Plot of partial data. Circles represent peaks, lines
show the resulting partials. Some extra peaks were created
by the MQ partial tracking algorithm, for partial 'birth' and
'death'.
4. FUTURE WORK
More visualisation functions will be added to the library. In particular, we want to add the ability to display data during realtime analysis. The current plotting functions are not efficient
enough to achieve this. It is expected that more analysis/synthesis
algorithms will be added to the library, adapted from the many
published papers in the field. We would also like to add the ability to control algorithm parameters in real-time using OpenSound
Control [20]. Developers are encouraged to contribute to the project, and can contact the authors via email.
5.CONCLUSION
Simpl provides a new environment for developing sinusoidal
modelling applications, unifying several of the existing solutions
in addition to implementing some of the most important advances
in the field. Together with the flexibility of Python and the extensive range of SciPy functions, Simpl should be a valuable tool
for other researchers and developers.
Simpl is free software, available under the terms of the GNU
GPL. To download it or for more information go to:
http://simplsound.sourceforge.net
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ABSTRACT
This contribution combines techniques for sound synthesis and
spatial reproduction for a joint synthesis of the sound production
and sound propagation properties of virtual string instruments. The
generated sound field is reproduced on a massive multichannel
loudspeaker system using wave field synthesis techniques. From
physical descriptions of string vibrations and sound waves by partial differential equations follows an algorithmic procedure for synthesis-driven wave field reproduction. Its processing steps are derived by mathematical analysis and signal processing principles.
Three different building blocks are addressed: The simulation of
string vibrations, a model for the radiation pattern of the generated
acoustical waves, and the determination of the driving signals for
the multichannel loudspeaker array. The proposed method allows
the spatial reproduction of synthetic spatial sound without the need
for pre-recorded or pre-synthesized source tracks.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A generic model for the sound propagation from a virtual source
to a loudspeaker array is shown in Fig. 1. Its basic components are
the sound source, its characteristic sound radiation pattern, and a
loudspeaker array for reproduction within the listening area. These
components are mapped to different building blocks of the joint
synthesis and reproduction system as shown in Fig. 2.
virtual source

radiation pattern

1. INTRODUCTION
listening area
Sound synthesis and sound reproduction are usually seen as separate processes to be performed independently of each other. This
point of view originates from the usual workflow in music production. Typically different voices are recorded as separate tracks and
then a mix for reproduction for two-channel stereo or surround
sound is created. Recent advances in spatial reproduction have
increased the number of loudspeaker channels from a few to several tens and even several hundreds. Besides Ambisonics, wave
field synthesis has been established as a physically well-founded
method for determining the loudspeaker driving signals of such
massive multichannel systems [1, 2]. The mixing process for wave
field synthesis is much more involved than e.g. stereo amplitude
panning. Some authoring tools exist which follow the same workflow of generating loudspeaker signals from recorded tracks for
locally distributed moving sound sources [3, 4, 5].
This contribution goes one step further and combines physical modeling sound synthesis with spatial sound reproduction. It
extends the physical model for sound synthesis by a model for
sound radiation. In this way, not only the wave form of a musical sound but also its spatial characteristics are generated from
physical models. They provide the information to calculate the
loudspeaker signals for a multichannel reproduction system.
This process is shown here for a specific combination of physical models for sound synthesis, propagation, and reproduction. For
physical modeling sound synthesis, a string model with the functional transformation method [6, 7] has been chosen. A simple
model for sound propagation is the piston model frequently used
as radiation model for loudspeakers [8, 9]. Finally, wave field synthesis is used for spatial sound reproduction.

loudspeaker array
Figure 1: Generic sound propagation model from a virtual source
to a loudspeaker array.
The virtual source is realized here by physical modeling sound
synthesis for a vibrating string according to the functional transformation method. The user input may consist of a stream of MIDI
events which trigger the synthesis algorithm by a short sequence
of digital samples as excitation signal. Also the physical properties
of the string can be varied by the user at any time.
When the string is attached to a sound board, a part of its energy is radiated into the environment. A piston model is chosen
as a simple model for a sound board. This model is closer to the
properties of a real sound board than the point source or plane
wave models usually employed in wave field synthesis. Furthermore, the piston model is well established in acoustics as a simple
loudspeaker model. The position of the piston and its orientation
in space may be controlled by the user.
For reproduction of the sound board radiation with an array
of loudspeakers, the particle velocity at the location of each loudspeaker has to be known. It can be obtained from the known radiation properties of the piston model. Then the usual techniques
for wavefield synthesis reproduction are applied to compute the
driving signal for each loudspeaker [2, 10, 11].
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physical modeling

sound propagation

reproduction
loudspeaker
driving
signals

sound synthesis

wave field synthesis

piston model

user input
Figure 2: System overview of the combined sound synthesis and wavefield synthesis system.

3. SOUND SYNTHESIS

f (k)

Physical modeling sound synthesis methods are known to faithfully reproduce the sounds of a variety of timbral classes, like
string, drum, bell, pipe sounds and alike. Unlike wavetable synthesis physical modeling offers parametric control of the synthesized sound within its timbral class. Physical modeling methods
include digital waveguides [12, 13, 14], mass-spring models [15],
component-based models [16] and the functional transformation
method [6, 7].
The sound synthesis method in the first block of Fig. 2 is based
on a physical model of a vibrating string in the form of a partial
differential equation (see e.g. [17, 18])
ρA

∂ 2 y(x, t)
∂ 4 y(x, t)
∂ 2 y(x, t)
+EI
− Ts
+
2
4
∂t
∂x
∂x2
∂y(x, t)
∂ 3 y(x, t)
+d1
+ d3
= fe (x, t).
∂t
∂t∂x2

•

/ a1

/.-,
/ ()*+
+O

/ aν

/.-,
/ ()*+
+O

/ v(k)

•

f (k)

/ z −1
O c0 (n)

 b(n)

/.-,
/ ()*+
/ z −1
+O
O c1 (n)

•

/ an

•

(1)

The independent variable x is the space coordinate along the string
with length l (0 < x < l) and t is the time coordinate. The dependent variable y denotes the deflection of the string. The excitation
is given by the function fe (x, t). Table 1 lists the physical parameters.
ρ
A
E
I
Ts
d1
d3

/ z −1
O c0 (1)

 b(1)

/.-,
/ ()*+
/ z −1
+O
O c1 (1)

density
cross section area
Young’s modulus
moment of inertia
tension of the string
frequency independent damping
frequency dependent damping

Table 1: Physical parameters of the string model from (1)
The continuous variable model (1) is turned into a sound synthesis algorithm for the string velocity by the functional transformation method. It has been described in detail e.g. in [6, 7] so
that only the block diagram of the resulting algorithm is shown in
Fig. 3.
The coefficients b(ν), c0 (ν), c1 (ν), and aν for ν = 1, . . . , n
are calculated directly from the parameters in Table 1. This digital
filter structure is excited by a pulse of digital samples f (k) which
is triggered e.g. from each MIDI event “note on“. The output
v(k) closely represents the velocity of the string. The number n
of second order sections should be chosen such that all relevant
harmonics throughout the audio frequency range are synthesized.
In principle, the same algorithm is also suitable for the synthesis
of other timbral classes [19].

Figure 3: Synthesis algorithm as parallel arrangement of second
order digital filters. The blocks labeled z −1 are delays by one
sample.

4. PISTON MODEL
Strings by themselves do not radiate enough sound energy for the
performance of musical sounds. In all acoustical instruments the
strings are attached to some kind of sound board. To model this
effect, the output of the synthesis algorithms, i.e. the velocity v(k)
in Fig. 3, is connected to a piston model.
The piston is a classical model for a loudspeaker with a stiff
membrane. Here, it is used as a first approximation to the sound
radiation by the sound board of an acoustical instrument. The direct connection between string and sound board is only the most
simple model which could be improved by a suitable impedance.
More exact models of the radiation of guitars, violines, etc. may
require more elaborate models. For example a sound board model
consisting of a few discrete piston-oscillators covering the most
important resonance peaks has been presented in [20].
The following simple piston model describes the block labeled
sound propagation in Fig. 2. Sec. 4.1 presents an analysis of the
piston model. Since the resulting integral expression is not easy to
evaluate, a classical approximation with a Bessel function is shown
in Sec. 4.2. For more details on the piston model, see e.g. [8, 9].
4.1. Analysis of the Piston Model
Fig. 4 shows the coupling between the vibrating string and the
piston in all three views of a Cartesian coordinate system with
x = [x, y, z]T . The velocity of the string is picked up at an arbitrary position xa and transfered to the piston (top left for xa = 0).
This kind of coupling may resemble a mechanical connection be-
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integration over all point sources on its surface A0
Z
P (ω, x0 ) = jωρL V (ω) G(ω, |x0 − x′ |) dA .

x0

(2)

A0

r

v(t)

x′

Here G(ω, |x0 − x′ |) is the free-field Green’s function of a point
source on the piston at x′ which radiates to a point x0

ρ
y

z
y

xa

ϕ

z
G(ω, r) =

R

x

e−jωr/c
,
2πr

r = |x0 − x′ |

(3)

The length r denotes the distance between the location x0 and the
variable location x′ on the piston. The corresponding differential
surface element on the piston is given by dA. The density of the
air is ρL and the speed of sound is c.
The evaluation of the integral (2) can be found e.g. in [9] and
is only briefly presented here. The sound pressure P (ω, x0 ) is
obtained by expressing the coordinates of each point source on the
disc by polar coordinates (ρ, ϕ) as shown on the right of Fig. 4.
The components of the Cartesian coordinates of x′ become
p
x′ = −ρ sin ϕ, z ′ = ρ cos ϕ, y ′ = 0, ρ = x′ 2 + z ′ 2 . (4)

x

R
z
v(t) θ

The distance
r0
r = |x0 − x′ | =

q

(x0 − x′ )2 + y02 + (z0 − z ′ )2

can be expressed in polar coordinates as
q
r = r(ρ, ϕ) = ρ2 + 2ρ(x0 sin ϕ − z0 cos ϕ) + r02

x0 = (0, y0 , z0 )

y

(5)

with
Figure 4: Coupling between the string and the piston,
Top left: view on the x-y-plane,
Top right: Front view of the piston (x-z-plane) with polar
coordinates (ρ, ϕ),
Bottom: view on the y-z-plane; also the point x0 is here restricted
to this plane (x0 = 0).

r02 = |x0 |2 = x20 + y02 + z02 .

(6)

The integral expression in (2) turns with dA = ρ dϕ dρ into
jωρL V (ω)
P (ω, R, x0 ) =
2π

ZR Z2π

e−jωr(ρ,ϕ)/c
ρ dϕ dρ. (7)
r(ρ, ϕ)

ρ=0 ϕ=0

tween string and soundboard via a bridge or an electrical connection via a magnetic pick-up, an amplifier and a loudspeaker.
The piston can be regarded as a circular disk with radius R
located in the x-z-plane which vibrates in the direction of the ycoordinate. The disk is stiff such that all points on the disk have
the same phase. Each of these points is modelled as a point source.
The sound pressure at an arbitrary point x0 in the half space with
y > 0 results from the superposition of the effect of all point
sources on the disk. The value of the sound pressure is obtained by
integrating over the surface of the disk. The resulting integral relation is most easily expressed in the temporal frequency domain
of the continuous time variable t. The velocity v(t) is thus represented by its Fourier transform V (ω) = F {v(t)}. Note that
the output of the discrete-time synthesis algorithm from Fig. 3
at a suitable audio sampling rate closely resembles the correct
continuous-time velocity v(t).
Now consider the sound pressure p(t, R, x0 ) at the arbitrary
location x0 and its Fourier transform P (ω, R, x0 ). It can be expressed by the velocity V (ω) of the piston with radius R through

Since there is no closed form solution of this integral it has
to be evaluated numerically. A simpler representation can only be
obtained through certain approximations as is shown next.

4.2. Simplified Piston Model
For an easier evaluation and manipulation of the radiation model,
a simplified piston model is preferable. To this end a classical
approximation from e.g. [8, 9] is used. It is briefly presented here.
The simplified model is obtained by two different approximations for the term r(ρ, ϕ) in the magnitude and the phase of the
Greens’s function (3). In the magnitude, r from (3) is approximated by r0 from (6). This means that the distance of the point
at x0 from the origin replaces the true distance of x0 to each point
source on the piston. This approximation is justified for points x0
far away from the piston, i.e. r0 ≫ R ≥ ρ > 0.
Applying the same approximation also to the phase would
simply replace the piston by a point source. A better approximation can be obtained for points x0 that lie in the y-z-plane i.e.
x0 = [0, y0 , z0 ]T . Alternatively, x0 can now also be described
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Figure 5: Magnitude response of the piston model for a frequency of 200 Hz. Left: Numerical evaluation of the exact integral relation (7)).
Right: Bessel approximation (12).
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Figure 6: Magnitude response of the piston model for a frequency of 2 kHz. Left: Numerical evaluation of the exact integral relation (7)).
Right: Bessel approximation (12).

by the polar coordinate pair (r0 , θ), where the angle θ is defined
on the bottom of Fig. 4.
Considering the radiation of the piston to points in the y-zplane only is sufficent for modeling the case where sound sources
and the reproduction array lie in the same plane.
With x0 = 0, r0 ≫ ρ, and a truncated series expansion of the
square root, (5) turns into
q
z0
(8)
r(ρ, ϕ) = r02 − 2ρz0 cos ϕ = r0 − ρ cos ϕ ,
r0
or with z0 = r0 sin θ (see Fig. 4, bottom)
r(ρ, ϕ) = r0 − ρ sin θ cos ϕ .

0

e−jωr(ρ,ϕ)/c
ρ
ρ dϕ = e−jωτ0
r(ρ, ϕ)
r0

Z2π

e−jωρ sin θ

Performing the outer integration in (7) results finally in (see [9])
P̃ (ω, R, x0 ) = jωρL R2

J1 (ωτθ ) 1 −jωτ0
e
V (ω),
ωτθ
r0

(12)

where the notation P̃ distinguishes this approximation from the
exact relation in (7) and

(9)

This relation constitutes the approximation for r in the exponential
term in (7).
Inserting the magnitude approximation r(ρ, ϕ) ≈ r0 and the
phase approximation (9) into the inner integral in (7) gives
Z2π

where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind and order zero and
q
r0
1
y02 + z02 .
τ0 =
=
(11)
c
c

cos ϕ /c

τθ =

R
R
z0
sin θ = p
.
c
c y02 + z02

The fractional term in (12) involving the Bessel function of the
first kind and order zero J1 behaves similarly to the sinc-function.
It is continuous around ω = 0 with

dϕ
lim

0

ω→0

ρ
= e−jωτ0 2πJ0 (ωρ sin θ /c)
r0
(10)

(13)

J1 (ωτθ )
1
= .
ωτθ
2

(14)

Equations (11–13) consitute an approximation of the piston’s
sound pressure field in the y-z-plane. For any point (y0 , z0 ), the
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relation (12) can be evaluated directly when numerical routines for
exponential and Bessel functions are available.
The exact integral relation (7) and the approximation from (11–
13) are compared in Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 5 shows the magnitude of
P (ω, R, x0 ) and P̃ (ω, R, x0 ) for a selected range of the y-z-plane
and a frequency of 200 Hz. Obviously the approximation is quite
good. This is also the case for a frequency of 2 kHz (Fig. 6) and
for locations normal to the piston, i.e. small values of θ. For larger
values of θ, differences in the approximation are visible.

In this new coordinate system, the x-y-plane of the array coordinates coincides with the η-ζ-plane of the piston. The origin
of the piston coordinate system (η, ζ) = (0, 0) is denoted by
(x, y) = (xS , yS ). Since piston and array lie in the same plane,
the third coordinate can be omitted and only a two-dimensional
geometrical arrangement is considered from now on.
piston
(xS , yS , zS )
α

4.3. Sound Pressure Gradient

ζ
η
loudspeaker m

For loudspeaker reproduction not only the sound pressure but also
its gradient are required. It is considered here for the spatially twodimensional simplified model from Sec. 4.2.
Derivation of P̃ (ω, R, x0 ) from (12) with respect to the Cartesian coordinates y0 and z0 gives


AR + jAI
∇P̃ (ω, R, x0 ) = ρL cR e−jωτ0 V (ω)
(15)
BR + jBI

z

y

x

with
AR

=

AI

=

BR

=

BI

=

y0
ωJ1 (ωτθ )
cr0 z0
Ry0
− 3 ωJ1′ (ωτθ )
cr0
1
ωJ1 (ωτθ )
cr0
1
R(z02 − r02 )
− 2 J1 (ωτθ ) −
ωJ1′ (ωτθ ).
z0
cz0 r03

loudspeaker array

(16)
(17)

Figure 7: Relation between the coordinate systems of the piston
and of the loudspeaker array.

(18)
5.2. Coordinate Transformations
(19)

Equations (15–19) allow to calculate the gradient of the sound
pressure at any point in the y-z-plane. They provide a reasonable
approximation for all locations x0 with a sufficiently large distance
from the piston within the limits shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
5. WAVE FIELD SYNTHESIS
This section presents the combination of the source model introduced above with a wave field synthesis system. At first the geometrical arrangement of source and loudspeaker array is presented.
Then the required coordinate transformations are discussed and finally it is shown how to obtain the driving functions for each loudspeaker in the array.
5.1. Geometrical Arrangement
Fig. 7 shows the geometrical arrangement of the virtual sound
source – represented by the piston model – and the loudspeaker
array for reproduction. The loudspeakers are arranged as a planar
array in the plane which contains the vector normal to the piston.
Fig. 7 shows a circular array, but also other planar array configurations are possible.
So far, the center of the piston has been considered as the origin of the coordinate system. Now the focus is shifted to the loudspeaker array. Therefore an additional coordinate system is introduced with its origin in the center of the array. For convenience,
this new coordinate system is designated with x, y, and z. The
coordinates of the piston are now called η and ζ (y and z in the
previous section).

For an exact representation of the gradient from (15) in the coordinates of the array, a precise formulation of the transformation
between both coordinate systems is required.
The transformation from the piston coordinates (η, ζ) to the
array coordinates (x, y) is given by (20) and (21). It includes a
rotation by an angle α to align the coordinates and a translation to
match the centers of both coordinate systems



 

x
η
xS
= R(α)
+
,
(20)
y
ζ
yS

R(α) =

cos α
sin α

− sin α
cos α



.

(21)

The inverse transformation from the array coordinates to the piston
coordinates is described by (22), where the inverse of the rotation
is a rotation by the negative angle




η
x − xS
= R(−α)
.
(22)
ζ
y − yS
These coordinate transformations are now used to determine
the gradient of the sound pressure at the position of the loudspeakers of the reproduction array. To this end, a certain louspeaker
with number m and array coordinates (xm , ym ) is considered, as
shown in Fig. 7. The numerical procedure to obtain the gradient
of the piston’s sound pressure at the location (xm , ym ) is shown
in Fig. 8.
It consists of the following steps:
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• transform the array coordinates (xm , ym ) of loudspeaker
m into the piston coordinates (ηm , ζm ) using (22),
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loudspeaker m
in array coordinates
xm , ym

∇P̃a (ω, R, xm , ym ) o

coord. transformation
array→piston

coord. transformation
piston→array

loudspeaker m

Combining (15), (23) and (24) gives

/ in piston coordinates
ηm , ζm

D(ω, xm ) = Hrad (ω, xm )A(xm )Hwfs (ω)V (ω)

(25)

with


∇P̃p (ω, R, ηm , ζm )

Hrad (ω, xm ) = w(xm , xS )ρL cR e−jωτ0 nT
m

Figure 8: Coordinate transformations to obtain the gradient of the
sound pressure for loudspeaker number m from the piston model.

• compute the gradient of the sound pressure from (15). The
location of the loudspeaker (ηm , ζm ) in piston coordinates
is used here for the arbitrary location x0 in (15). The subscript p indicates that the gradient is represented in piston
coordinates.
• use (20) to transform the gradient P̃p from piston coordinates into the corresponding expression P̃a for the gradient
of the sound pressure in array coordinates (xm , ym ).
This numerical procedure provides the gradient of the piston’s sound
pressure at all positions of the loudspeaker array.




AR + jAI
.
BR + jBI
(26)

The time constant τ0 from (11) and the vector components from (1619) have to be computed with the coordinate transformations from
Sec. 5.2.
Eq. (25) gives the (Fourier transform of the) loudspeaker driving signal for loudspeaker m. It uses the string velocity V (ω) from
the physical modeling sound synthesis algorithm from Sec. 3 as
input and computes the driving signal by filtering operations. The
transfer function Hrad (ω, xm ) results from the radiation model
presented in Sec. 4.2 applied to each active loudspeaker. The gain
factor A(xm ) and the transfer function Hwfs have been introduced
above.
6. SIGNAL PROCESSING STRUCTURE

5.3. Loudspeaker Driving Functions
In a last step the driving functions for each loudspeaker of the reproduction array have to be determined. According to [11], these
driving functions are obtained from the gradient of the sound pressure at the loudspeaker position by application of
• a spatial window w(xm , xS ) which selects the active loudspeakers for a certain source direction,
• an amplitude factor A(xm ) which depends on the position
xm of the loudspeaker with number m,

This section presents a signal processing structure which realizes
the simplified piston model from Sec. 4.2. Further approximations
for more efficient processing are shortly discussed.
6.1. Signal Processing Structure for the Piston Model
The determination of the loudspeaker driving functions according
to (25) closely resembles the block diagram from Fig. 2:
1. The string velocity is the result of the sound synthesis in the
first block. The structure of the corresponding synthesis algorithm through the functional transformation method has
been shown in Fig. 3 from Sec. 3.

• a frequency selective filter Hwfs (ω) which is independent
of the loudspeaker position
D(ω, xm ) = w(xm , xS )A(xm )Hwfs (ω)

∂
P (ω, xm ).
∂n

(23)

The vector xm denotes the location (xm , ym ) of loudspeaker m in
the x-y-plane. Similarly, xS is the position (xS , yS ) of the piston.
The spatial window function w(xm , xS ) selects those loudspeakers that are active for the reproduction of a certain virtual
source. It depends on the direction of two vectors: The vector indicating the direction from the source at xS to the loudspeaker at
xm and the normal vector nm on the surface of the loudspeaker
array. For the loudspeaker arrangement of Fig. 7 this vector points
inwards from the loudspeaker m towards the center of the circular
array, i.e. the origin of the array coordinate system. The window
function is positive if the scalar product of these vectors is positive
and zero otherwise.
The amplitude factor A(xm ) and the transfer function Hwfs (ω)
result from the fact that a three-dimensional wave field is reproduced with a planar array (see [11, chapter 13.2]).
The normal derivative of Pa (ω, xm ) at the louspeaker position
xm in (23) can be expressed by the transpose of the above normal
vector nm and the gradient of the sound pressure from (15) as
∂
P (ω, xm ) = nT
m ∇P̃a (ω, R, x0 ).
∂n

(24)

2. The sound propagation model in the second block is given
by the transfer functions Hrad (ω, xm ) for each loudspeaker
m. They are based on the simplified piston model according
to Sec. 4.2.
3. The third block is realized by the gain factor A(xm ) and
the transfer function Hwfs (ω) as described in Sec. 5.
Fig. 9 shows a more detailed version of Fig. 2 with the transfer
functions and factors listed above. It represents the signal processing structure for computing the driving functions of a wave
field synthesis system as triggered by musical events from a MIDI
source or other kind of human input.
The structure of Fig. 9 follows closely the decomposition into
functional blocks from Fig. 2 and even Fig. 1. However, it appears that the realization of the blocks from Fig. 2 according to
Fig. 9 is not the most efficient one. Each branch for the individual loudspeakers contains the transfer function Hwfs (ω) which is
independent of the loudspeaker position and thus the same for all
branches. A first attempt would be to shift Hwfs (ω) to the output
of the sound synthesis model such that this filtering operation has
to be performed only once. A more efficient processing structure
can be obtained with further approximations.
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Figure 9: Signal processing structure from MIDI input to loudspeaker outputs.
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Figure 10: Efficient implementation of the discrete-time signal processing structure by combination of transfer functions and amplitude
factors across the block boundaries.
6.2. Simplified Signal Processing Structure
A more efficient structure for the determination of the driving signals can be obtained by further approximations. Rather than only
using geometrical approximations as in Sec. 4.2, techniques from
the design of digital filters may be applied to approximate the
transfer function Hrad (ω, xm ) from (26) by a simpler transfer
function of the general form
Hrad (ω, xm ) ≈ H̃rad (ω)B(xm )e−jωτm .

(27)

Here the transfer function H̃rad (ω) is the same for all loudspeakers, while the gain factor B(xm ) and the phase term e−jωτm vary
for each loudspeaker position m. The methods to choose H̃rad (ω),
B(xm ), and τm for a good approximation of Hrad (ω, xm ) in a
certain sense are not discussed here.
Instead the signal processing structure which results from this
simplification is shown in Fig. 10. Due the simple form of (27),
all filtering operations are independent of the loudspeaker position. Therefore the transfer functions Hwfs (ω) from Fig. 9 and
H̃rad (ω) from (27) can be combined into one discrete-time transfer function H(z) shown in Fig. 10. A Fourier-type approximation

of the continuous-time transfer functions has been applied, which
results in a realization of H(z) by an FIR filter of order up to 256.
Since the sound synthesis algorithm by the functional transformation method (FTM) is a linear system, the filtering operation by
H(z) and the synthesis algorithm may be interchanged. As shown
in Fig. 10, the output of H(z) is the input signal for the sound synthesis block. It is thus not required to perform a filtering operation
with H(z). Instead each MIDI note event triggers the pre-stored
impulse response of H(z) to feed the sound synthesis algorithm.
The same principle has been used for a so-called commuted piano
synthesis in [21].
The simple radiation model from (27) and the driving functions contain also amplitude factors for each loudspeaker position
which can be combined into one factor each (C(xm ) in Fig. 10).
Finally there remain only the delays from the simple radiation
model which are specific for each loudspeaker. The delays dm
in samples result from the time constants τm in seconds via the
sample rate.
Comparing the structures in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 shows that now
the branches for each loudspeaker are free from any filtering operations. Since the number of loudspeakers is in the order of tens
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or hundreds, the resulting signal processing structure shown in
Fig. 10 allows for a more efficient realization. The quality of the
spatial reproduction depends on the quality of the approximation
in (27). The trade-off between numerical expense and reproduction quality can only be established by listening tests. In any case,
the structure in Fig. 9 provides a physically well found model with
a moderate geometrical approximation at the expense of filtering
each single loudspeaker channel.
These signal processing structures have been implemented for
reproduction with a 48-channel wave field synthesis system at the
Telecommunications Laboratory of the University Erlangen-Nürnberg. Musical examples with multiple strings at different locations
and with the movement of sources along their individual trajectories demonstrate the feasibility of this joint synthesis and reproduction method. Listening tests with the simplified piston model
in various distances show that this model allows for a gradual variation of the sound between its two extremes, a distant point source
and a plane wave.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Physical modeling sound synthesis has been confined so far to the
production of monophonic or two-channel stereo sound. Its capability for spatial reproduction is greatly enhanced by the combination with wave field synthesis. Both physical modeling sound
synthesis and wave field synthesis rely on physical models in the
form of partial differential equations. The missing link between a
synthesized sound source and its reproduction by wave field synthesis is the spatial radiation pattern of the virtual instrument. The
well-known and proven piston model has been used here as a proof
of concept. It can be implemented directly by a suitable signal processing structure or it can serve as starting point for further simplifications of the multichannel algorithm. It has been verified by
listening tests that the promises of physical modelling hold, i.e. not
only the timbre of the sound but also the location, orientation, and
motion of the source are subject to parametric control by the user.
The appropriateness of the piston model and its simplifications for
specific families of instruments like violins, brass instruments, or
pianos have still to be established by more detailed modelling and
testing.
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ABSTRACT
We introduce a new technique for the blind localization of several sound sources from two binaural signals. First, the binaural
signals are organized as two-dimensional data where each sound
source appears as a line. Second, the Hough transform is used to
recognize these lines. The slopes of the lines give the mixing coefficients and directions of arrival (azimuths). Two variants of our
technique are proposed, based on only one of the interaural level
or time differences, respectively. Although a rapid comparison to
a well-known localization method as well as promising results are
shown, they are clearly not exhaustive and this paper should rather
be regarded as a feasibility demonstration of the new technique.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sound source localization and separation is an active research topic
in the audio community. The blind approach, with no information
on the sound sources or the mixing process, is specially challenging. With this approach, one can only rely on perception, and a
classic strategy is to use binaural cues [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
The Degenerate Unmixing and Estimation Technique (DUET)
[1, 2] consists in building a 2-dimensional histogram from two interaural cues: the interaural level difference (ILD) and the interaural time difference (ITD). This 2D histogram can be regarded as an
image, where sound sources appear as local maxima of intensity.
This approach has many drawbacks, since these cues are not
independent and the time difference is estimated by the phase difference, which is ambiguous. The cues can be combined into a
more efficient localization algorithm [3, 4], and / or used in a statistical approach [5, 6] leading to Gaussian mixture models.
In early attempts for sound localization, the signals at the two
ears were used directly – instead of two binaural cues – to plot
simple geometric structures (e.g. ellipses) from which the spatial
information could be derived, at least in simple mixing situations.
In this paper, we show that it is possible to use these binaural signals and cues to build images in which each sound source
appears as a line, even within a very general mixture model. The
problem is then to recognize the lines in these images. This can be
achieved by using the Hough transform [7], well known in image
analysis. Thus, we propose to combine the interaural signals and
cues to get the binaural data and Hough transforms to analyze their
distributions.
To our knowledge, this paper is the very first attempt of such
an “image + sound” combination. However, we must mention that
Richard O. Duda has worked in both research areas: Hough transform for image analysis [8], and binaural sound analysis [9]. This
article has to be regarded as our early experiments with the binaural Hough technique, and mainly as a demonstration of the feasibility of this technique. Extensive tests and comparison with other

Anne Vialard
LaBRI – CNRS
University of Bordeaux 1
Talence, France
anne.vialard@labri.fr
techniques, as well as the extension of the localization technique
to source separation, are part of our future research.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a very general mixture model, convolutive and with additive noise, giving the way the different sound sources combine at
the two ears to form the binaural signals. Section 3 describes the
binaural model showing how interaural cues can be used to organize the binaural data in linear structures, one line per source. Section 4 gives an overview of the Hough transform, and demonstrates
its ability to recognize lines and stripes in our context. Then Section 5 shows how the combination of the binaural and Hough analyses, in the cases of interaural level or time differences, can lead
to an interesting source localization technique. Finally, Section 6
reports our early experiments with this new localization technique
and Section 7 concludes by giving directions for further research.
2. MIXTURE MODEL
We first consider a very general – quite realistic – mixture model.
2.1. Temporal Domain
The binaural signals sC (t) arriving at the two ears (C being the
channel, L left or R right) are obtained by the addition of all the
contributions of the M sound sources with a Gaussian white noise
nC (t), each contribution vm,C (t) being the result of the convolution (∗) of the m-th source signal sm (t) by the acoustic path
am,C (t) from the source to the ear. More precisely, we have:
sC =

m=1

am,C ∗ sm +nC
| {z }

(C ∈ {L, R}).

(1)

vm,C

In the simple cases of a single sinusoid or a complex sound but
monophonic and with scalar mixing coefficients, it is well-known
that plotting sL as a function of sR gives remarkable geometric
shapes (see Figure 1). However, in the complex case of several
sinusoids or sources and general acoustic paths for the am,C coefficients, the (sR , sL ) plot is not tractable anymore.
2.2. Spectral Domain
Fortunately, a spectral representation can handle these cases (as
shown by Figures 2 and 3). More precisely, we switch to the
time-frequency plane by means of a short-time Fourier transform
(STFT), the mixing equations being now:
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SC =

M
X
m=1

Am,C · Sm +NC
| {z }
Vm,C

(C ∈ {L, R})

(2)
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Figure 1: Plotting (sR , sL ) in the simple case of one (M = 1)
sinusoid s1 (t). Without phase difference among the mixing coefficients (left), the plot appears as a line which slope is the ratio
between the left and right coefficients (here 1/2). With an additional phase difference between the mixing coefficients (right), the
plot appears as an ellipse: one axis is again directed by the amplitude of the ratio between the the coefficients, but the other is a
function of the angle of this ratio (here π/4 rad).
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where S(t, f ) denotes the STFT of s(t), and the convolution of
Equation (1) is now a simple multiplication among spectra. Then,
we take advantage of two properties of the spectral representation.

Figure 4: Frequency-dependent scaling factors: α (top) and β
(bottom).

2.2.1. Orthogonality Assumption

3.1.1. Level Difference (Gain)

First, the classic orthogonality assumption holds for most signals.
More precisely, at a given point (t, f ) of the time-frequency plane,
there is a dominant source m(t, f ), the others being negligible,
thus:
∀t, ∀f,

SC (t, f ) ≈ Am(t,f ),C · Sm(t,f ) +NC (t, f ).
|
{z
}

Also ∠Km is a consequence of the time delay ∆m , and more precisely ∠Km = 2πf ∆m , thus the points (x, y) = (f, ∠(SL /SR ))
form parallel stripes of slope 2π∆m , as shown in Figure 2. The
stripes are due to the fact that the phase is measured modulo 2π.

2.2.2. Effect of Noise
Second, the additive noise and the sources are statistically independent, and thus the variances of the (zero-mean) signals sum up:
X
f

|SC (t, f )|2 =

X

|Vm,C (t, f )|2 +

f

X

3.1.2. Time Difference (Delay)

(3)

Vm(t,f ),C

∀t,

´
`
Then |Km | is the mixing gain, the points (x, y) = |SR |2 , |SL |2
(weighted by their power |S|2 = |SL |2 + |SR |2 ) form lines of
slopes |Km |2 , as shown in Figure 2.

|NC (t, f )|2 . (4)

f

Moreover, in order to neglect the effect of the noise, we choose
to consider only the local maxima of the magnitude spectra |SC |,
where the condition |Vm,C |2 >> |NC |2 should hold (especially
for low noise levels), and thus we have |SC |2 ≈ |Vm,C |2 .

3.2. Realistic Binaural Case
For natural signals, such as the ones recorded at the ears, Km is
not set by some mixing device, but rather a consequence of the
propagation to the ears of the sound of the m-th source, positioned
at some azimuth Θm .
3.2.1. Interaural Level Difference (ILD)
After Viste [3, 4], we have verified in [5] that
|Km (f )| = 10ILD(Θm ,f )/20
where ILD(Θ, f ) = α(f ) sin(Θ)

3. BINAURAL MODEL

(7)
(8)

Let us now investigate the relation between left and right signals:
Vm,L (t, f ) = Km (f ) · Vm,R (t, f )
where Km = Am,L /Am,R .

(5)
(6)

Before using perceptive considerations, with a model of the human
head, let us first consider a simplified model, suitable for many
signals produced by the audio industry.

and α is a scaling factor (see Figure 4) learned from the CIPIC
database [9] (see [5, 10] for details). As a consequence, the points
“
”
(x, y) = |SR |20/α , |SL |20/α
(9)
(again weighted by their power, this time estimated thanks to |S|2 =
|SL · SR | as indicated in [10]) should form a line of slope
am = 10sin(Θm )

3.1. Simple Panoramic Case
When using a mixing console, a gain and a delay are often applied
to each channel of the mix, to produce an artificial spatialization.

(10)

which is a function of the azimuth Θm only. This is verified in
practice, as shown in Figure 3.
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´
`
Figure 2: Accumulation of the power of the (x, y) points (indicated with small crossed dots) according to (x, y) = |SR |2 , |SL |2 (left)
and (x, y) = (f, ∠(SL /SR )) (right), in the cases of a (monophonic) white noise mixed with a gain of 1/2 and a delay of −20 samples
(at Fs = 44.1kHz) (top) and 3 sources – singing voice with gain 1/2 and delay −20 samples, xylophone with gain 1 and delay 0, and
trumpet with gain 2 and delay +20 samples (bottom). One can clearly see one line per source for the gain case (left). For the delay
case (right), one can notice series of parallel stripes, with a different slope for each source: negative, null (horizontal line), or positive.
Solid lines indicate the slopes detected by the proposed localization method.

Figure 3: Accumulation of the power of the (x, y) points (indicated with small crossed dots) according to Equations (9) (left) and
(13) (right), in the cases of a (monophonic) white noise at azimuth −30◦ (top) and 3 sources – singing voice at −45◦ , xylophone at 0◦ , and trumpet at +45◦ (bottom). One can clearly see one line per source for the ILD case (left). For the ITD case
(right), one can notice series of parallel stripes, with a different slope for each source: negative, null (almost horizontal line),
or positive. The scaling of the vertical axis (which range is 2π) is a consequence of the scaling factor β in Equation (13).
Solid lines indicate the slopes detected by the proposed localization method.
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We have also shown in [10] that
(11)
(12)

and R = 7.25cm is the average head radius, c = 335m·s−1 is the
sound celerity, and β is a scaling factor (see Figure 4) learned from
the CIPIC database (see [9, 10]). As a consequence, the points
“
”
(x, y) = f, ∠(SL /SR )1/β
(13)

3
theta

4

5

6

The main idea of the HT is that each image point votes for all
the lines passing through it. A line is recognized if it gathers a significant number of votes. In practice, the Cartesian representation
is not suitable (the distribution of the votes is hardly tractable, in
particular vertical lines cannot be recognized) and a polar representation is used instead.
4.2. Polar Version

should form parallel stripes of common slope
am = 2π R sin(Θm )/c

2

Figure 8: Example of image space (three collinear points – left)
versus parameter space (three sinusoids – right) for the polar representation.

3.2.2. Interaural Time Difference (ITD)

∠Km (f ) ≡ 2π ITD(Θm , f ) · f mod 2π
where ITD(Θ, f ) = β(f ) R sin(Θ)/c

1

(14)

which is again a function of the azimuth Θm only. This is verified
in practice, as shown in Figure 3.
We have also verified that panoramic signals generated with
the simplified mixing process (Section 3.1) exhibits linear structures when analyzed with the general binaural model (Section 3.2).

A straight line L is now given by the polar equation r = x cos(θ)+
y sin(θ). Let us denote by Lorth the perpendicular to L passing
through the origin. The angle θ is the angle from the x-axis to
Lorth . The value r is the distance between L and the origin. These
definitions are illustrated in Figure 7.
The set of all the lines traversing a point (x, y) is represented
by the sinusoid
r = x cos(θ) + y sin(θ)
(15)
in the parameter space. In practice, we efficiently generate the
sinusoid using one cosine function, since

4. HOUGH TRANSFORM
The Hough transform (HT) is an image analysis tool for the recognition of predefined shapes in an image (see for example [7] for
an overview). We present here its use for the recognition of linear
structures: straight lines (ILD case) and parallel stripes (ITD case).
4.1. Cartesian Version
As a preliminary, we explain how the HT can be used to recognize a line given by its Cartesian equation y = ax + b. Such a
line can be represented by one point (a, b) in the parameter space
which axes correspond respectively to the line slope a and to the
y-intercept b. See Figure 5 for an illustration.
A point (x, y) in the image space can be represented by the
line b = −ax + y in the parameter space. In other words, a point
is described by the set of all the lines passing through it. This is
illustrated in Figure 6.

x cos(θ) + y sin(θ) = a cos(θ + φ)
where a = |z|, φ = ∠z, z = x − iy

(16)

that can be computed using incremental methods. In the example
of Figure 8, the three collinear points (0, −1), (1, 0) and (2, 1)
are respectively represented by the sinusoids r = − sin(θ), r =
cos(θ) and r = 2 cos(θ) + sin(θ).
√ The three curves intersect at
points
P
1 = (θ = 3π/4, r = − 2/2) and P2 = (θ = 7π/4, r =
√
2/2).
Remark that P1 and P2 correspond to the same line of Cartesian equation y = x − 1. In fact, when considering both positive
and negative values for r, a range of π rad is sufficient for θ to
avoid redundancy in the transform (indeed, considering θ + π instead of θ in Equation (15) is equivalent to considering θ but with
−r instead of r). We will use the [−π/2, +π/2] range.
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For computation, the parameter space is digitized as a numeric
matrix with θ in row and r in column. For each considered point in
the image space, its sinusoid is traced on the matrix by incrementing each encountered cell. In practice, to allow for some errors and
compensate for the discrete nature of the Hough matrix, we accumulate a Gaussian distribution and thus the neighboring cells are
affected as well. When all the points are processed (all the “votes”
are taken into account), the maxima in the accumulator matrix give
the most salient straight lines in the image.
From the (r, θ) coordinates of these maxima, one can recover
the slope a and y-intersect b of the lines since
a = −1/ tan(θ)

and

b = r/ sin(θ).

(17)

4.3. Line Recognition (1D Transform)
When using ILDs (see Figures 11 and 14), we are interested in
recognizing lines passing through the origin of the image, that is
with r = 0. Each (x, y) point contributes to the transform at
θ = − arctan(x/y)

(18)

and thus designing an efficient implementation of this unidimensional transform (function of θ only) is easy. Although θ ranges
from −π/2 to +π/2, only the first half of the range is useful,
since it corresponds to the positive slopes.
4.4. Stripes Recognition (2D Transform)
When dealing with ITDs (see Figures 12 and 15), then the r dimension is useful. We are again interested in recognizing a line passing
through the origin, but since this line is produced by a wrapped
phase it is in fact a series of parallel stripes. These stripes are
uniformly spaced, and cause in the full (two-dimensional) Hough
transform, at the corresponding θ, a periodicity in r with a period

90
80
70
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40
30
20
10

∆r = 2π| sin(θ)|

(19)

that can be observed in Figures 9, 12, and 15. As seen on these
figures, another way of observing this periodicity is to consider
the Fourier transform (FT) of each column (θ dimension) of the
Hough transform (HT). The local maxima of the combined HT/FT
transform should be located at the θ corresponding to the sound
sources. This is verified in practice, at least in monophonic cases.
5. SOURCE LOCALIZATION
We now present several localization techniques: a classic technique based on a power histogram, and the new proposed method
using the Hough transform. In each case, either the interaural level
differences (ILDs) or the interaural time differences (ITDs) can
be used, leading to two sub-techniques. Also, the new approach
works for panoramic and binaural mixes (see Section 3).

0
-1.5

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

Figure 9: The Hough transform for the recognition of linear structures: straight lines (left) or parallel stripes (right). In the first
case (left), the origin of the image (top) is at its bottom-left corner.
Since the line passes though this origin, the 2D Hough transform
(middle) exhibits a maximum for r = 0 (center of the vertical axis
of the HT image) at the θ (horizontal axis of the HT image) corresponding to the slope of the line. Then the 1D version of the Hough
transform (bottom) clearly shows this maximum at the same value
of θ. In the second case (right), the origin of the image (top) is still
at the left of the horizontal axis (frequency), but now at the center
of the vertical axis (phase). The Hough transform (middle) exhibits
a series of local maxima (one per line segment), in a r-periodical
way for the θ corresponding to the slope of the lines. Finally, the
Fourier transform (bottom) for each θ shows a maximum at the
same abscissa.

5.1. ILD-Based Localization
One can estimate the positions of the sources using only the ILDs.
The problem with the ILDs is that they are quite dispersed, and
cause a bias towards the extreme azimuths. Moreover, they are
problematic at low frequencies, and hardly tractable in practice
when dealing with reverberant conditions [11].
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5.1.1. Classic Analysis
The existing approach [4, 5] consists in accumulating the power
of each time-frequency point (t, f ) at the corresponding azimuth
Θ(t, f ) in some histogram. First, the ILD is estimated with
˛
˛
˛ SL
˛
˛
ˆ
ILD(t, f ) = 20 log10 ˛
(t, f )˛˛
(20)
SR
then Θ is obtained thanks to the inverse of the model Equation (8):
„
ΘL (t, f ) = arcsin

ˆ
ILD(t,
f)
α(f )

ΘL (t, f ) is validated as the final Θ estimation for the considered
time-frequency point, since it exhibits a smaller deviation:
Θ(t, f ) = ΘT,q (t, f )
where

q = argminp |ΘL (t, f ) − ΘT,p (t, f )| .

Practically, the choice of p can be efficiently limited among two
values (dpr e, bpr c), where
„
«
1 SL (t, f )
pr = f · ITD(ΘL , f ) −
∠
.
(25)
2π SR (t, f )

«
.

(21)

This way, a power histogram is built and its local maxima should
correspond to the directions of arrival of the sound sources. An
example with 3 sources is illustrated in Figure 10.
5.1.2. Hough Analysis
The proposed approach consists in first building the 1D Hough
transform (see Section 4.3) of the (x, y) points given by Equation (9), then searching for the local maxima in this transform.
As shown in Figures 11 and 14, these maxima are located at the
θm corresponding to the slopes am (see Equation (17)) of the linear distributions formed by the points, and from these slopes it is
possible to find in turn the azimuths Θm of the sound sources by
inverting Equation (10).
Remark that the Hough transform is particularly well-suited
here, since it gathers the information from independent data points,
such as the spectral atoms of the STFT, also possibly coming from
different sound sources.
5.2. ITD-Based Localization

This way, a more accurate power histogram is built and its local
maxima should correspond to the directions of arrival of the sound
sources. An example with 3 sources is illustrated on Figure 13.
5.2.2. Hough Analysis
Here, we propose a new approach using only the ITD information
(whereas the classic method requires also the ILD information).
The Hough transform (see Section 4.4) is performed on the (x, y)
points obtained thanks to Equation (13), then a Fourier transform is
computed in turn and its local maxima should correspond to sound
sources. From the angle θ of each maximum, a slope a is computed
using Equation (17). In the panoramic case, the time delay is given
by ∆m = am /(Fs /2), where Fs denotes the sampling frequency.
In the binaural case, the azimuth Θm is estimated from the slope
am by inverting Equation (14).
Remark that the Fourier transform requires a certain number of
periodicities. For extreme azimuths, there can be up to 20 of them
(because the ITD is then close to 1ms, and see Equation (11)). But
they may be insufficient with azimuth close to 0. If needed, this
number can be artificially increased by elevating the SL /SR ratio
to the power of some positive integer P . It increases the wrapping effect of the phase ratio ∠(SL /SR ), multiplies the number of
stripes by P , but also their slope by the same factor.

The ITDs are more accurate, and more resistant to reverberation.
The problem is that they are ambiguous, because they are derived
from the interaural phase difference, measured modulo 2π.
5.2.1. Classic Analysis
The existing approach [4, 10] consists again in accumulating in
some histogram the power of each time-frequency point (t, f ) at
the corresponding azimuth Θ(t, f ). This time, the ILD and ITD informations are combined to yield a better azimuth estimate. First,
the ILD is estimated using Equation (20). Second, the ITD information is estimated with
„
«
ˆ p (t, f ) = 1 ∠ SL (t, f ) + 2πp.
ITD
(22)
2πf
SR
The coefficient p highlights the fact that the phase is determined
up to a modulo 2π factor. In fact, the phase becomes ambiguous
above 1500Hz, where the wavelength is shorter than the diameter
of the head. To obtain an estimation of the azimuth candidate for
each p, we invert Equation (12):
„
ΘT,p (t, f ) = arcsin

(24)

ˆ p (t, f )
c · ITD
R · β(f )

«
.

6. EXPERIMENTS
In our early experiments, we considered four tests signals (monophonic or polyphonic examples obtained with either panoramic or
binaural mixing processes), then we estimated the mixing parameters / azimuths using either the ILD or the ITD information.
6.1. Test Signals
For the monophonic cases (M = 1), we use a Gaussian white
noise (broadband signal). For the polyphonic cases, we consider
M = 3 sound sources: the singing voice of Suzanne Vega (the famous excerpt from “Tom’s Dinner”) at the right, a xylophone in the
middle, and a trumpet at the left. All sound sources are sampled at
Fs = 44.1kHz, zero-mean, and normalized to the same duration
and level prior to the mixing process. In the polyphonic cases, we
use additive noises nC of level −20dB (see Equation (1)). The
mixing parameters or locations of the sources are indicated in Tables 1 or 2, respectively. For the binaural case, the sources are
spatialized using the head-related impulses responses (HRIRs) of
the KEMAR manikin [12], found in the CIPIC database [9].

(23)
6.2. Experimental Results

The ΘL (t, f ) estimates are more dispersed, but never ambiguous, so they are exploited to find the right modulo coefficient p
that unwraps the phase. Then the ΘT,p (t, f ) that is nearest to

These test signals were analyzed using the classic and proposed
methods, with or without the ITD information. For the STFT, we
used frames of N = 2048 samples and the Hann window.
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sound source
white noise
singing voice
xylophone
trumpet

amplification gain
1/2
(0.51)
1/2
(0.51)
1
(1.00)
2
(1.97)

time delay in samples
-20
(-21)
-20
(N/A)
0
(N/A)
+20
(+21)
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Table 1: Mixing coefficients (and their estimations in parentheses,
if available) for the panoramic case.
sound source
white noise
singing voice
xylophone
trumpet

-30
-45
0
+45

azimuth in degrees
(-40.59 [-37],
-23.32 [-24])
(-63.96 [-52],
-50.00 [-36])
(-4.72 [-2],
N/A [+3])
(+53.16 [+65],
N/A [+45])

Table 2: Source locations (and their estimations with ILDs, then
with ITDs) for the binaural case. [The reference estimations using
the classic method are indicated in square brackets.]

For the panoramic mixes, the results are shown in Figures 2,
11, and 12, and summarized in Table 1. In all cases the linear
structures appear in the data, the Hough transform is able to recognize them, and the mixing coefficients are estimated with a great
accuracy. The only problem is with the estimation of multiple time
delays in the polyphonic case, since the Fourier transform of the
Hough transform is too messy (see Figure 12) and the estimation is
done only for one source – corresponding to the global maximum.
For the binaural mixes, the results are shown in Figures 10 and
13 (classic method), Figures 3, 14, and 15 (proposed method), and
summarized in Table 2. Again, in all cases the linear structures
appear in the data, the Hough transform is able to recognize them,
and the directions of arrival are estimated with a sufficient accuracy. As mentioned in Section 5, the ILD-based method overestimates the azimuths, whereas the ITD-based method shows a better
accuracy. The proposed method could even be a serious challenger
for the state-of-the-art method (see the results in bold in Table 2).
Unfortunately, the Fourier transform of the Hough transform is
again messy (see Figure 15) and thus for now the estimation is
done only for one source – again using the global maximum.
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have in fact introduced two new techniques for binaural source
localization, using the Hough transform. The first one takes advantage of the ILD information only, uses a 1D Hough transform,
and is roughly equivalent to the existing histogram-based method
– with the same drawbacks (overestimation of the azimuths, poor
resistance to reverberation). The second one takes advantage of
the ITD information only, uses a 2D Hough transform, and shows a
lower estimation bias. Unlike the existing histogram-based method,
the ILD information is not used anymore, which could be a great
advantage especially in reverberant conditions. Unfortunately, the
interpretation of the Hough transform is more complicated and for
now we localize only the dominant source. To be able to localize all the sources, we need to compute the accumulation of the
votes for the multiples of ∆r (see Section 4.4). For now this is
done using a Fourier transform. However, we need a greater resolution for low values of θ. Moreover, computing first the (discrete)
Hough transform then the (discrete) Fourier transform is not optimal. For these reasons, we are now working on the design of a
specific transform.
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Figure 10: Power histogram obtained using only the ILD information, for a mix of 3 sources located at azimuths −45◦ , 0◦ , and
+45◦ . The central source is clearly visible. However, the energy of
the other sources is spread towards the extreme azimuths (±90◦ ),
where spurious peaks appear. The azimuth estimation gets biased.
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Figure 13: Power histogram obtained using the full ILD+ITD information, for a mix of 3 sources located at azimuths −45◦ , 0◦ ,
and +45◦ . The sources are clearly visible. However, spurious
peaks again show up at extreme azimuths (±90◦ ). These peaks
are consequences of errors of the ILD model mostly at low frequencies.
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Figure 11: 1D Hough transforms obtained for panoramic signals
made of 1 (top) or 3 (bottom) source(s) – see Sections 5.1 and 6
for details.

Figure 12: 2D Hough transforms (top) and associated Fourier
transforms (bottom), obtained for panoramic signals made of 1
(left) or 3 (right) source(s) – see Sections 5.2 and 6 for details.
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Figure 14: 1D Hough transforms obtained for binaural signals
made of 1 (top) or 3 (bottom) source(s) – see Sections 5.1 and 6
for details.

Figure 15: 2D Hough transforms (top) and associated Fourier
transforms (bottom), obtained for binaural signals made of 1 (left)
or 3 (right) source(s) – see Sections 5.2 and 6 for details.
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ABSTRACT
We introduce Spectrally Matched Click synthesis as a novel application of FIR filter design allowing the creation of arbitrarily
short duration clicks whose magnitude frequency spectra approximate those of arbitrary input sounds. We demonstrate its
use on effects including incremental attack strength modification
and continuous gradual “morphing” between any input sound and
successively more impulsive/percussive sounds.
1. INTRODUCTION
The core idea of Spectrally Matched Click (SMC) Synthesis is
simple: design FIR filters (of arbitrary order) whose magnitude
frequency responses approximate the magnitude frequency of an
arbitrary input sound, and then treat the resulting impulse responses as sampled sounds to be played on their own or mixed
with the original sound. Equivalently, after we design our FIR
filters, we use them to filter carefully placed impulses1 rather
than “real” sound. Table 1 shows how SMC synthesis is an application of FIR filter design.
Table 1: Correspondence between spectrally matched click synthesis and FIR filter design.
SMC Synthesis

FIR Filter Design

Input sound’s
spectrum
SMC duration
Outputted SMC
Play the SMC as
a sampled sound

Desired nonparametric magnitude
frequency response
FIR filter order
Outputted filter impulse response
Play an impulse into the filter

SMC synthesis can also be viewed as an extreme case of a
source-filter model: the “source” is an ideal digital impulse and
the filter approximates the magnitude frequency spectrum of the
input.
Another interpretation sees SMC synthesis in terms of lossy
data compression. The input sound has a certain magnitude spectrum and duration; the output sound has a shorter duration (i.e.,
less data) while as much as possible retaining the same spectrum
or the same sounding spectrum. In the frequency domain the input spectrum has a certain level of detail and we remove data by
reducing the level of spectral detail. Of course SMC synthesis is
not a general-purpose perceptual audio coder; the point of compression in our case is to generate interesting new sounds.

1

Throughout this paper, “impulse” refers to an ideal digital impulse: a single “1” sample within an infinite stream of zeros.

The main application of this family of techniques is to vary
the degree of attack strength of an arbitrary input sound, which
we could refer to as the percussiveness or attackiness. As early as
1979 Wessel pointed out that sharpness of attack is one of the
main perceptual dimensions of musical timbre and suggested that
“both the fine tuning of rhythm in music and psychoacoustic research will benefit greatly if the control software of our synthesis
systems allows easy and flexible adjustment of [attack characteristics] in complex musical contexts” [8]. Almost every sound
synthesis system does indeed provide easy and flexible adjustment of sharpness of attack for synthetic sound through features
such as amplitude envelopes. Our SMC-based methods provide
control of sharpness of attack for any arbitrary sampled sound,
not just synthesized sound.
2. FIR FILTER DESIGN
Finite impulse response (FIR) filter design is a rich and wellestablished field and there are many techniques for producing
FIR filters from various specifications [2,4,6,9]. Our only contribution to this field is to discover new applications for these techniques.
Most FIR filter design methods are made to produce specific
“classical” filter types such as low-pass and take input parameters such as cutoff frequency, allowable pass-band ripple, etc.
Such methods are not useful for SMC, where we need to specify
an arbitrary sampled shape for the desired magnitude frequency
response.
For SMC synthesis, the format of the filter design specification is a sampled representation of the desired magnitude frequency response, derived from the magnitude of the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of the sampled input sound. We currently zeropad the input sound buffer so the length of the FFT input is twice
the nearest power of two above the length of the input file. At
this point we optionally perform critical band smoothing as described in section 2.2.
We next downsample the large array of magnitude values to
a smaller set of values more suitable for calculation of the FIR
filter kernel, as shown in equation (1).

y[i] =

(1)

We choose the downsampling factor M by dividing the size
of the input FFT by the desired size of the forthcoming IFFT and
rounding to the next lowest integer. Each set of samples within
the current step are averaged and stored in the correct position of
the smaller downsampled array. Now we have a length L magni-
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tude spectrum (where L is M times smaller than the input spectrum) expressing the desired magnitude spectrum of the SMC. L
may still be longer than the filter order.
Before taking the inverse FFT, we must convert our magnitude spectrum into a full complex frequency spectrum by specifying the desired phase. At this point it is easiest to design a linear phase FIR filter kernel, leaving the option of later converting
to minimum phase as described in section 2.1. Linear phase is
achieved by setting all phase components to zero.2 We then convert to rectangular coordinates and take the iFFT.
The resultant time-domain filter impulse response is multiplied by a Blackman window the size of the user-defined filter
order. This window is centered over the middle of the symmetric
impulse response. Any samples beyond the range of the filter
order are zeroed out and the kernel is shifted to be linear phase.
The resultant array contains an impulse response with a spectrum approximately equal to the spectrum of the input sound.
Figures 1 and 2 compare the spectrum of a piano tone with the
spectra of SMCs of length 128 and 512 samples (about 2.9ms
and 11.6ms) respectively. We see that the shorter click is able to
follow the general spectral contour of the piano, whereas the
longer click matches the piano’s spectrum quite faithfully except
in the extreme high frequencies.
By design, this FIR filter design procedure always returns a
linear phase filter, in other words, a filter with a symmetric impulse response. In the SMC context there is no advantage to having the filter be linear-phase, but the time-domain symmetry of
these sounds is audible when the duration is about 10ms or
longer, manifesting qualitatively as a clear fade in and fade out
around a central point.

Figure 2: Comparison of magnitude spectra of original
piano tone (solid grey) and length-512 SMC (dashed
black).
2.1. Minimum Phase
We can efficiently convert any signal to its minimum phase version in the FFT domain by reflecting all of its poles inside the
unit circle, in other words, “by computing the cepstrum and converting anti-causal exponentials to causal exponentials” [5]. The
result has the same magnitude frequency spectrum as the original
but with the phase spectrum altered so as to maximally concentrate the energy towards the onset of the sound [5].3 It is important to use sufficient zero padding to produce enough frequency
resolution to avoid time aliasing (but see section 3.3).
Without doing any FIR filter design, one transformation of
an input sound is simply to convert it to minimum phase. The
result is the theoretically most percussive sound with the identical spectral shape.4 It also has the same duration as the original
and in general does not sound like a click, but rather like a more
percussive version of the input.
Converting an FIR filter’s impulse response to minimum
phase results in a minimum phase filter; for purposes of SMC
synthesis this has the same effect of increasing the SMC’s attackiness.
After converting the filter to minimum phase, there is often
very little energy in the later portion of the impulse response, and
so often the SMC may be further truncated by brute rectangular
windowing with no audible consequences.
2.2. Critical Band Smoothing
A good method for shortening the eventual impulse response (no
matter what filter design strategy is used) is to apply critical
band smoothing to this spectrum as a pre-processing step before
filter design (Smith 1982, 1983). In general any form of smoothing that removes fine detail from the desired magnitude frequency response of the filter will tend to reduce the order of the

Figure 1: Comparison of magnitude spectra of original
piano tone (solid grey) and length-128 SMC (dashed
black).

2

This actually designs a zero phase impulse response symmetric
around a sample index of zero. To avoid the use of negative indices and ensure causality, the impulse response is made linear
phase by time-shifting the kernel to use only positive numbered
indices [7].

3

See http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~jos/filters/
Minimum_Phase_Means_Fastest.html
4
To be precise, here “most percussive” means the maximum
concentration of energy near the beginning, i.e., the fastest decay.
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filter and hence the duration of the click. Critical-band smoothing
is a specific instance in which the spectrum is smoothed with a
moving average filter whose width is in perceptual units of Equal
Rectangular Bandwidths [1].
In other words, instead of the moving average always encompassing a fixed bandwith in Hertz, the width of the moving
average adapts in a nonlinear way matched to human auditory
perception, so that a wider range of frequencies are averaged together in the high frequencies where the perceptual effect of
smoothing by a fixed linear frequency bandwidth is less audible.
From the inputted discrete spectrum X(i) we can compute a
smoothed power spectrum S(ω) for any given bandwidth β ERBs
as follows:

S(ω , β ) =

1 bin( f (b(ω )+ β / 2 ))
2
X(i)
∑
nbins i = bin( f (b(ω )− β / 2 ))

(2)
where bin(f) gives the FFT bin number of the bin that spans the
frequency f Hertz and nbins is the number of terms in the summation. The frequency f Hertz corresponds to critical band b
ERBs as follows:
b(f)=21.4 log10(4.37f+1.0)
f(b)=[10b/21.4 – 1.0]/4.37

(3)
(4)

2.3. Summary of Data Reduction Steps
We start with the spectrum of the zero-padded input sound,
whose size in bins will be more than twice the duration in samples of the input. The final resulting SMC will have a userspecifiable duration, which will be the order of the FIR filter.
Along the way we perform the following data reduction steps:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Selecting the input data in the time domain: To generate an SMC to fuse with the attack of a 10-second piano tone, we may get better results by matching the
spectrum of the attack portion of the tone than by using
the entire 10 seconds.
Critical band smoothing removes detail from the spectrum and can also reduce the amount of data if we
choose to sample S(ω) with lower frequency resolution.
Downsampling the magnitude frequency spectrum.
Time-domain Blackman windowing the IFFT result
Time-domain rectangular windowing the filter impulse
response after conversion to minimum phase.
3. APPLICATIONS

SMC synthesis was discovered in the course of trying to find the
best reference sounds for measuring the perceptual attack time
(PAT) of arbitrary input sounds [10]; it provided a continuous
tradeoff between matching the spectral envelope of the input
sound (so as to be perceived in the same auditory stream with it)
and having a distinct impulsive attack (so as to minimize the uncertainty in the PAT of the reference sound).
The ability of SMC synthesis to produce arbitrarily short and
impulsive sounds matching any input sound has applications beyond the production of reference sounds for PAT measurement
experiments, as described in the following subsections. Several
sound examples are available online.5
5

3.1. Giving a Sound a Stronger Attack
First of all, simply converting any signal to minimum phase
makes it maximally percussive while retaining the exact magnitude frequency spectrum, so this can be used to make “drumlike” sampled sounds from arbitrary input material. When the
input is a single rhythmic event the minimum phase version generally sounds similar but more percussive. When the input is a
phrase the minimum phase version tends to concentrate all the
transients together at the beginning and produce a strange sort of
temporal overlap of the perceptually distinct sequential events of
the input.
The result of mixing an SMC (whether linear or minimum
phase) back in with an original sound, aligned so that the PATs
are equal, often fuses into a single perceptual event that sounds
just like the original but with a stronger attack. In general, mixing
in an unrelated sound with a sharp attack will give the perceived
result of two distinct sounds playing together, but because of the
spectral matching, an SMC will be much more likely to fuse with
the original sound.
By controlling the relative volume of the SMC and the original sound, and by varying the duration of the SMC, it’s possible
to increase the “attackiness” of any single-rhythmic-event sound.
Subtle effects can also be achieved by moving the SMC earlier or
later with respect to the PAT of the original sound: though all
alignments within a certain range may sound synchronous [10],
moving the SMC a little bit earlier often results in a perceptually
sharper attack in the mixed result. Of course the extreme case of
this mixing is to play just the SMC with none of the original
sound.
3.2. Morphing a Sound to a Click
Creating a series of SMCs with different durations from a single
input sound results in a sort of “morph” (timbral and temporal
interpolation) between the original sound all the way to an impulse, with each sound successively becoming shorter, more percussive, and more broad in frequency.
3.3. Time-aliased Minimum Phase as Compositional Effect
The use of frequency aliasing for compositional purposes is generally not useful because the frequencies of the resulting aliased
components depend on the (in principle arbitrary) sampling rate
of the signal and usually have no perceivable or usefully controllable relationship to the pitch of the un-aliased components.
However, we can cause time aliasing in a controllable way when
we convert signals to minimum phase: when computing the spectrum, instead of using sufficient zero-padding as described
above, make the resulting FFT size just slightly bigger than the
duration of the input sound. The useful parameter is the total
FFT size (the input duration plus the number of trailing zeros).
As a compositional effect, time-aliased minimum-phase signals produce a strange form of periodicity, with an impulsive
burst of energy at the beginning of the signal, then a weaker, less
distinct, and generally higher-frequency second attack at exactly
the midpoint of the resulting signal. This generates a form of
quasi-periodicty that could be used to advantage in the synthesis
of rhythmic material, and where the period is always a submultiple of the total FFT size parameter, usually one half.

http://create.ucsb.edu/~matt/smc
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3.4. Adding Rhythmic Markers to Music
Finally, spectrally matched clicks can be useful for the common
task of adding multiple copies of a new sound on top of an existing music recording to hear the output of an algorithm such as an
onset detector or pulse tracker. In this case one generally wants a
percussive sound that will clearly mark the instants output by the
algorithm. Such a sound should be enough like the existing re-

cording that it will be easy to hear the relative timing of the algorithm’s output against the music recording (according to the same
auditory streaming concerns that motivated SMCs in the PAT
measurement context), but distinct enough that it will be clearly
perceived as something added to the original recording. SMC’s
arbitrary tradeoff of spectral similarity for percussiveness makes
it ideal for creating a click sound that blends with or stands out
from the original recording in the desired amount.

Figure 3: Screenshot of our program.
4. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
An SMC synthesis program has been written using the opensource JUCE C++ class library6 and the FFTW C library7 for
FFT routines. The program, shown in Figure 3, provides a
graphical user interface that allows the user to easily compute an
SMC, align it with the audio source file, and export the result as a
WAV file. Typical usage of the program starts with loading an
arbitrary sound file, choosing the desired FIR filter order, specifying linear or minimum phase and then clicking the “Compute
SMC” button. The original waveform of the audio file is displayed in the top pane and the SMC impulse response is displayed in the middle pane. The bottom pane is used for aligning
the SMC with the original waveform. The waveform may be
6
7

http://www.rawmaterialsoftware.com/juce
http://www.fftw.org

zoomed in down to one sample per pixel and a slider above the
pane controls the placement of a vertical red line indicating the
sample index where the SMC will be mixed with the original.
The red line corresponds to the starting sample for a minimum
phase SMC and the largest magnitude sample for a linear phase
SMC. The gain of the SMC and original waveform may then be
separately adjusted and the resultant waveform can be played
back for review. Once the desired placement and mix of the SMC
and original audio file is obtained, the audio can be exported as a
24 bit, 44100Hz, mono WAV file. The isolated SMC may also be
previewed and exported.
Some additional features to be added to the SMC synthesis
program are advanced file export options and individual control
over FFT sizes. The file export options will include the capability
to export a series of SMCs with control over each SMC's filter
order and the spacing between individual SMCs. This additional
functionality will allow for the creation of sequences embodying
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the sound to click morph discussed in Section 3.2. Advanced
control over the various FFT sizes will aid in further SMC research and also allow for the creation of time-aliased minimumphase signals.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a family of techniques that take in any arbitrary sound segment and produce arbitrarily shorter sounds with
stronger attacks than the original while retaining a similar magnitude frequency spectrum (and hence timbre) to the original. The
resulting sounds can be used on their own, e.g., as part of a
“morph” from one sound to a short click; they may also be added
to the original sound to produce a result with an arbitrarily strong
attack, in which case they have the advantage of tending to fuse
perceptually with the original and not just sound like a second
sound mixed in with the first.
Naturally the sonic character of the result depends critically
on the exact input sound and the duration. Every minimum
phase SMC we have heard so far is distinctly percussive in character, with a sharp attack and quasi-exponential decay. In general SMCs in the 50 ms range have an excellent match to the input, including pitch for all but the lowest sounds. SMCs from
high pitched input sounds (e.g., an A5 piano tone) retain the pitch
of the original even down to about 7ms. Below about 7 ms duration all SMCs have substantially the same sonic character (a
“click”) and differ primarily in brightness.
We would like to combine SMC synthesis with onset detection to create a low-latency real-time implementation that automatically adds an adjustable amount of percussiveness to a sequence of sound events. For this to be causal, the limiting factor
on latency is the duration of the input sound, starting from each
onset, whose spectrum is used to create each SMC.
Another musical application would be to compute an SMC
matching an entire musical phrase, compute an onset detection
function on the same phrase, and then convolve the detection
function with the SMC. In this case the SMC would indeed be
used as a traditional filter. The result should maintain the general
spectrum of the input (because of the SMC) and also the rhythmic character (because of the detection function), but homogenize the timbre in a strange and potentially interesting way.
Currently we isolate the sound to be matched by slicing it out
in the time domain. We have made SMCs based on source
sounds taken from full music recordings because in each case
there has been a segment of time containing only the desired
sound event, with no other sounds playing. However, in general
it would be desirable to be able to make SMCs matched to sound
events taken out of arbitrary polyphonic mixes. The extremely
difficult problem of extracting an individual sound event from a
polyphonic mix is much easier when the end result is an SMC,
because all that is required is the approximate magnitude frequency spectrum, which may survive intact even through artifacts and other imperfections of the polyphonic source separation
process.
It would also be possible to compute the magnitude frequency spectrum S of the entire mix during the time span of the
desired event, and then not even bother trying to recreate the desired event on its own, but instead partition S’s energy arbitrarily
into the desired spectrum of the SMC and a residual spectrum
representing all of the other sounds and noise being removed. For
example, suppose we want an SMC matching a snare drum from
a recording, but that snare drum always plays in unison with a hi-

hat cymbal. If we can find a time segment where the hi-hat cymbal plays a note alone, we can use it to approximate the spectrum
of that instrument. Then we can find another segment where the
snare drum and hi-hat play a note together, take the spectrum,
subtract the spectrum of the hi-hat, and use the remainder to create an SMC of the snare drum.
As mentioned, there are very many algorithms for FIR filter
design, some of which will probably perform better than the
method described above. In this case we can define “better” as
“producing a (perceptually) closer approximation to the desired
magnitude frequency response for a given filter order.” It may be
the case that different techniques may be optimal depending on
the duration of the SMC. It is also likely that an algorithm specifically designed to produce minimum-phase filters will perform
better than the combination of designing a linear-phase filter and
then converting the impulse response to minimum phase in a
second step. Our downsampling step can be viewed as a moving
average filter followed by decimation, which will produce aliasing and sidelobes in the frequency domain; more sophisticated
frequency domain data reduction steps may produce better results. Finally, it might be advantageous to use a filter design
method in which the minimized error between the desired magnitude frequency spectrum and the filter’s magnitude frequency
spectrum is weighted perceptually by frequency region.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study on algorithms for headphone-free binaural synthesis using a dedicated loudspeaker configuration. Both
algorithms under investigation improve the properties of the binaural synthesis performance of the array. Firstly, beam-forming
provides sound radiation localized at two freely adjustable, narrow target spots. Adjusting both spots to the locations of the listener’s ears achieves a good basis. Secondly, an additional interaural crosstalk canceler improves the overall result.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper investigates the capabilities of a loudspeaker array to
focus spatialized sound. Humans with normal hearing abilities can
identify the position of sound sources due to differences between
the right ear signal, and the left ear signal [1]. Such binaural signals can be used to synthesize spatialized sound [2]. However, they
need to be fed to the ears directly. In the case of loudspeakers, the
influence of the existing cross talk paths has to be removed. This
approach is called transaural stereo [3, 4]. A first binaural sound
system for loudspeakers and tracked users has been developed in
[5]. Improvements were achieved in [6] by using a set of 4 loudspeakers placed around the user which guarantees stable cross talk
filters for a full rotation of the user. [7] tried to gain robustness
against lateral mismatches by applying a crosstalk network from 6
loudspeakers to 6 control points (instead of to 2 ear positions only).
[8] introduced a circular array of 22 loudspeakers that produces a
focus point above the listener for which the cross talk filters are applied. Focusing the sound bears two advantages. First, the room is
not excited as much as with common open sound systems, and second, the focused beams already cause a reduction of the crosstalk.
We designed a transaural beamformer for the usage in air traffic control. (See also [9].) In this work, as a first step, different
beamforming methods (i.e. a near field beamformer, a minimum
variance beamformer and a least squares beamformer) are simulated and compared. The second step concludes the examinations
with measurements and in a third step a processing efficient cross
talk canceler is introduced and evaluated with measurements, too.

Out of these criteria, the array properties (like shape, size and number of loudspeakers) and the beamforming method have to be deduced.
We simulated different array types and different beamforming
methods. The simulations are derived with the help of the Green’s
function for omnidirectional point sources.
G(r′ |r) =

′
1
e−jk|r −r| ,
4π|r′ − r|

with wavenumber k = ωc , where ω is the radial frequency and
c the speed of sound. The sound pressure in an arbitrary focus
point can be calculated over a superposition of Green’s functions
form every loudspeaker position r′l (with l = 1...L) to that specific
focus point rf [10]. Combining the Green’s functions to a vector

T
h(ω) = G(r′1 |rf ) G(r′2 |rf ) · · · G(r′L |rf ) , (2)
allows for a compact vector equation

pf (ω) = hT (ω) q(ω),

p(ω) = G(ω)q(ω),

2. The system should be desktop integrable and processing efficient.

(5)

due to the source strength vector q(ω). We evaluated the sound
field in an area of 112 × 168 cm2 . This area was sampled with a
distance of ∆x = 7 cm according to the spatial aliasing constraint

2. CONCEPT AND METHODOLOGY

1. The bandwidth in air traffic control reaches from 300 to
2500 Hz.

(3)

where pf (ω) is the sound pressure in the focus point and the entries of vector q(ω) are the complex weights of the loudspeakers.
In addition to the sound pressure in the focus point, N other field
points can be considered as control or evaluation points. Using the
matrix


G(r′1 |r1 ) G(r′2 |r1 ) · · · G(r′L |r1 )
 G(r′1 |r2 ) G(r′2 |r2 ) · · · G(r′L |r2 ) 


G(ω) = 
,
..
..
..
..


.
.
.
.
′
′
′
G(r1 |rN ) G(r2 |rN ) · · · G(rL |rN )
(4)
yields the N entries long sound pressure vector p(ω)

∆x <
The preconditions in air traffic control deliver two relevant design
criteria:

(1)

λ
,
2

(6)

where λ is the wavelength of the upper cut off frequency of the
bandwidth.
Based on the simulations, three important characteristics are
evaluated. First, the width of the beams, second, the gain (which
in microphone array literature is known as white noise gain [11].)
 T 2
|h q|
WNG(ω) = 10 log
,
(7)
qH q
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where H denotes Hermitian transposition, and third, the signal to
noise ratio SNR. We define the SNR as the difference between the
sound pressure level (SPL) in the focus point (i.e. 20 log(pf )) and
the SPL Lr of the excited reverberant room. Lr is derived over the
acoustical power
I
Pak =

J dS,

(8)

S

where J(φ) is the sound intensity which is evaluated on a half
circle around the array. In air traffic control centers, we can at
least assume A=100 m2 reflecting walls. The sound pressure in
the reverberant room Lr can then be estimated as [12]


Pak
Lr = 10 log
− 10 log(A) + 6dB,
(9)
P0
where P0 = 10−12 W. Obviously, the SNR increases with the
number of used loudspeakers. Our simulations were done with an
array of 16 loudspeakers as this proved to be sufficient to cover the
given area with focus points of high enough SNRs. All broadband
simulations are derived by a uniform superposition of p(ω) (and
pf (ω), respectively) for 65 frequency bins at 6000 Hz sampling
frequency. In all sound field figures, the energy was normed to the
energy at the focus point.

the loudspeakers. We examined the classical near field beamforming method, the least squares method and the minimum variance
method.
3.1. Near field beamformer
The near field beamformer (NFB) compensates the delays of the
Green’s functions from the loudspeakers to the focus point. Hence,
its source strength vector is the complex conjugate of h. In order
to reach a constant WNG, the source strength vector is normalized
by the sum of its amplitudes,
q(ω) =

A simulation of a NFB is shown in Fig. 2.
near field beam
120
100

cm
90

90

40

120

30

60

20

150

0

210

330
300
270

40
20
0
50

−50

Figure 2: The simulation shows sound pressure iso-curves for -3,
-9 and -15 dB for a near field beamformer.

3.2. Least squares beamformer

20

30

To derive the source strength vector of the least squares beamformer (LSB), we first extend matrix G(ω) to

180

0

210

330
240

300


hT
,
G

G̃(ω) =





pf
p

(11)

and p(ω) to

270

Figure 1: Focusing properties for a straight and a bent array at
2500 Hz. Circles represent the positions of the loudspeakers. The
bent array produces a sharper beam and has lower side lobes than
the straight array.

In the following, all simulations and measurements were done with
a bent array of 16 loudspeakers.
For microphone arrays, various focusing methods are known
[11, 13, 14]. Due to the tight relations to loudspeaker arrays, these
methods can also be applied to calculate the driving functions of

p̃ =



.

(12)

We can then make a ’wish’ for a sound pressure distribution p̃
and derive, according to the least squares error solution, the source
strength vector
q = (G̃H G̃)−1 G̃H p̃.
(13)
It can be seen that the matrix (G̃H G̃) has to be inverted. Thus, it
has to be taken care which evaluation point are chosen in order to
derive a matrix without singularities. For reasons of compactness
the dependency on ω is omitted in eq. (13) and in eq. (16), too.
The source strength vector q was calculated for 33 frequency bins
at 6000 Hz sampling frequency. The wish for the simulation of
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0
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60
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180

240

30
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speaker position
80 focus point
−3dB
60 −9dB
−15dB

40

120
30

(10)

l=1

3. ARRAY PROPERTIES AND FOCUSING METHODS
The first question that arises is the one for the shape of the array.
It is evident that a circular array is very suitable to create focus
points since the loudspeakers contribute to the focus from every
direction. However, it does not fulfill the constraint of an easy to
mount and desktop integrable hardware solution. A section of an
elliptically bent array is an optimal trade off between a circular and
a straight array. It is easier to mount than a circular array and has
better focusing properties than a straight array as it can be seen in
Fig. 1.

h∗ (ω)
.
L
X
|hl (ω)|
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Figure 3: Sound pressure iso-curves of the least squares beamformer. 64-taps long FIR filters were used to produce the beam.

Figure 4: Sound pressure iso-curves of the minimum variance
beam. The beam was produced with 128 taps long FIR filters.

Fig. 3 was 0 dB in the focus point and minus infinity in all other
evaluation points i.e.
H

q = (G̃ G̃)

−1

H

G̃



1

0

0

···

T
0 .

Table 1: Comparison
NFB
LSB
average WNG 15 dB -2 dB
filter length
1
64
SNR
31 dB 34 dB

(14)

A real focus point is reached (i.e. the island of -3 dB) due to the
least squares driving functions and the bent shape of the array.
However the frequency response of the LSB in the focus point is
not distortionless (see also Fig. 5(a)).

2. Both cause a big bass boost in order to reach their minimization optimum. This leads to undesired responses in the
case of small phase and amplitude variations of amplifiers
and loudspeakers [15].

In contrast to the LSB, the MVDR beamformer minimizes the
sound pressure at some chosen field points under the constraint
of producing distortionless 0 dB in the focus point, i.e.
(15)

The solution to the quadratic minimization problem is [13]
qH =

hT (GH G)−1
,
hT (GH G)−1 h∗

MVDR
-19 dB
128
32 dB

1. They are driven with filter, which in our case were of length
64 and 128.

3.3. Minimum variance distortionless response beamformer

1 = hT q.

0
cm

speaker position
focus point
minimization points
−3dB
−9dB
−50
−15dB

It is therefore more adequate to use the NFB as it can be driven
with one complex weight per loudspeaker. The norm of the weights
are constant over frequency and so is the response in the focus
point. Measurements of the near field beamformer follow to allow
an evaluation of the simulations.

(16)
3.5. Measurement

The challenge of the MVDR method is to set the right minimization points. First, the resulting matrix (GH G) has to be invertible
again, and second, areas which are not in the scope of the minimization might be strongly excited by this method. Fig. 4 shows
a constellation of minimization point that causes steep sound pressure decay towards the rear end of the evaluated area. Therefore,
the sound pressure close to the array is very high. A filter of 128
taps was needed to derive this result.
3.4. Comparison
The two optimization methods (LSB and MVDR) have source
strength vectors that depend on the frequency. Therefore, the WNG
depends on the frequency, too. Both optimization methods need
high weights at low frequencies to reach their optimum. This
causes a poor WNG at this frequencies. The relation between the
sound pressure in the focus point and the WNG is depicted in Fig.
5. Table 1 compares the different measures of the 3 examined
beamforming methods. It can be concluded that both optimization
methods have a severe drawback compared to the NFB.

The measurements were done with the same spatial resolution, on
the same area and with the same arrangement of loudspeakers like
the simulations. This allows for a direct comparison with the simulation results. The impulse responses at the microphone points
were derived with exponential sweeps [16] of 2 seconds in the
given bandwidth. The length of the impulse responses was reduced
to 2.9 ms. The gain of the NFB is the same as in the simulation.
The SNR is 34 dB and hence 3 dB lower than in the simulation.
Still, this difference in sound pressure is far below the masking
level [17]. Thus we can provide a proper loud signal at the position of the user without disturbing coworkers in the rest of the
room. The differences of the sound field can be seen in Fig. 6.
The measured focus point is smaller and the descent towards the
rear end is steeper than in the NFB simulation of Fig. 2. This can
be explained by the directivity of the loudspeakers. In the simulations, the loudspeakers were assumed to be omnidirectional point
sources. In reality however, they radiate more energy into the direction they are facing. Due to the bent shape of the array, more
energy is radiated into the focus point of the elliptical segment.
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Figure 6: The focus point of the measured near field beam is
smaller and the sound pressure decay towards the rear end is
steeper than the simulated near field beam in Fig. 2.
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Figure 5: (a) The LSB does not produce a distortionless response
in the focus point. (b) Due to their bass boost, the LSB and the
MVDR beamformer dramatically loose gain at low frequencies.
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4. TRANSAURAL STEREO
40

The width of the focus point ∆d, is proportional to the signal
wavelength and is limited by [18],
∆d >

λ
.
2

20
0

(17)

In Fig. 7, a virtual head was placed into the measured sound field.
It can be seen, that the decay at the position of the contralateral ear
is already -9 dB. However, according to the physical limits given
in eq. (17), the beam will reach the contralateral ear up to 1700 Hz
which is an undesired cross talk. This cross talk was measured
with a dummy head and is shown in Fig. 8. Below 500 Hz the
channel separation is 5 dB only. Above 1 kHz it increases to 10 dB.
The crosstalk can be further reduced by applying a transaural filter
matrix as it can be seen in the following.
For the case of 2 loudspeakers the following matrix equation
describes the relation between the ear signals El (ejΩ ), Er (ejΩ )
and the loudspeaker signals Ll (ejΩ ), Lr (ejΩ )
  
 
El
Tll Trl
Ll
=
,
(18)
Er
Tlr Trr
Lr
where Trl denotes the transfer function from the right speaker to
the left ear a.s.o. The filter matrix that needs to be applied to the
speaker signals in order to reach the transaural solution is the inverse of the transfer function matrix


1
Trr
−Trl
.
(19)
Tll
Tll Trr − Trl Tlr −Tlr
We have an array of 16 loudspeakers. However, the equation still
holds because we only use 2 outgoing signals. The transfer function matrix is derived over the complex weights gi,j of the beamformer and the HRTFs Hi,j from every loudspeaker to both ears

50

−50

Figure 7: The sound pressure decay at the position of the contralateral ear is -9 dB.

(see also Fig. 9)


Tll Trl
Tlr Trr



=



H1,l H2,l ··· H16,l
H1,r H2,r ··· H16,r





gl,1
gl,2

 .
..

gr,1
gr,2



..  .
.

(20)

gl,16 gr,16

This transfer function matrix has to be adapted and inverted
with every movement of the user. Therefore, short transfer functions and the reduction to a 2 × 2 matrix are essential to save computation power. The FIR filters used for the LSB and the MVDR
beam in subsection 3.2 and 3.3 would prolong the transfer functions with 63 taps or 127 taps, respectively. The inversion is done
for every frequency bin. Thanks to the limited bandwidth and the
reduction to a simple 2 × 2 matrix, the transfer function matrices
are of outstanding smoothness. They can easily be inverted without the need for regularization.
Applying the filter matrix of eq.(19) to the binaural signals
leads to a considerable improvement of the crosstalk reduction of
constantly 20 dB as it can be seen in Fig. 10.
The filtering is especially important in constellations where it
is difficult to produce two distinct beams. Such a constellation is
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Figure 8: SPL of the crosstalk over frequency. The beam width
decreases with the frequency. Therefore the crosstalk decreases,
too.
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Figure 11: In a constellation like this, the crosstalk from the focused right ear to the contralateral left ear will be very high, for
the contralateral ear is facing the loudspeaker array.
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Figure 9: The binaural signals are delayed and weighted by the
complex factors gi,j and reach the ears via the HRTFs Hj,i .
The overall transfer functions are derived by superimposing these
weighted HRTFs.
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Figure 12: According to the constellation depicted in Fig. 11: The
crosstalk is even higher than the beam at the focused ear itself.
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Figure 10: This figure was derived under the same conditions like
Fig. 8 except for applying the filter matrix of eq. (19). A constant
crosstalk suppression of 20 dB is reached.
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Figure 13: The transaural filter reduces the crosstalk to 15 dB,
even in disadvantageous constellations like depicted in Fig. 11.
depicted in Fig. 11. The crosstalk that arises from this constellation is shown in Fig. 12. The crosstalk signal is even stronger
than the signal at the focused ear. After filtering however, a channel separation of 15 dB can be gained, as it is shown in Fig. 13.
Performance losses only occur at the side ends of the array where
the channel separation may decreases to 8 dB for some frequencies. Such a case is depicted in Fig. 14.

In contrast to [19] where only 2 loudspeakers are used for an
adaptive transaural system, our cross talk cancellation works for
any head rotations. In its limited bandwidth, it shows better results
than [8] for central head positions and allows for a larger radius of
movements.
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[5] W. G. Gardner, “Head tracked 3-d audio using loudspeakers,”
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channel separation for a position at the side end of the array
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Figure 14: At the side end of the array, the channel separation
after cross talk filtering lies between 17 and 8 dB.

[9] A. Sontacchi, M. Guldenschuh, Th. Musil, and F. Zotter,
“Demonstrator for controllable focused sound source reproduction,” in Eurocontrol INO Workshop, Paris, France,
November 2008.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

[10] E. Williams, Fourier Acoustics, Academic Press, London,
1998.

We designed a loudspeaker array that steers binaural signals to
the ears of a user. Therefore, we simulated and compared a near
field beamformer, a least squares beamformer and a MVDR beamformer. The latter two cause big enhancements of low frequencies
which makes them unfeasible for standard amplifiers and loudspeakers. A measurement of a near field beam concluded the examination. It proved the focusing qualities and gives reason to
our concept of an alternative to headphones that does not exceed
the noise floor in the rest of the room. Further simulations could
include the directivity of the loudspeakers and aim to find optimization conditions which lead to smaller filter lengths and less
bass boost. E.g. recent work has derived robust superdirective microphone beamformers by including a white noise constraint [20].
Future investigations could also examine the abilities of modeling the transaural filters with parametric equalizers. This would
further reduce the processing cost dramatically.
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ABSTRACT
There is continuous research effort into the expansion and refinement of transform techniques for audio signal processing needs,
yet the two-dimensional Fourier transform has seldom been applied to audio. This is probably because audio does not readily
allow the application of a 2D transform, unlike images for which
its use is common. A signal mapping is first required to obtain
a two-dimensional representation. However the 2D Fourier transform opens up potential for new or improved analysis and transformation of audio.
In this paper, raster scanning is used to provide a simple mapping between one- and two-dimensional representations. This allows initial experimentation with the 2D Fourier transform, in which
the 2D spectrum can be observed. A straightforward method is
used to display the spectral data as a colour image.
The transform gives information on two frequency axes, one
in the typical audible frequency range and the other in the low frequency rhythmic range. This representation can be used to more
easily observe rhythmic modulations in the signal. Some novel audio transformations are presented, allowing manipulation of rhythmic frequency content.
The techniques developed using the 2D Fourier transform allow interaction with audio in a new domain, both analytically and
creatively. This work shows how two common signal processing
mechanisms can be combined to exciting effect for audio applications.

signal analysis and transformation, especially with regard to lowfrequency rhythmic modulations of the audible frequency signal
partials.
As a first step in exploring this frequency-frequency representation the 2D discrete Fourier transform (DFT) has been combined with raster scanning. This was chosen because it is a simple
method which allows meaningful visual comparisons of the 2D
time and frequency representations.
1.1. Matlab Tool
This work was focused on developing a software tool allowing
the 2D Fourier analysis and modification of rasterised audio. The
outcome is a useful and novel GUI-based application in Matlab,
which is intended for use by composers and researchers who are
interested in the potential applications of this processing. The Matlab code and additional documentation are available at [1].
1.2. Raster Scanning
Raster scanning is a common technique for producing or recording
a display image in a line-by-line manner. It is used in communication and storage of two-dimensional data sets, a common example
being video monitors. The scanning path covers the whole image area reading from left to right and progressing downwards as
shown in Figure 1.

Raster Image

1. INTRODUCTION
The conventional display of an audio signal is a waveform showing amplitude against time. This can be referred to as the 1D time
domain representation, since the signal amplitude is shown only
against time, in one dimension. Similarly the spectrum of an audio signal can be called 1D frequency domain representation since
it displays magnitude and/or phase data against frequency in one
dimension.
Another common audio display is the spectrogram which presents amplitude against time and frequency axes. Time-frequency
analysis is regularly used in audio processing. We view this as a
two dimensional audio representation, just as it is normal to refer
to an image as two-dimensional.
For an image there are two spatial dimensions, whereas audio
has one temporal dimension. Using an appropriate signal mapping
time can be split into two dimensions of different resolution, creating 2D time domain audio. A logical step from this form is to
convert to frequency dimenions via the 2D Fourier transform. This
2D frequency domain form yields potential for new insights into
∗

Mr Pike is now working at BBC R&D

Legend
Scan Line
Return Line

Figure 1: Raster Scanning Path (after [2])
Raster scanning has recently been applied to audio visualisation and image sonification [2]; it allows a simple one-to-one mapping between an audio sample and an image pixel.
Rasterisation is the process by which a 1D audio data array
is converted to a 2D matrix using raster scanning. The resulting
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representation can be displayed as a grayscale image called a rastogram, where the spatial dimensions represent time at two different resolutions and sample amplitude gives the pixel intensity. The
temporal resolutions of the horizontal and vertical axes are given
by equations (1) and (2) respectively.
∆n = 1/fsa
∆m = N/fsa

(1)
(2)

The analysis frequencies for each axis can be obtained using equations (9) and (10). It is clear that with rasterised audio, frequencies
in the vertical axis fr are of a lower order than horizontal frequencies fa since the vertical sample rate fsr is equal to the horizontal
resolution ∆v. Equation (11) shows that the 2D frequency domain
signal is periodic in each axis at the sample frequency of that axis.
This is caused by aliasing which occurs in discrete signals.
vfsa
N
ufsr
fr =
M
X[u, v] = X[u ± pfsa , v ± qfsr ]
fa =

N is the chosen image width and fsa is the audio sampling rate,
as seen in the horizontal axis of the rastogram, i.e. the reciprocal
of equation (1). Thus the sample rate in the vertical axis is given
by:
fsr = fsa /N
(3)
The image will have height M where the length of the 1D signal
array l is:
(M − 1)N < l ≤ M N
(4)
If the 1D time domain waveform were displayed as an image without prior rasterisation, it would be a single row of pixels with varying grayscale intensity. The rastogram can be considered as a 2D
time domain audio display; it can also be referred to as a timetime representation in comparison to conventional time-frequency
analysis.
The inverse process can be used for image sonification or in
other words, converting from 2D time domain audio to the 1D
waveform. This is known as derasterisation. The forward process and its inverse are trivial in digital signal processing, making
it useful as part of a 2D analysis-synthesis system.

for

X [u, v] =

M
−1 N
−1
X
X

x [m, n] e−j2π(

um − vn
M
N

X[u, v] = X ∗ [−u, −v]
|X [u, v] | = |X [−u, −v] |

(5)

u = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (M − 1)
v = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (N − 1)

M −1 N −1
um
vn
1 X X
X [u, v] ej2π( M − N )
M N u=0 v=0

for

(6)
1.4. Short-Time Windowed Approach

m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (M − 1)
n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (N − 1)

The equations for the DFT and its inverse have the same relationship in two dimensions as in one i.e. the inverse transform is the
complex conjugate of the forward transform, divided by the number of points in the transform. Here u and v are the frequency
variables and when considering audio, m and n are time variables
but with images they are spatial.
The two frequency domain analysis intervals relate inversely
to the size of the matrix. A larger 2D array gives better frequency
resolution:
fsa
N
fsr
∆u =
M
∆v =

(7)
(8)

The 2D DFT equation can be broken into two stages. First the
N -point DFT is performed on each of the M rows of the array,
so obtaining an intermediate M × N array. The M -point DFT of
each of the N columns of this array is then taken to give the final
2D DFT array. The process can also be done in the opposite order,
columns then rows, and the same result will be obtained.
Rasterisation is comparable to the windowing stage of the shorttime Fourier transform, where a rectangular window is used with
no frame overlap. These frames are then arranged vertically to
produce the rastogram.
After the first stage DFT on the rastogram rows, each of the
N columns of the intermediate array give temporal variations in
magnitude and phase for a particular frequency u, with time interval ∆m. Due to the symmetry of the real DFT only the first
N/2 frequencies are required, the information is duplicated in the
second half of the columns.
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(13)
(14)

The significance of the 2D spectrum in image processing is well
understood [4], each discrete value describes a spatial frequency
component. Its precise meaning in an audio context, where it describes temporal frequency, needs to be explored.

As can the inverse DFT:
x [m, n] =

(12)

As with the 1D DFT, if the input x [m, n] is real then the Fourier
transform is conjugate symmetric so the magnitude spectrum is
symmetric, meaning that half of the data is redundant.

m=0 n=0

for

(11)

u = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (N − 1) v = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (M − 1)
p = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ∞ q = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ∞

xshif t [m, n] = x [m, n] (−1)m+n

)

(10)

It is often advantageous to display the 2D spectral data with the DC
component (0 Hz in both axes) at the centre of the matrix. The data
is divided into quadrants, splitting at the Nyquist frequency fs /2
on each axis; fs is the sampling frequency for the axis concerned.
The data in the analysis frequency range fs /2 to fs is equal to that
in the range −fs /2 to 0 Hz due to the spectral periodicity. Therefore, by shifting the quadrants to reflect this, an analysis range of
−fs /2 to fs /2 can be obtained in each axis, placing the DC component in the centre.
This shifting process can also be performed in the time domain, prior to the DFT, multiplying the array by the Nyquist frequency in each axis:

1.3. Two-dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform
The DFT of a two-dimensional array of M × N samples can be
easily constructed by extending the one-dimensional DFT formula
[3]:

(9)
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The second stage is a DFT of the complex data in each of
these columns, giving the amount of variation at M different lowfrequencies v for each higher frequency u. The complex DFT is
not complex conjugate symmetric [4], so there is no duplication
and all of the rows are required.
The combined process of rasterisation and the 2D DFT is the
simplest implementation of a 2D analysis framework where a DFT
is taken for each frequency analysis point across all spectral frames
of a STFT. The result is a horizontal dimension with an audible
frequency range and resolution given by (8) and a vertical axis of
sub-sonic rhythmic frequency range with resolution given by (7).
This analysis framework was identified in [5], which is a rare
example of work describing 2D Fourier analysis of audio. For the
rasterised version with no overlap the relationship between ∆u
and ∆v is:
∆u = ∆v/N

(a) Drum Pattern at 120 bpm with Width of a Quarter-Note
(22,050 pixels)

(15)

By using the rastogram as an intermediate step in this analysis
rather than a case with overlapping frames, there is a one-to-one
sample mapping into the 2D form. Through this method we can
more easily observe the relationship between 2D spectral data and
the time domain representation for audio.
It was decided to display all four quadrants of the spectrum
even though two are redundant. This gives the spectrum the same
dimensions as the image to aid direct comparison between them,
just as [6] compares the relationship between image features and
elements of the 2D spectrum.
2. 2D FOURIER ANALYSIS
An overview of the analysis and processing framework used in this
work is shown in Figure 2. The first stage is to perform appropriate
rasterisation and 2D Fourier analysis of audio signals and present
this information clearly. The raster settings are determined using
music information retrieval algorithms or are explicitly set by the
user. The signal is then rasterised to create the 2D time domain
representation, which can be viewed as a grayscale image. From
this rastogram the 2D frequency domain spectrum is obtained using the 2D FFT and displayed as a colour image.
2.1. Rastogram Width
A rastogram is often most useful when the image width corresponds to a periodicity within the audio signal. Any slow variation
of this periodic element over time can then be observed more easily
than with a waveform display. In [2] the fundamental pitch period
is used to obtain a rastogram of audio signals. The period could
correspond to any periodic element such as a higher harmonic or
it could be larger, like the duration of a quarter-note in a rhythmic
audio signal, as shown in Figure 3a.
Correct assignment of the rastogram width is important during
2D Fourier analysis. The Fourier transform analyses the sub-sonic
frequency variation between the audible frequency bins of each
row. If the image dimensions correspond to a periodic element of
the signal then the Fourier data representation will be more informative, see section 2.5.
2.2. Timbral or Rhythmic Analysis
The analysis of audio signals is divided into two categories, timbral and rhythmic, depending on what signal information is used

(b) C2 Piano Note with Width Set to Approximate the Fundamental Pitch Period (672 pixels)

Figure 3: Rastogram of Different Signal Types

to set the raster width. In timbral analysis mode the width is harmonically related to the pitch whereas in rhythmic analysis mode
the width is related to the tempo of the signal.
This implementation uses music information retrieval tools
[7, 8] to semi-automate the choice of raster width. These algorithms incorporate techniques like auto-correlation and onset detection to ascertain the pitch and tempo, which can then be used to
determine suitable raster widths to divide the audio into rows that
contain a common periodic element. These techniques are a vital
part of the analysis because a signal periodicity must be synchronised with the raster width in order to obtain a useful 2D spectrum.
For timbral mode, note onset information can be used to extract individual notes from a sequence for analysis.
Clearly both modes work on different scales, timbral analysis
is best for individual pitched notes and could be useful for observing the internal modulations of partials. Rhythmic analysis is
useful on longer signals with rhythmic patterns, where it can show
the rhythmic emphasis in the spectrum. In general the range of the
rhythmic frequency spectral axis extends higher in timbral analysis mode than rhythmic analysis mode since the image width is
lower. Figure 3a was obtained using rhythmic analysis mode while
Figure 3b used timbral analysis mode.
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1D Time
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2D DFT
2D Frequency
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Processing
Resynthesis
1D Time
Domain Audio
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2D Time
Domain Audio
Derasterisation
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Figure 2: 2D Fourier Analysis-Resynthesis Framework

2.3. Spectrum Display
The 2D frequency domain representation is a large matrix of complex numbers. Some method is needed to present this information
clearly. The polar representation of complex data is the most logical when considering audio signals. It is preferable to present
magnitude and phase components simultaneously to gain a better
understanding of the 2D spectral content.

∠X
2π
L = arctan(|X|) ∗ (2/π)
H=

(16)
(17)

The HSL colour space can then be converted to RGB [10] and
displayed as a colour image plot. Figure 5 shows an example 2D
spectrum. The colour/phase information has been removed and the
intensity inverted for printing purposes.

White

L
Green (120°)
Cyan (180°)

Yellow (60°)
H

S
Blue (240°)

Red (0°)

Magenta (300°)

Figure 5: 2D Spectrum Display of a Piano Note (Horizontally
Zoomed)

2.4. 2D Spectral Components
Black

Figure 4: HSL Colour Space
This can be achieved by converting polar data to colour information [9] using the HSL colour space with full saturation, see
Figure 4. The following equations show how magnitude is mapped
to lightness and (wrapped) phase is mapped to hue:

The fundamental component of 2D Fourier analysis can be interpreted as an audible sinusoid modulated by a rhythmic sinusoid
[5]. However using this rasterisation method it is clear that if component signal periodicities are not synchronised with the analysis window size then the signal will be skewed in the 2D analysis
space (Figure 6). The actual frequency of a stationary sinusoidal
component is given by:
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(a) Rastogram
(201 Pixel Width)

(b) 2D Spectrum
(Zoomed On Origin)

Figure 6: A Non-Synchronised Sinusoid (220 Hz)

The rhythmic frequency (fr ), having a smaller range and finer
resolution, essentially shows an error term of the audible frequency
(fa ) analysis. These skewed signals can be seen to have nonstationary phase across both dimensions, since in each consecutive
row/column the phase angle has changed.
A signal with a phase-stationary frequency in both axes of the
rastogram is an amplitude modulated sinusoid. Amplitude modulation is conventionally considered in terms of a carrier frequency
and a modulation frequency. 1D Fourier analysis shows that amplitude modulation can be achieved using two sinusoids, f1 and
f2 , with constant amplitude and frequency, where:
f1 + f2
2
= |(f2 − f1 )|

fcarrier =

(19)

fmod

(20)

If the carrier frequency is synchronised to the width of analysis
in the rastogram then the AM signal is represented by symmetrical
points in each of the four quadrants of the 2D spectrum (Figure 7).
The absolute values of their frequency co-ordinates fa and fr will
be equal. Due to the conjugate symmetry of the real 2D Fourier
transform (13), the 2D spectral data contains duplicate information
and two of the quadrants are redundant. The negative quadrants of
either axis can be disregarded but conceptually it is easier to ignore
the negative audible frequency quadrants.
The remaining two points represent the sinusoids f1 and f2 .
Both have the same audible frequency which is therefore equal to
fcarrier . They have equal absolute rhythmic frequency but one
is negative. The modulation frequency fmod is the difference between positive and negative rhythmic frequencies i.e. |2fr |.

(a) Rastogram
(200 Pixel Width)

(b) 2D Spectrum
(Zoomed On Origin)

Figure 7: 2D Representations of Bipolar Amplitude Modulation
(fcarrier = 220.5 Hz and fmod = 2 Hz)

Figure 8 shows the 2D spectrum of a sequenced drum rhythm
at 120 bpm which, when using a sample rate of 44.1kHz, gives
an integer period for a crotchet/quarter note. Symmetric points
in all quadrants of a 2D spectrum show that an AM "rhythmic"
component is present with synchronised carrier frequency. The
many symmetric points in this spectrum signify a synchronised
rhythmic pattern.
There are pairs of sinusoidal signals skewed in opposing directions across the spectrum. Each sinusoidal component is represented by two points each due to the spectral redundancy, so only
the points in quadrants with positive audible frequency are needed.
The actual 1D frequency of the sinusoids can be determined by
summing the audible and rhythmic frequency co-ordinates of the
two points. Combined they create an AM sinusoid, where the
mean of their audible frequencies gives fcarrier and the difference
between their rhythmic frequencies gives fmod .
The rhythmic content of the audio signal is being analysed in
terms of a set of low-frequency amplitude modulations. This is the
main benefit of the 2D spectrum, it makes rhythmic modulation
much easier to detect than in the 1D spectrum.

Figure 8: 2D Spectrum Display of a Drum Beat

2.5. Analysis Issues
Spectral analysis in two dimensions is subject to the same issues as
conventional 1D methods, such as convolution with the spectrum
of the window function and smearing when frequency components
are not centred on an analysis point. There are additional limitations for 2D analysis, some as a result of the simple rasterisation
approach instead of overlap-add methods. However this method
serves as a first step, allowing visual exploration of features to gain
understanding. The processing techniques can then be refined and
extended in the future.
Rectangular windowing causes particular issues. If a 2D spectral component is not synchronised with the analysis frequencies
then spectral energy will leak into adjacent analysis bins due to
the high side lobe energy of the window’s spectrum [11]. But if a
component is synchronised then the spectrum of the window has
no effect because there are no discontinuities between the two ends
of the window. Unfortunately pitch and tempo related periods very
rarely contain an integer number of samples so this spectral smearing is frequent. This can be shown using the previous piano note
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examples. In Figure 3b the texture of the rastogram is slanted because the pitch period is between 672 and 673 samples and in the
spectrum (Figure 5) there are clear smearing effects as a result.
The data could be resampled to fit the period to an integer number
of samples, improving the clarity of analysis.
Skewing of non-synchronous signal components is a problem
which reduces the intelligibility of the spectral display when combined with the windowing issue. Extending the length of the analysis frames (rastogram rows) will increase the resolution of signal
analysis in the the audible axis. Reducing the inter-frame interval
to overlap frames will increase the rhythmic axis analysis resolution. The definition of spectral data could be improved further by
zero-padding the 2D array before the Fourier transform, increasing
the resolution of the display as shown by (7) and (8). The computational complexity of the 2D DFT increases by O(n2 ) with the
dimensions of the data matrix so these options are limited. Techniques such as time-frequency reassignment [12] could be applied
during the analysis to reduce spectral smearing.
The most significant limitation in this analysis framework is
that aliasing in the rhythmic axis is intrinsic since the rhythmic
sampling rate fsr is much lower than frequencies within the signal.
The columns of the rastogram can be viewed as heavily decimated
versions of the 1D waveform. The appropriate low-pass filtering
to comply with the sampling theorem would remove the required
audible frequency content. This is a result of artificially dividing
one dimension of time into two with different resolutions.

Filtering in the audible axis yields similar results to conventional 1D filtering provided that the signal components are well
synchronised. Filtering on the rhythmic axis produces some interesting effects, altering the rhythmic or timbral structure (section 2.2) whilst maintaining a similar harmonic character. Figure
9 shows an example filter spectrum and the 2D time domain result
of multiplying this with the spectrum in Figure 8.

2.6. Benefits of 2D Spectral Analysis

(a) Magnitude Spectrum of an Ideal-Response Band-Pass Filter With
2D Structure. Cutoff Freq. = 0.5 Hz and Bandwidth = 0.25 Hz

The outlined 2D spectral analysis provides a useful method for
viewing rhythmic range frequency modulations of audible frequencies such as signal harmonics. It could be used for more detailed
rhythmic analysis of audio; there is clearly high spectral energy
with many symmetric components at sub-sonic frequencies that
correspond to rhythmic patterns in the signal. Timbral analysis
shows similar 2D spectral envelopes for all notes from an instrument. Understanding timbre in terms of harmonic modulations
could have potential for robust pitch and time shifting.
3. AUDIO TRANSFORMATIONS
Although there are some issues with the described 2D Fourier analysis method, it clearly shows useful signal information. It is possible to produce interesting audio effects by manipulating the analysis data and resynthesising 1D time domain audio via the 2D IDFT
(Figure 2). Some simple transformations of the 2D Fourier data
were carried out to investigate the potential for creative and analytical processing in this signal domain.
The effectiveness of the described signal transformations depends heavily upon the signal content being synchronised to the
analysis dimensions. With the current analysis process this means
that applications are fairly limited.
3.1. 2D Frequency domain Filtering
Filtering can be performed in the 2D frequency domain by multiplying the Fourier data matrix of the signal with that of the desired filter. In these initial experiments only simple filters were
used such as low-pass, high-pass, band-pass and band-stop in ideal
"brick-wall" and Butterworth configurations. The filter operation
is performed on either the audible or rhythmic axis.

(b) Filtered Drum Beat (see Figure 3a for original)

Figure 9: 2D Frequency Domain Rhythmic Filtering
The problem is that due to the inherent aliasing, it is difficult to
know what changes have actually been made to the spectral signal
content. The results are thus not entirely predictable but still interesting and useful in providing creative permutations of a rhythmic
sequence.
The 2D Fourier transform has been used to perform 2D Weiner
filtering for noise reduction in speech processing [13], so this method
is not unique although its application to rhythmic transformation
for creative effect seems novel.
The same effects could be achieved with a time domain filter on the vertical axis of the rastogram, which would be much
more efficient computationally. However this is a simple applica-
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tion which could be extended to utilise both dimensions and alter
the rhythmic structure of a specific audible frequency band or extending it further, perform feature extraction/emphasis.

could be improved by incorporating phase difference calculations
such as those used in the phase vocoder [15], which would reduce the harmonic distortion caused by rearranging the frames
(rows/columns) of spectral analysis.

3.2. Magnitude Thresholding
Thresholding of the spectral magnitude data allows decomposition of the sound into its most or least prominent sinusoidal components. It serves both as a creative effect and an analysis tool,
allowing decomposition of the 2D spectral structure of a signal. In
the 2D frequency domain thresholding can be performed on rows,
columns or spectral points i.e. in both axes.
Thresholding on rhythmic-frequency rows allows the most dominant sub-sonic oscillations of the signal to be separated, an example is shown in Figure 10. Performed along the columns it allows
the removal of audible components above or below the threshold,
which in timbral analysis mode causes separation of the signal partials. The thresholding for individual points decomposes the signal
into the strongest or weakest individual sinusoidal components.

(a) 2D Spectrum - Rhythmic Fre- (b) Processed Rastogram
quencies <23% of Max. Magnitude (see Figure 3b for original)
Removed
(Horizontally Zoomed)

3.4. Resampling of Data
It was thought that resampling of the 2D spectral data could produce some very useful effects, changing the spectrum size or rescaling the signal within the current analysis range. However this is
when the limitations of the analysis cause significant problems.
Pitch-shifting can be implemented by resampling across the
audible frequency axis, scaling the data across the spectrum rows
by a linear factor to adjust the audible frequencies of signal components. This is functionally similar to pitch shifting methods that
use the 1D STFT [16]. Although in the described timbral analysis
mode there is a harmonic shift rather than a pitch shift since the
resolution is too low in that axis, the analysis frequencies match
the original signal harmonics.
By resampling rhythmic frequencies in the same way a change
in tempo could be achieved but the rhythmic analysis mode has too
low a resolution in this axis. Instead it produces a rhythmic change
rather than a tempo change. In timbral analysis mode the tempo
is altered without pitch change but unfortunately aliasing occurs
because the duration remains the same. If the rhythmic frequency
range is halved, the speed of the signal content will halve but since
the duration remains the same, the content wraps around and starts
again, as shown in Figure 11. When the rhythmic frequency range
is extended, the signal speed increases but begins to repeat itself
due to the periodic nature of Fourier analysis.

Figure 10: Rhythmic Frequency Magnitude Thresholding of a Piano Note
The thresholding tends to remove more high-frequency audible energy since audio signals often have larger magnitude in the
low frequency components. This aspect could be improved by
optionally weighting the audible frequencies according to a perceptual loudness curve [14]. Another issue to consider is that
the opposing sinusoids of a rhythmic amplitude modulation do
not necessarily have identical magnitude and so may not be retained/removed simultaneously. This would affect the rhythmic
structure. It would be easy to prevent this if desired by comparing
opposite points within a tolerance range.
3.3. Row/Column Shifts
An obvious and simple manipulation is to move row/column data
around in the 2D frequency matrix. In the audible axis column
shifting creates a change in the signal partials. In timbral mode
this operation never causes a pitch change because the frequency
resolution of analysis matches the harmonic spacing of the original
signal, although in rhythmic analysis mode it can change the signal
pitch.
Row shifting changes the rhythmic frequency of the data so
altering the rhythmic/timbral structure. The results are again unpredictable due to aliasing on the rhythmic frequency axis and
skewing of non-synchronsied sinusoidal components. This effect

(a) Original Trumpet Note (G3)

(b) Rhythmic Frequency Range Reduced to 75%

Figure 11: Attempted Tempo Change By Rhythmic Frequency
Range Reduction
Changing the spectrum dimensions will alter the length of the
signal on resynthesis. Resizing along one dimension changes the
analysis frequency points on that axis. The data can be resampled
to keep it at the original frequency.
In rhythmic mode, it was thought that adjusting the width of
the spectrum would change the duration of each row of rastogram
data whilst maintaining the original pitch. This would essentially
alter the tempo of the signal, changing the inter-frame time interval
in a similar way to granular time-scale techniques. Each frame/row
is either truncated or repeated to achieve the change, rather than
overlapping the frames like STFT methods. The rectangular window of rasterisation allows severe distortions using this method.
Changing the height of the spectrum would change the duration of the signal and resampling could be used to maintain the
signal tempo by keeping the original rhythmic frequencies. The
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shows audible frequency partials in the conventional spectrum range
and the vertical axis shows rhythmic frequency in the sub-sonic
range. Each 2D spectral point defines a sinusoidal partial which
has a frequency of the sum of its audible and rhythmic frequency
axis co-ordinates.
The described analysis approach is useful for direct comparison of time domain and frequency domain signal features in two
dimensions, however there are limitations when it comes to detailed analysis and processing of the 2D Fourier data. The resolution of analysis could be improved by using overlapping frames
with a bell-shaped window function as is common for the STFT.
Windowing would reduce distortions and larger Fourier transforms
could be utilised to improve the spectral definition.
The initial experiments with signal transformation in the 2D
frequency domain show interesting potential for novel effects, with
some exciting results, although at the moment these implementations have limited capabilities, partly due to problems with the
analysis methods. Future work should look to improve both analysis and processing techniques using the 2D Fourier transform.
Similar analysis and processing can be performed using a wavelet
transform [17]; a comparison of these methods should also be carried out in future work.
This investigation has established that this is a useful mechanism by which to work with audio and demonstrated some potentially interesting applications both for researchers and sound
designers.
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Abstract
A method has been developed for automating the settings of a noise gate. The method has been applied
to a kick drum track containing bleed from secondary
drum sources and white noise. The optimal settings
are found by maximising the signal to distortion ratio
(SDR). The SDR has contributions from the distortion
caused to the kick drum signal, and the residual bleed
and noise. These two components are weighted, enabling the gate to be controlled by a single parameter. It is shown that the improvement in the SDR can
be obtained when the two components of the SDR are
approximated, enabling the optimal settings to be calculated from the noisy signal and a single kick drum
hit. It is found that the optimal threshold is slightly
above the peak level of the noise component of the signal.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are many situations in audio production where
the target signal is masked to some extent by noise.
The masking effect in itself is undesirable, but if processing is applied to the noisy signal, additional problems can arise. In multiple microphone conferencing
settings it is undesirable to amplify background noise,
and it is possible for feedback loops to be formed with
even low levels of sound. Live musical recordings are
made in an environment containing multiple sources
and microphones. Rather than random noise, the target source will be masked by interference from a secondary source, known as bleed. In all cases it is preferable to reduce the level of the noise or the bleed signal, whilst minimising any distortion of the target signal.

A non-linear, dynamic audio effect called a noise gate
is generally used to reduce the amplitude of the noise.
The transfer function of a dynamic audio effect is dependent on the input amplitude. Compressors are the
most commonly used dynamic audio effect. Compression is present to some extent in all modern day recordings. The compressor reduces the dynamic range of
the signal by applying an attenuation to those parts of
the signal with an amplitude greater than some threshold. An expander is the opposite of a compressor, in
that it increases the dynamic range. This is done by
applying an attenuation the parts of the signal with an
amplitude below the threshold.
A noise gate is an extreme example of an expander.
A signal entering the gate which is below the threshold level is treated as noise. The gate will not open
fully and will apply an attenuation to the signal (up
to -∞ dB). A signal entering the gate which is above
the threshold level will cause the gate to open, allowing the signal to pass through unattenuated. Noise
gates are used in a number of applications. They are
used to gate ambient noise of microphones in conference environments, to cut the noise or hum from a
heavily distorted guitar amplifier during a live performance, or in audio post production to remove breathing from a vocal track. The speed at which the gate
opens and closes is determined by the dynamics of the
gate. These are key parameters in determining any distortion to the target signal. If the gate opens too slowly
it will cut off the start of the target signal (which at
conference settings could make speech unintelligible).
If the gate closes too slowly noise will be allowed to
pass through.
The use of noise gates in conference settings has been
investigated in the past, by Dugan [1]. Dugan identified the difficulties in setting a suitable threshold level,
particularly when there are relatively high levels of
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2.2. Multitrack Drum Recordings
A simple drum kit set up will comprise kick drum,
snare, hi-hats, cymbals and any number of tom toms.
The general microphone setup will use a kick drum
mic, a snare mic, a mic for each tom tom, and a set of
stereo overheads to capture a natural mix of the entire
kit. In some instances a hi-hat mic will also be used.
When mixing the recording, the overheads will be used
as a starting point. The signal from the other microphones is then mixed into this to provide emphasis on
the main rhythmic components i.e. the kick, snare and
tom toms. Processing is applied to these signals to obtain the desired sound. Gating is used to limit (or ideally remove) the level of the bleed sources before this
processing is applied.
���������

An area in musical recording where bleed is especially
prevalent is in the recording of a drum kit. Although
modern microphones are directional, and steps can be
taken to isolate sources, there will inevitably be some
bleed as both sources and microphones are in close
proximity. Equalization can potentially be used to reduce the effect (for example a high cut filter will reduce
the level of cymbal bleed on a kick drum microphone),
but if the action taken is too aggressive it can have a
detrimental effect on the target sound. Noise gates are
commonly applied in post production to remove this
type of bleed.

must remain in the current state, and thus prevents it
from switching between states too quickly, which can
cause unwanted audio artifacts.

��������������

ambient noise, and there are speakers positioned at distance from the microphone. The effect of poor gate
settings is the amplification of ambient noise, or distortion of the target signal. Methods to overcome these
problems have been presented. In [2] it is proposed
that an adaptive threshold be used, which is a function
of the ambient noise. In [3] it is suggested that the gating mechanism is designed to be sensitive to the input
frequency of the signal. Only an input signal in the
vocal frequency range will open the gate. Julslrom et
al. [4] suggested using two cardioid microphones to
identify the direction of the sound source. Only sound
sources which were from the correct direction would
open the gate.

���

�

2. NOISE GATES
������������

�

2.1. Noise Gate Parameters
A simple noise gate has four main parameters; threshold and gain which are measured in decibels and attack
and release - which represent the dynamics of the gate
- are measured in seconds. The threshold is the level
above which the gate is opened and below which the
gate is closed. The gain is the reduction in the signal level caused by the closed gate. A gate which stops
signals below the threshold from passing through completely has a gain of −∞. The attack is the time it takes
for the closed gate to fully open once the threshold is
reached. The release is the time is takes for the open
gate to fully close once the signal level drops below the
threshold. Some noise gates also have a hold parameter. This dictates a minimum time in which the gate

�

����

�
����

Figure 1: Kick Microphone Output with Hi-Hats Bleed
Figure 1 shows an example of the output of a kick
drum mic with bleed from the hi-hats. The hi-hats signal has been plotted on a separate set of axes, and the
gate gain envelope has been overlaid on both. If the
gate threshold is above the peak amplitude of the hihats bleed, then the third and fourth hi-hat hits will not
open the gate, and will be silenced (or reduced by G
dB). The first hit coincides with the kick drum hit. As
the gate is opened fully at this point by the kick drum,
the hi-hat signal will also be allowed to pass through
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the gate unaffected. In this instance it is not possible
to remove the bleed source. The second hi-hat hit coincides with the end of the release phase of the gate.
If the release time is short the gate will close fully before the hi-hat hit, but the natural decay of the kick
drum will be distorted. If the release time is long the
gate will still be partially open, and the hi-hat will be
audible to some extent, but the kick drum hit will be allowed to decay more naturally. It is necessary to strike
a balance between removing the hi-hat and minimising
distortion of the kick drum. If the gate threshold is below the peak amplitude of the hi-hat signals, then all
hi-hat hits will open the gate.

YS = YC + YN .
3.2. Signal Distortion

Vincent et al. [5] proposed performance measures to
be used in source separation algorithms. There are
three components to the measure of distortion; interference from sources other than the target, noise, and
artifacts which result from the source separation algorithm. In [5] the total distortion is defined as,

DT =
3. METHOD
Audio files representative of a kick drum microphone
containing bleed from hi-hats, snare drum, cymbal and
tom toms, as well as white noise are investigated.

3.1. Audio Files
The audio files used for testing are sequenced by the
author, using real drum samples, enabling the level of
the bleed sources to be controlled. This results in a
simulated kick drum microphone. The noise component of the signal is a combination of bleed sources:
hi-hats, snare, tom toms, and cymbal; and white noise.
The clean (kick) and noise signals are then combined
to give a signal representative of a kick drum microphone masked by bleed and noise. A sample rate of
44,100 Hz is used. The length of each audio file is 4
bars, the tempo used is 120 bpm and the duration is 8
seconds. The drum pattern is shown in Figure 2.

(1)

||ŝ[n]||2 − ||ŝ[n].s[n]||2
,
||ŝ[n].s[n]||2

(2)

where ŝ[n] is the approximation of the target signal
s[n]. The approximation of the target signal is projected onto the target signal. If the two signals correlate exactly then the distortion is zero. If the signals are
orthogonal then the distortion is infinite. When applying this distortion measure to noise gates, the distortion
of the signal will be limited to the transient regions
of the gate. This amounts to a very small percentage
of the signal. As a result the approximate and target
signals will always have a strong correlation, and differences in the total distortion may be hard to gauge.
For this reason the following more classical distortion
measure is used,

DT =

||ŝ[n] − s[n]||2
.
||s[n]||2

(3)

The equivalent parameters in this paper are,
ŝ[n] ≡ f [n]T YS ,

(4)

s[n] ≡ YC ,

(5)

and,

Figure 2: Musical score of the drum pattern
The clean and noise signals are identified by YC and
YN respectively. The peak amplitudes of signals YC
and YN are -0.5 dB and -9.2 dB respectively. The total
signal is identified by the subscript S,

where the function f [n] is the resultant gate function
from the input YS , and the current gate parameters.
The total error vector of the signal, eT [n] is given by,
eT [n] = f [n]T YS [n] − YC [n].

(6)
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Following [5], the error is split into three components,
interference, noise and artifacts. The interference is
analogous to the bleed, and the noise is analogous to
the white noise added to the signal. The interference
and noise are grouped into a single noise component
here. The artifacts are the residual effects introduced
by the process itself. This is analogous to the distortion
of the clean signal caused by the gate. The total error
is therefore a combination of the artifact and noise errors,
eT [n] = eA [n] + eN [n].

(7)

Using Equations 1 and 6,
eA [n] = f [n]T YC [n] − YC [n],

3.3. Initial SDR measurements
Fast attack times will maximise SAR, and will not have
a significantly detrimental effect on the SNR. The attack time of the gate is therefore set to the minimum
setting of 1ms. In order to maximise SNR, the noise
level should be reduced as much as possible. The gain
parameter of the noise gate is therefore set to -∞dB.
Figure 3 shows a plot of the SDR over a range of release and threshold settings. It can be seen that there is
a maximum SDR = 12.6dB (increased from 9.6dB),
achieved with T = −9.03dB and R = 0.225s. The
optimal threshold is slightly above the peak amplitude
of the noise (−9.2dB).

(8)

14
12
10

SDR

and,
eN [n] = f [n]T .YN [n].

8
6
4

(9)

2
0
2

From these error functions, the distortion due to the
artifact error is given by,

1.5

0
−5

1

−10

0.5

||f [n]T YC [n] − YC [n]||2
DA =
,
||YC [n]||2

R

||f [n]T YN [n]||2
.
||YC [n]||2

T

Figure 3: SDR over a range of release and threshold
settings.

(11)

The signal to distortion ratio (SDR), the signal to artifact ratio (SAR) and the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
are defined as follows:
SDR = 10log10 DT−1 ,

(12)

−1
SAR = 10log10 DA
,

(13)

−1
SNR = 10log10 DN
.

(14)

3.4. Controlling the strength of the gate
The noise gate settings which yield the maximum SDR
have been found. This does not necessarily mean, however, that the settings are the same as those that would
be used by an engineer. There is a subjective element
to the choice of settings; it may be the case that all
noise must be removed resulting in a stronger gate. It
may also be the case that there must be minimal distortion to the kick signal resulting in a gentler gate.
To account for this, the components of the total error
function given in Equation 7 are weighted,
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(10)

and the distortion due to noise is given by,

DN =

−15
0

eT [n] = (1 + W )eA [n] + (1 − W )eN [n],

(15)
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where,

Table 1: Comparison of the optimal noise gate settings
when using exact and approximate error vectors.
−1 ≤ W ≤ 1.

W
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
W
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

(16)

When W=-1, noise distortion only is measured, and
the peak on the SDR plot will represent a closed gate.
Conversely when W=1, artifact distortion only is measured, and the peak on the SDR plot will represent an
open gate.
Columns 2 and 3 of Table 1 contain the noise gate
settings which give the maximum SDR. The improvement in SDR can be seen in Figure 4, identified by
SDRCE . It can be seen that when the weighting parameter is negative the gate is strong (high threshold)
and minimal signal or noise is allowed to pass through.
Conversely for positive values of the weighting parameter the gate is open, and all signal and noise is allowed
to pass through. In the mid range of the weighting parameter the threshold has converged to a level slightly
above the peak of the bleed component of the noisy
signal. Within this range of W = −0.4 : 0.4, the release parameter slowly increases. This will cause less
unwanted distortion of the target signal, but will allow more noise to pass through as the gate closes more
slowly. In all cases the SDR has increased. As W increases, the noise component of the SDR reduces (for
both the gated and ungated signals), and as a result the
increase in SDR after gating is reduced.
17
16

Before Gating
SDRCE
SDRCA

15
14

SDR

13

SDRZ1
SDRZ2
SDRZ3
SDRZ4

12
11
10
9
8
7
−0.8

−0.6

−0.4

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

W

Figure 4: Comparison in the improvement of the SDR
when using the exact and approximate error vectors

RCE
0.025
0.125
0.150
0.175
0.225
0.300
0.400
0.250
0.010
RZ2
0.150
0.150
0.175
0.175
0.200
0.250
0.350
0.010
0.010

TCE
-6.48
-6.99
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-14.0
-∞
TZ2
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-∞
-∞

RCA
0.150
0.150
0.175
0.175
0.225
0.300
0.400
0.500
0.500
RZ3
0.200
0.225
0.250
0.250
0.350
0.450
1.500
1.500
1.500

TCA
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-∞
-∞
TZ3
-6.99
-6.99
-6.99
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-∞
-∞

RZ1
0.150
0.175
0.200
0.250
0.350
0.350
0.500
1.500
1.500
RZ4
0.150
0.175
0.200
0.225
0.275
0.350
0.450
1.500
1.500

TZ1
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.79
-9.79
-9.79
-∞
TZ4
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-9.03
-8.86
-8.86
-8.86
-∞

3.5. Working Blind
The work presented so far makes the assumption that
the clean signal is available when calculating the SDR.
This enables eA [n] and eN [n] to be evaluated directly.
In practical situations this is never the case.
Noise gate parameters are defined subjectively by the
sound engineer. The human ear and brain are able to
distinguish between what is signal and what is noise.
As a result it is possible to judge suitable relative levels of DA and DN . If the gate parameters are to be set
automatically it is necessary to identify regions of signal and noise when only the noisy signal is available.
When considering the equivalent human operation, the
sound engineer will have prior knowledge of what the
clean signal sounds like, i.e. the sound engineer will
know that the clean signal is a kick drum. For this reason the blind method will also have available an input,
which identifies what the signal sounds like. The additional input will be a single kick drum hit.
In order to estimate the artifact and noise error it is
necessary to split the noisy signal into regions which
contain the kick drum, and regions which contain only
noise. Work has been done previously on automatic
drum transcription and source separation. Onset de-
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tection functions are used to find prominent beats in a
passage of music, enabling tempo to be identified. This
is demonstrated by Yoshii et al. in [6]. A summary of
drum transcription and source separation techniques
can be found in FitzGerald’s Ph.D thesis, [7]. Recent work on drum transcription has been focussed on
extracting drum patterns from polyphonic audio files.
In [8], Tzanetakis et al. used onset detection functions, split into low and high frequency bands to detect kick and snare drum events. Gillet and Richard
[9] removed the non-rhythmic component of the signal and performed transcription on the residual signal.
The situation presented here is far simpler, as there is
no non-rythmic component to mask the signal, and the
target signal is of a significantly higher amplitude than
the noise.
1
0.9
0.8
0.7

C[m]

0.6
0.5

the correlation between the two vectors is denoted by
C[m]. If C[m] is greater than some threshold, window m is assigned to signal, otherwise it is assigned to
noise. The noisy signal is split into 32 windows which
corresponds to 8th notes (semi-quavers), and matches
the quantization of the recording. Figure 5 contains
a bar chart which shows the correlation of five different kick drum hits (taken from the sampled instrument
used to generate the clean and noisy signals), with each
window of the noisy signal. Strong correlation is found
for all windows which coincide with sections of the
noisy signal that contain a kick drum hit. The threshold for correlation is set at 0.8.
The single kick drum hit is used to approximate the
clean signal, by aligning a kick drum hit with each
window of the noisy signal which had a correlation
above the threshold. Each hit is scaled to have the same
peak amplitude as the corresponding point in the noisy
signal. The approximation of the clean signal is called
the synthesized signal, and is denoted by YZ . The resultant noise - which contains all windows of the noisy
signal with a correlation below the threshold - is denoted by YR .

0.4
0.3

3.5.1. Artifact Error Approximation

0.2
0.1
0

5

10

15

20

25

The synthesized signal is passed through the noise gate
which results in the gate function z[n]. From this, an
approximation to eA [n] can be made,

30

m

Figure 5: Correlation of a single kick from each layer
of the sampled drum instrument with each section of
the noisy signal

eA [n] ' z [n]T YZ [n] − YZ [n] ,

A simple method to extract the kick drum pattern is
used here. The noisy signal, YN is split into m discrete
windows. The spectral power of each window is correlated with the spectral power of the single kick drum
hit. High correlation is obtained in windows that are
predominantly kick drum. All other windows are attributed to noise. This is particularly applicable with
drum recordings as each drum has a significantly different spectral content. The power spectrum of the single kick is denoted as PZ , the power spectrum of window m of the noisy signal is denoted by PN [m] and

If the drum samples used to build the synthesized signal are significantly different to the actual signal, the
approximation of the error vector Equation 17 will be
less accurate. However, the trend in the changes will
always be the same regardless of the sample used, as a
stronger gate will always cause more distortion. In live
situations a single kick sample can be obtained from
the drum kit during sound check. For post production applications a single kick can be recorded before
or after the main performance. Alternatively a sample
could be taken from a library of drum samples.
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3.5.2. Noise Error Approximation
The gate function f[n] is applied to the residual noise
signal, to gain an estimate of the noise error vector,
eN [n] ' f [n]T YR .

(18)

The key to getting good noise gate settings is to ensure
that the attack part of all bleed drum hits are captured
in the approximation of the noise component of the
signal. The examples here have been applied to a quantized drum beat. Discretising a quantized signal into m
windows will yield divisions exactly on beat boundaries (if m is chosen sensibly), hence the attack phase
of each bleed hit is retained. Many modern recordings use a quantized grid, and the use of advanced
production software, such a Pro-Tools, means that the
rigid quantized grid is adhered to (i.e. it is not entirely dependent on the drummer’s ability!). In situations where quantization is not used, more sophisticated drum transcription techniques, similar to those
mentioned in 3.5 are needed. For example, rather than
splitting the signal into equal length windows, the signal can be split using identified beat onsets. Each window can then be assigned to either signal or noise.
4. RESULTS
Table 1 contains the optimal noise gate settings. The
subscripts CE and CA identify cases where the clean
signal is available, and the exact and approximate error
vectors equations are used respectively. The subscript
Z identifies cases where the clean signal is synthesized.
Synthesized signals generated from four different kick
drum hits were tested. The improvement in the SDR
is shown in Figure 4. For all cases other than SDRCE ,
the improvement has been calculated using the optimal
gate settings found using the approximate error vectors
(Equations 17 and 18), substituted into the exact equations for the error vectors (Equations 8 and 9).
5. DISCUSSION
Figure 4 shows the improvement in the SDR before
and after gating. It can be seen that the improvement

in the SDR is similar for all synthesized signals, and
that the improvement is very close to that seen when
the clean signal is available, and the exact equations
for the error vectors are used. The trends in the optimal settings over the range of W are similar for all
synthesized signals. At extreme values of W the gate
is either fully open or fully closed. At intermediate
values the threshold is slightly above the peak noise
level, and the release time gradually increases as the W
is increased, and the gate is made gentler. The release
settings have been transposed over the range of W for
the synthesized signals. This is because the artifact error is different in each case, and the balance between
it, and the noise error has been altered.
For lower values of W the gate is made stronger. The
amplitude envelope of the synthesized signal will determine whether the artifact error is effected more by a
fast release, or a high threshold. A kick drum hit with
a fast natural decay will suffer less distortion from a
low threshold and fast release gate when compared to
a kick drum hit with a slow natural decay time. The
artifact error of synthesized signal Z3 was lessened by
increasing the threshold, rather than reducing the release time as was the case for all other signals.
When the approximate error vectors are used, the noise
is apportioned to discrete sections of the audio file. No
account is taken of the noise which overlaps the signal.
When the strength of the gate is increased, a point will
be reached where the noise has been removed completely. Reducing W beyond this point will not result
in a stronger gate. There are differences in the release
parameter at gentle gate settings (W=0.8). Some of
the synthesized signals have a long release time e.g.
RZ1 = 1.5s whilst others have a short release time e.g.
RZ2 = 10ms. Whilst these differences seem stark,
there is no difference in the effect of the gate, as it is
completely open in each case, allowing all signal and
noise to pass through.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The parameters of the noise gate have been reduced to
a single parameter, W. A low value of W corresponds
to a strong gate, and a high value corresponds to a gentle gate. It has been demonstrated that the clean sig-
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nal and the regions of noise can be approximated, and
that the improvement in SDR found when using the
approximations is close to that found when the clean
signal and noise are known exactly. The precise selection of W is a subjective matter, but indications of the
best setting can be found. The method presented gives
a bound for the maximum strength of the gate; the
point where the discretised noise regions have been silenced. This would be a good suggested starting point.
If the distortion of the signal is is too strong then W
can be increased gradually until it is at acceptable levels.

7. FUTURE WORK
It has been demonstrated that for a quantized drum
beat a coarse method to approximate the clean signal
and the noise regions is adequate. Further investigation
is required for signals which do not conform to a quantized grid. For multitrack recordings, additional information could be extracted from other microphones to
improve the accuracy of the estimate of the signal and
noise regions. The weighting parameter is used to control the strength of the gate. To make the gate fully automated, the optimal weighting parameter for various
types of drum recording should be identified. Future
work will involve listening tests to determine suitable
settings for this parameter.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe a head-model based on interaural cues
(e.g. interaural level differences and interaural time differences).
Based on this model, we proposed, in previous works, a binaural
source spatialization method (SSPA), that we extended to a multispeaker spatialization technique that works on a speaker array in a
pairwise motion (MSPA) [1], [2]. Here, we evaluate the spatialization techniques, and compare them to well-known methods (e.g.
VBAP (Vector Base Amplitude Panning) [3]). We also test the robustness of a adapted conjoint localization method under noisy and
reverberant conditions; this method uses spectra of recorded binaural signals, and tries to minimize the distance between the ILD
and ITD based azimuth estimates. We show comparative results
with the PHAT generalized cross-correlation localization method
[4].
1. INTRODUCTION
In active listening applications, the spatialization and the localization are very important tasks. The spatialization allows the projection of a source in the space surrounding the listener, while the
localization is the reciprocal operation, that consists in finding the
source position. An overview of spatialization and localization
techniques is given in [5].
Here, we considered punctual and omni-directional sound sources in the horizontal plane where both the listeners and the speakers are on the same ground. Each source is located by its (ρ, θ)
coordinates, where ρ is the distance of the source to the listener
head’s center and θ azimuth angle.
In a binaural context, the difference in amplitude or Interaural
Level Difference (ILD, expressed in decibels – dB) and in arrival
time or Interaural Time Difference (ITD, expressed in seconds) are
the main spatial cues for the auditory system [6]. In fact, a sound
source positioned towards the left will reach the left ear sooner
than the right one, in the same manner the right level should be
lower due to wave propagation and head shadowing [7].
We show the usefulness of the parametric ITD model from
which we derive a binaural spatialization algorithm (SSPA: Source
SPAtialization), and we extended this method to a multi-speaker
system (MSPA: Multi-diffusion SPAtialization). The MSPA technique operates on loudspeakers in a pairwise manner. The computation of the panning coefficients are based on a adaptation of a
static matrix of Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs), which
leads to frequency-dependent complex coefficients. We compare
the MSPA to the classical VBAP, which also works on a pairwise
manner but uses frequency independent panning coefficients. We
also demonstrate the competence of our adaptation of the conjoint

localization method after Viste [8]. This method uses conjointly
the azimuth estimation from ILD and ITD to derive a robust localization for low and high frequencies [2].
This paper is structured as follows. First, we present the binaural model in Section 2. The associated binaural spatialization
and multi-speaker spatialization techniques are detailed in Section
3. The conjoint localization method is explained in Section 4. The
Section 5 is reserved for the analysis of the experiments results.
2. HEAD MODEL
2.1. Stereo model
A (vibrating) sound source s radiates acoustic waves, that will
reach the left (L) and right (R) ears through different acoustic
paths, characterized with a pair of filters, called Head-Related Impulse Responses (HRIRs). HRIRs are subject-dependent. The
CIPIC database [9] contains samples for different listeners and different directions of arrival.
For a source s located at the azimuth θ, the left (xL ) and right
(xR ) signals are given by:
xL
xR

=
=

s ∗ HRIRL (θ),
s ∗ HRIRR (θ),

(1)
(2)

where ∗ denotes the convolution among time-domain signals. HRIR
characterizes generally anechoic environments. In a room, the
HRIRs are replaced by BRIRs (Binaural Room Impulse Responses).
2.2. Interaural Level Differences
Viste [8] expressed the ILDs as functions of sin(θ), with:
ILD(θ, f ) = α(f ) sin(θ),

(3)

where α(f ) is the average scaling factor that best suits the model,
in the least-square sense, for each listener of the CIPIC database.
The overall error of this model over the CIPIC database for all
subjects, azimuths, and frequencies is of 4.29 dB.
Practically, the ILD for each time-frequency bin is measured
by the ratio of the left (XL ) and right(XR ) short-time spectra with:
˛
˛
˛ XL (t, f ) ˛
˛
˛.
(4)
ILD(t, f ) = 20 log10 ˛
XR (t, f ) ˛
2.3. Interaural Time Differences
After Woodworth [10], Viste [8] proposed a ITD model based on
sin(θ) + θ. However, from the theory of the diffraction of an harmonic plane wave by a sphere (the head) [11], we proposed a ITD
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0.07

channels, the ITD for each time-frequency bin is measured with:
„
«
1
XL (t, f )
∠
+ 2πp .
(7)
ITDp (t, f ) =
2πf
XR (t, f )

Viste Model
Simplified Model
0.06

ITD model error [ms]

0.05

The coefficient p highlights that the phase is determined up to a
modulo 2π factor. In fact, the phase becomes ambiguous above
1500Hz, where the wavelength is shorter than the diameter of the
head.

0.04

0.03

3. SPATIALIZATION TECHNIQUES

0.02

3.1. Binaural Spatialization

0.01

0

0
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frequency [kHz]
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We proposed the SSPA binaural spatialization technique for headphones listening conditions. In this case, each ear receive only the
sound from one earphone. Thus the encoded spatial cues are not
affected by any cross-talk signals between earphone speakers.
The SSPA relies on the symmetry among the left and the right
ears. To spatialize a sound source to an expected azimuth θ, for
each short-term spectrum X, we compute the pair of left (XL ) and
right (XR ) spectra from the spatial cues corresponding to θ, using
Equations (3) and (6), and:

20

Figure 1: Average ITD model error over the CIPIC Database.

0.1
Viste Model
Simplified Model

variance of ITD [ms2]

0.09
0.08

XL (t, f )

0.07

XR (t, f )

=

X(t, f ) · 10+Δa (f )/2 e+jΔφ (f )/2 ,
X(t, f ) · 10

−Δa (f )/2 −jΔφ (f )/2

e

,

(8)
(9)

where Δa and Δφ are given by:

0.06

Δa (f )
Δφ (f )

0.05
0.04

0.02
0.01
0

5

10
frequency [kHz]

15

=
=

ILD(θ, f )/20,
ITD(θ, f ) · 2πf.

(10)
(11)

The conjoint control of amplitude and phase should provide
better audio quality than amplitude-only spatialization. Although,
errors on phase could deteriorate the overall audio quality [12]. We
reach a remarkable spatialization realism through informal listening tests with AKG K240 studio headphones.

0.03

0

=

20

3.2. Multi-speaker Spatialization
Figure 2: Inter-subject variance over the CIPIC Database.

model proportional to sin(θ) [2]. These ITD models are given by:
ITD(θ, f )
ITD(θ, f )

=
=

β(f )r(sin(θ) + θ)/c,
γ(f )r sin(θ)/c,

(5)
(6)

where β and γ are the average scaling factors that best suits the
Viste and our sinusoidal model, in the least-square sense, for each
listener of the CIPIC database, r denotes the head radius, and c is
the sound celerity. The overall error of our model over the CIPIC
database is 0.052 ms, which is comparable to the 0.045 ms error
of the Viste’s model. The average model errors and inter-subject
variances of both models are depicted in Figures 1 and 2.
In practice, our model is easily invertible, which is suitable for
sound localization, while the inversion of the sin(θ) + θ model by
Viste requires more complex computations, and introduced mathematical approximation errors at the lateral azimuths (see [2]). In
the next sections, we consider the sin(θ) based model for the ITD.
Given the short-time spectra of the left (XL ) and right (XR )

We proposed the MSPA which is a extension of the SSPA technique to a multi-source multi-speaker system. In a setup with more
than 2 speakers, the system adapts to different speaker configuration through the classic pairwise paradigm [13] in a stereophonic
display. It consists in choosing for a given target source only the
two speakers closest to it (in azimuth): one at the left of the source,
the other at its right. In this case, the sound from each loudspeaker
is heard by both ears. Thus, the stereo sound is filtered by a matrix
of four transfer functions (Cij (f, θ)) between loudspeaker j and
ear i (i, j = L, R) [1]. Here, we generate the paths artificially using the binaural model. The best panning coefficients under CIPIC
conditions for the pair of speakers to match the binaural signals at
the ears (see Equations (8) and (9)) are then given by:
KL (t, f )
KR (t, f )

C · (CRR HL − CLR HR ) ,
C · (−CRL HL + CLL HR )

(12)
(13)

with the determinant computed as:
C = 1/ (CLL CRR − CRL CLR ) .

(14)

For the stability of the solutions, the implementation must handle especially the cases where |C| = 0 (or close to zero) at any
frequency.
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to θL (t, f ) is validated as the final θ estimation for the considered
frequency bin, since it exhibits a smaller deviation:

During diffusion, the left and right signals (YL , YR ) to feed
left and right speakers are obtained by multiplying the short-term
spectra X with the panning coefficients KL and KR , respectively:
YL (t, f )
YR (t, f )

=
=

KL (t, f ) · X(t, f ),
KR (t, f ) · X(t, f ).

θ(t, f ) = θT,m (t, f ),

(15)
(16)

with m = argminp |θL (t, f ) − θT,p (t, f )| . Practically,
the choice of p can be limited among two values (pr , pr ),
where
«
„
1 XL (t, f )
.
(22)
pr = f · ITD(θL , f ) −
∠
2π XR (t, f )

4. SOURCE LOCALIZATION
4.1. Generalized cross-correlation source localization

For each frequency bin of each discrete spectrum, an azimuth
is estimated and the corresponding power is accumulated in the
histogram at this azimuth. An estimate of the azimuth of the source
can be obtained as the peak in the built energy histogram (see [2]).
Figure 3 depicts the power histogram of a mixture of two
speech signals at −30◦ and +30◦ . The mixed binaural signals
were produced by convolution of mono sources with the HRIRs of
the KEMAR mannequin (see [9]). The histogram is enhanced by a
polynomial smoothing operator hs (θ) and then thresholded ht (θ).
A spurious source remains about azimuth −45◦ . Here, the threshold level is set as a fractional of the maxima of the histogram. In
our experiments, we obtain appreciable results with a threshold set
to the third of the maxima: threshold = 13 max(h(θ)). Then, the
number of peaks is a good estimator of the mixture’s order.

Many source localization algorithms exist in the literature [14]. A
useful method known to be robust in noisy and reverberant conditions is the PHAT-GCC method (or Generalized Cross-Correlation
with Phase Transform) [4]. It consists in computing the inverse
Fourier transform of a pre-filtering cross-power spectrum with:

−∞

∗
XL (t, f )XR
(t, f ) j2πf τ
df,
e
∗
|XL (t, f )XR
(t, f )|

(17)

where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate operation, τ the time
difference between the left and the right channels. The weighting
functions allows to consider a finite signal length. Moreover, interferences are easily detect in the frequency domain. By dividing the
cross-power by its magnitude, the PHAT function ensures a constant energy over all frequencies. Thus, when no single frequency
dominates, the effect of reverberation is canceled out when averaged over many frequencies. We may observe local maxima in the
result correlation function. The dominant peak is detected as the
right DOA estimation. Though care must be taken for frequency
points with near zero amplitude. The interaural ITD is given by:
ITD = argmaxτ |GLR (τ )| .

histogram
1

h(θ)

∞

(18)

The best mapping from the ITD to the azimuth was obtained
by Equation 6 with the frequency independent factor ξ(f ) = 2.5.
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4.2. Conjoint source localization

0
−80

Similarly, using the ITD information (see Equation (7)), to obtain
an estimation of the azimuth candidate for each p, we invert Equation (6):
«
„
c · ITDp (t, f )
θT,p (t, f ) = arcsin
.
(20)
r · β(f )
The θL (t, f ) estimates are more dispersed, but not ambiguous at
any frequency, so they are exploited to find the right modulo coefficient p that unwraps the phase. Then the θT,p (t, f ) that is nearest
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20

thresholded histogram
0.8
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ht(θ)

In Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA), ILDs and ITDs are the most
important cues for source localization. Lord Rayleigh mentioned
in his Duplex Theory [7] that the ILDs are more prominent at high
frequencies (where phase ambiguities are likely to occur) whereas
the ITDs are crucial at low frequencies (which are less attenuated
during their propagation).
Obtaining an estimation of the azimuth based on the ILD information (Equation (4)) is just a matter of inverting Equation (3):
„
«
ILD(t, f )
θL (t, f ) = arcsin
.
(19)
α(f )

0.4
0.2
0
−80
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−20

0
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Figure 3: Mixture of two sources at (−30◦ , 30◦ )
.
From top to bottom: original histogram h(θ), smoothed histogram hs (θ) and histogram after thresholding ht (θ). The peak
number decreases from K = 13 to K = 3, only one spurious
peak remains.
5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
5.1. Spatialization results
We conducted objective and subjective tests to evaluate the spatial
realism and the sound quality of the proposed SSPA and MSPA
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methods. The spatial realism describes the subjective accuracy
of the projection in space, and the sound quality is related to the
overall perceptual sensation (frequency content, loudness, listening pleasure).

0.8

0.6

GCC

0.4

5.2. SSPA performance
5.2.1. Subjective tests

0.2

0

For the subjective tests 1 , we had 10 subjects, all members of the
sound processing Team, familiar with sound evaluation. First, the
suject had to judge the quality between the original sound and its
spatialized version. We use a 5 points scale (1. perfect, 2: minor artifact, 3: distorded but intelligible, 4: very distorded and 5:
not intelligible). The methods, SSPA and SHRIR (Spatialization
with Head-Related Impulse Responses) have a average rate about
2, with a little preference for the SSPA method 2 .
Second, we compare SSPA signals at different locations. We
notice no confusion between left and right. For a resolution of 5◦ ,
90% of the subjects could not differ the relative localization between two consecutive position. For cross-pair (one from SHRIR
and one from SSPA), for the same position, about 15% perceived
the SSPA sound more lateralized than his concurrent, the rests detect the same location. This highlights that our head model match
heads of a large number, and does not distord the real location.
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Third, we objectively compare the SSPA and the SHRIR signals
by measuring their location with the PHAT-GCC. For cross-pairs
(SHRIR-SSPA) at the same position, sounds from SHRIR are perceived more lateralized than sounds of SSPA. This observation is
confirmed after the appearance of the cross-correlation function
(see Figure 4). The peak of the cross-correlation for SHRIR is positioned left of the one of SSPA for negative angles and right for
positive angles. Moreover, we can see the same form of crosscorrelation for speech signals and for musical signals. But the
SHRIR requires the measurements of HRIRs for all target positions, while the SSPA makes a correct angular interpolation.
The results show a good spatial precision of the SSPA binaural signals. In fact, we observe a dominant peak in the vicinity of
the right interaural delay without ambiguity. The cross-correlation
function from SSPA are smoother and have fewer parasites than
those from SHRIR signals. Thus, the SSPA method seems more
accurate and more stable than the SHRIR method. The SSPA
method allows to accurately spatialize monophonic sources (voice,
instrument). However, we note that the speech signals show a peak
broader than the signals from instruments (see Figure 4).
5.3. MSPA performance
In this section, the results analysis is based on real binaural signals, registered in the Bonnefont studio with a “phonocasque” (a
headphone with microphones encased in earphones). The recorded
signals are of three types, namely those derived from diffusion of a
real source monophonic source (one speaker at the target location),
those from the parametric multi-diffusion MSPA method and those
from the classical VBAP method [3].
1 see URL: http://www.labri.fr/perso/~mouba/mos.html

Figure 4: Cross-correlation functions as function of time delay,
obtained from binaural signals generated with SSPA (plain) and
with SHRIR (dotted): speech at −65◦ (a), trumpet at +30◦ (b).
5.3.1. MSPA and VBAP similarities
In the horizontal plane, MSPA and VBAP follow the pair-wise
paradigm (two speakers) to produce a virtual source at a target
location. VBAP is known and works well in many situations [15].
Its spatialization is controlled solely by the level difference with
frequency independent panning coefficients. Theoretically, VBAP
is suitable for frequencies below 700 Hz, which could be sufficient since the ITD, which is an important indication of the location, dominates up to about 1.5 kHz. The panning coefficients of
VBAP are fixed for each azimuth and whatever room diffusion.
The MSPA panning coefficients are also static regardless of the
environment, but they are complex. The MSPA is theoretically defined over the entire audible frequency band. Thus, VBAP is the
best candidate who is close to our expectations, and by which we
can assess objectively our proposed system MSPA.
Due to the pair-wise paradigm, the comparison of spatialization coefficients for a pair of speakers is sufficient. In the next sections, we used the pair located at (−30◦ , +30◦ ) for the calculation
of panning coefficients for any azimuth between the speakers with
both techniques (MSPA and VBAP).
5.3.2. Subjective tests
We conducted listening and objective tests on real sources and on
virtual sources from MSPA and VBAP. In all cases, the real source
provided a better audio quality and its location is unambiguous.
Thus, the real source is considered as the reference (the best we
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Figure 5: Amplitude of the panning coefficients from VBAP (plain)
and MSPA (dotted), for the left (top) and right (bottom) channels
of the panning pair for −15◦ .

5.3.3. Objective tests
First, we note that the spatialization coefficients of MSPA and
VBAP approaches are very similar up to 700Hz, then they differ considerably (see figures 5 and 6). Indeed, MSPA coefficients
are complex numbers and the imaginary part can contribute significantly. In [0, 700] Hz band, the coefficients are nearly real. Over
the full band, The Panning Level Difference (PLD) is defined as
the ratio of the left by the right panning coefficient. The PLDs
difference between the two techniques do not exceed 3 dB in the
frequency band [0, 700] for azimuths in range [−80◦ , +80◦ ] [1].
Moreover, from the binaural recording, it is possible to obtain
objective measures of the accuracy on localization. We use binaural signals from the diffusion of a white noise from a real source
and virtual sources by MSPA and VBAP at different locations. The

azimuth −15°

phase [rad]

2
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2
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2
phase [rad]

could expect). Listening tests reveal that the spatial precision of
MSPA and VBAP are similar and show no ambiguity, the source is
considered properly at the left or right of a previous one for a resolution of 5◦ . However, the spectral content is different. The virtual
source after MSPA has more high frequency contents (brightness),
while VBAP sources sound louder. A possible reason is the validity of the VBAP assumption up to 700 Hz. Until 1500 Hz, the ITD
cue dominates, which could be sufficient to give a spatial illusion.
This observation shows that MSPA should better control the spatialization of broadband components. In fact, Figure 5 shows that
the optimal panning coefficients are frequency dependant and not
constant over the frequency band.
We also create dynamic sources for a octophonic system with
VBAP and MSPA. To have a constant amplitude for any location,
we normalize the panning coefficients such that their square sum
to 1. The sounds from VBAP seem to have a more constant sound
intensity when the source is moving (around the listener).
However, for the two approaches, some acceleration between
speakers were reported, with a bias towards the loudspeaker closest to the target location. This effect could be moderate with an
increasing number of speakers and a reduction of the angle between each pair of speakers. One advantage of a pair method is
that the spatialization error is bounded between the two speakers.
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Figure 6: Phase of the panning coefficients from VBAP (plain) and
MSPA (dotted), for the left (top) and right (bottom) channels of the
panning pair for −15◦ .

white noise is chosen because of its large and constant spectrum,
here we used a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz.
The ITD and the deduced azimuth are good accuracy criterions for comparison purposes in source localization [16]. Thus, we
believe that the generalized PHAT-GCC is a neutral method for the
evaluation of MSPA and VBAP. The final location corresponds to
the maximum of the derived cross-correlation function. Estimates
of the ITD and the corresponding azimuth can be negative or positive depending on whether the source is positioned towards the left
or right ear. The Figure 7 shows the cross-functions obtained from
the broadcasting of real sources and virtual sources from MSPA.
We notice that the PHAT-GCC functions of real sources are
more accurate and localized at the right position, while the functions of virtual methods present a second significant unwanted
peak. However, the dominant peak is still a good estimator of
the expected location. The parasites peaks could be explained
by complex interactions resulting from the use of two speakers
(e.g.cross-channels. Table 1 summarizes the results of localization
for the azimuths −30◦ , −15◦ , +15◦ , +30◦ . Indeed, the location
deduced from the diffusion of mono source is the best we could
expect in the acoustics of the room. The results of the three approaches confirm the superiority of the location of the real source.
For negative angles, VBAP and MSPA suffer a bias towards the
speaker on the left, and for positive angles, the bias moves toward
the right speaker. Moreover, we note an localization gain of approximately 2◦ for MSPA compared to VBAP (see table 1). These
findings seem to confirm that MSPA reinforces the correlation between the ITD and ILD in the binaural signals, enabling them to
better approximate the ones from natural perception.
5.4. Localization results
To verify the precision of the source localization methods, we spatialized several noise sources at different azimuths in the horizontal
plane, between −80◦ and +80◦ , and we localized them using the
conjoint method and the PHAT-GCC method. In these examples,
the binaural signals include one single source, such that the PHATGCC is not disturb by concurrent sources. We compare the two
methods in anechoic environment and in noisy reverberant room.
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azimuth θ
−30◦
−15◦
0◦
+15◦
+30◦

real source θ̂
−25◦
−12◦
+1◦
+13◦
+27◦

ˆ ms
MSPA ITD
−0.22
−0.18
0.01
−0.18
−0.24

MSPA θ̂
−27◦
−20◦
+1◦
+19◦
+27◦

VBAP θ̂
−27◦
−22◦
+2◦
+22◦
+27◦

ˆ ms
VBAP ITD
−0.24
−0.20
+0.02
+0.20
+0.24

Table 1: Azimuth estimations with PHAT-GCC from binaural signals issued from the diffusion of a white noise as real source or as virtual
source generated by MSPA and VBAP using the speakers pair (−30◦ , +30◦ ). Recording with the “phonocasque” in the Bonnefont studio.

All test files for localization are available here 3 .

thus a improvement would be to introduce a bias growing with the
lateral position.

5.4.1. In anechoic room
The results of localization for the conjoint method and the PHATGCC method are summarized in Figure 8, where the expected azimuths are plotted against the estimated azimuths. Both methods
become less accurate as the source gets closer to lateral positions.
This phenomenon is also observed in real listening tests, where
side sounds were more difficult to locate in absolute.
As we can see, both approaches are almost perfect in the range
[−45, 45]◦ with a maximum error about 3◦ (see Figure 8). Beyond
|45◦ | both methods become gradually unstable. We remark that
the absolute error is less than 5◦ in the range [−65, +65]◦ . The
conjoint method has a error lower than its protagonist. This performance is qualitatively acceptable compared to the human auditory system, which detects differences of 1◦ [17]. In practice,
the source is not a point (but is expanding its activity around a set
of points), the size of the speaker and the source’s intensity may
influence this minimal detectable angle.
Similar tests were conducted on sources with different spectral
content, including speech and music. Due to their low frequencies
spectrum, the localization results were slightly better than in case
of noise signals. We used a noise signal for the automatic detection
of the speakers configuration in the RetroSpat Music software [1].
5.4.2. In noisy and reverberant classroom
In this section, we present the results obtained by theconjoint method
and the PHAT-GCC method in a reverberant environment. The
binaural signals are generated by the convolution of mono sources
with BRIRs measured in a reverberant classroom of size 5m ×
9m × 3.5m [18]. The BRIRs have been measured in the horizontal plane from a maximum length sequence, which is a pseudorandom binary sequence. They have a length of 32767 samples
and contains a combination of direct sound, first echoes and late
reverberation. The reverberation time of room (T60 ) is between
580 and 619 ms with algorithms of Brown and Schroeder [19].
We study the sources at positions 0◦ , 15◦ , 30◦ , 45◦ , 60◦ , 90◦ .
The results of localization for the conjoint method and the PHATGCC method are summarized in Figure 9. As well as in the anechoic case, we remark that the performance of both techniques
decreases as the source moves towards lateral sides.
Although, the PHAT-GCC method is more precise in reverberant environments. Indeed, for the conjoint method, starting from
60◦ , the error has already reached 10◦ . For such adverse reverberant conditions, the method is doing rather well. One has the
impression that the joint method underestimates the localization;
3 see

URL: http://www.labri.fr/~mouba/DAFX09.html

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we evaluated the performance of the proposed SSPA
and MSPA spatialization methods, respectively for the binaural
and the multi-diffusion context. Both methods are based on parametric models of ILD and ITD cues. We also show that our adapted
conjoint localization method has comparable precision to the PHATGCC (generalized cross-correlation with phase transform) localization method. Our method uses conjointly the localization estimations based on ILD and on ITD at high frequencies. The
conjoint approach has the advantage of localizing each frequency
component separately. It opens views to locate multiple sources
in the same time window, therefore a possible source separation
under reverberant conditions. Future works will address the enhancement of the localization algorithm and the problem of multiple sources tracking.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the use of Non-negative Tensor Factorisation
models for the separation of drums from polyphonic audio. Improved separation of the drums is achieved through the incorporation of Gamma Chain priors into the Non-negative Tensor Factorisation framework. In contrast to many previous approaches,
the method used in this paper requires little or no pre-training or
use of drum templates. The utility of the technique is shown on
real-world audio examples.
1. INTRODUCTION
The separation of drum instruments from polyphonic music signals has numerous applications including remixing, DJing tools,and
rhythm-driven effects. Other possible uses include automatic transcription of drum parts, beat tracking, rhythmic description, and
style identification.
In the past few years, numerous approaches to this problem
have been proposed. Some approaches are based on the idea of
separating the harmonic portion of the signal from the non-harmonic
portion of the signal, via techniques such as sinusoidal modelling
[1] or via noise subspace projection techniques [2]. The utility of
these approaches is that they require no pretraining on the audio
signals, but they suffer from limitations in that some parts of the
drum sounds can be modelled by sinusoidal coefficients and that
the attacks of some instruments will also be captured as part of the
noise signal.
A spectral modulation approach was used by Barry et al [3]
whereby a transient detector was used to modulate an audio spectrogram to separate out the percussive parts of the spectrogram.
While capable of giving good rejection of the pitched instruments,
the timbre of the recovered drums was noticeably different from
those of the original drums. However, it should be noted that this
method did not require any pre-training.
Other approaches include that of Helen [4], which used nonnegative matrix factorisation to decompose the input spectrogram
∗ This author was supported by the Science Foundation Ireland Stokes
Lectureship program

into various components. The resultant components were then
classified as either pitched or percussive based on a pre-trained
support vector machine, and these components used to resynthesise the separated drum track. However, in some cases the components separated contained elements of the pitched sounds. Another matrix factorisation based approach was developed by Gillet
et al [5], where they used a separate sets of templates to model
the background music and the drum parts of the signals. The drum
templates were augumented with templates derived from the signal
obtained using the subspace projection drum separation method
described in [2] which helped improve the quality of the separations.
Another commonly used approach is that of template adaptation. Zils et al used simple time-domain templates for snare and
kick drum which were then adapted iteratively using an anlysis
by synthesis approach to extract a drum track containing these
two drums [6]. However this approach suffered from a limitation
in that it could not deal with simultaneous occurrences of these
drums.
A more advanced template adaptation scheme was used by
Yoshii et al in the context of both drum transcription [7] and drum
sound remixing [8]. In these papers initial seed templates consisting of spectrograms of the various drums to be separated are iteratively adapted to provide a better match to the drums in the input
signal. Harmonic component suppression is also used to further
improve the results obtained. Finally, Itoyama et al. extended the
idea of template adaptation to deal with both pitched and unpitched
instruments, though this technique did require initialisation of the
model parameters using a midi file of the piece to be separated [9]
In this paper, the method we propose for the separation of
drum tracks from polyphonic audio is a version of the tensor factorisation models developed by the authors in [10] and [11] modified with the addition of gamma chain priors in a manner similar to
that proposed by Virtanen et al in [12]. The model attempts to separate the harmonic parts of the signal from the non-harmonic parts
of the signal, though unlike previous models which attempt this
directly, it does so in the context of matrix and tensor factorisation
techniques which have been shown to have good performance for
the purposes of sound source separation. However, unlike previ-
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ous factorisation based methods, this technique does not require
the use of pre-training, though prior information about the sources
can easily be incorporated if required.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows:, subsection 1.1 describes the notation conventions to be used throughout
the paper, section 2 describes the separation model developed in
this paper, section 3 presents separations obtained using the algorithm and section 4 provides some conclusions and directions for
future work.
1.1. Notation
For the remainder of this paper, all tensors, regardless of the number of dimensions, are signified by the use of caligraphic letters
such as A. hABi{a,b} denotes contracted tensor multiplication
of A and B along the dimensions a and b of A and B respectively. Outer product multiplication is denoted by ◦. Indexing of
elements within a tensor is notated by A(i, j) as opposed to using subscripts. This notation follows the conventions used in the
Tensor Toolbox for Matlab, which was used to implement the following algorithm [13]. For ease of notation, as all tensors are now
instrument or source specific, the subscripts are implicit in all tensors within summations. Elementwise multiplication is denoted by
⊗ and all division is taken as elementwise. Further, when dealing
with 1-D tensors (which correspond to vectors in standard notation), the singleton dimension is omitted.
2. TENSOR FACTORISATION MODEL
The model used in this paper is a simplified version of that proposed in [11], where shift-invariance in time has been eliminated
for the model. Shift-invariance in time was removed for the purposes of separating pitched and unpitched sources as it was found
that it allowed the unpitched section of the signal to capture aspects
of the pitched part, which otherwise would belong in the pitched
part of the model.
Given an r-channel mixture, magnitude spectrograms are obtained for each channel, resulting in X , an r × n × m tensor where
n is the number of frequency bins and m is the number of time
frames. The tensor is then modelled as:
X ≈ X̂ =

K
X
k=1

+

M◦B◦C

“
” X
X
D X k X̂ =
X log − X + X̂
X̂

(2)

where summation takes place over all dimensions of X̂ . Using this
measure, iterative multiplicative update equations can be derived
for each of the model variables in a manner similar to that described in [10]. Non-negativity is achieved through initialising the
variables to non-negative values and the use of multiplicative updates. From these, separation of pitched and unpitched instruments
can be attempted. However, considerably improved results can be
obtained by the incorporation of gamma priors into the model in
a manner similar to that proposed by Virtanen et al in the context
of a standard non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF) approach
[12], where the factorisation was of the form
X = AS

(3)

as opposed to the tensor factorisation model used in this paper. The
incorporation of gamma priors into this tensor factorisation model
is discussed in the following subsection.
2.1. Gamma Priors

G ◦ hhhF Hi{2,1} Wi{3,1} Si{2,1}

L
X

a tensor of size zk × m which contains the activations of the zk
notes associated with the kth source, and in effect contains a transcription of the notes played by the source. For the separation of
signals containing pitched instruments only, best results were obtained when the lowest note played by each instrument was used
as the lowest note in the source harmonic dictionary H.
For unpitched instruments, M is a tensor of size r containing
the gains of an unpitched source in each channel. B is of size n
and contains a frequency basis function which models the timbre
of the unpitched instrument. C is a tensor of size m which contains
the activations of the lth unpitched instrument.
It can be seen that to obtain an estimate of the pitched sources
only the first right hand side term of eqn 1 needs to be recontructed,
and for the unpitched sources, only the second right hand side term
needs to be used. The model can also be collapsed to the single
channel case by eliminating both G and M from the model.
The generalised Kullback-Leibler divergence is used as a cost
function to measure reconstruction of the original data as it has
been shown to be effective for audio sound source separation [10]:

(1)

l=1

where X̂ is an approximation to X . The first right-hand side term
models pitched sources, and the second unpitched or percussion
sources. K denotes the number of pitched sources and L denotes
the number of unpitched sources.
G is a tensor of size r, containing the gains of a given pitched
source in each channel. F is of size n × n, where the diagonal elements contain a filter which attempts to model the formant structure of an instrument, thus allowing the timbre of the instrument
to alter with frequency. H is a tensor of size n × zk × hk where
zk and hk are respectively the number of allowable notes and the
number of harmonics used to model the kth instrument, and where
H (:, i, j) contains the frequency spectrum of a sinusoid with frequency equal to the jth harmonic of the ith note. W is a tensor of
size hk containing the harmonic weights for the kth source. S is

Virtanen et al introduce two types of gamma priors, the first encourages temporal continuity to recover source activations which
vary slowly in time, while the second allows the incorporation of
prior knowledge about the frequency characteristics of sources in
a simple and intuitive manner. In the context of separating pitched
and unpitched instruments, incorporating temporal continuity in
the pitched part of the model should favour the recovery of pitched
sources as these will be more slowly varying in time than the
unpitched sources which are typically more transient in nature,
while incorporating prior knowledge of the characteristics of the
unpitched sources could potentially aid recovery of these sources.
To this end, the authors experimented with a basic NMF model
where the basis functions were split into two groups, the first incorporating temporal continuity, while the second had no temporal
continuity constraint imposed. However, it was found that this
alone was not sufficient to separate percussion instruments from
pitched sources and that harmonicity was also required as a constraint, hence the use of the harmonically constrained tensor factorisation model in this paper.
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Temporal continuity is encouraged through the use of a gammachain. Adapting the notation used by Virtanen et al, the gamma
distribution is defined for y > 0 as:
G(y; a, b) = y a−1 b−a e−y/b /Γ(a)

Z(i, 1) ∼ G(Z(i, 1); a + 1, (ab)−1 )
S(i, τ ) | Z(i, τ ) ∼ G(S(i, τ ); a, (Z(i, τ )a)−1 )
Z(i, τ ) | S(i, τ ) ∼ G(Z(i, τ + 1); a + 1, (S(i, τ )a)

M=M⊗

)

where τ indicates the time index in frames and lies between 1 and
m, and i indexes over 1 : zk . Here a acts as a coupling parameter between frames, with larger values resulting in more strongly
coupled adjacent frames.
Again, using the method proposed by Virtanen et al, priors
over the unpitched frequency basis functions B are derived assuming each entry of each prior is independently drawn from a Gamma
distribution:
p(B(v)) =

= B(v)

2.2. Update Equations
Incorporating the above gamma priors into a cost function with the
generalised Kullback Liebler divergence results in a extended cost
function given by:
“
”
D X k X̂ + log(p(Z, S)) + log(p(B))
(7)
From this iterative multiplicative update equations can be derived
in a manner similar to those obtained in [12]. Defining D = X /X̂
and O as an all ones tensor the same size as X , the update equations are given below for all the parameters in the model:
hDhhhF Hi{2,1} Wi{3,1} Si{2,1} i{2:3,1:2}
hOhhhFHi{2,1} Wi{3,1} Si{2,1} i{2:3,1:2}

(8)

hhGDi{1,1} hhT Wi{3,1} Si{2,1} i{2,2}
hhGOi{1,1} hhT Wi{3,1} Si{2,1} i{2,2}

(9)

F =F⊗
W=W⊗

B=B⊗

hh(G ◦ hFHi{2,1} )Di{1:2,1:2} Si{[1,3],1:2}
hh(G ◦ hFHi{2,1} )Oi{1:2,1:2} Si{[1,3],1:2}

(10)

S = S⊗
(2a/S) + h(G ◦ hhF Hi{2,1} Wi{3,1} )Di{1:2,1:2}
(aQ) + h(G ◦ hhFHi{2,1} Wi{3,1} )Oi{1:2,1:2}

(11)

where
Q = Z(i, 1 : m) + Z(i, 2 : m + 1)

(12)

(αv − 1)/B + hhMDi{1,1} Ci{2,1}
βv + hhMOi{1,1} Ci{2,1}

C=C⊗

(14)
(15)

h(M ◦ B)Di{1:2,1:2}
h(M ◦ B)Oi{1:2,1:2}

(16)

3. EXPERIMENTS
In the context of separating pitched instruments from unpitched instruments, the separation of individual pitched instruments is not
a priority, and so the harmonic dictionaries for the sources do not
have to be set as accurately as for the separation of individual instruments. To this end, the main focus is on covering a large number of pitches and so the number of pitched sources was set to
3, and each source covered a pitch range of 2 octaves or zk =24,
starting from 55 Hz for the lowest source. No overlap in allowable notes or pitch occurred between sources and so in total a 6
octave range was covered. The number of harmonics per note of
each source was set to hk = 15. The experiments were performed
on mono excerpts taken from various commercial pop and rock
recordings and so the original sources were not available for quantitative analysis.
In many cases the number of pitched instruments, which often included singing voice, was greater than 3, but the algorithm
showed sufficient flexibility to represent the overall set of pitched
instruments using just a combination of 3 sources. In most cases,
the bass line predominates in the lowest pitched source, and a small
adjustment in zk for this source is often sufficient to recover the
bass line independently of other sources.
Similarly, the number of unpitched sources was set to 3. For
experiments utilising priors βv−1 was set to the priors used in [14].
In the majority of cases tested, the results obtained when using no
priors were equivalent to those obtained using priors with regards
to the overall recovery of the unpitched sources. Further investigation of the cases where using priors improved results showed
that it was typically the kick drum that was recovered better when
using priors, and that equivalent results could be obtained by just
using a prior of a kick drum only, with no priors on the other drum
sources. This highlights the utility of the model proposed in this
paper over previous factorisation and template based approaches
in that little or no training is required to separate the sources.
Rather than directly resynthesising the sources using the estimates obtained from the model in conjunction with the original
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hD(B ◦ C)i{2:3,1:2}
hO(B ◦ C)i{2:3,1:2}

Again, following Virtanen et al, αv is set to one and so the update
equation for B only utilises the prior frequency characteristics provided.

βvαv e−B(v)βv /Γ(αv )

(6)
where v denotes the vth frequency bin. The hyperparameters αv
and βv can be chosen independently for each source, and a simple
interpretation of βv−1 is as a set of weights which describe the typical frequency content of a given source. Therefore, in this context
βv−1 could be a typical frequency spectrum of an unpitched instrument such as a snare drum. For example, the priors used for
drum transcription using Prior Subspace Analysis (PSA) [14] can
be used as βv−1 . However, unlike PSA, the frequency basis functions are still free to adapt during analysis.

G=G⊗

In line with Virtanen et al b is set to zero in the above equation, as
this results in the gain prior becoming independent of the overall
level of the gains, while a was set to 100 as this appeared to give
good results as suggested in [12].

(5)
−1

αv −1

8
>
τ =1
<1/(S(i, 1) + b),
Z(i, τ ) = 2/(S(i, τ ) + S(i, τ − 1), 1 < τ < m + 1 (13)
>
:1/S(i, τ )
τ =m+1

(4)

where Γ(a) is the gamma (generalised factorial) function The gamma
chain is then constructed through the use of an auxilary tensor Z
of size zk × m + 1, defined as:

G(B(v); αv , βv−1 )

and

mixture phase information, more natural sounding results were obtained by using a type of Wiener filtering, where the model estimates were used to filter the original complex spectrogram as
shown in the equations below:
X̂p
X̂

X̂d
X̂

(18)

Amplitude

where Y is a tensor containing the original complex spectrograms,
Ŷp contains the estimated overall pitched source spectrograms,
and X̂p contains the overall pitched source spectrograms estimated
from the model.
Similarly, the unpitched or drum sources are obtained from:
Ŷd = Y ⊗

0.5
0
−0.5

(17)

Amplitude

Ŷp = Y ⊗

Amplitude
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where Ŷd contains the estimated overall pitched source spectrograms, and X̂d contains the overall pitched source spectrograms
estimated from the model.
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Figure 2: (a) Original excerpt from “Like a Virgin” by Madonna,
(b) Separated pitched instruments, (c) Separated drums
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Informal listening tests suggest that the incorporation of temporal continuity gives considerably improved results over those
obtained without temporal continuity and that the method gives
improved results over those obtained using the techniques described
in [3, 4, 5]. Subjective listening tests will be completed in the very
near future. However, in common with other techniques that attempt to separate harmonic from non-harmonic components, traces
of the attacks of certain instruments such as pianos can be heard
in the recovered unpitched spectrogram. Nonetheless the timbre
of the recovered drum sounds is considerably closer to the original
timbres in many cases over previous methods.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1: (a) Original excerpt from “Rosanna” by Toto, (b) Separated pitched instruments, (c) Separated drums
Figure 1 shows an excerpt from “Rosanna” by Toto, together
with the separated pitched instruments and the separated unpitched
instruments. It can be seen from the separated waveforms that the
prominent transients associated with the drums are absent from the
pitched sounds, and that there is little evidence of pitched sounds in
the separated drum track. On listening, the presence of the drums
has been very much reduced in the separated pitched instruments,
while the only evidence of the pitched instruments in the separated
drums is the presence of the attack of the piano, while the timbre
of the drums is a reasonable approximation to the original.
Figure 2 shows an excerpt from “Like a Virgin” by Madonna,
as well as the separated pitched instruments and the separated drums.
Again, the prominent transients have been removed from the pitched
instruments and no evidence of pitched instruments can be heard
in the separated drum track, and the drum timbres have been preserved reasonably well.

A tensor factorisation based technique for separating unpitched instruments from polyphonic music has been proposed. The technique imposes harmoncity constraints on the pitched instruments
and extends previous tensor factorisation based techniques through
the incorporation of temporal continuity constraints on the pitched
instruments in the form of gamma chain priors.
An advantage of this technique over previous factorisation based
and template based techniques is that the method requires little
or no pretraining, with only a kick drum prior required in some
cases, while in most cases good separation is obtained with no
prior knowledge of the signals. However, it still suffers from some
of the problems associated with methods that separate harmonic
from non-harmonic portions of the signal, in that percussive attacks of pitched instruments also get separated in the non-harmonic
portions of the signal.
Informal listening tests suggest that the proposed method gives
better resynthesis quality and separation than previous approaches,
and subjective listening tests will be completed in the very near
future. Future work will also concentrate on trying to remove the
problem of percussive attacks of pitched instruments.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a model for beat-synchronous analysis of musical audio signals. Introducing a real-time beat tracking model with performance comparable to offline techniques, we
discuss its application to the analysis of musical performances
segmented by beat. We discuss the various design choices for
beat-synchronous analysis and their implications for real-time implementations before presenting some beat-synchronous harmonic
analysis examples. We make available our beat tracker and beatsynchronous analysis techniques as externals for Max/MSP.
1. INTRODUCTION
The automated analysis of musical performance in real-time can
provide useful knowledge about the nature of that performance.
This information can then be used in interactive musical systems,
such as score following systems [1], to create intelligent and articulate musical responses, automatically, to human musical initiations.
Beat-synchronous analysis is the analysis of a musical signal
segmented by the rhythmic and metrical events of that same signal.
This is achieved through the use of a beat tracker (e.g. [2]) - a
technique for automatically detecting the dominant metrical pulse,
or ‘beat’, of a piece of music. Beat-synchronous analysis has been
used widely in offline applications and has been shown to improve
performance, for example in chord recognition [3] and structural
segmentation [4].
Encouraged by these positive results, we seek to extend the
use of beat-synchronous analysis to real-time applications. We
present a new model for real-time beat tracking, showing performance comparable to state of the art offline models. We then
present a methodology for beat-synchronous analysis, in particular harmonic analysis, discussing the various design choices and
their implications for real-time applications.
There are several benefits of using a beat-tracker to augment
harmonic analysis. Firstly, in many forms of music, harmonic
changes often occur at beat locations and so segmentation by a
rhythmic feature such as the beat may improve performance. Secondly, we may wish to use the harmonic analysis to infer something about the structure of the performed music, using for example some form of self-similarity analysis. In contrast to a frame
by frame analysis where there are many frames per beat, beatsynchronous segmentation greatly reduces the size of the data, allowing the analysis of longer segments of audio. A further benefit
∗ This work was supported by EPSRC Grants EP/G007144/1 and
EP/E045235/1. AMS is supported by a Doctoral Training Account (DTA)
studentship from the EPSRC.

of beat-synchronous analysis is that the same musical phrase or
passage will be represented using the same number of data points
regardless of tempo variations.
Beat-synchronous analysis has been used previously in realtime applications [5], creating a sub-beat divided matrix representation of an audio signal through beat-synchronous spectral analysis. However in this paper we present a full discussion of the
merits and disadvantages of the different design choices, and their
implications for real-time processing, outside of the context of the
application.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we present a
model for real-time beat tracking. Section 3 describes the use of
this beat tracker in a methodology for beat-synchronous analysis.
In section 4 we present an evaluation and discussion of both the
beat-tracker and the different methods for beat-synchronous analysis. In section 5 we present our conclusions.
2. BEAT TRACKING
In this section we present our real-time beat tracking model. It is
a formed as a hybrid of two existing systems, drawing on the flexibility of Ellis’ dynamic programming algorithm [6] for assigning
beat locations and the tempo estimation stage of the Davies and
Plumbley [7] method.
2.1. Input Feature
The input feature for our beat tracking system is the complex spectral difference onset detection function (DF) [8]; a continuous midlevel representation of an audio signal which exhibits peaks at
likely note onset locations. The onset detection function Γ(m)
at sample m is calculated by measuring the Euclidean distance between an observed spectral frame Xk (m), and a predicted spectral
frame X̂k (m) for all bins k,
Γ(m) =

K
X

|Xk (m) − X̂k (m)|.

(1)

k=1

Following the approach in [7] we calculate the DF with a temporal
resolution of 11.6ms. For a full derivation see [8].
2.2. Beat Prediction
Our underlying model for beat tracking assumes that the sequence
of beats, γb , will correspond to a set of approximately periodic
peaks in the onset detection function. We follow the dynamic programming approach of Ellis [6]. At the core of this method is
the generation of a recursive cumulative score function, C ∗ (m).
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whose value at m is defined as the weighted sum of the current DF
value Γ(m) and the value of C ∗ at the most likely previous beat
location,
∗

C (m) = (1 − α)Γ(m) + α max (W1 (v)C(m + v)) .
v

−4

Onset Detection Function

x 10
5

(2)
0
850

We search for the most likely previous beat over the interval (into
the past) v = −|2τb |, . . . , −|τb /2| where τb specifies the beat
period – the time (in DF samples) between beats. To give most
preference to the information exactly τb samples into the past, we
multiply C ∗ by a log-Gaussian transition weighting,

900
−4

4

950

1000

1050

1100

Cumulative Score

x 10

3

time now

2

„
W1 (v) = exp

−(η log(−v/τb ))2
2

«
.

The method for determining τb is given in section 2.3.
In terms of parameterisation of (2) and (3), the value of α sets
the balance between new information in the onset detection function and existing past information in C ∗ . The value of η defines the
tightness of the transition weighting W1 . By default, we set α=0.9
and η=5. We explore the effect of varying α and η in Section 4.
The calculation of C ∗ (m) is updated at each new detection
function sample Γ(m), therefore it does not violate our real-time
constraint. Ellis’ implementation is non-causal because it stores
the location of the best previous beat for each sample m and then
recovers the beat locations via a recursive backtrace once the entire onset detection function has been analysed. For our real-time
system we need to predict the locations of future beats in the audio,
without the opportunity to observe the complete input signal.
The recursive calculation of the cumulative score function C ∗
means that it carries some momentum where by reliable beat locations (for the non-causal system [6]) can still be found in the
presence of arrhythmic playing or silence. To make beat predictions in our causal system we directly exploit the latter property
by continuing to generate the cumulative score, C ∗ , over a onebeat window into the future. Since future information in the onset
detection function is unobservable, we ignore its contribution by
temporarily setting α=1 in (2), (returning it to its default value
once the beat prediction has been made and new DF samples arrive). Each predicted beat γb+1 is made at a fixed point in time
m0 once the current beat γb has elapsed, m0 = γb + τb /2. The
predicted beat itself is found as the index of the maximum value
over the one-beat window
γb+1 = m0 + arg max (C ∗ (m0 + v)W2 (v))
v

(4)

where v = 1, . . . , τb specifies the future one-beat window and
W2 (v) is a Gaussian weighting centred on the most likely beat
location (m0 + τb /2),
„
W2 (v) = exp

− (v − τb /2)2
2(τb /2)2

«
.

850

(3)

(5)

Due to the dependence on a previous beat location in (4) the
real-time beat tracker must be initialised in some way to find the
first beat. In Section 4 we explore the effect on performance of
providing an arbitrary first beat and a user-defined initialisation
(e.g. from a “count-in”). A graphical example of the beat prediction process is shown in Figure 1. The predicted beat is shown
beyond the observed signal.

950
1000
time (DF samples)

1050

1100

Figure 1: Top: Onset Detection with predicted beat locations. Bottom: Cumulative score (solid line) with future cumulative score
(dotted line). Current time is shown as the bold grey vertical line.

2.3. Tempo Induction
To be able to track beats in music that varies in speed we need
to regularly update the tempo estimate used by the beat tracking
stage. In line with the beat prediction methodology, the tempo is
re-estimated once each new predicted beat has elapsed.
The approach we adopt to estimating the tempo (and hence
beat period τb ) is based on components from the two state model
of Davies and Plumbley [7]. The method can be summarised in the
following five steps: i) we extract a six second analysis frame (up
to m0 from (4)) from the onset detection function Γ(m); ii) we
preserve the peaks in Γ(m) by applying an adaptive moving mean
threshold to leave a modified detection function Γ̃(m); iii) we take
the autocorrelation function of Γ̃(m); iv) we pass the autocorrelation function through a shift-invariant comb filterbank weighted
by a tempo preference curve; and v) we find the beat period as
in the index of the maximum value of the comb filterbank output,
R(l). An example comb filterbank output is shown in the top plot
of Figure 2. For a complete derivation of R(l), see [7].
To minimise the common beat tracking error of switching between metrical levels [7] we restrict the range of tempi to one
tempo octave from tmin =80 beats per minute (bpm) to tmax =160
bpm. We map the lag domain signal R(l) into the tempo domain
between tmin and tmax to give Rb (t), using the following relationship
Rb (t − tmin ) = R(|60/(0.01161 × t)|)

t = tmin , . . . , tmax
(6)
where 0.01161 (e.g. 512/44100) is the temporal resolution of the
onset detection function in seconds, which is independent of the
sampling frequency of the audio. More generally, the relationship
between lag (in DF samples) and tempo (in bpm) is
˛
˛
˛
˛
60
˛
(7)
l = ˛˛
0.01161 × t ˛
Example plots of R(l) and a corresponding Rb (t) are shown in
Figure 2.
As in existing work (e.g. [9]) we assume that tempo is a
slowly varying process. We enforce some dependence on consecutive tempo estimates by finding the current tempo tb based on
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Figure 2: Top: Comb Filterbank Output R(l). Bottom: R(l)
mapped into the tempo domain to give Rb (t).

Figure 3: Three different methods for beat-synchronous harmonic
analysis. ‘Rep.’ stands for ‘Representation’.

3.1. A Model for Beat-Synchronous Harmonic Analysis
the previous estimate tb−1 . For this purpose we use a one-step
“Viterbi-like” decoding. To model the slowly varying tempo, we
use a transition matrix A(ti , tj ) where each column is a Gaussian
of fixed standard deviation σ = (tmax − tmin )/8,
A(ti , tj ) = P (tb − tmin = tj |tb−1 − tmin = ti )
„
«
− (ti − tj )2
1
= √ exp
2σ 2
σ 2π

(8)

and ti , tj = 1, . . . , (tmax − tmin ).
At each new iteration, we store the maximum value of the
product of each column of A with the stored state probabilities
∆b−1 from the previous iteration,
0
1
tj =tmax −tmin
X
∆b (tj ) = max @
A(ti , tj )∆b−1 (tj )A . (9)
tj =1

We then update ∆b to reflect the tempo range comb filter output
for the current beat frame Rb by taking the element-wise product
of the two signals,
∆b (tj ) = Rb (tj )∆b (tj ).

(10)

We define S, the length of our beat-synchronous segment in audio
samples, to be related to the beat period, τ , also in audio samples,
by S = ωτ where ω is an integer greater than or equal to 1. This
allows us to choose the number of segments per beat and therefore perform analysis at metrical levels lower than that of the beat
tracker.
Each segment of length S will contain a number of audio
S
c where N is the length of each audio frame
frames, Q = b N
in audio samples. To perform a beat-synchronous analysis, we
present three methods which are discussed below.
3.1.1. Method 1
The first method accumulates all the audio from the frames within
a beat-segment and then calculates a spectral transform followed
by a harmonic representation, such as a chromagram [10]. This
can be seen in the first row of Figure 3. A problem with this is
that the amount of audio that it is necessary to accumulate varies,
from beat to beat, with the tempo. A further difficulty relates to
the level of computational complexity. Assuming N is a power of
2, computing the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of a single longer
segment of length N requires more calculations than computing
Q FFTs of length N/Q. This is demonstrated by:

To prevent ∆b growing exponentially or approaching zero at each
iteration we normalise it to sum to unity:
∆b (tj )
∆b (tj ) = Ptmax −tmin
∆b (tj )
tj =1

(11)

We then find the current tempo tb as the index of the maximum
value of ∆b
tb = tmin + arg max (∆b (tj ))
(12)
tj

and convert it back to beat period τb using (7).
3. BEAT-SYNCHRONOUS HARMONIC ANALYSIS
The causal nature of our beat tracking system allows its real-time
implementation. In this section we present a model for real-time
beat-synchronous harmonic analysis and its use in the implementation of a spectrogram, chromagram and chord detection system.

O(N log(N )) > O(Q ·

N
N
log( ))
Q
Q

(13)

for Q = 2y and 1 ≤ y < r for N = 2r . This reduces to:
N
))
(14)
Q
This problem is exacerbated by the fact that all processing is carried out in one step and is not distributed across time as is the case
with computing multiple shorter spectral transforms. However, a
benefit of this technique is that the larger size of the spectral transform would allow greater frequency resolution for analysis purposes.
O(N log(N )) > O(N log(

3.1.2. Method 2
The second method performs the spectral transform on each frame,
accumulates spectral frames and then calculates a harmonic repre-
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3.3. Beat-Synchronous Spectrogram
B

To calculate a beat-synchronous spectrogram, we calculate each
spectral frame f using the Fourier transform:

A#
A

chroma bin

G#

Xf (k) =

G

N
−1
X

x(n)e−j2πkn/N

(15)

n=0

F#

for 0 ≤ k < N , where x(n) are the samples of the audio frame
and N is the frame size. Then we calculate the Fourier transform
for the beat segment, b, by:

F
E
D#
D

Xb (k) =

C#

F
−1
X

|Xf (k)|

(16)

f =0

C
2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

for 0 ≤ k < N , where F is the number of frames. For method 1,
F = 1 and for methods 2 and 3 F > 1.

beat

Figure 4: A beat-synchronous chromagram.

3.4. Beat-Synchronous Chromagram

sentation. This distributes the calculations of the spectral transform across smaller frames and, as was shown in section 3.1.1,
is more efficient than computing a spectral transform on the combined frames. Also, by only computing a single harmonic representation, the amount of processor usage is minimised. However,
our harmonic analysis algorithm may benefit from several analyses, and so, depending upon the analysis in question, a single harmonic representation may not be as reliable as the accumulation of
several over a number of frames.

We calculate a beat-synchronous chromagram, Φb (i), using the
technique presented in [10], as follows:
Φb (i) =

Φh (i)

(17)

h=0

where i is the chroma bin index, i = 0, 1, ..., I − 1 where I = 12
and Φh is the hth chromagram calculated from H spectral frames.
For methods 1 and 2, H = 1, while H > 1 for method 3. An
example beat-synchronous chromagram can be seen in Figure 4.
3.5. Beat-Synchronous Chord Analysis

3.1.3. Method 3
Method 3 calculates both the spectral transform and harmonic representation on each frame and then accumulates the results of the
harmonic representations. The difference between methods 2 and
3 is that method 2 uses temporal smoothing of the results of the
spectral transforms while the method 3 uses temporal smoothing
of the results of several harmonic representations. The preferred
method is determined by the nature of the analysis technique in
question, given these differences in implementation. It is also possible that, should the harmonic analysis merely involve a summation over spectral bins, methods 2 and 3 will be produce identical
results. However, it should be noted that the computation of both
a spectral transform and a harmonic representation at each frame
is less efficient than the approach of method 2.
3.2. Frame Overlap

We implement a beat-synchronous chordal analysis by classifying the beat-synchronous chromagram presented in section 3.4 using the technique presented in [10]. Implementations of all beatsynchronous analysis techniques and the beat tracking model presented in section 2 are available as externals for Max/MSP 1 .
4. EVALUATION
4.1. Beat Tracking Performance
We measure the performance of our beat tracking algorithm on an
existing annotated database [11] that has been used for the comparison of beat tracking models [7]. The database contains 222
musical excerpts (each about 60s in length) across a wide range
of musical styles. We measure performance using the continuitybased evaluation metric as used in [7]. We calculate:

An issue arises with some harmonic analysis algorithms as we
need a frame size that is large enough to provide sufficient frequency resolution to represent low frequencies. If this frame size
is large (some techniques can use a frame size of more than 0.5
seconds [10]) then we are left with very few frames per beat. A solution is to use a larger buffer and a small hop size to increase the
number of analyses between beats. However, we have the problem
that the overlap may cause audio from one beat to be considered
in the next beat. This may contain harmonic information that is
dissimilar to the audio we wish to analyse. As a result, we suggest
clearing the audio buffer at each beat after the analysis by replacing it with zeros.
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• CMLc : the ratio of the longest continuously correctly
tracked section to the length of the file, with beats at the
correct metrical level.
• CMLt : the total number of correct beats at the correct metrical level.
• AMLc : the ratio of the longest continuously correctly
tracked section to the length of the file, with beats at allowed metrical levels.
• AMLt : the total number of correct beats at allowed metrical levels.
1 http://www.elec.qmul.ac.uk/digitalmusic/people/adams/bsa/
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AMLt

Tracker

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

SDP

51.7

58.7

63.3

73.6

SDP+tempo

55.0

65.3

64.0

75.7

SDP+beat

60.6

71.0

64.9

76.5

KEA (NC)

55.7

62.4

70.0

80.0

54.8

61.2

68.1

CML

c

t

100

100

50

50

0
1

0
1
0.5

alpha

78.9

Table 1: Comparison of beat tracking performance. SDP is the default real-time model. SDP+tempo has an initial tempo. SDP+beat
has an initial tempo and first beat specified. KEA (NC) and DP
(NC) are existing non-causal algorithms.
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Beats are considered accurate if they fall within a ±17.5% window around each annotated beat location. Tracking at the correct
metrical level means the tempo of the beats and annotations are
the same, and the beats are in-phase. The allowed metrical levels
permit tracking at twice and half the annotated metrical level and
tapping on the off-beat at the correct tempo. For further details see
[7].
We evaluate three variants of our beat tracking algorithm: the
first, SDP refers to the default initialisation, where an arbitrary first
beat is specified; for this we select a time instant 1.5 seconds after the start of each test excerpt. The second variant, SDP+tempo
still has an arbitrary beat initialisation, but is given the annotated
tempo. The third variant, SDP+beat is given the first annotated
beat location and the annotated tempo. A summary of results is
given in Table 1, where a comparison against the Klapuri et al
(KEA) [9] and Davies and Plumbley (DP) [7] non-causal algorithms is also provided.
The results in Table 1 indicate that our real-time algorithm
(SDP) is competitive with state of the art non-causal methods, even
though our approach must predict beats solely from past data; a
constraint not applied to the non-causal methods. Furthermore,
when given the initialisation of a first beat and tempo (similar to
a “count-in” in musical performance) our beat tracker is able to
exceed the state of the art under the strictest evaluation requirement
(CMLc ). We consider this level of accuracy very encouraging for
potential future use in interactive musical performance.
Moving beyond these isolated accuracy values, we also address the robustness of our algorithm in terms of its parameters.
We re-evaluate the SDP approach under each continuity-based criterion for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 in (2) and for 1 ≤ η ≤ 10 in (3). The
resulting “accuracy surfaces” are shown in Figure 5.
If α=1, then beat tracking performance under all evaluation
measures is zero. This is consistent with (2) where setting α=1
means that no information from the onset detection function is
ever incorporated into the cumulative score, and hence no beat locations are predicted. The relatively flat nature of the CMLt and
AMLt in comparison to the slope in the surfaces of CMLc and
AMLc suggests that parameter choices can adversely affect the
overall accuracy when continuity is required; which for real-time
performance is important. By inspection the variation in α leads
to greater changes in performance, therefore we believe this parameter to be more influential than η. In future work we intend to
explore the adaptive modification of these parameters in real-time,
which we consider a potential method for improving accuracy.
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Figure 5: Beat tracking accuracy surfaces for SDP approach.
Clockwise from top left:CMLc ,CMLt ,AMLc ,AMLt .

4.2. Evaluating Beat-Synchronous Analysis Techniques

We conducted an informal analysis experiment using all three beatsynchronous methods by performing a beat-synchronous chord
analysis of a polyphonic guitar performance. The algorithm attempted to label the chord at each beat as one of the 24 major and
minor triads. As can be seen in Figure 6, the resulting performance
was identical for all three methods. All methods correctly labelled
95.2% of the 105 beats correctly. We compared this with a frame
by frame analysis of the same signal using the same chord recognition algorithm. The result was that 91.6% of the 1037 frames
were correctly labelled. These preliminary results of the evaluation of the beat-synchronous analysis methods indicate that it improves performance over a frame-by-frame approach, however it
is accepted that the results will vary depending upon the style of
music. The similarity in performance of the three methods indicate that the choice of the preferred method should be based upon
computational complexity, for which method 2 is the cheapest.
It would be desirable to perform a more thorough evaluation of
the beat-synchronous analysis technique, but the process of annotating audio examples is difficult and time-consuming. We intend
to undertake a more rigorous evaluation with a focus on the realtime aspects in our future work.
Some problems can occur with the compounding of errors
occurring in the beat tracker and subsequent analysis algorithms.
That is, if the beat tracker performs poorly then this can both exacerbate and cause problems in the harmonic analysis algorithms.
For example, if the beat tracker is not calculating beats at the correct locations in the audio signal then this can lead to harmonic
content from before and after a harmonic change being incorporated into the same ‘beat’. This would make for poor performance
in the beat-synchronous chord analysis for example.
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Figure 6: The chord output of all three beat-synchronous methods is identical, indicating that there is little to distinguish the techniques
in terms of their influence on the analysis. The frame-by-frame approach shows a higher percentage of errors than the beat-synchronous
methods. The chord labels are 0-11 for C minor -> B minor and 12-23 for C Major -> B Major. The solid line represents the ground truth
and the dotted line is the beat-synchronous analysis.

5. CONCLUSIONS
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In this paper we have addressed the topic of beat synchronous analysis towards a real-time interactive musical system. As part of our
approach we have formulated a new real-time beat tracking model
and have shown its performance to be competitive with state of
the art offline systems. Furthermore we have illustrated the potential for beat synchronous analysis to outperform frame-based
processing for real-time chord detection. Within our future work
we plan to conduct a large scale evaluation of real-time beat synchronous analysis methods addressing both objective/subjective
accuracy and computational complexity.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a sound synthesis technique that modulates
the coefficients of allpass filter chains using audio-rate frequencies. It was found that modulating a single allpass filter section
produces a feedback AM–like spectrum, and that its bandwidth is
extended and further processed by non-sinusoidal FM when the
sections are cascaded. The cascade length parameter provides
dynamic bandwidth control to prevent upper range aliasing artifacts, and the amount of spectral content within that band can be
controlled using a modulation index parameter. The technique is
capable of synthesizing rich and evolving timbres, including
those resembling classic virtual analog waveforms. It can also be
used as an audio effect with pitch-tracked input sources. Software and sound examples are available at
http://www.acoustics.hut.fi/publications/papers/dafx09-cm/
1. INTRODUCTION
Allpass filters are versatile building blocks that have many uses
in audio signal processing [1-4]. They have been utilized also for
sound synthesis purposes, but only recent research has started to
consider them as primary synthesis techniques [5,6]. This is not
surprising, because allpass filters do not have a profound timbral
effect on the signals they process. However, the authors found
that allpass filters can also be used as rich and evolving sound
sources: it is even possible to build a virtual analog synthesizer
from two sinusoidal oscillators and a chain of first-order allpass
filter sections – an uncommon toolkit for subtractive synthesis
implementations. This paper proposes a synthesis technique that
is based on modulating the coefficients of many cascaded allpass
filters using audio-rate frequencies, as shown in Fig. 1. The authors call this method coefficient modulation (CM) synthesis.
This work stems from recent research on spectral delay filters, which consist of a chain of allpass filters and an equalizing
filter [4]. Ideas from the authors’ earlier work on a distortion algorithm based on coefficient modulation [7], dispersion modulation in plucked string models [8], and guitar body mode modulation using warped IIR filters [9] are employed.

*

Figure 1: Block diagram of the new synthesis technique.
Additionally, this work is related to the audio-rate pick-up
point modulation of waveguide models by Van Duyne and Smith
[10], distributed string tension modulation by Pakarinen et al.
[11], the adaptive FM technique described by Lazzarini, Timoney and Lysaght [12], and the feedback AM synthesis technique
briefly discussed in [13]. Other related research on modulated
filters includes the work by Greenfield on dithered digital filters,
which focused on increasing numerical accuracy [14].
Section 2 of this paper discusses coefficient modulation in
the case of one and many allpass filters, and analyzes how aliasing appears in the output signal. The relationship of CM synthesis technique to previous amplitude modulation (AM), frequency
modulation (FM), and ring modulation (RM) methods is also
discussed, followed by a description of the synthesis parameters
of the proposed method. Section 3 presents implementations of
CM synthesis on two platforms, the PC and mobile phone. Application examples are introduced in Section 4. The sampling rate
is 44.1 kHz in all examples of this paper.
2. AUDIO-RATE COEFFICIENT MODULATION
2.1.

Single First-Order Stage

The transfer function of a time-invariant first-order allpass filter
is

research performed while at CCRMA, Stanford University.
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Figure 2: First-order allpass filter coefficient modulation at audio rate. Sinusoidal carrier (1 kHz) and modulator (100 Hz) signals, linearly increasing modulation index (0…0.99) between (1…4) seconds. The chain length determines the bandwidth, while
the modulation index controls the amount of higher end spectral content. (a) Single allpass stage, (b) chain of 70 allpass stages.

H ( z) =

z −1 + a1
.
1 + a1 z −1

(1)

If the filter coefficient a1 is made time varying according to the
modulation function m(n), the output of the allpass filter is given
by the difference equation

y ( n ) = x ( n − 1) + x ( n ) m ( n ) − y ( n − 1) m ( n − 1),

(2)

where y(n) and x(n) are the output and input signals at discrete
time step n, and y(n – 1), x(n – 1) and m(n – 1) are their delayed
representations at time step n – 1 [7].
Related research has shown that the output given by (2) may
contain transients when used with sharp-edged modulation signals, requiring a smoothing function to even out the sharp discontinuities in the modulator [5]. The authors found that the
transient problem is due to the one sample difference in the modulation signal terms of (2). Consequently, when m(n – 1) is replaced with m(n), the transient problem disappears. Furthermore,
because the effect of the approximation is practically negligible
for continuous modulation signals, this work rewrites (2) as

y ( n ) = x ( n − 1) + x ( n ) m ( n ) − y ( n − 1) m ( n ).

(3)

By noticing that multiplication of two digital signals yields amplitude or ring modulation (AM/RM), it is possible to interpret
the three terms on the right hand side of (3) as the delayed input,
amplitude modulated input, and amplitude modulated feedback
signals. Rearranging (3),

y ( n ) + m ( n ) y ( n − 1) = x ( n − 1) + m ( n ) x ( n )

(4)

and noting that the weighted sum of successive samples approximates a time shift, it is seen that the time-shifted output is equal
to the input time shifted in a complementary manner – the closer
the absolute allpass coefficient |m(n)| is to one, the larger the discrepancy between the input and output time shifts. Thus, modulation of the allpass coefficient can be seen to act as a frequency

modulation resulting from a changing time delay acting on the
input signal.
In order to find the spectral structure of (3) and (4), let us
first consider a sinusoidal carrier signal

x(n) = C cos(ω x n + θ x ),

where C is the maximum amplitude, ωx = 2πfx / fs the angular frequency, and θx the initial phase offset of the carrier. Setting C = 1
and θx = 0, and modulating the amplitude of the carrier with
another bipolar sinusoid m(n) = Mcos(ωmn + θ) yields the classic
RM equation

r (n) = M cos(ω m n + θ m ) cos(ω x n),

(6)

where M is the modulation index, ωm = 2πfm / fs is the angular
frequency, and θm is the initial phase offset of the modulator. Using trigonometric identities and omitting the initial phase offset
for clarity, we get

r (n) =

M
cos((ω x ± ω m )n).
2

(7)

Replacing the delayed input term x ( n – 1 ) of Eq. (3) with the delayed carrier signal cos(ωx (n – 1)), and the amplitude modulated
input term x(n)m(n) with r(n), one notices that the first two terms
of (3) contribute partials that are located at fx and fx ± fm. This is
equivalent to the classic double-sideband full-carrier AM spectrum. The amplitude modulated feedback term y(n – 1)m(n)
processes this spectrum recursively, extending the width of both
sidebands (see [7] for time domain recursion elimination). Negative frequencies fold back into the positive domain at DC.
The end result is that when the coefficient of a first-order allpass filter is modulated with an audio-rate sinusoid, the output
for a sinusoidal input signal can be written as
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(5)

∞

y ( n ) = b0 cos(ω x n ) + ∑ bk cos((ω x ± kω m ) n ),
k =1

(8)
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where bk is the amplitude of partial k. Thus, a sinusoidal input
signal is scattered into upper and lower sidebands that are located
at each side of the input signal frequency, as in feedback AM
[15] (see Fig. 2a). The three terms of (3) contribute partials that
are located at fx, fx ± fm, and fx ± kfm (k > 1), respectively.
Although detailed formulation of the spectral structure is left
for future work, it was observed that the partial amplitudes bk
depend on the modulation index M and decay exponentially with
increasing partial numbers k. However, the slope of the decay is
slightly steeper in the upper sideband, giving rise to asymmetric
spectra. For sinusoidal carrier and modulator signals, the produced spectrum has a maximum bandwidth of

BW = 2Mk t f m ,

(9)

where kt defines the threshold partial number (kt = -Lt/20 log(bk),
in which Lt is the threshold level below the reference amplitude
in decibels). Note that the bandwidth is narrower than the maximum value given by (9) when fc < fmkt, because negative frequencies are mirrored at DC into the positive domain. The maximum frequency component fmax of the output spectrum is

f max = f x +

2.2.

BW
fm.
2

(10)

Figure 3: Effect of the modulation index M: (a) M=0.99,
(b) M=0.64. Other parameters are as in Fig. 2(b).
decrease with higher values of the chain length. However, large
modulation index M values generate a resonance region in the
upper end of the spectrum (see Fig. 3a). Lower M values reduce
the amount of high frequency partials as shown in Fig. 3b.
The maximum bandwidth of the produced spectrum for a sinusoidal carrier and modulator signals is

Chain of First-Order Stages

BWchain = 2 Mk t f m N c,

The bandwidth given by (9) can be increased by cascading several first-order allpass stages together (see Fig. 2b). The transfer
function of the cascade is

H ( z) = (

z −1 + a1 N
) ,
1 + a1 z −1

(11)

where N is the number of allpass stages in the cascade [4]. Using
identical approximation for the delayed modulation signal as was
done earlier in (3) gives the difference equation
N

y (n) = ∑
i =0

( ) m (n) [x (n − ( N − i )) − y (n − i )] ,
N
i

i

(12)

where y(n – i) = 0 when i = 0. For example, setting N = 1 will
expand the summation into (3), while setting N = 2 will give the
special case of

y ( n ) = x ( n − 2) + 2 [x ( n − 1) − y ( n − 1) ]m ( n )
+ [x ( n ) − y ( n − 2) ]m ( n ) m ( n ).

(13)

Comparing this with (3), the upper line of (13) is noted to
generate a similar spectral structure as the single stage modulation instance, but with increased energy in the sidebands. The
lower line of (13) produces a ring modulated version of the sidebands. With sinusoidal modulation signals, this shifts the frequency of the sidebands by an amount equal to the modulation
frequency fm, thus retaining the structure of the spectrum. It is
expected that the net effect of the terms on the right side of (13)
will be that the bandwidth of the generated spectrum is increased.
Observations showed that this was indeed the case and that the
frequency-shifted terms, i.e. the higher powers of m(n), balanced
the increased sideband energy indicated by the coefficient of the
first order term m(n). Furthermore, because the modulation signal
is for stability reasons [7] constrained to amplitude values between [-1…1], the amplitudes of the frequency-shifted sidebands

(14)

where c is the bandwidth increment of a single added stage. The
chain length N thus allows dynamic control over the maximum
bandwidth, and provides a mechanism for high frequency aliasing prevention. The maximum frequency component of the output spectrum is given by (10) by replacing BW with BWchain.
Another way of looking at the effect of cascading several
first-order stages together is to consider the allpass chain as a
dispersive variable length delay line. As indicated by (4), each
allpass stage in the chain constitutes a variable time delay between the input and output signals. Because this time delay is
changing in accordance with the modulation signal, the frequency of the output signal, with respect to the input signal, is changing as well. The instantaneous output signal frequency ωy can be
approximated as

ωy = ωx +

dφ
,
dt

(15)

where ωx is the angular frequency of the input signal, and ϕ is
the phase of the allpass chain. The phase term can be calculated
from the angle between the imaginary and real parts of the allpass
filter frequency response H(ejω). Thus, when the allpass filter
coefficient a1 is modulated by m(t) = Mcos(ωmt), the instantaneous phase of the chain is given by


(m 2 (t ) − 1) sin(ω xt )
,
2
 2m(t ) + (m (t ) + 1) cos(ω xt ) 


φ (t ) = N arctan 

(16)

where N is the length of the chain. Taking the time derivative of
(16) and substituting the second term of (15) gives the approximate output frequency

ω y = ωx −

2 Nω m M sin(ω m ) sin(ω x )
. (17)
1 + M 2 cos 2 (ω m ) + 2 M cos(ω m ) cos(ω x )
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We notice that the chain length N controls the maximum
amount of frequency deviation, as shown in Fig. 4, while the
modulation index M controls the deviation within the limits imposed by N. M also controls the shape of the applied frequency
modulation, which is sinusoidal with low M values, but with
higher M values it develops towards the non-sinusoidal forms
shown in Fig. 4. It should be noted that the maximum amount of
frequency deviation depends also on the modulation frequency
ωm, as indicated by (17).

Figure 4: Frequency deviation and the effect of the chain
length N. (a) N=1: no FM. (b) N=100: FM frequency
deviation 1 kHz. (c) N=200: deviation 1.6 kHz. M=0.99,
fc = 2000 Hz, fm = 1 Hz.
Because the delay modulation is performed at audio-rate frequencies, the output signal frequency changes rapidly, resulting
in FM-like timbres. A similar modulation principle has been used
previously in varying the pick-up position of a 1D waveguide
[10] and in changing the output tap position of an interpolated
variable length delay line [12]. These methods employ a cascade
of unit delays and an interpolating read pointer that is modulated
at audio-rate for FM-like results. In contrast, FM is an inherent
property of CM synthesis, because the delay is modulated directly without a separate read pointer.
To summarize, the output spectrum of CM synthesis consists
of components that are produced by a combination of feedback
AM and FM processing. A sinusoidal input signal is first scattered into the upper and lower sidebands in the front-most stage
of the chain because of the feedback AM connection inside the
allpass filter. Succeeding stages then reinforce this effect by
processing each previously scattered partial, thus widening the
bandwidth of the generated spectrum. On the other hand, because
the allpass chain can also be considered as a dispersive variable
length delay line, the output signal frequency is changing rapidly
with respect to the input signal. This phenomenon works in parallel with the feedback AM processing, adding FM synthesislike effects to the composite spectrum.
2.3.

of aliasing distortion generated by the proposed structure must be
evaluated somehow. Here, the amount of aliasing distortion is
evaluated by computing the noise-to-mask ratio (NMR) [16] of a
sawtooth waveform generated by the allpass chain. The NMR
utilizes a perceptual model and therefore provides an appropriate
measure for the evaluation of the audibility of aliasing distortion.
The NMR, originally developed for the evaluation of audio codecs, outputs a ratio of the aliasing distortion to the masking
threshold of the non-aliased signal, i.e. the sawtooth waveform
obtained by additive synthesis. With NMR, smaller values correspond to lower audible aliasing distortion, and in audio coding
a threshold of NMR = -10 dB is usually considered to be the limit of inaudible difference.
Since the aliasing distortion produced by the allpass chain
depends on both the length of the chain and the modulation index, it can be effectively set by varying these two parameters. In
order to find out how these parameters affect the amount of aliasing, the analysis is split into two parts. First, the varying of the
aliasing distortion as a function of the allpass chain length with
the modulation index kept constant is analyzed. Then, the effect
of the modulation index for the aliasing distortion is analyzed
while keeping the allpass chain length constant. The analysis is
performed at two frequencies, 120 Hz and 1.2 kHz, in order to
get an idea how the aliasing distortion varies at different frequency ranges.
In the first part of the analysis, the modulation index M is set
to a constant 0.85 and the length of the allpass chain N is varied
from 60 to 110 in steps of 10 in the case of 120 Hz and from 1 to
6 in steps of 1 in the case of 1.2 kHz test frequency. The NMR
values of these tests are plotted in Fig. 5a. It can be seen, that the
NMR of the 120 Hz test case remains almost constant as the allpass chain length is varied, whereas the NMR of the 1.2 kHz test
case increases somewhat linearly as the length of the allpass
chain is increased. This is an expected result, as a longer chain
increases the bandwidth of the output signal, thus producing
more aliasing distortion. In addition, at low frequencies the aliasing folded around the Nyquist frequency components is already
at quite a low level, and therefore the increase of the chain
length, even a rather large increase, does not increase the aliasing
distortion as much as at higher frequencies where the aliasing is
already more pronounced.

Aliasing Analysis

Since the proposed structure produces a spectrum using a combination of feedback AM and FM, it is not truly bandlimited, and
hence it produces some aliasing distortion. Therefore, the amount
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Figure 5: Aliasing effects of the (a) chain length N, and
the (b) modulation index M.
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In the second part of the analysis, the allpass chain length N
is set to a constant 100 in the 120 Hz test case and to a constant 6
in the 1.2 kHz test case, and the modulation index M is varied
from 0.6 to 0.9 in steps of 0.1. In addition, a modulation index
0.99 was also tested. The NMR values of these tests are plotted
in Fig. 5b, in which it can be seen that the NMR values of both
the low and the high frequency tests increase almost linearly as
the modulation index increases. Yet again, this is an expected
result, as with a larger modulation index the allpass chain applies
more phase distortion to the input signal which causes more
aliasing. As can be seen from Fig. 5, the aliasing of the sawtooth
is quite moderate with these parameters. However, as a trade-off
the levels of the sawtooth partials are far from the levels of the
ideal case. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the error of the partial amplitudes is plotted for both test cases. Now, smaller values
of amplitude error indicate a more accurate match to the partial
amplitudes of the ideal sawtooth. However, it should be noted
that when either the allpass chain length or the modulation index
is increased, the amplitude error decreases. Yet, as discussed
above, this leads to more aliasing distortion.

Figure 7: Comparison of (a) AM, (b) sinusoidal FM, and
(c) CM synthesis. In each subfigure, the amplitude domain waveform is plotted on top of a frequency domain
spectrogram – time runs on the horizontal axis. Sinusoidal carrier and modulator, fx = 1000 Hz, fm = 100
Hz, CM chain length N = 70.
Because CM synthesis is a combination of feedback AM and
FM methods, the CM spectrum is often dense, and therefore well
suited for thick and rich subtractive synthesis –like spectrum
generation. However, because of this spectral density, partials
reflected from DC are often perceived as tremolo effects rather
than inharmonic components of the spectrum. For this reason,
FM is more flexible for inharmonic spectrum generation.

Figure 6: Comparison of the synthesized pseudo sawtooth and the ideal sawtooth partial amplitudes as a
function of the (a) chain length N and the (b) modulation
index M.

2.5.
2.4.

Relation to AM/RM and FM

Synthesis Parameters and Their Effects

Table 1 lists the synthesis parameters of the proposed method.

This section compares the spectral properties of AM/RM, FM,
and CM methods using sinusoidal carrier and modulator signals.
The classic amplitude modulation spectrum has two (RM) or
three (AM) partials around the carrier frequency, see Fig. 7a.
Single stage CM produces a feedback AM-like spectrum, which
is also centered at the carrier frequency, but has a larger bandwidth than the corresponding AM/RM spectrum. Moreover, the
bandwidth of the CM spectrum can be further expanded by cascading the stages in series.
CM also applies an additional complex-modulator FM to the
carrier signal, as shown in Fig. 7c. The instantaneous frequency
of the carrier is thus changed in a different pattern than in sinusoidal-modulator FM, which is shown in Fig. 7b. Therefore, CM
synthesis has a different spectral structure than sinusoidal FM.

Table 1: CM synthesis parameters.
parameter
fx / fm
M
N
fx
Ax
θm

description
frequency ratio
modulation index
allpass chain length
source frequency
source amplitude
phase difference

main effect
spectral structure
bandwidth
bandwidth
fundamental freq.
output amplitude
partial amplitudes

The frequency ratio fx / fm defines the spectral structure of the
synthesized sound. Consonant ratios, i.e., when the ratio can be
expressed as n/m using small integer n and m values, produce
harmonic timbres. Irrational frequency ratios produce inharmonic
spectra. A slight detuning between fx and fm results in beating.
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The modulation index M is the counterpart of FM modulation index I, or the cutoff frequency parameter of a subtractive
synthesis lowpass filter. It controls the amount of higher frequency partials.
The allpass chain length N controls the maximum bandwidth
of the spectrum. It has also an impact on the maximum phase
deviation of the FM modulation effect.
The fundamental frequency is, in most cases, defined by the
source signal frequency fx. However, certain fx/fm frequency ratios
produce spectra that contain a more prominent partial at a lower
frequency value than fx. The overall amplitude of the synthesized
sound can be controlled with the source signal amplitude Ax.
The phase difference between the source signal and the modulator can be controlled by θm. It has only a subtle timbral effect
when manipulated at control rate, but is capable of producing a
wide variety of timbres when modulated at audio rate.

3.2.

A mobile version of the algorithm was implemented using fixedpoint arithmetic. It was further optimized at C++ code level and
retrofitted into a mobile audio synthesis framework developed in
the SAME project [19]. A Nokia N95 smartphone was used as
the hardware platform. The implementation runs on top of Symbian S60 v3.2, and does not access the DSP chip directly.
The fixed point implementation required careful signal scaling analysis. It revealed that because the signal travelling inside
the chain can be over-modulated to a certain extent, it should be
scaled only after it exits the last allpass stage. Otherwise, the increased number of allpass filters will eventually silence the incoming signal. This happens because the chain has a damping
effect on the processed signal, as allpass filter coefficients are
less than 1 in magnitude. Mobile fixed point implementation issues will be explored further in future work.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
3.1.

Mobile

4. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

PC

Equation (3) was translated into C language and augmented with
a loop that iterates through the chained allpass stages. The loop is
iterated for each sample, and it contains one multiplication, two
additions, and two state variable accesses per allpass stage.
The algorithm was then implemented as a Pure Data (Pd) external [17], with two audio rate inlets (source and coefficient
modulation signals) and one control signal for manipulating the
allpass chain length N, see Fig. 8. The external was utilized in
several Pd patches implementing the example instruments of Section 4.
A simplified version of the extended Karplus-Strong (EKS)
algorithm [18] was implemented as another custom Pd external.
The EKS algorithm was then augmented by inserting a CM allpass chain into the delay loop of the string model.

All examples below use sinusoidal source and modulating signals. The Pd externals, source code, patches, and sound examples
are available at
http://www.acoustics.hut.fi/publications/papers/dafx09-cm/
4.1.

The described synthesis method is capable of synthesizing dense,
complex, and evolving spectra by using the simple instrument of
Fig. 8, or by cascading two or more allpass chains in series and
providing a dedicated modulator for each chain (see Fig. 9). Parallel chain arrangements can be used, e.g., in formant synthesis.
The method works with complex source waveforms, such as two
oscillator FM or sawtooth timbres as well.
It is also possible to imitate classic virtual analog waveforms
by using the instrument of Fig. 8 with frequency ratios 1:1 and
1:2 between the carrier and the modulator signals, and emulating
the lowpass filter cutoff frequency parameter of the subtractive

Figure 8: Pd patch used for the synthesizer sounds. The
CM algorithm is implemented inside the ap~ external,
which takes two audio rate and one control rate input.

Figure 9: Two allpass chains in a cascade produce complex dynamic spectra. Modulation indices ramp from 0 to
0.5 for the first chain and from 0 to 0.99 for the second.
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synthesis technique with the modulation index M (see Fig.10).
More complex carrier/modulator frequency ratios produce a variety of other waveforms, while a slight detuning between the
carrier and the modulator generates a beating effect between the
spectral components.

Figure 10: Imitated virtual analog waveforms: (a) Pseudo sawtooth, (b) triangle, and (c) square.

4.2.

Physical Models

CM synthesis can be used in conjunction with physical modeling
techniques either as a post-processing effect located outside the
model, or inside the model itself. For example, when the coefficient modulated allpass chain is inserted into the feedback loop
of a simple EKS string model, each harmonic is augmented with
upper and lower sidebands. If the modulator frequency is slightly
detuned from the fundamental frequency of the string, the harmonics will produce beating, resulting in chorus-like timbres (see
Fig. 11). A similar beating phenomenon can be observed when
the pick-up point [10], or the dispersion amount [8] parameter of
a waveguide string model is modulated at audio-rate frequencies.
It was noticed that the generated sound had a similar character independent of whether the chain was located inside or outside the model. However, the produced effect was more pronounced when the chain was inserted inside the model. The allpass chain length can also be significantly shorter in the inside
configuration, due to the delay element present in the model.
The implementation revealed that, in order to suppress the
generation of excessive high frequency content, the allpass chain
should be placed in front of the loss filter.

Figure 11: Coefficient modulated allpass chain inserted
into the feedback loop of a simple string model. Beating
harmonics animate the produced sound. f0=1000 Hz and
fm=1010 Hz, white noise excitation

4.3.

Effect Processing of Arbitrary Signals

For (monophonic) pitched instruments, the proposed structure
can be utilized also as an approximate adaptive frequency modulator [12] which is similar to the phase distortion effect described in [5-7]. In this application, the modulator signal can be
composed by driving a sinusoidal oscillator whose frequency is
estimated from the input signal. There are several approaches on
the fundamental frequency estimation (see, e.g., [20]), ranging
from computationally efficient to more sophisticated algorithms.
Unfortunately, the number of correct estimates is proportional to
the complexity of the algorithm, i.e. the computationally efficient
approaches produce more false estimates than the more sophisticated ones.
The fundamental frequency estimation can be avoided if a
lowpass filtered version of the input signal is used as the modulator. This approach is computationally efficient, but the modulator
signal will then be spectrally richer, thus applying more distortion to the input signal and causing more aliasing distortion. In
addition, if the lowpass filter also suppresses the fundamental
frequency of the input signal, the modulator signal may then be
corrupted by the low frequency noise present in the input. However, as a good compromise, the lowpass filtering can be utilized
as a preprocessing step before a computationally efficient fundamental frequency estimator. The lowpass filtering can increase
the robustness of the otherwise non-robust estimator, yielding to
a still computationally efficient approach and lowered distortion
when compared to the lowpass filtered modulator.
The method seemed to be most useful with plucked string,
organ, and monophonic wind instrument timbres, whereas inharmonic sounds, such as bells and percussion instruments, did
not benefit from the effect. Synthesizer sounds can also utilize
the effect, provided that there is free space in the source spectrum.
5. DISCUSSION
The strength of the CM synthesis technique lies in the generation
of thick, complex, and evolving timbres, although it can also be
used in building a virtual analog synthesizer from sinusoidal oscillators and allpass filters. Simple but powerful control parameters allow efficient control rate manipulation of the produced
sound and the ability to control the maximum bandwidth prevents upper range aliasing artifacts.
CM synthesis has a characteristic sound, which makes it less
generic than sinusoidal FM. Therefore, the method is not well
suited for acoustic instrument emulation. It also requires a pitch
detector to work properly as an audio effect.
The method is quite CPU intensive, because each processed
sample has to be routed through all chained allpass stages. Nevertheless, it is also possible to run the synthesis algorithm in mobile smartphones.
The aliasing distortion of the proposed structure can be set
by choosing the allpass chain length and the modulation index
appropriately. Yet, it was noted that the aliasing distortion is
more sensitive to variations in the modulation index at all frequencies whereas the allpass chain affects the amount of aliasing
distortion more as the frequency of the input signal is increased.
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6. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
CM synthesis, which is based on audio-rate modulation of
allpass filter coefficients, was introduced as a new sound generation method. This idea has been inspired by the recent introduction of spectral delay filters [4] and it can be seen as its timevarying extension. CM synthesis is related to previous modulation synthesis techniques, such as AM, FM, and RM. It appears
that the CM technique using one first-order allpass filter is capable of producing similar spectra to the feedback AM method.
Moreover, when a cascade of several identical first-order allpass
filters is employed, as in spectral delay filters, sonic effects combining the characteristics of feedback AM and complexmodulator FM arise.
It was shown that the CM synthesis is a powerful and versatile tool. It can generate FM synthesis-like sound and also imitations of classical waveforms, such as the sawtooth, triangular,
and rectangular pulse waves. Additionally, it can be used for adding chorus-like effects to simple synthesis techniques, such as the
Karplus-Strong string algorithm. Furthermore, the CM method
can modify arbitrary monophonic sources, such as musical instrument tones, when a pitch detector is used to estimate the
modulation frequency. It is thus related to recent adaptive FM
and split sideband techniques [12], [21].
The spectral structure of the produced sound is not yet entirely understood and more work is needed on the derivation of
the partial amplitudes. Space issues prevented also more detailed
description of the mobile implementation. Interesting extensions
worth further exploration include the modulation of the phase
difference between the carrier and the modulator oscillators, the
effect of non-uniform modulation amount in the chain, and the
arrangement of multiple CM chains into various topologies.
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BEAT-TRACKING USING A PROBABILISTIC FRAMEWORK AND LINEAR
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
Geoffroy Peeters
Ircam Sound Analysis-Synthesis Team - CNRS STMS
geoffroy.peeters@ircam.fr
ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the problem of beat-tracking in an audiofile. Considering time-variable tempo and meter estimation as input, we study two beat-tracking approaches. The first one is based
on an adaptation of a method used in speech processing for locating the Glottal Closure Instants. The results obtained with this
first approach allow us to derive a set of requirements for a robust approach. This second approach is based on a probabilistic
framework. In this approach the beat-tracking problem is formulated as an “inverse” Viterbi decoding problem in which we decode times over beat-numbers according to observation and transition probabilities. A beat-template is used to derive the observation probabilities from the signal. For this task, we propose the
use of a machine-learning method, the Linear Discriminant Analysis, to estimate the most discriminative beat-template. We finally
propose a set of measures to evaluate the performances of a beattracking algorithm and perform a large-scale evaluation of the two
approaches on four different test-sets.
1. INTRODUCTION
Beat-tracking, i.e. locating the times in an audio signal where
beats are perceived or notated in the corresponding score, is one
of the most challenging subject in the music-audio research community. This is due to the large use of the beat information in
many applications: beat-synchronous analysis (such as for score
alignment or for cover-version identification), beat-synchronous
processing (time-stretching, beat-shuffling, beat-slicing ...), music
analysis (beat taken as a prior for pitch estimation or onset detection) or visualization (time-grid in audio sequencers). This is
also due to the complexity of the task. While tempo estimation is
mainly a problem of periodicity detection (with the inherent octave
ambiguities), beat-tracking is both a problem of periodicity detection and location of the periods inside a signal (with the inherent
ambiguities of the rhythm itself).
Considering that the best results obtained in the last Audio
Beat Tracking contest (MIREX-2006) are far from being perfect,
this problem is far from being solved. If most beat-tracking algorithms achieve good results for most rock, pop or dance music
track (except for highly compressed tracks), this is not the case
when considering classical, jazz or world music. Moreover recent
Western music styles such as Drum’n’Bass or R’n’B (which use
more complex rhythms than pop, rock and dance) bring back the
problem to the mainstream music.
Considering the numerous methods proposed for beat-tracking,
it would be difficult to summarize them here. We therefore refer
This work was partly supported by the “Quaero” Programme, funded
by OSEO, French State agency for innovation.

the reader to [1] and [2] for a good overview of the recent advances
in this domain.
In this paper we present two different approaches for locating
the beat-markers. The first one is based on an algorithm developed
in the framework of speech processing for locating the Glottal Closure Instants. We name it P-sola. We apply this method here to
the problem of beat-tracking. The second one uses a probabilistic formulation of the problem of beat-tracking with observation
and transition probabilities. Because of the use of a probabilistic
framework, it shares some ideas with the methods based on Dynamic Programming [3] [4] [5] (as opposed to the ones based on
Multiple-Agent [6] [7]), although the formulation of the probabilistic framework is different in our case and the input is a “continuous” onset function rather than “discrete” onsets.
Paper organization: In part 2, we give an overview of the
system used to estimate the onset-energy-function, time-variable
tempo and meter which are used as input variables in the remaining of the paper. In part 3, we propose a P-sola beat-tracking algorithm and highlight the drawbacks of it. In part 4, we propose
a probabilistic model for beat-marking. In part 4.4.1, we propose
a machine learning approach to estimate the best beat-template to
compute the observation probabilities. Finally in part 5, we propose a set of evaluation measures and perform a large-scale evaluation of the two beat-tracking algorithms on four test-sets.
2. OVERALL PRESENTATION OF THE TEMPO/METER
ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
This paper concerns the beat-tracking problem. For this, we consider an onset-energy-function, time-variable tempo and meter as
input parameters of the algorithms. The system used for the estimation of these input parameters is the one described in [8]. Since
the evaluation performed at the end of the paper will used these input parameters, we briefly summarized their estimation here. The
first stage of the system described in [8] extracts an onset-energyfunction. This function is a 172Hz function with high values at
the onset positions and low values at the other positions. This
function is obtained by computing a reassigned-spectral-energyflux function from the signal (time and frequency reassignment of
the spectrogram are used for better time and frequency resolution).
Log-scaling, adaptive thresholding, low-pass, high-pass filtering,
Half-Wave-Rectification and summation are then applied to obtain
the function. In the remaining, we note this function f (t). The second stage of the system measures the dominant periodicities over
time of f (t). The dominant periodicities are obtained by combining a Discrete Fourier Transform with a Frequency-Mapped
Auto-Correlation Function [9]. The combination of both functions allows to better distinguish the dominant periodicities from
the sub-harmonics and over-harmonics in f (t). The last stage of
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The maximum of f (t) in the interval Ii is noted τi . θi+1 is
given by θi+1 = τi + Tbi . The process is repeated for several
initialization time θ0 of the vector Θ. The vectorPΘ with the initialization time leading to the maximum value of i f (τi ) defines
the best set of energy markers τi .

Audio mono 11.025 Hz

Onset-energy function
Reassigned spectrogram

Tempo detection
Instantaneous periodicity
DFT

Log-scale
Threshold >-50dB

ACF
FM-ACF

Combined DFT FM-ACF

e log (w k ,t m )
Low-Pass Filter
High-Pass Filter (Diff)
e filter (w k ,t m )

3.2. Least-square optimization of energy and tempo constraints

Tempo states
-Tempo
-Meter/Beat subdivision

Viterbi decoding

Half-Wave Rectification
e HWR (w k ,t m )
Sum over frequencies
e(t

m

)

Beat-tracking

Figure 1: Overall schema of tempo/ meter estimation system of [8].

the system estimates the tempo and meter over time from the observed dominant periodicities. For this, we define a hidden Markov
model which states are the specific combinations of possible tempi
and meters (2/4, 3/4 or 6/8). The observation probabilities come
from the comparison of state’s templates to the observed dominant periodicities. The best path over time of tempo/ meter is
obtained using a Viterbi decoding algorithm. In the remaining,
we note Tb(t) the estimated temporal period between two beats
(Tb(t) = 60/bpm(t)). The overall schema of the system is represented in Figure 1.
3. BEAT-TRACKING USING P-SOLA BASED METHOD
P-sola (Pitch Synchronous Over-Lap Add) is a speech processing
method allowing pitch-shifting and time-stretching of a speech signal. The first stage of the processing aims at locating the Glottal
Closure Instants (GCIs) of the speech signal. The characteristics of these GCIs are (a) to be close to the local maxima of the
energy-signal and (b) to have an inter-distance close to the local
pitch-period T0 (t) of the signal. The problem of locating the beatmarkers is close to the one of locating the GCIs: (a) the positions
of the beat-markers are often close to local maxima of the onsetenergy function f (t), (b) the inter-distance between successive
beat-markers is close (equal) to the local tempo-period Tb(t). Because of this proximity, we propose here an adaptation of a method
we have previously developed for GCIs location [10] to the case
of beat-tracking . The method proceeds in two separated stages.
The first one locates a set of local maxima of f (t) with an interdistance close to Tb(t). The second one performs a least-square
optimization in order to satisfy simultaneously two constraints: (a)
markers close to the local maxima of f (t), (b) inter-distance between markers close to Tb(t).

We define mi as the beat-markers to estimate. These markers must
satisfy simultaneously the two constraints: (a) markers mi must
be close to the local maxima τi of the onset-energy function f (t),
(b) the inter-distance between two successive markers mi must be
equal to the local tempo-period Tbi . These constraints can be expressed mathematically as:
8
(a) : mi = τi
>
<
(b) : mi − mi−1 = Tbi−1
(1)
>
:
(b) : mi+1 − mi = Tbi
Given that modifying one mi has consequences on the left and
right periods (the same for mi−1 , mi+1 ), we need to solve the
above equations for all mi simultaneously. This leads to the minimization over mi of the following sum of the square error ²:
Xˆ
˜
²=
((mi − mi−1 ) − Tbi−1 )2 + β(mi − τi )2
(2)
i∈I

where β is a weights: β > 1 favors the energy constrains (a),
β < 1 favors the periodicity constrains (b). The solution to this
problem is the following. If we note m = [m0 m1 ...mi ...mI ] the
vector of beat markers to estimate, their optimal positions are given
by
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4. BEAT-TRACKING USING INVERSE VITERBI
FORMULATION
4.1. Motivations for a probabilistic model
When experimenting with the method presented in part 3, a set of
marking problems were observed that we highlight here.
At the first stage of the P-sola algorithm, a binary decision is
taken: a time is a local maximum of f (t) or not. Also only one local maximum per period Tb is estimated. The consequences of this
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.
−1
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+βτI

(4)
For the evaluation presented in part 5, we will use α = 8 and
β = 1.

3.1. Local maxima detection
We define a vector of times Θ = [θ0 , θ1 , ..., θi , ...]. The values
of θi are recursively hdefined. For this, we define
around the time
i
Tbi−1
Tb
i
θi , an interval Ii = θi − α , θi + α in which Tbi is the
local tempo period around θi and α defines the relative length of
the interval (α ∈]2, ∞[). Small values of α (large intervals) favor
energy constraint, while large values of α (small intervals) favor
periodicity constraint.

0
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s i'',j''

state/ time

state

are: - If the estimated local maximum is not the one corresponding to the beat positions, the marking will be incorrect because the
second stage of the algorithm will also fail. - If there is no local
maximum in the signal (for example a part of a track without any
onset such as a beat in the middle of a silence part), the algorithm
also fails. A solution to these problems would be to have several
candidates for the local maxima and associated probabilities.
At the second stage, there is no adaptive weighting between
the constraints (a) "close-to–local-maxima" and (b) "inter-distance
close to local period". The two constraints are taken into account
with a constant weight β over time. Ideally, if a part of a track has
no clear onsets, the periodicity constraint should be favored.
For all these reasons, we formulate the beat-marking problem
in a probabilistic framework, with probabilities associated to the
times and to the transitions between times. The formulation proposed in the following allows applying a Viterbi decoding algorithm [11] but requires inverting the x and y axis of the usual formulation. Hence we call it “inverse” Viterbi decoding. We first
present this inversion of the axis.

p obs (o(t

k

) | s i'j' )

s i'j'

p obs (o(t)|t

s i'' =t i''

s i,j

s i'=t i'

p trans (s i'j' |s ij)

tk-1 tk tk+1

i''

)

p trans (t i'' |t i' )

s i=t i

time

b k-1 b k b k+1

beat num.

Figure 2: [Left:] Viterbi decoding: we decode the states sij over
time tk given the probability to observe a state si0 j 0 at time tk
(pobs (o(tk )|si0 j 0 )) and given the probability to transit from state
sij to state si0 j 0 (ptrans (si0 j 0 |sij )). [Right:] Inverse Viterbi
decoding: we decode the states si (or times ti ) over the beatnumber bk given the probability to observe a state si00 (or time
ti00 ) at beat number bk (pobs (o(t)|si00 )) and given the probability to transit from state si0 (or time ti0 ) to state si00 (or time ti00 )
(ptrans (ti00 |ti0 )).

4.2. Viterbi and inverse Viterbi decoding
Viterbi decoding: We take here as example the formulation of the
Viterbi decoding as used for the tempo/ meter tracking in [8]. In
this formulation, a hidden state sij is defined as a specific combination of a tempo i and a meter j. We estimate the best succession
of states sij over time given the probability to observe a given state
sij at a given time tk : pobs (o(tk )|sij ), and given the probability
to transit from a state sij to a state si0 j 0 : ptrans (si0 j 0 |sij ) (the
transition probability aims to ensure tempo and meter continuity).
We decode states over times. This is illustrated in the left part of
Figure 2.
Inverse Viterbi decoding: We want to formulate the Viterbi
algorithm in order to decode the beat-marker positions over time.
This raises the problem that beat-marker positions are “times” that
we want to decode over “time”. In order to solve this problem, we
inverse the x and y axis as follows: we decode times over beatnumbers bk (bk is a monolithically increasing function). For this,
we define the states si as the various times ti of the time axis of
the track: si is defined as “time ti is a beat”. We then look for
the best succession of states si (or times ti ) that explain the beatnumber succession bk . We define - an initial probability pinit (si )
which represents the probability to be in hidden state si (“ti is a
beat”) at the beginning of the decoding, - an emission probability pobs (o(t)|si ) which is the probability to observe o(t) given a
specific state si (given that “ti is a beat”), - a transition probability ptrans (si0 |si ) which represents the probability to transit from
state si (or “ti is beat”) to state s0i (or “t0i is the next beat”). We
compare the Viterbi formulation to the inverse Viterbi formulation
in Figure 2.

4.3. Initial probability pinit (si )
pinit (si ) represents the probability to be in hidden state si (“ti is
a beat”) at the beginning of the decoding. We favor ti to be a time
close to the beginning of the track. For this, we use a gaussian
function with µ = 0 and σ = 0.5 evaluated on the ti of all the
states si .

4.4. Observation probabilities pobs (o(t)|si )
The states si are defined as the various times ti of the time axis
of the track. si is defined as “time ti is a beat”. We associate to
each state si an emission probability, which represent the probability of observing o(t) given that we are in state si , i.e. given
that ti is a beat. In practice, we estimate this probability using
pobs (si |o(t)) = pobs (t = ti ) · pobs (si |o(t)). The hidden state si
has a non-nul emission probability only when t = ti in o(t). We
associate to each state si an observation probability, which represent the likelihood that this state si is a beat. pobs (si |o(t)) is
estimated by computing the likelihood that a beat-template gTb (t)
starting at time ti and corresponding to the local tempo Tb(ti ) explains the content of the onset-energy-function o(t) = f (t, t ∈
[ti , ti + 4Tb]). This likelihood is estimated using correlation. The
beat-template can be a simple function with values of 1 at the expected beat-position and 0 otherwise (as in [3]). We propose here a
method that allows finding by machine-learning the beat-template
that maximizes the discrimination between the correlation values
obtained when ti is a beat-position and when ti is a non-beat position..
4.4.1. Learning the best beat-template by Linear Discriminant Analysis
The beat-template must be chosen such as (a) to have the maximum correlation with the local signal when ti is a beat-position,
(b) to provide the largest discrimination between the correlation
values when ti is a beat-position and a non-beat position. The
condition (b) is needed in our case since the values of correlation
will be used as observation probability in our framework. In the
following, we only discuss the case of a “binary subdivision of
the beat” and “binary grouping of the beat into bar”. Extension to
other meters is straightforward.
Using a discrete notation, we note g(1)...g(N ) the discrete
sequence of values of the beat-template representing a one-bar duration beat-pattern. Considering a 4/4 measure, g(1) represents the
value of the beat-template at the downbeat position, g(1 + jN/4)
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with j ∈ [1, 2, 3] the values at the other beat positions. We define F (n) as the function obtained by sampling the local values
of f (t, t ∈ [ti , ti + 4Tb]) by N value: F (1) = f (ti )...F (N ) =
f (ti +4Tb). We look for the beat-template (the values of g(n), n ∈
[1, N ]) which maximize the correlation with F (n) when ti is a
beat-position and minimize it when ti is not a beat-position. If ti
is a beat-position (hence F (1 + jN/4) with j ∈ [0, 1, 2, 3] are
also beat positions), this can be expressed as
• F (1 + j)g(1) + F (2 + j)g(2) + ... + F (N + j)g(N ) must
have a maximum value for j ∈ [0, N/4, 2N/4, 3N/4],
• F (1 + j)g(1) + F (2 + j)g(2) + ... + F (N + j)g(N ) must
have a minimum value for all the other values of j.
We illustrate this in Figure 3 for the case N = 16.
According to the equations above, the problem of finding the
best values of g(n) is close to the problem of finding the best
weights to apply to the dimensions of multi-dimensional observations in order to maximize class separation. This problem can
be solved using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [12]. In our
case the weights are the g(n), the dimensions of the feature vectors
are the successive values of F (n) and the classes are “beat” and
“non-beat”. We therefore apply a two-class Linear Discriminant
Analysis to our problem.
Creating observations for the two-classes LDA problem:
Linear Discriminant Analysis necessitates observations to learn
from. We therefore create observations for the two classes “beat”
and “non-beat”. These observations are coming from a test-set
annotated into beat and down-beat positions. Knowing the downbeat locations, we create for each track l of the test-set and for
each annotated bar m inside a track, the corresponding Fl,m (n).
For a specific track, we compute the vector Fl (n) by averaging the
values of Fl,m (n) over all the bars of the track. In Figure 4, we
illustrate this for the RWC-Popular-Music test-set [13]. The upper
part represents the vectors Fl (n) for the 100 tracks of the test-set
for the case N = 64. The lower part represents the average (over
the 100 tracks) vector F (n).
From the observed Fl (n), we then create two sets of observations corresponding to the two classes “beat” and “non-beat”. This
is obtained simply by shifting (circular permutation is assumed in
the following) Fl (n) as follows:
• “beat” class: the four patterns Flb (n) = Fl (n + j) with
j ∈ [0, N/4, 2N/4, 3N/4],
• “non-beat” class: all the remaining patterns Flnb (n) = Fl (n+
j) with j ∈ [1, N ] j 6= 0, N/4, 2N/4, 3N/4
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Figure 4: [Top part] Time-norm. and sampled observation function Fl (n) for each of the 100 tracks of the RWC Popular-Music
test-set [13] [Bottom part] Average (over all tracks) value F (n).

From the set of L observations, we therefore create 4L observations representing the “beat” class (the sequences starting in one
of the 4 beat positions), and (N − 4) ∗ L observations representing
the “non-beat” class (all the other sequences).
Linear Discriminant Analysis: We then apply Linear Discriminant Analysis considering the two new set of observations
(Flb (n) and Flnb (n)) and their associated classes “beat” and “nonbeat”. We compute the matrix U such that after transformation of
the features by this matrix, the ratio of the Between-Class-Inertia
and the Total-Inertia is maximized. If we note u the column vectors of U , this maximization leads to the condition T −1 Bu = λu
where T is the Total-Inertia matrix and B the Between-ClassInertia matrix. The column vectors of U are then given by the
eigen vectors of the matrix T −1 B associated to the eigen values
λ. Since the problem is a two-classes problem, only one column
remains in U . This column gives us the weights to apply to F (n)
in order to obtain the best separation between the classes “beat”
and “non-beat”. It therefore defines the best beat-template g(n).
In Figure 5, we illustrate this for the RWC-Popular-Music testset [13]. We represent (in thin line) the average (over the 100
tracks) vector F (n). We represent (in thick line) the values of
g(n) obtained by Linear Discriminant Analysis. As one can see,
the LDA-trained beat-template assigns - large positive weights at
the beat-positions (1, 2, 3, 4) and - negative weights at the counterbeat positions (1.5, 2.5, ...) and at the just-before/ just-after beat
positions. The use of negative weights is a major difference with
the weights used in usual beat-templates (as in [3]) which only use
positive or zero weights. The specific locations of the negative
weights allow reducing the common counter-beat detection error
(negative weights at the counter-beat positions) and the precision
of the beat location (negative weights at the just-before/ just-after
beat positions). This wouldn’t be achieved by using a model where
all the positions outside the main beats are set to a constant negative number.
Use of the LDA-trained beat-templates: In the beat-tracking
process, the LDA-trained beat-templates g(n) are used to create
the beat-template which corresponds to the local tempo Tb(ti ).
For this, g(n) is considered as representing the interval [0, 4Tb(ti )]
and is interpolated to provide the values corresponding to the sampling rate of f (t): 172 Hz. In order to save computation time, the
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Figure 5: [Thin line] Average value F (n) for the RWC-PopularMusic test-set [Thick line] LDA-trained beat-template g(n).
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Figure 6: Observation probability for state si : onset-energyfunction (continuous line), initial positions of states si (dotted vertical lines), final positions of states si (cont. vert. linez) and associated observation probability (cont. vert. lines’ height).

values of gTb (t) for all possible tempo Tb can be stored in a table.
In the evaluation presented in part 5, we will compare various sampling and interpolation method of the LDA-trained beat-templates.

We note τk the time ti associated to the most-likely ending state
si for a forward path going until step bk . We stop the forward algorithm when τk reaches the end of the music track. In the usual
4.4.2. Optimization considerations:
Viterbi algorithm, the decoding occurs over the time axis of the
signal, which length is known before the decoding. Hence the var1
In order to reduce the number of states si , we apply a discretizaious possible decoding paths over the states have all the same pretion of the time axis of the track. A sampling rate of 20Hz (hop size
determined length. The final path is found by using the backward
of 50ms) is used for the creation of the states (20 states/ second).
algorithm starting from the most-likely ending state.
The observation probability (obtained using the beat-template) is
Modified backward algorithm: In our reverse Viterbi decodthen computed for each of the discrete states si . Because of this
ing
formulation,
the last decoded hidden states (at the end of the
discretization, we reassign the time ti of the state si to the posimusic track) can be a time ti in a silent part (the end of the files
tion around ti which leads to the maximum correlation between
can be a silence period after the music) which is not a beat. In
the local signal f (t, t ∈ [ti , ti + 4Tb]) and the one-bar beatother words, we do not know which the best ending state is. We
template gTb (t). The horizon on which the maximum correlation
therefore modified the backtracking algorithm as follows. Instead
is searched for is proportional to the local tempo Tb(ti ) and deof computing a single backward path, we compute all the backfined by L = Tb(ti )/τ . We illustrate this process in Figure 6,. In
ward paths for all the bk with τk close to the end of the track.
the evaluation presented in part 5, we will compare the two followSince these various paths can have different (but close) lengths,
2
ing values of τ : 32 and 8 .
we normalize the log-likelihood of each path by its length before
comparing them. We finally choose the path with has the highest
0
4.5. Transition probabilities ptrans (si |si )
normalized log-likelihood. This path attributes to each beat number bk the best state si , hence the best time ti , hence the best beat
Since the states si represent the times ti of the successive beat
locations. We illustrate the decoding algorithm in Figure 7.
numbers bk , the distance between successive states must be close
Memory consideration: Given that a 4 minutes track leads
to the local tempo period Tb(ti ). The transition probability models
to the definition of over 4800 states, hence a 4800*4800 transithe tolerated departure of the distance between successive beattion matrix, memory consideration has to be taken into account
markers from the local tempo. The model used for the probability
when implementing the above mentioned algorithm. Because of
to transit from state si to state s0i is a Gaussian function with µ =
0
the Left-Right nature of the HMM and because of the definition
Tb(ti ) and σ = 0.02s or 0.05s evaluated at ∆ = ti − ti . Also,
of the states (states are times), most transitions are equal (or close
considering that the states are ordered in increasing time, it is not
to zero) in the transition matrix. Therefore, the whole transition
possible to transit from a state si to a state s0i with i0 ≤ i. This
matrix does not need to be stored. One can use for example sparse
makes our model a Left-Right HMM.
matrices. Another optimization concerns the number of compar4.6. Decoding
isons for the forward algorithm. In order to reduce the computation time, we only consider the states in a time-corridor around the
The decoding then consists in finding the best succession of states
si over beat-numbers bk given pinit (si ), pobs (o(t)|si ) and ptrans (s0i |si ).current state.
1 Defining a state s for each value of the onset-energy-function f (t)
i
(sampling rate of 172Hz) would lead to 40.000 states for a 4 minutes track
2 Note that too small values of τ (hence large temporal horizon) leads
to reassign several states si to the same time (since the successive horizons
overlap), while too large values of τ (hence small temporal horizon) can
lead to the miss-detection of the real beat locations (since the horizons do
not overlap anymore)

5. EVALUATION
5.1. Evaluation measures
The evaluation performed here only concerns the quality of the
estimation of the beat-tracking algorithms. However, because the
time-variable tempo and meter used here, are estimations coming
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the average (over all tracks of a test-set) of the Recall(PW=0.1),
Precision(PW=0.1) and F-measure(PW=0.1).
We have also computed for each test-set the average (over
all tracks of a test-set) curve of the F-measure versus PrecisionWindow. This curve indicates the influence of the PW on the Fmeasure. As a summary of this curve we give the Area Under this
Curve (AUC). Given that the maximum considered PW is 0.5, the
maximum possible value of the AUC is also 0.5. This is illustrated
in the left part of Figure 8.
Since this curve only represents average (over the tracks) values of the F-measure (it does not represent the spread over the
tracks), we also provide two other measures. For this we compute the histogram of the values of the F-measure(PW=0.1) for
all the track of a given test-set. This histogram indicates the percentage of tracks having a specific F-measure(PW=0.1). This is
illustrated in the right-top part of Figure 8. From this histogram
we compute a cumulated-histogram. This cumulated-histogram
indicates the percentage of tracks having “at least” a specific Fmeasure(PW=0.1). This is illustrated in the right-bottom part of
Figure 8. From this cumulated histogram we derive the two following measures:

loglikelihood: −1.377869
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Figure 7: Viterbi decoding and backtracking: onset-energyfunction (continuous thin line), states si and associated observation probability (dots), maximum observation probability of each
bk (O sign), best path (continuous thick line and 5 sign).

from the algorithm of [8], the results obtained also depend on the
quality of these estimations. What we measure is therefore the
performances of the whole system3 . It is important to note that
the same estimation of tempo and meter is used for both the Psola and the Viterbi algorithm; hence the comparison between the
P-sola and Viterbi algorithms is possible.
We propose here a set of measures to evaluate the performances of a beat-tracking algorithm. Considering a given beatmarker annotation and a given track, we note - A the number of
annotated beats, - D the number of detected beats and - CD(PW)
the number of correctly detected beats within a given Precision
Window (PW). From this we derive the following measures:

1. percentage of tracks with F-measure(PW=0.1)≥ 50%,
2. Area Under Curve (AUC) of the cumulated-histogram.
Surface under Fmeasure curve: 0.409711
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• Recall(PW) = CD(PW) / A
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• Precision(PW) = CD(PW) / D
• FMeasure(PW) = 2 R(PW) P(PW) / (R(PW)+P(PW))
Note that the Precision Window is centered on the annotated beat
for the Recall and on the estimated beat for the Precision. For a
correct beat marking but at twice (three time) the tempo (tatum
marking), the Recall will be 1 but the Precision 0.5 (0.33). For a
correct beat marking at half (one third of) the tempo, the Precision
will be 1 but the Recall 0.5 (0.33).
In our evaluation the Precision Window depends on the local
tempo. This is done in order to avoid drawing misleading conclusion from the results 4 . The Precision Window is defined as a percentage of the local annotated beat length Tb: PW=α means that
the estimated beat should be at a maximum distance of ±αTb the
annotated beat (α = 0 considers only exact estimations, α = 0.5
considers the counter-beat estimations as correct5 ).
For a given track, the considered value of Tb is the minimum
value of Tb(ti ) over time (the fastest annotated local tempo of the
track). The values given in the “table of results” correspond to
3 The performances of the tempo and meter estimation algorithm of [8]
have been thoroughly evaluated in [8] and in the MIREX-2005 contest [14].
4 Indeed a fixed PW of 0.166s would be restrictive for slow tempi (halfbeat duration of 0.5 at 60bpm) but will mean accepting counter-beat as
correct for fast tempi (half-beat duration of 0.166s at 180bpm).
5 In case of binary subdivision of the beat.
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Figure 8: [Left part] Average curves of Recall(PW), Precision(PW) and F-measure(PW) versus Precision Window; [Righttop part] Histogram of the F-measure(PW=0.1) values; [Rightbottom part] Cumulated histogram of the F-measure(PW=0.1)
values; for the “PopRock extract” test-set and P-sola algorithm.

5.2. Test-set
For the evaluation, we have used the following four test-sets. The
“PopRock extract” is a collection of 155 major top-ten hits of the
past decades. Only 20s extract of the tracks are considered. The
annotations have been made by the author. The “RWC Popular
Music” [13] is a collection of 100 tracks in full-duration of Poprock-ballad-heavy-metal popular music. The “RWC Jazz Music”
[13] is a collection of 50 tracks in full-duration of Jazz-music with
solo piano, guitar, small ensemble or modern-jazz orchestra. The
difficulty of this test-set comes from the complexity of the rhythms
used in Jazz-music. The “RWC Classical Music” [13] is a collection of 59 tracks in full-duration of Classical-music. The difficulty
of this test-set comes from the tempo variations used in Classicalmusic. The annotations of the three RWC test-sets are provided by
the AIST [15].
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5.4. Results and discussion

5.3. Beat-templates comparison
Before evaluating the beat-tracking, we first validate the assumption that LDA-trained beat-templates provide a better discrimination between the “beat” and “non-beat” classes than usual beattemplates. The usual beat-template considered here is composed
of values of 1 at the beat-positions and 0 otherwise (as in [3]).

Normalized Histogram

In order to check this assumption, we compute the values of
the correlation between f (t) and g(t) when using the LDA-trained
or the usual beat-templates for g(t). From the correlation values,
we then compute the ratio r of the Between-Class-Inertia to the
Total-Inertia (the larger this ratio is, the best the separation is between the two classes beat and non-beat). In Figure 9, we give
as example the histogram of the correlation values when using as
training-set and test-set the RWC-Popular-Music (note that the yaxis for the class “beat” has been reversed - negative y-values for better visualization). A larger separation is observed when
using the LDA. For this example, we obtain the following ratio:
rLDA = 0.73 and rusual = 0.54. We now test the generability of
our approach: training on a specific set A and testing on a different set B. In Table 1, we indicate the various ratios r obtained. The
lower rows of the table gives for comparison the value r obtained
with the usual beat-template (which is independent of the training
set). In all cases, even when A 6= B, the discrimination is better
when using an LDA-trained beat-template. On average (over the
test-sets), the most generalizable LDA-trained beat-template is the
one trained on the RWC-Jazz-Music.

The results of the beat-marking evaluation are summarized in Table 2. In this table we compare the results obtained with the P-sola
based algorithm and with several versions of the Viterbi algorithm.
For the Viterbi algorithm, three parameters must be fixed: - τ : the
correlation horizon for the reassignment of the time of the states,
- σ: the standard deviation for the transition probability between
states, - the choice of the beat-template. In Table 2, we show the
results obtained with the following parameters: τ = 32 and τ = 8,
σ = 0.02 and σ = 0.05. The choices of the beat-template are: a)
“LDA shared”: a beat-template created by manually analyzing the
shared properties of the various LDA-trained beat-templates over
test-sets, b) “LDA sam” a sampling at the sixteen notes of the LDA
beat-template trained specifically for each test-set, c) “LDA all” an
interpolation of the whole LDA beat-template (N = 64) trained
specifically for each test-set, d) “usual”: the “usual” beat-template
with value of 1 on-beats and 0 otherwise.
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Figure 9: Histogram of the values of the correlation using [top]
LDA-trained beat-templates g(n) [bottom] Usual beat-templates
for the two-classes “beat” and “non-beat”.

Table 1: Cross-database evaluation of the LDA-trained beat template in comparison with the usual beat-template. Each cell represent the value of the ratio r.

Table 2: Comparison of the P-sola and Viterbi based beat-tracking
algorithms on the four test-sets.
Variations among test-set: The performances are best for the
PopRock extract (FMeas=0.93) and RWC-Popular-Music (FMeas=0.85)
test-sets than for the more complex Jazz rhythms (FMeas=0.59) or
the time-variable tempi of Classical music (FMeas=0.43).
P-sola against Viterbi: Considering all criteria (all the columns
of the table) and all test-sets, the Viterbi method leads systematically to better results than the P-sola one. In particular, the
improvements of the F-Measure(PW=0.1) for the test-sets RWCPopular-Music (from FMeas=0.75 to 0.85), RWC-Jazz-Music (0.45
to 0.59) and Classical Music (0.38 to 0.43) are large. Considering that the values given in the table are only estimates of the
average F-measure, we perform a set of statistical tests (Student
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T-test) in order to decide on the statistical significance of these
differences. For this we test the H0 hypothesis that the average
F-measure(PW=0.1) are equal for the P-sola and Viterbi (τ = 8
and σ = 0.05) algorithms against the H1 hypothesis that they are
different. The results of the tests are that for the test-sets RWC
Popular-Music and RWC Popular-Jazz we can reject the null hypothesis at a 5% significance level, i.e. there is a statistical significance: the results are better with the Viterbi algorithm.
Best parameters for the Viterbi algorithm: All the results
obtained with the Viterbi approach are pretty close. On average
(over the test-sets), a slight improvement is obtained when using
the following parameters τ = 8 and σ = 0.05. This means that
using a larger horizon for state reassignment (τ = 8) and allowing
more marker-discontinuities (σ = 0.05) helps the algorithm. Despite the results obtained in part 5.3, the larger discrimination obtained with the LDA-trained beat-templates seems of few uses for
the final beat-tracking problem. All beat-template methods give
very close results except for the Jazz-Music and Classical-Music
where, surprisingly, the usual beat-template performs slightly better (from Fmeas=0.57 to 0.59 and from 0.4 to 0.43). This disappointing result must be taken with care since the differences are
not statistically significant.
Discussions: The use of the proposed Viterbi method allows
to improve the beat-tracking estimation for all test-sets. Considering the difficulty of beat-tracking for Jazz and Classical music, this
result is particularly important. The Recall and Precision values
obtained for the Jazz (R=0.66 and P=0.55) and Classical (R=0.54
and P=0.38) test-sets indicates that a large part of the errors are
insertions errors. This is representative of an estimation of twice
the correct tempo (which was considered as an error in this study).
The use of LDA-trained beat-templates (over usual beat-templates)
allows to slightly improve the results for the PopRock extract testset. However, this is not the case for the Jazz and Classical testsets. This can be explained by the fact that using LDA-trained
beat-templates somehow assumes tracks with a specific constant
rhythm pattern. This is usually the case for pop-rock music but
surely not for Jazz and Classical music. Moreover for Classical
music, the main problem comes from rapid tempo changes (this
problem is partly solved using the proposed Viterbi method) rather
than ambiguities of rhythms.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper we have proposed two approaches for the beat-tracking
problem given time-variable tempo and meter as input: a P-sola
approach and a Viterbi approach. For the second approach we
have proposed to use a machine-learning method, the Linear Discriminant Analysis, in order to estimate the best beat-template.
Measures of performances have been proposed and a large-scale
evaluation performed. In all cases, the results obtained using the
Viterbi approach were better than with the P-sola approach. A
statistical significance at 95% between the two methods has been
obtained for two test-sets over four. Concerning the choice of the
best parameters for the Viterbi approach, no statistically significant
differences have been observed. While the use of LDA-trained
beat-templates allows a better discrimination between the “beat”
and “non-beat” classes (whatever the training-set and the test-set
used), their use in the framework of beat-tracking do not change
the performances of the system. This point will be the subject of
future works. The performances given in this study were obtained
by evaluating the whole tempo, meter and beat-tracking system.

Considering the octave errors in our tempo estimation for the Jazz
and Classical music test-sets, future work will concentrate on evaluating the performance of the beat-tracking algorithm alone using
the exact annotated tempo and meter as input. Although the computation time and the memory cost of the Viterbi method is higher
than for the P-sola method, this approach is particularly promising
since, apart from the better performances, the framework can easily be extended. Future works will therefore concentrate in adding
new types of observations probabilities in order to allow distinguishing the role of the various beat-numbers and hence the downbeats among the succession of beat-numbers.
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ABSTRACT
The construction of new virtual instruments is one long-term goal
of physical modeling synthesis; a common strategy across various
different physical modeling methodologies, including lumped network models, modal synthesis and scattering based methods, is to
provide a canonical set of basic elements, and allow the user to
build an instrument via certain specified connection rules. Such an
environment may be described as modular.
Percussion instruments form a good test-bed for the development of modular synthesis techniques—the basic components
are bars and plates, and may be accompanied by connection elements, with a nonlinear character. Modular synthesis has been
approached using all of the techniques mentioned above, but time
domain finite difference schemes are an alternative, allowing many
problems inherent in the above methods, including computability,
large memory and precomputation requirements, and lack of extensibility to more complex systems, to be circumvented.
One such network model is presented here along with the associated difference schemes, followed by a discussion of implementation details, the issues of excitation and output, and a description
of various instrument configurations. The article concludes with a
presentation of simulation results, generated in the Matlab prototyping language.
1. INTRODUCTION
Physical modeling sound synthesis has been applied, traditionally,
for two distinct purposes: one is the emulation of existing musical
instruments, but another is the creation of new musical instruments
without an acoustic counterpart or reference, which retain the underpinnings of the laws of physics. If it is the second goal which is
of interest, then a modular approach, employing well-understood
canonical, or primitive elements is often taken, and the user (composer) is given the additional role of an instrument designer, and
must necessarily specify connections among various instances of
the primitive elements, in order to build an instrument. The hopes
of such an approach are twofold: first, to obtain synthetic sound
which possesses an acoustic character but which is, nevertheless,
new, and second, to retain the ease of control and playability which
is a great benefit of any physical modeling synthesis strategy.
Modularity has been approached in all physical modeling methodologies. The earliest and most profound influence is due to work
on networks of mass-spring elements by Cadoz [1], which subsequently developed into the CORDIS and CORDIS ANIMA sound
∗ This work was supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences
Council UK, under grant number C007328/1.

synthesis environments [2, 3, 4]. Modal synthesis [5, 6] and functional transformation approaches [7] also incorporate modularity
as a fundamental feature, as do methods based on scattering networks employing components such as digital waveguides and wave
digital filters [8, 9]. Beyond modularity, other issues of great relevance, at least to the programmer/algorithm designer, are the operation count, memory requirements, precomputation, and programming complexity [10].
There are advantages and disadvantages to all of the above
methods. Lumped methods, which are based on primitive elements such as masses and springs, allow for quite flexible modular
connection among elements, but the modeling of distributed elements, such as those that appear in acoustic musical instruments is
awkward—certain components, such as stiff bars and plates may
only be modeled in this way using very elaborate design procedures. Modal synthesis methods can produce solutions of extreme
fidelity to an underlying model problem, but only provided that
one has modal data available—in some cases this is easy to obtain, but in others, potentially large eigenvalue problems must be
solved, before run-time, in order to obtain such data (an excellent example of such a system is a rectangular plate under free
boundary conditions); memory requirements can be very large if
the modal shapes or their values at a set of specified locations are
stored, as they often are in implementation [11]. In addition, modal
and functional transformation methods do not extend easily to incorporate nonlinearities of distributed type, though various techniques have been proposed [12, 13]. Scattering methods allow for
extremely efficient solutions for distributed components which behave nearly according to the 1D wave equation (such as linear,
non-stiff strings). But such an efficiency advantage does not extend to stiff or nonlinear systems, or to systems in 2D, such as
plates and membranes. The modular connection among elements
is usually carried using scattering operations, and, when lumped
elements are modeled, using wave digital filtering blocks. While
attractive in the linear case, when nonlinearities are present, such
designs become problematic, leading to solutions requiring powernormalized waves (necessary for any nonlinear stability analysis)
and iterative methods, and for which solutions may not be unique,
and which may require a delicate ordering of operations in the runtime loop—indeed, it can be difficult to employ more than a single
nonlinearity in a given network [14, 15].
Time domain finite difference schemes based on distributed
canonical elements offer a means of sidestepping many of the above
problems; precomputation and memory requirements are minimal,
and there are not the usual data flow complexities which arise in
scattering networks, even when many nonlinearities are simultaneously present. In addition, provable stability conditions are available, even under nonlinear conditions, based on energy analysis
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[16]. In addition, such schemes, as they do not rely on particular
assumptions such as the existence of a modal representation, or
of traveling wave solutions, may be easily extended to handle distributed nonlinear models as well. On the other hand, the operation
count may be larger than for some of the above methods, though
normally not by much, except in the case of digital waveguides, in
cases when they may be employed.
Percussion instruments form a very fertile test-bed for the development of such methods—excitation is relatively simple, compared to the case of, say, wind instruments and bowed string instruments, for which the model of the excitation element is crucial,
and, furthermore, such instruments will produce musical sound under a wide variety of playing conditions, which may not be true
in the case of the wind and bowed string instruments mentioned
above. This is an especially important consideration if one is designing novel instrument without a real-world reference; the parameter space to be navigated by the eventual user may be large,
and if the playability region is small, frustrations can arise!
A description of a modular percussion synthesis environment
appears in Section 2, including PDE descriptions of the basic bar
and plate elements (strings and membranes could equally well
be treated, but because computational expense is relatively large
for simulations of such components, they will not be discussed
here), connecting elements which behave as nonlinear springs and
dampers, excitation, and multichannel output. A simulation routine based on finite difference approximations appears in Section
3, accompanied by a discussion of stability conditions, computational complexity, and implementation issues. Simulation results
are presented in Section 4, and sound examples are provided on
the author’s website, at
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/˜bilbao/soundex/bpnet/

2. INSTRUMENT FORMULATION
In the context of percussion instruments, the main elements of interest will be bars, and plates. Simple linear models of both will be
presented here, though in a finite difference framework, there is little difficulty in extending such models to include distributed nonlinear phenomena—see, e.g., [16]. In addition to these primitive
distributed elements, a type of connection is necessary. Drawing
inspiration from lumped network approaches, as well as similar
instances of acoustic instruments involving such couplings, such
as the prepared piano, a connection model behaving as a combination of a damper, a linear spring, and a cubic nonlinear spring
will be presented here. See Figure 1, showing a representation of
a general instrument configuration.

Input Excitation

Multiple Channel Output
Figure 1: A percussion synthesis network, composed of a set of
bars (at left) and plates (at right); connections between elements
at specified locations are indicated by dark lines and rectangles.
Input consists of a series of pulses delivered to the network at specified locations, and multiple channel output is drawn from distinct
locations in the network.

to frequency-independent loss, and the term with coefficient σ1
allows for increased loss at higher frequencies, which is characteristic of most percussion instruments. The final term involves
a series of functions fq = fq (t), with dimensions of force, representing either externally supplied excitations, or couplings to other
objects—both such types of force will be described in subsequent
sections. The distributions eq = eq (x), which indicate the locations at which the excitations are to be applied are usually sharply
peaked in a percussion setting, perhaps of the form of Dirac delta
functions eq (x) = δ(x−xq ) selecting a location x = xq , but need
not be.
This model may be extended to allow for a spatial dependence
of the various parameters on x (giving models of, e.g., arched
bars [17]), high-amplitude nonlinearity [18], more elaborate models of loss [19], and to include tensioning effects, in which case
the model is better described as a stiff string [20]. For more on
this model of bar vibration, and the various extensions mentioned
above, see, e.g., [16].
In order to reduce the size of the parameter space faced by the
eventual user, it is useful to introduce the scaling variable x′ =
x/L; upon the substitution of this variable, and after removal of
primes, the resulting equation of motion is
utt = −κ2 uxxxx − 2σ0 ut + 2σ1 utxx +

Eq Fq

(2)

q

2.1. Bars
A simple model of linear uniform bar vibration is given by the
following partial differential equation:
EI
1 X
utt = −
uxxxx − 2σ0 ut + 2σ1 utxx +
eq fq (1)
ρA
ρA q
Here, u = u(x, t) is the transverse displacement of such a bar,
depending on time t ≥ 0 and a spatial coordinate x ∈ [0, L],
where L is the bar length. Sucbscripts t and x refer to temporal
and spatial differentiation, respectively. The constants ρ, A, E and
I are the mass density, cross-sectional area, Young’s modulus and
moment of inertia for the bar respectively; all are assumed constant here. The term with coefficient σ0 , on its own, gives rise

now p
defined over the unit interval x ∈ [0, 1], and where here,
κ = EI/ρA/L2 is a stiffness parameter, which scales roughly
with pitch, and where Fq = fq /M is an excitation function with
dimensions of acceleration, where M = ρAL is the total mass of
the bar; the scaled distribution Eq is defined as Eq = Leq .
There are many possible boundary terminations for such a system at an endpoint at x = 0 or x = 1. Here are three of interest in
a musical setting:
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u
u
uxx

=
=
=

ux = 0
uxx = 0
κ2 uxxx − 2σ1 uxt = 0

Clamped
Pivoting
Free

(3a)
(3b)
(3c)
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All are lossless; many other terminations, involving masses, springs,
and dampers, possibly nonlinear are possible, but this simple set
will suffice for the present study.
A single bar is thus characterized by the three parameters κ, σ0
and σ1 , as well as choices of possible boundary conditions at either
end (nine, not counting multiplicities). κ, as mentioned above,
scales roughly with pitch, but the placement of the resulting modal
frequencies (nearly always inharmonic) is strongly dependent on
the choice of boundary condition. σ0 and σ1 allow two-parameter
control over damping rates. More useful perhaps to the musician
is the 60 dB decay time, as a function of frequency f in Hz, which
may be written [16] as
T60 (f ) =

6 ln(10)
σ0 + 2πσ1 f /κ

2.2. Plates
A simple model of the linear vibration of thin uniform plates is an
extension of the above model to 2D:
D
1 X
utt = −
∆∆u − 2σ0 ut + 2σ1 ∆ut +
eq fq (4)
ρH
ρH q
Here, u(x, y, t) represents transverse displacement of the plate,
defined for time t ≥ 0; in this article, for simplicity, the plate
is assumed defined over the rectangular region x ∈ [0, Lx ], y ∈
[0, Ly ]. The subscript t again represents partial time differentiation, and ∆ is the Laplacian, which in Cartesian coordinates, is
defined as
∆u = uxx + uyy
(5)
where subscripts x and y represent partial differentiation in the two
spatial coordinates. ρ is the mass density, H the plate thickness,
and the parameter D is defined as D = EH 3 /12(1 − ν 2 ), where
E is Young’s modulus, and ν is Poisson’s ratio for the material. σ0
and σ1 are loss parameters, as in the case of the bar—they may be
related to a frequency-dependent decay time in exactly the manner
described at the end of the last section. As before, fq = fq (t)
represents a force due to external excitation or a coupling, applied
at the spatial location described by a distribution eq = eq (x, y).
Again, it is useful to simplify
the system above
by introducing
p
p
the coordinates x′ = x/ Lx Ly , y ′ = y/ Lx Ly —after subsititution in the system above, and removal of primes, the system
becomes
X
utt = −κ2 ∆∆u − 2σ0 ut + 2σ1 ∆ut +
Eq Fq
(6)
q

which is now defined over
p the unit area region x ∈ [0, α], y ∈
[0, 1/α], where α =
Lx /Ly is the plate aspect ratio. κ =
p
D/ρH/Lx Ly is again a stiffness parameter, scaling roughly
with pitch, and where Fq = fq /M is defined in terms of the total
plate mass M = ρHLx Ly , and Eq = Leq .
Boundary conditions generalizing those of the bar may be written as
u = un = 0
Clamped
u = unn = 0
Pivoting
unn +νuss = κ2 (unnn +(2 − ν)unss )−2σ1 unt = 0

(7)
Free

at an edge with normal coordinate n and tangential coordinate s
[21]. (An extra corner condition, uns = 0, is necessary for two
adjoining free edges.)

A given plate, then, is characterized by the five parameters κ,
ν, α, σ0 and σ1 , as well as choices of boundary condition at the
four edges (there are then 81 possible configurations, again not
counting multiplicities).
2.3. Connecting Elements
As an example of a single connection between two basic elements
of bar or plate type, consider the following pair of PDEs:
utt

(1)

=

. . . + Fc Ec(1)

(2)
utt

=

. . . + Fc∗ Ec(2)

where (1) and (2) refer to the first and second element, respectively,
and where the . . . refer to the remaining terms in the PDEs, of the
forms given in (2) and (6). The two elements are assumed to have
masses M (1) and M (2) , respectively.
Fc and Fc∗ can be related in many ways—a simple general
choice is of a nonlinear spring/damper connection, of the form
Fc
Fc∗

=
=

−ω02 η − ω14 η 3 − 2σ× η̇
−M1/2 Fc

(8a)
(8b)

where the term with coefficient ω0 describes a linear spring connection, that with coefficient ω1 a cubic nonlinear spring connection, and that with coefficient 2σ× a linear damping mechanism—
the dot above η in this term signifies time differentiation. The constant M1/2 = M (1) /M (2) is the mass ratio of the two elements.
The lumped quantity η is defined as
η = hu(1) , Ec(1) i − hu(2) , Ec(2) i

(9)

where h·, ·i signifies an L2 inner product over the appropriate space
(1D in the case of a bar, and 2D in the case of the plate). Notice
(2)
(1)
that if the distributions Ec and Ec are highly localized, then
η reduces to a simple measure of the relative displacement of the
two objects at the connection point.
Such a connection may be shown to be strictly dissipative (and
lossless if σ× = 0).
2.4. Excitation
In a true model of synthesis based on a percussion instrument, a
model of the excitation mechanism (a mallet or hammer) is necessary. In general, this interaction is nonlinear, and will depend
strongly on the mass and stiffening characteristics of the mallet—
see, e.g., [22] for the case of such a model as applied to a kettledrum. In the context of sound synthesis, rather than that of the
pure investigation of musical instrument acoustics, one may note
that the interaction time in most instruments is quite small (on the
order of 1–5 ms), and thus as a shortcut, one may make use of a
predefined form of the excitation function F = Fe (t), in the case
of both bars and plates. A simple pulse-like form, depending on
few parameters, is the following raised cosine distribution:
(


Fmax
0)
1 − cos( 2π(t−t
)
t0 ≤ t ≤ t0 + te
2
t
e
Fe (t) =
(10)
0
otherwise
Here, t0 is the time at which the excitation occurs, te is its duration, and Fmax is its maximum amplitude. Generally, under linear
conditions, increases in Fmax lead to an increase in output amplitude, while decreases in te lead to a brighter timbre—but under
nonlinear conditions, increases in Fmax can have a strong impact
on timbre as well.
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2.5. Output
For synthesis purposes, it is probably overkill to use a complete
model of the sound path from the instrument to the listener—a
crude but effective strategy, used across many physical modeling
methods, is to read output velocity from a point or distribution on
the surface of one of the elements, and then apply post-processing
to emulate effects of sound directionality and/or room reverberation, if desired. To this end, an output y(t) may be defined as
y = hEo , ut i
where as before, the bracket notation indicates an L2 inner product
over the appropriate space (1D or 2D, depending on the element).
The distribution Eo , in the simplest case, could be a Dirac delta
function, selecting ouput velocity at a given output location.
3. FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEMES
3.1. Bars
In 1D, a grid function un
l represents an approximation to a continuous function u(x, t), at grid locations x = lh and at times t = nk,
for integer l and n, where h is the grid spacing, and k is the time
step (and 1/k is the sample rate, normally chosen a priori in audio
applications). When the spatial domain is the unit interval, it is
convenient to choose h = 1/N , for some integer N , so that the
index l runs from l = 0, . . . , N .
Difference operators may be defined as
δtt un
l

=

δt· un
l

=

δt− un
l

=

δxx un
l

=

1
n−1 
un+1 − 2un
l + ul
k2 l

1
un+1
− un−1
l
l
2k

1 n
u − un−1
l
k l
1
n
n
(un
l+1 − 2ul + ul−1 )
h2

(11a)
(11b)
(11c)

choices), the above stability condition becomes sufficient (and will
remain so, even under nonlinear connection conditions, provided
the nonlinear connections are discretized is a special way—see
Section 3.3). In a network configuration, the grid spacing can (and
should) be chosen independently for each instance of a bar.
3.2. Plates
In 2D, a grid function un
l,m represents an approximation to a continuous function u(x, y, t), at grid locations x = lhx , y = mhy ,
for integer l, m and n, where k is, as before, the time step, and
where hx and hy are grid spacings in the x and y directions respectively. Though these may be chosen independently, they will
be assumed here, for simplicity, to be equal, i.e., hx = hy = h.
(For a plate defined over a unit area√rectangle of aspect ratio α, it
is probably easiest to choose h = α/Nx , for some integer Nx ,
and then set Ny = floor(Nx /α).)
The time difference operators given in (11) extend to 2D in an
obvious way; a simple approximation to the Laplacian, as given in
(5), is
δ∆ un
l,m =

A scheme for (6) then follows as
δtt u = −κ2 δ∆ δ∆ u − 2σ0 δt· u + 2σ1 δt− δ∆ u +

X

Eq Fq (14)

q

where as in the case of the bar, Fq = Fqn is now a time series, and
where Eq = Eq,l,m is a 2D discrete distribution.
A stability condition for the above scheme, again under appropriate boundary terminations corresponding to (7), is
s 

q
h ≥ hmin = 2 k σ12 + κ2 + σ12
(15)

(11d)
again leading to maximum values of the grid size (Nx , Ny ).

The first is an approximation to a second time derivative, the second and third to a first time derivative, and the fourth to a second
spatial derivative.
Such operators may be employed to arrive at a scheme for a
bar, beginning from the form (2):
X
δtt u = −κ2 δxx δxx u−2σ0 δt· u+2σ1 δt− δxx u+
Eq Fq (12)
q

Here, Fq = Fqn is now a time series, and Eq = Eq,l is a grid
function corresponding to the continuous distribution Eq (x) (obtained via sampling, or, if the distribution is very sharply peaked,
other interpolation techniques [16]). This scheme is explicit in the
absence of connections, and a necessary condition for stability is
that
s 

q
h ≥ hmin = 2k σ12 + κ2 + σ12
(13)
leading to a maximum of N = floor(1/hmin ) for the number of
grid points covering the unit interval. Though the scheme appears
to make use of values of the grid function outside the unit interval,
numerical boundary conditions corresponding to (3) may be employed to set such values in terms of values over the interior of the
domain. If such conditions are properly chosen (see [16] for some

3.3. Connections
For the connecting elements, it is useful to introduce semi-implicit
methods, which have excellent stability properties—wave digital
filters, in the linear case, are one instance of such a method, but
there are many others. As the connection element, as defined in
(8a) is lumped, it will be necessary to approximate the quantities
F (t) and η(t) as time series F n and η n . In addition to the centered
time difference operator, as defined in (11b) (and now applied not
to a grid function but a time series), an averaging operator is also
useful. To this end, define the operator µt· , as applied to a time
series η as

1 n+1
µt· η n =
η
+ η n−1
2
A semi-implicit discretization of (8a) is then
Fc = −ω02 µt· η − ω14 ηµt· η − 2σ× δt· η

Fc∗ = −M1/2 Fc

Though nonlinear, this update may be solved uniquely for the unknown value of η at time step n + 1, in terms of previously computed values of F and η (i.e., up through time step n):
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1
n
n
n
n 
un
l,m+1 + ul,m−1 + ul+1,m + ul−1,m − 4ul,m
h2

η n+1 = pn Fcn + r n η n−1

(16)
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where

3.5. A Complete Network
pn

=

−2
2σx /k + ω02 + ω14 (η n )2

rn

=

2σx /k − ω02 − ω14 (η n )2
2σx /k + ω02 + ω14 (η n )2

(17a)

When Qc connections and Qe excitations are present, the above
update may be generalized as

(17b)

ūn+1 = B̄ūn + C̄ūn−1 + J̄Fc + K̄Fe

The discrete definition of η corresponding to (9) is postponed until
the next section, after matrix representations have been introduced.
The above system of difference equations, combined with updates for the individual elements, as described in the preding sections, is stable, as long as the stability conditions (13) and (15) are
respected—a full proof is impossible here, but is carried out for
systems of this type in [16]. In short, the system may be shown to
be strictly dissipative under transient conditions, and when excitations are present, the size of the state of the system may be bounded
in terms of supplied energy. What is more, as will be seen shortly,
it also admits a unique solution update, which is something of a
rarity for stable methods for nonlinear systems.
3.4. Matrix Representations
Looking towards implementation, it is useful to rewrite the above
schemes in a vector-matrix form. For the scheme (12), one may
define the column vector state un as
n T
un = [un
0 , . . . , uN ]

and for scheme (14), the 2D grid function un
l,m may be “flattened"
to a vector un , by concatenating consecutive vertical strips as
n
n
n
T
un = [un
0,0 , . . . , u0,Ny , . . . , uNx ,0 , . . . , uNx ,Ny ]

Assuming, for the moment, that no couplings or excitations are
present, the schemes (12) and (14), then, may be written in the
same general two-step update form as
un+1 = Bun + Cun−1

(18)

Here, the matrices B and C are defined as


1
2I − κ2 k2 D(4) + 2σ1 kD(2)
B =
1 + σ0 k


1
C = −
(1 − σ0 k)I + 2σ1 kD(2)
1 + σ0 k

(19)

Here, Fc = [Fc,1 , . . . , Fc,Qc ]T and Fe = [Fe,1 , . . . , Fe,Qe ]T are
vectors representing the connection and excitations forces, respectively.
The matrix J̄ = [j̄1 | . . . |j̄Qc ] describes the ensemble of connections, and is of size N̄ × Qc —there is a column j̄r , r =
1, . . . , Qc describing each connection. Each such column is a concatenation of Q sub-columns, as j̄r = [jT1,r , . . . , jTQ,r ]T ; each such
sub-column jq,r is of size Nq , q = 1, . . . , Q, and corresponds to
a separate element in the network. If the rth connection associates
elements α(r) and β(r), then the elements of J̄ may be set as
jα(r),r =

k2 Ec,(α(r),r)
1 + σ0,α(r) k

jβ(r),r = −

Mα(r)/β(r)k2 Ec,(β(r),r)
1 + σ0,β(r) k

and otherwise are zero. Here, Ec,(α(r),r) and Ec,(β(r),r) are the
two distributions associated with connection r and elements α(r)
and β(r), and σ0,α(r) and σ0,β(r) are the two loss paramameters
associated with elements α(r) and β(r), respectively. Each such
assignment above is none other than connection rule (8b), with
additional factors appearing due to discretization.
Similarly, the matrix K̄ = [k̄1 | . . . |k̄Qe ] describes the ensemble of excitations, and is of size N̄ × Qe ; each such column k̄m ,
m = 1, . . . , Qe is similarly partitioned as k̄m = [kT1,m , . . . , kTQ,m ]T .
If the mth excitation is associated with element α(m), through an
excitation distribution Ee,(α(m),m) , then the elements of K̄ may
be set as
k2 Ee,(α(m),m)
kα(m),m =
1 + σ0,α(m) k
and are otherwise zero.
Associated with the vector of forces Fc is a set of relative
displacements η = [η1 , . . . , ηQc ]T ; these will be related, from
(16), at time step n, as
n n−1
η n+1 = Pn Fn
c +R η
| {z }

(20)

,an

where here, D(2) and D(4) are square matrices corresponding to
the operators δxx (or δ∆ ) and δxx δxx (or δ∆ δ∆ ), with appropriate
boundary conditions taken into account, and I is an identity matrix
of the appropriate size. For a bar, the matrices B and C will be of
size (N + 1) × (N + 1), and for the plate, of size (Nx + 1)(Ny +
1)×(Nx +1)(Ny +1). They are very sparse, and possess a nearly
Toeplitz form (nearly block Toeplitz in the case of the plate), with
perturbations due to the particular choice of boundary condition.
In preparation for the introduction of connections and excitation, it is useful to consider the case of Q such systems, of bar or
plate type. Supposing that the states and corresponding matrices
are uq , Bq , and Cq , for q = 1, . . . , Q, then a combined update
may be written as

where Pn and Rn are diagonal matrices containing values of pn
and r n , as given in (17) on the diagonal. The vector an consists of
previously computed values of the state.
It remains to write η in terms of the state ū; this can be done
by applying a discrete version of the inner products given in (9).
In order to determine ηrn , the relative displacement associated with
connection r, one may write

ūn+1 = B̄ūn + C̄ūn−1

η n = L̄ūn

where ū = [uT1 , . . . , uTQ ]T , and where the block diagonal matrices
B̄ and C̄ are formed as the direct sums of the individual matrices
Bq and Cq , q = 1, . . . , Q. If the sizes of the individual vectors uq
P
are Nq , then the total size of the state u will be N̄ = Q
q=1 Nq .

T
n
ηrn = σc,(α(r),r) ETc,(α(r),r) un
α(r) − σc,(β(r),r) Ec,(β(r),r) uβ(r)
(21)
where σc,(α(r),r) and σc,(β(r),r) are constants equal to the grid
spacing, in the case of a bar element, and the square of the grid
spacing, for a plate element. In matrix form, then, one has

(22)

or, employing (19),

n
η n+1 = L̄B̄ūn + L̄C̄ūn−1 + L̄K̄Fn
e +L̄J̄Fc
|
{z
}
,bn
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Plate 1
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Figure 2: Snapshots of the time evolution of a network composed of two bars and two plates, all under clamped boundary conditions.
Energy supplied by a strike applied to bar 1 is transmitted to plate 1 and bar 2, then subsequently to plate 2 via both bar 2 and plate 1.
where bn consists of previously computed values of the state, as
well as known values of the excitations. Finally, (20) and (23) may
be combined to give a unique solution for Fc :

L̄J̄ − P Fc = an − bn
(24)

Despite the rather complicated formalism here, this linear system
to be solved will be of the order of the number of connections in the
network, and thus, in most cases, relatively small—furthermore,
if the various distributions that describe the connections are nonoverlapping (this is often the case for percussive excitations, which
are highly localized), the system to be solved is diagonal. Once the
connection forces Fc are known, scheme (19) may then be updated
explicitly.
Referring to Section 2.5, Qo -channel output yn may be derived from the state ūn in a feedforward step, as
yn = Sδt− ūn

where here, yn is a Qo × 1 vector, and where S is a Qo × N̄
matrices, the rows of which consist of discrete output distributions
Eo , generally peaked about some set of output locations, and δt−
is a first time difference, as defined in (11c). Note that in a time
domain fomulation, it is quite straightforward to allow the output
locations to be time-varying—such is not the case in a modal implementation.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND SOUND SYNTHESIS
EXAMPLES

4.1. A Bar/Bar Connection
Considering first the case of two bars. Supposing first that the
bars are lossless, and that the connection consists of a single linear
spring, then plots of output spectra are informative. The modal
frequencies of the combination, and especially the lowest such
frequencies, which serve as strong pitch cues, depend in a complicated way on the stiffness parameter, and also on the location
of the connection, as well as the mass ratio between the bars—see
Figure 3, illustrating some such variations. In general, such a connection can lead to highly dissonant sound output, far beyond that
inherent to individual bars.
Further variations of this basic structure involve the linear damper,
and nonlinear spring mechanism—spectrograms of sound output
are shown in Figure 4. The linear damper leads, obviously, to
to a shorter over-all decay time, but there are pronounced variations in the rates of decay of various components, as in Figure
4(a). When a nonlinear spring is employed, in conjunction with a
damper, there can be a dramatic noise-like burst in the attack portion of a strike, accompanied by a downward pitch glide, as illustrated in Figure 4(b); pitch glides are typical perceptual features of
plucked string and percussion instruments, under high amplitude
excitation.

4.2. A Bar/Plate Connection

This structure has been implemented in the Matlab prototyping
language. Memory requirements,
for a bar element with stiffness
p
parameter κ, scale with fs /κ, and for a plate, with fs /κ units
of storage, where fs is the sample rate, and are thus not extreme,
given that κ usually lies in the range between 5 and 200 for musical systems. The operation count/second scales with the memory
times the sample rate fs , due to the sparseness of the finite difference update. An illustration of simulation results for a simple system is as shown in Figure 2—sound examples, drawn from much
more complex configurations involving 20–50 individual components, and as many connections, are provided on the author’s website, at http://ccrma.stanford.edu/˜bilbao/soundex/bpnet/
Given that the space of possible timbres becomes very large, even
for a modest number of elements and connections, it is useful to
explore some of the most basic features with reference to simple
networks consisting of two elements and a single connection.

An interesting configuration of a bar/plate connection is one for
which the bar behaves as the primary vibrating element, and the
plate as an auxiliary resonator—such a configuration is similar to
a string/soundboard connection, or a plate reverberation system, if
the stiffness parameter κ of the plate is chosen very small (on the
order approximately κ = 2 or lower).
One set of output spectra is as shown in Figure 5, for different choices of the bar/plate mass ratio, with output drawn from
the bar—notice that such results are considerably more general
than those obtained using commuted synthesis techniques [23], in
that the coloration of the resulting timbre (i.e., the positions and
strengths of the various partials in the output) will be dependent
on not just this mass ratio, but also the location and parameters
defining the connection itself. It is, of course, possible for the bar
and plate to switch roles, with the plate behaving as the primary
vibrating element, and the bar as a resonator.
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Figure 4: Spectrograms of sound output, as a function of time t,
in seconds, and frequency f in Hz, for a conection of two bars,
of parameters as described in the caption to Figure 3, under (a) a
linear damper connection, and (b) a nonlinear spring connection,
accompanied by a damper.
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Figure 3: Output magnitude spectra |U (f )|, in dB, as a function of
frequency f in Hz, for a combination of two lossless bars, of stiffness parameters κ = 100 and κ = 50, under pivoting end conditions, connected with a linear spring. In all cases, input is applied
and output read at locations 0.3 and 0.7 of the way from the left
end of the bar. In (a), and (b) output spectra for uncoupled bars. In
the following panels are shown, in grey the output spectrum from
the first bar, under a reference connection with ω = 1000, and at
location x = 0.8 (first bar) and x = 0.3 (second bar), and where
the mass ratio of the second bar to the first is 1. In (c), in black,
the output spectrum when the mass ratio is 4, in (d), in black, the
output spectrum when ω0 = 4000, and in (e), in black, the output spectrum when the position of coupling to the second bar is
changed to x = 0.8.

4.3. A Plate/Plate Connection
The modal frequencies of a plate are highly inharmonic though the
modal density is uniform, and when a nonlinearity is present in a
connection between two such plates, new perceptual phenomena,
beyond pitch glides are possible, and in particular, the generation
of noise-like outputs which resemble cymbal crashes under high
amplitude excitations. See Figure 6.
5. CONCLUSION
The model presented here is made up of abstract distributed components, and a set of nonlinear connections—the main point here is
that an appeal to elaborate network theory constructions, and the
introduction of wave variables, as is seen in scattering-based approaches to modular sound synthesis is not really necessary—the
sum total of network theory principles necessary to manage possibly many inter-element connections is summarized in the equations (8) and (9); there are no data flow or computability issues,

(a)
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f
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2000
f
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Figure 5: Output magnitude spectra |U (f )|, in dB, as a function
of frequency f in Hz, for output of a combination of a bar, with
κ = 50, and a plate, with κ = 10, and aspect ratio α = 1.3; both
are under clamped boundary conditions. There is a connection,
via a linear spring of stiffness parameter ω0 = 1000, connected to
the bar at position x = 0.8, and to the plate at position x = 0.4,
y = 0.3. Variations in the output spectrum are shown, for different
choices of the plate/bar mass ratio: (a) 10000, (b) 1000 and (c)
100, where output is drawn from the bar at x = 0.9.

as all nonlinearities are handled simultaneously in a single (small)
linear system solution, as given in (24). Precomputation consists
mainly of forming the updating arrays, which, while not trivial, is
not intensive in terms of memory or operation counts, unlike the
procedure necessary for determining modal data. Stability follows
definitively for the network as presented here—this property is in
part due to the special form of the nonlinearities (cubic) which
appear here, and is no longer strictly true when other types of nonlinearity are employed—among the forms that would be of interest
are one-sided forms, allowing for rattling and collisions among elements.
This model may be extended to incorporate elements of string
and membrane type very easily; this will affect the internal structure of the matrices B̄ and C̄ only, and not the connection machinery. Higher computational costs will result, however, for these
systems—this is a fundamental concern for such systems across all
physical modeling methodologies, except for the case of strings,
where waveguide solutions are more efficient. The finite difference
model, unlike other types of synthesis strategies, may be extended
to the case of fully nonlinear bar and plate vibration, though extra work at the level of algorithm design is necessary in order to
maintain a stability property [24, 25].
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Figure 6: Output spectrograms, as a function of frequency f , in
Hz, and time t in seconds, for output from a connection between
two lossless plates, of stiffness parameters κ = 50 and κ = 40,
and aspect ratios α = 1.3 and 1.4, under clamped boundary conditions. The connection is of the form of a damper, combined with
a nonlinear spring, attached at the plate centers. Responses of the
second plate to a strike on the first are shown for (a) low-amplitude
excitation, and (b) high-amplitude excitation.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an approach to the synthesis of acoustic emission due to liquids in motion. First, the models for the liquid motion description, based on a particle-based fluid dynamics representation, and for the acoustic emission are described, along with
the criteria for the control of the audio algorithms through the parameters of the particles system. Then, the experimental results
are discussed for a configuration representing the falling of a liquid volume into an underlying rigid container.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a wide range of applications, the exploitation of the physics underlying a natural process is an effective choice to understand, to
control or to represent the process itself (examples can be found
in the studies on phonation, predictive control of industrial plants,
or animation through computer graphics). Physically-based process modeling has also proven to be an effective mean for realtime synthesis of sounds in many fields, including musical performance, virtual and augmented reality, HCI, interactive simulations
of physical processes, computer graphics and animation[1].
In this paper we discuss the generation of the sound produced
by a liquid in motion, in the particular case in which the simulation is based on physically-based numerical models of the underlying fluid dynamics. The topic is particularly interesting for
applications based on computer graphics and animation, where realistically animated fluids can substantially improve the perceived
quality of rendering and interaction. However, even though these
models are highly effective for the computation of the parameters
needed to graphically represent the motion of a fluid, (usually with
a frame rate of 30 fps), their computational load at audio sampling
frequencies becomes prohibitive. Thus, we decided to adopt a hybrid solution, in which the particles motion is used to control, by
means of opportune mappings, the audio synthesis algorithms used
for the elementary sounds, such as the ones due to the formation
of bubbles under the liquid surface or the impacts emphasized by
resonant cavities, responsible for the acoustic emission in liquids.
In the design of the algorithms, a “cartoonification” approach was
followed, with the intention of emphasizing the prototypical characteristics of the events, instead of targeting the acoustic realism
typical of the audio sampling techniques[2]. However, all solutions were supported by an an accurate investigation on the physics
underlying the events under study. This approach is somehow related to the PhISEM approach by P. Cook [3], in which “off-line”
particle interaction simulations are performed to derive statistical
collision distributions and to drive the synthesis of sounds produced by pools of interacting objects (as in maraca, sleigh bell,
whistles), including water drops sounds.

The literature concerning noise emission due to liquids in motion or to liquid-liquid and liquid-solids interactions, addresses a
number of phenomena ranging from the case of a single drop impact event (dripping), to more complex ones involving large liquid
masses and complex evolutions in time. In general, large scale
phenomena with complex time evolution are analyzed and modeled by looking at the whole phenomenon as the sum of a large
number of elementary phenomena. One of the most important and
acoustically relevant is the formation of air bubbles under the liquid surface, due to drops or solid objects impacting on a liquid
surface [4, 5, 6]. In its simplest form, the acoustic emission is principally due to the initial impact and to the pulsation of the bubble.
Depending on drop mass, impact angle, velocity, and other factors, the simple dripping event may turn into a variety of slightly
different phenomena including liquid drop bouncing, spreading,
and splashing (the formation of many secondary droplets at impact
time), that have been accurately described and measured [7, 8].
Single-drop splashing is the simplest event which can be characterized by a structured time evolution in which the repetition of elementary events can be observed (principal drop impact followed
by secondary droplet impacts). Other larger scale phenomena include sloshing, a term used in the literature to indicate the noise
associated to a liquid in automotive fuel tanks which undergoes
continuous shaking [9], and breaking waves [10].
This study will consider an experimental configuration representing the falling of a liquid volume into an underlying rigid container. This type of setup is typical of a class of benchmark tests
known in the literature as “breaking dam”, in which the dam walls
holding the liquid suddenly break apart, provoking a flood wave to
fill the basin.
2. METHOD
We focus here on a particle-based fluid simulation method known
as smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), which has interested
many researchers and practitioners in the field of computer graphics and animations, due to the realistic nature of the animations of
gas and liquids [11, 12]. In SPH, fluids are modeled with particles representing small fluid volumes. Each particle is described
by a set of physical quantities (i.e. position, velocity, acceleration,
pressure, and density) which are updated at each simulation step
based on the interaction with neighbor particles. This interaction is
ruled by the Navier-Stokes equations for the conservation of mass
and momentum. Moreover, external forces such as the ones due
to gravity or collisions with solids objects, can be accounted for in
the simulation.
To address in a rigorous way the reconstruction of the acoustic field due to a system of particles in motion, one should address
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Figure 1: Three frames of the particles system representing the falling of a liquid into an empty container. a) impact of falling liquid with
the empty container, b) container is filling up, and c) toward resting conditions. Different colors represent given properties or events of
interest: particles with null velocity along the vertical axis are depicted in blue, falling particles are in green, and particles for which an
abrupt change in the vertical velocity component (collisions) are in pink.

the calculation at audio rate of pressure wave radiation at liquid
boundaries. However, this would be impractical due to computational complexity, because of the high temporal and spatial resolution requirements that this would imply. Our approach is to adopt
commonly used computation rates for particles update (usually 10
to 30 frames per second) and to detect events for which acoustic
emission is predictable. When such an event is detected, a corresponding acoustic event is triggered. A similar approach is found
in the literature to treat the rendering of the vortex sound which
accompanies air volumes in motion [13].
A preliminary step of this study concerned the selection of a
minimal set of low level models representing basic events responsible for acoustic emission in liquids. In particular, the investigation focused on sounds originating from the formation of single
resonating cavities (bubbles) under the liquid surface (such as in
dripping, or pouring), and from surface impacts (such as those occurring between two liquid volumes or between a solid and a liquid
surface) [8, 14].
In the following, we will first discuss the models used for the
synthesis of the elementary acoustic events, then the analysis of
the particles system and the reconstruction of the sound due to the
liquid evolution will be illustrated.

resting liquid level which permits the formation of the bubble under the surface, and the mass of the impacting solid or liquid. The
frequency slope is related to the depth of bubble formation under
the liquid surface.
At the time at which the falling drop or solid impacts the surface, a brief impulsive noise is also generated. This noise is characterized by resonances well visible in the spectrum due to the
fact that the impact impulse excites cavities that are originated
by air trapped between the impacting surfaces. Due to the nonrigid nature of the volumes involved in the impact, the resonances
exhibit a time-varying nature and typically it is possible to observe, in the spectrograms of experimental recordings, non stationary “formant” patterns. Consequently, we decided to model
this noise source by means of a subtractive synthesis in which one
or two second order IIR filters are excited by a short impulse at
the instant of impact. A similar model, based on a LPC analysis/synthesis scheme, was used in [15] to represent the sound of
clapping hands, which has very similar perceptual characteristics
to the impact noise under discussion. Figure 2 shows the spectrograms of a bubble event and of an impact event.

2.1. Low level models for the synthesis of elementary acoustic
events
The typical sound originating from a liquid drop falling into a liquid at rest is due to the formation, below the surface, of air bubbles
with pulsating radius. The pulsation frequency is in the audible
range, and rises with time. The law that describes the impulse response of such an event represents the radiated acoustic pressure
as a damped sinusoid with rising frequency:
p(t) = a sin(2πf (t)t)e−dt

(1)

where f (t) is the time-varying pulsation frequency, d is the damping factor, a is the amplitude, and t is time. The simulation of a
single bubble relies on the following formulas, reported in [14]:
initial frequency is f0 = 3/r (where r is the bubble radius), the
3/2
damping factor is d = 0.043f0 + 0.0014f0 , and the instantaneous frequency is f (t) = f0 (1 + σt) (where σ is the parameter
which governs the slope of the frequency). The initial bubble radius is determined by a number of factors, i.e. the presence of a

Figure 2: Spectrograms of the basic sound events employed: bubble (on the left) and impact (on the right)
2.2. Analysis and processing of the particles motion
At each frame, the particles analysis and sound generation process
involves three main tasks:
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1. the state of particles is updated through the SPH solver
2. the new particles configuration is analyzed, and events which
are known to lead to sound emission are detected and classified
3. the detected events are mapped into low level audio event
triggers with opportune synthesis parameters
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A detailed description of the technique to solve the equations
for the particles motion via the SPH method can be easily found in
the literature (e.g., [12]). We will discuss here in detail the other
two points.
The analysis of the instantaneous fluid configuration has a central role in the whole process. To this purpose, a set of relevant configurations and events, commonly observed in experimental situations involving liquids in motion, was identified. Among the configurations that were considered interesting, two are worth noting:
a) the impact of a falling liquid volume with an empty container,
and b) the impact of liquid volumes with the surface of a resting
liquid in the container. In the first case, there is no possibility for
the bubble formation phenomenon to occur, and only the impact
sound due to the collision of the liquid volume with the solid surface may arise (Figure 1, panel a)). In the second case, together
with the sound from liquid-liquid impact, sound from the formation of cavities under the liquid surface (bubbles) is also generated
(Figure 1, panels b) and c)). The system evolution proceeds with
particles falling until a terminal quiet state is reached, with some
of the particles possibly bouncing a few times.
During the evolution, each particle is monitored and a list of
neighbor particles is generated. This allows to obtain interesting
information, such as the emergence of clusters of particles proceeding tight together (small volumes), isolated particles (drops),
or the formation of noticeable configuration such as liquid-solid
and liquid-air interfaces. In the experiment discussed here, during
the particles analysis we rely on motion information (particles velocity, position, acceleration) and lists of neighbor particles. Based
on these parameters, the following features are evaluated:
• the presence of resting liquid in the container. When the
container is not empty, an estimation of the level h of liquid
fallen up to the current frame is produced
• the presence of particles undergoing a collision (this is based
on the acceleration)
• the identification of clusters of particles and of singleton
particles in air
• formation of boundary configurations, i.e. horizontal liquidair interfaces, at the bottom or top of a liquid volume
Once completed, the analysis of the particles configuration for
the present frame is followed by the generation of control signals
for the triggering of audio synthesis. The mapping between the
states of the liquid description and the audio events was designed
by searching for coherent relations between the parameters of particles motion and the acoustic parameters of the audio algorithms.
The principal rules used to this aim are the following:
• the generation of sounds originated from the formation of
air bubbles is dependent on the presence of resting liquid in
the container, and is due only if h > 0
• for each collision detected, an impact sound is triggered,
and a bubble sound is if h > 0. The trigger instants are
modeled by a statistical uniform distribution within the audio frame corresponding to the analyzed video frame
• when clusters of collisions are detected, a bubble sound and
an impact sound event are triggered, with resonance frequency inversely proportional to the cluster dimension
• for increasing values of h (increasing levels of liquid at rest
in the container), an increment of the parameters controlling the bubble dimension and the bubble frequency slope
(bubble collapse) is allowed.

In Figure 3, the spectrogram of the sound synthesis resulting
from the adoption of the criteria described above is shown. It is
possible to observe that when the first collisions occur (at around
0.3 sec), only audio impact events are generated, without any bubble sound. After a few frames (at around 0.4 sec), when the level
of liquid in the container has reached a given threshold, bubble
sound events, recognizable from the characteristic rising pitch, are
also visible in the spectrogram. It can also be observed how the
slope of the bubble pitch is lower at the beginning, for low values
of h, and increases as the container fills up.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Numerical simulations of the illustrated splashing event were conducted, and the analysis and audio synthesis steps were assessed.
The simulation of the particles system was based on a software
developed by Takashi Amada within a project for the real time animation of liquids1
The mean values of the statistical distributions of bubbles control parameters (bubble radius and frequency slope) and of impact
resonances, were tuned empirically until the audiovisual results
produced were perceptually in agreement with the average everyday experience of the experiment under study. Based on informal
listening tests, we can say that the audio synthesis, even if isolated
from the visual rendering, is well recognized and evokes a physical event involving the pouring of liquid into a bowl. The quality
of the audio rendering is far from being as realistic as a sampled
sound, however the perceptual information needed to convey the
sensation of the source event is contained in the sound. With this
respect, an important role is attributed in our opinion to the perception of the increasing level of liquid in the container, rendered
by the parametric variations of the sound events, in particular of
the bubble events. The audiovisual result, in which the synchronization between the particles motion and the timbre variations of
the acoustic events is clearly perceived, is coherent with our perception of the phenomenon.2
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we discussed the audiovisual rendering of a simple
simulated experiment involving liquids in motion and based on a
physically based approach. In particular, a numerical model of
the fluid-dynamics based on a particle representation was used to
represent the falling of a volume of liquid into an underlying empty
container. The experimental results show that even by using simple
models of the basilar acoustic events involved, the control based on
physical models contribute to effectively render the phenomenon
and to evoke the experience of complex events such as the pouring
of a liquid into a container.
For the future, further developments are foreseen in the refinement of the acoustic models representing the basic sound events,
with the aim of improving the degree of acoustic realism (e.g. by
using data-driven sound models), and in the design of the control
mappings, which are at present optimized on an empirical basis.
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Figure 3: Result of the triggering of acoustic events based on the analysis of the particles configuration. Upper Figure shows the number of
particles undergoing a collision. Lower Figure shows the spectrogram of the sound resulting from the combination of impact events and of
bubble formation events.
project: CLOSED (Closing the Loop of Sound Evaluation and Design) and NIW (Natural Interactive Walking).
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ABSTRACT
A system that tries to analyze polyphonic musical recordings of
bowed-string instruments, extract synthesis parameters of individual instrument and then re-synthesize is proposed. In the
analysis part, multiple F0s estimation and partials tracking are
performed based on modified WGCDV (weighted greatest common divisor and vote) method and high-order HMM. Then, dynamic time warping algorithm is employed to align the above
results with the score to improve the accuracy of the extracted
parameters. In the re-synthesis part, simple additive synthesis is
employed. Here, one can experiment on changing timbres, pitches and so on or adding vibrato or other effects on the same piece
of music.
1. INTRODUCTION
In [1], an analysis and trans-synthesis system for solo Erhu
music has been reported. In this system, solo Erhu musical recording can be analyzed and re-synthesized using timbres such as
violin, trumpet, oboe and so on. To achieve above works, a
WGCDV pitch tracking method called [2] was proposed and
simple partial tracking was applied based on the pitch tracking
results [1]. However, the methods mentioned in [1] and [2] cannot be applied directly to polyphonic recordings and their transsynthesis system has limited of applications since even violin
solo recordings are considered actually polyphonic. For example,
a player may bow two strings at the same time while the other
strings may still vibrate. Then, there are four sources at the same
time.
For polyphonic musical recordings, F0 estimation of multiple
sources is necessary. Yeh [3] proposed a scoring function to rate
the plausibilities of all possible combinations of F0 hypotheses
for the sound sources considered as quasi-harmonic, stationary
and non-reverberated signals based on three physical principles:
harmonicity, spectral smoothness and synchronous amplitude
evolution with respect to a single source. In [4], Wen developed
a partial searching algorithm based on 1st-order frequency prediction using a revised dynamic programming method. However, the
first difficulty may be the identification of the number of existing
sources. Furthermore, the missing partial candidates may procure
the incompleteness of the pitch candidate trajectories. In [5],
Chang et. al. use high order HMM based on the results produced

by the method reported in [3]. In their paper, the scoring machine
which involves special processing for close or shared partials, is
coupled with a tree searching method for polyphonic transcription task. Excellent results have been reported in [6].
In this paper, a high-order HMM for partial tracking of different F0s modified from the method in [5] is proposed. Hence, one
can obtain more information about the partials of individual
source in consecutive frames. Though reasonable results can be
achieved, errors do occur. Moreover, accurate onset is important
musically. The symbolic score-matching algorithm proposed in
[7] is employed and the alignment approach [8] of polyphonic
musical recording to symbolic score information by using chroma representation is applied to give onset information. The
alignment results are also used to correct possible estimation errors produced in the previous stage. Onset timing for each source
is further calibrated based on the partial tracking results, too. The
proposed analysis system is now tested on polyphonic musical
recordings of bowed-string instruments though it is possible to
apply it for recordings using other kinds of musical instruments.
Finally, additive synthesis [9] employed in [1] is again used in
this paper with acceptable synthesis sound quality. In the system,
manual control of each partial is equipped. Other features include
changing the timbres and extra sound effects such as vibrato.
The overall trans-synthesis system flow diagram is shown in
Figure. 1. In the preprocessing stage, a simple multiple pitch detection is used. Then, the proposed partial tracking method starts
by using the previously detected F0s. Score alignment and onset
detection are performed with respect to the pitch and partial information. Finally, evaluation of energy of each individual
source for each audio frame is done and additive synthesis is applied to re-synthesize the same piece of music using the desired
timbre and effects.

Figure 1: the overall trans-synthesis system
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed
partial tracking is presented in section 2. Polyphonic score
alignment is described in section 3. The technique to evaluate
energy of each individual source is presented in section 4. Experimental results are shown in section 5. Conclusions are given in
section 6.
2. MULTIPLE PITCHES AND PARTIALS TRACKING
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) is applied to the observed signal
to obtain the instantaneous spectrum. Then, a simple frame-based
multiple-F0 estimation algorithm modified from [2] is applied.
Based on sinusoidal model [9], the observed music signal is
modeled as a sum of several harmonic partials and noise. In [2],
the spectral peak with the highest score produced by WGCDV
method is selected as the pitch. In this paper, we simply select
the spectral peaks with the scores larger than a certain threshold
as the possible pitch candidates. Those candidates which perform
poorly in partial tracking stage will be eliminated. The overall
detail can be found in [10].
In addition to the pitch information, the partial information is
necessary when calibrating the onset timing and calculating the
amplitude parameter required in additive synthesis algorithm.
Furthermore, it is also useful when analyzing the timbre of a
source in the recording.
Given the power spectrum and the estimate of F0s, the search
for partials can be associated with F0s under the assumptions
weaker than the perfect harmonic model. To associate partial
candidates among several consecutive audio frames into corresponding trajectory, the tracking can be considered as a higherlevel model based on a probabilistic framework. The note event
model used in [11] which describes the temporal evolution of a
single note as a sequence of states changing from frame to frame
is represented as a high order hidden Markov model (HMM).
The states of a node model are usually modeled as attack, decay,
sustain, release and silence (ADSR). In our case, a simplified
version of the node model which just contains attack state and
sustain state, shown in Figure 2(a).
In Figure 2(b), only two possible transitions between the nodes
are allowed: “attack to sustain” and “sustain to sustain”. The corresponding transition probabilities are assumed to be identical
though this may not be very suitable for bowed-string instruments. The connection resulting in the maximal propagation
weight is considered the most likely path and is stored as a pointer to the “winning node”. After the forward tracking stage, the
propagation weights and the related back pointers of all the
nodes are recorded. The second part is iterative backward tracking of the candidate trajectories. All the back pointers obtained in
the forward tracking result in tree structure within which the
paths from the “roots” to the “leaves” are conceivable trajectories.
At this stage, it is supposed to iteratively extract the candidate
partial trajectories by finding the most likely paths from the
leaves to the roots. In each analysis frame, it is reasonable to
search in the order of the propagation weights because a large
weight is evidence of high probability.
For each partial group, the tracking of partial candidates can
thus be understood as decoding process of multiple optimal paths
in a three-dimensional trellis structure shown in Figure 3. This is
very similar to the work done in [5], except that a partial group
of a source is considered rather than just the respective pitch. In
Figure 3, each node represents the hidden state of a note, either

attack or sustain. The solid lines connect the candidate C in
frame-t to the possible candidates in frame-(t-1), whereas the
dash lines connect the candidate c in the tth frame to the possible
candidates in frame-(t-2). Hence, Figure 3 represents a 2nd order
HMM. In this paper, higher order is employed because higher
partials usually have lower energy than the fundamental and the
trajectories may be broken easily if the lower order HMM is used.
Moreover, there are more than one possible best path to be decoded, Since the number of paths is unknown, the traditional Viterbi algorithm is not suitable for this case. Here, the tracking
algorithm is divided into two parts. The first one is the evaluation
of forward propagation of the connection weights. The probability of each trajectory is associated with the weights propagated
from node to node within the related path. The observation probability emitted by the sustain state is defined as a Gaussian distribution and calculated as

  f , m  

(1)

where f and m are the frequency difference and the magnitude difference between two concerned partial candidates, respectively. It is noted that the frequency of a possible partial is
first converted to tone scale and its magnitude is converted to dB
scale. In this paper, 1 is set to 0.25, which corresponds to one
quarter tone and  2 is set to 1.0, which corresponds to 1dB.
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Figure 2: HMM note model with the attack probability λ
and the sustain probability ψ: (a) graphical representation; (b) state transition weight matrix.

Figure 3: trellis structure of the 2nd order HMM model.
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3. SCORE ALIGNMENT AND RE-SYNTHESIS
After extracting the trajectories of F0s and partials, errors such
as detection miss of octave and/or quint pitches may still occur.
Therefore, these errors can be corrected if score information is
available. For most pieces of classical or popular music, there are
printed scores, audio recordings, and often MIDI files created by
manual transcription or score conversion. In this paper, we use
MIDI files though other forms are always possible. Techniques
used in music information retrieval systems can be applied. For
example, the approach to perform some sorts of polyphonic transcription on the music and then use a symbolic score-matching
algorithm [7, 12]. Nevertheless, accurate polyphonic transcription is yet to be achieved and errors may make the scorematching difficult in many cases. A representation of both score
and audio data is the discrete chromagrams, which are the sequences of chroma vectors [8]. The chroma vector representation
is a 12-element vector, where each element stands for the spectral
energy corresponding to one pitch class such as C, C#, D, D#, etc.
Let N-point FFT be used. Ai () is the magnitude spectrum of the
i-th frame and W () is the window function of length 2 L  1 .
The k-th element of the chroma vector of the i-th frame is calculated as


sik 

distance is zero. Alignment is computed using a dynamic time
warping (DTW) algorithm. DTW computes a path in a matrix
where the row corresponds to one vector sequence and the column corresponds to the other. The path is a sequence of adjacent
cells, and DTW finds the path with the smallest sum of distances.
In comparison with traditional DTW, the Euclidean distance in
this paper is calculated by using chroma vectors instead of pitch
information. The distance measure used in the DTW algorithm is
calculated as follows:

 D(i, j  1) 


D(i, j )  min  D(i  1, j  1)   dist (i, j ) ,
 D(i  1, j ) 



(3)

where
12

dist (i, j ) 

 s

ik

 tik  .
2

(4)

k 1

The initial condition is set as: D(i,1)  , i  2 and D(1, j) 
dist (i, j) , for all i. In (4), sik is the k-th element of the i-th input
chroma vector, t jk is the k-th element of the j-th reference chro-

L

  A (2
i

p

 f k  j )W (2 p  f k  j ) ,

(2)

p  0 j  L

where fk is the index of the central frequency of the k-th tone
for p, j such that 0  2 p  f k  j  N / 2 . Figure 8(a) and Figure
5(a) show spectrogram and chromagram of the original signal
extracted from an acoustic recording of violin solo.
The score alignment procedure is shown in Figure 4. To transform audio data into chroma vectors, FFT is used and each frequency bin is assigned to the pitch class of the nearest step in the
chromatic equal-tempered scale. Chroma vectors are not sensitive
to spectral shape, yet they are sensitive to prominent pitches and
chords. Since we are comparing MIDI data to the correspondent
acoustic data, it is good to focus on pitch classes and more-orless ignores details of timbre and spectral shape. The MIDI data
is converted to audio data using a MIDI synthesizer, and then the
rendered audio was converted to chromagrams.

ma vector, and D(i, j) is the overall DTW distance.
After the DTW score alignment, the partial trajectories that do
not coincide with the score are eliminated. Moreover, the onset
timing obtained from the score alignment may not be very accurate. It is known that onset timing is very critical for music performance. Usually, the onset timing found in the score alignment
part deviates from the correct onset by several audio frames.
Therefore, it has to be calibrated by using the results obtained in
the partial tracking part. Define the energy of the i-th frame as
N / 21

Ei 

With two sequences of chroma vectors for both audio recordings and MIDI data, the correspondence between the two sequences is explored. The “agreement between vectors” means the
Euclidean distance between two vectors which are normalized in
zero mean and one variance. If there is perfect agreement, the

2

(5)

i

j 0

The following equation is used to decide whether the i-th
frame is an onset frame for an individual source.
1
Onset (i )  
0

Figure 4: score alignment procedure

  A ( j)

,if Ei / Ei 1   and Ei  T

,

(6)

,otherwise

where α is set as 2 in our experiments and energy has to be greater than a certain threshold.
It is noted that the score alignment may fail when the score
(the MIDI file) has certain degree of difference from the audio
recording. In such cases, manual correction of the score file will
be necessary.
After the information about F0, partial tracking and onset is
obtained, the energy for each individual source has to be measured. We sum up the spectral energy of the corresponding partial
group for each audio frame. Accurate partial tracking produce
good results when calculating the individual source energy. In
real-world case, human beings are not sensitive to loudness differences among partials [13]. If the energies and frequencies of
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two notes are sufficiently close for a specific instrument, their
corresponding partials are also close to each other. In [1], a parametric table is built for a Chinese traditional bowed-string instrument, Erhu, for some F0 frequencies and energies of 20 partials of each F0. The partial energies of non-specified F0s are
then calculated using simple linear interpolation method from the
existing information of the available F0s. One can re-synthesize
the same piece of music with the identical style of playing. It is
easy to change the timbre and the expression. Such a convenient
tool was developed in [1]. A demo can be found in [14].

tracking does not perform well. Figure 7(b) shows the result
without score alignment and Figure 7(c) shows the result with
score alignment. Both figures show only the zoom-in parts of the
whole results with the circle dotted lines representing the fundamentals and the solid lines representing the partials. As shown in
Figure 7(a), only one tone is found. After score alignment, two
tones separated by a perfect octave are located.
Finally, the partial tracking result for the Bach’s BWV1001 is
shown in Figure 8(b). Figure 8(c) shows the score alignment result by using Figure 5(b) as the correspondent midi score information. Finally, the re-synthesis sounds by using erhu and trumpet timbres are shown in Figure 8(d) and Figure 8(e).
The re-synthesis results sound similar to the original violin solo in the playing style. However, discontinuities occur occasionally where partial energy is too low. This problem may be reduced once better multiple pitch detection method such as [5] is
used. Furthermore, one may notice that the violinist played larger
vibrato than the re-synthesis. This is because the proposed tracking method tends to smooth the trajectory in order to avoid some
troubles. We will try to solve this problem in the future.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this paper, two test signals and acoustic recording of Bach’s
BWV1001 violin solo are used. In order to have clear figures,
only the results with frequency ranges under 2KHz are shown.
The first test signal contains C4, E4 and G4 tones followed by
D4, F4 and A4 tones. Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) show the spectrogram and its partial tracking result respectively. The second
test signal contains C3 and C4 tones followed by F3 and F4 tones.
Because of the perfect octave problem, the pitch and partial

(a)
(b)
Figure 5: chromagrams obtained by using (a) acoustic recording of BWV1001; (b) MIDI file of BWV1001

(a)
(b)
Figure 6: The first test signal: (a) spectrogram; (b) partial tracking result

(a)
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(b)
(c)
Figure 7: The second test signal: (a) spectrogram; (b) partial tracking without score alignment; (c) partial
tracking with score alignment.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
Figure 8: Bach BWV1001: (a) spectrogram of acoustic recording; (b) partial tracking without score alignment;
(c) partial tracking with score alignment; (d) spectrogram of re-synthesis with erhu timbre; (e) spectrogram of
re-synthesis with trumpet timbre.
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[4]
5. CONCLUSIONS
A trans-synthesis for polyphonic musical recording of bowedstring instruments has been presented. We employed a simple
frame-based multiple F0s estimation algorithm. A high-order
HMM model is proposed to provide quality partial tracking.
Then, score alignment is performed by using chroma feature
transformation and DTW algorithm to give rough onset information of the audio recording based on the corresponding MIDI file.
The partial information is refined such that it coincides with the
score information. The onset timing is then calibrated. Finally,
energy of each individual source is calculated to give the amplitude information of required in additive synthesis. Once the synthesis parameters are available, one can easily re-synthesize the
same piece of music. For example, one can change the timbre,
the expression, and so on. The results of the analysis part are
showed in the paper. The re-synthesis sounds will be presented in
the conference.
There are still some weaknesses of the system. First, the pitch
estimation part may give incorrect results. This will affect the
accuracy the partial tracking part even for such a simple violin
solo recordings. For more complicate music such as string quartets, errors happen more frequently. Second, weak partials may
be dropped in the current implementation and discontinuities can
occur. The HMM of partial tracking can be improved. For example, the transition probabilities of “attack to sustain” and “sustain
to sustain” should not be identical in the bowed-string cases.
Third, the score alignment usually fails when lots of differences
exist between the score file and the audio file. A smarter score
alignment algorithm is desired. Finally, the re-synthesis sound
quality may be improved. Though additive synthesis sound quite
well in the sustain part, more realistic synthesis of the attack part
is desired.

[5]
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ABSTRACT

2. IMPACT MODEL

A physically-based impact model – already known and exploited
in the field of sound synthesis – is studied using both analytical
tools and numerical simulations. It is shown that, for some regions
of the parameter space, the trajectories of discretized systems may
drift from analytically-derived curves. Some methods, based on
enforcing numerical energy consistency, are suggested to improve
the accuracy and stability of discrete-time systems.

The Hunt-Crossley impact model [6] is described by the following
non-linear equation

kxα + λxα v = kxα · (1 + µv) , x > 0
f (x, v) =
0
, x≤0
(1)
where x is the compression, v = ẋ is the compression velocity,
α > 1 is the exponent of a power law and represents the local
shape of contact surfaces, k is the stiffness coefficient, 0 ≤ λ ≤ k
is the damping coefficient, and µ = λ/k is a mathematically convenient term. The model above represents a non-linear spring of
constant k in parallel with a non-linear damper of constant λ. Indeed, kxα represents the elastic component, while λxα v represents the dissipation due to internal friction.
Marhefka and Orin [7] made use of the Hunt-Crossley model
in order to represent the impact between a lumped point-mass and
a rigid wall (representing a comparatively massive surface which
does not move during collision), therefore considering the system
described by the equation

1. INTRODUCTION
Physical models of impacts between objects are ubiquitous in many
areas of science and engineering, including robotics, haptics, computer graphics [1], acoustics [2] and sound synthesis [3]. The
energetically-consistent and phenomenologically-plausible behavior of contacting bodies is especially crucial in simulations of interactions based on sustained and repeated impacts, as in rolling,
scraping, or bouncing.
The classic starting point is the Hertz model of collision between two spheres, which can be extended to include internal viscosity [4]. The restitution force in such model is the sum of a
nonlinear elastic term – in the form of a power law of compression
– and a dissipative component proportional – via a second power
law of compression – to the compression velocity. The exponents
of the two power laws, as derived for two colliding balls, are 3/2
and 1/2, respectively [5].
The model by Hunt and Crossley [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], which is
described in section 2, generalizes the extended Hertz model by
considering a variable exponent that accounts for different contact
shapes. However, the power laws in the elastic and dissipative
term were considered to be equal, thus allowing easier closed-form
calculations (in this regard see also Pust and Peterka [11]).
In the context of musical acoustics, Stulov proposed a piano
hammer model including the relaxation properties of felt [12]. Such
model has exponents α and α−1 for the power laws, and the actual
value of α can be used to match experimental data.
Other models exist that take plastic deformations into account,
thus introducing abrupt direction changes in the force-compression
curves at the transition between loading and unloading [13].

ma(t) = −f (x(t), v(t)),

(2)

where m is the mass, and a is the mass acceleration. In this very
basic case, while the impact interaction lasts, the compression and
the compression velocity are respectively equivalent to the displacement and the velocity of the point-mass.
2.1. Properties and analytical results
Thanks to the simple form of (2), the model can be treated analytically and some of its properties can be inferred. Hereafter we
consider as initial conditions x(0) = 0 and ẋ(0) = vin , that is to
say that the point-mass hits the rigid wall with velocity vin at time
t = 0.
2.1.1. Displacement / Compression
It is shown in [7] that from (2) follows

 1

α+1
m(α + 1)
1 + µv
·
−µ(v
−
v
)
+
log
x(v) =
in
kµ2
1 + µvin
(3)
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Figure 1: Phase portrait. The values of parameters are: m =
10−2 kg, k = 109 N/mα , µ = 0.5 s/m, α = 1.5, vin = 1 . . . 4 m/s.
Solid lines represent the mass trajectory during contact, dashed
lines represent free mass motion.

Figure 2: Compression-force characteristics. Solid lines represent
the case when dissipation is taken into account (the values of parameters are the same as in figure 1). The dashed line represents
the case when λ = 0, that is no dissipation is considered.

2.5

△

v < vlim = −1/µ. However there is no physical inconsistency
in this “stickiness” property, and indeed this never occurs for a
trajectory with initial conditions x(0) = 0 and ẋ(0) = vin .
Finally, by substituting (3) in (2) it is possible to plot the
compression-force characteristics during collision, which is shown
in figure 2. It can be noted that the dissipative term λxα v introduces hysteresis around the curve kxα .

2

Error (%)

which can be exploited for plotting the phase portrait on the (x, v)
plane of figure 1. As figure 1 shows, due to viscous dissipation
(represented by λ or µ), the velocity after collision vout is always
smaller in magnitude than the corresponding vin . Moreover, for
increasing vin , vout converges to the limit value vlim . The line v =
vlim represents the trajectory where the elastic and dissipative terms
cancel, and separates two regions of the phase space, each of which
is never entered by trajectories started in the other.
It can be noted that (3) allows to infer the maximum compression experienced during the impact interaction, which occurs when
the compression velocity equals zero. For v = 0, equation (3) becomes

 1

α+1
m(α + 1)
1
· µvin + log
xmax = x(0) =
.
kµ2
1 + µvin
(4)
As remarked by Marhefka and Orin [7], equation (1) together
with figure 1 show that the force f becomes sticky (inward) when

1.5

1
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µ ⋅ vin [adim.]
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4

Figure 3: Percentage error introduced by (7) and (8).

of µvin only. However, analytical derivation of the dependence
E(µvin ) have been classically performed in the limit of small initial velocities and/or small dissipation [6].
A non-local approximation for vout can be empirically determined by fitting the curve E(µvin ) in the two limit regions µvin →
0 and µvin → ∞, giving

"

vout (µ, vin ) = vlim 1 −

2.1.2. Output velocity

n
X

bj ·

vinj

!

−2µvin

e

#

,

(7)

j=0

The restitution coefficient E is defined as
△

E=

vout
.
vin

(5)

where, in the case n = 4, the coefficients bj are

In this connection a remark can be made: vin and vout correspond
to the roots of the right-hand side of (3), that is the points where
x = 0. As a result, vout can be defined implicitly from (3) as
µvout − log |1 + µvout | = µvin − log |1 + µvin |

(6)

where vout is defined as a function of (µ, vin ). This implies that
µvout is a function of µvin only, and therefore E is also a function

b0 = 1,

b2 =

2 2
µ ,
3

b3 =

2 3
µ ,
9

b4 =

14 4
µ .
135
(8)

Figure 3 shows the error introduced by (7) for n = 4 and
the coefficients (8), when compared to the corresponding value
computed numerically as a zero of (6).
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2.1.3. Contact time
It is shown in [14] that the contact time can be expressed as
α
 m  1  µ2  α+1
α+1
·
τ =
·
k
α+1
Z vin
1
·
i α .
h
α+1
1+µv
vout
(1 + µv) −µ(v − vin ) + log 1+µv
in

From (12) and (14), and recalling the principle of conservation
of energy, it follows that at each time instant t:

⇒
(9)

Equation (9) states that the contact time τ depends only on µ, the
exponent α, and the ratio m/k, plus obviously the impact velocity
vin . Since neither m nor k affect the value of the integral (recall
that vout depends only on µ and vin ), it follows that, given a fixed
vin , the power-law dependence τ ∼ (m/k)1/(α+1) holds.
From an auditory point of view, the value of the contact time is
strongly correlated to the perceived “hardness” of the impact [14].
Namely, as the contact time decreases, the perceived hardness increases. Recalling the power-law dependence above and (1) it follows that, for a fixed mass m, “hard” and “soft” impacts correspond respectively to high and low force values.
2.1.4. Energy properties and behavior
The energy variation in a mechanical system can be calculated as
the work made by the overall force f acting on the system along a
certain path x1 → x2 :
Z t2
Z x2
∆H =
f (x) dx =
f (t)v(t) dt
(10)
x1

H(t) = V (t) + T (t).

(11)

With regard to the system represented by (2), T is related to
the dynamics of the point-mass, which is described by the lefthand side of (2), while V is related to the elastic component of the
impact force given in (1).
More specifically, and in agreement with the last integral in (10),
multiplying both sides of (2) by v(t) = dx/dt and time-integrating
them, gives
Z
Z
Z
ma(t)v(t) dt = − kx(t)α v(t) dt − λx(t)α v(t)2 dt
|
{z
}
|
{z
} |
{z
}
T (t)

V (t)

Λ(t)

(12)
where the force expression given in (1) has been considered in
the case x > 0 only, and Λ(t) is the work made by the dissipative component of the impact force. The integrals V (t) and T (t)
in (12) can be solved explicitly, giving
V (t) =

kx(t)α+1
,
α+1

T (t) =

mv(t)2
.
2

(13)

Now consider a system where the point-mass travels with velocity vin before the impact occurs, then the initial Hamiltonian
corresponds to the initial kinetic energy and is
H0 = T0 =

mvin2
.
2

(14)

(15)

Moreover from (15) follows that, at every time instant t, the
overall variation of energy is:
∆H(t) = H(t) − H0 = −Λ(t),

(16)

and therefore the total amount of energy dissipation occurred during the impact interaction is
∆Hτ = Hτ − H0 = −Λτ ,

(17)

where τ indicates the instant when the impact ends, and Hτ is the
final Hamiltonian of the system, that is the energy content after the
impact interaction has ended, which equals:
Hτ = Tτ =

2
mvout
.
2

(18)

It can be noted that ∆Hτ corresponds to the area enclosed by the
hysteresis loops represented in figure 2.
As a last remark, from the results above it clearly follows that
0 ≤ H(t + dt) ≤ H(t).

t1

where H is the total energy content, known as the Hamiltonian,
and the second integral is obtained by considering that t1 and t2
correspond respectively to the instants when the displacements x1
and x2 are reached. The Hamiltonian H is the sum of potential
and kinetic energies (named V and T , respectively):

V (t) + T (t) + Λ(t) = H0
H(t) = H0 − Λ(t).

(19)

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, the continuous-time system described by (2) is discretized by means of several numerical methods, and the resulting
numerical systems are studied.
3.1. Remarks on accuracy and stability
All numerical systems can simulate their continuous-time counterparts only to some extent. Generally speaking, one of the basic
reasons for this inherent limit is that the discretized variables depend on the chosen sample rate Fs , and therefore the behavior of
any numerical method is bounded by it.
For instance, since our numerical system takes as input the initial velocity vin of the point-mass, the compression x can only be
computed as a function (integral) of vin 1 . It is clear that, much as
good a numerical method can be, the higher vin and/or the lower
Fs (i.e., less samples are available for computing the numerical
integral) are, the less precise x is. In any case, the computed compression is always an approximate value.
Besides, the resulting impact force f is obviously affected too,
and as the impact “hardness” increases, the computation error increases as well. From a more general perspective, those inconsistencies are reflected in the energy behavior of the numerical system: for example, it is evident that inconsistently large compressions cause the force, the output velocity, and therefore the energy,
to increase inconsistently with the continuous-time system.
Apart from the intrinsic numerical bounds pointed above, it
must be noted that different numerical methods behave differently,
and that all of them are susceptible to problems related to stability.
1 It is clear that, while the dependence on the impact velocity has a
physical meaning, the dependence on the sample rate has not.
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For instance, for some values of parameters, one method could dissipate too much energy, while another one could violate the principle of passivity, thus generating spurious energy. In both cases
those inconsistencies - besides the fact of resulting in an erroneous
state of the system - could give birth to instabilities.
Even though some stability conditions can be derived for LTI
systems2 , those do not extend to the case of non-linear systems. In
the latter case one possibility is to exploit energy-based methods
(see for example [16] in the context of physical modeling sound
synthesis).

It should be noted that this algorithm assumes that fn+1 only
depends on the predicted velocity vn+ 1 , which clearly gives rise
2
to inaccuracies.

3.2. Numerical methods

fn
, predictor
m
h
xn+1 = xn + (vn + ṽn+1 )
2
(22)
fn+1 = f (xn+1 , ṽn+1 ) ,
h fn + fn+1
vn+1 = vn +
, corrector.
2
m
Again, it should be noted that both xn+1 and fn+1 only depend on the predicted velocity ṽn+1 , and this gives rise to inaccuracies.

3.2.3. Heun
The Heun method [15] is a predictor-corrector explicit method,
with the forward Euler method as predictor and the trapezoidal
rule as corrector. It can also be seen as a 2nd-order Runge-Kutta
method (RK2).
Discretizing (2) results in the following implementation scheme:
ṽn+1 = vn + h

Hereafter, the continuous-time system of (2) is discretized using
different numerical methods. Following the standard notation in
numerical mathematics, the integration step is a constant named h.
3.2.1. 1-step Adams-Moulton
The 1-step Adams-Moulton (AM1) [15] is a A-stable 2nd-order
implicit method, also known as bilinear transformation, or trapezoidal rule.
Discretizing the equation of motion (left-hand side of (2)) results in the following state-space form equation:

 

  h2 
xn+1
1 h
xn
[fn+1 + fn ]. (20)
=
+ 4m
h
vn+1
0 1
vn
2m
where the expression for the discrete-time force can be obtained by
replacing the continuous-time variables x(t) and v(t) in (1) with
their discrete-time counterparts.
Since the AM1 method is implicit, (20) is also in implicit
form and this is reflected in the instantaneous relationship between
[xn+1 vn+1 ]T and fn+1 . Unfortunately, since fn+1 also has an
instantaneous dependence on xn+1 and vn+1 , the discrete-time
counterpart of the system described by (2) contains a delay-free
loop, which is not directly computable and – because of the included non-linearities – needs some special handling in order to
be solved. In particular, the K-method [17] together with Newton’s
method [15] are used, weighing on the efficiency of the simulation.

3.2.4. 4th-order Runge-Kutta
The 4th-order Runge-Kutta [15] is an explicit iterative method
which is widely used to solve ODEs with improved accuracy.
Discretizing (2) results in the following implementation scheme:
1
(l1 + 2l2 + 2l3 + l4 )
6
1
= vn + (k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4 )
6

xn+1 = xn +
vn+1

(23a)

where
l1 = hvn ,

l2 = h(vn +

l3 = h(vn +

k2
),
2

k1
),
2

l4 = h(vn + k3 )

f (xn + l21 , vn + k21 )
fn
, k2 = h
,
m
m
l2
k2
f (xn + 2 , vn + 2 )
f (xn + l3 , vn + k3 )
k3 = h
, k4 = h
.
m
m
(23b)

k1 = h
3.2.2. Velocity Verlet
The Verlet method [18] is a 2nd-order explicit method which is
commonly used in computer graphics [1], video games, and molecular dynamics simulation. Its main application is that of integrating Newton’s equation of motion in order to describe the trajectory
of moving particles. The one used here is a variant called velocity
Verlet, which provides better handling of the velocity variable and
can be seen as a predictor-corrector method.
Discretizing the system represented in (2), results in the following implementation scheme:
2

xn+1 = xn + hvn +

h fn
2 m

h fn
, predictor
2m
= f (xn+1 , vn+ 1 ),

vn+ 1 = vn +
2

fn+1

2

vn+1 = vn+ 1

2

2 Consider,

h fn+1
+
,
2 m

corrector.

for example, the von Neumann analysis [15].

(21)

It should be noted that, for each sample, both the velocity and
the non-linear force given in (1) need to be evaluated four times,
therefore affecting the efficiency of the simulation.
3.3. Experimental results
In order to evaluate the chosen numerical methods, it is useful to
compare the behavior of the corresponding simulations against the
known analytical results (cfr. section 2.1).
In particular, several plots are provided which show: the phase
portrait on the (x, v) plane (cfr. figure 1), the compression-force
characteristic (cfr. figure 2) and, in the discrete-time domain, the
impact force f and the Hamiltonian H.
The following values of parameters are kept constant throughout the simulations: m = 10−2 kg, and Fs = 44.1 kHz, that is
a standard audio sample rate. The considered integration step h is
therefore equal to 1/Fs .
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0.3

3.3.2. General study
It can be observed that for hard impacts (that is when the contact
time lasts only a few samples) and/or when µvin → 0+ , the energy
behavior of some numerical implementations becomes inconsistent with the continuous-time system.
The main reference used to qualitatively and/or quantitatively
assess the reliability of a particular numerical method is the energy behavior of the corresponding simulation. In particular, the
following condition
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(a) Phase portraits.
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(b) Energy behaviors.

Figure 4: Comparison of different methods in a soft impact case.
The values of parameters are k = 106 N/mα , µ = 0.5 s/m, α =
1.6, vin = 0.3 m/s.

3.3.1. Reference simulations: Soft impact
In order to verify the simulations and provide a reference, the
model’s parameters are set to a “soft” configuration where the impact interaction extends over many samples, so that the numerical
systems operate in a safe space and should therefore behave very
similarly to the original continuous-time system.
This is confirmed by figure 4, where the plots of all the simulations substantially overlap. In particular, it is possible to check the
accuracy of the simulations against the analytical results provided
in section 2.1: figure 4(a) displays the phase portrait on the (x, v)
plane and, as tangent lines, the maximum compression xmax and
the output velocity vout , while in figure 4(b) two horizontal lines
display H0 = T0 and Hτ = Tτ , that is respectively the initial and
the final Hamiltonian.
Figure 4(b) also allows to understand the energy behavior of
the system: the sinusoid-like curves represent the kinetic energy
T (curve starting at H0 = T0 ) and the elastic potential energy V
(curve starting at 0). The sum of the potential and kinetic energies
provides the upper staircase-like curve representing the Hamiltonian H, which indeed decreases3 until Hτ = Tτ in correspondence to the end of the contact interaction.
3 When

for all n

(24)

3.5

should be satisfied (see (19)). Other indicators are provided by
the analytical values of maximum compression xmax and output
velocity vout , which should never be exceeded.
It is found empirically that when τ ≤ 4 samples, the percentage errors quickly increase, and the reliability of all the simulations
is poor. Hence, for the sake of clarity, in the study hereafter only
values of parameters resulting in τ > 4 samples are considered.
Case 1: µvin → 0+
Even in case of “not-too-hard” impacts4 , the Hamiltonian of
both Verlet- and Heun-discretized systems is prone to oscillations,
and the system generally results in an inconsistent final energy
state (typically, HτVerlet, Heun > Hτ ). Moreover, as put forward
in section 3.1, for hard impacts (high k and/or low α) the maximum compression is often higher than the analytical value xmax .
As for AM1-discretized systems, these generally tend to dissipate too much energy during the compression phase, while gaining spurious energy during the decompression phase (i.e. HτAM1 >
Hτ ). On the other hand, RK4-discretized systems generally behave quite consistently (i.e. HτRK4 ≈ Hτ ).
Figure 5 shows an example simulation of hard impact (contact
time = 8 samples) with µvin = 0.03, while table 1(a) shows the
corresponding percentage errors.
Case 2: hard impacts with average or high values of µvin
During the impact interaction, all the simulations usually result in a sufficiently consistent time evolution of the Hamiltonian:
the condition (24) is generally satisfied, except for the end of the
interaction.
At this stage, the two 2nd-order explicit methods typically tend
to introduce spurious energy (i.e. HτVerlet, Heun > Hτ ). Concerning AM1-discretized systems, these tend to behave better than the
two methods mentioned above, even if sometimes HτAM1 > Hτ .
Again, RK4-discretized systems generally behave rather consistently, and only experience small discrepancies from the analytical
RK4
results (i.e. xRK4
≈ Hτ ).
max ≈ xmax and Hτ
A second hard impact example simulation is provided, following the values of parameters adopted in figure 1 for vin = 1 m/s
(µvin = 0.5), while table 1(b) shows the corresponding percentage
errors. The resulting contact time τ equals 6 samples.
From the simulations above it is clear that the percentage error is not strictly correlated to the impact hardness (that is, the
duration in samples of the contact interaction). Moreover, the nonlinearities of the impact model described by (1) make it difficult to
predict the exact behavior of the corresponding numerical system,
especially with lower-order explicit methods.

µ = 0 the overall energy remains constant, that is H = H0 =
4 e.g.,

Hτ .

when the contact time lasts tens of samples
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Figure 5: Hard impact example following case 1: Comparison of
different numerical methods. The values of parameters are k =
107 N/mα , µ = 0.1 s/m, α = 1.1, vin = 0.3 m/s. The contact
time equals 8 samples.

4. IMPROVED NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
4.1. Contact sound models
Contact models borrowed from different application fields can serve
as a basis for developing models of acoustic phenomena. As an
example, in the context of physical sound modeling, the impact
model described by (2) has already been used to develop an impact sound model [3], namely by substituting the rigid wall component with a generic resonating object. Also, other models of
more complex sound phenomena have been based on the very
same impact model studied here. As a basic example, a bouncing
sound model [19] has been obtained by superimposing a constant
force, which simulates gravity, on a plain impact sound model.
Moreover, a rolling sound model [20] has been developed by driving an impact sound model by means of a sophisticated control
layer. More precisely, the continuous interaction of a ball rolling

Figure 6: Hard impact example following case 2: Comparison
of different numerical methods. The values of parameters are the
same as in figure 1 with vin = 1 m/s. The contact time equals 6
samples.

on a surface has been modeled as a dense temporal sequence of
micro-impacts driven by the geometry of the contacting surfaces
and modulated by the ball’s asymmetry.
From these application examples it is clear that, even if the errors are generally tolerably small5 for single impact events, in case
of sustained contacts or multiple impacts the energy state of the
system can become strongly inconsistent. This is a known issue
also in computer graphics, where the constraint of low frame rates
makes numerical systems prone to instabilities [1]. An example is
that of a steady object in sustained contact with a rigid floor: when
the system does not retain passivity, the object can move upward
and bounce. Similar issues are encountered in simulation of haptic
contact, where stiffness values are usually limited by requirements
on system passivity [21], whereas higher values can cause the system to become unstable, i.e., to oscillate uncontrollably.
5 Especially if τ > 4 samples, and when using implicit or high-order
numerical methods.
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(a) Simulation example following case 1. The values of parameters are the
same as in figure 5.

AM1
n.e.
+1.293
+2.603

Verlet
+1.122
+1.660
+3.348

Heun
+1.254
+1.467
+2.955

RK4
n.e.
−0.125
−0.250

num. res.
∼ −10−2
-

(b) Simulation example following case 2. The values of parameters are the
same as in figure 1 for vin = 1 m/s.

%err
xmax
vout
Htau

AM1
n.e.
+2.551
+5.166

Verlet
n.e.
+0.839
+1.685

Heun
n.e.
−4.692
−9.164

RK4
n.e.
−0.105
−0.211

AM1
RK4
fixed

4
3.5
−compression [m]

%err
xmax
vout
Htau

−3

x 10
4.5

num. res.
∼ −10−4
-

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25
0.3
time [s]

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

0.55

Table 1: Summary of percentage errors for two hard-impact example simulations. The caption “n.e.” stands for “not exceeded”. The
last column shows the error resulting from comparing the approximate value vout , which is obtained from (7) and (8), against a value
computed numerically as a zero of (6) (cfr. figure 3).

Figure 8: Effect of errors when the force of gravity is applied to the
simulation example of case 1. For the sake of clarity, the sign of
the compression has been inverted, this way visually representing
the rebounds as they would occur on a horizontal floor.

4.2. Exploitation of analytical results

4.3. Numerical simulations with corrections

In this section, some solutions are proposed to partially fix the
inconsistencies pointed out in section 3.3. The aim is to improve
the reliability of simulations which use the impact model under
study, in view of their implementation as real-time applications.
As written above, in order for the numerical systems to behave
consistently, the energy condition given in (24) must hold. Moreover, from figure 1 it can be inferred that the relation v(t + dt) ≤
v(t) holds. This brings us to the following condition:
vn+1 ≤ vn ,

for all n.

(25)

However, at the time of writing no analytical result describing
the behavior of the state variables x(t) and v(t) over time is available, and therefore there is no easy option that allows to fix wrong
numerical values of H or v during the impact interaction.
One indirect approach is to intervene on the compression, for
which the following condition must hold:
xn ≤ xmax ,

for all n,

(26)

where xmax is a constant calculated by (4). Hence the suggested
solution is that of clipping xn to the maximum allowable value
xmax whenever this is exceeded. This also affects the Hamiltonian
of the system by decreasing the elastic potential energy Vn .
An additional solution is to force the numerical output velocity to the approximate value vout calculated by (7) and (8). As a
result, as the interaction ends the energy content of the numerical
system is restored, that is the Hamiltonian is forced to Hτ . Since
the error introduced by the approximate value of vout – even in case
of hard impacts – is generally of order lower than that of the error
introduced by the numerical simulations (cfr. table 1), the correction of vout ensures that the physical consistency of the numerical
system is improved.
In order to implement the suggested corrections, it is necessary to compute the values of xmax and vout , which are given respectively by (4), and (7) plus a nth-order expansion for the coefficients bj (e.g., the 4th-order expansion (8)). These computations
only need to take place in correspondence of an impact event, and
more precisely as soon as the impact velocity vin is known.

As a basic application example, the worst behaving impact simulations found in case 1 and in case 2 of section 3.3.2 were corrected
using the solutions explained above. Figure 7 shows a comparison
of the simulations with and without corrections. In the corrected
simulations, the compression is limited to xmax and the energy content is forced to Hτ upon the end of the interaction.
Furthermore, in order to verify the necessity of corrections
even in case of small errors, an external force was applied to the
point-mass, this way simulating a bouncing object. It is found that
when the point-mass travels with even slightly wrong velocities,
the trajectories are inaccurate, the rebounds happen at the wrong
time, energy is wrongly dissipated, and above all those errors accumulate at each impact event. Figure 8 shows the effect of small
errors in the situation pointed above, where the force of gravity
fg = mg is superimposed on the impact simulation example provided in section 3.3.2 and corresponding to case 1. Note that, in
order to stress that even small errors can strongly affect the physical consistency, only the two best performing simulations (namely,
AM1 and RK4) are portrayed.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A non-linear physical model of impact with sound synthesis applications has been reviewed, and its properties have been studied
using both analytical tools and numerical simulations.
Several numerical realizations have been compared, and their
shortcomings with regard to the corresponding analytical results
have been shown. Special emphasis has been placed on energy
consistency.
Moreover, it has been shown that by exploiting some analytical results, the inconsistencies of the numerical realizations can
be amended, thus restoring the correct energy state of the simulated systems after the impact interaction has ended. On the other
hand, an efficient way to control the energy content of the system
throughout the contact interaction is still needed.
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ABSTRACT
The rich spectra of classic waveforms (sawtooth, square and triangular) are obtained by discontinuities in the waveforms or their
derivatives. At the same time, the discontinuities lead to aliasing
when the waveforms are digitally generated. To remove or reduce the aliasing, researchers have proposed various methods,
mostly based on limiting bandwidth or smoothing the waveforms. This paper introduces a new approach to generate the virtual analog oscillators with no aliasing. The approach relies on
generating an impulse train using a feedback delay loop, often
used for the physical modeling of musical instruments. Classic
waveforms are then derived from the impulse train with a leaky
integrator. Although the output generated by this method is not
exactly periodic, it perceptually sounds harmonic. While additional processing is required for time-varying pitch shifting, resulting in some high-frequency attenuation when the pitch changes, the proposed method is computationally more efficient than
other algorithms and the high-frequency attenuation can be also
adjusted.
1. INTRODUCTION
The principle of subtractive synthesis is to generate sound by
shaping a sound source with rich harmonics. The sound source is
commonly chosen among simple periodic oscillators, such as
sawtooth, square and triangular waveforms. They contain discontinuities in the waveforms or their derivatives, thereby resulting
in a theoretically infinite bandwidth. In generating the waveforms
in the digital domain, such wideband characteristics has become
a challenging issue because harmonic contents above the Nyquist
limit are aliased, which causes unpleasant noise particularly at
high fundamental frequencies.
A number of algorithms to remove or reduce the aliasing have
been proposed. According to [1], they are classified into three
groups; bandlimited, quasi-bandlimited, and alias-suppressing
algorithms. The first group features algorithms with no aliasing
by generating only harmonic partials. A straightforward method
to generate bandlimited waveforms is the additive synthesis
technique, which represents waveforms as a sum of sinusoids.
Another method is the so-called “discrete summation formula”,

which allows the simultaneous generation of N harmonics of a
fundamental from a closed-form expression [2][3]. The second
group does not eliminate aliasing completely but rather suppresses it sufficiently to make it less disturbing. These quasibandlimited algorithms include the bandlimited impulse train
(BLIT) method and the bandlimited step (BLEP) method [4][5].
Both methods basically reduce the aliasing by smoothing the discontinuities using oversampled lowpass filters. The third group
reduces aliasing by modifying the spectral tilt of the input signal.
A simple method is to oversample trivial waveforms and apply a
lowpass filter before downsampling the signal [6]. The differentiated parabolic waveform (DPW) method also belongs to this
group [7]. Although the aliasing-suppressing methods are computationally efficient, they suffer from the audible aliasing noise
at high fundamental frequencies.
This paper proposes an alias-free oscillator generation algorithm, classified under the first group. Unlike the previous methods that generate a periodic waveform, however, this method
produces a pseudo-periodic signal, whose waveform is not periodic but perceptually sounds harmonic. Sections 2 and 3 begin by
introducing the basic structure to generate an impulse train and
follow with its harmonic properties. In Section 4, classic waveforms (sawtooth, square and triangular) are derived from the impulse train using the BLIT method. Section 5 explores the relationship between our proposed method and a sinusoid generation
algorithm. Lastly, Section 6 suggests numerical techniques for
computational efficiency.

2. OSCILLATORS USING A FEEDBACK DELAY LOOP
The feedback delay loop has been extensively used in the field of
sound synthesis, especially for physical modeling of musical instruments [8]. Its principle lies in rendering the periodicity, the
fundamental nature of musical sounds, by repeating the previous
state with a length corresponding to the number of samples in the
delay line. The feedback delay loop is typically combined with
linear filters or non-linear transfer functions to simulate complex
physical behaviors of musical instruments. On the other hand, the
basic structure can be also applied to generating simple sound
oscillators.
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2.1. Impulse trains
+

Delay Line

+

AP

Out

Figure 1: Diagram for generating an impulse train using
a feedback delay loop. The block AP contains an allpass
filter.
Figure 1 shows a diagram for generating an impulse train.
The idea is to inject an impulse into the feedback delay loop so
that the impulse is repeated periodically. The feedback delay
loop is composed of a delay line and a fractional delay filter. The
two delay units correspond to the integer and fractional parts of a
period in samples, respectively. The fractional delay filter is usually chosen from either Lagrange polynomial interpolators or
Thiran allpass filters for maximal flatness at dc [9]. In order to
generate a signal with a constant level of energy over time, an
allpass filter (AP) can be used, as shown in Figure 1. The details
of Thiran allpass filters are examined in [9]. Here the first- and
second-order Thiran allpass filters are reviewed.
The first-order Thiran allpass filter is computed by the following recursive equation

y(n) = a1 x(n) + x(n −1) − a1 y(n −1)

group delay than the first-order filter at low frequencies, Eq. (5)
is approximated over a wider range of fundamental frequencies at
the expense of more computation.
The waveform of the impulse train using the first-order Thiran
allpass filter is presented in Figure 2. Its initial shape is recognizable as an impulse train although it slightly spreads over time.
After one second, however, it becomes completely dispersed due
to the frequency-dependent phase delay of the allpass filter. This
dispersion results in inharmonic overtones in the frequency domain as shown in Figure 3. Depending on the fractional delay or
the fundamental frequency, the locations of inharmonic partials
vary around harmonic overtones.
1
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Figure 3: The solid lines are the magnitude response of
the impulse train in Figure 2. The dotted lines are harmonic partials generated from the sum of sine functions.
The spectrum was computed with a 32,768-point FFT using a Chebyshev window with a 120-dB side-lobe attenuation.

(4)

The deviation from the harmonic partials can be represented by
inharmonicity coefficient B. For non-zero B, the inharmonic partials are calculated as
(5)

f k = kf 0 1+ Bk 2

Delay D is chosen between 1.5 and 2.5 for maximal flatness at dc
[9]. Since the second-order Thiran allpass filter has a flatter
€

€
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4.411

Figure 2: Impulse train generated by the feedback delay
loop: (top) from zero second and (bottom) after one second. The fundamental frequency is 3322 Hz (MIDI note
#104) and the sampling rate is 44.1 kHz.

(2)

where coefficients a1 and a2 can be given as

€

60

0

where ω0 is the fundamental frequency in radians per sample,
and D is the phase delay at ω0 by the allpass filter [10]. Note that
€
Eq. (3) reduces
to Eq. (2) when ω0 is small.
The second-order Thiran allpass filter is computed by the following recursive equation.

y(n) = a2 x(n) + a1 x(n −1) + x(n − 2) − a1 y(n −1) − a2 y(n − 2)

50

!0.5

Delay D is chosen between 0.418 and 1.418, which is the optimal
range for the first-order allpass filter to have a maximally flat
delay over the€ entire frequencies [9]. Since the phase delay is
nearly constant at low frequencies, Eq. (2) is well approximated
for practically used fundamental frequencies. For high fundamental frequencies, which have slight detuning with Eq. (2), a
more accurate formula can be used as follows:

a1 =

30
40
Sample index

1

€
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20
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where the coefficient a1 is given by setting the phase delay at dc
to D

1− D
a1 =
1+ D

10

(6)
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where k is the partial number, f0 is the nominal fundamental frequency for the ideal non-dispersive case, and fk is the partial frequency. Several methods are known to estimate the inharmonicity coefficient. We used a fast estimate algorithm proposed by
Rauhala et al. for the impulse trains using the first- and secondorder Thiran allpass filters [11]. Figure 4 shows the results for
88-key piano notes. The inharmonic coefficients were estimated
only when the inharmonic partials were greater than harmonic
overtones because Eq. (6) is invalid otherwise. Perceptual testing
to examine the audibility of inharmonicity for five notes of synthetic sounds was performed in [12]. The inharmonicity coefficients for the corresponding notes in Figure 4 were all below the
threshold of audibility. However, in an informal listening test,
which compared the oscillator output with the reference sound
(by additive synthesis), a slight time-varying phase shift effect
was detected at high fundamental frequencies.

lar waveforms. Note that the length of the delay line and the fractional delay should be reduced by half for a given fundamental
frequency.
The waveform of the bipolar impulse train using the feedback
delay loop is shown in Figure 6. As the “unipolar” impulse train
in Figure 2, the impulses are dispersed over time so that the
shape of the waveform looks random after one second. The magnitude response of the bipolar impulse is presented in Figure 7.
It contains only odd partials, but they are slightly deviated from
harmonic overtones due to the frequency-dependent phase delay
by the allpass filter.
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Figure 6: Bipolar impulse train generated by the feedback delay loop: (top) from zero second and (bottom) after one second. The fundamental frequency is 1661 Hz
and the sampling rate is 44.1 kHz.
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Figure 4: Inharmonicity coefficients (B) estimated for the
impulse trains using the feedback delay loop: (top) the
first-order and (bottom) second-order Thiran allpass filters. They were estimated only when inharmonic partials
are greater than integer multiples of the fundamental.
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Although this method does not generate an exactly periodic
signal, it is seen to perceptually produce a harmonic spectrum.
Above all, the impulse train has no aliasing and uses a small
number of operations, two significant advantages over other algorithms.
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Figure 7: The solid lines are the magnitude response of
the bipolar impulse train in Figure 2. The dotted lines are
harmonic partials generated from the sum of sine functions.

2.2. Bipolar Impulse Trains
+

!20

Out

Figure 5: Diagram for generating a bipolar impulse train
using a feedback delay loop. The only difference between
this structure and Figure 1 is the minus sign.

3. TIME-VARYING PITCH SHIFTING

The feedback delay loop in Figure 1 can be modified to generate
a bipolar impulse train by including a negative sign in the loop as
seen in Figure 5. The bipolar impulse train can be used to derive
oscillators with only odd harmonics, such as square and triangu-

Time-varying pitch shifting is typically used for musical expressions such as vibrato and glissando. Since pitch is determined by
the length of delay in the feedback delay loop scheme, timevarying pitch shifting needs to change the length of the delay line
or the phase delay of the allpass filter on the fly. Pitch shifting is
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usually implemented by moving the reading pointer to the delay
line faster or slower than the writing pointer or by varying the
allpass filter coefficient. Using a single reading pointer such as
that shown in Figure 1 can introduce discontinuities into the loop
when the length of the delay line or the allpass filter coefficient
suddenly changes, resulting in undesirable artifacts such as audible clicks [13][14].
Solutions for the discontinuity have been proposed by several
authors [13][14][15]. To avoid the abrupt change of the reading
pointer, Jaffe and Smith suggested using two reading pointers
corresponding to two different pitches and cross-fading them to
make a smooth transition [13]. Van Duyne et el. improved on this
method by minimizing the transient effect of the allpass filter
[14]. They suggested setting the range of the allpass filter delay
D between 0.618 and 1.618 to make the transient decay fast, and
modifying the cross-fader to ramp up after 5 warm-up samples,
corresponding to the time that the transient dies out (the range of
the allpass filter delay D is a little greater than 0.418 to 1.418 to
have maximally flat phase delay, but they both had similar results). Figure 8 illustrates time-varying pitch shifting based on
the ideas. Note that the curve of the cross-fader in the dotted box
remains at zero during the first 5 samples.
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Figure 9: Spectrograms of impulse trains played with vibrato. The transition rate between two read pointers in
the feedback delay loop is set to 16 (top) and 256 (bottom) samples.

Figure 8: Diagram for time-varying pitch shifting in the
impulse train using a feedback delay loop.
Another significant issue is that the feedback delay loop must
conserve energy to be used as an oscillator. The cross-fader tends
to cause some lowpass filtering, reducing the energy level at high
frequencies. It is associated with the linearly weighted sum in the
cross-fader, which attenuates the output level when the input signals are not in phase. Results show that the phase difference between signals from the two read pointers varies more in high frequencies. Although a different curve shape, such as a half of cosine cycle, can be used for the cross-fader, it is difficult to find an
optimized curve that conserves the energy over the entire frequencies.
However, it turns out that the high-frequency attenuation can
be alleviated by increasing the transition rate between two read
pointers. Figure 9 shows the spectrograms of the impulse train
played with vibrato during 10 seconds when the transition is updated every 16 (suggested by Van Duyne et al. in [14]) and 256
samples, respectively. At the 16-sample transition rate, high frequency energy slowly decays, whereas, at the 256-sample transition rate, it rapidly fades out particularly for harmonic partials
above 5 kHz. In terms of the total energy per period, the level
after 10 seconds decreased by -7.4 dB at the 16-sample transition
rate, while it dropped to -26dB at the 256-sample transition rate.
Note that the fast transition rate between the read pointers also
minimizes the transient effect of the allpass filter by updating the
coefficient more frequently although it increases computation.

4. GENERATING CLASSIC WAVEFORMS

4.1. Sawtooth Waveform
The sawtooth waveform has harmonics at all integer multiples of
the fundamental frequency with a -6 dB per octave roll-off.
Therefore, the sawtooth waveform can be derived by integrating
the impulse train [4]. In practice, this integration is performed
with a leaky integrator to avoid an accumulation of numerical
errors [4] and is expressed as follows:

y(n) = x(n) + (1− ε ) y(n −1)

(7)

The leak rate ε is typically set to a small value (e.g. 0.005). Before integrating the impulse train, the dc component must be re€ to prevent the waveform from drifting. Since the sum of
moved
the allpass filter output is equal to that of the input, the dc offset
€ impulse train, which is given as the average of the output
of the
over a period, can be approximated as f0 /fs, where f0 is the fundamental frequency and fs the sampling rate. Therefore, the resulting dc offset can be cancelled by subtracting the precomputed dc offset. Another method to remove the dc offset is to
use a dc blocker, which is especially necessary for time-varying
pitch shifting where the dc level varies over time.
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Figure 10 shows the sawtooth waveform and its spectrum generated by the feedback delay loop. Note that the waveform differs
from the typical sawtooth shape due to the frequency-dependent
phase delay of the allpass filter. Although partials of the spectrum slightly deviate from the harmonic locations, the deviation
is nearly imperceptible.
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waveform is different from the typical square shape, and partials
of the spectrum are not exactly on harmonic locations. However,
the output sounds nearly the same as the one generated by the
additive synthesis.
The triangular waveform contains odd harmonics like the
square waveform, but with a -12 dB per octave roll-off because it
has discontinuities in its first derivative. Therefore, the triangular
waveform can be generated by integrating the square waveform
[4]. The additional integration, however, scales the amplitude
according to the fundamental frequency. This can be corrected by
multiplying by a scale factor 4f0 /fs, which is obtained by setting
the integration over a quarter period of a square waveform equal
to the peak value of a triangular waveform.

60

5. RELATION TO THE SECOND-ORDER DIGITAL
WAVEGUIDE OSCILLATOR

0

Smith and Cook introduced a sinusoid oscillator algorithm using
the second-order waveguide filter [16]. This filter is composed of
two unit delay elements combined with a scattering junction
where one terminates with an inverting reflection and the other
with a non-inverting reflection as shown in Figure 12. The coefficient k is given as cos(ω0) for the fundamental frequency ω0.
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Figure 10: Sawtooth waveform generated by the feedback
delay loop: (top) waveform after one second (bottom) its
spectrum. The dotted lines in the bottom are harmonic
partials generated from the sum of sine functions. The
fundamental frequency is 3322 Hz (MIDI note #104) and
the sampling rate is 44.1 kHz.
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The scattering junction and a delay unit in the dotted box can
be seen as a first-order allpass filter when its output is fed back
through the delay element on the left side. As a result, the diagram in Figure 12 is equivalent to that in Figure 5 when the
length of the delay line is one. In fact, the bipolar impulse train
generates a single sinusoid at high fundamental frequencies
(greater than fs/6).
The coefficient of the allpass filter in Figure 5 is also related to
the tuning coefficient in the digital waveguide oscillator. When
the length of the delay line is one, the total delay 1+D and the
fundamental frequency ω0 have the following relation:

60
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1+ D =

Figure 11: Square waveform generated by the feedback
delay loop:(top) waveform after one second and (bottom)
its spectrum. The fundamental frequency is 1661 Hz.

fs
π
=
2 f0 ω0

(8)

By plugging Eq. (8) into Eq. (3), we obtain
€

4.2. Square and Triangular Waveforms

a1 =

The square waveform has harmonics at odd multiples of the fundamental frequency with a -6 dB per octave roll-off. Thus, the
square waveform can be derived by integrating the bipolar impulse train [4]. Since the dc level of the bipolar impulse train is
zero, dc removal is not necessary. Figure 11 shows the square
waveform and its spectrum generated by integrating the bipolar
impulse train. As the sawtooth waveform above, the square €

sin((1− D)ω 0 / 2) sin((ω 0 − (1+ D)ω 0 / 2)
=
sin((1+ D)ω 0 / 2)
sin((1+ D)ω 0 / 2)

(9)

π
= sin(ω 0 − ) = −cos(ω 0 )
2
Since Eq. (3) is originally given for the unipolar impulse train,
the minus sign in Eq. (9) is cancelled out by the negative sign in
the feedback delay loop. Thus, the result is the same as the coefficient k in Figure 12. In consequence, the second-order digital
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waveguide oscillator can be interpreted as a special case of the
bipolar impulse train.

This research was conducted in 2008-2009, when Prof. Vesa
Välimäki was a visiting scholar at Stanford University. His visit
was financed by the Academy of Finland (project no. 126310)

6. NUMERICAL TRICKS TO AVOID DIVISIONS
The coefficient computation in the Thiran allpass filters includes
a division, generally an expensive operation. For the sake of
computational efficiency, the division can be replaced by multiplications. In the first-order allpass filter, Eq. (2) can be approximated as shown below,

where
€

a1 =

1− D
ν
=
= ν (1+ v)(1+ v 2 )(1+ v 4 )
1+ D 1− ν

ν=

1− D
2

(10)

Since ν is much less than one ( −0.319 ≤ ν ≤ 0.191 ) and factors in
power of 2
Eq.
, Eq. (10) converges fast. For
€ (10) have a form of 1+ v
example, the first three factors amount to about 99% and the first
€ four factors to 99.9% of€the coefficient. In the second-order case,
Eq. (5) also can be replaced with multiplications with following
€
approximations:
a1 = −2

D−2
0.25 − v1
= −2
1− v1
D +1

(11)
2

4

= −2(0.25 − v1 )(1+ v1 )(1+ v1 )(1+ v1 )

a2 = −
€

=−

a1 D −1
a 0.25 − v 2
=− 1
2 D+2
2 1− v 2
2
4
a1
(0.25 − v 2 )(1+ v 2 )(1+ v 2 )(1+ v 2 )
2
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(12)

3− D
2−D
v1 =
v2 =
where
4
4
€
Since v1 is between 0.125 and 0.375, and v2 is between -0.125
and 0.125, Eq. (11) and (12) converge fast as well, so that the
€
coefficients
can be well approximated by the first three or four
factors without divisions.
€
€

7. CONCLUSIONS
A new approach for generating virtual analog oscillators with no
aliasing was proposed. The method produces impulse trains using
a feedback delay loop composed of a delay line and an allpass
filter, and derives classic waveforms with a leaky integrator. The
waveforms generated by this method are not exactly periodic, but
perceptually sound harmonic. A technique for time-varying pitch
shifting was also reviewed. Although high-frequency energy is
attenuated when pitch changes, the attenuation can be adjusted
by fast transition between two read pointers. In addition, the relationship between the proposed method and the second-order
waveguide oscillator was examined.
Future work includes minimizing the inharmonicity and improving time-varying pitch shifting to avoid the high-frequency
attenuation. Another work is to generate oscillators other than
classic waveforms, such as by initializing the delay line with
various shapes of signals.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a new method of blind source separation of
monaural signals is presented. It is based on similarity criteria between envelopes and frequency trajectories of the
components of the signal, and on its onset and offset
times. The main difference with previous works is that in
this paper, the input signal has been filtered using a flexible complex band pass filter bank that is a discrete version
of the Complex Continuous Wavelet Transform (CCWT).
Our main purpose is to show that the CCWT can be a
powerful tool in blind separation, due to its strong coherence in both time and frequency domains. The presented
separation algorithm is a first approximation to this important task. An example set of four synthetically mixed
monaural signals have been analyzed by this method. The
obtained results are promising.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In the last years, Blind Audio Source Separation (BASS) has
been receiving increasing attention. BASS tries to recover the
source signals from their mixtures, when the mixing process is
unknown. “Blind” means that very little information is needed to
carry out the separation, although some assumptions are always
necessary. Several techniques for solving the BASS problem
have been developed, such as Computational Auditory Scene
Analysis (CASA) [1], [2], Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) [3] or Sparse Decompositions [4]. General methods for
signal separation, like BASS, require multiple sensors. For example, in the stereo (DUET) separation, the delay information
between the left and right channels can be used to detect the
number of sources present in the mixture and some kind of
“scene” situation [5]. But for other applications, a monaural solution is needed. Monaural separation is more difficult because
we only have information of a single channel. But even in this
case, the human auditory system itself can segregate the acoustic
signal into separate streams, according to principles of auditory
scene analysis (ASA) [6]. One of the most important applications
is monaural speech enhancement and separation [7]. They are
generally based on some analysis of speech or interference and
subsequent speech amplification or noise reduction. Monaural

BASS of musical signals have been developed in several ways
[8], [9], [10].
Most of the authors [5], [8], [9], [10], use the STFT to analyze the mixed signal in order to obtain its main components or
partials. In this work we have tried a different approach: the
BASS of synthetically mixed signals using a complex band pass
filtering of the signal.
A capital part of the separation process is based on some kind
of statistical treatment of the available information. In order to
find the real importance of this statistical process, we have
avoided some of the usual limitations for this kind of separation,
for example the non-overlapping spectra of the different sources.
Although the purposed technique pretends to be as general as
possible in the future, all the analyzed signals correspond to two
different musical instruments synthetically mixed. The algorithm
is not yet implemented in a frame-to-frame context, so we analyze the whole signal in a single step. This way it is possible to
use the onset and offset time of each detected component of the
mixed signal to obtain a first separation of sources. On the other
hand, sometimes a single partial incorrectly separated can cause
a non negligible error.
This paper is divided as follows: in Section 2 we have included a brief introduction to the CCWT, the interpretation of its
results and the additive synthesis process. The proposed algorithm is presented in Section 3 and the experimental results are
shown in Section 4. The main conclusions and actual and future
lines of work are presented in Section 5.
2.
COMPLEX CONTINUOUS WAVELET
TRANSFORM AND ADDITIVE SYNTHESIS
The CCWT can be defined in several ways [11]. The most common is given by the expression:

W x (a, b ) =

+∞

∫ x(t ) Ψ (t )dt

(1)

*
a ,b

−∞

where * is the complex conjugate and Ψa, b (t) is the mother
wavelet, or wavelet atom, frequency scaled by a factor a and
temporally shifted by a factor b (both continuously varying):

Ψa ,b (t ) =

⎛t −b⎞
Ψ⎜
⎟
a ⎝ a ⎠

1

(2)
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Therefore, the wavelet transform of a signal is equivalent to
a band pass filtering of the signal. The convolution computes the
wavelet transform using the dilated band pass filters. We have
used the Morlet’s wavelet as mother wavelet. In the frequency
domain, Morlet’s wavelet is a simple Gaussian filter:

ψˆ a (ω ) = C e

( aω − ω0 )2
−σ

coefficients c(a, t) between these band limits. The result for the
ith peak is a complex valuated function Pi(t) whose modulus is
the temporal envelope of the partial, and whose phase carries the
instantaneous frequency information of the component.

Pi (t ) =

2

2

(3)

Bsup ( i )

∑ c(b

n = Binf ( i )

n(i )

,t)

(4)

In this equation, a is the scale parameter, C is a normalization constant and ω0 is the central position (frequency or band /
scale) of the filter.
We have developed a flexible filter bank of constant Q using
these Gaussian filters. This work was partially presented in [12].
Once overlapped the handicap of developing the CCWT in an
algorithmic (and so discrete) process, the result of filtering a signal through this band pass filter bank is a matrix of complex
numbers (the wavelet coefficients), c(a, t). These coefficients
carry the information of the temporal evolution (envelopes) and
frequency trajectories of each partial of the signal (see Figure 1).
The coefficient matrix has a size NxM where N is the number of
analysis bands (vertical axis) and M is the number of samples of
the signal (horizontal axis).
One example of the modulus of c(a, t) can be seen in Figure
1, for a signal composed by the mixture of a guitar and a sax.
The frequencies of the partials of the guitar are the oscillating
trajectories, while the evolution of the sax is much less variable.
These differences between partial trajectories will be used later
to separate the original sources.

Figure 2: The scalogram of the flute (continuous trace)
and the clarinet (dotted line).
Through a simple additive synthesis method, the original signal x(t) can be obtained performing the summation of these partials:
m

x (t ) = ∑ Pi (t )

(5)

i =1

The strength of this technique is that the obtained additive
model of the signal results to be highly coherent in both time and
frequency domains. This allows us to extract the instantaneous
frequency of each component with remarkable precision, and to
obtain the temporal error of the synthetic signal by means of the
simple subtraction of the original and the synthetic waveforms
[12].
Now the subject is how to use this information to somehow
separate the mixed signal into its different sources.
3.
Figure 1: The module of the CCWT coefficients of the
signal obtained mixing the guitar and the sax signals.
The next step is to obtain the scalogram of the signal. It is
equivalent to the spectrogram of the Fourier analysis. It is obtained through the addition of the module of the wavelet coefficients in the temporal (abscissa) axis. Two examples of scalogram related to a flute and a clarinet are shown in Figure 2. Observe that some components are common to both signals (for example, bands 104-109) and therefore they will be indistinguishable in the mixed signal, whose scalogram is the sum.
Once the scalogram is obtained, we extract the partials of the
signal. For each peak i of the function, we detect its associated
upper and lower limit bands, Bsup(i) and Binf(i), (by searching the
closest minima). Then we perform the summation of the complex
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ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION AND
LIMITATIONS

As advanced in Section 1, for purposes of simplicity all the analyzed signals are synthetic mixtures of two different sources.
This makes the separation process especially instructive.
First of all, the band pass filtering is performed, obtaining
the wavelet coefficients matrix c(a ,t), and the scalogram of the
signal . Using this information, the partials of the signal are calculated.
A certain partial can be part of one of the sources, or can be
shared by both of them. Examples of these three possibilities can
be seen in the Figure 2. The goal is to find at least the partials
clearly related to each source.

In order to separate the sources, some kind of criteria of resemblance between partials is necessary. This information can be
found in the instantaneous frequency and the instantaneous envelope of the partials. The objective is to obtain some kind of similarity pattern between partials of the same source. This pattern
may be obtained by evaluating how differs the envelope and instantaneous frequency evolution of each partial with respect to
all other [8].

where scaling coefficients m) i , m) j , f i and f j are the average
value of amplitude and frequency of the ith and jth partials, respectively, while mi, j(t) and fi, j(t) are the respective instantaneous
amplitude and frequency of the same partials.

Different partials have a wide range of amplitude values.
However, scaling each partial by its average, the resulting medium envelopes remain quite close each other. Due to the nature
of sound, the information given by the instantaneous frequency
does not oscillate as much as envelopes, and so it is more relevant. Figure 3 shows the envelope evolution and the instantaneous frequency of the three most important partials of the mixture
of a flute and a clarinet. Note that the instantaneous frequency of
these three partials evolves in a similar manner, despite the normalized amplitudes are not so similar.

where wf and wm are respectively the weights associated to the
instantaneous frequency and the envelope mean square errors. In
particular, the used ad hoc values for the weights are wf=0.9 and
wm=0.1. The separation results do not depend significantly with
respect to the exact value of these parameters.

Most of the signals present a high amplitude modulation (especially at high frequency) reaching sometimes values close to
zero. In these points, there is no information enough to obtain the
instantaneous frequency of the partial with accuracy, and it can
present great oscillations (Figure 3). If the amount of sampled
points with this problem is too high, the difference in frequency
evolution can be a source of error. Fortunately this is not our
case because we are dealing with signals with enough temporal
duration.

The global distance between partials is a weighted summation of both parameters:

d (i, j ) = w f d f (i, j ) + wm d m (i, j )

(8)

Equation (8) is a distance between pairs. If the signal has m
partials we obtain a square mxm matrix with all the information
of distances between different trajectories, with zeros in its main
diagonal (obviously).
The objective now is how to interpret this information to
separate the partials corresponding to each source. The problem
is that a priori we do not know the number of sources, and we
only know the distance between partials, but not if a certain partial is part of a source or it is shared. Hence it is not easy to obtain a mapping where different partials from the same source
(whose distance between pairs tends to zero) appear close each
other. It is necessary to divide the partials into as many different
families or categories as sources, having a minimum error between members of a class [8]. For signals with non-overlapping
spectra, it is:
⎛ 1
min ⎜⎜
⎝ S1

⎞

∑ d (i, j ) + S ∑ d (k , l ) + ...⎟⎟
1

i , j∈S1

2 k ,l∈S 2

(9)

⎠

where S1, S2... are sets of partials and |S1,2| is the cardinality
of each set. S=S1US2 is the whole set of founded partials and
S1∩S2=ø.
The ideal solution would be to calculate all the possible permutations of Equation (9), and to choose the best one. But the
number of possibilities to evaluate is too high, so we need a different approach.

Figure 3: Temporal evolution of the instantaneous frequency and the envelope (both normalized to their median value) of the first three partials of the clarinet plus
flute signal.
The distance between amplitudes and frequency trajectories
(calculated over a time Δt) can be obtained from the mean square
error [8]:

1 Δt ⎛⎜ mi (t ) m j (t ) ⎞⎟
∑ ) − m) ⎟
Δt + 1 t =0 ⎜⎝ mi
j ⎠

2

1 Δt ⎛⎜ f i (t ) f j (t ) ⎞⎟
d f (i, j ) =
−
∑
Δt + 1 t =0 ⎜⎝ f i
f j ⎟⎠

2

d m (i, j ) =

(6)

(7)

A good first approach to the final solution uses the following
hypothesis: The set of partials related to the same source must
have approximately the same onset (and less important, offset)
time. Different events [13] can create onsets in the audio signal.
In our case, the instantaneous envelope of each partial contains
the information about the onset and offset times. Before the first
onset and after the offset, the amplitude is negligible. Between
the onset and the offset times, the instantaneous envelope can
vary in quite different shapes. In the same Figure 3, the three depicted partials are part of the same source, in this case the flute
note. The amplitudes are dissimilar, but note that the onset and
offset times remain quite close. Figure 4 shows the envelopes of
the four most important partials of the (isolated) clarinet note.
Although the shape of the envelopes can vary, the onset and offset times are similar.
We used a simple onset detection algorithm based on a more
complex version presented in [14].
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3.1. Limitations
The limitations of this technique result evident, and they will be
detailed in the next Section. As a brief resume, we can found two
main limitations. One of them is inherent to the analysis itself,
the other is related with the analyzed signal.
As explained in Section 2, a partial is synthesized through the
summation of complex wavelet coefficients inside the bands related to a certain peak in the scalogram of the signal. As the scalogram is calculated using the information of the whole signal,
every partial has the same duration of the signal, independently
of the real duration of the sound (see for example Figure 4). This
makes that sources of shorter duration tend to carry some information of the longer duration sources that becomes more evident
when the main sound decays.
Figure 4: Temporal evolution of the amplitude (no normalized) of the first four partials of the isolated clarinet
signal.

On the other hand, if the separated signals present overlapping spectra, some partials are shared by different sources. In
such a case, the separation process can fail.
4.

The onset detection tries to distinguish partials from different
sources, assuming that a single instrument only produces a single
event at a certain time instant. Unfortunately, neither the offset
nor the onset time, are constant even for a single isolated musical
instrument. For example in Figure 1, observe how the partials
related to one of the sources (in this case, the sax signal) does not
start exactly at the same time (the onset time increases with the
median frequency of the partial). A similar situation is founded
looking at the offset time. However, the partials of the guitar present clearly marked onset and offset times. So onsets and offsets
are somehow signal-dependent information. It is not possible
then to use only these two parameters to separate the different
sources. However, they can be used to find a set of preliminary
candidates for the different sources involved in the mix. We only
need two or three partials from each source to develop a statistical search of the other partials related to the same source. The
greater the energy of the partial, the better it defines the envelope
and specially the instantaneous frequency evolution of its related
source. The algorithm evaluates the onset and offset times of
each partial, ranked accorded to energy, creating families of partials with similar characteristics. Each family is considered as a
source. Then, taking the most energetic partials, we can evaluate
the distances between each one and the rest of the partials of the
signal through Equations (6), (7) and (8). In a last step, partials
not included as part of any source can be proportionally divided
in as much parts as sources, according for example to the mean
distance to each family of partials.
Taking the upper and lower scales (or frequencies) that characterize each one of the m partials of a given source, sk, we obtain a 2D mask for the source that can be used to synthesize the
source directly from the wavelet coefficients, using:
m

m

i =1

i =1

s k (t ) = ∑ Pi (t ) = ∑ M (ai ,k , t ) . * c(a, t )

(10)

where the operator .* must be interpreted as in Matlab®, and ai,k
are the scales related to the ith partial of the kth source.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The algorithm was tested with a set of four synthetically mixed
signals from a short database of real musical instruments, chosen
in order to obtain the limitations of this technique. Results are
shown in Figures 5 to 8. In these figures five different waveforms are depicted: The first and the second are the original (isolated) signals. The third and the fourth are the separated sources,
and the last waveform is the error signal, obtained as the temporal subtraction of one of the original signals and its related
source. These figures should be considered a figure of merit of
the results.

Figure 5: Experimental results for the signal composed
by the mixture of a flute and a clarinet.
The first separation corresponds to the clarinet and the flute
mix. It presents one of the limitations of the technique, introduced in Sections 2 and 3.1. In Figure 2 we presented the individual scalograms of these two signals. Observe that the second
partial (in amplitude) of the clarinet (scalogram plotted in dotted
line) is situated approximately in the same bands (frequencies) as
the second partial of the flute. That means that these partials will
merge into a single one, whose separation will be impossible,
using the same filter bank. Results of the separation are shown in

Figure 5. Observe that the algorithm considered the merged partial as part of the flute note. This single partial represents approximately 40% of the energy of the clarinet note, as can be
checked looking at the values of the first and third waveforms of
the figure. This error results audible, and becomes more evident
in the resynthesized flute signal.

Figure 8: Experimental results for the signal composed
by the mixture of a clarinet and a guitar.

Figure 6: Experimental results for the signal composed
by the mixture of a flute and a sax.

In Figures 7 and 8, we show the results for the guitar-sax signal and the clarinet-guitar signal, respectively. In both signals,
the separation process works almost perfectly. Only a little high
energy information was not properly separated. The acoustic difference between the original signals and the separated sources is
almost indistinguishable.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work a new technique of BASS of monaural signals is
presented. The signal is analyzed through a complex band pass
filter bank that comes from the CCWT.
The purposed method evaluates a distance between components of the mix signal. To make a first distinction of the number
of present sources and some candidates to be components of a
given source, we used an algorithm of onset and offset detection.
This technique has one main limitation: the sources have not
to evolve similarly. That is, onset and/or offset times must be
different. A musical piece with several instruments playing synchronously will be not properly separated.
Figure 7: Experimental results for the signal composed
by the mixture of a guitar and a sax.
As we explained briefly in Section 2, the bandpass filter bank
that we generate is of constant Q. It means that in low frequency,
filters are narrow while their bandwidth grows with frequency.
So, partials in the high frequency are more difficult to separate as
we can see in the flute and sax mix. Figure 6 shows the graphical
results. In this signal, some high frequency shared partials were
assigned to the flute, revealing one of the limitations of this technique. The final separation presents a clearly defined error signal
and an audible high frequency sax distortion in the separated
flute. Some possible solutions to this problem will be presented
in Section 5.

The overlapping spectra of the signals, is another source of
error. It can be smoothed using an appropriate (and application
dependent) filter bank structure.
This algorithm is in an early stage. We are working in several lines, trying to develop a more complete separation technique. A first line of work combines a partial tracking algorithm,
and a third distance term in Equation (8), related with the harmonic distance between partials. The onset detection is then not
necessary, assuming that a single instrument can play a single
note at a certain time (that is, polyphonic instruments are not
compatible with this new separation technique).
On the other hand, we need to obtain standard numerical results of the quality separation process, in order to compare the
proposed technique with previous works. It is also necessary to
test the accuracy of the separation process using monaural not
synthetic mixed signals. The necessity of non overlapping spectra of the involved sources is an important (and hard to solve)
limitation of this task.
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ABSTRACT
A method is described for making natural sounding modifications
of the dynamic level of tones produced by acoustic instruments.
Each tone is first analyzed in the frequency domain and divided
into a harmonic and a noise component. The two components are
modified separately using filters based on spectral envelopes extracted from recordings of isolated tones played at different dynamic levels. When transforming from low to high dynamics, additional high frequency partials are added to the spectrum to enhance the brightness of the sound. Finally, the two modified components are summed and a time domain signal is synthesized.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is a well known fact that spectral characteristics of tones produced by acoustic instruments co-vary with sound level, when
played at different dynamic levels [1]. In general, the timbre of
louder tones is bright whereas that of softer tones is more dull.
However, a more detailed analysis reveals that the exact timbral
changes vary in a complex way depending on both instrument and
register.
In [2] we proposed a prototype system aimed at a rule-based
expressive modification of audio music recordings. We pointed
out that in order to obtain a realistic performance, three main parameters must be controlled: tempo, articulation and dynamics.
We presented a model for tempo modifications in [3]. During the
development of the system it became clear that articulation and dynamics modifications must be applied on a note-by-note basis. For
this reason, an analysis/synthesis approach was considered the best
choice: with the assistance of a score file, each tone is identified
and extracted as a group of partials tracks, following a sinusoidal
plus residual (noise) model (see [4] for an overview). At this point,
it is possible to modify the dynamic level of each tone in a realistic
way by changing both its amplitude and its spectrum.
It has been shown in many studies (e.g. [5]) that the spectral
centroid is a good estimator of a tone’s brightness. It is usually
defined as
PN −1
n=0 f (n)H(n)
fSC = P
(1)
N −1
n=0 H(n)
where f (n) and H(n) are the center frequency and the magnitude of the nth bin of the signal’s Fourier transform, respectively.
A high spectral centroid indicates more energy in the higher frequencies of the spectrum, and thus a brighter timbre and, likely, a
louder tone. A shelf-filter with varying cut-off frequency and slope
∗ This work was supported by BrainTuning (FP6-2004-NEST-PATH028570) and SAME (FP7-ICT-STREP-215749) projects

or simple high- and low-pass filters are simple solutions to move
the spectral centroid in a controlled way (e.g. [6, 7, 8]). However,
we found two limitations when following this method. First, using
a single filter on the complete signal affects not only the harmonic
component of the signal but also the noise component. We have
seen that, especially for certain instruments such as the flute, the
harmonic and noise components change in different ways, and thus
a better result can be obtained by handling them separately. Second, there is an inherent limit to how much the spectral centroid
can be shifted upward. Consider the opposite case, a downward
shift. Assume we have already separated the harmonic part of the
signal. By using a low-pass filter, it is possible to lower the spectral
centroid by reducing the energy of the higher partials, eventually
until they fall under the noise floor. On the other hand, by using a high-pass filter we can only enhance those partials that were
above the noise floor, and thus detected, in the first place. Consequently, turning a piano tone into a forte one can be very difficult,
since the required high frequency partials are missing. In the worst
case, applying a high-pass filter to the complete signal (harmonic
and noise parts together), results solely in the amplification of the
high frequency noise. Furthermore, simple shelve filters are usually too generic to reflect the differences between instruments or
instrument’s registers.
A synthesis technique employing a sinusoidal model and dynamic filters based on spectral envelopes extracted from instrument recordings is described in [9]. The authors’ aim was not
to modify existing tones, but to synthesize natural sounding ones.
Nevertheless, their approach is similar to the one proposed in the
present paper in that different filters are matched towards average spectral envelopes extracted from a number of recordings of
isolated tones. These filters are then applied to sounds from a
wavetable to generate different dynamic levels. In order to avoid
the “problem of the missing partials”, the wavetable is created using only the tones with the highest spectral centroid, i.e. the largest
number of partials. Thus, only low-pass filters are actually used.
In our case, since we want to modify existing tones, this approach
is impracticable because we would have to replace the entire tone
with a synthetic one. The primary advantage of modifying an existing tone is that a lot of the nuances that make it sound natural
are already present. We want to preserve as much of the original
sound as possible.
An alternative solution to the problem of the missing high frequency partials is the use of techniques known as “bandwidth extension”. They are used in audio coding algorithms to enhance the
quality of low bitrate encoded audio (e.g. mp3PRO, AAC+, see
[10, 11, 12]). Our approach is based on the Accurate Spectral Replacement (ASR, [13]) technique. The spectrum is divided into its
harmonic (sinusoidal) and noise components, and a smooth spec-
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tral envelope is computed. Only the lower frequency partials are
preserved and directly transmitted to the decoder, while the higher
frequency partials are estimated at the decoder side from a spectral
envelope and the frequency of the lower partials.
In this paper, we present an algorithm for the modification
of the dynamic level of different acoustic instruments (currently
trumpet, clarinet, flute and violin, but it can be extended to other
instruments, provided we record suitable samples). The signal is
first decomposed into its harmonic and noise components. Different filters, matched to spectral envelopes extracted from recordings
of isolated tones, are applied to the two parts of the signal. In case
of a transformation from a low to a high dynamic level, the missing
high frequency partials are synthesized and added to the spectrum.
Finally, the modified harmonic and noise components are summed
and a new time-domain signal is synthesized.
2. FILTER ESTIMATION
2.1. Recording of instrument samples
To extract the spectral envelopes needed to create the filters, some
available sound libraries were first tested (e.g. MUMS1 , MIS2 ).
These recordings proved unsuitable for our purposes since they
did not provide the calibration data needed in order to compare
different players of the same instrument, or different exemplars
of the same instrument. Furthermore, we wanted to have a wide
range of dynamic levels as well as a wide range of pitches. Thus,
we decided to record our own samples.
For each instrument, at least two expert musicians were asked
to perform a number of tones at different dynamic levels on their
own instrument. They were asked to play each combination of
pitch and dynamic level twice, to reduce the risk of unusable samples. A summary of the dynamic level and pitch ranges for each
instrument is presented in Table 1. The musicians were instructed
to play the pp as the softest level they could produce, the mf as
a “standard” level and the ff as the loudest, yet still comfortable,
level. They were also asked to play each tone for 2-3 seconds, and
to maintain a steady level (sustain with no vibrato) for at least 1
second. The recordings were performed in a semi-anechoic room
using a Bruel&Kjaer type 4003 microphone at a sampling rate of
96kHz. A calibration signal (1kHz sine wave, 94dB at 1 cm distance) generated using a Extech Sound Level Calibrator 447766
was recorded before each session. The microphone was placed at
a distance of approximately 0.5 m from the instrument.
Table 1: Summary of dynamic range and tone range of the
recorded samples.
Instrument
Dynamic levels
Tone range (MIDI)
Violin
pp, p, mf, f, ff
G3-E6
Trumpet
pp, p, mp, mf, f, ff
E3-A#5
Clarinet
pp, p, mp, mf, f, ff
D3-A#5
Flute
pp, p, mf, f, ff
C4-C7

1 McGill University Master Samples,
http://www.music.
mcgill.ca/resources/mums/html/
2 University of Iowa Instrument Samples, http://theremin.
music.uiowa.edu/MIS.html/

2.2. Estimation of loudness
For the purpose of this study, it was not important to obtain absolute values of sound level for each tone. Instead, we were more
interested in the perceptual differences in loudness and timbre between different dynamic levels. Thus, we decided to estimate the
loudness of each sample using a simple loudness model, the ITUR standard BS.1770-1 [14]. According to the specifications, in
the first stage, the signal is pre-filtered to account for the acoustic
effects of the head; in the second stage, an RLB (Revised Lowfrequency B) weighting curve modeled as a simple high-pass filter
is applied; finally, the mean-square energy z is measured. The
loudness (mono signal) is then obtained as
L = −0.691 + 10 log10 (z/z ref )

where z ref is the mean-square energy of the calibration signal.
The loudness estimation was performed in the frequency domain. We first computed F (n), the Short Time Fourier Transform, using the Odd-DFT transform (frame length ≈ 9 ms, overlap 75%), where n is the analysis frame index. The Odd-DFT,
which is briefly explained in [15], was used to be fully compliant with the ASR method described in [13], as mentiod in section
1. For each frame, the impulse response of the two filters of the
loudness model (i.e. head response and RLB) was multiplied by
the magnitude of F (n). The squared amplitudes of the resulting
spectrum bins were summed, and the result divided by the number
of frequency bins to obtain the mean-square energy z(n) for each
frame. This resulted in an amplitude curve that was used to detect
the onset and offset of the tone and the boundaries of the sustain
part.
Tone onsets and offsets were detected using a threshold set at
Athr =

max(z(n)) − min(z(n))
2

(3)

The sustain was defined as the longest part of the signal (not exceeding 1 sec) where the derivative of the amplitude curve z(n)
did not exceed ±0.5.
The average loudness as defined in equation 2 was computed
for both the entire tone and the sustain part, where z is the average
of z(n) over the frames comprised between the tone onset and
offset, and between the sustain limits, respectively. The sustain
loudness values were then used to normalize the samples to the
same level, as well as to compute the instrument’s dynamic range.
Figure 1 shows the average loudness of the sustain part for one of
the recorded trumpet players.
2.3. Partials extraction
Partials detection and extraction was not fully automatic, but based
on the a priori knowledge of the approximate f0 , and on the assumptions that the pitch of the tone was held constant over the
entire sample and that the spectrum was perfectly harmonic.
For each analysis frame, a peak detection algorithm was used
to extract all possible partials from the magnitude of F (n). For
each detected peak, its frequency was estimated as described in
[15]. The method interpolates the real frequency of a peak in the
spectrum from the amplitude of the peak’s frequency bin and the
two nearest bins, and by also considering the shape of the analysis window. For each frame, the value of f0 was corrected using
the estimated frequency of the peak closest to the expected fundamental frequency. If no peaks in a range of ±35 cents around the
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3. SIGNAL MODIFICATION
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Once all the spectral envelopes, and thus the response of the dynamic modification filters, had been obtained, we could proceed to
the modification of the recorded samples. In an automatic modification system, such as the one described in [2], the dynamic level
of each tone in the original signal need to be estimated. This is a
relatively difficult task since the conditions in which the recordings
were made are usually not known (distance from the microphone,
calibration, possible post-production modifications) and thus the
sound level alone is not a reliable estimator of the tone’s dynamic
level. For the purpose of this study, we will nevertheless assume
that we have already obtained this information.
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Figure 1: Loudness values for each tone played by trumpet player
A (average of the two collected samples).

expected f0 were found, the frame was considered to be containing
only noise.
In the first phase, all the peaks that were not harmonically related to the extracted f0 , with an error margin of ±25 cents, were
eliminated. A noise floor was then computed by taking the spectral
envelope of the signal minus the detected partials. In the second
phase all the peaks deemed to be harmonic, but that had an amplitude below the estimated noise floor, were eliminated. The noise
component of the signal was finally obtained by subtracting the
harmonic components from the original signal.

2.4. Spectral envelope estimation
The spectral envelopes used to define the spectrum modification
filters were computed for both the harmonic and the noise components using only the sustain part of the tone. The algorithms
and the Matlab code described in [16], and in particular the LS
method, were used because they facilitate the extraction of envelopes based only on specific frequency bins. The algorithm uses
a cepstral parametrization of the envelope. The parameters are
estimated iteratively by minimizing an error function. For each
recorded tone (i.e. two samples for each pitch-dynamics combination), we computed the average spectral envelope of both components of the signal.
As expected, the spectrum of different tones played at the same
level had sometimes very different characteristics, especially when
the pitch difference increased. For the trumpet, for instance, a sudden change in the spectrum could be seen at the register change.
For the violin, each string had different spectral characteristics.
We thus decided to group the samples and produce several spectral envelopes for each instrument. The trumpet and clarinet samples were grouped into five half octaves, while the violin samples
were grouped according to the string they had been played on. The
spectral envelopes for all the samples of one group were then averaged. Finally, a differential spectral envelope was computed by
subtracting from all the envelopes the envelope of the ff samples
(as in [9]). Figure 2 shows the extracted average spectral envelopes
(harmonic components only) for the first four semi-octaves of a
trumpet, while figure 3 shows the average spectral envelopes for
the tones played on the four strings of a violin.

3.1. Filtering
Through the passages described in section 2.4, an “envelopes matrix” H(d, p) was created, where each line d corresponded to a
dynamic level and each column p to a group of pitches. Suppose
we want to transform the tone T , belonging to pitch group pT ,
from level d1 to d2 : we will first select the two correct envelopes
H(d1 , pT ) and H(d2 , pT ) and compute their difference (the envelopes being expressed in dB). Thus, the frequency response of
the required modification filter is
(4)

Hmod = H(d2 , pT ) − H(d1 , pT )

It is important to point out that Hmod is not the difference between the tone to be modified and the target envelope: this would
simply turn the tone into the target. Instead, Hmod is the difference between the target reference envelope and the reference envelope with the same dynamic level as the tone to be modified.
Different exemplars of the same instrument have different spectral
envelopes (because of e.g. different internal resonances, different
materials, different construction techniques). Nevertheless, if we
assume these specificities to be constant throughout the dynamic
range of an instrument, by taking Hmod as in equation 4, we remove these specificities. This implies that, in theory, the modified
tone does not inherit the characteristics of the reference samples,
but maintains the character of the original instrument.
The magnitude of the modified spectrum is then
(5)

|F̂ (n)| = a · |F (n)| · Hmod

where a is a gain factor calculated as the difference between the
loudness of the samples used to generate the spectral envelopes
(see section 2.2). The gain is necessary because the spectral envelopes were computed from samples normalized for loudness.
The gain factor can also be omitted, and the sound level modification left to the user in a later stage. Time-varying modifications
(i.e. crescendo and decrescendo) are possible by interpolating envelopes between two levels over time.
As mentioned in section 1, for some instruments, such as the
flute, the harmonic and the noise parts of the signal show different behaviors. For this reason, two sets of spectral envelopes were
estimated, one from the harmonic and one from the noise components of the samples. To obtain more realistic modifications,
equations 4 and 5 were used on the harmonic and the noise spectra
separately. The results were then summed to obtain the complete
modified spectrum.
The method described until now is very similar to that described in [9]. The main limitation we found by using this approach is that only a reduction of the dynamic level is effective,
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Figure 2: Spectral envelopes (harmonic components only) for the tones played by trumpet player A, grouped in 4 semi-octaves
Partials amplitude (Trumpet tone A#3)

while an increase suffers from a lack of high-frequency partials.
Thus, we decided to use the concept of bandwidth extension, employed in audio signal coding, to extend the capabilities of our
modification technique.

70

Amplitude [dB]

3.2. Bandwidth extension
Bandwidth extension was used only in those cases where an increase in dynamic level was required. During the partials extraction phase described in section 2.3, we had already estimated the
f0 in each analysis frame. It is thus fairly straightforward to identify the upper limit of the detected partials, and synthesize new
ones above that limit, where needed. New peaks in the spectrum
were added using the algorithm described in [13]. From the frequency and the amplitude of the partial, a three-point interpolated
peak can be obtained, to be added to the magnitude F (n), by inverting the formulas used for frequency estimation (see section
2.3). The amplitude of the partial was estimated from the continuation of the spectral envelope of the partials already present,
after the multiplication with the filter’s response. The spectral envelope was extended until it fell under the noise floor (see figure
4)
3.3. Signal resynthesis
The modified F (n) could now be inverted back to the time domain. A problem at this point regards the phase response required
to invert the transform. It is indeed possible, using the method
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Figure 4: Partials amplitudes of a mp trumpet tone (solid line),
the same partials after filtering (dotted line), and the additional
partials added by the bandwith extension technique (dashed line).

from [13], to compute the phase response of the three-point synthesized peak. For this, though, the amplitude and frequency of
the peak are not sufficient, but a phase value is also required. A
solution to the problem is to arbitrarily set an initial phase for the
synthetic partial track, and to compute the phase increment at each
successive analysis frame based on its frequency. Considering the
specific case of the application we proposed in [2], this approach
seemed difficult to apply, since various other transformations to
the spectrum are required apart from dynamics modifications. We
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Figure 3: Spectral envelopes (harmonic components only) for the tones played on the four strings of the violin by player A
decided instead to completely discard the phase response, and construct a new one based solely on the magnitude of F (n). For
this purpose, a modified version of the Real Time Iterative Spectrum Inversion with Look-ahead (RTISI-LA) algorithm described
in [17], was chosen. The original algorithm was extend to preserve
transients in case of time-scale modifications, as described in [3].
4. CONCLUSIONS
A method is described for a natural sounding modification of the
dynamic level of acoustic instrument sounds. It is based on previous methods, such as [9], that use filters matched to spectral envelopes extracted from instrument samples, to change the brightness of the sound. Two main limitations to this approach were
found in the different behavior of the harmonic and noise components of the signal, and in the limited effect of enhancing the
sound’s brightness because of a lack of high frequency partials.
The first problem was addressed by creating two different sets of
filters for the harmonic and the noise components, and applying
them independently. The second problem was addressed by adding
high frequency partials to the signal, when needed.
The method described in this paper is a general approach to
dynamics modification, our implementation being only one of the
possible alternatives. We decided to use the ASR technique because it incorporates three of the features required in our system:
accurate frequency estimation, analysis/synthesis and bandwidth
extension. Nevertheless, the method can be implemented using
other analysis/synthesis techniques (e.g. Serra’s SMS [18]).

To be able to use the proposed model in a wider context, such
as the rule-based performance modification system we proposed
in [2], other problems need to be addressed. The estimation of
the original level of a tone needs to be solved in order to choose
the correct filters for the modification. We are currently working
on a system using Support Vector Machine classifiers based only
on spectral characteristics, ignoring sound level differences. Furthermore, the algorithm used for the resynthesis in the case of a
two-channel recording can not preserve the stereo image, since the
phase response of the two channels are computed independently.
Finally, the method described in this paper only takes into account
the sustain part of the signal. The attack plays also a very important role in defining the dynamic level of a tone, and its modification needs clearly to be addressed in the future to obtain a more
effective result.
We also plan to perform an objective comparison of different
variations of the model (simple filter, bandwidth extension, different levels of grouping to extract spectral envelopes), as well as a
perceptual evaluation of the quality of the resulting modified samples. Nevertheless, informal listening tests suggest an improvement in comparison to the simple filter approach when enhancing the brightness of a tone. Sound examples are available at:
http://www.speech.kth.se/~himork/dafx09/
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ABSTRACT
Above a certain amplitude, the string vibration becomes nonlinear due to the variation of tension. An important special case is
when the tension varies with time but spatially uniform along the
string. The most important effect of this tension modulation is the
exponential decay of the pitch (pitch glide). In the case of nonrigid
string termination, the generation of double frequency terms and
the excitation of missing modes also occurs, but this is perceptually less relevant for most of the cases. Several modeling strategies have been developed for tension modulated strings. However,
their computational complexity is significantly higher compared to
linear string models. This paper proposes efficient techniques for
modeling the quasistatic part (short-time average) of the tension
variation that gives rise to the most relevant pitch glide effect. The
modeling is based on the linear relationship between the energy
of the string and quasistatic tension variation. When this feature
is added to linear string models, the computational complexity is
increased by a negligible amount, leading to significant savings
compared to earlier tension modulated string models.
1. INTRODUCTION
While the principal behavior of string instruments can be described
by the linear wave equation, it cannot cover some important secondary effects. This is because above certain amplitude of vibration, the tension is not any more constant, leading to longitudinal
string motion, which acts back to the transverse vibration. Because this nonlinearity comes from the geometry of the problem
(the elasticity of the string material is assumed to be linear), it is
called “geometric nonlinearity”. Depending on the parameters of
the string and the excitation force, the vibration can be classified
into five different regimes [1]. This is depicted in Table 1, where
the different classes are separated depending whether the transverse to longitudinal coupling (T→L), the longitudinal to transverse coupling (L→T), or the longitudinal inertial effects (L inertial eff.) are significant.
There are various available models [2, 3, 4], that are able to
model the full effect of geometric nonlinearity, corresponding to
“Bidirectional coupling” of Table 1. However, they are computationally demanding, and their accuracy is not always required,
because for most of the musical instruments some effects of the
nonlinear behavior can be neglected.
One important special case is “Tension modulation”, when the
transverse vibration acts on the longitudinal one and vice versa, but
the inertial effects of the longitudinal vibration can be neglected.
∗ Part of this work was supported by the EEA and Norway Grants and
the Zoltán Magyary Higher Education Foundation.

T→L
Linear motion
Double freq. terms
Tension modulation
Longitudinal modes
Bidirectional coupling

×
×
×
×

L→T

L inertial eff.

×
×

×
×

Table 1: Main features of the different regimes of string behavior. The “×” sign means that the specific feature of vibration is
significant.

This means that the longitudinal motion of the string immediately
follows that of the transverse one to find equilibrium in the force
along the string, and the longitudinal modes play no role. When
this condition is met, the tension is spatially uniform along the
string and can be directly computed from the transverse slope, as
will be discussed in Sec. 2.
In practice, this is the case for loosely stretched strings where
ratio of the longitudinal and transverse fundamental frequencies is
large. Important examples are electric and steel-stringed acoustic
guitars and ethnic instruments including the Finnish kantele and
some oriental counterparts. The most important perceptual effect
of tension modulation is the pitch glide, meaning that the pitch of
the string decreases as the sound decays. The pitch glide coming from tension modulation has an even more significant effect
in drums. In the classical drum set, tom-toms have a characteristic pitch glide, but many other percussion instruments produce this
effect. This paper concentrates on string modeling, but the basic
idea is also applicable to drum synthesis.
Many different models have been presented for tension modulated strings (see Sec. 3), but their computational complexity is significantly higher compared to efficient linear string models. In this
paper, a new tension modulation methodology is proposed where
the quasistatic part (short-time average) tension is approximated
from the energy of the string. The method leads to significant
computational savings and makes it possible to include tension
modulation in string modeling also in less powerful computational
environments (such as mobile phones, games, etc.).
The paper is organized as follows: first the theory describing
tension modulation is summarized in Sec. 2, followed by the prior
work on related sound synthesis methods in Sec. 3. Section 4 relates the energy of the string to the tension, while Sec. 5 provides
two efficient modeling techniques. Motivated by its importance
in string modeling, a third alternative is proposed for the digital
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waveguide in Sec. 6. Section 7 concludes the paper and gives future research directions.

After the excitation, the string modes decay exponentially, thus
the instantaneous amplitudes yn (t) become exponentially decaying sinusoidal functions

2. TENSION MODULATION

yn (t) = An sin(ωn t + ϕn )e

In the most general case, the wave equation for a single transverse
polarization of the lossless and nondispersive string is

T (t) = T0 +
(1)

where y = y(x, t) is the string displacement, T (x, t) is the tension
of the string, and µ is the linear mass density. Note that in the case
of linear string vibrations, the tension is constant T (x, t) = T0 .
When the inertial effects of longitudinal modes can be neglected, the tension is spatially uniform along the string T (x, t) =
T (t) and can be directly computed from the elongation of the
string according to the Hooke’s law [5]:
T (t) = T0 + QS[(L′ (t) − L)/L],

(2)

where L′ (t) is the actual length of the string and L is the minimum
length at equilibrium, S is the cross-section area of the string, and
Q is the Young’s modulus. The overline in T emphasizes that the
tension is spatially uniform along the string. The length L′ equals
the length of the curve y(x, t) for a given t and 0 ≤ x ≤ L and is
given by
Z

L

s



1+

L =
′

0

∂y
∂x

2

dx ≈ L +

1
2

Z

L



0

∂y
∂x

2

dx.

(3)

The substitution of Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) gives
T = T0 +

1 QS
2 L

Z

L



0

∂y
∂x

2

dx.

(4)

Inserting Eq. (4) into Eq. (1) yields
"

1 QS
∂2y
µ 2 = T0 +
∂t
2 L

Z

L



0

∂y
∂x

#

2

dx

∂2y
∂x2

(5)

which is the Kirchhoff-Carrier equation used by most of the papers
as a starting point (although sometimes extended to the z polarization). It can be seen that Eq. (5) has the same form as the linear
wave equation but now the constant tension T0 is replaced by a
time dependent term (parametric nonlinearity).
Legge and Fletcher [6] have investigated the intermodal coupling due to the tension modulation. That is, how a specific transverse mode can gain energy from another transverse mode. First,
the transverse displacement is written in its modal form
y(x, t) =

∞
X
n=1

yn (t) sin

 nπx 

L

,

(6)

where yn (t) is the instantaneous amplitude of the transverse mode
n. Then, Eq. (6) is inserted into Eq. (4), giving
T (t) = T0 +

∞
π 2 QS X 2 2
n yn (t).
4L2 n=1

(7)

,

(8)

∞
2t
π 2 QS X 2 2
n An [1−cos(2ωn t+2ϕn )]e− τn . (9)
8L2 n=1

The first time-dependent part of Eq. (9) is a quasistatic increase of
tension
∞
π 2 QS X 2 2 − τ2t
(10)
n An e n ,
Tqs =
8L2 n=1
which decays slowly. This leads to a proportional increase in the
wave
p speed c and the modal frequencies, giving a relative change
of (T0 + Tqs )/T0 . This shift decreases as a function of time,
leading to a pitch glide which is usually the most relevant perceptual effect of tension modulation.
The second part contains the double frequency terms
Tdf = −

∞
π 2 QS X 2 2
− 2t
n An cos(2ωn t + 2ϕn )e τn ,
8L2 n=1

(11)

leading to a continuous modulation of tension, built up of sinusoidal functions having double the frequencies of transverse modes.
The amplitude of this modulation decays exponentially, and the
decay times of its components are the half compared to that of the
originating transverse modes.
Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (1) and concentrating on the effects of double frequency terms leads us to the observation that the
different transverse modes cannot efficiently exchange energy if
the string is rigidly terminated [6]. As a practical result, for rigid
terminations, the double frequency terms do not have an effect,
and only the quasistatic part Eq. (10) is relevant.
If the bridge is not infinitely rigid, but has the admittance
Y (ω) at x = L, then the spatial distribution of the transverse
modes are not anymore orthogonal. In this case the force acting on
the bridge contains the frequencies 2ωn ± ωm and all the modes
can gain energy from the bridge motion. Strong coupling arises
when the excitation and resonance frequencies are near, thus, the
mode p can gain energy from modes p = 2m ± n, as ωp ≈
2ωm ± ωn [6]. For a more realistic bridge, when the string passes
the bridge at an angle, the tension Eq. (9) directly appears in the
bridge movement. This means that the double frequency terms
2ωn can directly excite any of the transverse modes. Naturally,
effective excitation will arise when p = 2n, as in this case the
excitation frequency 2ωn will be close to the resonance frequency
ωp of mode p [6].
We have to note that the periodic tension variation Eq. (11)
can lead to very significant audible effects for some musical instruments. This is because the force on the bridge in the longitudinal string direction equals the tension. Therefore, tension variation
can excite the body of the instrument by periodically pulling and
releasing the bridge, leading to double frequency terms. The relevance of this effect depends on how effectively the longitudinal
bridge force is radiated by the instrument body. While for most
of the western instruments this radiation is not significant, it contributes to the characteristic sound of some special instruments.
This is the case for the kantele (traditional Finnish instrument)
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which yields the following expression for tension:
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where the string force in the longitudinal direction is effectively
coupled to the body, because the strings are terminated by a vertical tuning peg, instead of a proper bridge [7, 8].
As an example, a simulated electric guitar string vibration is
displayed in Fig. 1. The example is computed by a finite difference
string model, and the excitation is modeled by applying a triangleshaped initial displacement distribution with a peak value of 5 mm.
The quasistatic tension Tqs (dashed line in Fig. 1(b)) is calculated
by a running average filter with an averaging length equaling the
time period of the tension variation. The tension at rest T0 is 100
N, and the maximal tension variation is around 7.5 N, leading to
a pitch change of 3.6 %, which is around a half semitone and can
be heard easily. The slow rise of the quasistatic tension (dashed
line) between 0 and 5 ms is the side effect of the running average
computation, since it has zero input at negative times.

50

100

150
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200
(b)

linear string modeling technique is the digital waveguide [9, 10].
In this case the effect of tension variation can be taken into account by varying the delay line length, which is done by a variable
allpass filter at the termination [11, 8]. The first step is the computation of string tension at each time instant by approximating
Eq. (4), from which the instantaneous propagation speed is obtained. Then, the required length change of the total delay line
is computed by the boxcar integration of the instantaneous speed
change. As the length of the integration is the pitch period, this
is practically the same as calculating the propagation speed from
the quasistatic tension variation Tqs (t). The computationally most
demanding part of the algorithm is the calculation of the tension
Eq. (4), increasing the load significantly compared to linear string
models, even when Eq. (4) is approximated as a sparse sum. Recently, an energy conserving variation of the technique have been
presented in [12]. A computationally even more demanding, but
more accurate method is distributing the variable length delays between the delay elements [13, 14, 15].
For finite-difference modeling, it is relatively straightforward
to implement the tension modulation by changing the tension parameter of a linear string model according to Eq. (4). An energyconserving variation was presented in [16], which is beneficial as
the stability of the model is guaranteed. A modal-based tension
modulation string model have been presented by [17], where the
model parameters are derived by the Functional Transformation
Method. An energy conserving modal method was proposed in
[18] .

10

4. RELATION TO ENERGY
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Figure 1: Simulated low E (f0 = 82.4 Hz) electric guitar string
excited by a 5 mm pluck. String velocity at the pickup position
(a) and tension variation T − T0 (b). The quasistatic part of the
tension variation Tqs is displayed by dashed line in (b).

3. PRIOR WORK IN TENSION MODULATED STRING
SYNTHESIS
We have seen that the tension can be decomposed to a quasistatic and a periodic part. The first attempt to synthesize the effect
of tension modulation has concentrated on the periodic variation
[7]. While usually the most relevant perceptual effect of tension
modulation is the pitch glide coming from the quasistatic part, for
some instruments, like the kantele cited above, the periodic tension variation is highly significant. For modeling, the output of the
transverse string model (implemented by a digital waveguide) is
lead to a second-order nonlinearity and a lowpass filter, and the result is mixed with the string output [7]. The nonlinearity adds the
required double-frequency components, but some unwanted sumand difference frequencies too. In [7] the main motivation was to
add a reinforcement to the second harmonic. As a result, efficient
lowpass filtering could be used after the nonlinearity, suppressing
the unwanted peaks.
For modeling the complete (both periodic and quasistatic) temporal modulation of tension, various methods have been presented
for the different string modeling paradigms. The most efficient

For rigid string terminations, it is only the quasistatic variation of
tension that has an effect. For example, the terminations of the
electric guitar and the electric bass can be considered perfectly
rigid. Even for nonrigid string terminations, where the periodic
tension variation can play some role in theory, the most prominent effect is the pitch glide due to the quasistatic tension variation
(with the exception of some exotic instruments like the kantele).
Therefore, it is reasonable to concentrate on the modeling of the
quasistatic part.
In this section, we derive the relationship between the string
energy and the quasistatic part of the tension. As will be shown
later, the energy of the string can be estimated at lower computational complexity, thus, the quasistatic tension can be computed
with less operations than by computing the elongation of the string.
4.1. Basic equations
The energy of the string has two parts: one is the kinetic energy
due to the movement of the string, and the other is the potential
energy due to the stretching of the string. The kinetic energy of a
string segment dx at position x is computed as
Ek (x, t) =

1
µdx v(x, t)2 ,
2

(12)

where µdx is the mass of the element and v(x, t) = ∂y(x, t)/∂t
is the velocity of the string motion. The total kinetic energy is the
integration of Eq. (12) over the string length L:
Ek (t) =

1
2

Z



L

µ
0

∂y(x, t)
∂t

2

dx.

(13)
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The potential energy can be computed from the elongation of
the infinitesimally small string elements. The initial length of the
element is dx, and it is stretched to ds during string motion. Because the tension is spatially uniform along the string, all the elements are stretched by equal amount, that is, ds is not space dependent. Therefore, we may consider the whole string in the longitudinal direction as a single elastic (spring-like) element. Thus,
the potential energy stored in the “string spring” becomes
1
K(L′ − L0 )2 ,
2

(14)

where L0 is the length of the unstretched string (without any initial
tension T0 ), and K is the spring constant QS/L0 . Note that L is
referring to the initial length of the string with tension T0 , and L′ is
the actual length during vibration. Thus, the change from L0 to L′
has two steps: first, the length changes by L − L0 when the string
is stretched by the force T0 (the string is put on the instrument and
tuned), and then by ∆L = L′ − L during vibration. Thus, the
potential energy becomes
Ep (t) =

1
1
K(L − L0 )2 + K(L − L0 )∆L + ∆L2 .
2
2

(15)

In Eq. (15) the first term is the potential energy of the the stretched,
but not vibrating string (string at equilibrium) Ep,0 = 1/2K(L −
L0 )2 , and the initial tension is T0 = K(L − L0 ). By omitting the
last (second-order) term the total potential energy can be approximated by
Ep (t) ≈ Ep,0 + T0 ∆L = Ep,0 + T0

1
2

Z

L

0



∂y
∂x

2

π
ωk = k
L

E(t) = Ek (t) + Ep (t) =

∂yn (t)
∂t

0.03

,

(17)

∞
X

1
− 2t
µL
ωn2 A2n (1 + cos(2ωn t + 2ϕn ))e τn . (18)
4
n=1

By using Eq. (6), for the potential energy Ep (t), we obtain
Ep (t) =

∞
1 T0 π 2 X 2
n [yn (t)]2 .
4 L n=1

(19)

Again writing the instantaneous amplitudes in the form of exponentially decaying sinusoids gives
Ep (t) =

∞
2t
1 T0 π 2 X 2 2
n An (1 − cos(2ωn t + 2ϕn ))e− τn , (20)
8 L n=1
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Figure 2: Simulated low E (f0 = 82.4 Hz) electric guitar string
excited by a 5 mm pluck, (a): string energy, (b): quasistatic
tension. In (b), the dashed line displays the quasistatic tension
computed by a running average filter, and the solid line displays
the quasistatic tension computed from the energy of the string by
Eq. (23).
As can be seen in Fig. 2(b), the quasistatic tension computed
from the energy of the string by Eq. (23) (solid line) is very close
to the short time average of the tension variation (dashed line).
Note that the difference in the range of 0–5 ms is due to the error
introduced by the running average (see also in Fig. 1). Therefore,
the energy-based tension variation (solid line) shows the correct
behavior.
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where vn (t) = ∂yn (t)/∂t is the instantaneous velocity of mode n.
Writing the instantaneous amplitudes in the form of exponentially
decaying sinusoids as in Eq. (8) gives
Ek (t) =

(22)

dx. (16)

Tension variation [N]



∞
1 T0 π 2 X 2 2 − τ2t
n An e n ,
4 L n=1

The energy of the same electric guitar string as in Fig. 1 is displayed in Fig. 2(a), showing a similar decay compared to the quasistatic tension. The small wrinkles on the curve are due to the
approximation in energy computation in Eq. (16).

If the transverse displacement is expressed in the modal form, and
Eq. (6) is inserted into Eq. (13), the kinetic energy becomes
∞

(21)

4.3. Finite difference example

4.2. Modal formulation

∞

T0
.
µ

By comparing Eq. (22) with the quasistatic part of the tension
Eq. (10), it turns out that Tqs (t) is a scaled version of the total
energy
QS
E(t),
(23)
Tqs (t) =
2LT0
which is the fundamental outcome of this section.

Since the initial potential energy Ep,0 is just an additive constant, it will be neglected in the rest of the paper. Accordingly,
Ep (t) will refer to the additional potential energy of the string due
to its vibration. Thus, the sum of the kinetic and potential energy
E = Ek + Ep is the total energy of the string that comes from
string vibration, and the string at rest leads to E = 0.

X
X
1
1
vn (t)2 = µL
Ek (t) = µL
2
2
n=1
n=1

r

When Eq. (21) is inserted into Eq. (18) and added to Eq. (20), the
cosine terms cancel out, giving

String energy [J]

Ep (t) =

which is very similar to Eq. (18). The only difference is the sign of
the cosine terms, and apparently the leading constants. However,
it turns out that the leading constants actually equal. The modal
frequencies ωn of a nondispersive string are computed as
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5. EFFICIENT MODELING
We have seen in Sec. 4 and in Fig. 2 that the quasistatic tension
can be accurately computed from the string energy. In the previous
string models mentioned in Sec. 3, tension computation is a separate model block which varies the parameters of a linear string
model. Therefore, the earlier models can be easily modified by
substituting the tension computation block with an energy computation block and a simple scaling. This will not yet lead to computational savings because computing the string energy in a straightforward way takes a similar number of operations as computing
the tension. However, the computational complexity of the energy
computation can be decreased significantly, as will be shown in the
following sections.
5.1. Downsampled energy computation
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the energy and the quasistatic tension are
slowly changing signals, in contrast to the total tension variation
(see Fig. 1(b) solid line). Therefore, it is sufficient to compute the
string energy at a lower rate (say, at every 1–10 ms), and the continuous energy curve is obtained by linearly interpolating between
the computed points. As a result, the average load of energy computation becomes negligible compared to the time-variant linear
string model itself.
5.2. Energy storage model
By looking at Fig. 2, one can notice that the quasistatic tension
decays exponentially. This is also clear from Eq. (10) if we assume that the decay times of the modes τn are the same for all
n. In reality, the decay times of the modes are different, but usually for the lowest, dominant modes they are in the same order,
and the resulting energy- and quasistatic tension curves are close
to exponential. Therefore, it seems tempting to model the energy
storage of the string as a first order lowpass filter, whose decay
time is determined by the dissipation speed of the string. If the
string excitation is modeled by an initial displacement and/or velocity distribution, such as the triangle-shaped initial displacement
for plucking, then the initial value of the lowpass filter is set to the
initial energy of the string.
In a more general case of a dynamic excitation (like a physical
model of a pluck or strike), the input of the lowpass filter is the
amount of energy ∆E[n] that has entered to the string, so the string
energy E[n] is computed as:
E[n] = ∆E[n] + gE[n − 1],

(24)

where g is a constant determining the rate of energy decay. The
energy input ∆E(n) can be computed from the energy change of
the excitation ∆Eexc [n], since from the law of conservation of
energy we have
∆E[n] = −∆Eexc [n].
(25)
Discussing realistic models of plucking is out of the scope of
the paper. Therefore, the method is illustrated by a hammer strike,
since striking is one of the simplest form of excitation. (Note that
the piano hammer example is only for illustrative purposes. In real
pianos, the rise of longitudinal components is the dominant effect,
and the pitch glide is negligible. Therefore, for piano modeling,
other models should be used, see, e.g., [19]).

The piano hammer is usually modeled by a small mass mh
connected to a nonlinear spring with an exponent Ph and stiffness
Kh [20, 21]:


Fh [n] = F (∆y) =

Kh (∆y)Ph
0

if∆y > 0
,
if∆y ≤ 0

(26)

where Fh [n] is the interaction force and ∆y[n] is the compression
of the hammer felt. The energy of the hammer is computed as
1
Eexc [n] = mh vh2 +
2

Z

∆y

Fh dx =
0

=

∆y p+1
1
mh vh2 + K
,
2
p+1

(27)

where vh is the velocity of the hammer. Since Eq. (27) is simple
to compute, it can be calculated for every time instant. For more
complex excitation models, we may compute Eexc [n] at a lower
rate (e.g., every tenth sample), but this is usually not necessary
because most of the excitation models are zero dimensional, leading to simple calculations. Naturally, the energy of the excitation
block has to be computed only during the excitation.
Then, the energy input to the string is computed as the energy
change of the excitation block:
∆E[n] = −(Eexc [n] − Eexc [n − 1]).

(28)

In the case of a lossy excitation mechanism, such as a hysteretic
hammer, the dissipation of the damping element has to be subtracted from the energy input ∆E[n].
Figure 3 shows the energy decay of a string excited by a 15
m/s hammer strike. The dashed line displays the string energy
both in linear (a) and logarithmic scale (b). The energy shows a
linear decay on a logarithmic scale, as expected. The dashed line
is the estimated energy computed by the energy storage model of
Eq. (24), and the energy of the hammer was computed by Eq. (27).
The g parameter of Eq. (24) was estimated by fitting a line on the
logarithmic energy plot, but it can also be estimated from the decay time of the string. The small discrepancy between the curves
is most probably due to the fact that the losses of the string are
described correctly by Eq. (24) only during the free decay, and
not during the excitation. However, the estimated and real energy
curves are close enough for the accuracy required by sound synthesis.
Note that this physically informed tension computation technique can also be used with other, not physics-based synthesis paradigms, such as sampling and spectral models. This is because
we have a separate energy storage model for the string, instead of
computing the energy from the string model itself. If the energy
of the excitation signal is precomputed as a function of its parameters (e.g., hammer velocity), the energy can be computed by
Eq. (24), from which the tension, and finally the pitch can be obtained. Then, this pitch parameter can drive any synthesis model,
e.g., based on spectral synthesis or simple sample playback.
6. MODELING WITH DIGITAL WAVEGUIDES
The digital waveguide technique [9, 10] has a great importance in
string modeling, since it is the most efficient way of simulating one
dimensional wave propagation. As a result, most of the work in
tension modulated strings has concentrated on developing digital
waveguide models. While the two methods proposed in Sec. 5 are
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String energy [J]

1.5

simplifying the energy computation, it is beneficial to choose the
velocity as the wave variable for the digital waveguide, instead of
string displacement. (Note that in most of the cases velocity is the
chosen wave variable anyway, because it is related to the force by
the string impedance.) In this case, the energy is simply computed
as the squared sum of the delay elements
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E[n] = µ∆x
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(v + [m, n])2 + (v − [m, n])2 ,

(32)
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Figure 3: Simulation of a string excited by a piano hammer: sting
energy in linear (a) and logarithmic (b) scale. The dashed line is
the string energy, and the solid line is the estimated string energy
computed by the energy storage model Eq. (24).
easily applicable in the case of digital waveguides as well, here a
third alternative is proposed that computes the string energy E[n]
more precisely than the physically informed technique of Sec. 5.2
at a similar computational cost.
6.1. Energy of the digital waveguide
Digital waveguide modeling is based on the traveling wave solution of the ideal (lossless and nondispersive) wave equation:
y(x, t) = y + (x − ct) + y − (x + ct),
+

(29)

where y and y can be considered as two traveling waves, which
retain their shape during their movement. The function y + is the
wave going to the right, and the function y − is the wave going to
the left direction.
The velocity of the string is obtained as
−

v(x, t) =

∂y(x, t)
= v + (x − ct) + v − (x + ct) =
∂t
∂y − (x + ct)
∂y + (x − ct)
+c
,
−c
∂t
∂t

Z
0

L

Z

[v + (x − ct)]2 dx + µ

L

6.2. Efficient energy computation
In addition to the ideas proposed in Sec. 5, we may take advantage
of some properties of digital waveguides for efficient energy computation. We have seen that the energy of the digital waveguide
can be computed by a simple squared sum of the delay elements.
In the case of an ideal string, the content of the delay line simply circulates in the delay-line buffer, and the energy remains constant (there is no energy loss in the delay line). For modeling the
lossy string, the losses are usually consolidated to one point in the
loop, as displayed in Fig. 4, where Hr (z −1 ) is the loss filter. The
only point where losses can occur is at the loss filter, and at every
time step it is only one value in the delay line that changes (the
one which passes the loss filter). All the other values are simply shifted. Therefore, we can easily compute the loss occurring,
∆E[n], by computing the energies of the samples entering and
leaving the loss filter, and taking their difference, as displayed in
Fig. 4. Then, the string energy E[n] is computed as the integration
of ∆E[n]. From the energy, we compute the quasistatic tension by
a simple scaling according to Eq. (23), from which the propagation
speed c[n] is obtained as
r

c[n] = c0
(30)

where v + and v − are the velocity waves traveling to the right and
left, respectively. Once the string displacement and velocity are
known, the string energy E(t) can be computed by the help of
Eqs. (13) and (16). This results in the simple expression
E(t) = µ

where v + [m, n] is the content of the upper delay line at spatial
position m and time instant n, and v − [m, n] is the content of the
lower delay line in a dual delay line implementation. The constant ∆x = c∆t = L/M is the spatial step size of the digital
waveguide, where ∆t = 1/fs is the sampling time and M is the
length of the string in samples (the total number of delay elements
is 2M ). If the digital waveguide is implemented as a single delayloop model [22], the computation remains the same but now the
squared sum is performed for one delay line only.

[v − (x + ct)]2 dx, (31)

0

which is basically the integration of the squared velocities of the
two traveling waves. Note that the usual 1/2 leading term is missing because Eq. (31) computes not only the kinetic energy, but the
total energy of the string, and for a single traveling wave, the total
energy is the double of the kinetic energy (the potential and kinetic
energies equal).
In digital waveguides, the traveling waves are stored in delay
lines, whose content is shifted to model wave propagation. For



,

(33)

p

where c0 = T0 /µ is the nominal propagation speed. The actual
length of the delay lines is computed as


L
1 Tqs [n]
fs ≈ D0 1 −
D=
c[n]
2 T0



(34)

where D0 = Lfs /c0 is the nominal length of the delay line. The
integer part of D[n] is implemented by the delay line z −M in
Fig. 4, while the fractional part is realized by the fractional delay
filter FD, which is typically a first order allpass filter or a Lagrange
FIR filter [23].
It is important to note that in [11, 8] the length of the delay line
is computed by the boxcar integration of the instantaneous propagation speed. This is not necessary here, since c[n] is already
the averaged version of the instantaneous propagation speed, because it is computed from the quasistatic tension Tqs [n] instead
of the total tension T [n]. This explains why the present method
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Figure 4: Energy-based tension modulation modeling with a digital waveguide.
can be more efficient than that of [11, 8]: instead of computing
the total variation of tension (which takes a significant amount of
computation) and averaging it by boxcar integration, it computes
the average tension variation directly.
Figure 4 does not contain any excitation block for clarity. If
the excitation is modeled as an initial velocity distribution of the
string (e.g., a stepwise function for plucking), then the initial value
of the energy E[0] is set to the energy computed from the initial
shape, and this is corrected by ∆E[n] in each time instant. In
the case of a separate excitation block, such as a hammer model
connected to the string, the initial string velocity and the initial
energy are zero. The string is set to motion by the excitation force,
which is added to the two delay lines with an appropriate scaling
at a certain spatial position m. The energy change of the string due
to the excitation force is computed in the same way as for the loss
filter: the energy before the summation point is compared to the
energy after the summation point.
In general, at each point where the lossless wave propagation
in the digital waveguide is broken by a junction (being a filter,
an additional input, or a more complex excitation block), the energy before and after the junction has to be computed, and this
difference is the energy change for that junction. The total energy
change ∆E[n] is the sum of the energy changes at the junctions:
∆E[n] = µ∆x

I
X

2

2

(Jout,i [n]) − (Jin,i [n]) ,

(35)

i=1

where Jin,i [n] is the input and Jout,i [n] is the output of junction
i, and I is the number of junctions. Naturally, the dimension of
Jin,i and Jout,i is velocity (m/s). In a typical scenario of a single
excitation point, I = 3 since the excitation enters the whole delay
line at two points (one point for the upper and one point for the
lower line), in addition to the loss filter. However, after the excitation period when the string decays freely, only the energy change
at the “loss junction” has to be computed.
Compared to the physically informed energy storage model of
Sec. 5.2, the present method provides slightly more precise results
because it does not assume exponential energy decay, and the g
parameter of Eq. (24) does not have to be estimated. The largest
advantage is that there is no need to estimate the energy of the
excitation block, since the energy input coming from the excitation
is directly computed by Eq. (35). The computational complexity
of the two methods is in the same order.

Tension modulation in strings has two effects: a continuos decrease of pitch (pitch glide) and the nonlinear coupling of transverse modes. For rigidly terminated strings (such as the electric
guitar), mode coupling does not occur, and even for nonrigid string
terminations in most western instruments, the pitch glide is the
most important phenomenon. Coming from this observation, this
paper has presented an efficient modeling methodology based on
the linear relationship between the energy of the string and the
quasistatic part (short-time average) of the tension variation. Basically, the computationally heavy tension calculation block in earlier string models is substituted with a more efficient energy computation block and a simple scaling. As a result, the model precisely synthesizes the pitch glide occurring in tension modulated
strings, while the additional computational complexity compared
to linear string models is negligible, in contrast to earlier tension
modulated string models.
Future research includes the precise comparison with earlier
methods in terms of sound quality and computational complexity. If needed, the effect of nonlinear mode coupling could also be
added by leading the string output to a second-order nonlinearity,
as was done for kantele synthesis in [7].
It seems feasible to model the tension modulation in membranes based on the energy of the membrane. Thus, the efficient
modeling of pitch glides in drum synthesis is an important field
of future research. Since membrane modeling takes significantly
more computational time than string modeling, the computational
savings provided by the energy-based tension computation can be
even more important than for the string.
The interested reader may listen to the sound examples at
http://www.mit.bme.hu/∼bank/publist/dafx09.
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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the properties of a recently proposed
physical model of nonlinear tension modulation effects in a
struck circular membrane. The model simulates dynamic
variations of tension (and consequently of partial frequencies) due to membrane stretching during oscillation, and
is based on a more general theory of geometric nonlinearities in elastic plates. The ability of the nonlinear membrane model to simulate real-world acoustic phenomena is
assessed here through resynthesis of recorded membrane
sounds. The effects of air loading and tension modulation
in the recorded sounds are analyzed, and model parameters
for resynthesis are consequently estimated. The example reported in the paper show that the model is able to accurately
simulate the analyzed membrane sounds.
1. INTRODUCTION
With respect to other classes of instruments (e.g.string or
wind instruments) membrane percussions are relatively less
studied in the literature of physical modeling (see e.g. the
two tutorial papers [1, 2]). Membrane models proposed
in previous works are mainly based on 2-D or 3-D digital waveguide meshes (DWM [3]), which can provide accurate simulation of wave propagation medium terms, depending on the mesh topology [4], and with additional processing to compensate for dispersion [5]. Finite-difference
schemes have also been used (see [6] for an analysis of various schemes). Models based on modal synthesis [7] have
been introduced. Cook [8] proposed a series of “physicallyinformed” approaches to the modeling of percussion sounds,
including modal synthesis. Rabenstein and coworkers have
applied the functional transformation method to the simulation of rectangular and circular linear membranes [9].
The latter authors have proposed a nonlinear extension
of their approach to simulate tension modulation effects in
a rectangular membrane [10]. Tension modulation in strings
and membranes occurs because in the large oscillation regime
the assumption of constant string length (or membrane area)
does not hold, and the tension varies in dependence of the
instantaneous displacement. As a consequence, the oscilla-

tion frequency at large displacements is increased, and the
resulting sound exhibits characteristic glides.
Models for tension modulation in strings have been discussed in the context of both waveguide [11] and modal [12,
13] approaches. An extension to the 2-D case of rectangular membranes has been proposed in [10]. However, there
appear to be no previous analysis of physical models for
sound synthesis of tension-modulated circular membranes,
although the circular geometry is more relevant than the
rectangular one for musical applications.
More general models of geometrical nonlinearities in
membranes can be borrowed from the theory of vibrations
of elastic plates [14]. We have recently proposed such a
model in [15] for a 2-D problem with circular geometry,
and have shown that it can be efficiently integrated into a
modal synthesis engine.
The main goal of this paper is to assess the effectiveness of the model in reproducing tension modulation effects
observed in real membranes. To this end, a set of recordings from three membranes was collected. The rototom has
been chosen as a test instrument because by construction
it approaches quite closely the ideal case of a single circular membrane with fixed boundaries, with no other mechanisms affecting appreciably sound production (shell, air
cavity, coupling with a second membrane).
The recorded sounds have been analyzed in order to extract the most relevant parameters, particularly with regard
to the effects or air loading (detuning and increased dissipation of lower partials), and those of tension modulation
(initial glides of partials). Resynthesis has then been obtained by fitting the geometrical and physical parameters of
the model to those of the recorded membranes. The results
show that the model provides convincing simulation of the
most salient sound features.
Section 2 summarizes the physical model recently proposed in [15] for tension modulation in a circular membrane, and discusses a numerical realization. Section 3 discusses the main findings from analysis of the sounds recorded
from real membranes, and presents results obtained from
the resynthesis of the membrane sounds with the proposed
physical model.
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Table 1: Physical and geometrical membrane parameters.
Symbol
σ
T0
d1
d3
E
υ
R

Unit
Kg/m2
N/m
Kg/sm2
Kg/sm
N/m2
—
m

Meaning
Surface density
Surface tension
Freq. independent dissipation coefficient
Freq. dependent dissipation coefficient
Young modulus
Poisson ratio
Radius

By virtue of these transformations, one can see that the original PDE (1) for z is turned into a set of ordinary differential
equations for the modes z̄n,m :

µ
2 
1
n,m
d1 + d3
z̄˙n,m (t)+
σ
R
(ext)
µ
2  D  µ
2 T 
f¯n,m
(t)
n,m
0
n,m
+
+
z̄n,m (t) =
, (5)
R
σ
R
σ
σ
z̄¨n,m (t) +

(ext)
where the forcing term f¯n,m
is the SL transform of f (ext) .
Therefore the mode z̄n,m is a forced second order oscillator
whose parameters are determined by those of the original
PDE.

2. A MODEL FOR TENSION MODULATION IN A
CIRCULAR MEMBRANE
2.1. Linear circular membrane
This section summarizes briefly the modal description of
a linear circular membrane with dispersion and dissipation
(an equivalent formulation can be found in [9]). The vertical
displacement z(r, ϕ, t) of the membrane, driven by a force
density f (ext) (r, ϕ, t), is governed by the following equation [16]:
∂ 2 z(r, ϕ, t)
− T0 ∇2 z(r, ϕ, t)
∂t2
∂z(r, ϕ, t)
∂∇2 z(r, ϕ, t)
+ d1
+ d3
= f (ext) (r, ϕ, t),
∂t
∂t
D∇4 z(r, ϕ, t) + σ

(1)

where the coefficient D = Eh3 /12(1 − υ 2 ) is the bending
stiffness of the membrane. The units and meanings of all
the physical parameters in Eq. (1) are listed in Table 1. Ideal
boundary conditions are represented by zero deflection and
skewness at the boundary B = {(r, ϕ) : r = R}, i.e.
z(r, ϕ, t)|(r,ϕ)∈B = 0,

∇2 z(r, ϕ, t)

(r,ϕ)∈B

0

g(r, ϕ, t) =

0

2

n=0 m=1

k Kn,m (r, ϕ) k2

(4)

.

In the following we summarize the nonlinear membrane
model proposed in [15]. We assume that the membrane
is driven by an impact force ideally applied at a hit point
xh = (rh , ϕh ) of the membrane surface. In this assumption
the force density is f (ext) (x, t) = Fh (t)δ(x − xh ) (where
(ext)
x = (r, ϕ) and δ is a 2D Dirac Delta). Then f¯n,m
takes the
form
(ext)
(t) = Fh (t)Kn,m (rh , ϕh ).
(6)
f¯n,m
The force Fh is estimated with an impact model originally
proposed in [18], and previously applied to the synthesis
of impact sounds [19]. If the hammer is a point mass mh
moving with a trajectory zh (t) and hitting the membrane
at xh , then Fh is a function of the compression ζ(t) =
z(rh , ϕh , t) − zh (t):

= 0, (2)

Given these boundary conditions together with suitable initial conditions (e.g. zero initial displacement and zero initial velocity), Eq. (1) has a unique solution. The general
solution can be expressed in terms of its normal modes, i.e.
particular solutions of type z̄(t)K(r, ϕ). With the boundary
conditions considered here, the equation has a numerable
set of modes with spatial eigenfunctions [17]

r
Kn,m (r, ϕ) = cos[n(ϕ − ϕ0 )]Jn µn,m
,
(3)
R
where n ≥ 0, m ≥ 1, and µn,m is the m-th zero of the nth order Bessel function of the first kind, Jn . These spatial
eigenfunctions define a Sturm-Liouville (SL) transform [9]).
The SL transform ḡ of a function g and the inverse SL transform of ḡ are
Z 2πZ R
ḡn,m (t) =
g(r, ϕ, t)Kn,m (r, ϕ) rdrdϕ,
+∞ X
+∞
X
ḡn,m (t)Kn,m (r, ϕ)

2.2. Nonlinear terms: impact force, tension modulation

˙
Fh (ζ(t), ζ(t))
= kζ(t)α + λζ(t)α ζ̇(t),

(7)

while Fh = 0 otherwise. The impact model parameters
are the force stiffness k, the force dissipation coefficient λ,
and the exponent α (which depends on the local geometry
around the contact area). The hammer dynamics is completely determined by the equation mh z̈h = Fh .
Another very important nonlinear effect encountered in
real membranes is tension modulation. Since the membrane
area varies during oscillation, the tension also varies in dependence of the membrane displacement, causing variations
of the frequency content during the sound evolution. In [15]
we have presented a model for tension modulation, in the
assumption of homogeneous and isotropic membrane material, and of uniform clamping.
The model is derived from the general theory of elastic
plates. Specifically, it is based on the so-called Berger approximation of the von Karman equations, which describe
the dynamics of thin plates subjected to lateral and in-plane
forces [14]. Such an approximation has the fundamental advantage of decoupling the von Karman equations for stress
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and displacement, resulting in a single fourth-order PDE
which can be written as follows:

Hh

∂2z
D∇ z + σ 2 − [T0 + TN L (z)]∇2 z+
∂t
∂z
∂∇2 z
+ d1
+ d3
= f (ext) , (8)
∂t
∂t

Fh ( )

4

K0,1(x h )
(ext) (k)
f0,1
(tm) (k)
f0,1

where, for the specific case of the membrane, the nonlinear
function TN L (z) can be interpreted as the surface tension
generated in dependence of the displacement z, in addition
to the tension at rest T0 . Such function has the form [14]
Eh
·
2πR2 (1 − υ 2 )
"
 2 #
Z RZ 2π  2
∂z
1 ∂z
+ 2
rdϕdr.
∂r
r
∂ϕ
0 0

1/ K0,1

z0,1(k)

2

K0,1(x h )

H 0,1

0,1

Kn,m (x h )
(ext) (k)
fn,m
(tm) (k)
fn,m

1/ Kn,m

zn,m(k)

Kn,m (x h )

2

H n,m
2
µn,m

(9)
−1/R2

The double integral in Eq. (9) can be interpreted as the difference between the membrane area A(z) corresponding to
the displacement z, and the area at rest A0 = πR2 . Accordingly, the function TN L (z) can be interpreted as a spatially
uniform tension modulation term, which depends only on
the total area A(z), in analogy with the Kirchhoff-Carrier
equations for tension-modulated strings.
In the remainder of the paper we regard the nonlinear
tension term as an excitation term f (tm) (z) = TN L (z)∇2 z,
which acts on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) similarly to
the impact force term f (ext) . Analogously, in the SL transformed domain we regard tension modulation as an addi(tm)
tional forcing term f¯n,m
acting on the second order oscillator (5). Such term has the form
(10)

with
T̄N L (z̄) =

z(x h ,k)
+

µ2

TN L (z) =

µ
2
n,m
(tm)
f¯n,m
(z̄) = −
T̄N L (z̄)z̄n,m ,
R

zh (k)

−

ζ (k)

2
X µ2n,m z̄n,m
Eh
J 2 (µn,m ). (11)
4R2 (1 − υ 2 ) n,m k Kn,m k42 n+1

This equation is obtained by first applying the SL transform
to f (tm) , and then by rewriting TN L as a function of z̄. Details about the derivation are reported in [15].
By looking at the second-order oscillators (5) and at
the nonlinear forcing terms (10,11), one can see that the
tension-modulated membrane model is written in terms of
the modal variables z̄n,m only.
2.3. A discrete-time model
The membrane model is realized as a bank of second order
resonators, each of which represents one mode of oscillation. Specifically, in the Laplace domain the (n, m) normal

TNL( )

Figure 1: Block scheme for the discrete-time realization of
the nonlinear membrane model.
mode is the output of the second order filter
Hn,m (s) =

σ −1
,
2
s2 + 2αn,m s + ωn,m

(12)

where the dependence of the loss factor αn,m and the center frequency ωn,m on the PDE parameters is determined
from Eq. (5): the coefficient of z̄˙n,m equals 2αn,m , and
2
the coefficient of z̄n,m equals ωn,m
. Similarly, the hammer displacement zh is the output of the second order filter
Hh (s) = mh /s2 applied to the impact force Fh . The filters
Hn,m and Hh are discretized using the bilinear transform.
The resulting block scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The impact
force of Eq. (7) is applied at the hit point xh . The nonlinear
tension modulation is computed according to Eq. (11) and
can be applied to all the simulated modes or to a subset.
Note that the all the nonlinear terms appearing in the
block scheme depend nonlinearly on instantaneous values
of the modal displacements z̄n,m and act as feedback to
the filters Hn,m . Consequently, delay-free computational
loops are generated, and a nonlinear implicit system must
be solved at every computation step in order to find new
values of all system variables. We have shown in [15] that
the block scheme of Fig. 1 can be solved by applying a general technique for the computation of nonlinear digital filter
networks with delay-free loops, recently proposed in [20].
The sound signal is taken to be the membrane displacement at a certain “pick-up” point xp , which does not necessarily coincide with the hit point. Such displacement signal
is obtained by applying the inverse SL transform, (the second equation in (4)) at the point xp .
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Figure 2: Recording setup: the membrane is tuned with a
precision tuner, and the support is damped with foam.
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Figure 3: First partials extracted from recorded sound spectrum. For each mode, the corresponding nodal pattern
(n, m) is indicated.

3. RESYNTHESIS OF REAL MEMBRANE SOUNDS

ever, the tuner does not provide an absolute physical value
of the surface tension.

3.1. Recordings

3.2. Analysis

The rototom is a membrane percussion consisting of a single head in a die-cast metallic frame (often aluminium),
without a shell. They can be tuned by rotating the head,
which is inserted into a threaded metal ring: head rotation
changes the tension hoop relative to the rim, and consequently the tension of the membrane.
Rototom sounds were recorded for subsequent analysis. The recording equipment included an AKG-C414 condenser microphone and an EDIROL UA-101 sound board.
Sound were acquired using a sample rate Fs = 96 KHz,
with a resolution of 24 bits. The recordings were not taken
in anechoic settings and therefore include the impulse response of the medium-size room where they were acquired.
Since the rototom frame was found to produce distinctive
and persistent resonances when hitting the membrane, it
was damped with foam in order to minimize this effect.
A picture of the setup used for the recordings is shown in
Fig. 2
Sounds were recorded with a wooden stick hitting the
membrane at three different hit points (with normalized radius values r/R = 0, 0.5, 0.8). Two main impact strength
levels (’soft’ and ’strong’) were used, although the impact
velocity was not recorded. In order to properly tune the
membrane to an uniform tension, a precision tuner was used
(see Fig. 2). The tuner provides a measure (on an arbitrary
scale) of the membrane tension along the surface. The tuning procedure is accomplished by moving the tuner along
the membrane circumference, resulting in an approximately
constant membrane tension along the whole surface. How-

The recorded sounds were analyzed for resynthesis purposes.
Since some physical parameters (e.g. the membrane tension) could not be measured, they had to be estimated through
ad-hoc analysis on the sound recordings. For the sake of
clarity, all the analysis examples and related plots discussed
in this section are based on the same recorded sound, obtained with a hit point at r/R = 0.5 and with a ‘strong’
impact level.
First, a matching procedure between theoretical modal
frequencies and the measured ones has been performed, in
order to identify the mode series of the membrane. An example is shown in Fig. 3. As expected, partial frequencies
are lowered with respect to theoretical values, due to the
air load acting on the membrane. This effect is noticeable
mostly for frequencies below 500 Hz [17]. In fact from
Fig. 3 one can notice that the error between measured and
theoretical frequencies decreases with increasing frequency
and becomes extremely small above 500 Hz.
In order to take into account this air loading effect, the
simplified model reported in [17] was used (a similar model
has been used in [21] in the context of waveguide membrane
modeling). The model makes use of a piston-like approximation for which the effective air mass loading is given by:
mair =

for f <

c
,
4πR

(13)

and decreases for higher frequencies as 1/f 2 . The frequencies of the modes (n, m) affected by air mass loading are
(air)
lowered to values ωn,m
, which are related to the theoretical
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Figure 4: Air load modeling through the piston-like approximation: comparison between theoretical, air-loaded, and
measured frequencies.

Figure 5: Equivalent membrane tension estimated from
measured frequencies (corrected with the air load model).

values ωn,m through the relation
r
(air)
ωn,m
= ωn,m ·

Eq. (5), one can see that the decay times te (ωn,m ) decrease
with the square of the frequency. More precisely, the following approximate relation holds:

σ
,
σ + σair

(14)

where σair = mair /πR2 is the resulting added surface density corresponding to the mair added mass. Figure 4 shows
an example of comparison between theoretical modal frequency values, those measured from the recording, and those
estimated with the air-load correction by means of Eq. (14).
It can be seen that the air load model matches extremely
well the measured values. For higher mode numbers the
theoretical curve progressively approaches the other two.
Having estimated a set of partial frequencies corrected
according to the air load model, the corresponding membrane tension T0n,m was estimated from Eq. (5) as:1
T0n,m =

2
σωn,m



R
µn,m

2

−D

µ

n,m

R

2

.

(15)

This is the tension which would produce the expected theoretical value ωn,m for the frequency of the (n, m) mode. An
example (based on the same sound analyzed in the preceding figures) of the resulting T0 estimate is shown in Fig. 5
for the first 10 modes. As expected, at least for the lowest
modes the T0n,m values computed from Eq. (15) are reasonably constant with respect to the mode index, therefore T0
is estimated to be the average of these values.
In order to estimate values for the dissipation coefficients d1 and d3 , the decay times te for a set of extracted
partials have been computed through a Least Squares fitting procedure on the partials amplitudes envelopes. From
1 Note that the computed T value does not necessarily coincide with
0
the real surface tension, since the surface density σ was not measured and
instead tabulated values were used.

te (ωn,m ) ≃

2σ
,
2
d1 + d3 · K · ωn,m

(16)


2
µ
where K = Rωn,m
. Through this fitting procedure the
0,1
dissipation coefficients d1 and d3 were determined. An example of estimated decay time values and the corresponding
fitting curve are shown in Figure 6. It can be noticed that te
values for the lowest modes of vibration are largely overestimated by the damping model. This phenomenon occurs
because the model described by Eq. (16) does not include
the effect of the air load, which damps strongly the lowest modes. On the other hand for frequencies at 600 Hz or
more, the behavior of decay times is more in accordance
with theory, as expected. Therefore d1 and d3 were determined using partial frequencies above 600 Hz only, while
the dissipation coefficients of the lowest modes were manually set in order to cope with the non-ideal behaviour induced by air loading.
Finally analysis of the recorded sounds was performed
in order to investigate the effects of tension modulation.
Figure 7 shows an example of sound spectra extracted from
two frames of the same recording (’strong’ level), the first
taken close to the impact instant and the second taken after
a few tenths of second. The expected effects of membrane
nonlinearity can be clearly noticed through comparison of
the two spectra: partial frequencies glide in time, with the
glide becoming more and more noticeable as the impact velocity increases. In general the glides are concentrated in
the first 200 − 300 ms of the sound.
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0.7

listening tests reveal that the simulated impact is qualitatively different from the recorded one, which hints at the
limitations of the impact model currently employed.
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In this paper, the properties of a recently proposed physical
models for sound synthesis of nonlinear circular membranes
were investigated. It was shown that tension modulation
effects in a struck circular membrane can be simulated by a
modal sound synthesis model, by including a nonlinear term
that computes the time-varying tension as a function of the
membrane displacement.
Comparisons between recorded membrane sounds and
numerical simulations show that the model captures the most
relevant effect of tension modulation, i.e. variations of frequencies of the membrane modes. Although the focus of
the paper is not about exact resynthesis of sounds recorded
from real membranes, it has been shown that proper choices
of the geometrical and physical parameters of the membrane
model result in sound spectra that resemble closely those
observed in real circular membranes.
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Figure 7: Effects of tension modulation for high impact velocities: glides of partial frequencies can be clearly noticed
by comparing the FFT of a frame close to the attack, and
that of a frame a few tenths of second later.
3.3. Resynthesis
Figure 8(a) shows the spectrogram of a recorded membrane
sound, while Fig. 8(b) show the spectrogram of the corresponding resynthesis. It can be noticed that glides in the
frequencies of partials are realistically simulated by the numerical model, and resemble closely those observed in the
real membrane. Moreover, as a consequence of the analysis
procedure outlined in the previous section, the frequencies
and the decay times of the modes are accurately simulated
in the resynthesis. On the other hand, several distinguishing
features of the recorded sound can be noticed in Fig. 8(a).
In particular, mode doublets can be observed, which are due
to non perfect tuning of the membrane (non constant surface
tension). Moreover, a richer spectral content at higher frequencies and at the attack can be noticed. In fact informal
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This paper describes a system for cross synthesis of rasterised
time-domain audio. Rasterisation of the audio allows alignment
of the macroscopic features of audio samples of instrument tones
prior to principal component analysis (PCA). Specifically a novel
algorithm for straightening and aligning rastogram features has
been developed which is based on an interactive process incorporating the Canny detection algorithm and variable resampling.
Timbral cross-synthesis is achieved by projecting a given instrument tone onto the principal components derived from a training
set of sounds for a different tone. The alignment algorithm improves the efficiency of PCA for resynthesizing tones.

(in fact when images are subject to PCA they are de-rasterised),
good temporal alignment between different musical instrument
sounds is needed for the most compact representations of the
data and techniques similar to those applied to image data, such
as faces for example, to align features are adopted here for audio.
The paper is organised as follows. A brief summary of
PCA and an application of it to image data is given in the next
section. Section 3 gives an overview of how PCA is applied to
time domain audio in order to produce hybrid instrument sounds
via cross-synthesis. The feature alignment which is performed
prior to PCA is described and assessed in Section 4. Results for
different instrument tones are presented in Section 5 and conclusions given in Section 6.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a technique which describes sets of data in terms of the eigenvectors, and corresponding eigenvalues, of its covariance matrix. The first principal component is the eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue, the second
principal component (PC) is the eigenvector with the next highest eigenvalue and so on [1]. This process allows identification
of features which are common amongst the data. This can be useful for data compression (eigenvectors with low eigenvalues can
often be discarded with little detrimental effect on the quality of
the representation of the data) and for identification (a specific
profile of eigenvalues for a given set of eigenvectors, may give a
strong indication that some data ‘belongs’ to a particular entity
e.g. image data may belong to a particular face).
PCA has been applied in many areas from facial recognition [2] to the frequency-domain synthesis of musical instrument tones [3]. Recent work has demonstrated how the rasterisation of one-dimensional audio signals into two-dimensional image-like representations can reveal useful visual analogies with
the audio, enabling compact audio display and the application of
image processing techniques [4]. This paper details work that
draws together these ideas in a system which describes timedomain audio in terms of its PCs and uses this representation as
the basis for cross-synthesis between different instrument tones.
It differs from previous applications of PCA to audio in that it
employs rasterisation and operates in the time, rather than frequency domain. Whilst PCA does not itself require rasterisation

We consider sets of data which are of the same size and each of
which represent a particular entity. For example each set of data
may be derived from an image of a human face, or a digital recording of an instrument tone. In many texts on PCA a single
data set is referred to as an observation of a set of N variables,
where N is the size of the data set. When PCA is used for data
compression the idea is to produce fewer, new sets of data which
can then be linearly combined to reproduce the each of the original data sets as closely as possible. The best fidelity to the original data is achieved, for a given compression ratio, when the new
data sets are as highly correlated with each of the original data
sets as possible, but are orthogonal to each other.
The implementation of PCA adopted here is that employed for determining so called ‘eigenfaces’ from a set of face
images in [2]. Here we are interested in determining ‘eigensounds’ from a set of recordings of a particular type of musical
instrument, the ‘training set’. Images require derasterisation prior
to PCA, for example an N by N pixel image is transferred to an
N2 vector. Usually this would not be a requirement for singlechannel audio recordings but the pre-processing prior to PCA
described in the next section of this paper requires rasterisation,
so in this case derasterisation is also required for audio. Each
vector representing a single sound is then centred by subtraction
of the mean vector.
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The mean-centred vectors are then combined, each vector forming a column of the N by M matrix, A , where M is the
number of data sets (sounds) and N is the number samples in
each set. Next the covariance matrix C is calculated:

C = AA T

(1)

The eigenvectors of C are the eigensounds and the contribution
of each to the complete set of sounds is given by its corresponding eigenvalue. The first PC of the set is the eigensound with the
highest eigenvalue, the next is that with the second highest eigenvalue and so on.
The difficulty with (1) is that the size of C is N by N
which, for instrument sounds, could be several seconds long. At
typical audio sample rates, such as 44.1 kHz, finding the eigenvectors and their associated eigenvalues may well be computationally intractable. An alternative approach is to consider the
T

eigenvectors v i of the M by M matrix A A whereby it can be
shown that Av i are the eigenvectors of C [2]. Any sound from
the training set can be reconstructed by determining a set of
weights to be applied to each eigensound. These weights are determined by projection of the original sound (after meancentring) onto each eigensound in turn. Reconstruction is
achieved by:

M

si =  ∑ wm,i u m  + s
 m =1


(2)

where s i is the ith sound in the training set, u m is the nth eigensound, wm , i is its weight for the ith sound and s is the mean vec-

fewer wavetables, PCA was faster and offers the potential to be
fully automated. Various modifications to their method have
been proposed. In [6] complex-valued PCA was used to obtain
(i) a set of complex basis spectra, the magnitude of which were
used to represent spectral amplitude information and (ii) a set of
complex envelopes the magnitude of which were used to represent the overall envelope of the sound and the phase of which
introduced deviations from pure harmonicity which, for example,
result in the successful representation within the PCs of a flute
tremolo. Recent work has improved the quality of real-valued
PCA by normalisation of the spectral energy in each frame prior
to formation of the covariance matrix [3]. PCA has also been applied to features (e.g. intensity, frequency centroid), for automatic sound classification. For example, in [7] a system for differentiating between silence, speech, music and noise is described.
3.2. PCA of time domain representations of audio

The prime motivation for the work presented in this paper was to
develop a novel technique for cross synthesis of instrument timbres. This application of PCA for audio has received some attention but this has been focussed in the spectral domain. For example, in [8] timbral interpolation was achieved by moving through
a timbre space whose three axes were defined as the first three
PCs derived from a concatenation of several different tone spectra. In [9] a cross-synthesis method which applied the amplitude
envelopes of the PCs derived from the spectra of one tone are
applied to those of another. These examples indicate that PCA is
a promising technique for the creative transformation of audio.
However, to date no attention appears to have been paid to how
PCA might be applied to producing hybrid timbres from timedomain representations of instrument tones. This is the focus of
the work presented here and the following sections of this paper
describe and evaluate a method for doing this.

tor.
4. FEATURE ALIGNMENT OF TIME-DOMAIN
INSTRUMENT TONES FOR PCA

3. PCA FOR HYBRIDISATION OF TIME-DOMAIN
AUDIO DATA

4.1. Rasterisation of audio
3.1. Audio applications of PCA

Applications to date of PCA to audio have focussed on the spectra of audio, particularly for determining a reduced set of ‘basis
spectra’ for multiple wavetable synthesis (MWS) [5]. MWS uses
a fixed set of short waveforms to reproduce complex sounds
which change dynamically by the alteration of the weights applied to each. The weighting is based on the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) analysis of a target sound, as the target shorttime spectrum changes so the weights of the wavetables are selected to best match this. Where memory is at a premium, such as
in mobile phones, it is desirable to reduce the number of spectra
which are stored in order to represent that of a target sound and
how it evolves over time.
Various techniques have been employed to find a suitable reduced set of basis spectra for controlling the amplitudes of
the wavetables. In [5] the use of a genetic algorithm (GA) and
PCA to select the spectra were compared. Although, using a numerical measure of relative spectral error, they found that the GA
was better able to accurately synthesize a recorded sound using

Rasterisation is the mapping of data into a two dimensional (2D)
space by scanning across the space (usually left to right) in single
lines, flying back (right to left) to begin mapping from left to
right a line directly below the first and so on. Once the last line
of the 2D space has been filled with data, one frame is complete
and the fly-back is now from bottom-right to top-left to begin
filling the 2D space with a second frame, line by line. Perhaps
the most well-known example of this is the physical process performed inside a cathode ray tube, for the representation of moving images on television screens etc.
Rastogram is the term used to describe the rasterscanning of one-dimensional audio into a two-dimensional space.
It has been proposed as tool for timbre visualisation, sound
analysis and filter design. As a process it is invertible (2D images
can be de-rasterised to produce time-domain audio signals) and
an intuitive relationship exists between certain textures in images
and the sounds produced by sonification of images processed
using different visual filters [4]. The rasterisation of audio is defined in [4] as the mapping of one audio sample to one pixel by
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representing its value as the brightness in greyscale. Whilst rastograms are a time-domain representation, they do offer useful
insight into the pitch and harmonic content of sound. If the line
width (number of audio samples mapped to each line) is an integer multiple of a sinusoidal component within the sound then
vertical stripes will be seen (black for the positive part of the cycle, fading into white for the negative cycle). For many sounds,
there will be pitch fluctuations over time and a certain degree of
inharmonicity between partials. These aspects can often be
clearly seen in rastograms as curved or diagonal lines. What is
depicted in such visualisations of audio is very similar to the
mapping of analogue audio into the single spiralled groove of a
phonographic disk.

ised instrument tones where the line width has been set to best
approximate the mean period. The bottom panel of the same figure shows rastograms of the same tones which have been resampled in order to produce the best vertical alignment of features.
The best ratio p/q was determined by trial and error. Time is indicated on the vertical axes of these plots, however for aesthetic
reasons the axes of subsequent plots are not labelled or quantified.

4.2. Feature alignment of rasterised audio
PCA does not require rasterisation, in fact de-rasterisation is required before PCA can begin. The purpose of rasterising time
domain audio for this application is that it allows similar feature
alignment techniques to those used for images prior to PCA. For
example, if using PCA for the analysis of faces it usually desirable for common features (e.g. nose, chin and eyes) to be in the
same position for each analysed image. If these common features
are not in the same position across the set of images then this
commonality between images, and therefore ‘eigenfaces’ is lost,
meaning that essential positional information is spread across a
larger number of PCs than is necessary.
When using PCA for sound spectra it is usually important that there is alignment in the pitch (fundamental frequency).
When considering an instrument tone in the time domain it is
important that different portions of the envelope of the sound are
aligned and that variations in pitch and amplitude are either
aligned or removed prior to analysis. Rasterisation offers the potential for this kind of alignment. The following sub-sections outline the methods employed here.

Figure 1: Rastograms of single tones produced by, from
left to right, saxophone, trumpet and electric piano. The
top panel shows alignment by matching line width to
time period, the bottom panel shows alignment by resampling audio data.

4.3. Fixed resampling of instrument tones to match period to
rastogram width
Inspection of how a rastogram changes as the row (or line) number changes provides visual information about that tone itself
varies over time. This visual information is confused if the width
of the rastogram is not matched with the time period (the reciprocal of the fundamental frequency) of the instrument tone since
vertical alignment is lost between rows. In such cases the rastogram gives the impression that there has been some change in the
time domain waveform even where there has been none. The
simplest solution to this problem is to adjust the width of rastogram so that the number of pixels in a single line is the same as
the number of samples in the period of the instrument tone. This
offers an improvement over the unaligned case, but where the
time period is not exactly an integer number of samples then
there will be some diagonal skewing of features that would be
vertically aligned if the period of the tone perfectly matched the
width of the rastogram. A straightforward solution to this is to
resample the audio. This is achieved via the standard procedure
of up-sampling by one integer factor p followed by decimation
by a second factor q, combined with low-pass filtering to yield a
change in the sampling rate of p/q [10]. Provided p/q > 1 this
process is reversible since no information is lost as a result of the
low-pass filtering. The top panel of Figure 1 shows three raster-

4.4. Edge detection and gradient estimation for variable resampling of instrument tones
Whilst the method described in the preceding sub-section does
improve the visualisation of the instrument tones it assumes pitch
stationarity and periodicity. To deal with mild inharmonicity and
variations in pitch an algorithm which is able to align according
individual dominant components and is able to track variations in
such components over time is needed. Since the tones are represented in rastograms this can be achieved by edge detection and
straightening. The following procedure is employed after the instrument tone has been resampled at a fixed rate to give the best
vertical alignment.
For edge detection the Canny algorithm is used [11].
This can reduce the number of false positives (pixels incorrectly
identified as belonging to an edge) and improve the localisation
of correctly identified edges (when compared with simpler edge
detectors) [11]. The detector begins by smoothing the data with a
Gaussian filter to reduce the impact of individual pixels which
are particularly noisy. Following this the gradient magnitude and
direction for each pixel is calculated from the first derivative of
intensity. A process of thinning the probable edge areas then
takes place by the suppression of points which are not local
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maxima in the direction of the gradient. Finally thresholding with
hysteresis along with connectivity analysis is applied to detect
and link edges.
In order to use this to determine varying resampling
ratios to be applied when moving from top to bottom, the rastogram is divided into horizontal strips, each containing n lines.
Within each strip the Canny algorithm is used to find the longest
edge in the strip. The average local gradient s of the strip is defined as being the difference (in pixels) between the positions (in
the horizontal direction) between the top and bottom of the longest edge. If s is positive then the current strip is appended with s
samples from the next strip, if s is negative then s samples are
transferred from the end of the current strip to the beginning of
the next strip. The strip is then resampled by the ratio v where:

v=

Wn + s
Wn

Further vertical feature alignment between rastograms is
achieved by padding the beginning and end of the tone with zero
samples so that the darkest column is centered in the image. This
process is illustrated in Figure 3.

(3)

where W is the width of the rastogram in pixels.
This entire procedure is then repeated until the entire
rastogram has been processed. Best results are obtained by iteratively performing this process with differing values of n. This
resampling and appending process can be reversed once analysis/resynthesis has taken place, provided a resampling ‘map’ is
retained. The top panels of Figure 2 show the vibrato being progressively removed from an oboe tone by four iterations of this
algorithm, the bottom panels show the same process being performed on a violin tone. The vertical axis is shown in pixels and
it is repeated for the last panel in the figure since this algorithm
can lead to a variation in the height of the rastogram. Where v <
1 there may be a loss in quality due to the low pass filtering employed in the resampling process. However this loss of quality
can be prevented by oversampling the entire rastogram before
performing variable resampling. The values of n for each successive iteration in the figure (moving from left to right) are 18, 13,
9 and 6 respectively.

Column averages calculated
Padded with zeros to align
darkest column to centre

Darkest column identified

Figure 3: Column alignment of rastograms

4.5. Envelope alignment by row insertion or deletion
Having aligned line-to-line features the next stage is to ensure
that the rastograms each have the same number of lines. This is
achieved by the insertion or removal of entire lines from the
steady-state part of the rastogram. This simple approach can be
employed since the alignment already performed will ensure that
there is high similarity and synchronisation between lines. A basic assumption that the steady state of each tone begins 30% into
its duration and is effective for the instrument tones used here,
although to make this process more general a better steady-state
detection algorithm is needed. To determine the position of the
end of the steady state portion the sample values for each line are
averaged to derive an amplitude envelope. Once the row amplitude has fallen below one half of the mean amplitude for whole
rastogram then the steady-state is considered to have finished.
Once the position of the steady-state portion of the tone has been
identified it is then expanded, or reduced, to achieve a standard
number of rows for the tone. This standard number of rows can
be determined by the user and is dependent upon the length of
tones being analysed. After this process each rastogram should
have the same number of lines.
Figure 4 shows this row insertion/removal (right hand
panel) after straightening (middle panel) of a rasterised instrument tone (left panel) for a violin (top) and trumpet (bottom)
tone. Provided only insertion is performed and a map of the insertion points is retained this process can be undone, if required.

Figure 2: Rasterised instrument tone, oboe (top) and violin (bottom), variably resampled after edge detection
with (from right to left) one, two, three and four iterations.
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1. The hybrid sound should be perceived as emanating from a
single object.
2. The hybrid should contain some identifiable attributes of both
sounds.
3. There should be some sense of acoustic plausibility – an instrument could feasibly exist which might produce such a sound.
This final criterion is, of course, heavily dependent on the differences in the instruments chosen for hybridisation. The purpose of
the alignment described in the previous section is to make the
PCA more efficient. The following sub-section uses a simple statistic to measure this for two different sounds. Sub-section 5.2
then describes and discusses different cross-syntheses.

5.1. Effect of alignment on PCA efficiency
Figure 5 shows the reconstruction of a horn sound, from different
proportions of the 64 eigensounds generated from a training set
of which it is a member. It can be seen that, as expected, the fidelity of the reconstruction to the original sound improves as
more eigensounds are used. The more efficient a PCA representation of a sound is, the better the reconstruction when using fewer
eigensounds. A highly efficient PCA representation of a sound
will allow near identical reconstruction from just a few eigensounds. Although the rastograms are very similar, there are some
audible differences between the original and the reconstruction
from 90% of the eigensounds. Below 70% and the reconstructed
sound takes on a more reedy, accordion-like timbre.

Figure 4: Rastograms of original instrument tones (left),
variably resampled (middle) and steady-state aligned
(right), violin tone (first panel) trumpet tone (second
panel).

(a)

4.6. Summary of rastogram preparation prior to PCA

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

A summary of the procedures outlined in this section to align
features within, and between, rastograms of different instrument
tones is:
1. Trim the audio clip to remove any silence at the beginning
and/or end of the signal.
2. Estimate pitch of steady-state portion of signal and use this to
determine the width of the rastogram in pixels.
3. Reshape the one-dimensional audio data into a twodimensional rastogram.
4. Apply iterative edge-detection-based straightening algorithm
(described in sub-section 4.4).
5. Perform row insertion/removal to stretch/compress rastogram
to desired length.

Figure 5: (a) Original rastogram of a french horn tone.
Reconstructions using (b) 90%; (c) 70%; (d) 50%; and
(e) 30% of the 64 available eigensounds.

5. RESULTS
Having produced and aligned instrument tones within rastograms
using the methods described in the previous section the audio
data is ready for derasterisation and PCA analysis. As stated, the
main purpose of this work has been to develop and investigate a
novel time-domain cross-synthesis process. This is achieved by
projection of the sound of one instrument onto the eigensounds
obtained from a set of sounds produced by a different instrument.
The purpose of this is to produce a sound that creates a plausible
impression of a hybrid of the two instruments. The criteria employed to assess this are:

To assess the effect of the alignment procedures on the efficiency
of the subsequent PCA, the mean square of the Euclidean distance between intensity values for each pixel (sample) of an
original sound and its reconstruction using eigensounds is presented in Figure 6 for a violin and trumpet. A reduced training
set has been used here giving a maximum of 5 eigensounds,
which gives perfect reconstruction since the original sound is
part of the training set. It can be seen that there is a clear improvement in PCA efficiency for the aligned rastograms over unaligned rastograms. For the violin sound the increase in efficiency, averaged over the 1 to 4 eigensound cases, is 95 %. For
the trumpet the average efficiency increase is 48%.
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These results show that these alignment processes may
well be of use in applications which use PCA of time-domain
audio for data compression, although the data required to remove
the straightening and inserted rows would need to be
stored/transmitted along with the retained eigensounds.

these
examples
are
www.jezwells.org/PCA_audio.

available

online

at

5.2.1. Guitar
This is the least successful of the cross-syntheses, due to the vast
difference in amplitude envelope between a plucked guitar and a
bowed violin. As can be seen from the rastograms in Figure 7a
there is very little similarity with the original tone even for the
twenty eigensound projection. The result is that the timbre of the
violin dominates the hybrid.

Figure 7a: Rastograms of original guitar tone (left), reconstruction from eigensounds produced from a 5 violin
training set (middle) and a 20 violin set (right).
5.2.2. Trumpet
The trumpet has an amplitude envelope which is closer to that of
the violin, particularly in the steady state portion. Whilst the violin timbre does dominate, as the training set size increases from 5
to 20 the spectral envelope approaches that of a trumpet even
though the excitation is still very violin-like. The pitch variations
in the trumpet tone are retained and the sense of a single acoustic
source is strong, making this an interesting and plausible hybrid
albeit one which is not perceptually equidistant between the two
original instrument types. What is particularly striking about the
hybrid produced by this method is the detail which is retained
which is often temporally smeared and ‘phasey’ in spectral hybrids

Figure 6: Square of Euclidean distance between pixel intensities for reconstruction using different numbers of
eigensounds, with and without alignment for a violin
(top) and a trumpet (bottom).

5.2. Cross-synthesis
In this sub-section example results, illustrating cross-synthesis
are provided. Two training sets of violin sounds have been compiled: one containing 5 tones from different violins, the second
containing 20. From these tones cross-synthesized hybrids have
been produced by projecting tones from other instruments onto
each violin eigensound. The range of pitches in the 5 violin set is
C4-E4, the range for the 20 violin set is G4-E4. The instrument
sounds used for hybridisation are those of a guitar, trumpet and
oboe. Once the hybrid sounds have been constructed from PCA
projection onto the violin eigensounds, the structure of the original sound is reintroduced by reversing the alignment that has
been carried out prior to PCA, thus returning their original pitch
and any frequency modulation characteristics. Audio files for

Figure 8b: Rastograms of original trumpet tone (left), reconstruction from eigensounds produced from a 5 violin
training set (middle) and a 20 violin set (right).
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5.2.3. Oboe

7. REFERENCES

A hybrid which is more equally weighted perceptually, particularly for the 20 violin training set, has been produced here however there is an apparent loss of temporal detail which is not the
case for the trumpet-violin cross and there is also a chorus-type
effect introduced which reduces the sense that there is just a single sounding object. For the 5 violin training set the overall resonant structure is close to that of an oboe but the excitation is violin-like, for the 20 violin training case the excitation sounds more
like an equal hybrid of violin and oboe too.

Figure 9c: Rastograms of original oboe tone (left), reconstruction from eigensounds produced from a 5 violin
training set (middle) and a 20 violin set (right).

6. CONCLUSIONS
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ABSTRACT

is undergoing constant re-factoring and additional tools from new
research in spectral modeling techniques, but at its core contains
very powerful synthesis routines that provide for a powerful realtime instrument within a lightweight code base.
Using this library, externals for analysis, synthesis, and editing were created in Pure Data (Pd) called smspd. Once this system
was established, we were presented with many new and innovative
ways to use these tools within such a powerful and flexible programming environment. To begin however, it seemed most appropriate to design a playable instrument, hoping to be as expressive
as the acoustic instruments used to create our SMS data. To this
aim, the following design choices were established along the way:

We present a real-time implementation of SMS synthesis in Pure
Data. This instrument focuses on interaction with the ability to
continuously synthesize any frame position within an SMS sound
representation, in any order, thereby freeing time from other parameters such as frequency or spectral shape. The instrument can
be controlled expressively with a Wacom Tablet that offers both
coupled and absolute controls with good precision. A prototype
graphical interface in python is presented that helps to interact with
the SMS data through visualization. In this system, any sound
sample with interesting spectral features turns into a playable instrument. The processing functionality originates in the SMS C
code written almost 20 years ago, now re-factored into the open
source library, libsms, also wrapped into a python module. A set of
externals for Pure Data, called smspd, was made using this library
to facilitate on-the-fly analysis, flexible modifications, and interactive synthesis. We discuss new transformations are introduced
based on the possibilities of this system and ideas for higher-level,
feature based transformations that benefit from the interactivity of
this system.
1. INTRODUCTION
A musical instrument needs to be capable of expression. It should
not only have an interesting and dynamic sound, but it also needs
to be playable. The well-known techniques of Spectral Modeling Synthesis (SMS) can easily create rich and interesting sounds,
but playability can only be achieved through compromises in order to intuitively control this dense parametric model in real-time.
Many approaches choose to re-synthesize the data similar to its
acoustic source; for example, a saxophone melody analyzed, segmented and reconstructed with a new order of pitches. On the other
hand, focusing on one note in this melody, if parametrized accordingly, presents an abundance of compositional material throughout
its many evolving harmonics and energy bands. By limiting the
length of the sound source to a few well defined events, one can
explore the spectral richness of an analyzed acoustic event through
a system based on real-time SMS synthesis, thereby turning these
events into playable instruments. Our instrument not only lends
itself to musical interest, but also gives the performer an improved
understanding of the underlying structure in sounds we may sometimes take for granted.
This paper discusses the ongoing development of a spectral
modeling synthesizer in the Pure Data [13] real-time audio environment. It stems from the original SMS system developed in [15],
now in the form of the open source C library libsms1 . The library
1 libsms

homepage: http://mtg.upf.edu/static/libsms

• analysis is treated as a separate non-real-time procedure.
• the overall sound length is kept short enough to allow one
to focus on distinct regions of data with interesting features.
• the choice of synthesis frame (time index) is unrestricted:
any order of frames produces a smooth synthesis, chosen in
real-time.
While these decisions may seem quite limiting in the face of many
advancements to SMS techniques, this paper aims to show how
they lead to an instrument that allows for an interactive exploration
of the acoustic phenomena organized within the spectral data in a
very musical way.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the analysis / synthesis methods used and
discusses related software. Section 3 introduces libsms and tools
for real-time synthesis and visualization that use the library. Section 4 describes the implementation of an interactive SMS-based
instrument in Pd. Finally, Section 5 discusses the benefits of our
approach and provides room for future work in both interface design and modifications.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1. Sinusoids Plus Noise Model
There are many approaches to modeling spectral data that all try
to describe a signal in the frequency domain with more useful parameters than what is first obtained with short-time Fourier analysis [1]. Within the scope of this paper, the Sinusoids (or Deterministic) Plus Noise (or Stochastic) [17] model is used for analysis,
transformation and synthesis. This model is useful because it effectively parametrizes a large variety of sounds in a manner that
offers a number of meaningful manipulations [18] and is well fit
for real-time synthesis. The detailed processing techniques are described in [4], while here is only a brief introduction.
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In sinusoidal analysis, a sequence of FFT frames are computed
using the STFT. Peaks in the resulting magnitude spectrum are
then detected and tracked from frame to frame. The result is a set
of sinusoidal ‘tracks’ with time varying frequencies, magnitudes
and phases [12, 20]. With only sinusoidal tracks, it is possible
to generate a reconstruction that captures the acoustic qualities of
many musical instruments.
If the sound is known to be harmonic, a property common to
many musical instruments, the first track can be seen as the fundamental frequency of the sound source. This information can then
be used to improve the peak-picking process by looking for partials that are multiples of the fundamental.
There are two basic methods for reconstructing a time-domain
signal from sinusoidal tracks. The traditional method is with an oscillator bank, where-in an array of frequency/magnitude/phase are
made into time-varying sinusoids by a table-lookup. The resulting
waveforms are successively summed into a complex waveform. A
more efficient method is to sum the partials while still in the frequency domain and use the inverse-FFT algorithm to convert all
partials to a complex waveform at once [8]. Both techniques interpolate the frequencies and amplitudes between frames to create
smoothly evolving sinusoids.
A stochastic residual helps to ‘fill in’ the representation of
many sounds that contain noisy characteristics, such as the breath
in voice or the string slipping in bowed instruments [15]. The
residual is obtained by re-synthesizing the sinusoidal tracks and
subtracting the resulting waveform from the original. If the residual is considered as purely stochastic, which is the case in a perfect
deterministic analysis, it is only necessary to store the magnitude
spectrum of the residual.
The inverse-FFT algorithm is used to reconstruct a time-domain
waveform of the stochastic residual from the analyzed magnitude
spectrum and randomly generated phases. To reconstruct the original signal, the two time-domain waveforms are summed together.
In both sinusoidal and noise components, the data is computed
and stored at a frame-rate fast enough so that linear interpolation
from frame to frame creates the illusion of a smooth acoustic evolution in the synthesis. Transients, such as onsets, are not accurately represented in a sinusoids plus noise decomposition2 because they evolve too fast to be accurately reproduced at a framerate low enough to be useful when modeled as sinusoids, yet their
phase values are not stochastic. Some systems extract the transients before sinusoidal and stochastic residual analysis and treat
them independently [21], while others re-sample the frame-rate in
sections where transients are detected [7].
2.2. Real-Time Flexibility with Magnitude Only Analysis / Synthesis
Some types of sounds, especially those with smooth evolution, do
not benefit from using original phase values in re-synthesis [15]. If
original phases are disregarded in the extracted sinusoidal tracks,
new phases can be calculated from any given frequency/amplitude
pair. The first frame synthesized starts with randomly generated
phases, then at the end of each frame the phase values of each partial track are stored so that the next frame’s phases can smoothly
continue. It is a similar case with the residual data; phases are
disregarded and regenerated randomly when needed.
2 While the result of modeling transients as sinusoids might go strangely
haywire, there have been many instances when using a malformed model
produced very interesting musical sounds

Modifications in time are trivial if phases are generated on the
fly at the time of synthesis. A constant interpolation time from
frame to frame is first provided (in the IFFT re-synthesis method,
this is the hop size) and then any frame can occur before the next
with a smooth result. Furthermore, all or individual frequency and
magnitude values can be modified without creating clicks or pops
from phase discontinuities.
2.3. Modifications of the Analysis Data
The Sinusoids Plus Noise model is chosen for our work because
it permits many types of modifications, making it possible to create new sounds that contain a rich timbre derived from an acoustic
source. The most common manipulations are frequency and time
scaling the entire data set by a constant [12, 17]. These modifications make the model popular because they do can be performed
independent of one another, without distorting the timbrel characteristics of the sound.
The magnitudes of individual or groups of sinusoidal tracks
can also be modified, which produces similar effects to time-domain
filtering. Modifying individual frequencies creates a distortion to
the overall acoustic structure of the sound, an interesting effect
unattainable within the original sound’s capabilities.
The noise component can be modified independently of the
sinusoidal component, yielding a number of effects. The easiest
modification is to emphasis or deemphasis the noisiness by modifying its overall gain. Also, the brightness of the sound can be
modified by increasing the gain of the residual in the higher frequency range.
Higher level modifications can be accomplished by extracting
features from the SMS data [18]. The spectral shape, or envelope,
of both sinusoidal and noise components can be calculated and
modified with very interesting results. In sounds that contain a distinct spectral shape independent of pitch (fundamental frequency),
re-applying the spectral shape of the original data after transposition can help to preserve timbre characteristics [15]. Two spectral
envelopes, from different sources, can be used to create the effect
of a time-varying ‘hybrid’ from one sound to another [16].
Some sound features can be described with one value per analysis. For example, a harmonic distortion can be applied by multiplying the frequency of every partial by a non-integer. Another
possibility is to approximate the spectral tilt with a line and use
the slope coefficient as a controller, thereby changing frequency
magnitudes depending on their location in the spectrum.
Feature-based modifications are useful for manipulating SMS
data in real-time without necessarily needing a ‘perfect’ analysis.
They produce interesting sound effects, but the results may be unpredictable. There are other systems that use feature extraction
and classification techniques to preform more musically meaningful transformations based on machine learning [3], but usage of
these techniques is beyond the scope of this paper.
2.4. Software Approaches to Synthesizing SMS Data
There are many different approaches for processing SMS data,
which vary depending on the application at hand. Here is a short
review of various SMS software systems whose histories contribute
to the system presented in this work.
SMS was originally used in terminal-based applications that
were controlled and tested with bash scripts. In the original SMS C
package, MusicKit [9] was used to create modifications over time
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with envelopes.3 A score file was read that directed functions for
time stretching, amplitude, frequency and hybrid modifications.
Eduard Resina later created the Windows application SMSComposer [14], introducing a graphical user interface and sequencer
for the available modifications. Many useful elements were incorporated, such as a clef for the pitch range and an envelope visualizer, that made composing with an SMS model more natural
than what a script file can offer. More recently, the CLAM framework [2], containing SMSTools, has been developed to allow for a
collection of effects combined with SMS synthesis. Analysis and
Transformations of the SMS model are organized in XML scripts.
Many applications have been designed to take advantage of sophisticated audio processing techniques alongside SMS in order to
achieve certain application’s necessities. One example is presented
in [11], where a system for singing karaoke impersonation is implemented by using parameters of an input voice to control the
spectral models created from a professional singer. The singers’
voice is analyzed for pitch, spectral envelope, and formant structure. This information is used to align the real-time signal with
the stored analysis files, with the additional help of a score with
melodic and lyrical information.
Micheal Klingbeil’s Spear is a convenient standalone application for different types of analysis, re-synthesis, and editing of
sinusoidal tracks [10]. The model he works from is not based on
SMS, but is mentioned here anyway because this application has a
very nice interface for interacting with extracted sinusoidal tracks.
It is a straightforward and lightweight tool that displays sinusoids
on a time/frequency axis, resembling a sonogram. Various editing tools are available such as frequency and time region selectors,
the most interesting of which is the ‘lasso’ tool for hand picking
a region of sinusoidal tracks. Spear is a powerful application for
sound analysis, although difficult to use for musical purposes - all
modifications must be exported to file. However, Spear can export
sinusoidal tracks to SDIF files [22], thereafter usable in a variety
of other applications. For example, the first author wrote externals in Pd for importing SDIF 1TRC frames created in Spear, and
then synthesizing with an oscillator bank4 . There are also objects
within the Max/MSP environment for additive synthesis based on
analysis data stored in SDIF files [22, 23].

porating Erik de Castro Lopo’s libsndfile5 for flexible sound file
input/output, changing to floating-point computation, and revamping memory allocation, while there is also a growing list of other
changes packaged with the library. Libsms aims to be a crossplatform, GNU licensed C library, capable of handling many types
of spectral-based algorithms, usable within a variety of applications.
While there have been many advancements to SMS analysis
since 1990, the synthesis algorithms are virtually the same. Not
only do the synthesis routines in libsms produce high fidelity results, they use very little CPU power on modern day computers.
For the sinusoidal component, both table-lookup oscillator bank
and inverse-FFT methods can be used and are interchangeable.
For residual re-synthesis, the magnitude spectrum is approximated
with stochastic phases [19].
The analysis routines in libsms require many frames of data
due of a circular buffer6 . On the other hand, the synthesis routines
are completely frame based, only needing one frame in history for
interpolation. In this sense, the synthesizer produces one frame of
latency before constructing an audio waveform.
Currently, there are 3 types of programs that use libsms: commandline tools, a SWIG-wrapped python module (with examples), and
Pd externals. A brief description of the Pd externals, the smspd library, is given here, while information about to the command line
and python tools can be found in the library package or homepage.

3. THE (RE)BIRTH OF LIBSMS AND [SMSPD]
This section provides a brief introduction to libsms, an open-source
C library for spectral analysis, synthesis and modifications.
Many years ago, a lightweight, C-based library was developed
for spectral modeling analysis and synthesis based on the sinusoids
plus stochastic model [15]. Last touched around 1990, the code
contained many functions that did not work on modern day computers. For example audio input/output depended on the NeXT
sound file format and the script-based sequencer was based on the
NeXT MusicKit [9]. The audio routines themselves were clearly
kept separate from these design decisions and worked quite well
from a debian-based linux OS with only a minimal amount of work
to make the included terminal programs analyze and synthesize a
variety of sounds. Some of the original changes include incor3 sound examples from the SMS website:
http://mtg.upf.edu/technologies/sms?p=Sound%20examples
4 Pd externals sdiflists and oscbank can be found in the Pd svn
repository or:
http://mtg.upf.edu/people/eakin?p=Pd%20Stuff

Figure 1: Example Pd patch for loading a pre-existing file into
smsbuf, then synthesizing it with smssynth∼
There are 4 externals that all operate on a common smsbuf
5 libsndfile
homepage:
http://www.mega-nerd.com/
libsndfile/
6 While this circular buffer significantly improves results, current work
in modularizing the analysis processes in order to make this circular buffer
optional will make real-time analysis in Pd possible.
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buffer, similar to how Pd’s delread∼ and dealwrite∼: a unique
symbol is given as the object’s first argument, which is then stored
in a global list of symbols. This symbol, along with the globally
declared smsbuf class, is then used to pass around a pointer with a
structure of SMS data to other objects that contain the same symbol as a first argument. An example Pd patch illustrating this system is shown in figure 1. Here is a brief description of the current
objects:
smsbuf is a buffer for storing, recalling or viewing SMS data. It
can read and save data to file, print analysis information,
and send out data to Pd in lists.
smsanal can analyze either a file or Pd array with audio data in a
separate thread, storing the analysis data in an smsbuf.
smssynth∼ synthesizes SMS data within an smsbuf into a timedomain waveform. The object reads a floating point index
at the beginning of every block (the IFFT hop size, independent of Pd’s block-rate) and interpolates between two
concurrent data frames.
smsedit permanently modifies the data in an smsbuf. The edits
are frame-based.
The choice to make smsbuf an object within Pd was made
hoping that it would simplify further advancements in data modifications. While smsedit is currently a fairly basic external for
low level modifications, it requires very little code to access SMS
data. Furthermore, there are certain types of manipulations where
multiple data files are necessary. For example, smssynth∼ can
create ‘hybrids’ of two data sets by imposing a spectral envelope
of one sound onto the partials of another [16], requiring access
to two smsbuf objects. On the other hand, some effects, such
as polyphony and harmonization, are easily created with multiple
smssynth∼ objects that all have access to a single smsbuf.
4. SMS INSTRUMENT IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes an instrument created for performing with
SMS data in real-time with smspd. The Graphical interface in
python for interactive visualization is introduced. Video examples
can be watched online7 .
4.1. Preparing the Analysis
Creating a good spectral representation of a sound with libsms is
not automatic. If a sound is harmonic, in a medium range of frequencies, and stable (which does cover many sounds ranging from
voice to orchestral instruments), a good result can be obtained with
default parameters to the analyzer. For many interesting sounds,
one must inspect the sound prior to analysis (ex. a spectrogram
is useful) and adjust parameters to such an extent that it is not yet
beneficial to analyze the sound in a real-time environment. Once a
favorable analysis is stored to file, it can be recalled into an smsbuf in an instant. Nonetheless, the ability to analyze sound from a
Pd array is implemented and deserves more experimentation.

synthesis process. Regardless of exactly what value is given to any
of the parameters, synthesis will continue while audio computation
is turned on.
Time Frame
Time is specified by a frame number relating to the analysis window, usually between 2 and 20 milliseconds. The synthesis window hop size (in samples) effects the interpolation time between
frames. By default, the window size in smssynth∼ is 512 samples
or 10.6 milliseconds at a sampling rate of 48k/sec.
The next frame to synthesize is specified as a floating point
number; a new data frame is created by interpolating between two
integer frames. Because of this, one can either specify frames with
arbitrary distance inbetween (ex. frame 10.2 followed by 1010.5)
or by only a slight change (ex. frame 10.2 followed by frame 10.05
or 10.7). Any frame succession will produce a smooth additive
synthesis of naturally evolving partial frequencies (although large
jumps will obviously create artificial interpolations). Thus, long
files may contain too much material for performance and shorter
sounds with distinct timbres become favorable. Even a half second
sound file can be turned into an instrument that is interesting to
play for an entire musical work.
Frequency
Another parameter in the synthesizer is a frequency control, which
transposes every partial according to a well-tempered scale. As
discussed in Section 2.3, it may be desireable to maintain the original sound’s spectral envelope in order to preserve timbre characteristics. Spectral enveloping techniques have been added to libsms, based on the discrete cepstrum spectral envelope described
best in [6]. It has been very useful for maintaining formant characteristics in voice sounds, while it tends to distort other sound types
such as brass instruments. The current implementation allows for
both disregarding and maintaining the original spectral envelope.
seen
Gain
Gain is controlled by either global magnitude (multiplying the output signal by a constant directly in Pd) or adding/reducing the
residual component’s magnitude. The gain of individual partials
can also be modified with smsedit (see sec. 4.6).
Synthesis Type
In some cases, it may be desirable to turn off either sinusoidal or
residual synthesis. Both component can be turned on or off in
real-time. This helps immensely to understand the quality of each
component’s representation. For instance, the residual synthesis
occasionally sounds like wind, thereby inadvertently making the
result sound more synthetic.
4.3. Wacom Tablet as Controller

4.2. Synthesis Parameters
The parameters for controlling the synthesis are few. They are
specified in real-time and are meant to interactively control the
7 Video examples of real-time SMS instrument: http://mtg.upf.
edu/people/eakin?p=Examples

While the choice for controller is largely up to the user when it
comes to Pd, ranging from store-bought electronics to table-top
LCD’s, this section discusses mapping choices for using a Wacom
Tablet as a high-precision controller for smssynth∼. Using a Wacom Tablet to control additive synthesis is not new [25]: Matthew
Wright has been performing with sinusoidal models in Max/MSP
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for almost 10 years now. While he uses a tablet for similar reasons
- it has precise, absolute, and coupled parameters - the mapping
scheme presented here is much different. Wright uses a set of preanalyzed sounds in his performances, hand-drawn onto the tablet
surface in a grid-like fashion that makes a wide variety of sounds
available at any time. In the implementation presented in this paper, one set of analysis data is mapped across the length of the
tablet, usually kept short enough that distinct sections in the data
can be consistently located by the stylus tip without much effort.
The tablet currently used is a Wacom Intous, 6x11 inches8 .
This model provides a pressure control, which is naturally mapped
to the output signal’s gain. The synthesis frame is mapped to the
absolute X-axis and frequency transpose is mapped to the Y-axis,
centered around the middle of the tablet. The actual amount of
transposition is variable, depending on the effect desired. For instance, an expressive vibrato is easier to control if the maximum
transposition is only about one whole-tone, but melodies are easier
to create with up to an octave transposition in either direction. A
midi keyboard has also been used for more discrete pitch transpositions according to the fundamental frequency of the harmonic.
The stylus tilt is also used, but as it is difficult to control both
absolute position and tilt simultaneously, it is better to map tilt to
parameters that do not dramatically effect the produced sound. For
example, X-tilt is optionally mapped to reverberation and Y-tilt to
residual magnitude.
The Wacom data is received in Pd using Hans Steiner’s linuxevent or hid objects, available in both Pd’s svn and Pd-extended.
The above mapping works well in most cases and is used by
default. Considering the flexibility of Pd, however, it is sometimes
preferable to map parameters to other controllers, a sequencer, or
even a signal analysis patch. In performances and recordings, the
first author changes the mapping scheme on the fly to incorporate
other processing techniques available in Pd.

burdensome because moving just one track did not create an interesting sound effect, but only made one partial component a distinguishable sinewave in the midst of an acoustically rich sound.
Instead, it is more useful to modify groups of partials at a time,
making sure that changes occur gradually. The modified sections
are visualized by adding color to one of the RGB components,
making it easy to know when a deviation from the original sound
representation is about to be heard (see figure 2).
The current synthesis frame is visualized by a vertical line that
is gray when gain is zero (ex., the stylus pen is not touching the
tablet) and increasingly bright as gain increases. After moving the
time bar over a focused section of a sound a few times, one can
make a connection between the graphical representation and sonic
characteristics, thereby enhancing the ability to control the sound
synthesis.
The graphical interface needs its own copy of the analysis data
in memory, although this amount of memory consumption is not an
issue in today’s computer systems. While this creates maintenance
work for making sure modifications are properly represented, the
data needs to be accessed differently by synthesis routines (frame
to frame) than in the GUI (partial to partial). Therefore, the structure of code in both components is more efficient and easier to
read.
4.5. OSC: Linking Pd and Python
Pd and Python communicate using high-level OSC [24] modules:
In Pd, messages are sent using the sendOSC object that is available in both Pd’s svn and Pd-extended. In python, the messages
are received using a pure-python OSC implementation11 . This
supports the decision to use multiple programming environments
that complement each other: Python provides a large selection of
graphical tools and is good for database management, while Pd is
designed for complex audio processes in real-time.

4.4. Interactive Visual Representation
Controlling smssynth∼ is difficult without first becoming familiar with the sonic features of an analysis. If one practices using the
above described system with a given sound, with time they will
grow familiar with the characteristic sections and develop an ability to intelligently perform with the material. However, this time
spent could be unnecessary. By watching a sonogram-like plot
of the sinusoidal tracks and a time-bar that indicates the variable
frame position, one only needs to perform with the instrument presented here for a short time before understanding the sonic features
at hand. In this section, we discuss an implementation of a coupled visual aid to the SMS synthesizer presented above that makes
use of Pygame9 , PyOpenGL10 , and pysms, the SWIG [5] wrapped
libsms module.
According to the sonogram analogy, partial tracks are displayed from frame zero to the end of the file across the x-axis,
while frequency increases to a fixed point (usually around tenthousand hertz) along the y-axis. Color is used to represent the
decibel magnitude of each partial track. This creates easily recognizable formant structures and onsets that are not cluttered by the
noise of a signal.
Originally, the display of every partial breakpoint was visually
movable, which was also coupled to the analysis data. This proved
8 Wacom

Intuos website: http://www.wacom.com/intuos/
http://www.pygame.org
10 PyOpenGL: http://pyopengl.sourceforge.net/
9 PyGame:

4.6. Modifications Separated from Synthesis
Pd is a good choice for high-level audio processing because it is
flexible and contains a strong time scheduler for both audio and
control data. It seems necessary, however, that all SMS-related
manipulations need to act on the low-level data buffer in C. Editing large data sets, like SMS data for example, in patches is cumbersome and bug prone. For this reason, the SMS synthesizer presented here assures that any SMS data frame can be synthesized
immediately with just a few parameters, while complicated modifications are developed in other externals or libsms.
In smssynth∼’s audio loop, there are three main library functions that do the necessary work (see the doxygen documentation
for details):
sms_interpolateFrames() takes a floating point index into a file
and produces an interpolated frame of data.
sms_modify() modifies the resulting frame based on a set of flags
within a parameter structure.
sms_synthesize() blindly synthesizes the interpolated and modified frame
Currently, modifications in sms_modify() are: pitch transposition, envelope maintenance, and superposition of an additional
11 Python
SimpleOSC module:
www.ixi-software.net/
content/body_backyard_python.html
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envelope from a separate analysis file. These modifications create almost no CPU overhead. The system is meant to support a
growth of modifications within the library, without effecting the
functionality of existing applications.
The modifications available in smsedit are low level, generalized methods that serve as an example/proof-of-concept of how
to access the data within an smsbuf. The edits are performed one
frame at a time, either on a range, every other, or a single partial
track. Modifications are currently limited to deterministic data, including frequency and amplitude modifications by addition, multiplication, or introducing a random deviance. It is quite easy to add
new modifications at the C level when they come to mind, or build
more sophisticated, time-varying modifications within pd patches
(see figure 3).

Figure 2: The top image shows the interface for visualizing sinusoidal tracks extracted with libsms. The vertical bar represents the
current synthesis frame in Pd’s smssynth∼. Edits were made, using smsedit by multiplying consecutive frame’s partial frequencies
with values stored in a Pd table. The bottom image is the same
analysis data, zoomed in near the frame of synthesis.
Editing the data with smsedit creates irreversible distortions
to the unity of the original sound representation. For this reason,
smsbuf has the ability to keep a ‘backup’ of the original analysis
that can be recalled. With a ‘converge’ message to smsedit, the
data can gradually shift towards the original values. With this in
combination with the low-level editing functionality in smsedit,
one can write Pd abstracts to perform interesting modifications that
distort sections of the spectral model while leaving others, and then
return the model to its unity. Such distortions sound very electronic
while maintaining a sense of acoustic structure from the section of
the model unmodified.
5. REFLECTIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1. New Achievements in Interactive Control of SMS Data
As mentioned in section 4.2, this real-time implementation of SMS
synthesis provides for great flexibility in time and frequency, creating a powerful interaction with the sound. Since partial tracks
are interpolated on the fly from one frame to the next (with appropriate phases), one can easily improvise for an arbitrary length of
time with only a model that contains a few interesting features (see
figure 4).
It is best to constantly provide new control data to the synthesizer. If time and frequency are both kept stationary, the resulting synthesis immediately sounds stale, as the synthesizer is

Figure 3: Example of smsedit, using a Pd array as a template for
transposing consecutive frame data. The modification is visualized
in figure 2.

re-iterating over the same set of data and there is no partial movement. This is not a hard task with the Wacom Tablet, since time,
frequency and magnitude are all coupled with any small gesture
from the stylus. Articulations are straightforward and natural; a
very realistic vibrato is produced by moving the stylus in a circular motion around a desired pitch.
5.2. Interface Improvements
PyOpenGL is too slow to interactively modify partial tracks. There
are still many desireable manipulations that are not yet feasible to
visualize, such as bending or warping groups of sinusoidal tracks
in real-time. If one takes advantage of OpenGL display lists to
pre-compile the plotting commands, CPU usage is reduced from
around 50% to around 2%. Yet, one can not change the visual
aspects of the independent partials in a display list, thereby loosing
many interesting benefits of the graphical representation. A port of
the python code to C/C++ is soon to be undergone, where drawing
without display lists will be more efficient. As the PyGame code is
a direct wrapper around libSDL, the code will be nearly identical
as the prototype in python.
5.3. More Modifications
Manually editing the SMS data has usually resulted in turning
an acoustic sound into an electric one. This may be desirable in
some instances, but if an acoustic coherence is sought, higher level
manipulations that take place over time need to be implemented
within libsms. One research direction is towards extracting ‘feature templates’ from analysis data that can then be generically used
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[2] X. Amatriain and P. Arumi. Developing cross-platform audio and music applications with the clam framework. In
Proceedings of International Computer Music Conference,
pages 403–410, Barcelona, Spain, 2005.
[3] X. Amatriain, J. Bonada, A. Loscos, J. L. Arcos, and V. Verfaille. Content-based transformations. Journal of New Music
Research, 32(1):95–114, 2003.
[4] X. Amatriain, J. Bonada, and X. Serra. Spectral Processing,
pages 373–438. John Wiley & Sons Publishers, 2002.
[5] D. M. Beazley. SWIG: an easy to use tool for integrating
scripting languages with c and c++. In Proceedings of the
4th conference on USENIX Tcl/Tk Workshop, 1996 - Volume
4, pages 15–15, Monterey, California, 1996. USENIX Association.
[6] O. Cappe and E. Moulines. Regularization techniques for
discrete cepstrum estimation. Signal Processing Letters,
IEEE, 3(4):100–102, 1996.
[7] K. Fitz, L. Haken, and P. Christensen. Transient preservation
under transformation in an additive sound model. In Proc.
International Computer Music Conference, Berlin, Germany,
2000.

Figure 4: An example showing time / frequency flexibility.: On the
top is a representation of singing voice about 3 seconds long. The
middle two x/y plots are 10 seconds recorded from the stylus pen,
controlling time (index into the model) and frequency as described.
The bottom plot shows the resulting tracks that were synthesized
according to these manipulations, containing intricacies similar
to the original.

[8] A. Freed, X. Rodet, and P. Depalle. Synthesis and control of
hundreds of sinusoidal partials on a desktop computer without custom hardware. volume 2, pages 1024–30, Santa Clara,
CA, 1993. DSP Associates.

to modify a sound representation interactively. Then, we hope to
extend the interactive control of our system to high level modifications that will yield to greater possibilities in expression.

[9] D. Jaffe and L. Boynton. An overview of the sound and music kits for the NeXT computer. Computer Music Journal,
13(2):48–55, 1989. ArticleType: primary_article / Full publication date: Summer, 1989 / Copyright c 1989 The MIT
Press.

6. CONCLUSIONS

[10] M. Klingbeil. Software for spectral analysis, editing, and
synthesis. Barcelona, Spain, 2005.

In this paper we introduced a method for controlling SMS synthesis in a flexible way that allows for real-time interaction, based
on a well-tested and now re-factored SMS code base. The flexibility given to the order of synthesized frames provides a framework for exploring spectral synthesis in new and innovative ways.
With the re-birth of libsms, its wrapper in python, and real-time
externals for Pd, there is new room for exploring state-of-the-art
spectral processing techniques. We have discussed methods for
adding more interaction and expressive capabilities to the instrument presented here. There is much work to undergo before the
true benefits of this system can be fully realized.
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MODELING HARMONIC PHASES AT GLOTTAL CLOSURE INSTANTS
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ABSTRACT
We propose a model that predicts harmonic phases at glottal closure instants. Phases are obtained from the scaled harmonic amplitude envelope derivative. This method is able to generate convincing synthesis results while avoids typical phasiness artifacts.
A clear advantage of such model is to simplify the sample concatenation of sample based synthesizers. In addition, it helps to improve the sound quality of voice transformations in several contexts.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a simplified model of voice production, a train of glottal
pulses at the pitch rate excites a resonant filter (i.e. the vocal
tract). According to this model, a speaker or singer changes the
pitch of his voice by modifying the rate at which those pulses
occur. An interesting observation is that the shape of the timedomain waveform signal around the pulse onsets is roughly independent of the pitch, but it depends mostly on the impulse response of the vocal tract. This characteristic is called shape invariance. In terms of frequency domain, this shape is related to the
amplitude, frequency and phase values of the harmonics at the
pulse onset times.
A given processing technique is shape invariant if it preserves the phase coherence between the various harmonics at
estimated pulse onsets. Several algorithms have been proposed in
the literature regarding the harmonic phase coherence for both
phase-vocoder and sinusoidal modeling (eg. [1] and [2]). Most of
them are based on the idea of defining pitch-synchronous input
and output onset times, and reproducing at the output onset times
the phase relationship existing in the original signal at the input
onset times. However, the results are not good enough because
the onset times are not synchronized to the voice pulse onsets,
but assigned to an arbitrary position within the pulse period. This
causes unexpected phase alignments at voice pulse onsets that do
not reproduce the formant to phase relations, adding an unnatural
‘roughness’ characteristic to the timbre. Thus, in order to obtain
the best sound quality, it is desirable that those detected onsets
match the actual glottal pulse onsets [3].

The observation of voice harmonic spectra clearly indicates
that there is a strong relation between the harmonic amplitude
envelope and the phase alignment at voice pulse onsets. Indeed,
in those instants there is a strong correlation between formants
and phase envelope. The abrupt closure of the vocal folds often
produces a prominent excitation to the vocal tract, an impulse
that has minimal phase characteristics. In the scope of the
source-filter model, this excitation is filtered by the vocal tract. If
the vocal tract is represented with resonances, then each of those
resonances affect the phase of the filter impulse response in different ways depending on its parameters (amplitude, bandwidth,
frequency) and the surrounding resonances. A characteristic example is shown in Figure 1.
We are interested in taking advantage of this correlation and
modeling the harmonic phase envelope at voice pulse onsets by
properly transforming the amplitude envelope. Our aim is not to
perfectly reproduce the phase envelope but to generate a phase
envelope that perceptually sounds natural and similar to the original one. A typical problem found in concatenative synthesizers
is that of smoothly connecting consecutive samples, thus avoiding amplitude and phase discontinuities. A phase model such as
the one we propose would significantly simplify the concatenation process, since only spectral amplitude continuity should be
taken into account. In addition, typical voice transformations
such as formant shifting would naturally modify harmonic phases, without requiring complex harmonic mapping and phase
propagation strategies.
Several methods have been proposed to reconstruct the phase
information out of Short-Time Fourier Transform Magnitude
(STFTM) spectra (eg. [4] and [5]). However, they target a different problem; they attempt to predict the phase of each spectral
bin with the goal of obtaining a signal whose STFTM is similar
to the original one. Therefore, those methods do not consider the
phase relationship between the different frequency components
of the sound. This leads to generate voice signals which suffer
from phasiness due to the loss of phase coherence, a typical artifact found when transforming speech signals using the phasevocoder and propagating estimated harmonic phases.
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F1

F2

F3

F4

Figure 2: Phase alignment computation out of the spectral envelope by applying scaling, shifting and offset
modifications. In the example above the envelope is
shifted to the left so that the fall in the right side of formants becomes a fall in the phase envelope just around
the formant center frequency.

Figure 1: Formant to spectral-phase relation when the
analysis window is centered at a voice pulse onset. The
top view shows the waveform of a /e/ utterance by a male
singer. The fundamental frequency is around 100Hz. The
middle view corresponds to the magnitude spectrum (in
dB). The bottom view shows the phase values in the vertical axis which covers three periods, i.e. [0, 6π ) . The
frequencies of the first four formants are marked with
dashed lines. Clearly, the phase appears to be mostly flat
with phase shifts under each formant resonance.

peaks (i.e. resonances). One example is shown in Figure 2. However, after performing several experiments we could not find a
setup with which produce convincing results for a wide variety
of voices. Next, we explored the possibility of using the amplitude derivative. This approach worked much better from the very
beginning. Actually, just scaling the log-amplitude derivative
gives a good approximation of the phase envelope at low frequencies. The computation is performed as follows

2. METHOD
One might think of estimating the harmonic phase envelope out
of a resonance model. However, this would require a very robust
resonance estimation, because if a given resonance appears and
disappears in consecutive frames or abruptly changes its parameters, than discontinuities will emerge in the resulting phase
envelope causing audible artifacts. Furthermore, resonances
should match formants. Otherwise, modeling a formant with several resonances might produce too large phase shifts and degrade
the resulting audio quality. It is certainly difficult to build a robust voice formant estimator. Actually, one of the main difficulties of using a formant model to predict the phase envelope is
that it is a discrete model that has to take binary decisions regarding the presence of formants, i.e. decide if a formant is
present or not. Nevertheless, what about if we consider directly
using the harmonic envelope instead of a formant model? There
are well known methods that avoid typical problems due to the
presence of noisy or masked partials when computing the harmonic amplitude envelope. For instance, the true envelope method [6] is one of those. Hence, the robustness of such estimator
would probably have much less impact in the results than that of
a formant estimator.
Following those ideas, we first tried to find a relation between the spectral amplitude and phase envelopes. Combining
scaling, shifting and offsets modifications, we could generate
phase envelopes that featured a phase shift around amplitude

⎛ a h+1 ⎞
⎟
⎝ ah ⎠

φˆh = α 20log10 ⎜

(1)

where φˆh is the predicted phase for the hth harmonic, α is a
scaling factor, a h is the amplitude of the hth harmonic, and H
is the number of harmonics. φˆH −1 was set equal to φˆH −2 . We
found in our experiments that α = π 19 is a good choice. It
means that 19dB of amplitude difference between consecutive
harmonics corresponds to π radians. Let us consider Figure 3 in
detail. The top view represents several periods of waveform of
the input signal. The middle view shows both the narrow and
wide-band discrete Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) of the
above signal. Obviously, visible spectral peaks belong to the narrow-band spectrum. Note that adding an offset to the wide-band
spectrum we would get a good approximation of the harmonic
amplitude envelope. The wide-band analysis is performed with
the window function drawn in the top view. Note also that the
window is centered close to the voice pulse onset. The bottom
view contains the phase of the spectral bins obtained with the
wide-band analysis drawn as stars. It is a good approximation of
the actual harmonic phase envelope. The interesting story is that
the derivative of the wide-band spectral amplitude envelope
drawn in the bottom view (solid line) resembles quite well the
spectral phase. Clearly, between 250 and 3500Hz, both envelopes have a similar behavior. Actually, the function represented
is the smoothed derivative plus an offset of 4 radians. The
smoothing is performed with a zero-delay running average filter
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Figure 3: Phase envelope obtained from the wide-band spectral amplitude derivative. The top view
shows the waveform of the input signal. The middle view both narrow and wide-band amplitude spectra.
In the bottom view are represented the wide-band phase spectrum (stars) and the derivative of the wideband amplitude spectrum (solid line) scaled by π 10 (rad/dB) and with an offset of 4 radians.
of 5 coefficients. In the case of computing the phase not from the
wide-band spectrum but from the harmonics, the smoothing is
computed as
1
h,smoothed =φM +
o

φˆ

h+

o −1
2

∑o−1φˆmax(0,min(H −1,k ))

k =h −

(2)

2

for h = 0...H − 1 , where o is the order of the filter (odd) and
φM the phase offset. Note that applying sound transformations
requires estimating the phase model out of the synthesis harmonics, not the input ones.
In order to set the parameters of the phase model, we did
some preliminary tests. We processed a low pitch male speech
recording (audio (1)) with a scaling value of α = π 19 , a phase
offset of φM = 0 and several smoothing orders o = {1,3,5} . We
found that phasiness was perceived for o = 1 . Note that actually
no smoothing is applied in that case. According to our judgment
o = 5 and o = 3 sounded very similar, but o = 5 was a little bit
less lively. Then, we processed again the same audio with
α = π 19 ,
o =3
and
phase
offset
values
φM = {−3, −2.5,...,3,3.5} . We found that the feeling of clarity and

sharpness changed gradually, being φM = −2 and φM = 0.5 the
offsets that produced the best and worse results respectively.
Next, we processed the same audio with fix values for phase offset φM = −2 and smoothing order o = 3 , and played around with
different scaling factors between α = π 7 and α = π 21 . We
found that the clarity and sharpness varied from less to more between α = π 7 and α = π 21 . Figure 4 shows the results for one
frame of the audio file. In the top view, from top to down, we
have represented the input waveform and two resynthesis with
scaling factors α = π 11 and α = π 19 respectively. The middle
view contains the narrow-band spectrum of the input signal. The
bottom view shows the wide-band phase spectra of the input and
the two resynthesis signals. We can appreciate that, compared to
α = π 19 , the predicted phase for α = π 11 has a greater phase
excursion around first and second formants. In other words, for
α = π 11 the predicted phase envelope is more sensitive to harmonic amplitude changes.
Then, we processed another male speech audio with
φM = −2 , o = 3 and α = π 19 , and we noticed that some voice
consonants sounded strange. Carefully inspecting the problem,
we found out that when the voicing frequency is low, then mid-
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Figure 4: Comparison of original audio and two resynthesis using the proposed phase model. In the
top view are represented the waveforms. The middle view shows the amplitude spectrum of the original signal. The bottom view displays the wide-band phase spectra of all three signals.
dle and high frequencies contain predominantly noise components whose amplitude envelope is used to predict the phase.
This produces unnatural phase alignments of the noisy components at each pulse onset that result in time domain amplitude
modulations of the pitch rate. Something similar happens in lowquality recordings with high frequency noise. One way of improving the results would be to use a voicing frequency detector
and process differently the noisy frequency band. However, we
tried a simpler approach that produced good enough results according to our judgment. We added a sinusoid to the predicted
harmonics for frequencies higher than 8Khz as follows

1
φˆh′ ,smoothed =φM′ +
o
0
⎧
⎪
+⎨
⎛ h−D⎞
⎪π sin ⎜⎝ 2π E ⎟⎠
⎩

h+

o −1
2

′ (0,min(H ′−1,k ))
∑o−1φˆmax

k =h −

(3)

2

if

h<D

if

h >= D

for h = 0...H ′ − 1

where D is the index of the first harmonic above 8Khz and E
is a constant that sets the rate of the sinusoid. E = 35 was considered to be a good trade-off. This has the effect of avoiding flat
phase synchronizations of partials above such frequency when
the spectral envelope is nearly flat. Those values were found empirically.
3. RESULTS
In order to test the phase model, we have resynthesized a small
database of voice recordings (see Table 1) using the harmonicbased phase-locked vocoder techniques described in [2], but using the phase model to predict harmonic phases at voice pulse
onsets. The database contains five male and three female speech
utterances, and eight male and seven female singing examples.
Singing examples belong to different styles (jazz, soul, dance,
blues, pop, scat) and include several expressive resources (vibrato, scoop, glissando, growl). The database contains more male
than female examples, because the perception of phase relation
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re-synthesis timbre scaling = 0.95 timbre scaling = 1.05

signal description

no phase
model

phase
model

no phase
model

phase
model

(1)

male speech, low pitch

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

male speech

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

male speech, highly processed, very low pitch

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

male speech, low pitch

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

male speech, low quality

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

female speech, storyteller

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

female speech, noise in the recording

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

female speech, very expressive

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

male singing, blues style, very low pitch

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

male singing, jazz style

(56)

(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)

(61)

male singing, scat

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

(66)

(67)

male singing, dance style

(68)

(69)

(70)

(71)

(72)

(73)

male singing, dance style

(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

(78)

(79)

male singing with growl

(80)

(81)

(82)

(83)

(84)

(85)

male singing with growl

(86)

(87)

(88)

(89)

(90)

(91)

male singing, Louis Armstrong, voice over music

(92)

(93)

(94)

(95)

(96)

(97)

female singing, arpeggio with vibrato

(98)

(99)

(100)

(101)

(102)

(103)

female singing, jazz style

(104)

(105)

(106)

(107)

(108)

(109)

female singing, flat singing

(110)

(111)

(112)

(113)

(114)

(115)

female singing, pop style

(116)

(117)

(118)

(119)

(120)

(121)

female singing, dance style

(122)

(123)

(124)

(125)

(126)

(127)

female singing, soul style

(128)

(129)

(130)

(131)

(132)

(133)

female singing, pop style

(134)

(135)

(136)

(137)

(138)

Table 1: This table contains the audio references of a small database of voice recordings, a brief
description of each file, and references to resynthesized and transformed audio files with and
without the phase model.

between harmonics (e.g. phasiness) becomes more evident at
lower pitches. The audio files were sampled at 44.1Khz and
quantized to 16 bits.
The processing of the database audio files was performed
with a hop-size of 256 samples and a window of 2049 samples.
The phase model was generated as previously described, from
the synthesis harmonic amplitude values, with parameters o = 3 ,
φM = −2 , α = π 19 , and the proposed phase correction. Table 1
contains the list of audio files, their corresponding descriptions
and the references of processed and generated audios. In addition
to resynthesis, we have included two transformations combining
pitch transposition and timbre scaling. We also generated the
transformed audio files without the phase model for comparison.
Informal listens by the author indicate that the signals resynthesized using the phase model sound very similar to the original
ones. Almost no degradation in naturalness or intelligibility has
been found. In some examples we could perceive a subtle loss of
clarity or presence. However, no significant or annoying phasiness has been perceived. Downwards transpositions, especially in
the case of low pitches, sound better using the phase model.
Transformations sound nearer, sharper, with less phasiness (e.g.

audios (4), (64), (28), (22) and (106) compared to (3), (63), (27),
(21) and (105)). In general, transformed sounds tend to sound
softer without the phase model. We have found that in some upwards pitch transpositions some artifacts can be listened when
the phase model is not used, probably due to errors in the harmonic phase continuation, for instance audio ref. (23) between 1
and 1.5 seconds compared to (24). The same happens in audio
(119) between 2 and 4 seconds ((120) with phase model). Also in
(47) most of the artifacts disappear when using the phase model
(48). Audio (91) is an interesting example. It is an excerpt of a
performance of a unique and very famous singer with a very characteristic voice: Louis Armstrong. The proposed phase model is
able to reproduce well the typical roughness of his voice. In addition, the growl occurring in audios (79) and (85) is also perfectly
reproduced. Audio examples are available at [7].
4. CONCLUSIONS
Using a phase harmonic model has several advantages. One of
the most evident is data compression, since there is no need to
store harmonic phases. Another clear advantage is found when
concatenating voice segments, a typical operation of a singing
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voice synthesizer or a Text-to-Speech system. Amplitude and
phase discontinuities often appear between segment boundaries,
producing artifacts in the synthesized signal, and several techniques have been developed in order to minimize those discontinuities. Using the phase model proposed here, we can focus exclusively on the harmonic amplitude continuity and forget about
phase discontinuities. This is a great simplification and, if the
phase model is good enough, probably leads to a quality improvement of the synthesis results. The proposed phase model
has also applications in the field of voice enhancement. For instance, if harmonic phases cannot be reliably estimated, then it
makes sense to use predicted phases instead.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present an algorithm to reveal the immanent
musical structure within pieces of popular music. Our proposed
model uses an estimate of the harmonic progression which is obtained by calculating beat-synchronous chroma vectors and letting a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) decide the most probable
sequence of chords. In addition, MFCC vectors are computed to
retrieve basic timbral information that can not be described by harmony. Subsequently, a dynamic programming algorithm is used
to detect repetitive patterns in these feature sequences. Based on
these patterns a second dynamic programming stage tries to find
and link corresponding patterns to larger segments that reflect the
musical structure.
1. INTRODUCTION
Music is one of the oldest forms of human communication and
expression of feelings or experiences. Therefore it carries a lot
of properties that are strongly related to the culture it stems from.
Although all components that form music - from a single narrating voice to a romantic orchestra performing a symphony - can be
extremely different, one common component is the existence of
repetitive parts.
In the history of occidental music, the beginning of polyphony
took place in the eras of late Middle Age and Renaissance [1].
Musical progression was now no longer dependent only on a single voice but had gained an additional dimension: harmony. While
being a product of various contemporaneous melodies in Renaissance, Baroque composers have made strong use of harmonic relations to reinforce the dramatical progress [2]. This development
has not ended until nowadays’ popular music.
Therefore segment detection based on the semantic information offered by the harmonic progresion exploits the same basis of
information as used in conventional musicological formal analysis.
For processing different types of spectral representation we
use the standard Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) [3] as a basis of analysis. The resulting feature space is computed by means
of the Constant-Q Transform (CQT) [4], [5], the chroma [6], [7],
[8] and the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [9],
[10].
Many different approaches regarding segmentation of music
have been published and discussed in literature. Levy and Sandler
have proposed labelling and constrained clustering of spectral features in [11]. Aucouturier and Sandler have presented an approach
using succession of timbres using MFCC in [12] whereas Wang et
al in [13] exploit information gathered from the Constant-Q Trans-

form. Eronen uses a combination of MFCC and chroma features
for chorus detection in [14] and Ong and Herrera have presented
an algorithm in [15] that uses a set of low level descriptors to detect
segment boundaries.
Our model focusses on the usage of harmonies extracted from
chroma vectors. Additionally it uses MFCC vectors to extend the
information basis to timbral features that cannot be detected by
means of chords.
In the following section 2 we want to present the components
of our approach. In section 3 we will discuss the extraction of
chroma and MFCC features, followed by the determination of the
beat and the corresponding beat synchronous chord sequence in
sections 4 and 5. Pattern recognition through dynamic programming and the subsequent structural analysis will be the topic of
sections 6 and 7. The evaluation of the algorithm will be discussed
in section 8 concluding the results in section 9.

2. APPROACH
The algorithm consists of the following sequential blocks (see figure 1):
1. Segment the signal into frames and calculate spectral features for every frame,
2. Perform beat detection and compute average values for all
features belonging to one beat,
3. Use chroma vectors to estimate a chord sequence by using
a Hidden Markov Model,
4. Perform pattern recognition of chord and MFCC sequences
using dynamic programming,
5. Structural analysis: find and group similar repetitive patterns.

3. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Obtaining information on the harmonic events causes the necessity of a spectral description of the signal. After resampling the
signal to a frequency of fs = 11025Hz we use Hanning windowed blocks and an FFT length of N = 4096 to compute the
STFT. With this set of parameters we obtain a frequency resolution of ~2,7Hz/bin. The hop size is set to k = 512 which allows
for a temporal resolution of about 45ms.
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in [17].

Audio File

3.2. MFCC
Beat Tracking

Pattern recognition: dynamic
programming

Pattern recognition: dynamic
programming

Many pop songs do not expose substantial harmonic changes in
their progression - subdivisions are made by lyrical changes or
variations in timbre. As lyrical changes can hardly be made recognizable to the computer with state-of-the-art methods, we need to
focus on the timbral events.
The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) have successfully been utilized in audio and speech applications for many
years and are a powerful method for describing timbral properties
of a signal as reported in [12], [18] and [19].
The optimum number of MFCCs used in algorithm has been
found to be 10 coefficients.

Repetition
probability flux

Repetition
probability flux

4. BEAT DETECTION AND AVERAGING

Beat synchronous chroma

Beat synchronous MFCC

Chord estimation: HMM

Summing repetitive fluxes
Find peaks that
indicate repetitions
Refine roughly
detected borders
Figure 1: Flowchart of the algorithm

3.1. Chroma
Extracting harmonic information directly from a spectrogram comes
with a lot of problems, such as the fact that the logarithmic human
perception of sound collides with the linear frequency resolution
of the Frourier Transform. We therefore need to adapt the result of
the STFT to a non-linear scale which matches the human perception of music. An appropriate auditory model to achieve this is the
Constant-Q Transform (CQT) as presented in [4].
The CQT of a signal can be seen as a filterbank in which every
single frequency band kcq represents one semitone of the equally
tempered scale. Theoretically, this could be extended to quarter or
1/8-tone resolution. Using the semitone instead as a rasterization
seems more appropriate as occidental music was developed upon
this measure (even though there do occur notes like the harmonic
seventh that are derived from the overtone scale and would fit a
quarter tone scale more tightly [16]).
To avoid misinterpretation of songs not played according to
the standard pitch of 440Hz we perform a tuning step by detecting
the center of energy within ±1 quarter-tone around the standard
pitch. The energy of the corresponding STFT bins is summarized
over time and the position of the peak determines the most probable tuning frequency.
To receive the chroma vector we summarize the energy that is
distributed over all the bins that belong to one tone - those can be
addressed as c(kcq ) = mod(kcq , 12).
Thus, chroma is measure for the spectral energy that is divided
into the 12 semitones of the well-tempered scale despite of their
their real-world frequencies as utilized by Bartsch and Wakefield

For further analysis we need a stable temporal representation of the
extracted features. We therefore need to group data into sensible
units. One unit that is very suitable for this purpose is the beat.
The beat is often defined as the rhythm or tempo one would
intuitively start tapping with a foot or finger while listening to a
piece of music. It can therefore be seen as the elementary temporal
unit of a song.
By defining an offset at the beginning and the end of every
beat, we can achieve suppression of transient events which improves the desired stability. The chosen offset is set to 1 frame
(about 45ms).
In our approach we use a method proposed by Ellis in [21] that
allows detecting beats within an audio file and has been proven to
perform in a very adequate way.
As an additional constraint we define a range of possible beatsper-minute values between 70 and 200 BPM which turned out to be
reasonable for the used test set. Values under the lower threshold
are doubled and values above the upper threshold are divided by 2.
For the resulting time intervals we perform averaging of the
block features STFT, CQT, chroma and MFCC.
5. CHORD DETECTION: HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS
Using chroma vectors to estimate chords in audio signals has been
proposed in various papers e.g. [8], [17] or [22]. A-priori likelihoods derived from musical theory can be used to improve analysis
by introducing Hidden Markov Models (HMMs).
A Hidden Markov Model can formally be defined as
λ = {Q, A, O, B, π}
where the describing parameters are:
Q . . . set of available states
A . . . transition probabilities
O . . . observations
B . . . observation or emission probabilities
π . . . initial probabilities
A large-scale study on the performance of approaches for chord
estimation utilizing HMMs [7] published by Papadopoulos discussed the possibilities of predefining the model or using the EM
algorithm to perform self training. Though our tests have shown
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that in some cases a self-trained HMM can perform much better
than an untrained HMM, the overall results did not show much
significance when analysing structure due to the very high amount
of smoothing that inherently comes with self-trained HMM. They
will therefore not be used in this approach.
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Figure 2: A chord sequence as a Markov chain: transition probabilities are indicated by the lines between states (on behalf of
simplicity only the final trellis marked by the gray colored state is
displayed).
The set of available states Q is defined by musical theory as
a group of 24 chords: 12 for every semitone in major (C, C#, D,
D#, E, F, F#, G, G#, A, A#, B) and the corresponding 12 chords in
minor. The enharmonic equivalents do not carry information for
our algorithm and are therefore ignored.
The transition probability matrix A can also be derived from
musical theory. Transitions between certain chords have an implicit probability due to their relation on the circle of fifth. We
used the model of the hypertorus as introduced in [23] by Li and
Bello to describe this knowledge in mathematical form.
Observation probabilities (also called emission probabilities)
are modelled as a multivariate Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
which are a weighted combination of multivariate Gaussians that
can be described by the mean vector µ
~ and the covariance matrix
Σ.
We determined the mean vectors by accumulating the energy
of the tones of a chord and its first n harmonics as proposed by [7].
This is done for every of the 24 chords.
The covariance matrices we use consider the correlation of the
tones that form a chord. An extended approach could also consider
introducing harmonics to the covariance matrices. For additional
reading on the determination of the GMM parameters, refer to [7].
To finally estimate the most probable sequence of chords we
use the extracted and averaged chroma sequence as observation
vectors for the Hidden Markov Model. The Viterbi algorithm finds
the sequence of HMM states that matches the observed sequence
best [24].
The result of the chord detection step is a beat synchronous

concatenation of chord symbols corresponding to the schema depicted in figure 2.
6. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
To gain some insight into the underlying harmonic and timbral
structure of the song, we need a method to decide whether a given
sequence of chords or MFCC vectors is repeated in an other part
of the song. Since repetitions may not be perfect, repetitions with
small deviations need to be detected as well. To accomplish this
task of approximate pattern matching a simple algorithm based on
dynamic programming is used.
Generally, dynamic programming is a technique to solve problems that exhibit the properties of overlapping subproblems as described by Bellman in [25] and is used in cases of pattern recognition as published by Chen in [26] and Chai in [27].
The chord sequence computed by the Hidden Markov Model
needs to be relabeled according to the relations of its chords on
the circle of fifths. More specifically, the symbols are assigned
integer values that can be used to calculate the distance between
two successive chords. In order to guarantee accuracy regarding
music theory, those values are chosen according to the “doublenested circle of fifths” as proposed in [7].
The basic principle of our method is the recursive estimation
of a least-cost path that indicates the repetition of a certain pattern.
In our algorithm a pattern V of length M is compared with
the following rest of the sequence. This is performed for the entire sequence in i steps by shifting the pattern V by the hop size
k at every iteration. This pattern can be one-dimensional (chord
sequence) or multi-dimensional (MFCC vectors). To measure the
similarity of a pattern to all observations we define the following
normalized distance for the one dimensional case (eq. 2) and the
varied cosine distance for the multidimensional case (eq. 3) :

dc (vm , vr ) =

1
12



|vm − vr |
12 − mod 12 |vm − vr |

dM F CC (v~m , v~r ) = 0.5 − 0.5

if

|vm − vr | ≤ 12
else
(2)

v~m • v~r
|v~m ||v~r |

(3)

As additional parameters for the algorithm, a cost of deletion
or insertion1 factor e can be defined which determines the impact
ambiguities that do not match the investigated pattern.
For the computation of the dynamic programming matrix Di
for the i-th pattern we perform an iterative, recursive calculation
that includes the distance and the cost factor:
8
<

m≥1
r≥1
else
(4)
where d is the distance of two feature vectors defined in equations
2 and 3, and e is the cost factor defined as e = (0.1 + dm,r )e0
where e0 denotes a basic cost that has been set to an empirical
value of 1.3
Di [m, r] = min

Di [m − 1, r] + e
Di [m, r − 1] + e
: D [m − 1, r − 1] + d
i
m,r

for
for
for

1 In the general form of the dynamic programming algorithm there are
different values for deletion or insertion. As we do not want to distinguish
those cases we decided to us only one common value
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The last row of Di can be seen as a cost function ci [r] which
shows minima at the most likely positions of repetitions.
Processing the algorithm for overlapping fragments (length
M , hop k) of the entire chord or MFCC sequence results in the
a series of cost functions ci . Regarding this series as a function of
i leads us to the depiction as matching matrix M [i, r]. This matrix is similar to Bartsch’s “time-lag surface” in [17], though the
basis of his calculation is different (e.g. Bartsch filters along the
diagonals to compute similarity between extended regions of the
signal).
beat n= 1 2 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
As shown in figure 4 the matching matrix M [i, r] exhibits two
major properties:
1. horizontal lines that appear clearly when exact repetitions
of the pattern can be detected
2. vertical blocks that indicate transitions between highly and
less similar patterns
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Figure 4: Matching matrix M [i, r] of “Beatles - I Wanna Be Your
Man”; the vertical white lines indicate transitions between segments.
Horizontal lines indicate very high values of similarity for long
periods at a constant lag. Tests have shown that those lines only
appear very rarely and can only be found in songs that expose a
very simple arrangement and/or instrumentation: the more details
or inexact detections appear in the analysis, the more blurry the
depiction of the matrix gets. Image processing algorithms can diminish the blur, but only up to a certain point.
Vertical blocks, instead, exhibit less exact information on pattern repetitions, as they do not have a clear alignment between
time and lag. They indicate a more global change in similarity:
parts with higher repetition probability are more biased than parts
that might never be repeated at all. The clear advantage of using
blocks is that they are much more distinct in cases when there are
absolutely no horizontal lines detectable. This is why we will focus on extracting information from the appearance transitions of
blocks.
The loss of exactitude that comes with this approach has to be
compensated. We therefore separate this section into two stages:

r [lag]

L[i]

i [hop]

Figure 3: Calculation of the matching matrix M [i, r]

1. Rough detection: transitions in the matching matrix M
As a final step to ease further computation we apply an expander that decreases small values below a certain threshold to
amplify vallies in the dynamic programming matrix that will be
used in section 7.1.
Picking values for pattern length and hop size is very delicate
- on the one hand we want to conserve as much temporal resolution as possible by choosing a small hop size, on the other hand
we must be careful not to pick the pattern length too small. This
would result in a too general, weakly defined pattern, which would
probably be detected far too many times.
Tests have shown that using a pattern length M = 8 beats and
a hop k = 2 beats leads to the most significant results.

2. Refinement: comparison of priorly detected segments; grouping
7.1. STAGE I: Rough Detection
To obtain a simple representation of the “events” visible in the
matching matrix M we use a varied difference measure φ[i] called
“repetition probability flux”. It can be derived from the first-order
forward difference d[n] that can be denoted in the general form
d[n] = |x[n] − x[n + 1]|2
where n indicates a temporal unit.
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d[n] is then applied to all rows r of the matrix M along the
iteration axis i with the following restriction:
ˆ r] =
d[i,



d[i, r]
0

if

d[i, r] >
else

1
L

PL[i]

r=1

d[i, r]

1. the j-th segment is compared to the rest of the song using
chroma vectors as a representation of spectral events, and
beats as the time basis. The last row of the dynamic programming matrix exposes certain minima.

(6)

2. the (j + k)th segment is attached in a loop to the segment
j where k = 1 at the first iteration. Again the prolonged
segment is compared to the rest of the song.

where L[i] denotes the “length” of a column, which is defined as
the number of elements 6= 0 that decreases with i. In other words,
a value d[i, r] of a column r that is less or equal the mean of the
column is set to zero.
This can be interpreted as an adaptive threshold that suppresses
all except the most prominent peaks in the difference function.
Subsequently, the entire column is summarized in the flux function φ[i]:
L[i]
X
ˆ r]
φ[i] =
d[i,
(7)

10

cost function

8

r=1

The resulting function φ[i] depicts the maximal changes in the
matching matrix as local maxima.
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Figure 6: Matching functions of variable length segments (taken
from “Beatles - Don’t Bother Me”, j = 2). Bottom-up: only jth
segment (k = 0), k = 1, k = 2, k = 3
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3. the iteration of k is stopped if the following condition is
fulfilled: the merged segment length exceeds a significant
border - it contains data that should not be part of it. Thus,
the probability or position of its repetition will change (see
figure 6 at the topmost line, where the deep valley is suddenly flattened).
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Figure 5: Summarized repetition probability flux of “Alanis
Morisette - Head Over Feet”. The dashed vertical lines indicate
predefined borders whereas the triangulars mark the detected borders.
A peak picking algorithm detects those maxima using some
limitations i.e. an adaptive sliding-median threshold with ajustable
window length, a minimum distance between two peaks and an
optional maximum number of detected peaks.
As a result we receive a first, rough estimate for segment borders which are located at the positions of the peaks in the flux
function.
7.2. STAGE II: Refinement
The rough detection step often results in a large amount of segments that can be identified as repeating patterns in the song. However, many of them are quite short excerpts that would not be declared as a musical unit like verse or chorus. This is due to the
fact that the detection of repetitive elements on a basis of 8 beats
only carries a limited amount of information about the large scale
musical structure of a song.
Thus, we need to combine multiple segments into larger units
that should then match segments like verse or chorus.
This is done in an iterative approximation starting at j = 1
and using again dynamic programming to measure the similarity:

4. the next iteration begins at segment j = j + k
The deep valleys indicate very distinct detections of repetitions. Figure 6 displays four iterations of the algorithm for the jth
segment. As we can see the first three lines exhibit a very clear
valley at 48 beats. In the fourth step we prolonged the segment too
much, so that it already contains a part of the following musical
unit. The flattening of the valley tells us that the merged segment
is not repeated at the position of the valley. Thus, we can assume
that we have exceeded a critical length and have to stop the iteration.
This method enables us to combine multiple short segments
into more meaningful units that fit the musically perceived segmentes much more accurately.
8. EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm the resulting
segmentation is compared to a ground truth. This testing corpus is
similar to the one used by Levy and Sandler in [11] and consists of
32 pop songs.2 One half is formed by 16 works by The Beatles as
they have emerged to a standard in evaluation of similar tasks. The
other half consists of 16 more recent pieces by artists like Björk,
Britney Spears, Eminem, Madonna and Michael Jackson.
2 http://www.elec.qmul.ac.uk/digitalmusic/downloads
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Defining a ground truth for musical segmentation is a very crucial task. People define transitions between segments very differently e.g. repetitions within a verse can be annotated as one large
or two smaller parts. The body used here has been defined by either professional musicians and/or musicologists for the MPEG-7
working group.
Performing the evaluation on basis of the ground truth needs
a certain amount of allowed deviation. In this case we followed
literature and picked a trust interval of 3s.
Subsequently the performance of the algorithm is measured
by precision p, recall r and the f-value f which are calculated by
relations between correctly detected borders trueP os, incorrectly
detected borders f alseP os and missed borders f alseN eg:
p=

trueP os
trueP os + f alseP os

(8)

r=

trueP os
trueP os + f alseN eg

(9)

2pr
p+r

(10)

f=

Generally we could observe that the entire system is vulnerable to the used set of parameters. A certain setup can perform
perfectly on some songs but have less appropriate results for the
rest of the corpus. Changing the parameters slightly leads to accurate results in another group of songs while the formerly perfect
group loses accuracy.
10. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
A very promising path to continue this work is to improve the performance of the second stage.
Many songs have exposed unusually high accuracy after applying the refinement step. The short segments detected by the
first stage could be combined to meaningful larger elements that
coincided with the reference segmentation very accurately. However, these results did not hold for the entire testing set. We therefore need to enhance the portability of the second stage to many
different songs of diverse genres.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a method for estimating the local keys
of an audio signal. We propose to address the problem of local key
finding by investigating the possible combination and extension of
different previous proposed global key estimation approaches. The
specificity of our approach is that we introduce key dependency on
the harmonic and the metric structures. In this work, we focus on
the relationship between the chord progression and the local key
progression in a piece of music. A contribution of our work is
that we address the problem of finding a good analysis window
length for local key estimation by introducing information related
to the metric structure in our model. Key estimation is not performed on empirical-chosen segment length but on segments that
are adapted to the analyzed piece and independent from the tempo.
We evaluate and analyze our results on a new database composed
of classical music pieces.
1. INTRODUCTION
Tonality analysis is one of the most important aspects of Western
tonal music. Tonality analysis describes the relationship between
the different musical keys present in a piece of music. A musical
key implies a tonal center that is the most stable pitch (the tonic)
and a mode (major or minor). The elements of the melody and the
harmony of a musical fragment are related to each other by the musical key. This aspect of music has interested researchers for a long
time because key detection task has many applications in contentbased music information retrieval such as classification, segmentation, indexing or summarization. Various approaches have been
proposed in previous works for estimating the global key of a piece
of music. Some approaches were proposed for symbolic data, using template-based approaches [1], [2], [3], or geometry-based approaches [4]. Others were proposed for audio data, using templatebased approaches [5], [6], [7] , [8],[9], geometry-based approaches
[10], or HMM-based approaches [11]. Finding the main key of a
piece of music is only a little part of tonality analysis. Indeed,
even if a piece of music generally starts and ends in a particular key referred to as the main or global key of the piece, it is
common that the composer will move between keys, sometimes
without definitely establish them. A change in the musical key is
called a modulation. In this paper, we are interested in the problem of local key estimation: we aim at segmenting the music piece
according to the points of modulation and finding the key of each
segment. Little work has been conducted on this topic. In this
paper we propose to address the problem of local key finding by
investigating the possible combination and extension of different
∗

This work was supported by the Quaero Project

previous proposed global key estimation approaches introducing
key dependency on the harmonic and the metric structures. Harmony is directly related to the musical key. In Western tonal music, the chord progression determines the harmonic structure of a
piece of music. It is strongly related to the musical key of the
piece. A musical scale can be associated with each key. Chords
that are specific to the key can be constructed around this scale.
Although the idea to use chords to find the key of a musical excerpt has already been explored [12], to our knowledge, no precise
study about the relationship between the two attributes has been
conducted, in particular in the case of local key estimation. This
partly comes from a lack of databases labeled in chords and local key. One contribution of this work is to present such a study
on classical music pieces labeled in chords and keys containing
many modulations. The problem of finding a good analysis window length for local key estimation has been evoked in the past,
without any satisfying answer. Another contribution of our work
is that we address this problem by introducing information related
to the metric structure in our model. Key estimation is not performed on empirical-chosen segment length but on segments that
are adapted to each piece.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First, in section 2, we
review some previous works on global and local key estimation.
We then present in section 3 our model for local key estimation,
which relies on a probabilistic model for simultaneous chord progression and downbeat locations estimation. The local key estimation is based on the harmonic and metric structures of the piece.
Eventually, in section 4, the proposed model is evaluated on a set
classical music pieces. A conclusions section closes the article.
2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review some previous works on key estimation. We start by template-based approaches proposed for global
key estimation that have inspired our work. We then present previous methods proposed for local key estimation and conclude
the section by reviewing key estimation methods based on chord
progression. A large part of audio global key finding systems is
based on the use of key profiles/templates. Pitch Class Profiles of
Chroma features are extracted from the signal and then compared
to theoretical templates that indicate the perceptual importance of
notes or chords within a key. [1] proposes a method called the
probe tone method that gives a measure quantifying the hierarchy of notes in a given tonal context. For major and minor keys,
12-dimensional vectors representing the perceptual importance of
the 12 semitones of a chromatic scale in the considered key are
proposed. These key profiles are used to estimate the key of a
MIDI melodic line, by correlating it with a vector containing the
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relative duration of each of the 12 pitch classes within the MIDI
sequence. [13] extends the model proposed in [1] to the case of
polyphonic audio files by considering that the profile value for a
given pitch class represents also the hierarchy of a chord in a given
key. The polyphonic profiles for the 24 different keys are built
considering only the three main triads of the keys (tonic, subdominant and dominant). This cognition-inspired method is compared
with several machine-learning techniques. The methodologies are
evaluated over a large audio database, achieving a 64% of correct overall tonality (mode and key-note) estimation. In this study
it is found that the use of machine learning algorithms result in
very little improvements over the cognitive-based technique. [11]
compares a cognitive-based method similar to the one presented
in [13] to an HMM-based approach. Two hidden Markov models
are trained on a labeled database in order to learn the characteristics of the major and minor modes. From these two models, 24
hidden Markov models corresponding to the 24 keys are derived.
The key of the audio file is then obtained by computing the likelihood of its chroma sequence given each HMM and selecting the
one giving the highest value. It was found that the HMM-based
approach leads to a lower recognition rate. Note that, in this work,
the states in the HMMs have no musical meanings. [6] presents
a template-based key finding model. The key is estimated by correlating spectral summary information obtained from audio with
precomputed templates. The templates are obtained from real instrument sounds. For this, the spectra of the sounds are weighted
by key profiles, which approximate the pitch distribution. Several
key profiles are compared: Krumhansl’s probe-tone ratings [1],
Temperley’s profiles [2] and a flat diatonic profile (12-dimensional
vectors containing 1 at pith classes that are comprised in the considered diatonic scale, 0 elsewhere). The combination of the Temperley’s and diatonic profiles was found to give the best results.
Concerning the problem of local key estimation, even if, compared to the problem of global key estimation, little work has been
conducted on this topic, various approaches have already been proposed for this task. [14] presents a method for determining points
of modulation in a piece of music in the symbolic domain using a geometric model for tonality called the Spiral Array which
incorporates simultaneously pitch, interval, chord and key relations. This method has been extended to the audio case in [10].
[15] presents an approach for detecting multiple keys and locating the key boundaries in the melody of popular songs in MIDI
format. Overlapping segments are first extracted form the melody
using a diatonic scale model, each one corresponding to a single
mode. Segments of unrelated modes are eliminated. Key labels
and boundaries are determined by grouping the remaining segments. Another geometric tonality model describing relationship
between keys has recently been proposed in [16]. [17] proposes
a method for detecting changes in the harmonic content of musical audio signals. A new model for equal tempered tonal space is
introduced. Segmentation of audio signal and preprocessing stage
for chord recognition and harmonic classification algorithms using HMMs are the main potential applications. [18] presents an
approach to derive an appropriate representation of tone centers
based on the audio signal using constant Q profiles. The constant Q
profiles are 12-dimensional vectors where each component refers
to a pitch class. They are derived from sampled cadential chord
progressions and small pieces of music. Tonal centers of a music
piece are tracked by computing cq-profiles of the piece and matching every given cq-profile with a profile of the reference set using
a fuzzy distance. [19] proposes an HMM-based method to seg-

ment musical signals according to the key changes and to identify
the key of each segment. The front-end of the system is based
on the calculation of a chromagram. The key detection task is
divided into two steps: first the key is estimated without considering the mode because diatonic scales are assumed and relative
modes share the same diatonic scale. The mode (major or minor) is then estimated. Classical piano music is employed to test
the performances of the proposed method using three measures:
recall, precision and label accuracy. [20] proposes an interesting
new model for detecting modulations and labeling local keys using
a non-negative matrix factorization method for segmentation. To
identify sections that are candidates for unique local keys, groups
of contiguous chroma vectors are used as input in the segmentation stage. The length of the window is chosen empirically. The
local keys are then found using a correlation model. The method
is evaluated on three different data sets: pop songs, classical music
and Kosta and Payne corpus.
Because chords and musical keys are musical attributes closely
related to each other in Western tonal music, the idea to use the
chord progression of a piece to find the keys comes out naturally.
In the framework of global key estimation, [21] proposes keydependent chord HMMs trained on synthesized audio for chord
recognition and global key estimation. In this approach, 24 keydependent HMMs, one for each major and minor keys are built.
Key estimation and chord recognition are performed simultaneously selecting the model whose likelihood is highest. It is observed that the proposed method is similar to [11] but, whereas in
[11] the states in the HMMs have no musical meanings, in [21],
hidden states are treated as chords, which also allows identifying
the chord sequence. [22] presents a technique to estimate the predominant key in a symbolic musical excerpt. A HMM is used
where the hidden states are the 24 major and minor keys and the
observations are pairs of consecutive chords. Human expectation
of harmonic relationships is encoded in the model using results
from perceptual tests. The parameters of the HMM are trained
using hand-annotated chord symbols. This work was extended to
the audio case in [12]. Although this model has only been evaluated on the case of global key estimation, it could be used for
local key estimation. A recent work [23] proposes a probabilistic
framework for simultaneously estimating keys and chords. Novel
observation likelihood model and chord/key transition models are
proposed that are derived from music theory of Lerdahl.
3. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this paper we are interested in the problem of local key finding in polyphonic audio files. We propose to combine and extend
methods proposed for global key finding to the case of local key
finding. We rely on the above-mentioned method for global key
estimation [13] based on key reference profiles, which are correlated with input pitch class profiles. The underlying idea of this
work is that in case of polyphonic music, the chords can be used
to estimate the musical key. However, in this previous work, as in
[11], there is no estimation of the chords and no investigation of
their relationship to keys. We study this relationship in the present
work. To integrate the concept of key modulating over time, we
propose to use an HMM where the hidden states are the keys which
can be observed through observable data that are the chords. The
use of the HMM allows us to integrate some musical information
about key changes, as proposed in [22]. As shown in the last sec-
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tion, HMM have already been used for local key estimation ([12],
[19]). However, this was done using a frame-by-frame analysis. A
contribution of the present work is that we introduce information
related to the metric structure of the audio file in order to make the
local key estimation robust. One of the problems when segmenting
a piece of music into sections with different keys is to accurately
choose the length of the analysis window used for key estimation.
In the case of global key estimation, only the first seconds of the
piece are used to estimate the key. Several studies have shown that
the choice of the duration of the analyzed excerpt has a significant
impact on the key estimation results (see for instance [6] or [10]).
Concerning local key estimation, the length of the analysis window was found empirically in previous works. After computing
chroma vectors on short overlapping frames, [19] or [18] perform
a frame-by-frame musical key analysis. An interesting alternative
to sliding window key center tracking techniques has been proposed by [20] where a segmentation stage which identifies sections that are candidates for unique local keys is performed prior
to local key estimation. Groups of contiguous chroma vectors are
used as input. Heavily overlapped groups of chroma vectors are
averaged over a span of s seconds. The value of the parameter s
is found empirically (7.4s) after testing several window sizes. The
question of optimal segment length remains an open problem. A
too small window size would focus the chromagram on individual
chords more than on keys whereas the use of a too large window
size would lead to segments containing several keys and key modulations points would become ambiguous. The drawback of using
an empirically chosen window size is that, if the testset contains
for instance some pieces with a fast tempo compared to the others, the window length will probably be too long and changes of
keys will be ignored by the algorithm. For pieces with a slow
tempo, chords more than keys will be estimated. Ideally, the window length should be related to the tempo of the piece. We get
around this difficulty here by segmenting the piece according to
the metric structure. We perform a beat-synchronous analysis. For
local key estimation, the temporal unity, which is used here for key
analysis, is the musical bar. The analysis window length has thus
a musical meaning.

erates an observable 24-dimensional vector representing the probability of each of the 24 chords to have been emitted. Given the
observations, we estimate the most likely key sequence over time
in a maximum likelihood sense. The flowchart of the system is
represented in Figure 1.

3.1. Model
In this section we present a model that allows estimating the local
keys of a musical excerpt using the underlying chord progression,
which characterize the harmonic structure, and the downbeat locations, which characterize the metric structure. Metrical level is
a hierarchical structure. The beat or the tactus level is the most
salient metrical level and corresponds to the foot-tapping rate. Musical signals are divided into units of equal time value called measures or bars. One important attribute of the metric structure is
the downbeats or the first beats of each measure. Here, the chords
and the downbeats are estimated simultaneously using a “doublestates” HMM where a state is a combination of a chord type and
a position of the chord in the measure. We consider here a chord
lexicon composed of the I = 24 Major and minor triads (C Major,
. . . , B Major, C minor, . . . , B minor). The local key estimation
model is close to the chord estimation model. The 24 key space
is modeled by an ergodic 24-states HMM, where each state represents one of the 24 major and minor keys. In our model, the hidden
states (keys) can be observed through observable data that are related to the chord progression of the piece. At each time instant,
the chords imply a local key. At each time instant, the key gen-

Figure 1: Flowchart of the local key estimation system.

3.2. Feature vectors
As most of chords and key detection systems, the front-end of our
system is based on the extraction of a set of feature vectors that
represent the audio signal, the Pitch Class Profiles [24] or chroma
vectors [25]. The succession of chroma vectors over time is known
as chromagram. The chroma vectors are in general 12-dimensional
vectors that represent the spectral energy of the pitch classes of the
chromatic scale. For chromagram computation, we use the method
we proposed in [26]. To integrate the metric structure of the piece,
we built meter-related features by averaging the chroma vectors
according to the beat locations so that we obtain one feature vector
per beat1 .
1 This supposes to integrate a beat-tracker as a front-end of the system.
In our experiments, the beat locations have been annotated by hand because the testset is composed of classical music pieces containing lots of
deviations in tempo that results from the expressivity in classical music.
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3.3. Harmonic and metric structures
The harmonic structure is defined by the chord progression and
the metric structure is defined by the downbeat locations. These
two musical attributes are estimated simultaneously according to
the method we proposed in [26]. This method is briefly summarized here. We consider an ergodic I ∗ K-states HMM where each
state sik is defined as an occurrence of a chord ci , i ∈ [1 : I] at a
“beat location in the measure” bk , k ∈ [1; K]: sik = [ci , bk ]. In
our case I = 24 chords and K = 4 for a song built on constant
four-beats meter, K = 3 for a song built on constant three-beats
meter. Each state in the model generates with some probability an
observation vector O(tm ) at time tm defined by the observation
probabilities. Given the observations, we estimate the most likely
chord sequence over time and the downbeat locations in a maximum likelihood sense.

Figure 2: Chord transition matrix for a singles-state HMM [left],
transition matrix in the case of a double-states HMM taking into
account the position of the chord in the measure [right].

Initial state distribution: The prior probability πik for each state
is the prior probability to observe a specific chord ci occurring on
a beat location in a measure bk . Since we do not know a priori the
chord and the beat location the piece begins with, we initialize π
1
at I∗K
for each of the I ∗ K states.

Chord progression and downbeats detection: The optimal succession of states [ci , bk ] over time is found using the Viterbi decoding algorithm [28] which gives us the most likely path through the
HMM states given our sequence of observations. We obtain simultaneously the best sequence of chords over time and the downbeat
locations.

Observation chord symbol probability distribution: The observation probabilities are computed as:

3.4. Chordgram

P (O(tm )|sik ) = P (O(tm )|ci )P (O(tm )|bk )

(1)

where P (O(tm )|ci ) corresponds to the chord symbol observation
probabilities and P (O(tm )|bk ) corresponds to the beat location
in the measure observation probabilities. The observation chord
symbol probabilities are obtained by computing the correlation between the observation vectors (the chroma vectors) and a set of
chord templates which are the theoretical chroma vectors corresponding to the I = 24 major and minor triads. In what follows,
the succession of these 24-dimensional vectors is referred to as the
chordgram. The computation of the chordgram is detailed below.
The beat location in the measure observation probabilities is considered here as uniform.
State transition probability distribution: The transitions between
chords result from musical rules which are modeled in the state
transition matrix T . These rules are based on the harmonic structure and the metric structure. The transition matrix T used in our
HMM takes into account both the chord transitions and their respective locations in the measure. To integrate harmonic rules, we
derive the I ∗ K-states transition matrix T from a I-states chord
type transition matrix Tc based on music-theoretical knowledge
about key-relationships. This matrix is the same than the key transition matrix described below. We integrate metric rules in the
I ∗K-states transition matrix T relying on the following statement:
chords are more likely to change at the beginning of a measure than
at other beat locations [27]. To favor chord changes on downbeats,
we attribute a lower self-transition probabilities2 in the state transition matrix T for chords occurring on the K th beat. The transition
matrix is for a four-beat meter song represented in Figure 2. The
harmony is more likely to change after a chord occurring on the
4th beat of the measure than after a chord occurring on a 3rd beat
of the measure.
2 Here, a self-transition means a transition between two identical chord
types, for instance from a CM chord to a CM chord.

The chordgram is a succession of 24-dimensional vectors representing the probability that each chord has been emitted at each
tactus-frame. These instantaneous chord probabilities are obtained
by computing the correlation between the chroma vectors and 24
chord templates. Each chord template is a 12-dimensional vector
that contains the theoretical amplitude values of the notes and their
harmonics composing a specific chord. The chord templates are
constructed considering the presence of the higher harmonics of
the theoretical notes it consists of, relying on the model presented
in [5]: the amplitude contribution of the hth harmonic composing
the spectrum of a note is set to 0.6h−1 . The chordgram is used for
local key estimation.

3.5. Extraction of key observation vectors
The key observation vectors are derived from the chords. In the
evaluation part, we will compare two methods. In the first case,
the key observation vectors are built from the chordgram using the
instantaneous chord probabilities. In the second case, they are built
directly from the estimated chord progression. In general, the musical key of a music piece changes much less often that the chords
and remains the same during several bars. We segment the piece
into overlapping segments whose length is related to the measures
delimited by the downbeat. The local key is thus estimated on segments that have a musical meaning. Because musical phrase have
often length duration of 8 or 4+4 bars, we have chosen to segment
the pieces into 2-bars segments with 1-bar overlap. Because key
changes occur in general on the first beat of a measure it is important that the analysis starts on a downbeat. In our experiments we
have tested the algorithm using other window analysis length and
found that the local key estimation results accuracy decreases with
longer windows. This is discussed below in section 4.3. The key
observation vectors are 24-dimensional vectors obtained by averaging the chordgram or the estimated chord progression along the
overlapping 2-bars length segments.
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3.6. Key estimation from chords using hidden Markov models
From the key observation vectors, we estimate the succession of
keys in the track. The method is very similar to the one we proposed for chord estimation. The initial state distribution of keys
1
for each of the 24 states) since we have no reason
is uniform ( 24
to prefer a key above another. The observation key probabilities
P (ki |O(tm )) are obtained by computing the correlation between
the key observation vectors and a set of key profiles that represent
the importance of each triad within a given key.
The key profiles are obtained using a method similar to the
one proposed in [13]. In the monophonic case, Krumhansl proposes probe tone ratings [1] that represent the distribution of the
pitches according to the musical key. Two types of rating vectors are proposed, one for the major mode and one for the minor
mode. Temperley has modified these key profiles in [2]. [6] proposed Temperley-Diatonic pitch-distribution profiles which were
extended in [11] to the polyphonic case. In part 4, we will compare all these key templates and propose a new one where all notes
have the same weight in the template but the one corresponding
to the tonic which has a triple weight. As in [11] and [13] the
polyphonic profiles for the 24 different keys are built considering
the three main triads of the keys (tonic, subdominant and dominant). For instance, for a C major key, only C major, F major and
G major chords are considered. We detail below the key profiles
computation for major mode, the minor key profiles are obtained
in a similar way. Let TiM , i ∈ [1, 12] denote the monophonic major key templates. The TiM p polyphonic major key templates are
computed according to the following equation:
8 Mp
T (k)
>
>
< i
>
>
:

= TiM (i),
= TiM ((i + 5)[12]),
= TiM ((i + 7)[12]),
=0

if k = i,
if k = (i + 5)[12],
if k = (i + 7)[12],
otherwise,

(2)

where a[m] denotes the mathematical operator modulo, the remainder when a is divided by m.
The observation key probabilities P (ki |O(tm )) are obtained
according to Equation (3) and normalized so that
X
P (O(tm )|ki (tm )) = 1.

values can be circularly shifted to give the transition probabilities
for keys other than C major and C minor. In order to have probabilities, all the values are made positive by adding 1, and then
normalized to sum to 1 for each key. The size of the final key
transition matrix is 24 x 24.
The optimal succession of states over time is found using the
Viterbi decoding algorithm that gives us the best sequence of keys
over time. The music piece is thus segmented into segments that
are labeled by a key.
4. EVALUATION
4.1. Testset
Classical Mozart piano pieces were used to evaluate the algorithm.
Trained musicians manually annotated the ground truth for chords
and local key by hand. Beat locations have first been annotated
using the software Wavesurfer. Trained musicians had provided
a list of the chords and key with their duration in beats. The list
has been then automatically mapped to the beat locations resulting in the ground truth we use4 . The testset consists in 5 movements of Mozart piano sonatas: KV 283 #1 & 2, KV 309 #1 ,
KV 310 #1and KV 311 #2 corresponding to about 30 minutes of
music. Each piece contains several modulations and this is one of
the main reasons why they were selected. It has to be noticed that
it is very hard to label Mozart pieces in chords and musical key,
even for a well-trained musician because on the one hand, there
are a lot of ornamental notes (such as appoggiaturas, suspensions,
passing notes etc.) and on the other hand, harmony is frequently
incomplete (some notes of the chord are missing). This makes the
choice of chords labels very difficult. Changes from one key to another are often ambiguous, in particular when they are very short.
Moreover, modulation is very often a smooth process, it can take
several bars to establish properly a tonal center. Segments corresponding to transition from one key to another have been labeled
as transition parts.
4.2. Evaluation measure

Key modulations in a music piece follow musical rules that
can be reflected in the state transition matrix. To integrate musical meaning in key transition, we adopt the key transition matrix
proposed in [22] already used as a chord transition matrix3 . In [1],
Krumhansl studies the proximity between the various musical keys
using correlations between key profiles obtained from perceptual
tests. These key profile correlations have been used in [22] to derive a key transition matrix in the context of local key estimation as
described below. Krumhansl gives numerical values corresponding to key profile correlations for C major and C minor keys. The

Chord estimation evaluation measure: The result of chord estimation we give corresponds to the mean and standard deviation
of correctly identified frames per song. Parts of the pieces where
no chord can be labeled (for instance when a chromatic scale is
played) have been ignored in the evaluation.
Local key estimation evaluation measure: Concerning local key
estimation, we consider, as in [19], two aspects of the results:
the label accuracy (how the estimated key is consistent with the
ground truth) and the segmentation accuracy (how the detected
modulation points are consistent with the actual locations). For
evaluating local key label accuracy, we use a measure similar to
the one used for evaluating chord label accuracy. For evaluating segmentation accuracy, we use two metrics proposed in [19].
P recision(P ) is defined as the ratio of detected transitions that
are relevant. Recall(R) is defined as the ratio of relevant transitions detected. We also give the f −measure(F ) which combines
the two F = 2RP/(R + P ). A change of key can take several
bars. Two established keys are often separated by a transition part
where no key is firmly established. These parts, which have been
labeled as transition parts T in the ground truth, need to be taken

3 Chords and key are musical attributes related to the harmonic structure
and can be modeled in a similar way.

4 The ground-truth chords and keys progression in beats can be obtained
by contacting the authors

i

Let

Tpi , i

F or

∈ [1, 24] denote a key template.

i = 1 . . . 24,

P (O(tm )|ki (tm )) =

O(tm ).Ti
kO(tm )k.kTi k
(3)
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Table 1: Chords and local keys label accuracy results using a 2bars length window and the newly proposed templates. Method
1): based on the chordgram. Method 2): based on the chord progression.
keys method 1) keys method 2) chords
label accuracy (%)
80.22
74.11
61.43

into account in the evaluation of segmentation accuracy. For this, a
tolerance window w is used in the following way. If a modulation
is detected at frame n1 and close enough to a relevant modulation
of the ground truth labeled at frame n2 such that |n1 − n2 | < w,
It is considered as correct. The greatest the value of w is, the highest the precision and recall are. We present below results with w
corresponding to 1 or 2 bars.

Table 2: Local keys results using a 2-bars length window and the
newly proposed templates in case of method 1), when the key analysis windows are set according to the downbeat locations (OD, on
downbeats) and when the starting point is not a downbeat (ND, no
downbeats). The tolerance window is w = 1 bar.
OD
ND
label accuracy (%)
80.21 76.43
segmentation f-measure
0.52
0.50

changes occur in general on downbeats. When the chordgram or
the chord progression are averaged against the downbeat locations,
some passages with different local keys may be mixed. There is no
clear difference in the key segmentation results. This is probably
due to the smoothness of the modulations (see below). Considering the metrical structure allows to improve the key estimation
results.

4.3. Results and discussion

Relationship between chords and local key: We have evaluated
two different methods for local key estimation. In the first one
(method 1), the probability of each chord at a given time instant is
used to estimate the key. In the second one (method 2), the chords
are first estimated using a hidden Markov model and the local key
is derived from the estimated chord progression. Label accuracy
results are presented in Table 1. It is difficult to select the best
between the two presented methods. Indeed, the best label key
results are obtained with (method 1) but it can be seen in Table 3
that method 2) slightly outperforms method 2) concerning local
key segmentation. Tests on a larger database would be needed to
clearly evaluate the performances of the two methods.
The analysis of the results piece by piece shows that there is
a correlation between the estimation of the chords and the estimation of the key. We expected that a good estimation of the chords
would lead to a good estimation of the keys. This was corroborated when evaluating method 2). A good estimation in the chord
estimation resulted in a good estimation in the local keys whereas
a poor estimation of the chords resulted in a poor estimation of
the local keys. A deeper analysis showed that if the chord estimation errors consisted in confusions with harmonically close chords
(such as dominant or subdominant chords), the key was correctly
estimated.

Importance of the metric structure: In Table 2, we present the
label accuracy results when the key analysis windows are set according to the downbeat locations (OD, on downbeats) and when
the starting point is not a downbeat (ND, no downbeats). To investigate the hypothesis of the importance of the metric structure
on the local key estimation, we have positioned the starting point
of the key analysis windows on a second beat in case of ND (no
downbeats). It can be seen that the label accuracy results are better when the starting point is a downbeat. This is because key

Effect of the length of the analysis window: In classical music,
musical phrases have in general a length of 4 or 8 bars. This is
particularly true for Mozart’s piano sonatas. Usually, the musical key remains constant within a phrase or at least within half of
the phrase (whereas the harmony changes several times). This is
why we chose to estimate the local key on segments of length corresponding to musical phrases. We have evaluated the algorithm
with different window lengths: 2, 4, 8 and 16 bars. The best results were obtained using a 2-bar length analysis window. This is
because, especially in slow movements, some modulations occur
after only 2 bars. Passages with different local keys are very likely
to be mixed when a longer analysis window is used. The accuracy
of the results decreases with the length of the analysis window, as
illustrated in Figure 3.

85

method 1)
method 2)

80

key label accuracy (%)

We have carried out several experiments to evaluate the impact of
various parameters on the local key estimation results: choice of
the key templates, choice of the length of the analysis window, key
estimation from the chordgram or from the estimated chord progression, influence of the tolerance window.

75
70
65
60
55
50
2

4
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10

window size (bars)

12

14

16

Figure 3: Key estimation results in case of method 1) and 2) according to the length of the key analysis window.
Effect of the choice of the key templates: Several key templates
have been proposed for global key estimation based on key templates. We investigated the impact of the type of used key templates on the results. We evaluated the algorithm with 5 types
of templates: Krumhansl, Temperley, diatonic, a combination of
Temperley and diatonic and finally a newly proposed key template
where all notes have the same weight in the template except the
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Table 3: Local keys segmentation accuracy (SA) results using a
2-bars length window and the newly proposed templates. Method
1): based on the chordgram. Method 2): based on the chord progression. two tolerance windows: w = 1 bar and w = 2 bars.
keys method 1)
keys method 2)
w=1
w=2
w=1
w=2
SA precision
0.5723 0.8196 0.4489 0.6805
SA recall
0.4730 0.6874 0.7131 0.8691
SA f-measure 0.5170 0.7327 0.5451 0.7514

one corresponding to the tonic, which has a triple weight. The best
results were obtained using the newly proposed templates. The
next best results were obtained with the combination of Temperley and diatonic key templates. This corroborated the experimental
results obtained in the case of global key estimation in [6] and [11].
Smooth modulations: The key segmentation accuracy results are
presented in Table 3 with two tolerance windows: w = 1 bar and
w = 2 bars. It can be seen that the segmentation accuracy results
increase a lot when we use a larger tolerance window. This can be
explained by the fact that changes in keys are a very smooth process that often takes several bars. It is thus difficult to estimate the
precise local keys boundaries. It would be interesting to formulate
and add a “local key transition” state in the model. This is left for
future works.

[6] O. Izmirli. Template based key finding from audio. In ICMC,
pages 211–214, Barcelona, Spain, 2005.
[7] Steffen Pauws. Musical key extraction from audio. In ISMIR,
pages 96–99, Barcelona, Spain, 2004.
[8] Y. Zhu and M.S. Kankanhalli. Precise pitch profile feature
extraction from musical audio for key detection. IEEE Transactions on Multimedia, 8(3):575–584, 2006.
[9] S. van de Par, M.F. McKinney, and A. Redert. Musical key
extraction from audio using profile training. In ISMIR, pages
328–329, Montreal, Canada, 2006.
[10] Ching-Hua Chuan and Elaine Chew. Audio key finding: considerations in system design and case studies on chopin’s 24
preludes. EURASIP J. Appl. Signal Process., 2007(1):156–
156, 2007.
[11] G. Peeters. Musical key estimation of audio signal based
on hmm modeling of chroma vectors. In In DAFX, McGill,
pages 127–131, Montreal, Canada, 2006.
[12] K. Noland and M. Sandler. Signal processing parameters
for tonality estimation. In Proceedings of the AES 122nd
Convention, Vienna, Austria, 2007.
[13] E. Gomez and P. Herrera. Estimating the tonality of polyphonic audio files: Cognitive versus machine learning modelling strategies. In ISMIR, pages 92–95, Barcelona, Spain,
2004.
[14] E. Chew. The spiral array: An algorithm for determining
key boundaries. In Proceedings of the Second International
Conference, ICMAI 2002, pages 18–31. Springer, 2002.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we have presented a local key finding model that
segments an audio file in sections labeled with local keys. The
method combines and extends several previous methods proposed
for global key estimation. The local key progression over time is
modeled according to the harmonic and the metric structures. The
local key segmentation has a musical meaning and is independent
of the tempo of the piece. Encouraging results are obtained on a
set of classical pieces with complex harmony structure and show
that the key progression is clearly related to the harmonic and the
metric structures. Analysis of the results shows that additional
improvement of key segmentation may be achieved in the future
using a more complex model that includes key transitions parts.
We also plan to introduce chord functional analysis information to
improve the results.
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ABSTRACT
Spring-based artificial reverberation was one of the earliest attempts at compact replication of room-like reverberation for studio use. The popularity and unique sound of this effect have given
it a status and desirability apart from its original use. Standard
methods for modeling analog audio effects are not well suited to
modeling spring reverberation, due to the complex and dispersive
nature of its mechanical vibration. Therefore, new methods must
be examined.
A typical impulse responses of a spring used for reverberation is examined, and important perceptual parameters identified.
Mathematical models of spring vibration are considered, with the
purpose of drawing conclusions relevant to their application in an
audio environment. These models are used to produce new results
relevant to the design of digital systems for the emulation of spring
reverberation units. The numerical solution of these models via the
finite difference method is considered. A set of measurements of
two typical spring reverberation units are presented.

rely on calculation of a high-order all-pass filter. This method produces good results, but still has the drawback of lack of flexibility
with respect to physical parameters.
This article examines the qualities that define a spring reverberation effect, relates them to theoretical models of spring vibration, and finally presents a brief overview of a method of applying
these theoretical models to produce a digital algorithm for spring
reverberation. A set of physical measurements of the geometry of
two typical spring-reverberation units is also presented.
2. ANATOMY OF A SPRING REVERBERATION UNIT
The implementation of most spring reverberation units post-1960
is fairly standard. One or more helical springs are configured in a
network. Most units consist of several springs connected in parallel, although some also utilize a number of serially connected
springs in turn connected in parallel. Some less common units use
springs to connect opposite ends of parallel springs, resulting in a
’Z’ like configuration. The purpose of these different configurations is produce a more complex pattern of echoes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Spring reverberation was originally developed as a compact and
cost-effective method of approximating room-reverberation, for
use either in a studio setting or as part of musical instrument or
amplification device [1, 2, 3, 4]. Although this method does produce a dense set of echoes, the peculiarities of wave propagation
on a spring mean that the overall sound produced is rather different to that of a room. Nonetheless, its convenience and lowcost compared to other artificial reverberation techniques lead to
widespread use in the popular music of the mid to late 20th century, with several styles of music making the sound of the springreverberator integral to their sonic palette. As a consequence of
this use, the effect has gained a status apart from normal reverberation techniques, with an audience and specific applications of
its own. With the transition of much of the music-production process to a digital environment, demand has appeared for a method
of satisfactorily replicating the sound of the spring-reverberator.
Early attempts at fulfilling this demand via a traditional digital reverberation approach [5] or via convolution techniques fall short
for a number of reasons - notably lack of flexiblity and poor replication of the distinctive features of the effect [6]. Recently, more
advanced treatments of the topic have been produced [7], which
∗ This work was supported by the Academy of Finland (project no.
122815)
† This work was supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council UK, under grant number C007328/1






Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a simple spring-reverberation
unit, consisting of single springs connected in parallel.
Figure 1 shows a simple schematic overview of a spring reverberation unit employing two parallel springs. Each individual
spring is suspended under a small amount of tension between two
sections of wire - one at each end of the casing. Attached to this
section of wire is a small cylindrical magnetic bead. The wire
then passes through a section of rubber damping material before
terminating in a soldered connection to the casing of the device.
The magnetic bead is driven torsionally by passing a signal into
a nearby electromagnetic coil. Torsional vibration of the magnet/wire system translates to vibration tangential to the path of the
wire at a point within the helix. At the opposite end of the spring,
the other section of straight wire also has a magnetic bead attached.
The vibration of the magnetic bead induces a current in a nearby
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coil, and an output signal is therefore produced. The system is essentially symmetrical, although the input and output coils tend to
be wound differently so as to provide appropriate input and output
impedances. Input and output to multiple springs can be handled
by a single pair of coils by extending the core of the electromagnet.
3. ANALYSIS OF A TYPICAL IMPULSE RESPONSE
A spectrogram of the initial section of a typical single-spring impulse response can be seen in Figure 2. Clearly visible are a number of echoes, the form of which indicates highly dispersive behaviour. There appear to be two distinct regions within the impulse response, a region of lower-frequency dispersive echoes and
a region of high-frequency (and less dispersive) echoes. The highfrequency echoes appear to repeat at a faster rate than the lowfrequency echoes. The transition point between these two regions
is labelled as FC , and appears to correspond with a point of minimum propagation velocity.
In the majority of springs measured, the region of high frequency echoes above FC is of much lower amplitude than that
of the echoes below FC , therefore it would seem reasonable to
assume that the characteristic sound of a spring reverberator is
mainly related to the region below FC . The nature of these echoes
can be described by two parameters - the transition frequency FC ,
and the time between each echo, TD .

Firstly, they assume that the helix angle of the spring will be small
enough to be considered to be zero. This essentially reduces the
problem to one of a curved rod and allows them to consider only
vibrations in the plane of curvature. The effect of neglecting the
helix angle removes the need to consider torsional motion, and
hence Timoshenko effects. The governing equations they produce
are as follows:
„
«
∂2u
E ∂2u
∂v
=
−
κ
(1a)
∂t2
ρ ∂s2
∂s
„
«
∂2v
Er2 ∂ 4 v
∂2v
= −
+ 2κ2 2 + κ4 v
(1b)
2
4
∂t
4ρ
∂s
∂s
„
«
Eκ ∂u
− κv
+
ρ
∂s
where E is Young’s modulus for the material of the wire, ρ is the
density of the material, r is the radius of the wire and κ is the curvature of the helix. u gives displacement in the direction of the
tangent of the helix at any point, v gives displacement in the direction of the radius of curvature. s is a coordinate that follows the
line of the wire. When κ = 0, system (1) reduces to the equation
of motion of an ideal bar (in v), and the 1D wave equation (in u).
Figure 3 shows the direction of the displacements u and v with
respect to the geometry of the spring.

v
s

u

R

TD

Figure 2: Spectrogram of measured impulse response of a typical
spring (see Table 2, Spring 3).
Figure 3: Section of helical spring showing the direction of the
displacements u and v, both of which are dependent on the helix
arc-length coordinate, s. Also shown is the helix radius, R.

4. HELICAL SPRING VIBRATION MODELS
Mathematical modeling of spring vibration is a topic which has
seen much work over the years, mainly due to its importance in
mechanical engineering. Some of the earliest models treat a spring
as a uniform elastic bar [8], but such models do not reproduce the
dispersion characteristics which make a spring interesting in an
audio context [6]. To reproduce these characteristics, it appears to
be necessary to model the helical geometry of the spring. The best
known of these helical models is the work of Wittrick [9], written
as a system in twelve variables. The Wittrick model has also been
extended to account for loading of the spring [10].
Fletcher et al [11, 12] make a number of approximations which
allow them to present a simpler model than Wittrick’s system.

This system is linear and shift-invariant, and therefore its characteristics may be summarized by a dispersion relation, i.e. the
relationship of spatial frequency (wavenumber, β) to temporal frequency (f ). The dispersion relation possesses four solutions grouped
in two pairs, corresponding to two modes of oscillation. One of
these modes is beyond the range of human hearing [6, 13]. The
other mode is within human hearing range, and its form is given in
Figure 4.
The form of the dispersion relation clearly shows the behaviour
observed in the impulse response in Figure 2. The derivative of
the dispersion relation gives the group velocity, a measure of the
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the delay time of the spring, specifically the time taken for a wave
to propagate the length of the spring twice, in the limit as β → 0.
This gives a measure of the time between discrete echoes in the
impulse response. The limit as β → 0 is chosen, as this is the
point of maximum propagation velocity within the low-frequency
dispersive region. As should be clear from the geometry, L can be
calculated from more easily measured parameters as follows:
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Figure 4: Dispersion relation of audio-range mode calculated from
Fletcher model for a typical spring (see Table 2, Spring 3).

speed of propagation of a disturbance through the system around a
particular wavenumber. The local maximum in the dispersion relation therefore corresponds with a point of minimum propagation
velocity. It is clear from the dispersion relation that this point corresponds with the transition frequency FC observed in the impulse
response.
It is important to notice that the dispersion relation for this system is not a single-valued function of frequency. In the range of
frequencies below FC , there are three different propagation velocities associated with a particular frequency. This could potentially
make a spring-reverberation model constructed via standard signal processing constructs more complex and more computationally
demanding, as multiple parallel processing paths would be necessary. It is therefore beneficial to consider a different approach, one
based on direct numerical solution of system (1) - with the eventual goal of comparison with an equivalent model constructed via
the standard audio signal processing paradigm.
If system (1) is to be used for numerical modeling of a spring
reverberator, some form of loss must be incorporated. In the absence of more detailed insight into the loss mechanisms of the real
system, it is possible to add an ad-hoc loss model. This is achieved
to each equation, where
simply by adding loss terms of −2σx ∂x
∂t
x represents the variable in question. It is also necessary to model
the input/output process accurately, and this is achieved by coupling a mass-spring system to each end of the spring to represent
the magnetic driving method[13].
4.1. Characterizing Perceptual Properties in Terms of Physical Parameters
By manipulation of the dispersion relation for the system 1, it is
possible to derive some results connecting the perceptual parameters, FC and TD , to easily measurable physical parameters of the
spring.
4LR
TD ≈ q
r ρE

(2)

where L is the uncurled length of the wire, R is the radius of the
helix, r is the radius of the wire, ρ is the density of the material
and E is Young’s modulus of the material. TD gives a measure of

(3)

where R is the radius of the helix, HL is its length and N is the
number of turns completed over the course of its length.
An expression for the transition frequency FC can also be derived:
q
3r ρE
FC ≈ √
(4)
16 5πR2
These two results relate the main perceptual features of a singlespring reverberator to physical measurements of the spring, and
hence may be used to both predict the response of real springs and
as a more intuitive physical parameter model for models based on
signal processing constructs. A discussion of the derivations of the
above results is given in Appendix B.
5. FINITE DIFFERENCE MODELS
A standard approach to simulation that is especially suited to problems in 1D is to make use of a finite difference approximation.
System (1) is a coupled pair of equations in 1D, and is therefore a
good candidate for solution using this method.
There are numerous well known approaches to constructing a
finite difference approximation to a continuous system. A conceptually simple and flexible approach is to define discrete approximations to differential operators, known as difference operators
[14, 13], along with discrete versions of the dependent variables of
the system, known as grid functions. An analogous discrete system
can then be prodeced by replacing differential operators with difference operators and dependent variables with grid functions. The
difference operators are defined in terms of unit delays (for time
differentials) or unit shifts (for spatial differentials), and therefore
this discrete system can be expanded out into a scheme for calculation of a numerical solution to the system. It is important to note
that it is possible to construct many different difference operators
for a particular differential operator. For example, it is possible to
∂
, an approximation to a first differential with respect
construct ∂x
to some spatial coordinate x, in terms of forward shifts, backwards
shifts or a mixture of the two. As a consequence, many calculation
schemes varying in robustness and accuracy can be produced from
a single discrete system.
Selection of only centered difference operators results in an
explicit calculation scheme [6]. However, the scheme produced
has severe stability and accuracy problems, producing acceptable
results only at very high sampling frequencies. A more advanced
approach is to specify an implicit family of schemes, via the use
of the relationship between certain difference operators and a similarly defined discrete averaging operator [14, 13]. The result is a
family of schemes with a number of free parameters, which can
then be tuned to produce optimum stability and accuracy. The
results produced by this approach are much better than those produced by the naive explicit approach.
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un-optimised implementation of the scheme in MATLAB running
under a Microsoft Windows environment and using a single-core
2GHz Intel processor takes approximately one minute to calculate
a three second sample at a sample rate of 44100 Hz. The parameters chosen were consistent with those given in Appendix A. This
is rather far from real-time operation, but gains can likely be made
by optimizing the scheme and implementing in a more efficient
environment.
6. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 5: Spectrogram of impulse response of a typical spring (for
measurements see Table 2, Spring 3).

Mathematical models of helical vibration provide a useful insight
into spring reverberation, and can be used to produce novel expressions relating physical parameters of the spring with the perceptual
qualities of its sound. Numerical solution of these models via finite difference techniques shows some promise for implementation
in audio applications, but requires more development to improve
numerical accuracy and reduce computational cost to the level required for real-time application.
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A. SPRING MEASUREMENTS
This appendix presents a set of measurements of spring geometries
taken from two typical spring reverberation units. Measurements
were taken using a micrometer and Vernier calipers, and are reasonably accurate - however the intention is to provide an idea of
the geometries typical to a spring reverberation unit rather than
definitive measurements of a particular unit.

Figure 8: Spectrogram of impulse response of Leem Pro KA-1210
reverb tank.
Table 1: Olson X-82 Measurements
Spring 1
6.5
0.54
148
0.035
0.5
0.21

Helix Length (cm)
Helix Diameter (cm)
Number of Turns
Wire Diameter (cm)
Magnet Length (cm)
Magnet Diameter (cm)

Spring 2
6.5
0.61
133
0.035
0.5
0.21

B. DERIVATION OF PERCEPTUAL PARAMETERS

Figure 7: Spectrogram of impulse response of Olson X-82 reverb
unit.
The X-82 is a small device from the early 1960s, manufactured
by Olson Electronics. It consists of two small springs in parallel,
and according to the manufacturer’s literature it is intended for use
in small instrument amplifiers or in a car audio system. The spring
geometries appear to have been chosen so as to provide similar TD
for each spring, but with a differing FC .
The second unit is a device taken from a Leem Pro KA-1210
guitar amplifier from the early 1990s. It is slightly larger than the
Olson unit, and employs three springs in parallel. In contrast to the
design of the Olson unit, this unit uses spring geometries chosen
to provide a range of TD values but very similar FC values.
Both units appear to use steel wiring, and therefore a Young’s
Modulus of E = 211 N/m2 and a density of ρ = 7800 kg/m3
are used for all the calculations in this document.
Impulse response measurements were taken of these two units,
using a sine-sweep method [15]. Spectrograms of the response of
both units are given in figures 7 and 8. The impulse responses of
each individual spring was measured by damping the other springs
within the unit using padded clamps. Further information, including impulse responses for each individual spring and further documentation of the units, is available at:
http://www.acoustics.hut.fi/publications/
papers/dafx09-sr/

In order to derive the perceptual parameters discussed in section
4.1, we start by examining the dispersion relation of system 1. The
dispersion relation is produced by writing the system in matrix
representation, inserting a test solution of the form est+iβx , and
calculating the determinant of the matrix.
E2 r 2 β 2
E2 r 2 β 4
E2 r2 β 6
−
+
4L2 R4 ρ2
2L4 R2 ρ2
4L6 ρ2
2 2
2
Er ω
Eω
Eβ 2 ω 2
−
− 2 −
4
4R ρ
R ρ
L2 ρ
2 4 2
2 2 2
Er β ω
Er β ω
−
+ ω4
+
2L2 R2 ρ
4L4 ρ

=0

where ω and β are the angular frequency and wavenumber respectively, E is Young’s modulus of the material, ρ is the density of the
material, L is the uncurcled length of the wire, r is the radius of the
wire and R is the radius of the helix. Solving this equation for ω
produces two pairs of solutions, only one of which it is necessary
to consider (see section 4). The group velocity can be calculated
as a function of β by differentiating this solution with respect to
β. If we evaluate the limit of the group velocity as β → 0, we
produce the following expression:
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Table 2: Leem Pro KA-1210 Measurements
Helix Length (cm)
Helix Diameter (cm)
Number of Turns
Wire Diameter (cm)
Magnet Length (cm)
Magnet Diameter (cm)

Spring 1
16.3
0.44
303
0.035
0.4
0.15

Spring 2
16.3
0.45
280
0.035
0.4
0.15

Spring 3
16.3
0.46
351
0.035
0.4
0.15

2

−4
r
Since R
for values of the parameters typ2 is of the order of 10
ical to our application, we can make the following approximation:
q
E
r
ρ
ν0 u
2LR

Given that the system is dimensionless and defined over the unit
interval, we need only take the reciprocal in order to derive an
approximate expression for the time taken to traverse the length
of the spring once. The time between two echoes received at the
output end of the spring is clearly equivalent to the time taken to
traverse the length of the spring twice, hence we can produce an
expression for this delay time:
4LR
TD u q
r ρE
To derive the parameter FC , the dispersion relation given in equation 5 is again solved, and the relevant solution evaluated at the
point β = q/2. After some manipulation and a Taylor expansion,
we arrive at:
q
3r ρE
FC u √
16 5πR2
which is accurate to first order.
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ABSTRACT
Soon after the Echo Nest Remix API was made publicly available
and open source, the primary author began aggressively enhancing the Python framework for re-editing music based on perceptually-based musical analyses. The basic principles of this API
– integrating content-based metadata with the underlying signal
– are described in the paper, then the authors’ enhancements are
described.
The libraries moved from supporting an imperative coding
style to incorporating influences from functional programming and
domain specific languages to allow for a much more fluent, terse
coding style, allowing users to concentrate on the functions needed
to find the portions of the song that were interesting, and modifying them. The paper then goes on to describe enhancements
involving mixing multiple sources with one another and enabling
user-created and user-modifiable effects that are controlled by direct manipulation of the objects that represent the sound. Revelations that the Remix API does not need to be as integrated as it
currently is point to future directions for the API at the end of the
paper.

domain-specific language for manipulating music, not just in the
time dimension, but with multiple parallel tracks and user-defined
effects. New and old are otherwise not distinguished in the paper,
as all the code exists as part of the same open-source project.
2. THE ECHO NEST ANALYZE API
The Echo Nest Analyze API (‘Analysis API’) performs efficient,
perception-based signal processing, simulating how people hear
sounds (accounting for temporal and pitch masking, for example
[4]) in order to extract higher-level musical knowledge about a
sound [5]. From the point of view of a Remix API user, one of the
most useful outputs is a three-level, hierarchical rhythmic analysis
of a given song: beats, bars, and tatums, as in Figure 1.

Song
Bars
Beats
Tatums
time

1. INTRODUCTION
The Echo Nest is one of the most visible commercial proponents
of modern practice in machine listening and musical information
retrieval. On 8 September 2008, the company made its first public,
open-source release of its Remix API on the Google Code hosting
site[1]. Since then, there have been frequent and vigorous updates,
rapidly evolving the framework from a distillation of the code
used in internal projects into a domain-specific language capable
of radically re-editing music with very concise, music-oriented
commands.
The Echo Nest Remix API (‘Remix API’ hereafter) is a programming framework written in Python that is oriented towards
making computational re-edits of existing music very easy. While
analytic feature-driven approaches to re-editing material have been
proposed [2] and executed [3] before, a large proportion of the
API’s power is derived from the musically-sensitive analyses made
available through the same company’s Analysis API. The remote
analyses provide hierarchical, content-based segmentation of music, and the Remix API provides many methods and classes for
using that segmentation in order to re-edit music seamlessly.
After giving a brief overview in sections two and three of
what was made available in the original version of the Remix
API, this paper gives a narrative of the various design decisions
the author made since the Echo Nest open-sourced the framework,
evolving it into a somewhat idiosyncratic, but terse and powerful,

Figure 1: Bars, beats, and tatums, as analysed in a song.
The analyses that lead to bar and beat grouping are not perfect,
but they work reasonably well in a wide variety of situations.
Tatums, as the most fundamental rhythmic unit, as described in
[6], are considerably more reliable.
There are two other ways the Analysis API divides a song:
into sections and segments.
• Sections reflect large scale changes in the song’s sound,
whether it be in rhythmic pattern, instrumentation, or harmonic structure. Although it is often described as dividing
a song into a verse-chorus-bridge structure, reality yields
not as clear-cut results as that.
• Segments are the most elemental portions of a song. They
do not precisely align with beats or tatums, but rather are
representative of some sort of ‘event’ in the song, such as a
note or a drum beat.
Since there are likely many instruments playing many notes that
overlap, the practical result of this part of the analysis is that
segments capture the starts of notes and drum beats. Because
segments are elemental, containing one event, they also act as
containers for further sonic analysis. They contain information on
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the loudness envelope, the overall pitch content (with the relative
loudness of each step of the scale), and the timbre of the segment.
For the purposes of the Analysis API, timbre is reduced to twelve
component time-frequency elements: they are the first twelve
principal components of the time-frequency shape of the event’s
musical surface.
By combining this low-level information with general music
knowledge, the Analysis API also offers estimates about global
features of the entire song, such as time signature, key signature,
and tempo. As with any case of reducing thousands of complex,
evolving values with a single number, there exist some edge
cases in particularly irregular or complex sonic material where
performance is not perfect. Nevertheless, with proper sanity
checks, it is very useful information for the purposes of the Remix
API.
The Analysis API begins its work with a user uploading
an MP3 file to its servers. The analysis itself happens on the
Echo Nest’s centralized servers and usually takes far less time to
complete than it takes to upload the file from a domestic broadband
connection. Once the analysis is complete, simple web (HTTP)
requests that identify the file that was uploaded receive responses
in XML. For example, an API call to get_beats would yield
an XML-formatted list of beats with their starting times and
confidence values.
3. BASIC REMIX API OPERATION
This paper details two data models: the original model, and
therefore the fundamentals of those seen in the Remix API (as seen
in Figure 2) and another model that shows various enhancements
– the current data model as it stands.

AudioFile
Inherits from:

for the analysis exposed in the Analysis API. The professional offering adds rhythmic groupings, such as beat and bar measurements, to the event-synchronous audio analyses offered in his PhD
research.
The Echo Nest Remix API first appeared with three main
parts: a library for transparent access to their Analysis API, classes
and methods for performing simple audio manipulation, and some
functions for gluing these together. In providing transparent access to the Analysis API, the Remix API offered methods for uploading audio to the Echo Nest servers and for accessing the subsequent analyses available through their web API. The methods
would parse and transparently cache (in memory) the results of
calls to the Analysis API, returning Python-native datatypes and
objects. The simple audio manipulation involved loading and saving multiple audio formats, and representing them internally with
sample data kept in NumPy [8] n-dimensional arrays and other
metadata such as sample rate, number of channels, and a pointer
to the location of the final sample.
These two parts, analysis metadata and audio, were glued together with the remainder of the original Remix API. All rhythmic
units are represented as AudioQuantum objects within the API.
An AudioQuantum is represented at the minimum with a start
(time offset, in seconds, from the beginning of the original file)
and a duration (also in seconds). Given an AudioQuantum and
a source, the samples for the specific time interval of the AudioQuantum can be retrieved. With AudioQuantums collected
into a generic Python list, a new edit of the original material can
be obtained by a function, getpieces().
Much more sophisticated manipulations could be performed
on an ad hoc basis with additional user classes, such as those
shown in the demonstration code for the popular “More Cowbell”
site, but none of them had yet been included in the API. The
essence of the original Remix API lay in accessing the Echo Nest
Analyze API over HTTP, offering access to audio via the NumPy
libraries, and the sample-accurate glue between them.

AudioData
.getsample
.getslice
.__add__
.append
.save

4. RE-EDITING MUSIC WITH FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMMING
With the basic API operation established, the primary author’s
attention turned to utilising more of the rich data held within
the Analysis API. Segments hold rich timbral, loudness envelope,
and pitch data but they were unused by the Remix API. There
are implicit relationships between tatums, beats, and bars that
went un-exploited. At that point, there was nothing in the API
that took advantage of the fact that all elements in a list full of
AudioQuantums had special properties. The first set of external
changes set to work on exposing these properties.

.analysis accessor:
AudioAnalysis
.duration
.end_of_fade_in
.start_of_fade_out
.tempo
.time_signature
.loudness
.key
.mode
.metadata
.bars
.beats
.tatums
.segments
.sections

4.1. Introducing that()

Figure 2: The basic accessor methods available in the Remix API
from the start.
The foundation of the Remix API is derived from the Echo
Nest Analyze API: the same metadata and perceptual analysis that
is exposed there forms the foundation of the data structures used in
the Remix API. Jehan [7] has described the underlying techniques

Although from the start, anyone could manually loop through the
rhythmic lists and collect the audio quanta that were of interest,
the fact that most operations began with an AudioQuantumList and ended with a different one suggested a more functional
programming style. Instead of iterating through a loop, it is perfectly plausible to filter the entire loop through a single function.
Once filtering is accomplished, then it follows to use the same
paradigm for sorting and otherwise applying transformative functions on AudioQuantumLists. The change that most informed
the developments that followed with the Remix API, giving it its
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unique flavour, was the introduction of the AudioQuantumList
method, ‘that()’.
Not only did that() establish the beginnings of a functional
programming style, but it also served as the beachhead for a fluent
interface. Fluent interfaces are related to natural language APIs
and internal (or embedded) domain-specific languages [9]. The
goal was to establish a pleasant, natural-language-style portion of
the language, where a naive user could use existing libraries and
functions and get usable results out while writing a minimum of
code.
A guiding principle of this interface paradigm is that each of
these natural language methods operates on an AudioQuantumList and returns a new AudioQuantumList. In this way, filtering, sorting, and otherwise modifying lists of elements can be
chained so that an entire programmatic remix could conceivably be
expressed in a one-line program. However, since AudioQuantumLists are native Python sub-classes of lists, many other familiar methods are available to the user, if what they wish to accomplish lies outside of the filter-sort-and-manipulate paradigm.
In order to make the natural language aspects of the system
concrete were a small library of queries and selection filters ready
for use with that() and similar methods. The majority of the
selection filters are higher-order functions that generally take one
or two arguments and return a function of a single argument.
Since this pattern is so pervasive but is a non-trivial way of
writing functions, definitions are made much easier with a Python
decorator pattern [10]:
def overlap(aq):
def fun(x):
if x.end > aq.start and \
x.start < aq.end:
return x
return fun
...was simplified to this:
@selector
def overlap(x, audio_quantum):
return x.end > aq.start and \
x.start < aq.end

been beneficial to introduce such linguistic patterns to the API. It
provides a friendly introduction and aids a sense of empowerment
in the user to understand the available example code.
4.2. Rhythmic context
With conventions for scanning the native AudioQuantumLists
established, the next development was to use these techniques, plus
the reasonable (but not always true) assumption that if an analysis
has found beats, it also has tatums and bars available.
By giving each AudioQuantum some representation of
its context within an AudioQuantumList, and giving each
AudioQuantumList access to the AudioAnalysis that contains it, we enabled each component in the rhythmic partitioning of
the original song to have a representation of its rhythmic context.
The rhythmic context of an AudioQuantum allows a user to programmatically access the AudioQuantum’s neighbours, forward
and backwards in time, of the same type of rhythmic quantum.
The context allows one to navigate up the hierarchy (beat to bar,
tatum to beat) to its rhythmic ‘parent.’ Conversely, one can access
a rhythmic unit’s children (beat to tatum, bar to beat) by going
down the hierarchy. The children of an AudioQuantum’s parent
form the ‘group’ to which that AudioQuantum belongs. These
concepts are all illustrated in Figure 3.
Additionally, a user may also programmatically access relative
and absolute indices. The absolute_context() returns a
Python tuple with the index number of the item in its entire
containing AudioQuantumList and the length of that entire
list. The local_context() returns a similar tuple, but only
with reference to its group().
Internally, all of these parent-child relationships are computed
on the fly by using the knowledge of the kind of AudioQuantum
in question, the circular links back to the containing lists, and
the same queries that the that() method normally works with.
What might be seen by some as syntactic sugar yields immediately
accessible navigation and queriable context information.
4.3. More functional and fluent additions

(Note that in this and most Python examples that follow, backslashes indicate line continuations interrupting a single statement.)
The naming of such functions was essential to establishing
the fluent interface, as well. The linguistic pattern that ended up
working was to name selection filter functions as verb phrases that
agree with a plural noun, typically in a restrictive clause introduced
by ‘that,’ but may also work as the end of an subordinate clause.
For example, given a section1 in a song and the beats derived
from an analysis:
beats.that(overlap(section1)) \
.that(fall_on_the(2))
This code fragment takes the subset of all beats that have some
portion of their time intervals overlap with the time interval of
section1, and takes the further subset of those beats that fall
on the second beat of their respective bars. Admittedly, the
idiom can present some difficulties to get used to writing: while
the various function and method calls read as coherent fragments
of English, the punctuation – knowing what must be a Python
method call separated with a period (.), and what should be a
pre-defined function as an argument to such a method – takes a
non-trivial amount of learning. Nevertheless, we believe it has

After establishing the functional programming pattern and trying
it with further use, additional methods were prototyped and then
added. First to be added was the sorted_by() method for
AudioQuantumLists. The input to the method is a function of
a single argument that returns a scalar value to be used as a sorting
key. Many of the input functions are trivial, such as returning
the value of a given accessor on an input AudioQuantum, but
framing the method this way allows for rich comparisons as well,
such as ordering segments by the mean-squared distance from a
reference segment’s timbre vector. The naming convention here is
of nouns (or noun phrases) that could conceivably follow “sorted
by.”
An early version of that() was implemented using the
python built-in function ‘map()’ instead of the more specific
‘filter()’ built-in. A curious side-effect was that returning the
current AudioQuantum being tested was merely a convention:
the selection filters could actually return any AudioQuantum
available to them. This could be used for much more sophisticated remix generation, but in the interest of simplicity and retaining conceptual clarity to the very fundamental that() method,
a new AudioQuantum method was introduced: beget().
Any element within an AudioQuantumList may beget()
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Song

Song

Bars

Bars

Beats

Beats

Tatums

Tatums

(a) Reference beat with a (zero-indexed) local_context() of
(1, 4) and a context_string() of “beat 2 of bar 2”.

next()

(b) The same reference beat with the next() and prev(step=3)
beats noted.

Song
Bars

prev(3)

Song
Bars

parent()

Beats

Beats

Tatums

group()

Tatums
children()

(c) The same reference beat with its parent() bar and
children() tatums noted.

(d) The same reference beat with its group() bar noted. The
group is its parent()’s children(): its siblings.

Figure 3: Rhythmic context in relation to a beat.

zero, one, or more AudioQuantums. By convention, multiple
AudioQuantums are returned as an AudioQuantumList, to
aid in further processing chains if needed.
Another method turned out to be particularly helpful for
remixing: changed_by(fn, if_they=cond). In this functional programming “map()” variant, the function passed to the
named if_they argument is used as a filter-like test for each
element of an AudioQuantumList. If the condition is true,
the function fn is applied to the AudioQuantum; otherwise, the
AudioQuantum passes through unchanged.
Given a hypothetical function, ‘adding(filename),’ that
mixes the audio from an external file, a rudimentary, beat-synchronous drum pattern could be added to a song with a single assignment statement:

paradigm to its logical conclusions, we have ended up with recursive data structures: AudioQuantumLists may contain other
AudioQuantumLists. This should not disturb us one bit: music’s structures are very hierarchical and recursive, and numerous
music representations (e.g., SuperCollider [11], JMSL [12], CLM
[13]) use such structures extensively.
Once we make this recursive leap, the hypothetical mixer function is fairly obvious in concept: it is an AudioQuantumList
wherein all the sounds are simultaneous rather than sequential.
Thus, we have the two most important concepts of time-based media according to SMIL 1.0: par(allel) and seq(uential) groups of
objects.

5.1. Recursion and the rendering chain

Walking the chain of audio quanta and lists thereof suggests
that each of these objects should respond to a uniform message,
render(), and return a uniform structure, an AudioData object. An AudioQuantumList sequentially sends a render()
message to each of its components, and append()s the data to
its own. An AudioQuantum obtains its sample data by following back references to the containing song, and returns the
data bounded by its time interval. The new Simultaneous object sequentially sends a render() message to each of its components, and sums the resulting data with its own. By adopting a protocol for renderable objects where each responds to a
render() message, and provides accessors to a source (always an AudioData object) and a duration (in seconds), the
Remix API moved from being primarily about re-shuffling segments from an single file to inter-mixing and cutting between any
number of source files.

The innovations that completed the previous section do raise additional questions of the simple audio glue: what happens now that a
list returned by beget may contain other lists? How might we implement the adding() mixer function in the changed_by()
example? By dint of following the functional programming

There are a few internal details that work as conventions
more than anything else. It is, after all, an open-source project:
if users need further capabilities, the flexible architecture of
the software ought to be able to handle further enhancements.
The AudioData.endindex becomes very important, as it

remix = song.analysis.beats
\
.changed_by(adding(’bdrum.wav’),
if_they=fall_on_the(1))
\
.changed_by(adding(’snare.wav’),
if_they=fall_on_the(2))
\
.changed_by(adding(’bdrum.wav’),
if_they=fall_on_the(3))
\
.changed_by(adding(’snare.wav’),
if_they=fall_on_the(4))

5. OBJECT-ORIENTED MUSIC EFFECTS
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is the running marker for the next insertion point for a list.
The endindex is advanced by the AudioQuantum’s duration when appending to an AudioQuantumList, and not at
all when summing to a Simultaneous object. The duration of a Simultaneous is by default that of its first child’s
AudioQuantum. Although the duration of an object determines
the insertion point of the next object in a sequence, an object may
have sample data that extends past the ‘rhythmic’ duration. This
way, overlapping tails and effects do not have to be truncated. Preroll, however, is not currently supported.
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Figure 4: Given an AudioQuantumList (0) that contains six
renderable audio objects (three AudioQuantums, two Simultaneous objects, and one AudioQuantumList), the order
in which the different objects receive their respective render()
message is shown. Colours here signify different sources.
The rendering chain is illustrated in Figure 4, where rendering
one item triggers all of its constituent parts to be rendered in turn.
Despite segment 10’s length, segment 13 directly follows segment
9 in a rhythm consistent throughout that source’s meter and tempo.
At this point, it is worthwhile to note one last thing that relates
back to the fluent interface. Any renderable audio object can also
be encode()d. That is, a convenience function common to all
renderables is encode() without having to call render() first.
As a result, any object can be written out to an MP3 file or WAVE
file, making some remixes literally one-line programs, from input
to remixing to output. Given a function that reverses the audio on
a given AudioQuantum, this variation on example code reverses
the fourth beat of each bar with one long statement (split among
several lines):
audio.AudioFile("input.mp3").analysis
.beats
.changed_by(reversing,
if_they=fall_on_the(4))
.encode("output.mp3")

\
\
\
\

5.2. Modification chain and Plugins
Given the fact that we can now freely manipulate segments across
two dimensions (time and track), we now look to a third dimension, in terms of user-defined effects. The paradigm favoured here
was to enable direct user manipulation of the AudioQuantum’s
parameters derived from analysis. The sense here was that – even
in code, programmatically – the AudioQuantum objects would

be malleable and responsive: by manipulating the analytic parameters on the sound segment, the underlying sound can itself be manipulated.
To achieve this, however, required a rethinking of how
AudioQuantums are manipulated. Until this critical point,
AudioQuantums were effectively immutable.
Although
you could conceivably change the start and duration of an
AudioQuantum, you would change its essence: it would point
to a different segment of the original audio. Worse, any other
copies of that object retained for remixing would also be affected:
only pointers to the original items are passed around. As a result,
the UserAudioQuantum was introduced. Although an instance
appears to be the original AudioQuantum, with the same analysis parameters and the same methods, it is actually an entirely
different type of object, fairly sparse of methods and native data,
but acting as a proxy object for the original AudioQuantum.
Any unknown methods and accessors in a UserAudioQuantum
object are passed on to the original AudioQuantum for dispatch.
In order to ensure that users manipulate UserAudioQuantums, all access methods for AudioQuantumLists were
re-written. When a user attempts to index an element, a
range of elements, or iterate among all the elements in an
AudioQuantumList, the special methods intervene and transparently return the proxy object.
The relatively hollow insides of a UserAudioQuantum
means that further methods and accessors can be injected into
the UserAudioQuantum Class by the user at runtime. The
plugin class names an accessor to watch. If a user attempts to
set that variable within an UserAudioQuantum instance, then
the “setter” instance in the plugin class takes over, obtains the
original values (from the original AudioQuantum) behind the
scenes, and then creates new private variables and sets their values
in the current instance. If the user attempts to read the variable
in the instance, the injected “getter” method takes over, and finds
the most appropriate value, either from a private, modified, newlycreated variable, or from an appropriate value held in the original
AudioQuantum.
The third method the plugin class must define is a
modifier(). It is the effects version of a render() method.
Given the context of an AudioQuantum and the data from the
previous effect in the chain, it is the task of the modifier()
method to create new sample data, presumably according to the
accessor it claims to watch.
The canonical use case is installing an effect that performs its
magic on the duration accessor. There are actually two implementations of duration watchers as of this writing: one unsophisticated,
poor sound-quality time stretcher effect, and a cheap truncator that
truncates the end of the sound in the case of a shorter duration, and
inserts extra silence in the case of the user setting the duration to
be longer than the original AudioQuantum. (One of the benefits
of working in open source is making this sort of compromise in
public, and having multiple parties raise their hands to attempt to
do it better.) A user decides to use a specific effect, and registers it
with the UserAudioQuantum class:
audio.UserAudioQuantum.register(AutoStretch)
...and may then modify the duration parameter in any
UserAudioQuantum they encounter. There is an optional
parameter in register() that allows a user to specify the order
within the effects chain with an integer. A single plugin type
may exist at multiple points in a chain: an effect (for example,
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a reverberation) may have a ‘reversed’ version by inserting a reverse effect before and after the effect. When the reverse effect
is triggered for a given AudioQuantum, the sound is forward,
but there is reversed reverb. When it comes to render()ing the
AudioQuantum, each modifier() that has been registered is
then triggered in order with the output of the previous one in the
chain. The result of the final effect is returned as the render()ed
output of the UserAudioQuantum.
It is not a particularly safe computational model nor does it
make for the most flexible and complete audio network graphs,
but the prototype implementation is astoundingly compact: the
plugin registration is less than ten lines of code. Effects implementations can be similarly compact. By convention, a modifier()
method does its own checking of its watched variables. If the
variables of interest remain unchanged, then it does nothing and
passes the input to the output. For example, changing the level of
a UserAudioQuantum by entering a positive or negative offset
in decibels is simply implemented with:
class LevelDB(audio.RenderableAudioObject):
propertyname = "level_change"
def __get__(self, instance, owner):
if hasattr(instance, ’_level_change’):
return instance._level_change
else:
return 0.
def __set__(self, instance, value):
instance._level_change = value
instance._modified.add(’level_change’)
@staticmethod
def modifier(aq):
if aq.level_change == 0.:
return aq.source
source = audio.AudioData(
ndarray = aq.source.data,
numChannels = aq.source.numChannels,
sampleRate = aq.source.sampleRate)
source.data *= pow(10.,
aq.level_change/20.)
return source
By closing the loop from sound to analysis to modified analytic
parameters to novel sounds, we believe the Remix API has access
to a powerful sound manipulation paradigm. Although the sound
objects are rooted in their original context, users are not limited
to their original sounds: effects may radically change their content
with minimal effort, but can be targeted down to the briefest tatum,
allowing for novel synchronised rhythmic effects.
5.3. XML Output
Somewhat surprisingly, what began as an attempt to have a standard debugging output led to some minor revelations suggesting a
life for the Remix API out of the bounds of a single client machine.
Just as the analysis is independent of remixing, remixing and audio
rendering can be decoupled. This was established with a method
added as an experiment, to_xml(). As with the render()
method it mirrors, AudioQuantums are visited in sequence from
within an AudioQuantumList. The AudioQuantumList

gets output as a <sequence> XML node, with the list contents returned inside it. Complementarily, a Simultaneous
object is output as a <parallel> XML node, making the analogue with SMIL’s <par> and <seq> [14] much more explicit.
AudioQuantums are output as XML nodes with start and duration attributes, along with a reference to its source, if it differs from that of its container. Finally, if a user has modified a
UserAudioQuantum, it is output with its changed parameters
and the source AudioQuantum contained inside. The order of
the nodes in the XML output is exactly the same as the numerical
order shown in Figure 4.
A sample XML output from Figure 4 would resemble:
<sequence source="blue" duration="10">
<beat start="10" duration="1"/>
<beat start="15" duration="1"/>
<parallel duration="1">
<beat start="16" duration="1"/>
<beat start="3" duration="1"
source="red"/>
<beat start="42" duration="1"
source="green"/>
</parallel>
<bar start="17" duration="4"/>
<parallel duration="1">
<beat start="21" duration="1"/>
<bar start="4" duration="3"
source="red"/>
<tatum start="43" duration="0.25"
source="green"/>
</parallel>
<sequence duration="2">
<user_modified_audio_quantum
level_change="-3">
<beat start="22" duration="1"/>
</user_modified_audio_quantum>
<beat start="27" duration="1"/>
</sequence>
</sequence>
In this example, the sources are simplified to colours in the diagram. In practice, they would be set to identifiers for the source
audio files. Similarly, for the purpose of the narrow column format
for this manuscript, the times are mostly simulated with integers.
In actuality, they are floats with enough precision to achieve sample accuracy.
We discuss the ramifications of the independence between
remixing and rendering in Subsection 6.1 on future work, below.
5.4. Current architecture
The current class diagram is summarised in Figure 5. Not all
classes, methods, or attributes are shown, but it does give a
sense of the inheritance, some shared patterns, and how some
classes are contained within each others’ instances. What had
been independent classes are shown to be united by a common
superclass, which ends up being a powerful key to giving a uniform
interface to any object a user is likely to interact with.
We see from the developments in the library a kind of audio
rendering in three dimensions: sequentially in time, in parallel
with tracks, and with modifications applied in series to individual AudioQuantums. The prevailing reduction operator for sequential elements is append(), while parallel audio elements are
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AudioRenderable
source
duration
render()

AudioData
data
sample_rate
num_channels
endindex
append()
sum()
encode()

AudioFile
data
sample_rate
num_channels
endindex
analysis

AudioQuantum
start
duration
kind
source
prev()
next()
parent()
children()
group()
local_context()
absolute_context()
toxml()
render()

UserAudioQuantum
_target
_modified
toxml()
render()

AudioAnalysis
duration
end_of_fade_in
start_of_fade_out
tempo
time_signature
loudness
key
mode
metadata
bars
beats
tatums
segments
sections

AudioQuantumList
kind
container
duration
source
durations
(elements)
that()
ordered_by()
beget()
changed_by()
toxml()
render()

Simultaneous
duration
source
durations
(elements)
toxml()
render()

Figure 5: A partial class diagram showing essential attributes, methods, class inheritance and some containment relationships.

combined with sum(). Modifications through successive effects
are combined through function composition. Nearly any mixing
operation can be modeled by some combination of these fundamental operators.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper represents just a snapshot of an experimental branch
of the Remix API as of mid-April 2009. While it is expected that
significant portions of the experimental branch is integrated into
the mainline, it is by no means guaranteed. Additionally, while the
code examples capture the flavour of the embedded DSL, we cannot warrant that they be up-to-date. The internal implementation
code shown is intended to be merely representative of the small
scale of code that goes on behind the scenes.
With all of those disclaimers out of the way, we can say that
the Remix API is now a highly capable music manipulation language. While the API does not accomplish anything profoundly
new that could not be achieved with another music programming
language – or even Matlab – the art of language design lies in the
levels of abstraction afforded to the programmer. The Remix API,
in connecting the Echo Nest’s Analyze API with sampled audio,
offered a powerful concept: automated beat-synchronous editing
based on perceptual audio analyses. In taking the concept further
through the ideas shown in this paper, the Remix API has become
a remixing language where users can interactively, exploratively,
or programmatically integrate songs from various sources, expressively filtering through reams of data for the most suitable matches,
all while staying locked to the rhythmic clock of their choice.
There are a few users of the Remix API, and it is clear that
more have come aboard since the fundamental model has evolved.
Nearly all users use at least some of the new methods and classes –

particularly the navigation and context ones and the ones involved
with the rendering chain, but relatively few have been public about
using the terse functional programming-style method chaining.
This is no formal means of evaluation, but such user monitoring
does offer some feedback on what changes have been generally
useful.
6.1. Future work
The Remix API has a broad potential. The Echo Nest has already,
from the start, spoken of integrating video manipulation with the
existing audio manipulation. Both the Echo Nest programmers and
other API users have discussed the possibility of integrating highquality time stretching external libraries with the Remix API. We
hope that the plugin mechanism we describe provides a foundation
for integrating those and potentially many other libraries.
Among the issues explored in this paper, there are many areas for further development. The functional programming style
discussed throughout uses a lot of iteration. There is room for
much improved memory usage on the content-based manipulation
side, in which AudioQuantumLists are continually and repeatedly scanned. By moving such access to use Python iterators and
generators, the functional programming style will be further justified in lowering the performance and memory impact of such
operations. Item search within the AudioQuantumLists obtained from the analyses currently uses naive scanning through the
entire list. Since we know the analysis to be ordered partitions,
temporal search (such as that used by all of the rhythmic hierarchy navigation methods) could be vastly improved by considering
the assumptions that AudioQuantums are ordered and fairly uniformly spaced: a binary or interpolation search would go far.
One of the reasons why the above memory and search time is-
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sues have not yet been addressed is that the resource demands they
make are generally dwarfed by the demands of manipulating audio data. While moving to a multiple-source rendering paradigm,
the audio code was moved from 16-bit integers to a 32-bit format.
This, combined with early users’ tendencies to want to push the
system to its limits, means that inter-cutting a dozen songs can lead
to a gigabyte of sample data held in memory before any output is
created.
As a result of exploring the XML output discussed previously,
we noted that – as the Remix API stood – a complete (and relatively compact) representation of the remixing intent was possible
independent of the audio sources. No sample data needs to be preloaded. With regards to alleviating memory usage, the rendering
step could load one file, remix the relevant AudioQuantums, and
clear its memory before proceeding to another source file. In fact,
XML output could conceivably be generated and passed on to another process – or machine – that renders the output and returns a
file.
If rendering is performed by another process or on another
machine, then new manipulation interaction patterns could form.
Graphical user interfaces – even on computationally low-powered
devices – could concentrate on letting the user directly manipulate
the AudioQuantums in the interface, directly reordering beats
and tatums at will, and then communicate with a rendering process. Remix libraries could blossom in many different computer
languages, being as idiomatic as they wish. (How would a music
remixing library look in a LISP dialect, compared with Ruby, or
compared with Erlang?) The only requirement would be that they
input the XML from the Echo Nest Analyze API, and export rendering directives in an XML dialect resembling that discussed in
Subsection 5.3.
These independent rendering processes need not even execute
on the same computing resource: they could be distributed. Since
audio is transparent, combining the products of render()s from
independent source files is as trivial as summing across all of the
independent renders and normalising upon output. Video has its
own techniques for composition, but, as time-based multimedia, it
shares much in common with the sequntial/parallel paradigm from
audio. This suggests a framework for collaborative, distributed
audio-visual remixing, where the basic components of interaction
are relatively light XML documents containing metadata or remix
directives. Users – or their computational clients – need not
handle any multimedia data. All multimedia handling can happen
remotely.
6.2. Summary
In open-sourcing the Remix API, the Echo Nest provided a framework for event-synchronous music re-editing backed by their webbased music analysis service. Since then, the re-editing has developed into a content- and context-aware audio remixing environment, capable of not only supporting an imperative coding style,
but a terse, expressive, functional and fluent interface. The native API tools for audio manipulation have evolved from being
one-dimensional – selection and re-ordering along the time axis –
to being three-dimensional, stacking multiple, simultaneous tracks
atop one another and then additional, parameter-driven, user-programmable audio effects atop those. The user controls these effects
by directly modifying analysis and other parameters on the objects
representing AudioQuantums.
Many of the ideas here have been around for a long time, but

we hope that in the presentation, their combination and synergies
point to something new.
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ABSTRACT
Pitch glide is an important effect that occurs in nearly all plucked
string instruments. In essence, large amplitude waves traveling on
a string during the note onset increases the string tension above
its nominal value, and therefore cause the pitch to temporarily increase. Measurements are presented showing an exponential relaxation of all the partial frequencies to their nominal values with
a time-constant related to the decay rate of transverse waves propagating on the string. This exponential pitch trajectory is supported by a simple physical model in which the increased tension
is somewhat counterbalanced by the increased length of the string.
Finally, a method for synthesizing the plucked string via a novel
hybrid digital waveguide-modal synthesis model is presented with
implementation details for time-varying resonators.
1. INTRODUCTION
Tension modulation, the source of significant audible nonlinear effects in a vibrating string, has been thoroughly studied by acousticians, physicists as well as electrical engineers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7],
Pitch glide, commonly known in the literature as pitch variation, is the result of nonlinear interactions between the transverse
vibration of a string and its tension. When a string is plucked at
high amplitudes, the effective length of the string increases resulting in an increase in tension. It can be shown that the frequency
of each mode of the system increases by approximately the same
factor [8]. As observed from recorded data [9, 10, 11], the initial transient of a recorded tone exhibits audible pitch glide: the
frequencies of the partials begin at greater values, and quickly approach their steady-state values.
Another significant musical effect resulting from tension modulation is nonlinear excitation/generation of missing modes as analyzed and shown experimentally in [5]. The excitation/generation
of missing modes on a musical instrument such as the violin, is
caused by a non-zero bridge admittance and angling of the string
beyond the bridge, resulting in driving forces that occur at frequencies that are twice those of modes on the string. In our work, we
address the first nonlinear effect: pitch glide.
In [9], pitch glide is estimated and modeled through tension
modulation. Since actual tension modulation is oscillatory, they
approximate it with a mean tension increase. As a result, a relationship between the mean tension and the effective fundamental
frequency of the vibrating string over time, caused by changes in
wave speed, is made. For synthesis, a digital waveguide model
[12, 13, 14] with a time-varying fractional delay filter [15, 16, 17]
is used to model the changing length of the string and thus the
pitch glide exhibited at the onset of a plucked tone.

The main parameter estimated is the fractional delay value as
a function of time, d(n) in samples. As defined in Eq. 1, d(n) is
a function of A = ES/Fnom , where E is Young’s Modulus, S
is the cross sectional area of the string and Fnom is the nominal
tension on the string at rest, Lnom is the nominal length of the
string, L̂nom is the rounded nominal string length and Ldev (n),
the change in length of the string with respect to the string at rest.
d(n) ≈ −

n−1
X
l=n−1−L̂nom

(1 + A)

Ldev (l)
Lnom

(1)

Given a value for A, which can be computed from physical
properties of the string, Ldev (n) can be calculated. But as noted
in [9] estimation of A and Ldev (n) from recorded tones is nontrivial. During synthesis, elongation of the string may be computed through a sparse-squared-sum of delay-line values [9]. This
work, on the other hand, makes use of the fact that pitch glide,
for a plucked string, depends solely on the initial amplitude of the
pluck. Furthermore, we implement the effects of a change in wave
speed directly as modal resonators with time-varying frequencies,
as opposed to modulation of the delay-line length. Due to limits of
audio perception, it is only necessary to modulate the frequencies
of the lower partials.
In [9], methods for estimation strive to only reproduce the
effects of tension modulation and not to accurately estimate the
physical properties of the string. Along similar lines, our work
aims to reproduce pitch glide accurately for synthesis and not to
obtain physical parameters of the string. Our synthesis model
parametrizes pitch glide to accurately match our analyses of the
observed pitch-variation per-partial of a recorded guitar tone. As
the results show, our model is not only simple, but easy to estimate
and is directly implemented in our synthesis model, an extension
of the digital waveguide model similar to that proposed in [18].
Furthermore, our model and data of pitch glide fit that of the theory, as each partial exhibits the same pitch glide trajectory.
Other treatments of the effects of tension modulation have
been made. In [19, 20], a conservation of energy formulation is
given and different finite difference schemes with conditions for
stability are investigated. In [21], investigation into aliasing resulting from varying delay line lengths using fractional delay filters
is given. Since our synthesis model avoids changing delay line
lengths in our digital waveguide, aliasing is not a concern for our
model. [22] showed that energy conservation techniques can be
extended to digital waveguide models using fractional allpass filters by reducing specific wave digital filters to simple first- and
second-order all-pass filters.
In [23], a spatially distributed model of a nonlinear vibrating
string is used in place of a digital waveguide to model tension
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modulation on the string divided into segments. The delay line
is replaced by first-order allpass sections to allow tension modulation to be modeled at any point along the string. The trade-off
for the increase in modeling capability is efficiency, as what were
previously shift operations are replaced with first-order filtering
operations.
In [24], the functional transformation method is applied to a
nonlinear vibrating string. Due to the nonlinearity, the method
obtains only an implicit equation, not a multidimensional transfer
function model as was obtained for the linear case, for implementation after inverse transformations and discretizations.
In Section 2, we present methods for analyzing a recorded tone
and extracting pitch glide trajectories on a per-partial basis. In Section 3, we formulate an empirical model to match the pitch glide
phenomenon observed from real data. In Section 3.1, we present
methods for optimizing parameters of our model from recorded
data. In Section 4, we discuss synthesis of pitch glide with a hybrid
digital waveguide-modal synthesis model. and specific implementation issues and their resolution and we conclude with Section 5.
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2. ANALYZING PITCH VARIATION
In this section, we briefly outline our methods for obtaining frequency trajectories on a per-partial basis and present the resulting
data.
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Figure 1: Pitch glide of the second partial of a recording of a high
’e’ string.

2.1. Bandpass Filtering for a Partial
For a recorded guitar tone, to observe partial i, we apply a bandpass filter to the original tone.
If Hbpi is our bandpass filter for the ith partial and x(t) is our
recorded tone, we define the bandpassed signal as
xi (t) = hbp,i ∗ x(t)

(2)

We chose to use a high-order FIR filter designed using the
Parks-McClellan algorithm that had a 60dB magnitude drop outside of the pass-band, and a linear phase response within the passband. Since analysis occurs offline, we did not further investigate
more efficient methods and filters for bandpass filtering for a single
partial of a recorded tone. However, efficient structures for partial
extraction have been investigated, as in [25], where a harmonicextraction filter is introduced.

Normalized Frequency

1.002

2.2. STFT and Quadratic Interpolation
Once xi (t) is obtained, we perform a Short-time Fourier-transform
(STFT) [26]. Within each frame of the STFT, we perform quadratic
interpolation to obtain the exact location of the peak [27, 26]. Figure 1 shows the results of our frequency tracking using the STFT
for the second partial of a recorded high ’e’ string. Note the pitch
glide that occurs at the onset of the signal. As shown, there is a
near 1 Hz difference between the initial frequency value and the
steady-state value. Furthermore, the duration of the pitch glide is
about one and a half seconds. In our analyses, we used a Hamming window of size 215 samples, FFT length 216 samples and
90 percent overlap. Figure 2 shows the normalized frequency trajectories of the first 15 partials of the same recording of the high
’e’ string analyzed to produce Figure 1. We note that normalization corresponds to dividing the frequency trajectory by its steadystate/nominal frequency value. For the purposes of plotting, each
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Figure 2: Pitch glide of the first 15 partials of a recording of a high
’e’ string. Note the frequency trajectories have been normalized.
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Figure 3: The dot-dashed curve shows the mean of the normalized frequency trajectories (η(t)) of the first 15 partials shown in
Figure 2. The triangle-solid curve shows the fitted model with
τ0 = 0.005 after one iteration.
trajectory is further shifted such that the mean steady-state frequency of each partial is one. Though the difference in frequency
of the second partial over time is about a Hz over the span of a second and a half, we defer readers interested in the psycho-acoustic
studies of the audibility of pitch glide to [28].
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Figure 4: The dot-dashed curve shows the mean of the normalized frequency trajectories (η(t)) of the first 15 partials shown in
Figure 2. The triangle-solid curve shows the fitted model with
τ2 = 0.209 after two iterations.

3. PITCH GLIDE MODEL
From the analyzed frequency trajectories in Section 2, we have
found that the empirical measurements accurately match the following model:
νi (t) = νi (1 + αe−t/τ )
(3)

Normalized Frequency

1.002

where νi (t) corresponds to the frequency of partial i at time t, νi
corresponds to the steady-state frequency of partial i and α and τ
are parameters of our model.
From Eq. 3, when α is zero, our model exhibits no pitch glide.
However, when α is non-zero, the exponential term yields the effect. Intuitively, when a string is plucked harder, α will be greater
thus exhibiting greater pitch glide. Furthermore, setting α = eβ/τ ,
we can rewrite Eq. 3 as
νi (t)

=

νi (1 + αe−t/τ )

=

νi (1 + eβ/τ e−t/τ )

=

νi (1 + e−(t−β)/τ )

3.1. Parameter Estimation
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Figure 5: The dot-dashed curve shows the mean of the normalized frequency trajectories (η(t)) of the first 15 partials shown in
Figure 2. The triangle-solid curve shows the fitted model with
τ13 = 0.3049 after convergence in 13 iterations. As shown, the
model is a near perfect fit to the mean of the normalized frequency
trajectories.

In this section, we present methods for obtaining τ and α of our
pitch glide model described in Section 3. Since our optimization
problem is nonlinear, we present an iterative method for solving
for α and τ .
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Therefore, as shown in Eq. 4, our α parameter corresponds
exactly to our starting position on the decaying exponential with
time-constant τ . More precisely, α determines the shift of the exponential curve to time zero.
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Figure 6: The multiple dashed-line curves show the normalized
frequency trajectories of the first 15 partials also shown in Figure 2. The bold-solid curve shows the fitted model. As shown, the
model fits the frequency trajectories well.

Given the frequency trajectories obtained in Section 2, we define the frequency trajectory for partial i as ωi (t). We normalize
each partial frequency trajectory by dividing by the minimum frequency value in that trajectory:
ﬃ
ωi,norm (t) = ωi (t) min ωi (j)
(5)
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We now average the trajectory decays over time for all partials:
N
1 X
ωi,norm (t)
N i=1

νi (t)

=

νi (1 + αe−t/τ )

νi (t)/νi

=

1 + αe−t/τ

(7)

η̂(t)

=

φ1 + φ2 e−t/τ

(8)

where α = φ2 /φ1 . We reformulate our model to add an extra degree of freedom, so that given a value for τ , solving for the optimal
values for φ1 and φ2 corresponds to a least squares formulation:
T
X

φ1 ,φ2

(η(t) − η̂(t))2

(9)

t=0

The solution to the optimization problem in Eq. 9, is shown in
Eq. 12 and simply corresponds to the product of the pseudo-inverse
of the matrix A and vector b, defined in Equations 10 and 11, respectively.
2

|
A = 41
|

|

3

e−t/τ 5
|

(11)

(6)

We reformulate our model from Eq. 3 as follows such that
normalized frequencies are used so that only a single optimization
of the parameters of τ and α need be computed:

min

800

Figure 7: The dot-dashed curve shows the mean of the normalized
frequency trajectories (η(t)) of the first 14 partials of an open high
’e’ plucked at a lower amplitude. The triangle-solid curve shows
our fitted model. Note that the same time constant, τ , computed for
an open high ’e’ plucked at a higher amplitude is used. However,
α differs, corresponding to a shift in our pitch glide model curve.
As shown, the model is a good approximation to the mean of the
normalized frequency trajectories.

j

η(t) =

400
600
Time (ms)

(10)

»
where Φ =

–

Φ = (AT A)−1 AT b

(12)

φ1
.
φ2

We now estimate τ by dividing b by φ1 , and fitting a straightline to the initial points of log(b/φ1 − 1). We now set our new
estimate for τ to be τ = −1/m where m corresponds to the slope
of our fitted line.
We iterate, optimizing values for Φ and τ until successive values of τ differ by an optimization criterion. In practice, we stop
our optimization when τ changes by less than 10−4 . Figure 3
shows our optimization after one iteration with τ0 = 0.005. Figure 4 shows our optimization after two iterations with τ2 = 0.209.
Lastly, Figure 5 shows our fitted model after convergence in 13
iterations with τ = 0.3049 over η(t) and Figure 6 shows our fitted model over the normalized frequency trajectories of the first 15
partials.
3.2. A Softer Pluck
Using τ = 0.3049 obtained in Section 3.1 for a recording of an
open high ’e’ string plucked at a high amplitude, we compare our
model to a recording of an open high ’e’ string plucked at a lower
amplitude. Note that given a value for τ , we need simply compute
α as described in Section 3.1, corresponding to the shift of our
exponential curve. Figure 7 shows our fitted model with the same τ
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length are linearly related [5]. Similarly, we can rewrite Eq. 18 so
that tension is linear with respect to the change in string length.

Amplitude (dB)

0

δL
L − L0
=
λ
λ
We now substitute for tension, using Eq. 19, in Eq. 17:
T (L) =

10

f (L)

20

0.2

0.4

0.6
Time (s)

0.8

1

Figure 8: A line with slope −2/τ , with τ computed in Section 3.1
is plotted over the square of the slope of the values of the signal in
decibels. As shown, −2/τ corresponds well to the attenuation of
the analyzed tone as expected.

computed from Section 3.1 but with a different fitted α parameter.
Note that the pitch glide is significantly reduced, as is expected
from a softer pluck.

ψ(x, t)

Z
L(t)

(L0 +ζ)

=
Z

(L0 +ζ)

Z
≈

0
(L0 +ζ)

=
≈

c
2L
r

T
4mL
r
T
4mL0

p

(dx)2 + (dψ)2

dx · [1 + (
dx(1 +

(23)

L0 + ζ + e−2t/τ

=

L0 + ζ + e−2t/τ · γ
Z

(L0 +ζ)
0

(15)
(16)

(24)

dψ 2 1/2
) ]
dx

(25)

1 dψ 2
(
) )
(26)
2 dx
Z (L0 +ζ)
dx dμ(x) 2
·
(
) |t=0(27)
2
dx
0

=

where we define

(28)

dx dμ(x) 2
(
) |t=0
2
dx

Note that γ depends solely on the intial displacement of the string
over x and is independent of time t.
We now substitute L(t) from Eq. 28 into Eq. 17 to obtain a
time-varying fundamental frequency.

(17)
f (t)

Note in Eq. 17, we assume that L = L0 + δL and that δL << L0 .
We now relate the length of the string to the tension on the string:
L(T ) = L0 + λT

e−t/τ · μ(x)

≈

0

γ=
=

(22)

0

=

(14)

where m corresponds to the mass of the string and L the length of
the string.
We now define the fundamental frequency of the vibrating
string as a function of the length of the string:
f (L)

(21)

As shown in Eq. 21, the fundamental frequency of the string increases according to the square-root of the increase in the length of
the string. Note in Eq. 22, f (L0 + ζ) corresponds to the nominal
fundamental frequency of the string when the string is stretched
such that its total length is L0 + ζ. We now define the length
of the string with respect to the waveform on the string. When
a string is displaced, its length increases. Therefore, we specify
a time-varying length of the string with respect to the transversal
displacement of the string with respect to time and space, ψ(x, t),
as follows:

As described in [5], the pitch glide time constant is related to the
time constant of the attenuation of the tone. In this section, we
relate the pitch glide model defined in Section 3 with the decay of
waves on the string. We specify the speed of traveling waves on
the string as follows:
r
T
c=
(13)

where T corresponds to the tension on the string and
 = m/L

≈

(20)

where we assume that each point on the string exhibits a displacement μ(x) and the displacement decreases exponentially over time.

3.3. Physicality of the Glide Model

=
≈

(18)

Note that when the tension on the string is zero, the string resides
at its nominal length L0 . Furthermore, this approximation corresponds to a small tension approximation so that the tension and

≈

f (L(t))
ζ+e
· γ 1/2
]
4mL0 λ
1
ζ
]1/2 (1 + e−2t/τ · γ/ζ)
[
4mL0 λ
2
[

(29)

−2t/τ

(30)
(31)

As Eq. 31 shows, the fundamental frequency as a function of
time depends on the square of the slope of the displacement of
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Figure 9: Hybrid digital waveguide model with extended commuted synthesis highpass filter for excitation and parallel resonators for
lower-partial realization.

Figure 10: Block diagram of the recursive filter resonator used to
implement all parameters of an exponentially-decaying sinusoid.

the string, which decays exponentially at time-constant −2/τ . In
Figure 8, a straight line with slope −2/τ , with τ computed from
Section 3.1 is plotted over the square of the space derivative of
the same waveform analyzed in Section 3.1. As shown, the slope
matches the decay well, thereby supporting the derivations outlined in this section and the physicality of the pitch glide model
defined in Section 3.

In essence, complex characteristics such as beating and twostage decay can be precisely modeled with two second-order resonators. However, we present a novel method negotiating the
lower partials of the tone produced by the digital waveguide and
the parallel bank of resonators. In [18], the bank of parallel secondorder resonators are parameterized according to the partials generated by the digital waveguide. Rather than accommodate the partials produced by the digital waveguide, we remove them from our
synthesis model. Instead of notch-filtering each partial or highpass
filtering the output of the digital waveguide, we present a costfree real-time implementation by high-pass filtering the excitation
signal, therefore removing energy at the lower partials that would
have otherwise been excited in the digital waveguide.
Analogous to concepts in commuted synthesis presented by
[30, 31, 12], by high-pass filtering the excitation signal offline,
removing the lower partials of the digital waveguide is free for
real-time synthesis.
4.1. The Resonators

To implement the lower partials, we present second-order resonators
that when impulsed, will reproduce the sinusoids of the original
tone. However, the primary advantage of using second-order resonators is in re-exciting the string. The excitation signal is used to
drive the resonators for string re-striking, and for creating a differ4. THE SYNTHESIS MODEL
ent tone per unique excitation with the same coupling parameters
of the lower partials.
As Figure 9 shows, resonator RESf,i synthesizes partial i.
We propose a string synthesis model that is hybrid: a digital waveguidemodal synthesis model, similar to the digital-wavguide in parallel
Similar to [18], we propose a two-pole one-zero filter for each siwith a bank of resontars presented in [29]. Since the digital wavenusoid. Therefore, partial i will consist of two independent resguide provides all partials up to half the sampling rate, we use a
onators each implementing an exponentially-decaying sinusoid. If
well-tuned digital waveguide to the correct fundamental frequency,
σi,j , ωi,j , θi,j and ri,j represent the exponential decay-rate, freand a bank of resonators to accurately model the lower, psychoquency, initial phase and initial magnitude of the jth sinusoid of
acoustically significant partials.
partial i, the transfer function for the second-order resonator can
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be written as follows:
ai,j
1−pi,j

=

HRESf,i,j

=

ai,j

1
2

+

· ri,j · ejθi,j

= gi,j · e

pi,j

āi,j
1−pi,j
¯

jωi,j

= eσi,j /f s

gi,j

k
A
D
E
C
B

(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)

=
=
=
=
=
=

cos(2πfnom /f s)
z1−1 (i) + x(i)
k·A
D + z2−1 (i)
k·E
C−A

(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)

and lastly our two delay samples are updated as follows:

4.2. Implementation Details
Implementation issues arise when changing the frequencies of oscillators. For example, using Direct-Form and its variant filter
structures lead to artifacts such as amplitude modulation in the resulting signal.
To address this issue, we implement the resonators of our hybrid digital waveguide-modal synthesis model using recursive algorithms. As shown in Figure 10, the resonator structure used is
described in [32] and is a variant of the structures described in [33].
Defining x̂i (t) as our synthesis of the ith partial, Eq. 36 describes our model for a single partial.

z1−1 (i + 1)
z2−1 (i + 1)
y(i)

=
=
=

E
g · Aρ · B
r · E.

(50)
(51)
(52)

and our output at sample, y(i), is defined above in Equation 52.
5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented an empirical model that accurately describes the frequency trajectory of partials of a nonlinear string exhibiting pitch glide. Our model depends solely on the amplitude of
x̂i (t) = ri,1 eσi,1 t cos(2πfi,1 (t)t + θi,1 ) . . .
the initial pluck of the tone. We also present methods for optimiz+ri,2 eσi,2 t cos(2πfi,2 (t)t + θi,2 )
(36)
ing parameters of our model from recorded tones and integration
of our pitch glide model into a hybrid digital-waveguide/modalThus, a single recursive resonator structure is used per exponentiallysynthesis model with use of recursive algorithms.
decaying sinusoid, resulting in two resonator structures per partial.
We now relate the parameters of an exponentially-decaying sinusoid to the parameters of our resonator structure. Given an arbi6. REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT
We present the Shift-Invariant Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (SIHDP), a nonparametric Bayesian model for modeling multiple
songs in terms of a shared vocabulary of latent sound sources.
The SIHDP is an extension of the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process
(HDP) that explicitly models the times at which each latent component appears in each song. This extension allows us to model
how sound sources evolve over time, which is critical to the human ability to recognize and interpret sounds. To make inference
on large datasets possible, we develop an exact distributed Gibbs
sampling algorithm to do posterior inference. We evaluate the SIHDP’s ability to model audio using a dataset of real popular music,
and measure its ability to accurately find patterns in music using
a set of synthesized drum loops. Ultimately, our model produces
a rich representation of a set of songs consisting of a set of short
sound sources and when they appear in each song.
1. INTRODUCTION
Much interesting work has been done in recent years on analyzing and finding good representations of music audio data for tasks
such as content-based recommendation, audio fingerprinting, and
automatic metadata generation. A common approach is to adapt
the bag-of-words exchangeability assumption from text modeling
and build a statistical model of a song or class of songs that learns
the statistical properties of feature vectors describing short (commonly 10-500 ms) frames of audio. Although this approach makes
modeling simpler, it fails to take into account the way that sounds
evolve over time, and can only model the qualities of the mixed audio signal, not of individual sounds that occur simultaneously. In
this paper, we will present the Shift-Invariant Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (SIHDP), a generative model that moves beyond this
approach and allows us to represent songs in terms of the instruments and other sounds that generated them.
The same instruments tend to appear in multiple recordings
in different combinations, and without hand-generated metadata
∗ David M. Blei is supported by ONR 175-6343, NSF CAREER
0745520, and grants from Google and Microsoft.

there is no way of knowing a priori how many or which sources
will appear in a given recording. This suggests that a model based
on the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) would be ideally
suited to modeling groups of songs, since it represents groups of
observations (such as songs) as being generated by an initially unspecified number of shared latent components [1].
However, the HDP requires that our observations be directly
comparable, which is not the case for audio data. Human listeners need to hear how a sound evolves over time to recognize and
interpret that sound, but computers cannot directly observe when
events in audio signals begin and end. We therefore modified the
HDP to make it invariant to shifts in time by explicitly modeling
when in each song latent sources appear.
This allows us to discover a shared vocabulary of latent sources
that describe different events in our set of songs, and to produce a
rough transcription of each song in terms of that shared vocabulary. This transcription provides a rich representation of our songs
with which we can compare and analyze our songs.
We perform posterior inference on the SIHDP using Gibbs
sampling. To make it feasible to do inference on large data sets
in a reasonable amount of time, we also develop an exact parallel Gibbs sampler for the SIHDP that can also be applied to the
original HDP.
2. A SHIFT-INVARIANT NONPARAMETRIC BAYESIAN
MODEL
We define a probabilistic generative model for recorded songs. We
assume that a song is generated by repeatedly selecting a sonic
component from a set of available components and then selecting
both a time at which it occurs and an amplitude with which it is
manifested. Such a component might be, for example, a snare
drum or the note middle C on a piano. Components may overlap
in time. (This resembles the process by which a sample-based
sequencer produces audio.)
Below, we will present a probabilistic generative model that
corresponds to this process. Rather than operate directly on a
time-domain representation of audio, we use a quantized time-
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Figure 1: Spectrogram of 4.64 seconds (200 512-sample windows) of the AC/DC song “Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap,” annotated with the locations in time and frequency of a few instrument
sounds.
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Figure 2: The graphical model for our shift-invariant HDP, described in section 2.2.

frequency representation that is robust to imperceptible changes
in phase. Further, this representation allows us to adapt existing
models designed to handle counts data.

notation yji = {wji , bji } to refer to the ith (exchangeable) quantum of energy in song j as occurring at time wji and bin bji , for
i ∈ {1, . . . , Nj }.
Although we only discuss DFT spectrogram data in this paper, our model could also be applied to other time-frequency representations such as the constant-Q spectrogram or the output of a
wavelet transform.

2.1. Data Representation

2.2. Generative Process

We represent each song using a quantized time-frequency spectrogram representation derived from the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT). First, we divide the song into a series of W short
non-overlapping frames of S samples each. We multiply each
frame by the Hanning window and compute the magnitude spectrum of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) for that window of
samples. This yields B = S2 + 1 coefficients giving the amplitude
in that window of evenly spaced frequencies from 0 Hz to one half
of the sampling rate.
After doing this for each frame, we have a B ×W matrix ŷ j of
non-negative real numbers, with ŷjbw giving the amplitude of DFT
frequency bin b at time step w. Since the overall amplitude scale
of digital audio
we can normalize our spectrograms
P isParbitrary,
W
ŷ j so that B
b=0
w=1 ŷjbw = 1, and ŷ j defines a multinomial
probability distribution over times w and frequencies b.
Finally, we transform each normalized ŷ j into quantized counts
data whose empirical distribution approximates ŷ j . We multiply
the normalized ŷ j by a constant ν × W × B and round the result
to get the number of observed magnitude “quanta” ȳjbw in bin b at
time w of song j:

We present the Shift-Invariant Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (SIHDP), a generative model for our quantized spectrogram data that
is an extension of the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) [1]
with discrete observations. The HDP assumes an infinite number
of multinomial mixture components φk drawn independently from
a Dirichlet prior with parameter :

ȳjbw = round(νW B ŷjbw )
Nj =

B X
W
X

ȳjbw

φk ∼ Dir(, . . . , )
An infinite vector β defining the global proportions of these components is drawn from a stick-breaking process with concentration
parameter γ (denoted GEM(γ)). Each group j of observations
draws a group-level set of proportions π j from a Dirichlet Process
(DP) with concentration parameter α and the multinomial defined
by β as its base distribution:
β ∼ GEM(γ);

The ith observation in group j is drawn by first choosing a component kji from the group-level proportion distribution π j , and then
drawing the observation yji from φkji :
kji ∼ Mult(π j );

(1)
(2)

π j ∼ DP(α, Mult(β))

yji ∼ φkji

We will use a variant of the HDP to analyze groups of songs.
Our analysis will find:
1. The set of components used to generate those songs.

b=1 w=1

ν is roughly the average number of quanta per time/bin pair, and
Nj is the total number of observed quanta in song j. We use the

2. When and how prominently those components appear in
each song.
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In order to do this, we need to explicitly model how prominent
each component is at any given time in each song.
The SIHDP extends the HDP by modeling each observed time
wji as a sum of two terms: a base time cji ∈ {1, . . . , C} and
a discrete time offset lji ∈ {−C + 1, . . . , W − 1}. We define
L = W + C − 1 to be the size of this set of possible time offsets.
We set C to be the length of the latent components that we wish to
model (which will be short relative to the song). The time offsets l
can take on any range of values such that there is some c for which
l + c ∈ {1, . . . , W }.
As in the HDP, we begin by drawing a set of latent components φ from a symmetric Dirichlet prior with parameter , but φ
is now a two-dimensional joint distribution over base times c and
frequency bins b. Each φ can be interpreted as a normalized spectrogram of a short audio source. The global component proportion
vector β is again drawn from a stick-breaking process with concentration parameter γ, and the song-level component proportion
vector π j for each song j is drawn from a DP with concentration
parameter α and base distribution Mult(β).
Each component k in song j in the SIHDP has a set of multinomial distributions ω jk over time offsets drawn from a symmetric
Dirichlet prior with parameter η.
Each observed quantum of energy yji consists of a time wji
and a frequency bin bji at which the quantum appears. To generate yji , we first select a component kji to generate the quantum.
We draw kji from Mult(π j ), the song-level distribution over components. We then draw a base time cji and frequency bji jointly
from φkji , and draw a time offset lji from the distribution over
time offsets ω jkji for component kji in song j.
The observed quantum appears at time wji = cji + lji and
frequency bji .
The full generative process for the SIHDP is:
φk ∼ Dir(, . . . , )
β ∼ GEM(γ)
kji ∼ Mult(π j )
cji , bji ∼ Mult(φkji )
yji = {wji , bji }

ω jk ∼ Dir(η, . . . , η)
π j ∼ DP(α, Mult(β))
lji ∼ Mult(ω jkji )
wji = cji + lji
(3)

The SIHDP is a hierarchical nonparametric Bayesian version
of Shift-Invariant Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis (SIPLCA) [2]. It improves on SI-PLCA by allowing components to
be shared across multiple songs, and by automatically determining the number of latent components that are needed to explain the
data.
This SIHDP is also related to the Transformed Dirichlet Process (TDP) in that draws from a countably infinite global set of
mixture components undergo transformations to generate observations [3]. In the TDP, however, transformations are associated
with observations indirectly through table assignments in the Chinese Restaurant Franchise (CRF). This means that the concentration paramater α influences both the group-level component proportions π and the number of transformations that a group of observations (such as a song or an image) can take on; a high α simultaneously makes each π j less likely to diverge from the global
component proportions β and makes a large number of transformations in each group j more likely.
Our model takes a simpler approach, directly associating each
observation yji with a transformation lji that depends only on the
cluster assignment kji and a group-level multinomial distribution

Component k
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Loop j

Figure 3: A graphical representation of our model’s MAP estimate
of π for the 40 synthetic drum loops. A darker pixel in row k
of column j indicates a higher relative proportion πjk of latent
component k in song j.

over transformations ω jkji . We do not need to use the CRF machinery of the HDP to generate transformations, since our set of
transformations is discrete. We note that this decoupled approach
can be generalized to continuous transformations by using a set of
DP’s for each group to discretize a space of continuous transformations. This may be worth exploring in other models.
Although this paper is focused on the applications of the SIHDP to music, it could equally well be applied to any of the other
application areas described in [2], such as images or video. Likewise, although we only discuss shift-invariance in time, analogous
models can be constructed that are invariant to shifts in frequency
at extra computational expense. A log-frequency representation
such as the constant-Q transform would be a more appropriate input for such a model than the linear frequency spectrogram.
To learn the posterior distribution over the model parameters
conditioned on the observed spectrograms, we adapt the direct assignment Gibbs sampler from [1]. This Gibbs sampler gives us
a set of samples from the posterior distribution over a set of the
variables in our model, which we then use to compute a Maximum
A Posteriori (MAP) estimate of the remaining parameters. Full
details of the inference procedure can be found in appendix A.
3. EVALUATION
We conducted several experiments to test the SIHDP on music audio data—one using synthetic drum loops and three using songs
taken from the CAL500 dataset, which consists of 500 songs of
various genres of Western popular music each recorded by a different artist within the last 50 years [5]. In all experiments, we placed
a gamma(1, 0.0001) prior on both α and γ, and set  = 0.02 and
η = 0.01.
3.1. Drum Loop Transcription
We synthesized a set of 40 randomly generated 32-beat drum loops
lasting 6 seconds each. We studied the SIHDP’s ability to discover
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Time

Figure 4: Left: Two latent distributions φk discovered by our
model. Right: Spectrograms of two drum samples closely matching the latent components at left.
the drum sounds that were used to create the files, and when in each
file they appear. We used a simple algorithm to generate the loops:
for each drum s at each beat i in song j, we draw a Bernoulli
variable rsij ∼ Bern(ps ) that indicates whether or not drum s
is present at beat i. If it is, then we draw its amplitude asij ∼
Unif(0.3, 0.9), otherwise we set asij = 0. Audio was synthesized
using the ChucK music programming language [6] and two sets of
drum samples from Apple’s GarageBand.
Our objective was to recover from the audio alone an estimate
of a for each drum in each song, without any prior knowledge
of what the drum samples sound like (aside from their maximum
length), how many there are, or how frequently they appear.
We ran our Gibbs sampler until the posterior likelihood failed
to increase for 20 iterations on the 40 synthesized files, choosing
C = 10 and ν = 0.25. We then computed a MAP estimate of
the time offset distribution ω|k, l, and calculated a distribution ω 0
0
quantized to 32 beats, so that ωjki
is the probability that a quantum
of energy generated by component k in song j will fall anywhere
0
in beat i. ω̂jki = πjk ωjki
is then the relative prominence of component k at beat i in loop j.
Figure 3 graphically represents the distribution π discovered
by our model. Note that most of the latent components tend to appear in either the first 20 loops or the last 20, but not both. This is
because the first 20 loops were generated using a different set of
drum samples than the last 20, and our model was able to distinguish between the two synthetic drum kits.
We evaluated the Bhattacharyya distance for each song between the joint distribution over components and times defined by
ω̂ j and the joint distribution over drums and times defined by our
ground truth aj (normalized so that it can be treated as a multinomial distribution). The Bhattacharyya distance between two probability distributions p and q over the same domain X is a symmetric measure of the dissimilarity of those two distributions, and is
defined as
0
1
X p
DB (p, q) = − log @
p(x)q(x)A
(4)
x∈X

Time

Figure 5: Left: An unsupervised transcription ω̂ generated by our
model of a drum loop. Right: The actual times and amplitudes of
the drum loop. Darker pixels correspond to higher amplitudes.
We assume (naïvely) that the component k in song j that corresponds to drum s is the one that maximizes Corr(ω̂ jk , ajs ). The
average Bhattacharyya distance between our transcription and the
ground truth was 0.4236 with a standard error of 0.0204. The average Bhattacharyya distance obtained by repeating the experiment
with a a normalized matrix of numbers drawn uniformly at random substituted for ω̂ j was 1.1923 with a standard error of 0.0131.
The SIHDP did dramatically better than chance at transcribing the
drum tracks.
Figure 4 compares the spectrograms of two of the drum samples used to generate our data with the discovered latent components they most closely match. Figure 5 compares the ground truth
transcription a with the SIHDP’s transcription ω̂ for a single drum
loop. The rows of ω̂ have been manually ordered to make their
correspondance to the rows of a clearer. The second drum seems
to have been split across two components, but most of the drums
have a clear one-to-one mapping to latent components, which confirms our quantitative results. The empty rows correspond to latent
components not used to model this loop.
3.2. Experiments on Recorded Popular Music
We ran our distributed Gibbs sampler on a training set of 48 songs
from the CAL500 dataset to get MAP estimates of the global component proportions β, the global components φ, the song-level
component proportions π, and the song-level offset distributions
ω. We set the length C of the latent components to 20 windows.
We used 2000 512-sample windows (46 seconds of audio) from
each song with ν set to 1, for an average of 514,000 observations
per song. The Gibbs sampler took about a day to converge running
on 48 processors, and discovered 575 components.
Figure 6 shows several latent components discovered by the
SIHDP from the 48 training songs. Qualitatively, these sound like
(clockwise from bottom left) a bass drum, a male voice singing
“aah,” a snare drum, and a high-pitched whistle. While the first
three components clearly correspond to real-world sound sources,
it seems more likely that the fourth component is being used to
model fine details of the data that are cannot be captured by the
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Figure 6: Four latent components discovered from 48 songs taken
from the CAL500 corpus of popular music.

more complex components. Preliminary experiments with a more
flexible model suggest that these simple “detail” components are
less common if details of the components are allowed to vary from
song to song.
Figure 7 shows the intensities ω̂jkl = ωjkl πjk with which
the 10 most prominent components k appear at each time offset
l in the song “Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap” by AC/DC. Different, but related rhythmic patterns for each component are clearly
visible. Exploiting the rhythmic information in this representation
may prove valuable for music information retrieval tasks.

Figure 7: The 10 most prominent components of the unsupervised transcription ω̂ inferred from 11 seconds of the AC/DC song
“Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap.” Some components are relatively
weak here, but become more prominent elsewhere in the song.

sounds that generated those songs. We developed an exact parallel Gibbs sampler that enabled us to run experiments on a significant number of songs, and showed that the SIHDP can discover latent audio sources that are shared across multiple songs, as well as
when those sources occur in each song. In the future, we hope extend our model to capture the temporal structure of songs in terms
of these latent sources, to allow fine details of sources to change
from song to song, and to model pitch more explicitly.
5. REFERENCES

3.2.1. Perplexity
After obtaining MAP estimates of the global component proportions β and the global components φ, we ran our Gibbs sampler
on 400 held-out songs from the same dataset holding the global
component proportions β and the component distributions φ fixed
at the MAP estimates from the training set, and estimated the perplexity on the held out data using the harmonic mean of the likelihoods of the data under samples from the posterior of the hidden
parameters1 . For comparison, we also built a simple DP model
that also assumes an infinite set of latent components, but has each
song choose a single latent component that it uses to generate every observed quantum. We estimated the perplexity of this model
on the same held out data. The DP’s perplexity was 1265.2, and
our SIHDP model’s perplexity was 62.1. This dramatic reduction
in perplexity illustrates the value of modeling songs as mixtures of
latent components.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the Shift-Invariant Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (SIHDP), a model that can discover a rich representation of groups of songs in terms of the instruments and vocal
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A. APPENDIX: INFERENCE PROCEDURES

The predictive likelihood for a new component knew is a constant
1
, since the prior on ω is symmetric.
L
Therefore, the joint posterior likelihood of kji and lji for a
given observation yji = {cji +lji , bji } conditioned on k−ji , l−ji ,
y −ji , β, α, and  is:
P (kji = k, lji = l|k−ji , l−ji , β, , α, y)

A.1. Direct Assignment Gibbs Sampler
To draw from the posterior, we adapt the direct assignment Gibbs
sampler described in [1]. We integrate out all variables besides the
component indicators k, the time offsets l, and the global component proportions β, whose values comprise the state of the Markov
chain.
Resampling the component indicators k and time offsets l:
First, we jointly resample each pair of variables kji , lji indicating
which component kji at what time offset lji generated observation
i in song j, conditioned on the values of all other indicator variables k−ji , l−ji , the global component proportion weights β, the
observed data y, the concentration parameter α, and the prior on
the mixture components φ defined by .
P (kji , lji |k−ji , l−ji , β, α, , y) ∝
(5)
P (yji |k, l, y −ji , )P (kji , lji |k−ji , l−ji , β, α, η) =
P (yji |k, l, y −ji , )P (lji |kji , l−ji , η)P (kji |k−ji , β, α)
Define nlkj to be the number of observations in song j coming from component k with time offset l, excluding the observation
we’re currently resampling. Define ocbjk to be the number of observations in song j coming from component k with base time c
and frequency bin b, again excluding the current observation.
Given lji and yji = {wji , bji }, we can calculate the base
offset cji = wji − lji , and so the first term becomes:

∝

P (kji = knew , lji = l|β, α, Nj ) ∝

βk

β|m, γ ∼ Dir(m·1 , . . . , m·K , γ)

(11)

(12)

For each restaurant j and dish k, draw mjk |α, β, n·kj as follows2 :

αβk
(a) Increment mjk by ti ∼ Bernoulli( αβ
)
k +i

(6)

(8)

The likelihood of time offset lji conditioned on the other lj,−i
and on kji if kji ∈ {1, . . . , K} is given by:
Z
P (lji |kji , l−ji , η) =
P (lji |ω)P (ω|lj,−i , η)dω
ω

=

αβ new
CBL(Nj − 1 + α)

2. For i ∈ {0, . . . , n·kj − 1}:

k=1

nlji kji j + η
n·kji j + ηL

(10)

If n·k· = 0 for some component k at some point during resampling, then that component may be eliminated from future considerations.
Creating a new mixture component: If kji = knew , then a new
mixture component needs to be created. When this happens, we
draw a stick-breaking weight s ∼ beta(1, γ), set βknew = sβ new
and then update β new := (1 − s)β new , as in the direct assignment
sampler for the HDP [1]. We choose the time offset lji uniformly
at random from the set of offsets {wji − C + 1, . . . , wji } that are
consistent with an observation at time wji .
Resampling the global mixture proportions β: After the component indicators k and time offsets l have been resampled, we
resample the global component proportions β|k, α, γ by simulating the Chinese Restaurant Franchise. Let mjk be the number of
tables in restaurant j eating dish k. Then

Once m has been drawn for all j, k, redraw β according to equation 12.
Sampling the components φ: We can also sample the latent
components φ instead of integrating them out—this slows convergence, but makes the distributed inference algorithm presented in
the following section possible, which allows us to apply our model
to larger datasets.
If we instantiate φ rather than integrating it out, equation 10
simplifies to:
P (kji = k, lji = l|k−ji , l−ji , β, , α, y)

Where β new is the global likelihood of choosing a component
not currently associated with any observations:
K
X

+)(n·kj +αβk )(nlkj +η)

1. Set mjk = 0

1
For a new component k, the predictive likelihood is a constant CB
,
since the prior on φ is symmetric.
The marginal likelihood of the component indicator kji conditioned on the other kj,−i in the same song j and on the global
component proportions β is given by the Chinese restaurant franchise:
8 n +αβ
k
< ·kj
if k ∈ {1, . . . , K}
Nj +α
P (kji |kj,−i , β, α) =
(7)
: αβ new
if k = knew
Nj +α

β new = 1 −

ji bji jk

(o··jk +CB)(n··j +α)(n·kj +ηL)

for k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. For k = knew ,

P (yji |k, l, y −ji , ) = P (cji , bji |k, l, y −ji , )
R
= φ P (cji , bji |φ)P (φ|c−ji , b−ji , k, l, )dφ
= (ocji bji jkji + )/(o··jkji + CB)

(oc

(9)

∝ φcji bji k

(n·kj +αβk )(nlkj +η)
(n··j +α)(n·kj +ηL)

(13)

All other updates are the same as before.
To update φk , we can simply draw from its posterior conditioned on the indicator variables k, l, the observations y, and the
prior parameter :
φk |k, l, y,  ∼ Dir(o1,1,·,k + , . . . , oC,B,·,k + )

(14)

Resampling the hyperparameters α and γ: We can resample
the hyperparameters α and γ in the same way as in the HDP.
2 Note that n and o here include all observations in all songs, unlike
when we were redrawing k and l.
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A.2. Distributed Inference
Resampling the component indicators k and time offsets l for each
observation requires O(CKN· ) operations per iteration. Say that
our songs are all 2000 512-sample frames long (corresponding to
46 seconds at a sampling rate of 22050 Hz) and we choose ν =
1.0 and C = 20 (corresponding to components lasting 460 ms).
Then if our model discovers 200 latent components, resampling k
and l will require billions of floating-point operations and memory
accesses per song. This may lead to unacceptably long run times
even for small datasets, particularly if the songs are heterogeneous
and a larger number of components is needed to model them.
A solution to this problem is to split the work of resampling k
and l across multiple processors, assigning one processor to deal
with each song j. These indicator variables for each song are conditionally independent of those in all other songs given the global
component proportions β and the components φ, so the only situation in which we have to do anything differently from the singleprocessor Gibbs sampler described in the previous section is when
creating or eliminating components, since these actions affect the
state of the global variables β and φ.
We can put off eliminating components until after all k and
l have been resampled. At that point, if a component k has no
observations associated with it then P (βk > 0|k, α, γ) will be 0
and the component can be eliminated.
Creating a new component knew is more complicated, since creating a new component involves sampling βknew and φknew , which
alters the global state of the Markov chain in ways that affect other
groups. In [4], Asuncion et al. propose an approximate Gibbs
sampler for the HDP that allows each process to create new components as usual, and then merges the component ID’s across processors arbitrarily. This approach is not guaranteed to converge,
and they report experimental results in which it converges to a final
number of topics much more slowly than a single-threaded exact
Gibbs sampler does.
We instead propose a method for allowing multiple processes
to create new components without sacrificing consistency. Before
resampling the indicator variables k and l, we draw a set of A
global auxiliary components φK+1,...,K+A from their prior:
φK+a ∼ Dir(, . . . , )

(16)

β̂ new = (1 − sA )βA
Effectively we have sampled from the prior an extra A latent
components not associated with any observations, and assigned
them weights in β according to the stick-breaking process. If we
include these auxiliary components when resampling k and l, then
the model has a set of A new components to which it can assign
observations without having to change any global variables. There
is still a chance that a song will choose a component k̂new for which
we have not sampled a component φ, however:
P (kji = k̂new ) ∝

αβ̂ new
LB(Nj − 1 + α)

P (kji ∈ knew |yji , β, β̂ new , φ, α, Nj )
(18)

The first term can be summarized as a weighted average of the auxiliary components φ and the likelihood of an observation drawn
from a φk̂new

=

P (yji |kji ∈ knew , φ, β, β̂ new )
C
”
X
ˆ “
P c, bji |kji ∈ knew , φ, β, β̂ new ×

(19)

c=1

P (lji = wji − c|kji ∈ knew )
=

C
1 X
new
Lβ c=1

˜

K+A
X
β̂ new
+
φcbji k βk
CD

!

k=K+1

The second term is simply the prior likelihood of sitting at any
empty table in the CRF:
P (kji ∈ knew |β new , α, Nj ) =

αβ new
Nj − 1 + α

(20)

Neither of these terms depend on the component indicators k or
the time offsets l, so they only need to be computed once for each
possible frequency bin b before resampling k and l. Then, when
resampling kji we can efficiently sample whether or not kji ∈
knew . If kji ∈
/ knew (as will usually be the case) we can safely
ignore all auxiliary variables.
A simpler version of this auxiliary variable method can also
be applied to the original HDP formulation, as long as the global
component proportions β and latent components φ are sampled
rather than integrated out, and the space of possible observations
is discrete. Although this case is known to converge slowly, for
some very large datasets this might be outweighed by the ability
to deploy more computational resources.

(17)
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P (yji |kji ∈ knew , φ, β, β̂ new ) ×
P (kji ∈ knew |β new , α, Nj )

∝

(15)

We also augment the global component proportions β with a series
of A additional weights partitioning the probability mass in β new
using the stick-breaking process:
sa ∼ beta(1, γ); βK+1 = s1 β new
βK+a = sa (1 − sa−1 )βK+a−1 ;

If the number of auxiliary components A is chosen to be sufficiently large, β̂ new will be dramatically smaller than β new , and so
this will be a much less likely event than choosing a component
k ∈ {K + 1, . . . , K + A}. It is important to choose a value for A
large enough that k̂new is never chosen, since it is difficult to deal
with this event in a principled way. We could simply abort this
round of resampling k and l, increase A, draw a new set of auxiliary variables and try again, but this could potentially introduce
a bias that is hard to account for. In our experiments we chose a
sufficiently large value for A that k̂new was never chosen.
If A is large, a naïve approach introduces significant extra
computation. Since there are no observations associated with the
auxiliary components, however, we can sidestep this extra computation by efficiently precalculating the marginal probability of
associating an observation with any component not yet associated
with any observations. Denote this set as knew = {K +1, . . . , K +
A, k̂new }.
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ABSTRACT
We present an approach to model the temporal evolution of audio
descriptors using Segmental Models (SMs). This method yields a
signal segmentation into a sequence of primitives, constituted by a
set of user-defined trajectories . This allows one to consider specific primitive shapes, model their duration and to take into account
the time dependence between successive signal frames, contrary to
standard Hidden Markov Models. We applied this approach to a
database of violin playing. Various types of glissando and dynamics variations were specifically recorded. The results show that our
approach using Segmental Models provides a segmentation that
can be easily interpreted. Quantitatively, the Segmental Models
performed better than standard implementation of Hidden Markov
Models.
1. INTRODUCTION
One way of producing innovative music is to add complex sounds
to the composer’s vocabulary. We can think of various examples
such as noise machines of the italian Futurists1 , sounds produced
from electronical devices as well as extended playing techniques
on traditionnal instruments [1, 2, 3]. Along a single sound event,
complexity can be introduced by modulating pitchness, the timbre
enveloppe, granularity etc. In such cases, an elementary sound
can not be described only with steady values for pitch, timbre,
duration and intensity values, which is the modeling assumption
behind most systems designed for western music transcription.
In order to describe such complex notes, it is natural to seek
for existing sound ontologies which could help to apprehend the
infinite number of possible sounds. In his work [4], Pierre Schaeffer proposed a classification method based on a separate description over sound matter and shape . Subsequent works refined
the approach into musical theories [5, 6] yielding a set of morphological criterias. Previous works [7, 8] have proposed models
for automatic classification of these criterias, relying on parameters extracted from the temporal envelopes of sound descriptors.
In these studies, the authors have pointed out several ambiguous
cases when the symbolic level of description over-simplifies the
measured temporal profiles. For example, a profile may be globally ascending but locally descending in specific regions. Thus the
1 The Intonarumori (noise intoners) built by Russolo in the early 20th
century.

limitations arise from a lack of the model’s expressiveness. Defining sub-units would lead to more expressive models, just like the
use of a limited set of phonemes allow the modeling of a high
number of words. Moreover from a statistical learning standpoint,
combining sub-units would allow to add new classes while working with a limited number of elementary models [9].
In the proposed approach, we implement this idea by proposing a statistical framework to explicitly model audio descriptor
trajectories. As such, we do not strictly apply Schaeffers typology, but rather concentrate on the underlying concept of temporal
profiles. The modeling philosophy consists in taking maximum
advantage of our prior knowledge that data can be viewed as trajectories, so that subsequents observations are strongly correlated.
This segmental approach, already used for handwriting modeling
in [10] has proven to be a good solution when only little training
data is available. Furthermore, explicitly modeling the duration
has shown to increase robustness to noisy conditions [11]. The
statistical framework is based on Segmental Models (SMs). SMs
are a generalization of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [12] that
address three principal HMM limitations: 1) weak duration modelling, 2) assumption of conditional independence of observations
given the state sequence and 3) the restrictions on feature extraction imposed by frame-based observations [13]. To the contrary,
SMs provide explicit state duration distributions, explicit correlation models and use segmental rather than frame-based features.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we introduce
the formalism of SMs and how we adapt it to audio descriptors.
In section 3, we present an experimental setup to validate our approach. We finally present the results of a classification task, and
give perspective for future studies in sections 4 and 5.
2. SEGMENTAL MODELS
In this section, we present some key points of the SM formalism
to model time dynamics. This modelling is based on a set of curve
primitives that we introduce here. We also describe the decoding
process that permits to segment a signal into a sequence of curve
primitives.
2.1. Model Description
The SM formalism addresses two aspects that are particularly essential for our approach. We briefly review these two points and
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we invite the reader to refer to [13] for a more in-depth presentation of SMs. First, contrary to HMMs where observations are
assumed to be independent from each other, SMs directly model
sequences of observations. Each state represents elementary curve
shapes, also called primitives. This first property enables to fully
consider possible time dependence between successive signal frames
thanks to the use of explicit curve shapes. The second property addresses duration modeling of states. In SMs, the time spent in
each state is defined in a flexible way, using duration distributions.
This permits to reflect that each curve shape possesses a characteristic duration length with some variability. Combined together,
these two properties enable to consider curve primitives with possible amplitude and/or time deformations, which grants a flexible
framework for the modelling of shapes. SMs have shown successful in data mining to identify patterns in time series [14], or to
provide a higher level representation in handwriting recognition
tasks [10]. We here extend the idea to model time shapes in audio
feature curves.



We represented on Figure 1 the general concept of the segmental approach applied to a monodimensional signal. We built
an ergodic model where each state Si is a predefined curve primitive: for each curve primitive, several duration lengths lj are possible. This topology then enables to decompose the input signal
into a sequence of primitives, each characterized by an index and
duration pair (Si , lj ), using the decoding procedure presented in
section 2.3.

2.2. Trajectory Models
From the model description, it appears that the choice made for
the set of curve primitives is crucial. It not only conditions the obtained segmentation, but a judicious choice of primitives can additionally grant a level of interpretation on the signal decomposition.
In this paper, we defined a set of primitives a priori as done in [15]:
the primitives are segments with constant or weak curvature, with
slopes equally distributed within [−π/2; π/2].
A T-long trajectory is generated using an initial angle θinit , a
final angle θf inal , and the following linear interpolation:
θt = θinit +

n
(θf inal − θinit ), with t = [0, T − 1]
T −1

Varying T, we obtain different lengths of elementary trajectories.
Varying θinit and θf inal , we can set the main segment angle. A set
of nine such elementary models is illustrated on Figure 2a. Each
segment represents an archetype building block for a feature curve,
in the sense that it is built upon the idea that any feature curve could
be roughly described as a concatenation of successive segments
with various durations.
The reason for choosing this set is partly inspired by the work
in [16] where the author compared an analogous predefined set
to a more specific one, learned from several handwriting datasets,
and found that the predefined one were generic enough to account
for any handwriting curve. We adapted it using only segments in
the x-positive plane. Although quite basic, these curve primitives
can capture possible trends of signal, typically stationary, going up
or down. In addition, these features actually match aspects of the
sound typology proposed by Schaeffer [4]. More advanced primitives could be defined, in particular primitives with more specific
curve shapes.
Another important aspect in the modeling deals with the choice
of a set of possible duration lengths for the primitives. This set
actually controls the time deformations that each primitive can assume and parallely defines a temporal granularity.
































Figure 2: Set of nine curve primitives
 

  



 

2.3. Decoding









Figure 1: Model topology for the SM: each state represents a curve
primitive Si with possible duration lengths lj . The model is fully
connected. The decoding procedure then segments an input signal
into a sequence of primitive index and duration pair.

The decoding of the ergodic model yields to a segmentation of an
input signal into the chosen primitives. We perform this step on
the basis of a maximum a posteriori likelihood, with a 3D Viterbi
procedure [13].
For an observed input signal x0 ...xt , we compute the corresponding sequence of angles θ̂1 ...θ̂t to be invariant to possible
curve offsets. We use the following formula :
θt = arctan((xt − xt−1 ) ∗ f r)
where f r is the input signal’s frame-rate.
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Assuming a white gaussian noise bt with variance σ for the
observations, we get θ̂t = θt + bt . The likelihood of the primitive Sk with respect to the observed sequence of angles θ̂1 ...θ̂t is
approximated, as done in [10]:
t
1 X (θ̂i − θi )2
− logp(θ̂1 ...θ̂t |t, Sk ) =
2 i=1
σ2
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sfz

(2)


where θi is an element in the sequence of angles for Sk .
For an observed sequence of angles θ̂1 ...θ̂T , the decoding is
based on δt (j), the log probability of the most likely sequence of
elementary trajectories ending with trajectory label j, at time t:
δt (j) =



max max δt−l (i) aij pj (l) p(θ̂t−l+1 ...θ̂t |l, Sj ) (3)

i=1,...,M l∈L

where aij is the transition probability from state Si to Sj , M is
the number of elementary trajectories, L is the set of possible duration lengths, and pj (l) the probability to stay in state Sj during
l successive observations.
Choosing the maximum posterior probability path yields to
two N -long sequences: S1N and l1N , where N is the number of
states in the path. These two sequences actually give a representation of the input signal temporally decomposed on the set of primitives. Given our choice of curve primitives, this decomposition directly informs us of the signal trends over successive time ranges.
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Figure 3: Pitch and intensity vocabulary elements (a) and sketch
example generated from the combination of pitch and intensity
profiles (b). Sketches were performed on a violin.

fundamental frequency [17] and loudness [18]. In order for the
considered pitch profiles to be shift-invariant along the frequency
axis, fundamental frequency was mapped from Hertz to a logarithmic scale (cents). The descriptor sequences were normalised
within the [0, 1] interval, using the possible violin ranges in pitch
(190Hz to 4400Hz) and intensity (0.01 Sones to 15 Sones).
Subsequently, these values were converted to angle sequences with
Equation 1.

3. EXPERIMENTS
3.3. Evaluation Method
The approach was evaluated on a set of violin contemporary playing techniques. We describe here the datasets, the chosen audio
description and the evaluation procedure.

To assess our approach, we carried out a classification task on the
vocabulary elements defined in section 3.1. The tasks can be identified as:
• task T1: classify the upward and downward glissando pitch
profiles

3.1. Dataset
We specifically recorded data to carry out an evaluation of our
approach. The music material involved various pitch and intensity profiles. To do so, we defined a musical vocabulary (see
Figure 3a ) composed of two pitch profiles (upward glissando,
downward glissando and three intensity profiles (crescendo, decrescendo, sforzando, refered as p1,2 and i1,2,3 respectively. This
vocabulary was chosen for the strong intrinsic temporal evolutions
of its elements. Crescendi (resp. glissandi) consist in continuously progressing from one intensity level (resp. pitch) to another.
Sf orzando consists in a step-like intensity profile with a louder
part at the beginning. We generated short music sketches out of
this vocabulary, by random combination of the vocabulary’s elements with random pitches. Each sketch is a four-beat score, each
beat being a combination of one intensity profile and one pitch
profile. Moreover, no global dynamic levels were imposed, only
crescendi and decrescendi. Figure 3b shows one example of a generated music sketch.
We automatically generated 43 sketches involving random proportions of pitch and intensity profiles. The generated scores were
interpreted by a violin player at a given tempo of 60 bpm. Sound
was recorded at 44100 Hz, and sliced into 46.4 msec windows,
every 5.8 msec, yielding an approximate frame rate f r = 172 Hz.
3.2. Audio Features
We extracted two sound descriptors, highly correlated to the musical dimensions of pitch and intensity involved in our data, namely

• task T2: classify the crescendo, decrescendo and sforzando
intensity profiles
The audio feature computation on each class element yields to a
set of pitch and loudness values on which we separately ran a 3D
Viterbi decoding. The output sequences of primitives and associated durations are then fed into a higher level HMM to constitute models of each vocabulary elements. This step is similar to
the higher-level stage performed in [10] and can be seen as a way
to agglomerate constitutive sub-units (i.e. the user-defined primitives) into larger semantic units. For this higher level HMM, we
chose a 3-state left-right topology with a 2-dimensional Gaussian
model and diagonal covariance to account for state indices and
segment duration lengths.
The classification task was performed as follows. A typical
train/test round consisted in training the higher-level model on a
randomly picked 70% part of the data, and testing on the remaining
30%. To evaluate a model on a given task, we ran each train/test
round ten times in a row and averaged the classification scores on
each test set. Training the models was done with conventional
EM learning [19] using HTK [20] with simple left-right models.
Classification scores were computed as the mean of diagonal terms
on the normalised confusion matrix.
As a reference, we performed the same classification tasks
with an HMM directly operating on the audio frames. We used
the same 3-state left-right topology and train/test procedures, with
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a 1-dimensional Gaussian model to account for an incoming angle sequence θ̂1 ...θ̂t . The experiment protocol is summed up on
Figure 4
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The segmentation was performed using the primitives presented in
section 2.2. We defined the set of possible duration lengths with
values linearly taken between 230ms (roughly corresponding to
short violin note) and 2.6s (several notes). The curves on Figure
5 show the resulting segmentation for one example of pitch profile
and loudness profile.
We can see that on this example, the glissando is composed
of three phases, i.e. flat pitch then increasing pitch and again flat
pitch. This description in itself is quite informative on the violinist
playing as we are able to see the details of his performance on this
vocabulary element: in this example the pitch increasing phase was
relatively short with two well defined flat phases. On the loudness
profile, we can see that the crescendo is composed of a linearly
increasing phase during most of the time before a rapid release.























































































































Figure 5: Segmentation results on two profile classes from DB1.
a) shows a pitch profile for an upward glissando class. b) shows an
intensity profile for a crescendo class. Below each feature curve,
the sequence of primitive labels and durations is reported. In each
box, the shape of the corresponding symbolic representation of
each primitive is printed.

seems to be the most discriminating one. In the frame-based approach, the second-state Gaussians only differ by a slight difference of mean, and tend to overlap. In the segmental approach,
these second-state Gaussians are much more distinct. Interestingly, looking at the graphs, the segment duration observations do
not seem to add much more discriminative power to the model.
When inspecting loudness models, no such clear contrast was observed between the two approaches on the Gaussian distributions.
In both cases, data looked less unimodal, which questions the chosen topology.





 












4.1. Segmentation results



  

In this section, we first give a qualitative result intending to illustrate a typical output of the segmental decoding layer. We then
give quantitative results on the classification tasks.







4. RESULTS







Figure 4: Experimental set overview. A left-right HMM with three
states is trained with segmented observations output from the segmental decoding procedure. Classification results are compared to
a left-right HMM operating on audio frames.















4.2. Classification results



Classification scores for pitch profiles displayed in Figure 6 (task
T1) show that the segmental approach performs significantly better than the baseline frame-based approach (median value at 92%
versus 72%). Moreover, the results also show more consistency
as their variability is much smaller in the segmental approach (interquartile of 7 versus interquartile of 18). For the loudness profiles
(task T2), results appear to be relatively similar between the two
approaches (median value around 77%). However, the segmental
approach shows once again a narrower variability in classification
(interquartile of 3 versus interquartile of 12).
We can get insight of these results by inspecting the learned
models and how the data fits. Figure 7 shows an example of the
learned models for the two pitch profiles, for the frame-based approach (a and c) as well as for the segmental approach (b and d).
As one could expect for this classification task, the second state







 
  
  


 





Figure 6: Classification scores on tasks T1 and T2.

5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We propose the use of Segmental Models to segment time curves
of audio signals. The implementation we proposed was tested on
two classification tasks using a database of violin contemporary
playing. The segmental approach performed better than standard
implementations of Hidden Markov Models in most cases. Importantly, Segmental Models overcome well-known limitations of
HHMs, by explicitly modeling the time duration of primitives, and
by taking into account the time dependence between successive
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Figure 7: Observation densities and state aligned data for learned
models for the two pitch classes. k stands for the state number
of the model. a) states of the frame-based HMM for class p1 . b)
states of the segmental HMM for class p1 c) states of the framebased HMM for class p2 d) states of the segmental HMM for class
p2

signal frames. Future perspectives may address the modeling of
more complex musical categories involving cyclic structures, as
well as the study of a realtime implementation on a data stream,
using Viterbi extensions such as in [21]. The segmental approach
performed well on a monophonic instrument in the context of contemporary music, however we believe that this approach can be
easily extended to broader situations. In particular, we are investigating the use of more complex curve primitives to directly address
specific sound evolutions. Besides, we are also currently extending the approach to multidimensional features that could include
data from motion sensors.
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Envelope generator (EG) and Low Frequency Oscillator (LFO) parameters give a compact representation of audio pitch envelopes.
By estimating these parameters from audio per-note, they could be
used as part of an audio coding scheme. Recordings of various
instruments and articulations were examined, and pitch envelopes
found. Using an evolutionary algorithm, EG and LFO parameters for the envelopes were estimated. The resulting estimated envelopes are compared to both the original envelope, and to a ﬁxedpitch estimate. Envelopes estimated using EG+LFO can closely
represent the envelope from the original audio and provide a more
accurate estimate than the mean pitch.
1. INTRODUCTION
Attempts to reproduce audio based on parameter estimation have a
long history particularly regarding FM synthesis [1, 2] and wavetable
synthesis [3, 4]. In general, these have looked at directly reproducing audio by matching spectral content.
We consider parameter estimation as part of an object-based
coding of audio. Object coding of audio analyses a piece of audio to estimate parameters for synthesis objects. Driving the objects with the parameters allows an approximation of the original
audio to be created. It is a form of analysis/synthesis encoding.
Traditionally, it has been regarded as a technique for low bit-rate
encoding and has been examined in relation to sum-of-sinusoids
models[5] and instrument models [6]. We seek to produce a high
quality representation of audio using similar techniques.
Rather than deﬁning new standards for the encoding, we are
looking to use MIDI encoded parameters for a Downloadable Sounds
(DLS)[7] based synthesiser. DLS is a sample-based synthesis engine in which base samples are manipulated by modifying pitch,
amplitude and timbre using modulators such as ﬁlters, envelope
generators (EGs) and low frequency oscillators (LFOs) . DLS is
one of the most prevalent synthesis standards being integrated in
Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac OS X and mobile devices.
Using standard MIDI controllers, the MIDI data rate restricts
the speed at which features can be directly modiﬁed, e.g. using expression or pitch bend. Additionally, a large number of individual
changes must be stored. However, by specifying parameters before playing a note, DLS synthesis supports indirect modiﬁcation
of amplitude and pitch using EGs and LFOs. These modulators
can be applied by the synthesis engine at the full sample rate and
∗
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are deﬁned using a small number of parameters. With few parameters per-note, we have a compact representation for pitch and
amplitude envelopes for use in audio coding that is also compatible
with existing synthesis techniques and standards.
In this paper, we propose to use de Cheviegné’s YIN algorithm[8],
to estimate the pitch envelope from a piece of audio. Individual
notes’ envelopes can then be modelled using the DLS parameters.
We look at representing the pitch envelope using the basic parameters available via DLS.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. DLS Envelope Parameters
Using the default modulation routings, the DLS standard[7] provides an EG and a LFO for pitch modulation and a separate EG
and LFO for amplitude modulation.
1
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Figure 1: 6-stage Envelope Generator.
The EGs consist of six stages (Figure 1) and are parameterized
by:
• Delay time, d, during which time the EG output is zero;
• Attack time, A, the time taken to reach an output level of 1;
• Hold time, h, the time the EG stays at the peak level;
• Decay rate, D, the time it would take to decay from the
peak level to a level of zero;
• Sustain level, S indicates the level (0 to 1) at which the
sustain phase is held;
• Release rate, R, the time it would take to decay from 1 to a
level of zero (the actual time spent in the release phase τR
depends upon the sustain level).
Hence, such envelopes can be referred to as dAhDSR envelopes.
Additionally, an envelope depth dEG will be associated with the
envelope indicating the peak value. It is noted that the MIDI “note
off” event occurs at the start of the release phase.
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The actual time spent in the decay phase, τD , depends upon
the sustain level:
τD = (1 − S) × D .
(1)
Similarly, for the time spent in the release phase, τR :
τR = S × R .

(2)
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Figure 2: Low Frequency Oscillator.
Each low frequency oscillator (Figure 2) is parameterized by:
• Delay time, δ, during which time the LFO output is zero;

2.3. CHC
Estimating the pitch envelope parameters is a difﬁcult problem,
featuring local minima (e.g. each time the LFO delay is changed
by the period of the LFO). Evolutionary algorithms are effective at
solving such problems, hence we use Eshelman’s CHC1 algorithm
[10] to estimate parameters.
CHC algorithm is based on a population of candidate solutions. The candidate solutions are randomly paired off and each
pair of possible solutions is then compared. If their Hamming distance is large enough, then half of the differing bits in the parents are exchanged to produce a pair of children (Half Uniform
Crossover, HUX) otherwise they produce no children. From the
combined population of parents and children, the solutions that
give the best values for the objective function are adopted as the
new population of candidate solutions. If the entire population is
too similar to produce any children for several generations, then a
new population is generated by mutating the current best candidate
solution (referred to as Cataclysmic Mutation). We note that the
number of children produced each generation is not ﬁxed.
Features of the CHC algorithm include:
• the CHC algorithm is elitist, always keeping the best result. Each generation is therefore guaranteed to be at least
as good as the previous one;

• Oscillator frequency, f .
Additionally, an envelope depth dLF O will be associated with the
envelope indicating the peak value.

• using HUX and Cataclysmic mutation, CHC preserves diversity even though it operates on a small population (usually 50 individuals);

2

• using a small population reduces the number of objective
function calculations required each generation, hence improving performance;
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Figure 3: Envelope.
Combining the envelope generator, the LFO and a base value
with the relevant depths, can then produce an overall envelope
(Figure 3)
We seek to minimize the difference between a pitch envelope
and the EG+LFO estimate. To do so, we specify an objective function that quantiﬁes this difference.
2.2. Objective Function
The objective function used is based on the root-sum-square-error
between the pitch envelope and the EG+LFO estimate. However,
to allow comparisons between the errors for different envelopes,
we normalise this error, giving as the objective function:
sP
2
i (ei − gi )
P 2
fest (k) =
(3)
i ei
where e = (e1 , . . . , en ) is the envelope given by YIN and g =
(g1 , . . . , gn ) is the EG+LFO estimate. The use of a relative error
function agrees with previous parameter estimation work [2].
We want to estimate the envelope parameters which minimize
the objective function. The DLS speciﬁcation deﬁnes the EG and
LFO parameters in terms of bit-wise representations, we have therefore adopted a bit-wise optimization scheme to ﬁnd a solution.

The DLS standard includes data format deﬁnitions (pp. 32-34)
specifying 32-bit representations for units of pitch, time, gain and
frequency. These bit-wise representations form the basis of our
encoding of EG and LFO parameters for use with CHC.
3. METHOD
59 ﬁles from the RWC Musical Instrument database [11] were used
as test data for the parameter estimation. The ﬁles covered various instruments (piano, organ, violin, trumpet and clarinet), with
multiple articulations and dynamics (see Table 1). Using YIN[8],
pitch, power and aperiodicity were estimated for each ﬁle. Pitch
envelopes, e, were then extracted for 3,929 individual notes using aperiodicity < 0.1 to determine the pitched portions of the
audio.
Splitting the dAhDSR EG into two 4-stage segments (dAhD
and (d+A+h)DSR) allows the overall envelope to be represented
as a linear combination of four components:
• a constant contribution of the base pitch value;
• a contribution from the dAhD envelope, eg1i ;
• a contribution from the (d + A + h)DSR envelope, eg2i ,
i.e. the EG sustain depth;
• the LFO depth, li .
1 CHC stands for “Cross generational elitist selection, Heterogeneous
recombination and Cataclysmic mutation” according to Whitley[9]
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where g = (g1 , . . . gn ) is the overall envelope estimate. The base
pitch of the note is then b; the EG depth is dEG = dEG1 ; the susEG1
tain depth is dEG2 ; the sustain level of the envelope, S = ddEG2
;
and the LFO depth is dLF O .
Minimizing the objective function (Equation 3) minimizes the
sum-square-error between the envelope estimate, g, and the YIN
data, e. We can calculate values for b, eg1i , eg2i and dLF O that
minimize this error from equation 4 - given the time-based parameters for the EG and LF O (i.e. d, A, h, τD , τR , δ, f1 ).
Within CHC, the time-based parameters were evolved, and
the best-ﬁt pitch parameters (base, EG depth, sustain level, LFO
depth) were calculated for the time values. The objective function was then calculated based on the full set of time and pitch
parameters. CHC was run for 10,000 iterations using the standard
population size of 50 individuals. The initial population was random.
The resulting envelopes were then compared with the original
data, and with the objective function value given using the mean
pitch estimate from YIN.

0.1
0
0.1
0.2

160 170 180 190
Time (s)

Figure 4: Piano (with pedal) pitch estimation. The paler plot is the
YIN pitch envelope, the darker line the EG+LFO estimate. The piano pitch estimates show a similar decrease in pitch for each note.
The EG+LFO estimate provides a smoothed approximation of the
envelope bearing little resemblance to the “basic” EG+LFO envelope in Figure 3. It is notable that the YIN piano pitch variation is
mainly in the ±5 cent range (1 cent = 0.01 semitones).

0.1

0.05
MIDI Pitch

i.e:

0

0.05

4. RESULTS

where e = (e1 , . . . , en ) is the envelope given by YIN.
The accompanying graphs (Figures 4 to 10) plot the YIN difference ei − μk (paler, background lines) and the difference between the mean YIN pitch and the generated envelope, gi − μk
(the bolder smoother lines) for several notes from each instrument,
including both vibrato and non-vibrato trumpet and violin. Good
approximations of the envelope shapes were found for many notes
and vibrato phase and frequency were matched.
As an alternative to using the EG+LFO envelope estimate, a
constant pitch estimate pitch pc can be used. We can then calculate
the objective function using this pitch:
sP
2
i (ei − pc )
P 2
(6)
fconst (pc , k) =
i ei
where e = (e1 , . . . , en ) is the envelope given by YIN. The mean
pitch value μk is the constant pitch value that minimizes this objective function. We let fest = fconst (μk , k).
fest
Figure 11 shows a histogram of fmean
for the notes processed.
A large number of notes are seen to have a small improvement
(ratio 0.1 to 1) but there were also notes where the estimate was
10 to 100 times worse than using the ﬂat mean (418 notes having
ratio > 10).
Of the 3, 929 notes processed, 2, 731 (69.51%) had a better ﬁt
using EG+LFO than by simply using the mean value (see Table 1).

0.1
95

100

105
Time (s)

110

Figure 5: Organ pitch estimation. The YIN estimates of pitch of
the pipe organ notes show less variation than the hammered-string
sounds of the piano. Artifacts from the YIN output produce pitch
drops at the start of each envelope, and, in matching this artifact,
the second note has been unable to ﬁnd a good approximation of
the pitch envelope in the 10, 000 generations CHC processed.

0.4
MIDI Pitch

Using the pitch estimate from YIN, we can calculate the mean
pitch for note k, μk :
1 X
μk =
ei
(5)
n i=1...n

0.2
0
0.2
0.4

95

100
105
Time (s)
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Figure 6: Violin pitch estimation. The standard violin articulation
shows distinct vibrato. For three of the four notes, both the phase
and the frequency of the vibrato has been closely matched. In addition, for these notes, the range of the vibrato is within the original
envelope. For the second note, gross features of the envelope (the
initial increase, the central dip, and the ﬁnal fall) were reasonably
matched.
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Table 1: Instrument Summary.
Number of
ﬁles
12
8
2
25
12
59

Number of
articulations
4
8
2
9
4
n/a

Number of
notes, n̂
2080
382
128
813
526
3929

Dynamics
P/M/F
M
M
P/M/F
P/M/F
n/a

f¯est
0.0202
0.0165
0.0080
0.0186
0.0077
0.0175

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

MIDI Pitch

MIDI Pitch

Instrument
Piano (011)
Organ (061)
Violin (151)
Trumpet (211)
Clarinet (311)
Total

0
0.1
0.2
70

75
Time (s)

f¯mean
0.0200
0.0278
0.0070
0.0107
0.0038
0.0163

0
0.1
0.2
60

80

Figure 7: Violin pitch estimation (no vibrato). Violin notes were
also processed from samples without vibrato (Figure 7). Similarly
to the piano notes, a range of approximately ±5 cents covers most
of the variation. For the ﬁrst two notes, little of the original envelope is captured, but for the other two notes a close match is seen
between the YIN envelope and our estimate.

% notes with
fest < fmean
73.4
83.0
68.0
56.8
64.2
69.5

70
Time (s)

80

Figure 9: Vibrato trumpet pitch estimation. For vibrato trumpet
notes (Figure 9) we again managed to match frequency and phase
in some notes. Additionally, the major features of the envelopes
were also represented (low then higher for the ﬁrst note, decreasing
for the fourth). However, for the second note the LFO was not
matched, and for the third note CHC completely failed to ﬁnd a
reasonable estimate of the envelope in 10, 000 generations.

0.5

0.2

0
MIDI Pitch

MIDI Pitch

1

0.5
1

12

14
16
Time (s)

18

0.1
0
0.1
0.2

Figure 8: Staccato trumpet pitch estimation. Staccato trumpet
notes (Figure 8) offer little data from which to estimate parameters. None of the four notes capture the rise in pitch thoughout
the note, although the fourth example succesfully matches the two
plateaux in the pitch. The ﬁrst and third notes, however, apply the
LFO to match the peaks at the start of and half-way through the
envelope.

95
Time (s)

100

Figure 10: Clarinet pitch estimation. The ﬁnal instrument processed was the clarinet (Figure 10). The pitch variation is less than
5 cents apart from at the note ends and the overall shape of the
pitch envelopes is reasonably represented.
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0.01
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1
10
fest /fmean

100

1000

Figure 11: Histogram of ratio of objective function values using
fest
EG+LFO estimate and ﬂat mean. If fmean
< 1 then the EG+LFO
estimate is better than the ﬂat mean

parameters are suitable when the outcome is known at the start of
the note (e.g. for audio coding), but inappropriate for performance
when the modulators need to be varied during the note. However,
having initialised parameters per-note, they can be adjusted.
A similar procedure to that given for pitch can be followed for
estimating amplitude envelopes using EG+LFO, e.g. based on the
power ﬁgures from YIN. From the pitch and amplitude parameters
found, it will be possible to use a DLS based synthesiser to create
audio matching the original pitch and amplitude. Our next work
will therefore involve estimation of amplitude envelopes; synthesis
of audio from the parameters found; and listening tests to evaluate
the subjective quality using the envelope estimates vs. the original
sounds.
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ABSTRACT
FFT-based nonuniform filter banks are proposed based on channelsized inverse FFTs applied to nonuniform frequency-partitions (or
overlap-add decompositions) of the Short Time Fourier Transform
(STFT). Audio filter banks (particularly octave filter banks) are
considered as application examples. Trade-offs discussed include
perfect reconstruction, aliasing cancellation, flexibility of filterchannel band edges, use of the FFT for speed, multirate timedomain channel signals, time-varying filtering, and associated issues.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the frequency resolution of human hearing
decreases with frequency [1, 2]. As a result, any “auditory filter bank” must be a nonuniform filter bank in which the channel
bandwidths increase with frequency over most of the spectrum. A
classic approximate example is the third-octave filter bank [3]. A
simpler (cruder) approximation is the octave filter bank [3], also
called a dyadic filter bank when implemented using a binary tree
structure [4]. Both are examples of constant-Q filter banks, in
which the bandwidth of each filter-bank channel is proportional to
center frequency [5]. Approximate auditory filter banks, such as
constant-Q filter banks, have extensive applications in basic hearing research, audio engineering, and digital audio effects.
If the output signals from all channels of a constant-Q filter
bank are sampled at a particular time, we obtain what may be
called a constant-Q transform [6]. A constant-Q transform can be
efficiently implemented by smoothing the output of a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) [7]. More generally, a multiresolution spectrogram can be implemented by combining FFTs of different lengths
and advancing the FFTs forward through time [8, 9]. Such nonuniform filter banks can also be implemented using the Goetzel algorithm [10].
While the topic of filter banks is well developed in the literature, including constant-Q, nonuniform FFT-based, and wavelet
filter banks, it appears the elementary practical methods presented
in this paper have been overlooked to date. In particular, classic nonuniform FFT filter banks as described in [11] have not offered the perfect reconstruction property [4] in which the filterbank sum yields the input signal exactly (to within a delay and/or
scale factor) when the filter-band signals are not modified. The
voluminous literature on perfect-reconstruction filter banks [4] addresses nonuniform filter banks, such as dyadic filter banks designed based on pseudo quadrature mirror filter designs, but simpler STFT methods do not yet appear to be incorporated.
This paper can be viewed as an extension of [7] to the FFT
filter-bank case. Alternatively, it may be viewed as a novel method
for nonuniform FIR filter-bank design and implementation, based

on STFT methodology, with arbitrarily accurate reconstruction and
controlled aliasing in the downsampled case. While this paper
considers only auditory (approximately constant-Q) filter banks,
the method works equally well for arbitrary nonuniform spectral
partitions and overlap-add decompositions.
2. BASIC IDEA
The basic idea is to partition FFT bins into the desired nonuniform
bands, and perform smaller inverse FFTs on each subband to synthesize downsampled time-domain signals in each band. A simple
example length 8 FFT octave filter bank is shown in Fig. 1. The remainder of this section presents the basic theory in a tutorial style
that recount the reasoning leading to the idea. To maximize the
audience for which this paper is readable and practically useful,
mathematical notation is replaced by high-level signal operations
in matlab (the most commonly used high-level language for signal
processing [12]). For a tutorial development of the mathematical
theory of these operations, see for example [13, 9].
X(8)
x1(1)

x(2)

x1(2)
ifft(4)

x(3)

x1(3)

x(4)

x1(4)
fft(8)

x(5)

x2(1)
ifft(2)

x(6)

x2(2)

x(7)

x3(1)

x(8)

x4(1)
X(1)

Figure 1: FFT implementation of one frame of the simple octave filter bank of Fig. 2 on page 3. Successive frames are nonoverlapping (rectangular window advances its full length each
frame).
The next section begins with further explication of the (overly)
simple example of Fig. 1, followed by discussion of further refine-
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ments for achieving audio filter banks of more practical complexity
and quality.

We may relate x(k,:) and xd{k} by noting that, when Lk
= N/Nk is an integer, we have that the relation
BandK == alias(BandKzp,Lk)

2.1. Summing STFT Bins
In the Short-Time Fourier Transform, which implements a uniform
FIR filter bank [14, 9], each FFT bin can be regarded as one sample of the filter-bank output in one channel [15]. It is elementary
that summing adjacent filter-bank signals sums the corresponding
passbands to create a wider passband. Summing adjacent FFT
bins in the STFT, therefore, synthesizes one sample from a wider
passband implemented using the FFT. This is essentially how a
constant-Q transform is created from an FFT in [7] (using a different frequency-weighting, or “smoothing kernel”). However, when
making a filter bank, as opposed to only a transform used for spectrographic purposes, we must be able to step the FFT through time
and compute properly sampled time-domain filter-bank signals.
The wider passband created by adjacent-channel summing requires a higher sampling rate in the time domain to avoid aliasing.
As a result, the maximum STFT “hop size” is limited by the widest
passband in the filter bank. For audio filter banks, low-frequency
channels have narrow bandwidths, while high-frequency channels
are wider, thereby forcing a smaller hop size for the STFT. This
means that the low-frequency channels are heavily oversampled
when the high-frequency channels are merely adequately sampled
(in time) [7, 8]. In an octave filter-bank, for example, the top octave, occupying the entire upper half of the spectrum, requires a
time-domain step-size of no more than two samples, if aliasing of
the band is to be avoided. Each octave down is then oversampled
(in time) by an additional factor of 2.
2.2. Inverse Transforming STFT Bin Groups
The solution proposed here is to compute multiple time samples
for each high-frequency channel, so that one hop of the FFT produces all needed samples in each band in order that all channels
can use the same hop size without redundancy. If the narrowest
band produces one sample per hop, then a band N times as wide
must produce at least N samples per hop.
To efficiently compute multiple time samples from the frequency-samples (FFT bins) of a given band, an inverse FFT can be
used, as shown in Fig. 1. In matlab notation, let X(1:N) denote
the FFT (length N) of the current frame of data in the STFT, and denote the lower and upper spectral samples for band k by lsn(k)
and hsn(k), respectively. Then we may compute (in matlab) the
full-rate time-domain signal corresponding to band k as follows:
BandK = X(lsn(k):hsn(k));
z1 = zeros(1,lsn(k)-1);
z2 = zeros(1,N-hsn(k));
BandKzp = [z1, BandK, z2];
x(k,:) = ifft(BandKzp);

% (1)

where x(k,:) denotes the output signal vector (length N) for the
kth filter-bank channel for the current time-domain STFT window.
Let Nk = hsn(k) − lsn(k) + 1 denote the number of FFT
bins in band k. When Nk is a power of 2, we can apply an inverse
FFT only to the nonzero samples in the band:
xd{k} = ifft(BandK);
where xd{k} now denotes a cell array for holding the downsampled signal vectors (since the downsampling factor is typically different for different bands).

% (2)

is true, for each element, where alias(x,K) denotes aliasing of
K equal partitions of the vector x:1
function y = alias(x,L)
Nx = length(x);
Np = Nx/L; % aliasing-partition length
y = zeros(Np,1);
for i=1:L
y = y + x(1+(i-1)*Np : i*Np)(:);
end
By the aliasing theorem (downsampling theorem) for Discrete
Fourier Transforms (DFTs) [13], the relation (2) in the frequency
domain corresponds to
xd{k} == Lk * x(k,1:Lk:end)
in the time domain, i.e., xd{k} is obtained from x(k,:) by
means of downsampling by the factor Lk. This produces N/Lk
== Nk samples. That is, for a band that is Nk bins wide, we obtain Nk time-domain samples for each STFT frame, when critically
sampled. (At the full rate, we obtain N samples from each channel
for each frame.)
We thus see that taking an inverse FFT of only the bins in
a given channel (BandK above) computes the critically downsampled signal xdk for that channel. Downsampling factors between 1
and Lk can be implemented by choosing a zero-padding factor for
the band somewhere between 1 and Lk. (In (1), the zero-padding
factor is N/Nk.)
Note that this filter bank has the perfect reconstruction (PR)
property [4]. That is, the original input signal can be exactly reconstructed (to within a delay and possible scale factor) from the
channel signals. The PR property follows immediately from the
exact invertibility of the FFT. Specifically, we can recover the original signal frame by taking an FFT of each channel-signal frame
and abutting the spectral bins so computed to form the original
frame spectrum. Of course, the underlying STFT (uniform filter
bank) must be PR as well, as it routinely is in practice [9].
2.3. Improving the Channel Filters
Recall that each FFT bin can be viewed as a sample from a bandpass filter whose frequency response is a frequency-shift of the
FFT-window Fourier transform [9].2 Therefore, the frequency response of a channel filter obtained by summing Nk adjacent FFT
bins is given by the sum of Nk window transforms, one for each
FFT bin in the sum. As a result, the stopband of the channel filter
frequency response is a sum of Nk successive window side lobes,
and by controlling window side-lobe level, we may control the
stopband gain of the channel filters.
The transition width from passband to stopband, on the other
hand, is given by the main-lobe width of the window transform
[9]. In the previous section, by zero-padding the band (line (1)
above), we implicitly assumed a transition width of one bin. Only
the length N rectangular window can be reasonably said to have a
one-bin transition from passband to stopband. Since the first side
lobe of a rectangular window transform is only about 13 dB below
1A

more efficient implementation can use reshape and sum.

2 http://ccrma.stanford.edu/˜jos/sasp/dftfb.html
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the main lobe, the rectangular window gives poor stopband performance, as illustrated in Fig. 4 on page 4. Moreover, we often need
FFT data windows to be shorter than the FFT size N (i.e., we often
need zero-padding in the time domain) so that the frame spectrum
will be oversampled, enabling various spectral processing such as
linear filtering [9].
One might wonder how the length N rectangular window can
be all that bad when it gives the perfect reconstruction property,
as demonstrated in the previous section. The answer is that there
is a lot of aliasing in the channel signals, when downsampled, but
this aliasing is exactly canceled in the reconstruction, provided the
channel signals were not modified in any way [9].
Going back to §2.1, we need to replace the zero-padded band
(1) by a proper filtering operation in the frequency domain (a
“spectral window”):
BandK2 = Hk .* X;
x(k,:) = ifft(BandK2); % full rate
BandK2a = alias(BandK2,Nk);
xd{k} = ifft(BandK2a); % crit samp

it is immediately easy to partition a power of 2 (typical for the FFT
size N) into octaves, each having a width in bins that is a power of
2. For example, when N == 8, we have the following stack of
frequency-response vectors for the rectangular-window, no-zeropadding, complex-signal case:
H = [ ...
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

0
1
0
0

1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

; ...
; ...
; ...
];

Figure 2 depicts the resulting filter bank schematically in the frequency domain.5 Thus, H(1,:) is the frequency-response for
the top (first) octave, H(2,:) is the frequency-response for the
next-to-top (second) octave, H(3,:) is the next octave down, and
H(4,:) is the “remainder” of the spectrum. (In every octave filter
bank, there is a final low-frequency band.
Complex Octave Filter Bank

where the channel filter frequency response Hk may be prepared
in advance as the appropriate weighted sum of FFT-window transforms:

1

Hideal = [z1,ones(1,Nk),z2];
Hk = cconvr(W,Hideal); % circ. conv.
Filter Gain

0.8

where z1 and z2 are the same zero vectors defined in §2.1, and
cconvr(W,H) denotes the circular convolution of two real vectors having the same length [13]:

Band 1
Band 2
Band 3
Band 4

0.6

0.4

function [Y] = cconvr(W,X)
wc=fft(W); xc=fft(X);
yc = wc .* xc;
Y = real(ifft(yc));

0.2

0
1

Note that in this more practical case, the perfect reconstruction
property no longer holds, since the operation
BandK2a = alias(Hk .* X, Nk);
is not exactly invertible in general.3 However, we may approach
perfect reconstruction arbitrarily closely by only aliasing stopband
intervals onto the passband, and by increasing the stopband attenuation of Hk as desired. In contrast to the PR case, we do not rely on
aliasing cancellation, which is valuable when the channel signals
are to be modified.
The band filters Hk can be said to have been designed by the
window method for FIR filter design [16]. (See functions fir1
and fir2 in Octave and/or the Matlab Signal Processing Toolbox.)
3. FAST OCTAVE FILTER BANKS
Let’s now apply the above technique to the design of an octave
filter bank.4 At first sight, this appears to be a natural fit, because
3 When the FFT window is a length N rectangular window, then
alias(Hk .* X, Nk) == BandK, as defined above, and there is no
aliasing after all. More precisely, the aliased spectral samples all happen to
be zeros of the window transform (which is an aliased sinc function) [9].
These zeros depend on the window-length being N (no zero-padding), and
on the window-type being rectangular (“no window”).
4 Do not confuse the Octave program—a free, open-source implementation of the matlab language—with the musical octave: a frequency interval
spanning a factor of two. Here, “Octave” (capitalized) refers to the program, while “octave” refers to the frequency interval.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Spectral Sample Number

Figure 2: Simple octave filter bank for complex signals.
A schematic of the filter-bank implementation using FFTs is
shown in Fig. 1 on page 1. The division by N called for by ifft(N)
is often spread out among the ifft butterfly stages as divisions
by 2 (one-bit right-shifts in fixed-point arithmetic) after each of
them. For conservation of dynamic range, half of the right-shifts
can be spread out among every other forward-FFT butterfly stage
[17] as well, thereby implementing the normalized DFT (NDFT)
[13].
The simple spectral partitioning of Fig. 2 is appropriate for
complex signals—those for which the spectrum is regarded as spanning 0 Hz to the sampling rate. For real signals, we need a spectral
partition more like that in Fig. 3.
Unfortunately, the number of spectral samples in Fig. 3 is 14—
not a power of 2. (The previous length 8 complex case maps to
length 14 real case because the dc and Nyquist-limit samples do
not have complex-conjugate counterparts.) Discarding the sample
at the Nyquist limit—number 8 in Fig. 3—does not help, since
that gives 13 samples—still not a power of 2. In summary, there
is no obvious way to octave-partition the spectral samples of a real
5 The samples are connected by straight lines to make them visible. The
true responses for the left two bands are aliased sinc functions (asinc). The
next octave up is a sum of two asincs, and the rightmost band (top octave)
is a sum of four asincs. A properly interpolated frequency response for this
filter bank is shown in Fig. 4.
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FFT (for zero padding) of the channel signals to produce the interpolated response shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Simple octave filter bank for real signals.
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signal while maintaining the power-of-2 condition for each band
and symmetrically partitioning positive and negative frequencies.
A real signal can of course be converted to its corresponding
“analytic signal” by filtering out the negative-frequency components. This is normally done by designing a Hilbert transform
filter [18, 16, 9]. However, such filters are large-order FIR filters,
exactly like we are trying to design! If we design our filter bank
properly, we can use it to zero the negative-frequency components.
3.1. Spectral Rotation of Real Signals
Note that if we rotate the spectrum of a real signal by half a bin, we
obtain N/2 positive-frequency samples and N/2 negative-frequency samples, with no sample at dc or at the Nyquist limit. This is
typically desirable for audio signals because dc is inaudible and
the Nyquist limit is a degenerate point of the spectrum that, for
example, cannot have a phase other than 0 or π. If N is a power of
2, then so is N/2, and the octave-band partitioning of the previous
section can be applied separately to each half of the spectrum:

Figure 4: Channel-frequency-response overlay for the octave filter
bank shown in Fig. 2.
The horizontal line along 0 dB in Fig. 4 was obtained by summing the channel responses, indicating that it is a perfect-reconstruction filter-bank, as expected. However, the stopband performance of the channels is quite poor, being comparable to the sidelobes of a rectangular window transform (an aliased sinc function).
In fact, the stopband is identical to the rectangular-window sidelobes for the two lowest bands. Notice that the original eight samples of Fig. 2 still lie along the 0-dB line, and there are still zeros in
each channel response beneath the unity-gain point of every other
channel’s response, so Fig. 2 can be obtained by sampling Fig. 4 at
those eight points. However, the interpolated response shows that
the filter bank is quite poor by audio standards.
Interpolated Channel Signal Spectra

LN = round(log2(N)); % number of octave bands
shifter = exp(-j*pi*[0:N-1]/N); % half-bin
xs = x .* shifter; % apply spectral shift
X = fft(xs,N); % project xs onto rotated basis
XP = X(1:N/2); % positive-frequency components
XN = X(N:-1:N/2+1); % neg.-frequency components
YP = dcells(XP); % partition to octave bands
YN = dcells(XN); % ditto for neg. frequencies
YPe = dcells2spec(YP); % unpack "dyadic cells"
YNe = dcells2spec(YN); % unpack neg. freqs
YNeflr = fliplr(YNe); % undo former flip
ys = ifft([YPe,YNeflr],N,2);
y = real(ones(LN,1)*conj(shifter) .* ys);
% = octave filter-bank signals (real)
yr = sum(y); % filter-bank sum (should equal x)
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In the above listing, the function dcells simply forms a cell
array in matlab containing the spectral partition (“dyadic cells”).
The function dcells2spec is the inverse of dcells, taking
a spectral partition and unpacking it to produce a usual spectrum
vector.
3.2. Improving the Octave Band Filters
To see the true filter-bank frequency response corresponding to
Fig. 2, we may feed an impulse to the filter bank and take a long
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Figure 5: Channel-frequency-response overlay for a complexsignal octave filter bank, designed using a length 127 DolphChebyshev window (80 dB stopband attenuation) and length 256
FFT.
Figure 5 shows an octave filter bank (again for complex signals) that is better designed for audio usage. Instead of basing
the channel filter prototype on the rectangular window, a DolphChebyshev window was used [matlab: chebwin(127,80)]. The
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FFT size is about twice the filter length, thereby allowing for a data
frame of equal length (to the filter) without incurring time aliasing, in the usual way for STFTs [9]. The data window is chosen to
overlap-add to a constant, as typical in STFTs, so its choice does
not affect the quality of the filter-bank output channel signals. We
therefore may continue to use a rectangular data window that advances by its full length each frame. Choosing an odd filter length
facilitates zero-phase offline STFT processing, in which the middle FIR sample is treated as occurring at time zero, so that there is
no delay in any filter-bank channel [13].
The filter bank is PR in the full-rate case because the underlying STFT is PR, in the absense of modifications, and because the
channel filter-bank is constant-overlap-add in the frequency domain (again in the absence of modifications) according to STFT
theory [9].
3.3. Aliasing on Downsampling

Unpacked Filter-Bank Channel Spectra (Aliased)
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Figure 7: Same filter bank as in Fig. 6 but driven by a step input.

While the filter bank of Fig. 5 gives good stopband rejection, there
is still a lot of aliasing when the bands are critically sampled. This
happens because the transition bands are aliased about their midpoints. This can be seen in Fig. 5 by noting that aliasing “folding
frequencies” lie at the crossover point between each pair of bands.
An overlay of the spectra of the downsampled filter-bank outputs,
for an impulse input, is shown in Fig. 6.

Filter Bank Frequency Response after Aliased Reconstruction
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Figure 8: Signal spectrum (an impulse, since the time signal is a
step) and error spectrum for the case of Fig. 7. Note the large error
near half the sampling rate.
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Figure 6: Same as Fig. 5 obtained by critically downsampling each
channel signal, zero-padding, and performing an FFT. All the observable stopband error happens to cancel out in the filter-bank
sum because the input signal is an impulse, in which case the reconstruction remains exact.
Figure 7 shows the aliased spectral signal bands (prior to inverse STFT) for a step input (same filter bank). (This type of plot
looks ideal for an impulse input signal because the spectrum is
constant, so the aliased bands are also constant.) Note the large
slice of dc energy that has aliased from near the sampling rate to
near half the sampling rate in the top octave band. The signal and
error spectra are shown overlaid in Fig. 8. In this case, the aliasing
causes significant error in the reconstruction.

ping bands such that each band encompasses its transition bands
on either side. However, unless a full 2 × oversampling is provided for each band (which is one easy solution), the bandwidth
(in bins) is no longer a power of two, thereby thwarting use of
radix-2 inverse-FFTs to compute the time-domain band signals.
To keep the channel bandwidths at powers of two while restricting aliasing to stopband energy only, each IFFT input band
can be widened beyond the passband plus two transition bands so
that it includes just enough stopband to reach the next power of
two.6 If the stopband energy is negligible, the band can be simply
zero-padded outside of the transition bands instead of including
additional stopband; in other words, each frequency band may be
individually zero-padded to the next higher power of two. Since
the passband widths and IFFT sizes are now decoupled, the channel IFFTs will overlap by varying amounts, in general.
The bands also may have any shape that sums to a constant frequency response; in other words, while we have been considering
only spectral partitions in this paper, any overlap-add decomposi-

3.4. Restricting Aliasing to Stopbands
To eliminate the relatively heavy transition-band aliasing (when
critically sampling the channel signals), we can define overlap-

6 We do not really have to restrict consideration to powers of two, as
there are many fast Fourier transform algorithms for various composite
and prime lengths [19, 20].
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Channel Signal Spectra Interpolated by 4
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Figure 9: Channel-frequency-response overlay for an octave filter
bank designed using a length 127 Dolph-Chebyshev window (80
dB SBA) and length 256 FFT size.
In summary, passbands of arbitrary width and shape are embedded in overlapping IFFT bands that are a power-of-2 wide. As
a result of this flexibility, the frequency-rotation trick of §3.1 is
no longer needed for real filter banks. Instead, we simply allocate any desired bands between dc and half the sampling rate, and
conjugate-symmetry dictates the rest. In addition to a left-over
“dc-Nyquist” band, there is a similar residual “Nyquist-limit” band
(a typically negligible band about half the sampling rate). In other
words, since the passbands may be any width and the encompassing IFFT bands may overlap by any amount, they do not have to
“pack” conveniently as power-of-two blocks.
The minimum channel bandwidth is defined here as two transition bands plus one bin (i.e., the minimum passband width is zero,
corresponding to one bin, or one spectral sample). For the DolphChebyshev window, the transition bandwidth is known in closed
form [22, 9]. In our examples, we have a length 127 window with
80 dB stopband attenuation in the lowpass prototype [matlab command chebwin(127,80)], corresponding to a transition width
of 6.35 bins in a length 256 FFT, which was rounded up to 7 bins
in software for simplicity of band allocation. Therefore, our minimum channel bandwidth is 15 bins (two transition bands plus one
sample for the band center). The next highest power of two is 16,
so that is our minimum encompassing IFFT length for any band.
The dc and Nyquist channels are combined into a single channel containing the left-over residual filter-bank response consisting
of a low transition down from dc and a high-frequency transition
up to the sampling rate (in the complex-signal case). When N is
sufficiently large so that these bands contain no audible energy,
they may be discarded. We include them in all examples here so
as to preserve the (near) perfect reconstruction property of the filter bank. Thus, the 7-bin dc channel is combined with the 7-bin
Nyquist channel to form a single 16-bin encompassing residual

band that may be discarded in many audio applications (when the
initial FFT size is sufficiently large for the sampling rate used).
In the example of Fig. 9, the initial FFT size is 256, and the
channel bandwidths (passbands only, excluding transitions), from
top to bottom, are 121, 64, 32, 16, and 8 bins. The top band is
reduced by 7 bins to leave a transition band to the sampling rate.
Similarly, the lowest band lies above a transition band consisting
of bins 0-6. The encompassing IFFTs (containing transitions) are
lengths 256, 128, 64, 32, 32, for the interior bands, and a length
32 IFFT handles the dc and Nyquist bands (which are combined
into a single 14-bin band about dc, which occupies 28 bins when
the transition bands are appended). Letting [lo,hi] denote a band
by its lower and upper bin limit, the nonoverlapping adjacent passband edges in “spectral samples”7 of the interior bands are [8, 15],
[16, 31], [32, 63], [64, 127], and [128, 248]; the overlapping encompassing IFFT band edges are then [1, 32], [9, 40], [25, 88],
[57, 184], [1, 256], i.e., they each contain a passband and two transition bands, and have a power-of-2 length. The downsampling
factor for each channel can be computed as the initial FFT size
(256) divided by the IFFT size (32, 32, 64, 128, or 256) for the
channel.
Figure 10 shows the counterpart of Fig. 6 for this example. In
this case, the aliased signal energy comes only from channel-filter
stopbands. For narrow bands, the aliasing is suppressed by at least
80 dB (the side-lobe level of the chosen Dolph-Chebyshev window
transform). For bands wider than one bin (the minimum bandwidth
in this example is the dc-Nyquist band at 14 bins), the stopband
consists of a sum of shifts of the window-transform sidelobes, and
these are found to be more than 80 dB down due to cancellation
(more than 90 dB down in most bands of this example).
Channel Signal Spectra Interpolated by 4 from Aliased Bands
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tion of the spectrum can be used. (See the gammatone and gammachirp filter banks for examples of heavily overlapping bands in
an audio filter bank [21].) Both zero-padding and overlap-adddecomposition are terms normally applied in the time domain [9].
Thus, nonuniform filter banks may be formulated as the Fourier
dual of nonuniform time windows. Figure 9 shows how the example of Fig. 5 is modified by this strategy.
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Figure 10: Same example as in Fig. 9 but looking at the effects of
aliasing to to channel-signal downsampling. Compare to Fig. 6.

3.4.1. Tightening the IFFTs
In this example the top band is not downsampled at all, and the interior bands are oversampled by approximately 2. This is because
the desired passband widths started out at a power of 2, so that
the addition of transition bands forced the next higher power of 2
7 Spectral samples are defined here as “bin numbers plus 1”, that is,
spectral samples are numbered from 1 as in matlab, rather than from 0, as
in the signal processing literature.
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for the IFFT size. Narrowing the width of the top band from 121
bins to 128 − 2 · 7 = 114 bins would enable use of a length 128
IFFT for the top band, and similarly for the lower bands. In other
words, when the desired spectral partition is that of an ideal octave filter bank, as sketched in Fig. 2, narrowing each octave-band
by twice the transition width of the lowpass prototype filter (and
“covering down” to keep them adjacent) will produce a relatively
“tight” FFT filterbank design in which the IFFT sizes remain the
same length as in the heavily aliased case discussed above (Fig.
6). When applied to the octave filter bank, the passbands become
a little narrower than one octave. We may call this a quasi octave
filter bank.

2. the prototype itself is the optimal Chebyshev lowpass filter
of minimum bandwidth, and
3. summing shifted copies of the prototype frequency response
generally improves the stopband rejection over that of the
prototype, thus meeting the Chebyshev optimality requirement for the filter-bank as a whole.

-40

All channel bands, whatever their width, are constructed by some
linear combination of shifted copies of the lowpass protoype frequency response. The Dolph-Chebyshev window is precisely optimal (in the Chebyshev sense) for any passband that is one bin wide.
Summing shifts of the window transform to synthesize wider bands
has been observed to invariably improve the stopband rejection
significantly. The examples shown above illustrate the margin beyond 80 dB stopband rejection achieved for the octave filter bank.
The Dolph-Chebyshev window has faint impulsive endpoints
on the order of the sidelobe level (about 50 dB down in the 80dB-SBA examples above), and in some applications, this could be
considered an undesirable time-domain characteristic. To eliminate them, an optimal Chebyshev window may be designed by
means of linear programming with a time-domain monotonicity
constraint [9].8 Alternatively, of course, other windows can be
used, such as the Kaiser, or three-term Blackman-Harris window,
to name just two [9]. In this paper we use only the Chebyshev window in order to facilitate comparisons. Effects changing the window type have exactly the same effect as one would expect from
experience with the window method for FIR filter design [16, 9].

-60

4. TIME VARYING NONUNIFORM FFT FILTER BANKS

3.4.2. Real Filter Bank Example
Finally, Fig. 11 shows the appearance of the octave filter bank for
real signals. In this case, bands are constructed between dc and
half the sampling rate, and conjugate symmetry is used to automatically construct the desired bands between half the sampling
rate and the sampling rate. The band allocation algorithm therefore needs no modification for the real-signal case.
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Figure 11: Channel-frequency-response overlay for a real-signal
octave filter bank, designed using a length 127 Dolph-Chebyshev
window and length 256 FFT size (no downsampling). Compare
the complex-signal filter bank in Fig. 9.

3.5. Optimal Band Filters
In the filter-bank literature, one class of filter banks is called “cosine modulated” filter banks. DFT filter banks are similar. The
lowpass-filter prototype in such filter banks can be used in place
of the Dolph-Chebyshev window used here. Therefore, any result
on optimal design of cosine-modulated filter banks can be adapted
to this context. See, for example, [23, 24]. Note, however, that
in principle a separate optimization is needed for each different
channel bandwidth. An optimal lowpass prototype only optimizes
channels having a one-bin passband, since the protype frequencyresponse is merely shifted in frequency (cosine-modulated in time)
to create the channel frequency response. Wider channels are made
by summing such channel responses, which alters the stopbands.
In practice, the Dolph-Chebyshev window, used in the examples of this paper, typically yields a filter bank magnitude frequency response that is optimal in the Chebyshev sense because

As is well known, the STFT can be modified independently from
one frame to the next over time [14, 9]. In the present context,
it is natural to consider the case of changing the spectral partition
(or spectral overlap-add decomposition more generally) from one
frame to the next.
In the time-invariant case discussed above, there was no reason
not to use a length M rectangular window and hop size M for the
underlying STFT. That is, there was no reason to use overlapping
(in time) or tapered blocks of the input signal. However, when the
filter-bank (spectral partition/OLA-decomposition) changes from
frame to frame, it may be preferable to use some tapered window,
such as the triangular (Bartlett) or raised-cosine (Hann) window
along with a compatible overlap (such as 50% for triangular or
Hann). This gives the effect of cross-fading from one spectral partition to the next, instead of suddenly introducing the new filtering
at a frame boundary.
An effect similar to cross-fading is obtained by using zerophase (instead of causal) channel filters. When the channel filters
are zero phase, the current output frame consists of the superposition of itself filtered by the current spectral partition, plus the
causal “ringing” from the previous frame, plus the anticausal “prering” from the next frame. Zero-phase channel filters can of course
be used in conjunction with a time-domain overlap-add decomposition of the input signal [9].
If a time-varying filter bank is used with downsampling, the algorithm presented above may cause the downsampling factor may
8 http://ccrma.stanford.edu/˜jos/sasp/Optimal Window Design Linear.html
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vary over time in a given band. Using the rule of “zero-padding”
(widening) each band-plus-its-transitions to the next higher power
of two can cause the sampling rate in a given channel to change
by factors of two over time. Allowing this would yield successive
frames at different sampling rates in the time domain. When it is
desired to have only one sampling rate for each filterbank channel
(especially needed when time-frames overlap), one simple solution is to zero-pad to the same power of two for each time-frame
of a given band, given simply as its maximum over time. That is,
a fixed sampling rate is chosen for the time-varying band that accommodates its maximum bandwidth over time. Thus, uniformly
sampled time-varying bands must have a maximum bandwidth imposed (or measured in the offline case).
5. CONCLUSIONS
An approach to the design and efficient implementation of nonuniform, perfect- and near-perfect-reconstruction, FFT filter banks,
with controllable aliasing, was presented. These filter banks can
be viewed as an extension and generalization of the FFT-based
constant-Q transform to the FFT filter-bank case. Alternatively,
they may be seen as a new class of nonuniform FIR filter banks
based on FFT block processing, with arbitrarily accurate reconstruction and controlled aliasing in the downsampled case. While
only auditory (approximately constant-Q) filter banks were considered here as examples, arbitrary nonuniform spectral partitions
and/or spectral overlap-add decompositions are just as easily implemented. Moreover, time-varying nonuniform filter banks may
be implemented using no more than the usual additional considerations that arise in time-varying STFT processing of any kind.
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses architectural aspects of a software library for
unified metadata management in audio processing applications.
The data incorporates editorial, production, acoustical and musicological features for a variety of use cases, ranging from adaptive audio effects to alternative metadata based visualisation. Our
system is designed to capture information, prescribed by modular
ontology schema. This advocates the development of intelligent
user interfaces and advanced media workflows in music production environments. In an effort to reach these goals, we argue for
the need of modularity and interoperable semantics in representing information. We discuss the advantages of extensible Semantic
Web ontologies as opposed to using specialised but disharmonious
metadata formats. Concepts and techniques permitting seamless
integration with existing audio production software are described
in detail.
1. INTRODUCTION
Loss of information in the media production workflow chain is a
major issue when it comes to collecting, managing and repurposing metadata about various aspects of the production process or
the media under consideration. This is especially true in the world
of editing and mastering audio.
Prominent reasons for collecting musical metadata include the
effective organisation of musical assets, such as sounds from a
sample library or previously recorded takes of multitrack master
recordings. These examples represent cases of content-based information management and retrieval.1 Another distinct category
can be designated as metadata extraction for creative applications.2
Often, this is overlooked by developers of metadata standards.
Several musical applications of these categories are discussed
in the literature (see [1], [2], [3], [4], or [5] for examples) focusing on specific case-based implementations. However, no generic
formats and practices emerge from previous research and industrial solutions. Disjoint purposes for covering overlapping musical domains produce a plethora of disharmonious standards and
methods. This seriously impairs the exploitation of metadata in
developing ubiquitous creative applications. A part of this problem can be identified in the use of non-normative development and
publishing techniques, rather than flaws in design. We recognise
that common approaches to overcome this, including standardis-

ing syntax through the use of XML3 or creating a reference library
(such as those accompanying SDIF4 or AAF5 ) do not provide sufficient ground for modularity and interoperability. The heart of
the problem lies in the assumption that musical information can
be expressed using structured static data sets. In our research, we
challenge this general assumption and hypothesise that musical information is better modelled as dynamic semi-structured data.
Because of corresponding needs in representing diverse, virtually unbounded information, we turn to Semantic Web technologies for data modelling and knowledge engineering techniques. In
particular, we use the Resource Description Framework (RDF) as
our fundamental information model, and Semantic Web ontologies
as our basis domain model. Existing tools for building the Semantic Web however are not designed for the use cases and requirements of audio and multimedia signal processing. They typically
fall short in efficiency, because of the vast amount of data required
for encoding content-based audio descriptors, and language compatibility, because of the dominance of scripting and Java based
solutions used in web tools, as opposed to efficient C++ implementations common in audio processing.
Our primary motivation is in creating software tools for easy
adaptation and use of the Semantic Web information model in audio processing applications. For this purpose, we develop a software library which provides an ontology based information management solution and easy integration with music production software. Our library can be used as a shared, dynamically loaded object. It relies on efficient local database implementation, low-level
RDF graph manipulation and automatic mapping between application data and metadata governed by ontology schema. Our proposed architecture therefore avoids the need for expensive query
processing and the overhead of network communication.
2. METADATA FORMATS IN RELATED WORK
There is no conclusive previous work addressing the issues we described in the first section. However, we briefly review the most
relevant methods and practices in representing metadata for music
and audio processing. We also discuss some important problems
associated with them.
Music related metadata can be grouped into four distinct categories by scope or the sub-domain they address. Our framework
aims to capture and represent the following main metadata types
in a unified way:

1 This typically involves feature extraction followed by machine learning or data mining techniques.
2 e.g. feature extraction followed by adaptive signal processing.
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• Editorial Metadata: General information about songs, artists
and other participants.
• Content-based Signal Descriptors: Spectral and temporal
characteristics of the recorded audio signal.
• Processing Workflow Data: Information about audio processing, effects and parameters.
• Musicological Features: Musically meaningful features such
as notes, rhythm, key and chords.
In our brief review, we focus on the second and third categories
since they present the most prominent problems we address in this
work.
2.1. MPEG-7
The most widely used standard for content-based multimedia management is MPEG-7. It provides a comprehensive set of audio
descriptors and enables applications such as retrieval from digital
archives or filtering personal music collections. MPEG-7 descriptors and descriptor schemes are specified using an extended XML
Schema Language. Although this was sufficient to express the
structural and syntactical requirements of the standard, it does not
provide a machine-understandable representation of the semantics
associated with its schemes. Therefore, the ability to integrate or
reuse descriptors or the metadata in other domains is severely limited. This led to efforts such as described by Hunter [6] or García
[7] to provide mapping between MPEG-7 elements and Semantic
Web ontologies. However, they neither offer an efficient solution,
nor do they solve the fundamental problem of lack of semantics in
the standard specification itself.
2.2. SDIF
The original aim of SDIF (Sound Description Interface Format) [5]
was the efficient binary representation of frame-based spectral data
in an analysis/synthesis framework. However, this was soon extended towards the inclusion of more complex types and higher
level features. Although this format is available in existing audio applications, unfortunately its rigid specification is too specific
to its original purpose. This compromises semantics and extensibility. Moreover, its binary representation is not well suited for
searchable persistent database storage. Therefore this format can
not ideally be used in a general information framework.
2.3. ACE XML
ACE XML is a collection of multi-purpose file formats developed
for the jMIR package. It enables communication between its components such as the jAudio [8] feature extraction library and the
ACE [9] classification engine. It provides Document Type Definitions (DTD) for storing audio features as well as training class
labels and taxonomies for classification. Unfortunately the format
wasn’t developed further to cover a wider set of use cases or a
wider range of audio features within a hierarchical relationship. It
falls short compared to MPEG-7 even in representation and compactness with regards to multidimensional feature values. As a
common problem with XML based formats, it permits somewhat
ad-hoc definition of feature types without the possibility to establish meta-level relationships (such as equivalence) for the purposes
of interoperability or the reuse of data expressed using this format.

2.4. IXD
The Integra Extensible Data (IXD) format was developed within
the Integra project for the libIntegra [10] library. This software library provides interlinking and persistent storage facilities for audio processing and live composition environments (such as PD and
Max/MSP) in a software independent manner. It is based around
the concept of multimedia module encapsulating signal processing functionality. The IXD format appears to be well designed and
well suited for representing module information for the purposes
of storing module states and parameters in the local file system or
in a remote database. It provides a good example of an XML-based
schema which doesn’t entirely overlook semantics and ontological
considerations. For instance, it is possible to define hierarchical
inheritance relations between modules. However, it is not possible
to do so in defining module attributes, closely tied with module
definitions in an object-orientated manner. Although the format
moves in this direction, it does not permit the definition of semantic associations rich enough to be used in a more generic way.
2.5. AAF and the AES31-3 standard
The Advanced Authoring Format (AAF) [11] is in our concern because of its ability to describe media production workflows. It is
the successor of Open Media Framework (OMF) and considered
to be a superset of the AES31-3 standard. These formats deal with
the relationship of signals within an audio processing application
such as the clip composition of a project, and simple events such as
fades, transitions, and process automation. AES31 was published
in text, without the use of a definition language. Therefore, its semantics is highly intermingled with its syntax specification. AAF
on the other hand provides a reference software library besides its
textual specification.
This format specifies an object-orientated (OO) class model
for interchanging audio-visual content as well as associated metadata. This maps well on the typical class hierarchy of application
storage containers. For extensibility, the format specifies MetaClasses which can be included in Meta-Dictionaries and sent along
with an AAF file. Yet, the specification contains statically coded
information such as media types. Therefore it fails to support a dynamically extensible system. Most extensions would require generating and recompiling source code. This does not permit easy
adaptation to user’s needs in situations such as describing new signal processing elements of a production system. The rigid data
model consisting of closely joint objects and properties, and the
typically used binary encoding, do not support the development
of query interfaces to assist workflow management, nor does it
support automated inferencing on persisted metadata. Building an
interlinked database over various facilities would also be problematic. Finally, the supplied SDK confines monolithic, single language implementation. These drawbacks had led to the need for
mapping AAF terms onto XML based vocabularies and data encoding [12] types. However, the format is still lacking semantic
associations, therefore the afore mentioned problems are not fully
solved.
2.6. Common Problems and a Solution
It is generally recognised that the use of metadata requires agreement on how it is produced, structured and interpreted. However,
an important problem can be identified as the lack of normative
methods in creating and publishing metadata formats. Describing
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a standard in a plain text document is equivalent merely to setting
conventions on how data should be understood. Using an XML
based schema language, such as XSD, is a significant step forward. However, it permits ad-hoc definition of metadata elements,
and lacks the formalism of defining relationships between them.
This hinders modularity and reusability of the published schema,
and interoperability of the represented data. Although choosing
a formalised syntax allows machine-readability and translation, it
does not support automatic interpretation.
Ontology languages provide a solution by formalising the expression of semantics, that is, what we mean by certain concepts,
and how we intend to relate them to other concepts in a domain.
This permits modularity and extensibility of schema expressed using these languages, thus allows developers to focus on a field of
interest without limiting the use of their specification outside of
that domain.
The W3C6 has issued a number of recommendations for representing formal ontologies. Since machine-processable representation of heterogeneous data on the Semantic Web is similar to
the problem of representing diverse musical information, we argue
that these technologies provide good common ground for representing data in music processing applications.
3. DATA MODEL

3.2. Ontologies
Although RDF provides a fundamental data model, it does not
have the facilities for expressing complex relationships required
in domain modelling. In order to precisely communicate information in RDF statements, we have to be able to define and refer to
concepts: such as a specific algorithm we use for audio processing,
its concrete implementation and its parameters. We also need a vocabulary of well defined relationships existing in the application.
For example, we link parameter values denoted as RDF literals
with conceptual representation of the parameter itself. Ontologies
are the tools for establishing these elements in a knowledge representation model. Building ontologies is therefore the process of
Knowledge Engineering.
Semantic Web ontologies are created using the same conceptual framework that is used for communicating the data. However,
additional vocabularies are required for expressing formal ontologies, as well as for improving machine interpretability. To this
end, a hierarchy of languages is proposed by the W3C. This includes RDF Schema, for defining classes and properties of RDF
resources, and OWL for making RDF semantics more explicit. Using OWL-DL7 we can impose restrictions on the range and domain
types of properties, and constraints on cardinality, the number of
individuals linked by a property. In the next section, we review the
ontologies we use as basis for our information model.

In this section, we review the data model we use, and the set of
ontologies permitting the representation of main metadata types
we listed in section 2.
3.1. RDF and the Semantic Web
Similarly to the general Web: an interlinked network of documents, the Semantic Web is a heterogeneous network of interconnected data and services. This network may only work if various
disjoint data sets and services speak the same language. Thus, they
have to follow some common data model or structured schema.
The problem however is that the Web exposes unbounded, diverse information, making it hard, if not impossible to design this
schema. Yet, the Semantic Web provides a surprisingly simple
solution to this problem: the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [13].
RDF is a conceptual data model providing the flexibility and
modularity required for publishing diverse semi-structured data—
that is, just about anything on the Semantic Web. It is also the
basis of more complex description languages, such as the OWL
Web Ontology Language, which provides a way of publishing extensible data schema. The model is based upon the idea of expressing statements in the form of subject – predicate – object. These
statements are also known as triples. A collection of triples can be
seen as a graph, with nodes representing subjects and objects, and
edges, representing predicates. Therefore, a large set of statements
form a complex network of semantic relationships.
Elements of these statements are literals or resources named
by a vocabulary of Unified Resource Identifiers (URI). This provides the model with an unambiguous way of referring to things,
as well as a resource linking mechanism through the use of HTTP.
RDF in itself does not specify a syntax for encoding information.
While XML is a common serialisation format for RDF data, more
compact and efficient representations exist such as the (both human and machine readable) N3 syntax.
6 The

World Wide Web Consortium (http://www.w3.org/)

3.2.1. The Music Ontology
The Music Ontology (MO) is a a standard base ontology for describing music related information. It is described in [14] and formally specified in [15]. This ontology provides the main conceptual framework and a development model we use in our work. It is
built on several ontologies specific to well-bounded domains. The
four most important ones are the Timeline Ontology, the Event
Ontology, the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records
(FRBR) ontology, and FOAF 8 . We only review those most pertinent to our application, therefore the interested reader is advised
to refer to the afore-mentioned documents. Besides reusing existing terms and ontologies, the Music Ontology provides ways of
plugging new terms under existing concepts. This aspect is of primary importance in our application, since it permits compatible
extensions.

3.2.2. Timeline Ontology
The Timeline Ontology [16] is conceptually derived from OWLTime. It is used to express temporal information related to audio,
including intervals and time instants, with possible references to
multiple timelines with different origins. As an example, we may
wish to relate a time based event occurring in an audio recording,
such as a note onset, to an audio timeline relative to the start of
the recording, or the universal physical timeline. The ontology
also provides mapping between relative timelines, such as that of
a continuous time signal and the regularly sampled version of it.
(see figure 1.)
7 A version of the Web Ontology Language based upon Description
Logic which ensures computability in all circumstances.
8 The Friend Of A Friend ontology represents relationships between
people.
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4. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT LIBRARY
In order to advocate advanced uses of metadata in audio processing, we develop a unified information framework and metadata
collection tool. This tool can be easily integrated with existing audio production software. Our primary motivation is in the use of
modular ontology schema, to overcome the limitations of currently
existing disharmonious metadata formats.
So far, we have discussed the advantages of using Semantic
Web ontologies, and introduced the ontologies we use. In this
section, we describe the software architecture of the RDF based
information back-end for managing metadata in audio and music
processing applications.
Figure 1: Using the Timeline Ontology

4.1. Design Decisions

3.2.3. Event Ontology
Another important backbone of MO is the Event Ontology [17]. It
is a broad conceptualisation of events: ’something, happening at
a particular place and time’. We can use this concept to describe
anything with a well-defined duration, location, and a number of
factors and agents. Therefore, it provides a very important link
between terms in ontologies. As an example, we use this for associating effect automation parameters and acoustical features with
the audio signal timeline.

3.2.4. Audio Features Ontology
The Music Ontology provides a wide range of musical concepts.
This includes high level editorial data, production data about musical recordings, and finally structural information of music using
the Event and Timeline Ontologies described above. However, it
does not attempt to cover sub-domains that are too specific. These
are addressed using extensions such as the Audio Feature Ontology (AF) and the Studio Ontology.
AF [18] provides an easily extended set of low-level and musicological features for modelling content-based audio descriptors.
Most features are seen as time-based events, therefore they are derived from the Event concept. This concept is generic enough to
be used in cases where a specific feature is not yet fully defined in
the AF Ontology.

3.2.5. Studio Ontology
The Studio Ontology addresses music production environments. A
set of domain specific ontologies are used for covering production
details, for instance, the music editing workflow. This ontology
includes the Multitrack Ontology, relating the internal structure of
media production tools to broader concepts in the Music and Studio Ontologies, and the Edit Ontology, which provides the semantic framework for collecting information about the music production process.
The Multitrack Ontology defines a hierarchy of concepts for
the representation of audio clips and tracks, and relates them to
the general purpose signal concept in the Music Ontology. These
constructs can be used in modelling the typical procedure of nonlinear editing in modern record engineering.

Although ontologies provide modularity in specifying metadata
schema and flexible knowledge management, often, static software
implementations limit the extensibility of a system. Among the
most common problems we find the use of external (relational)
database software, which is often accessed through hard-coded
query templates. This limits the ability of a specific implementation to adapt to changes in metadata schema, besides, accessing
the database involves expensive query processing. It is not uncommon that an object-based or RDF-based information system
is used together with a relational database back-end. This incurs
complicated mapping to relational schema which would otherwise
be unnecessary.
Our system avoids these problems by relying on an efficient
local hash database implementation, providing a native RDF store,
and low-level manipulation of statements in an RDF graph. In order to abstract these low-level calls, we develop an automatic mapping mechanism between application objects and RDF statements.
This system is able to persist application data, stored in an existing object hierarchy, together with semantic associations obtained
from ontology definitions. The mechanism also provides atomic
transaction management for groups of RDF statements associated
with data from common application objects.
Since our framework is to be used as an efficient semantic
metadata store, we avoid the overhead of network communication
between the database and the host application. Therefore, we implement the system as a shared dynamically loaded library, compiled together with a database implementation.
Finally, our system is able to extend the application with storage containers for representing metadata terms defined in ontologies. This is achieved using a meta-object protocol and an associated type system. This is described in sections 4.2 and 4.3.
4.1.1. Primary Requirements
The most important requirements of the system can be summarised
as follows:
• Extension: The system is be able to extend the application
with metadata storage dynamically.
• Mapping: The system is able to translate and store application data represented in an existing object hierarchy.
• Consistency: The system maintains metadata and database
consistency during interaction with a user.
• Integration: The system can be appended to an existing
audio application with the least possible interference with
original code.
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4.1.2. Dependencies and Configuration
Our current aim is to build a reference implementation for existing
audio applications written in C++, such as the open-source audio
editor: Audacity9 . This confines our choice of RDF tools to those
with C/C++ support. As basis for our triple store implementation,
we use the Redland RDF libraries. [20] This library permits inmemory or persistent storage. We configure the library to use an
efficient hash database. For this purpose, we use BerkleyDB 10 ,
a high-performance open-source embedded database solution distributed by Oracle. Our current implementation makes use of the
cross-platform framework wxWidgets 11 for greater compatibility
with Audacity. Ideally, it shall be using the Standard Template
Library (STL). However, wxWidgets provides compatible classes
which makes such transition relatively easy.
4.2. Metaobject Protocol
Considering the previously described use cases, (see section 4.1.1)
finding an efficient way of accessing from or updating information
to a triple store from an audio editor is a primary challenge. Using
a local database which is dynamically loaded into the application,
this can be achieved in two ways: using in-process API calls, or
using SPARQL12 . Because of the computational expense associated with query processing, we base our implementation on lowlevel API calls. However, besides the burden of manipulating the
RDF store at a fairly low level, an important problem arises form
conflicting data models: the class hierarchy of a typical objectorientated application, and the RDF graph. As a solution to this
problem, we use a software engineering technique called metadata
mapping. 13 We provide a mechanism which allows persisting application objects in an RDF database automatically. However, this
requires the data in the application to be associated with ontological semantics. This is described in section 3.2. A further use case
entails that we have to be able to instantiate objects, representing
arbitrary metadata terms defined in an ontology. In our system, a
run-time Metaobject Protocol (MOP) [21] provides the basis for
the solution to both of these problems.
Metaobject protocols were originally developed for the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) [22]. They can also be found in
the context of more recent dynamic languages such as the Python
interpreter14 . Metaobject protocols allow for extensible association of data with semantics within an application. Therefore, the
application is able to inspect the internal state of its objects. For
our particular use cases, we do not need to implement the full
protocol required for a dynamic interpreter. Yet, it is beneficial
for blending functional and logic programming paradigms when
managing metadata in an efficient but static programming environment.
In our library, we implement a metaobject protocol to facilitate metadata mapping between application data and RDF data.
Two specific types of metaobjects are used for representing RDF
classes and properties. These metaobjects are statically designed
9 http://www.audacityteam.org/
10 http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/

berkeley-db/index.html
11 www.wxwidgets.org
12 SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language, an SQL-like language
for accessing an RDF knowledge base.
13 In the context of relational databases this is called object-relational
mapping.
14 http://www.python.org/

to represent information defined by ontology schema, however,
they are dynamically instantiated by a generator via an inference
mechanism when loading schema documents into memory. This
is achieved using the following protocol: Ontology schema are
parsed into a model using a suitable Redland syntax parser. Obeying RDF and OWL language rules, we build metaobjects for each
class and property defined in the ontologies in question. First,
we enumerate class and property declarations in the conjunctive
model and instantiate a skeleton object for each. Next, we separately infer the inheritance hierarchy within the disjoint hierarchies
of ontological terms and relationships. This information is appropriately used to model the same hierarchy within the set of previously created metaobjects. This is followed by assessing equivalence relationships and update the object model accordingly. Finally, the assignment of properties to classes in the model can be
made. The metaobjects resulting from this process are stored in
hash maps with keys corresponding to the resource URIs used for
identifying them. These objects are available in the application
and can be used to link data with semantics, and to create metadata containers according to their descriptions. In practice, this is
achieved by constructing objects of a specialised type system we
describe in section 4.3.
4.3. Type System
For the purpose of instantiating metadata containers as needed in
the editing workflow, we develop a type system associated with
the metaobject protocol and the basic node types appearing in the
RDF model. Elements of this system can be dynamically created
and used to store metadata in a generic way.

Figure 2: Type System
The system addresses the various data representation needs in
our software. Generic resource types are assigned a corresponding
metaobject, linking the resource to its ontological class definition.
These objects contain a map in order to model the properties associated with the class. Literals are modelled after the types permitted in RDF and XML Schema. We can represent both plain
string literals, and string literals coupled with a language tag this
way. Numerical types however require a more complex representation. Our solution is based on C++ template specialisation. We
map permitted XSD types15 to corresponding simple or complex
C++ data types wrapped into generic container templates. For instance, vectors and matrix classes can be mapped as plain strings
or suitable XML literals in the RDF representation.
The classes of this subsystem can be configured in three different ways. They can act as references simply associating semantics
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with data stored elsewhere. This is similar to the implementation
of logic references in the Castor logic programming library.[23]
The objects can be added to existing data structures, wrapping
existing functionality. Finally, they can be used independently,
within a separate hierarchy, for fulfilling more complex metadata
management needs. For example, this shall be used for storing the
wide range of audio features associated with a track. In all modes
of operation, a set of overloaded constructors are used for creating
appropriately configured objects, depending on their use.
4.4. Architecture
The architecture of the library consists of several classes with a
complex interaction model. A simplified diagram showing the
main building blocks can be seen in figure 3.

Dynamic objects represent terms and relationships as objects
in the application, string literals, simple XSD types as well as more
complex numerical types. The previously described type system is
implemented here.
4.5. The System in Use
Although the library is under development, it is already capable of
storing a wide range of manually entered data, as well as capturing information while a user interacts with the audio editor interface. In order to test the capabilities of the system, we created a
SPARQL query interface (figure 4) which allows the user to build
and execute complex queries, and retrieve data stored in the RDF
model.

Figure 3: System Architecture
The inference layer is used to extract the class and property
hierarchy of ontology definitions to build metaobjects. Logic programming functionalities can be added at this level in the future.
The interface and transaction layer is responsible for persisting the data stored in the object system, wrapping low-level graph
manipulation calls and coordinating the addition of triples that
must be stored atomically.
The mapping layer consists of a name space manager, a metaobject map, an object registry and a type mapper class. It is mainly
responsible for linking meta-objects and dynamic-objects used in
the system. The TypeMapper class maps XSD data type URI’s
used for identifying RDF typed literals onto function objects. These
function objects (or functors) are used for creating dynamic objects, appropriate instances of dynamic class templates as described
in the previous section.
The object management layer consists of the meta object and
dynamic object managers. Their primary function is storing and
maintaining the objects created during the interaction with the model.
Some additional functionality, common across dynamic objects, is
implemented here using external polymorphism.
Meta-objects contain information corresponding to RDF and
OWL classes and properties. For example, a classInfo object holds
the inheritance hierarchy of a particular class. These instances are
dynamically generated when parsing ontology schema.

Figure 4: SPARQL query interface
SPARQL is a W3C recommendation for accessing RDF data
stores. It’s standardisation and increasing support promotes the
adoption of RDF as a main metadata language. It allows retrieving
information from RDF knowledge bases in a similar manner to
querying relational databases using SQL. A query consists of a set
of triple patterns that are matched against the data in the RDF store.
Query results are composed of variable bindings from matching
statements, typically based on a SELECT clause specified by the
user.
The above example shows the use of the Multitrack Ontology
for representing two audio tracks and two audio clips created in
the editor. When queried appropriately, the model returns a list of
clips and tracks they are associated with. This interface enables
novel ways of accessing audio related metadata, for example, we
will be able to answer queries such as: list all audio tracks where
dynamic range compression was applied with the ratio of 1:5.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a software library for collecting audio related metadata in an extensible, ontology-driven framework. Our approach
is using techniques borrowed from the Semantic Web community, and demonstrates the application of these techniques in an
audio editor application. By overcoming the limitations imposed
by disharmonious metadata practices and standards, our library facilitates advanced and creative use of metadata in music production environments. Typical use case examples include advanced
queries, enabling navigation by semantic associations or highlighting audio sections processed in a particular way. The system can
also be used for publishing data about the music production process. This can be valuable in forthcoming music related Semantic
Web applications. Future work includes interconnecting our library with a number of audio processing host environments, such
as the Ladspa/LV2[25] and Vamp[24] plugin host libraries, as well
as providing further ontological extensions enabling these connections.
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ABSTRACT
A new method for the analysis of inharmonic instrumental tones
is presented. The method exploits an equation derived from the
well-know inharmonic series equation, where the inharmonicity
coefficient is balanced with the frequencies and numbers of any
two partials extracted from a pseudo-harmonic series. A serial
search for increasingly deviating spectral peaks is aided with the
integrated refinement of increasingly reliable inharmonicity coefficient and fundamental frequency estimates. This firsthand
approach to the problem of evaluating inharmonic spectra brings
about an unprecedented level of simplicity, efficiency and accuracy.
1. INTRODUCTION
As opposed to the solutions of the wave equation, the frequencies of the modes of vibration of actual instrumental strings are
not exact integer multiples of the fundamental frequency. In fact,
material stiffness imparts an additional, curvature-related restoring force, which raises higher frequency components above their
“ideal” harmonic position.
In mathematical terms, the relation between the kth partial fk
and the fundamental frequency f0 of a spectrum featuring such
inharmonicity can reliably be expressed as

f k = kf 0 1 + β k 2 ,

π 3 Qd 4 ,

To help the reader situate the proposed method of MedianAdjustive Trajectories (MAT), the next section opens with a
chronological overview of the main existing methods for automatically estimating the analytical values of ȕ and f0. The proposed method is thereafter explained in detail.
2.1. Previous methods
Ever since it has been considered, the problem of automatically
estimating the inharmonicity coefficient has been approached
indirectly. In 1994, Galembo and Askenfelt pointed out that the
one peak produced in the cepstra and Harmonic Product Spectra
of inharmonic tones features distinctive width, by the interpretation of which it is possible to derive an estimate for ȕ [2]. Thence
was cleverly suggested to take account of the “partial stretch”
caused by inharmonicity in the frequency-axis rescaling process,
leading to the expression for the Inharmonic Product Spectrum
(IHPS)
P

ª

p =1

¬

π IHPS ( f 0 , β ) = ∏ F« p 2π

2

º
f0
1 + βp 2 » ,
fs
¼

(3)

(1)

where ȕ is the so-called Inharmonicity Coefficient (IC). The latter can itself be related to physical parameters of a plain string
(i.e. not wounded) after the equation

β=

2. MEDIAN-ADJUSTIVE TRAJECTORIES

(2)

where fs is the audio sampling rate, p is the spectrum compression factor, P is the order of the IHPS, and F(Ȧ), the Fourier
transform of the signal at the angular frequency Ȧ.
The aim there was to obtain as high and narrow a peak as
possible, implying accordingly accurate estimates of ȕ and f0.
Practically, the IHPS can be implemented by the means of a nonuniform Fourier transform, evaluating

64 Tl 2
P

where Q is the material’s elasticity modulus, d the diameter, T
the tension and l the length of the string [1].
While inaudible in most plucked- and hit-string instruments,
this acoustical effect is perceptually noticeable on such instruments featuring sufficiently thick strings in their lower end. In
the case of the piano, for instance, the effect is so conspicuous it
cannot be ignored during the tuning process. Also, in sound synthesis, the proper emulation of instruments featuring audible inharmonicity necessarily requires the comprehension of the phenomenon. In any case, it is desirable to possess the means of
measuring the inharmonicity of tones.

N −1

π IHPS ( f 0 , β ) = ∏ ¦ x[n]w[n]e

− jpn 2π

2
f0
1+ β p 2
fs

(4)

p =1 n =0

for a number of f0 and ȕ values across their respective range of
possibilities. In (4), x[n] and w[n] are the nth samples of the discrete analysed signal x and window function w, respectively.
An alternative method, the Inharmonic Comb Filter (ICF),
was presented in 1999 by the same authors [3]. Here, (1) is used
to make the notches of a frequency-domain comb filter coincide
with the peaks of an inharmonic spectrum, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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f0 =

fm

,

(6)

m 1 + βm 2

and then substituting (6) into (1), yielding

fk = k

fm
m 1 + βm 2

1 + βk 2 .

(7)

Now we solve for ȕ,
2

Figure 1: Inharmonic comb-filtered spectrum
As in the case of the IHPS, f0 and ȕ are swept across their respective, user-estimated range of realistic values. For each combination, the sum of the values of the accordingly comb-filtered
power spectrum is evaluated. The f0 and ȕ couple yielding the
least sum is finally taken as the best estimate.
The major inconvenient of both above-presented methods is
the necessity of evaluating the IHPS/ICF for a number of f0 and ȕ
combinations. In [3], for instance, ȕ is given an initial value of
300Â10-6, while f0 is varied logarithmically between 20 and
200Hz in 200 steps to get a rough fundamental frequency estimate. Secondly, f0 is linearly varied in 30 steps across +/−10%
the previously obtained estimate, and at each step, ȕ is varied
between 0 and 0.001 in 200 logarithmic steps. Thirdly, f0 and ȕ
are both varied in 30 linear steps around +/−5% the estimates
obtained in the previous run. Altogether, this brings the power
spectrum to be comb-filtered and summed 7,100 times.
Rauhala, Lehtonen and Välimäki addressed in 2006 the need
for a far more efficient algorithm [4]. The method uses a peak
detection where the peak-detection frequency bands are centred
on estimates for the partial frequencies fk. The latter are obtained
from the substitution into (1) of estimates for ȕ and f1,

1 + βˆk 2 .
fˆk = kfˆ1
1 + βˆ

§ m·
2
¨ fk ¸ − fm
.
(8)
k¹
©
β=
2
§ m·
2
k 2 fm − m2 ¨ fk ¸
© k¹
Thus, any couple of partials of a spectrum known to belong to
the series stemming from the fundamental frequency, and whose
numbers are known, can provide with an estimate of ȕ. The difficulty resides in finding partials when ȕ remains unknown, especially at high partial indexes, as the kth partial of an inharmonic
series deviates by k((1+ȕk2)0.5-1) times the fundamental frequency. Fig. 2 illustrates such deviation in the example of a bass
guitar open E with fundamental frequency f0 § 20.6356Hz and IC
ȕ § 3.9602Â10-4. For values of ȕ that substantial, this frequency
stretch renders unreliable the detection of pseudo-harmonics using frequency bands centred on integer multiples of the fundamental frequency.

(5)

The trend of the frequency differences between the estimated
and measured inharmonic series is considered: a positive trend
suggests too great a ȕ estimates, and vice-versa. The estimate is
accordingly adjusted in an iterative peak-detection process, and
thus made to converge towards a precise estimate.
2.2. Median-Adjustive Trajectories (MAT)
As suggested by Alexander Galembo’s Inharmonic Calculator [5], the IC can be expressed in terms of the frequency and
number of any two partials of a series. This is done by expressing f0 in terms of the mth partial fm as

Figure 2: A Bass Guitar example of partial frequency deviation as multiple of the fundamental frequency.
On the other hand, the deviation caused by realistic inharmonicity values on the first two partials is trivial. In the previous
example, for instance, the deviation of those does not exceed one
thousandth of the fundamental frequency.
The present method takes advantage of this fact. Here, we estimate the frequencies of the two prominent peaks within narrow
peak-detection frequency band, respectively centered around f0,ET
and 2f0,ET (f0,ET is the user-input, Equal-Temperament fundamental frequency). Thereafter, those values and corresponding peak
numbers are substituted into (8) for the calculation of the first
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entry of an array B of ȕ estimates. This estimate is used in (6), in
turn with each of the above-mentioned partial frequencies, to
calculate the first two entries of another array of estimates Fo.
The arrays’ medians are finally substituted into (1) in place of ȕ
and f0 to obtain a frequency estimate for the next partial. This
estimate is used as the centre frequency of the peak-detection
frequency band of the next “partial step”.
Fig. 3 pictures the first three steps of the method in detail,
and can be regarded as a pictorial aid to the implementation of
the algorithm, to be used with equations (1), (6) and (8) at hand.
f1

f2

(8)

(6)

of ȕ estimates for K measured partial frequencies, along with K f0
estimates.
Another way of interpreting the procedure is to visualise a
trajectory of the form (1) for a continuous k, on either sides of
which are picked up the closest peaks. The frequency information related to those peaks feeds back into (1) to adjust the trajectory and progress further into the spectrum. Fig. 4 shows such a
trajectory at three different stages of its adjustment, during the
analysis of a C#3 of a hammered dulcimer (with a 69.0789Hz
fundamental frequency). As it is more convenient for visualization, the ordinate axis here represents the derivative of the frequency series for a continuous k,

df k
1 + 2βk 2 .
= f0
dk
1 + βk 2

B1

Fo2

(6)

(10)

(1)

As for the measured frequencies (circles), they were substituted
in (10) using (6).

f1

f2

(8)

f1

f3

(8)

f2

(8)

B3

(6)

Fo3

f3

f4

(8)

(8)

B6

Figure 4: Three states of a median-adjustive trajectory

Equation input

Data

Store into

Median

The peak-detection process can be carried as far as the series
features sufficient energy to raise peaks above the threshold of
noise. It was empirically determined most convenient to use the
average of the magnitude spectrum as the value against which to
compare the magnitude of each newly detected peak. Fig. 5 gives
an idea of the level of such a threshold within the spectrum of a
mandolin’s G3. This magnitude threshold check, introduced in
the peak detection loop, allows the latter to stop when no more
significant partials are found.

Find

Estimate

2.3. Refinement of the partial frequency estimates

(6)

(e)

(1)

Equation e

As

Fo4

(1)

Array A of size s

Figure 3: Median-Adjustive Trajectory method
As the figure suggests, there is a potential triangle number
E=

K2 − K
2

(9)

The accuracy of the ȕ estimate is necessarily dependent on
the accuracy of the spectral analysis. It is therefore desirable to
use long window sizes, at least of 214 (16,384) samples for a CDquality sample rate (44,100Hz). Also, when dealing with instruments such as the piano, which feature courses of strings (i.e.
two or more strings are coupled to increase the volume of each
note), windows of 215, or even 216 samples enhance the chances
of making the distinction between parallel series.
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Let us express a segment of N samples of a complex signal
x[n] as the sum of N frequency components, each of complex
amplitude ak and angular frequency Ȧk,
N −1

x[ n ] = ¦ a k e jωk n , n = 0,1,..., N − 1 .

(11)

k =0

The signal’s one-sample shifted version, x’[n], can likewise be
expressed as
N −1

N −1

k =0

k =0

x ′[ n ] = ¦ a k e jωk (n −1) = ¦ a k e jωk n e − jωk .

(12)

Now we express the Fourier series X[p] of x[n],
Figure 5: Magnitude spectrum average used as peak detection threshold

X [ p] =

Meanwhile, regardless of the size of the window, it is possible to refine the DFT-quantised frequency of a peak standing on
a discrete-frequency axis. For example in [4], a continuous peak
is imagined between the detected discrete-frequency maximum
and its immediate neighbours. Assuming the shape of a secondorder polynomial, the frequency value at which the corresponding first-order gradient is nil is taken as a better estimate as to
where the frequency component actually stands.

2π

−j
1 N −1 N −1
¦¦ a k e jωk n e N
N n =0 k =0

pn

, p = 0,1,..., N − 1 .

(13)

We take the component frequencies Ȧk to deviate from being
harmonics of the analysis’ fundamental frequency by İk radians
per sample, i.e. Ȧk = 2ʌk/N + İk. Thus we can reformulate (13) as
2π

j ( k − p )n
1 N −1 N −1
¦¦ a k e N e jε k n .
N n =0 k =0

X [ p] =

(14)

Meanwhile,
N −1

¦e

j

2π
( k − p )n
N

= 0, k ≠ p .

(15)

n =0

Thus, on the condition that the components are exact multiples of
the analysis’ fundamental frequency (implying İ = 0), we can
write

X [ p] = a p ,

(16)

and likewise,

X' [ p ] =
Figure 6: An example of partial frequency estimation
with quadratic fit.

N −1

¦a e
p

− jω p

= a pe

− jω p

n =0

= X [ p ]e

− jω p

.

(17)

By taking the product of the time-shifted spectrum X’[p] with the
conjugate of the original spectrum, X*[p], we obtain

Alternatively, the use of Complex Spectral Phase Evolution
(CSPE) [6] offers a significant frequency refinement for all components detected in the Fourier analysis, and can be integrated in
the algorithm without so much as a handful of extra lines before
the peak detection loop. Here, the Fourier analysis is performed
twice, the second time upon a one-sample shift of the same discrete signal. The product of the time-shifted spectrum with the
complex conjugate of the initial spectrum conveniently isolates
the actual frequencies of the detected components.

X' [ p]⋅ X ∗ [ p] = X [ p] e
2

− jω p

,

(18)

and therefore can extract the desired frequency taking

ω p = ∠(X' [ p ] ⋅ X ∗ [ p ]).

(19)

Equations (16) and (17) strictly hold only when the fundamental
frequency of the analysed signal is an integer multiple of the nat-
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ural frequency of the analysis, in which case, ironically, any frequency refinement is unnecessary. However, the method allows
room for error, as will verify the following tests.

The error RMS of the quadratic fit estimate exhibits little, irrelevant accuracy fluctuation across the frequency domain. On
the other hand, it appears that the accuracy of the CSPE is highly
dependent on frequency. At a quarter of the sampling frequency,
the CSPE error RMS curve exhibits a minimum of 10-9, which is
108 lesser than for the quadratic fit refinement. The CSPE exactitude falls off dramatically on either side of that frequency. Yet it
was found to remain almost a hundred times lesser than the quadratic fit error RMS at the lower musical extreme of 20Hz.
(20)

The estimates of the quadratic fit were compared with those
of the CSPE. A sequence (fc) of twenty centre frequencies, equally spaced between the excluded limits of 0Hz and the Nyquist
frequency, was created:

( fc ) = c

fs
, c = 1,...,20
41

2.4. Peak detection faithfulness
For each c, 100 random, fc-centered frequency values were
generated:

§ f f ·
f r ,c = f c + rand¨ − s , s ¸, r = 1,...,100
© N N¹

(21)

i.e. the frequencies fr,c vary randomly around fc within one frequency bin of the Fourier analysis of size N to come. Those frequencies were used to generate equally many discrete pure tones
as follows:

f
ª
º
Yr ,c = sin «2π r ,c n + rand(0,2π )», n = 0,..., N
fs
¬
¼

(22)

A major advantage of the proposed method, stemming from
the firsthand accuracy of its partial frequency estimates, is its
potential to work with extremely narrow peak-detection frequency bands. In [4], large such bands opposed little protection
against the intrusion into the measurements of peaks belonging
to other series such as parallel series, or series of longitudinal
vibrations.
Fig. 8 shows a good example of how such partials can overshadow sought-for peaks, as well as the extent to which narrow
peak-detection frequency bands reduce this risk. The analysed
tone is a Steinway F2, with a fundamental frequency of 43.46Hz
and 1.18Â10-4 inharmonicity value. Here, the frequency bands
span 4 analysis bins across, which represents here one 16th of the
fundamental frequency, and one 12th of the bandwidth used in
the PFD method [4].

The Quadratic Fit (QF) and CSPE techniques were used to
get frequency estimates for each of those pure tones. For each
centre frequency, the RMS of the error of the 100 estimates was
computed as

RMS c , QF = RMS[ f r , c − QF(Yr , c )] ,
RMSc , CSPE = RMS[ f r , c − CSPE (Yr , c )].

(23)
(24)

Those error RMS values are presented graphically in Fig. 7.

Figure 8: Peak detection faithfulness of the MAT method

3. COMPARISON

Figure 7: Accuracy comparison of quadratic fit (top) and
CSPE (bottom) frequency refinements

Comparison tests were run which confronted the MAT method
with the Partial Frequency Deviation (PFD) method proposed by
Rauhala et al. in [4].
Sixteen fortissimo tones of a Steinway grand piano, ranging
from C#3 to C#7 (of respective equal temperament fundamental
frequency 34.6 and 1,108.7 Hz) in steps of major third were obtained from [7]. Prior to analysis, the sound files were formatted
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to mono-channel, 44.1 kHz sample rate. Then, in both methods’
cases:
•
•
•
•

•

was added to the time-domain signal to provide the spectra with
dummy peaks.

The first 0.3 seconds of all tones were discarded, to
minimise the presence of transient-related noise in
the spectra.
A window size of 214 samples was adopted.
The algorithms were arranged to use the abovedescribed CSPE method for refinement of the partial frequency estimates.
The algorithms’ respective performances were individually timed from the time-domain windowing
of the signals until the final estimates were obtained.
To improve the relevance of the statistics, each
tone was analysed four times, bringing the number
of performances up to 64.

As mentioned earlier, the PFD method requires the number
of partials to account for in the analysis to be specified. All the
while, the number of existing partials varies widely across the
range of subject tones. Fig. 9 exhibits the spectra of the two extreme tones C#3 and C#7.

Figure 10: Compared ȕ estimates from the PFD (circles)
and MAT (crosses) methods.
The accuracy of the peak detection proposed by the MAT
method is such that it was deemed unnecessary to compare the
algorithmic estimates with estimates obtained by the means of
visual identification of the relevant serial peaks. Until now, it
was common for such means to be resorted to, as in [4] and [9].
The comparison tests were implemented in Matlab, and run
on a laptop equipped with an Intel Core 2 Duo T8100 2.1GHz
processor and 2GB RAM. The total runtime and RMS error of
each method, for the 64 analyses, are presented in Table 1. Put in
perspective with similar tests produced in [5], where the PFD is
confronted with Galembo and Askenfelt’s ICF method, the Median-Adjustive Trajectory method stands as the most efficient
and accurate to date.
Table 1: Comparison of PFD and MAT methods

Figure 9: Peak series of a Steinway’s C#3 (top) and C#7
(bottom).
The MAT method code was arranged to return the number of
detected partials, to be used in the PFD in this regard. The ȕ estimates for the 16 tones, as issued by either method, are sequenced in Fig. 10.
To the exception of the first and second last entries, the two
sets are consistent throughout, which denotes the validity of either method. Also, the dramatic inharmonicity increase towards
the upper end of the piano keyboard corroborates the measurements shown in [8].
To measure with more precision and certainty the accuracy
of each method, the above-presented ȕ estimates were used in
turn to create inharmonic test tones using additive synthesis. The
initial phase of each sinusoid was given a random radian value in
the interval [0 2ʌ]. Also, because the PFD method in its first step
detects twice as many peaks as there are relevant partials, noise

MAT

PFD/MAT

2.48

0.719

3.4492

RMSerror

0.001067

0.00049268

2.1657

4. CONCLUSION
The leading methods for the automatic estimation of the IC and,
in some cases, theoretical fundamental frequency of string instrumental tones were presented and discussed in chronological
order. The proposed Median-Adjustive Trajectory (MAT) method, featuring a firsthand peak detection approach to the estimation of those theoretical values, was thereafter described and
schematised. The Complex Spectral Phase Evolution [6] was also
introduced as a beneficial tool for partial frequency estimation
refinement. Comparison of the MAT method with the PFD exhibits unprecedented accuracy and computational efficiency.
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In the future, the proposed method could be extended to account for several pseudo-harmonic series. In the tones produced
by finely tuned courses of strings, the frequency difference between partials of corresponding indexes cannot be seen early in
the series. When eventually the parallel series break apart, the
method has presently no command as to which series the median-adjustive trajectory will follow, and will return IC and fundamental frequency estimates for one of the strings only. A significant improvement would therefore be for the MAT method to
be able to return as many ȕ and f0 couples of estimates as there
are strings involved in the production of the analysed tone.
5.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a system which separates saxophone melodies from
composite recordings of saxophone, piano, and/or orchestra. The
system is intended to produce an accompaniment sans saxophone
suitable for rehearsal and practice purposes. A Melody Line Detection (MLD) algorithm is proposed as the starting point for a
source separation implementation which incorporates known information about typical saxophone melody lines, acoustic characteristics and range of the saxophone in order to prevent and correct detection errors. By extracting reliable information about the
soloist melody line, the system separates piano or orchestra accompaniments from the solo part. The system was tested with
commercial recordings and a performance of 79.7% of accurate
detections was achieved. The accompaniment tracks obtained after
source separation successfully remove most of the saxophone
sound while preserving the original nature of the accompaniment
track.

Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering
University of Miami
Coral Gables, FL USA

counted for and the use of tone models in MLD is introduced. The
system uses a MAP estimation to obtain the model parameters and
the final F0 trajectory is obtained by a salience detector and a multi agent architecture.
Paiva, Mendes and Cardoso [2] propose a melody line detection system which uses a model of the human auditory system as a
frequency analysis front end and MIDI-level note tracking. Periodicities within frequency channels are obtained by means of the
auto-correlation function and salience curves are used to segment
tone trajectories. Candidate fundamentals are eliminated based on
their salience, duration and octave relation.
Eggink and Brown [3] propose a system which detects melody lines played by a solo instrument in an accompanied sonata or
concerto. The key features of this implementation are the use of
knowledge sources and an instrument classification system. Our
proposed system is similar to this work in these respects.

1.2. Source Separation

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Melody Line Detection
Melody Line Detection is a problem that has received considerable
amount of attention due to the large number of applications that
could benefit from a solid and reliable algorithm for this purpose.
For example, systems for audio classification often use melody
lines to classify or identify tunes from a database, and query by
humming systems also use melody lines amongst other attributes
to identify a song. Music transcription systems can also benefit, as
detecting melody lines allows for music transcription of single
lines in polyphonic signals. Audio coding and segmentation can
also use melody lines and common musical structures to avoid
redundancy in coding schemes.
One of the earliest works in Melody Line Detection is the
system for predominant F0 estimation presented by Goto [1]. He
proposes a probabilistic method for melody and bass line detection where no assumption is made regarding the number of consecutive sources. The missing fundamental phenomenon is ac-

The process of isolating the signals associated with different
sources when only the mixture of all the signals is available is
called source separation. The complexity of source separation is
well known as in most cases no information about the mixing conditions of the signals is available. Furthermore, partial collisions
are frequent and inharmonicities present in most musical signals –
even in pitched musical instruments- make predictions even harder. The underlying assumption in this implementation is that given
the complexity of a blind source separation task, a well-detected
melody line along with saxophone instrument specific information
will permit a more successful source separation implementation.
Virtanen and Klapuri [4] propose a system for blind source
separation in monophonic recordings that represents signals as
sinusoids with time varying frequencies, amplitudes and phases
which are assumed to be constant in single frame analysis. Perfect
harmonicity is not assumed and the system builds upon the fact
that frequency ratios remain constant even when the fundamental
frequency varies. A linear model is used to force the spectral
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envelope of each sound to be smooth. The system incorporates an
iterative search for the parameters that best fit the observed spectra.
Woodruff, Pardo and Dannenberg [5] propose a method for
informed source separation that uses knowledge of the written
score and spatial information from an anechoic, stereo mixture to
isolate individual sound sources. The key feature of this model is
that it introduces a score alignment algorithm to further enhance
separation accuracy. The idea with the alignment algorithm is to
recover information about expressive timing and tempo from the
audio track that is not available in the score’s MIDI file.
Bay and Beauchamp [6] propose a source separation method
that represents each instrument as a time varying harmonic series
and uses information from the instruments’ spectra to enhance
detection and improve separation results. An instrument spectra
library is created using instrument samples from the University of
Iowa Database [7] and a nearest neighbor approach is implemented to find the spectrum in the library that best matches the F0
combination obtained with a Gaussian mixture.

analysis stage, audio is framed using a 3072 samples long Hanning window with a 50% overlap between consecutive frames.
The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is obtained for every audio
frame and a spectral compression approach as proposed in [8] is
used. The spectral compression stage raises the magnitude spectrum to the power of 0.67 as shown in Eq. 1. Previous results
show that the peak picking procedure is facilitated and octave errors decrease with the inclusion of this particular value at this
stage.

Input Audio

Frequency Analysis

Peak Detection

Tone Formation

2. PROPOSED MODEL
We propose a system which consists of two main stages: a melody
line detection stage where the soloist line is detected and a source
separation stage where the soloist line is removed from the track.
For the purposes of this paper, melody line detection refers to the
process of determining the sequence of notes played by a soloist
alto saxophone in a classical recording when the number of simultaneous instruments or sources in the accompaniment is not
known and no information about the mixing conditions of the
track is available. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the proposed
model.

Linking Tones

Melody Path

Figure 2: Block diagram of the melody line detection algorithm.

f (n)   DFT ( x(n))  with   0.67


Input Audio

(1)

Melody Line Detection
2.1.1 Peak Detection
Source Separation

Accompaniment Track

Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed model.

2.1. Melody Line Detection
A detailed block diagram of the melody line detection algorithm is
shown in Fig 2. Audio clips from commercial classical saxophone
recordings with either orchestra or piano accompaniments are
used. A monophonic track is obtained from the stereo recordings
and the sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz is kept. In the frequency

The magnitude spectrum is analyzed in the Peak Detection stage
and local maxima are found. The number of spectral peaks or tone
candidates is decimated in order to reduce complexity and remove
spurious peaks. Three approaches are taken: (1) a frequency dependant threshold is used and all peaks whose amplitude is below
the threshold are eliminated. (2) Information from the saxophone’s register is incorporated so any spectral peak lying outside
the range is eliminated. Both the regular register and the altissimo
register of the saxophone are incorporated. (3) A Perceptual Pruning stage is also incorporated, which keeps only the spectral peaks
that are perceived the most amongst all candidates. Specifically,
using the critical band boundaries presented in [9], spectral peaks
within a distance of 0.5 Bark are replaced by the strongest peak.
The spectrum is normalized and scaled to the equal loudness contours as defined in [10], and only the 5 peaks with the highest
loudness levels are kept for each frequency frame.
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Figure 3: Binary image representation of the tone candidates in an audio clip .
2.1.2. Tone Formation
The purpose of the tone formation stage is to build longer tones
from spectral peaks in different frames. In this stage the tone candidates of the entire clip are represented as a two dimensional array. The spectral peaks are represented as MIDI notes in a binary
image where the columns are time-frequency frames and the rows
represent saxophone notes. Fig. 3 shows a representation of an
audio clip as a binary image. It can be seen that for every time
frame – column – there are a maximum of 5 tone candidates. An
Image Processing stage uses morphological operations on the binary image to remove isolated pixels that represent tones that are
only one tone long and that are here assumed to be detection errors. The binary image is converted into a grayscale image whose
intensity values represent the peak’s amplitude normalized to a [0,
1] range. An Error Correction stage is then introduced where tones
that seem to be continuous in time but have one pixel gaps are
filled with the mean amplitude from adjacent pixels. Fig. 4 shows
the grayscale image obtained after the Image Processing and Error

Correction stages. It can be seen that all the isolated pixels have
been removed and the one pixel gaps have been filled. The intensity values of the image represent spectral amplitudes.
At this point, information about the usage of the different notes
within the saxophone’s repertoire is used to weigh the tone candidates. We use note likelihoods to bias the tone candidates towards
those notes which are more likely to be found in classical saxophone music. The use of note likelihoods in MLD applications
was introduced in [3] and here we take this approach one step further by also using saxophone instrument specific information. By
analyzing 4 pieces from the classical saxophone’s repertoire, Note
Likelihoods were obtained. The pieces analyzed were carefully
selected as to have the most general sample space possible, both
in terms of register and note usage and in terms of the different
periods of the instrument’s history. As was to be expected, the
middle register is more frequently used that the lower and altissimo register.

Figure 4: Grayscale image obtained after the Image Processing, and Error Correction stages. The intensity values represent the
amplitudes of the spectral peaks.
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A deep analysis of the saxophone’s repertoire shows that due to
the saxophone’s transposing nature there is marked tendency to
use keys with sharps in the key signature. To account for this fact,
the choice not to smooth the results across frequencies was made.
Details of this likelihood data is forthcoming and interested readers are welcome to contact the authors in the meantime. Fig. 4
shows a much cleaner representation of the tone candidates where
the continuity of the tones becomes more apparent after these various data have been applied. After the Tone Formation stage, the
two dimensional array of tones has been weighted with information from the spectral peaks’ amplitude and the Note Likelihoods.

2.1.3. Linking Tones
The final stage in the MLD algorithm is the Linking Tones stage
as shown in Fig. 2. The purpose of this stage is to identify and
create longer tones and to select the final sequence of tones that
corresponds to the melody path of the soloist saxophone. By using
simple logical operations in the pixels of individual rows – saxophone notes - the exact frames where every tone begins and ends
are detected. Now the likelihood of each formed tone, as a whole,
is incorporated into the process by using their spectral amplitudes
and Note Likelihoods. The tone likelihoods are normalized over
tone length to avoid bias towards longer tones.
To create the final melody path, a Starters Detection algorithm was implemented with the purpose of determining the first
tone within the melody path. Although we assume that the saxophone is playing at all times, we give the algorithm some flexibility within the assumption by searching for a starter note within the
first three frames of the audio clip. A maximum of 3 starter tones
are kept after an initial detection and starters are eliminated based
on their Tone Likelihoods so that only the ones with the highest
Tone Likelihoods are kept.
After the starter tones are detected the sequence of tones is
defined by means of a local search. Tones completely overlapping
with the starter tones were eliminated as tone candidates. As this
algorithm is meant to deal with audio clips from commercial recordings, reverberant conditions had to be accounted for. We use a
simple approach allowing successive melody tones to have up to
50% of overlap, and this proves to considerably increase the algorithm’s performance. We also incorporate more saxophonespecific information at this stage. As in the Note Likelihood analysis, the 4 selected pieces from the saxophone’s repertoire were
analyzed for the frequency interval occurrence. The goal once
again is to obtain numerical values for instrument specific Interval
Likelihoods. The Interval Likelihoods are used to weigh transitions between tones. To avoid broken melody lines, tones shorter
than 4 frames are under-weighted to reduce their likelihoods.
While this approach prevents some detection errors, it also allows
for the algorithm to deal with faster melody lines. The local search
continues until no tones are left and are either included in the melody line or are eliminated as possible tone candidates. As a maximum of 3 starter tones are allowed, a maximum of 3 melody
paths are obtained after the local search. At this point, the melody
path that exhibits the maximum likelihood is selected as the final
melody line.

2.2. Source Separation
After the melody path has been detected, the source separation
implementation uses the information to remove the soloist from
the audio track. For the source separation implementation an
Overlap and Add system is used where the audio track is segmented using a Sine window 3072 samples long with a 50% overlap between consecutive frames. The magnitude spectrum and the
melody path are used to modify the spectrum in such a way that
the best representation of the accompaniment spectrum is obtained. The Inverse Fourier Transform (IFFT) produces a time
domain signal from the modified spectrum.
At first, the algorithm determines the number of tones
present in every time-frequency frame. This stage is necessary because some time-frequency frames have two simultaneous tones,
one corresponding to the actual tone in the melody line and the
other one corresponding to a reverberant tail from the previous
tone. A TONE/TAIL flag is used to classify each tone either as a
current saxophone tone or as a reverberant tail. The next stage in
the algorithm consists of building a saxophone spectrum that best
represents the saxophone in every tone. Three things needed to be
considered before a representation of the saxophone spectrum
could be obtained: (1) total number of harmonics considered, (2)
location of each harmonic component and (3) amplitude of every
partial. As far as the number of harmonics included, results suggest a minimum of seven harmonics are necessary to accurately
represent the saxophone’s spectrum. Building a spectrum with
fewer harmonics results in audible artifacts and some tonal components left after the source separation process.
The location of the harmonic components was obtained assuming perfect harmonicity as a starting point and refining their
location by searching the spectrum for local maxima. A well
known characteristic of conical bore instruments is the flattening
of upper resonances in relation to the fundamental component due
to open end corrections in the tone hole lattice. For this reason
refinement of the locations of the harmonic components was performed searching in lower frequency bins than the calculated for
perfect harmonicity.
The amplitude of the harmonics was determined based on the
assumption that 80% of the peak’s spectral amplitude is produced
by the soloist and the remaining 20% belongs to the accompaniment. This percentage showed to provide good separation results
for most signals. To represent and capture the variations of the
saxophone’s spectral envelope, the amplitude of the first three
partials was kept to be 80% of the spectral peak’s amplitude and
the remaining components were weighted with a frequency dependant decay as described in [11].
The saxophone spectrum representing each tone is built and
by means of a spectral subtraction implementation, the accompaniment spectrum is obtained. For tones classified as reverberant
tails, only 70% of the tone’s amplitude is removed.

3. RESULTS
For the purpose of testing the algorithm, six different audio clips
were taken from commercial recordings. Three of them were piano
and saxophone recordings and the other three were orchestra and
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saxophone. Each clip was processed manually and the notes being
played by the saxophone were transcribed and used to compare the
results delivered by the algorithm. The performance of the algorithm was tested on a frame by frame basis and results are shown
in percentages of correct frames detected. To assess the contribution of each module to the overall performance of the algorithm,
the different processing stages were temporarily removed from the
system and the same clips were used to test performance. The
modules were removed one at a time and performance was tested
for following stages: Perceptual Pruning, Error Correction, Note
likelihood, Interval Likelihood and Reverberant Conditions. Results are shown in Fig. 5 and exhibit that each one of the modules
contributes to improving the performance of the system. In all
cases the performance of the system decreases when removing
modules. It is particularly important the contribution of the Error
Correction module where performance decreases 18.79% when
removing the stage. Similarly removal of the Reverberant Conditions module brings a 14.45% decrease of the system’s performance.

frames where the algorithm had detected the wrong note the correct note had been also selected as a tone candidate but was not
included in the final melody path. This result shows that Frequency Analysis, Error Correction and both pruning stages provide
solid and reliable information of the most relevant tones within the
track.
The MLD algorithm decreases in performance in audio clips
with faster tempos and faster rhythmic structures; however, the
analysis of the tone candidates in each frame shows once again a
tendency to include the right note as a tone candidate but not to
incorporate it in the final melody path. Further work needs to be
done to guarantee a melody path that while avoiding spurious detections and “jumpy” melody lines, achieves a better performance
in faster tempos.
In most of the obtained accompaniment tracks hints of the
saxophone could still be perceived. The biggest difficulty in the
Source Separation stage is to accurately determine how much of
the spectral content belongs to the soloist and how much is part of
the accompaniment. The number of simultaneous sources is not
known and harmonic collisions of the different instruments are
hard to predict but too frequent in nature as to be neglected. The
percentage used represented a good tradeoff between the amount
of soloist removed and accompaniment information left, but this
tradeoff could be improved as well.
Obtaining piano tracks showed to be a more complicated task
than obtaining orchestra tracks. This was to be expected as with
more instruments playing in the orchestra, imperfections caused
by spectral subtraction are not so evident. The saxophone sound
left in the accompaniment tracks is much more noticeable for piano tracks too. Results show that it might be convenient for future
work to use different parameters in the source separation algorithm when piano tracks are used. Slightly wider bands surrounding the spectral peaks proved to deliver better results in piano
tracks.

Figure 5: Performance of the MLD algorithm.
For the MLD tests described the six clips used were in average 2.0
seconds long. Some preliminary tests were performed using longer
clips up to 8 seconds long. The performance of the algorithm considerably decreased and results suggest that a segmentation algorithm might be needed to obtain shorter clips from the original
tracks. These results also suggest a strong dependence of the algorithm on the assumption that the saxophone is continuously playing. The Linking Tones module benefits from melodic continuity,
but in longer clips where silent frames are frequent, performance
considerably decreases.
A common cause of error in the Melody Detection algorithm
was octave confusion. Due to the usual harmonic relation between
the accompaniment and the soloist line, it was a common mistake
for the algorithm to detect the melody line an octave below the
actual F0 played by the soloist. The algorithm was tested using the
magnitude spectrum raised to the second power instead of using
the spectral compression stage. The number of frames where the
algorithm detects the melody in the wrong octave was compared
and results show that the octave error percentage decreased 30%
with spectral compression.
It is important to mention that after thorough evaluation of
the results obtained with each of the six clips tested, in most of the

4. CONCLUSIONS

This project has shown that the extraction of solid information
from the melody line allows for a successful blind source separation task. The use of frequency analysis techniques and the inclusion of specific information about the saxophone, musical lines
and intervals is critical to the algorithm’s performance. Furthermore, the treatment of reverberant conditions and the implementation of an error correction stage considerably increase the system’s
performance. In the Source Separation stage, accompaniment
tracks that preserve the nature of the accompaniment sound with
limited saxophone sound remaining and reduced amount of audible artifacts were obtained. Determining the amplitude of the saxophone spectral content within the track is still a challenge as collisions between partials are expected to happen but are not easily
predicted. The approach taken delivers acceptable separation results and represents a good tradeoff between saxophone sound
removed and accompaniment sound left.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a simplified model for the string-bridge
interaction in guitars or other string instruments simulated by digital waveguides. The bridge model is devised for the displacement
wave representation in order to be integrated with other models for
string interactions with the player and with other parts of the instrument, whose simulation and implementation is easier in this
representation. The model is based on a multiplierless scattering matrix representing the string-bridge interaction. Although not
completely physically inspired, we show that this junction is sufficiently general to accommodate a variety of transfer functions
under the sole requirement of passivity and avoids integration constants mismatch when the bridge is in turn modeled by a digital
waveguide. The model is completed with simple methods to introduce horizontal and vertical polarizations of the string displacement and sympathetic vibrations of other strings. The aim of this
paper is not to provide the most general methods for sound synthesis of guitar but, rather, to point at low computational cost and
scalable solutions suitable for real-time implementations where the
synthesizer is running together with several other audio applications.
1. INTRODUCTION
Although more general frameworks, e.g. based on time domain
finite differences (TDFD) schemes [1] on non-uniform spacetime stencils have been proposed, the Digital Waveguide (DW)
paradigm [2] is appealing for the physically inspired synthesis of
musical instruments, including guitar, which is the object of this
paper. However, the basic propagating wave model based on the
ideal string model, which is implemented in the DW with simple
delay lines and pure reflections at the bridge and nut, is clearly not
sufficient. To achieve realistic synthesis the simple DW technique
must be extended to include dispersive propagation due to string
bending stiffness, accurate modeling of the bridge and the nut, as
well as usable models for the interaction of the player with the
instrument and for collisions of the string with other parts of the
instruments.
In a previous paper [3] we proposed a simple model of the
plucking action exerted by the player on the string, which is
demonstrated in the PluckSynth plugin, which can be freely downloaded at http://staffwww.itn.liu.se/∼giaev/soundexamples.html.
New models for the collision of the string with the fretboard,
for the production of harmonics and for the imperfect clamping of
the fingers on the fretboard are proposed in a forthcoming paper
[4]. All these models were devised using displacement waves to

represent the solution. In particular, the collision model requires
continuous testing of the string displacement to detect the instants
in which the string comes in contact with the neck or other obstacles. This is most efficiently performed in the displacement traveling wave representation, without the need for time integration of
the solution.
Several approaches have been proposed for the accurate modeling of the guitar bridge in classical or acoustic guitars [5, 6, 7].
As in most models, the ultimate calibration requires accurate measures of the admittance functions of the bridge in both horizontal and vertical string polarizations, together with cross-coupling
of these modes. In the measurements it is quite difficult to isolate the effect of the bridge from the influence of the guitar body.
The analysis is complicated by the fact that the bridge rests on
a vibrating soundboard, which is a complex mechanical system
deeply influencing the dynamics of the bridge in acoustic instruments. This system is best described by modal analysis rather than
digital waveguide meshes. In electric guitars the bridge rests on
considerably more rigid supports. While the solid or partly hollow body still vibrates, its effect on the bridge dynamics is less
prominent.
In this paper we propose a simple approach for modeling the
influence of the bridge on the oscillations of the string based on
a multiplierless scattering matrix to model the generic interaction,
together with a transfer function modeling the termination. Although our method is worked out in the displacement wave representation of the solution, its principles can be translated to other
representations. As the general modeling task is quite overwhelming, we will confine ourselves, for the time being, to the model of
the considerably simpler bridge found in electric guitars, whether
archtop or flattop. In other words, we disregard the important details of the effect of the soundboard and radiation on the string
oscillations. We show that, in spite of its simplicity, the scattering
element preserves passivity and its use does not restrict the class
of termination transfer functions. The model is completed with
methods to introduce horizontal and vertical polarizations of the
string displacement and sympathetic vibrations from other strings.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive a
model for the string-bridge connection. In Section 3 we include
considerations on the simulation of horizontal and vertical string
polarization modes within the model. In Section 4 we comment
on some of the results obtained. Finally, in Section 5 we draw our
conclusions.
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Figure 1: Diagram of the string-bridge geometry.

2. A MODEL FOR THE CONTACT OF THE STRING
WITH BOUNDARY SYSTEMS

In this section we derive a scattering junction suitable to model
a typical bridge of electric guitars or other contacts of the string
with the nut and the frets. While bridge modeling is usually accomplished by considering wave impedances and admittances of
the bridge or the nut, these are most conveniently formalized in
the velocity waves representation of the solution [7]. While it is
true that most results can be carried over to the displacement wave
representation, the results depend on integration constants. It is
well known that D’Alembert’s solution of the wave equation in
terms of the sum of traveling waves is invariant by the addition
of opposite sign constants to the two wave variables. Especially
when the string and the bridge interaction are both modeled by
means of waveguides, arbitrary constants mismatch on both sides
can cause amplitude jumps to the wave variables. These jumps are
not revealed in the solution as they cancel out. However, when the
interaction concerns one of the two wave variables in one waveguide with another one in the other waveguide, constant mismatch
can cause problems. The same is true for interactions of the string
with other parts of the instrument as the amplitude jumps travel
along the string.
Motivated by a “clean,” mismatch-free, modeling in the displacement wave variables, our starting point is the inclusion of a
generic system attached to each end of the DW to represent the
contact of the string with the termination. The generic system
that we propose is described by a multiplierless scattering matrix, whose entries are ±1/2. Although this matrix is not strictly
derived from a specific physical model, it includes all the necessary features so that, in a linear model, the transfer function of the
bridge termination regulating how the incident transversal wave is
reflected by the string-bridge junction back into the string, can be
arbitrarily adjusted or fitted to measurements, under the sole requirement of passivity.
In most guitars, the string is pulled from head to tail and “sees”
the nut and the bridge as obstacles on its way. As shown in Fig. 1,
at these points the string is slightly bent toward the body. Since the
vertical component of the static tension of the string is increased by
bending, it holds the string pressed against the bridge and the nut.
A similar bending occurs when a finger presses the string against
the fretboard in the proximity of a fret. A detail of the bridge and
the tailpiece in a semiacoustic guitar is shown in Fig. 2. The active
portion of the string spanning from bridge to nut or fret is free to
vibrate. The passive part of the string spanning from bridge to tail
piece is strongly damped, although in some guitars a fairly long
portion (≈ 10 cm) of the string lying between the string and the
tailpiece is only moderately damped.

Figure 2: The bridge and tailpiece in a Gibson ES335 semiacoustic
guitar.
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Figure 3: Overview of the digital waveguide layout.

2.1. Digital Waveguides and Exceptional Points
For a flexible string in a linear regime, the wave equation
1 ∂2u
∂2u
= 2 2,
∂x2
c ∂t

(1)

where u = u(x, t) denotes the deformation of the string with respect to the equilibrium position holds everywhere, except at special points, which include the terminations and
p the segment where
the player plucks the string. In (1), c =
K0 /µ is the propagation velocity, µ is the linear mass density of the string and K0
is the string tension that is assumed to be constant. D’Alembert’s
solution of (1) can be written in form as the sum
u(x, t) = u− (x, t) + u+ (x, t)

(2)

−

where u (x, t) = fl (t + x/c) is a regressive (left going) propagating wave and u+ (x, t) = fr (t − x/c) is a progressive (right
going) propagating wave.
Wave propagation is simulated in a DW by space-time sampling the solution u(x, t). Given a temporal sampling interval T ,
the spatial sampling interval is chosen as X = cT , which simplifies the form of the discrete traveling wave solution. This allows
us to compute propagation in terms of two delay lines consisting
of chains of elementary delays, constituting the two rails of a DW.
At any given location, the deformation of the string is computed
as the sum of the contents of the upper and lower rails. The complete scheme of a DW including exceptional points, such as the
nut or fret, the bridge and the plucking zone is shown in Fig. 3.
Rather than modeling the exceptional points of the string as fixed
boundary conditions, e.g. enforcing null deformation or null velocity on the string only, we model the string as being connected
to dynamical systems, as is common practice in accurate DW synthesis. The exceptional points are modeled by means of junctions
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string. The important point is that the model of the interaction
of the string with the bridge or other element can be split into two
components: a generic scattering element and the equivalent transfer function of the termination.
In the velocity wave representation of the solution for an analog waveguide, a model of the bridge termination can be given in
terms of forces, velocities and driving-point impedances. In a simple model, the bridge and the two portions of the string share the
same velocity:
Vb (s) = Va (s) = Vp (s)
(3)

bridge
system

z−1
Figure 4: Diagram of the digital waveguide connected to the
bridge via a two-port junction.

consisting of two-port elements (two inputs - two outputs). These
elements characterize the change in the propagating waves due to
the interaction occurring at the special points.
One of these systems represents the bridge and is located at
x = L, where L is the length of the active portion of the string
spanning from the nut (or fret if a finger is pressing the string on
the fretboard) and the bridge. For simplicity, the length of the
string L is assumed to be an integer multiple N of the spatial sampling interval: L = N X. Tuning the discrete model of the string
also requires the use of additional fractional delays, which we will
disregard in these preliminary considerations.
Another system represents the nut or the finger-fret coupling
and is located at x = 0. Both nut/fret and bridge two-ports are
terminated and the characteristics of the terminating element will
ultimately influence the frequency dependent decay of the string
sound. Terminations are implemented as linear time-invariant filters.
The third junction represents the plucking interaction for
which a model was presented in [3], which allows for modeling
the player’s touch in the string excitation by means of a damped
spring-mass system subject to external force.
Since the two systems modeling the bridge and the nut/finger
are structurally similar, we will detail only the one representing the
bridge in the following sections.
2.2. The Bridge Junction
At the bridge termination, a short but finite segment of the string
is in contact with the bridge. All the static forces are assumed to
balance each other and do not intervene in our discussion which
concerns displacement with respect to the equilibrium position of
the string. The interaction of the string with the bridge is modeled
by the two-port block shown in Fig. 4, where the bridge system
specifies the bridge termination of Fig. 3.
The incident traveling wave from the string continues to
“travel” in the bridge and is partly reflected back into the string,
possibly altered by multipath delay and frequency dependent
damping. The way in which the vertical displacement of the string
travels into the bridge can be described by the longitudinal compression of a bar, but it should also include all the other elastic
elements in the chain from bridge to mounting screws and support. Since the string is usually snapped into a small notch, for the
horizontal displacement, i.e. parallel to the soundboard, bending
vibrations of the bridge can arise.
A similar type of mechanical interaction as that occurring at
the bridge is also valid for modeling the response of the string at
the nut and for modeling the imperfect finger-fret clamping of the

where Vb (s), Va (s) and Vp (s) respectively are the Laplace transforms of the velocities of the bridge, the active portion and the
passive portion of the string at√the string-bridge junction. The constant wave impedance R0 = K0 µ links both Va (s) and Vp (s) to
the corresponding force Fa = R0 Va (s) and Fp = R0 Vp (s), while
the complex, frequency dependent bridge impedance Rb (s) links
the bridge force Fb to bridge velocity: Fb = Rb (s)Vb (s). Using
the fact that the passive portion of the string is heavily damped at
the tailpiece termination, one can assume that the corresponding
velocity component Vp (s)+ incident on the bridge is 0. In other
words, one can treat the passive string segment as a transmission
line terminated on its characteristic impedance.
Enforcing the equilibrium equation (the sum of the forces at
the junction is 0) and using the methods in [8], one can easily
derive the following reflectance, i.e. the transfer function for the
overall bridge junction from Va+ to Va− :
Hb (s) =

(4)

where the convention is that the + superscript denotes velocity
waves incident on the bridge junction and the − superscript denotes velocity waves leaving the bridge junction.
In order to guarantee stability to the analog waveguide modeling the active portion of the string one must require that Hb (s) is
the transfer function of a passive system, i.e.
|Hb (jω)| 6 1.

(5)

It can be shown that this is equivalent to requiring that Rb (s) is a
positive-real function, i.e. Rb (s) is real for s real and < [Rb (s)] >
0 whenever s > 0, where < denotes real part.
In order to adapt the analog description to a DW one must map
Hb (s) into the transfer function of a discrete-time filter, which can
be achieved by means of the bilinear transform. In order to translate (4) into a form useful for displacement waves, one can multiply and divide both sides of the equation by s. In fact, in the
Laplace transform, velocity wave variables are related to displacement variables as follows:
V ± (s)
+ C = U ± (s).
s

(6)

+
Let u−
a (t) and ub (t) respectively denote the inverse Laplace trans+
forms of Ub (s) and Ua− (s). In the diagram in Fig. 4 the quantities
+
u−
out and uin are discrete-time wave variables, respectively, corresponding to the displacement wave u−
a (t), leaving the bridge in
the analog model, and to u+
b (t) entering the bridge. However, the
additive constant C is arbitrary and the choice of the proper constant for the wave variables at the interface of two waveguides is
non-trivial. In the next section we are going to introduce an intermediate “artificial” junction connecting the active portion of the
string string to the bridge termination.
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+
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+
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Va (s)
0 /Rb (s)
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2.3. Multiplierless Scattering Junction

u−
out (m)

Suppose that the string and the bridge are each modeled by means
of a different waveguide in the displacement wave representation.
These two waveguides are connected at the string-bridge junction,
whose behavior can be described by a constant 2 × 2 scattering
matrix Sb linking the input to the output signals:
–
–
» −
» −
uin (m)
uout (m)
.
(7)
=
S
b
u+
u+
out (m)
in (m)
The task of modeling the frequency dependent response of the
string-bridge connection is delegated to the response of the waveg+
uides. The inputs u−
in (m) and uin (m) to the junction are heterogeneous wave variables each pertaining to one waveguide and
driven by the external force, velocity or displacement signals.
Since the string and the bridge are in continuous contact with each
other, the total displacements on each side of the junction must be
identical. This gives us the condition:
+
−
+
u−
out (m) + uin (m) = uin (m) + uout (m).

where α is an arbitrary constant. We remark that for α = 1 we
have the identity matrix, typical of a perfectly adapted connection
without reflection (as for contiguous string segments with equal
wave impedance). Moreover, for α = 0 the junction corresponds
to two completely disconnected waveguides, each reflecting waves
into itself as a result of rigid termination. For α = 1/2 we have
»
–
1 +1 −1
Sb =
,
(10)
2 −1 +1
which provides a singular scattering matrix. In this case
1 −
1
u (m) − u+
(m)
2 in
2 in
1 −
1 +
u+
u (m),
out (m) = − uin (m) +
2
2 in
u−
out (m) =

(11)

and the equation
+
u−
out (m) = −uout (m)

−1

(12)

is satisfied. This is an important property which says that the displacement wave signal transmitted to the bridge equals that reflected into the string with the sign reversed. This allows for variations of the displacement due to contact to originate from two
signals adding to zero at the junction and traveling along the two
waveguides.
To each of the wave signals one could add an arbitrary constant
without changing the total displacement at any point, provided that
an equal amount is subtracted from the other wave variable traveling on the opposite rail of each waveguide. The additive constants

−1

u+
out (m)

u+
in (m)
1/2

Figure 5: Diagram of the scattering junction for the string-bridge
connection.
could differ in each waveguide. However, by virtue of (12), any
constant mismatch is transmitted to the opposite rail of the other
waveguide. Notice that (11) can be rewritten as follows:
+
u−
in (m) + uin (m)
2
+
u−
−
+
in (m) + uin (m)
,
uout (m) + uin (m) =
2
+
u−
out (m) + uin (m) =

(8)

Since it is immaterial if the string waveguide is on the left or on
the right of the bridge junction, which happens, for example if the
roles of the nut and the bridge are reversed, the scattering matrix
should also be covariant by flipping. In other words, the changes
−
+
−
u+
in  uin and uout  uout should leave the result unchanged.
It is easy to see that (8) and the requirement that the matrix is symmetric are equivalent to this condition. The most general matrix
satisfying these requirements has the form
»
–
α
α−1
Sb =
,
(9)
α−1
α

u−
in (m)

(13)

which shows that the total displacements on both sides of the junction equal the average of the displacement waves incident on the
junction from the string and the bridge reaction.
The diagram of the scattering junction connecting the active
portion of the string with the bridge is shown in Fig. 5. The junction is multiplierless. Moreover, the four multiplications by 1/2
(implementable as right-shift and complement operation in finite
arithmetic) can be factored out to the two outputs.
−
Notice that with open right terminals (u+
out and uin not con+
nected) only one half of the incoming wave uin is reflected to−
+
ward u−
out . However, also notice that if uin = −uout then
+
u−
=
−u
and
perfect
reflection
is
realized
when
the
bridge
out
in
is a rigid termination.
2.4. Transfer Function
Since the scattering matrix of the bridge junction is constant, the
z-transform version of (7) can be written as follows:
» −
–
» − –
Uout (z)
Uin (z)
=
S
.
(14)
b
+
+
Uout
(z)
Uin
(z)
As shown in Fig. 3 the bridge acts as a termination to the bridge
junction, whose behavior can be specified by a transfer function
+
−
G(z) relating Uout
to Uin
. In order to compute the overall string+
−
bridge contact transfer function from Uin
to Uout
, one needs to
determine the matrix Ŝb such that
» −
–
» −
–
Uout (z)
Uin (z)
.
(15)
= Ŝb
+
+
Uout (z)
Uin (z)
+
−
The matrix Ŝb is readily found by solving (14) for Uin
and Uout
,
yielding
»
–
0 −1
Ŝb =
.
(16)
1
2

Hence,
» −
–
» −
–
»
–
Uout (z)
Uin (z)
G(z)
+
= Ŝb
= Ŝb
Uout
(z).
+
+
1
Uin (z)
Uout (z)
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Thus, the displacement wave reflectance, i.e. the overall trans+
fer function Hb (z) of the string-bridge connection from Uin
(z) to
−
Uout
is
U − (z)
−1
=
Hb (z) = out
.
(18)
+
2 + G(z)
Uin
(z)

where 0 ≤ d ≤ 1 is an overall damping factor and A(z) is a
suitable allpass filter modeling dispersive propagation. Moreover,
the damping factor can be made frequency dependent, according
to the reflectance of the bridge model at the bridge-body contact
termination.
Alternately, the transfer function G(z) can be estimated from
measures of the bridge admittance Γ(jω), which allows us to
model a specific guitar. In [11] a passive parallel filter structure is
developed for the direct modeling of the positive-real admittance.
In our case, at least two different alternatives are available to model
Hb (z) via G(z). In a first approach one can write G(z) = A(z)
where A(z) is a real allpass transfer function. The allpass is
formed by a number of second order allpass sections, each containing two complex conjugated first order sections, whose poles
can be optimized in order to match the reflectance, in a design
similar to the one proposed in [12].
The discrete counterpart of the reflectance is given by the ztransform
Γ0 − Γ(z)
S(z) =
(20)
Γ0 + Γ(z)
where Γ(z) is obtained from Γ(s) by either√spectrum invariance or
bilinear transform and Γ0 = 1/R0 = 1/ K0 µ is the (constant)
admittance of the guitar string. In guitars the reflectance function
is in itself passive and almost allpass, as shown in Fig. 6. The
rationale is that the magnitude frequency response |Hb (ejω )| is
maximum and equal to 1 where A(ejω ) = −1, i.e. at phase π,
and minimum and equal to 1/3, i.e. roughly 9.5 dB down, where
A(ejω ) = 1. Moreover, the radius of the pole of the allpass filter A(z) influences the bandwidth of the peaks of |Hb |. This is
illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8, where the magnitude frequency response of the filter Hb (z) is shown for various values of the angle
and radii of the complex conjugate poles of a second order allpass
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Figure 7: Magnitude frequency response Hb = −1/(2 + A) for
various angles θ of the poles of the second order allpass filter A
(from θ = ±π/10 to θ = ±9π/10), while keeping constant pole
radius ρ = 0.9.

filter. The results for angles different from π/2 are less symmetric, but are subject to similar interpretations. Moreover, the allpass
is defined up to a leading sign. Changing the sign transforms the
peaks in notches, useful in modeling reflectance curves.
In a higher order allpass design, the peaks at various frequency
locations are superposed, as controlled by the angles and radius
of the poles, as shown in the example of Fig. 9. The position
of the poles can be optimized by using the Nelder-Mead simplex
method with L2 norm for the error (difference between synthetic
and measured reflectance). However, in our experiments we observed a tendency to instability of this method as the number of
allpass poles grows.
In an alternate and more stable design method, the transfer
function G(z) in (18) is expressed in terms of the reflectance derived from bridge admittance data as in (20):
G(z) =

3Γ − Γ0
1
−2=
.
S(z)
Γ0 − Γ

(21)

In this case, ARMA filter design can be achieved, which provides highly accurate minimum phase modeling of G(z) and hence
Hb (z) from the admittance data, as shown in Fig. 10. While passivity is not guaranteed in this form, there is usually a margin (re-
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2

Figure 6: Typical guitar bridge reflectance derived from admittance data.

Magnitude (dB)

The string-bridge interaction is fully specified once the termination
transfer function G(z) is specified.
The transfer function Hb (z) is very similar to that derived in
(4) for the analog velocity wave case using physical arguments.
The main difference
is that
˛
˛ Hb (z) is passive provided that G(z) is
passive, i.e., if ˛G(ejω )˛ 6 1, while Hb (s) is passive if Rb (s) is
positive real.
It must be pointed out that when the bridge is actually simulated by means of the given scattering plus termination, the termination transfer function G(z) must either contain a delay or
delay-free loops must be carefully handled as discussed in [9, 10].
Clearly, the process can be simplified by just implementing the
transfer function (18) rather than the scattering matrix plus termination but, in this case, the system becomes less modular.
In turn, the transfer function G(z) can be obtained by a digital
waveguide model for the bridge. For example, one can consider a
model inspired by the transverse, longitudinal or torsional vibrations of a bar, with different coupling modalities for the vertical
and horizontal polarizations modes. In the transverse vibration
case, dispersive behavior is observed where propagation delay is
frequency dependent. Thus, in first approximation, G(z) can be
given as follows:
G(z) = −dA(z)
(19)

1
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Figure 8: Magnitude frequency response Hb = −1/(2 + A) for
various pole radii ρ of the poles of the second order allpass filter
A (from ρ = 0.1 to ρ = 0.9), while keeping constant phase ±π/2.

Figure 10: Measured reflectance (dotted line) and magnitude frequency response of order 79 ARMA model (solid line) for bridge
filter Hb , in the lower (1/4) frequency range.

3. POLARIZATION AND SYMPATHETIC VIBRATIONS
Magnitude (dB)

0

Polarization of strings and the sympathetic vibrations of the other
strings connected to the active string through the bridge are necessary ingredients for accurate guitar synthesis. These extensions we
present are not novel (they can be found, e.g., in [2, 5, 6]), but they
are implemented in the simplified bridge model in order to add to
the realism of the generated sounds and to make the model complete. In the simplest case, the bridge is modeled by the following
second order reflectance filter:
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Figure 9: Magnitude frequency response Hb = −1/(2 + A) for
order 12 allpass filter A with poles at various angles and radii.

flectance curve slightly less than 1) so that the resulting filter turns
out to be passive.
Besides the bridge model filter, the complete waveguide simulation also requires filters modeling frequency dependent air damping of the strings, which are typically lowpass.
In concluding this section, we remark that while the accurate
model of the bridge admittance requires a higher order filter, the
simple scheme modeling the reflectance as Hb = −1/(2 − dA),
where A is a low order allpass filter and d is a damping factor
close to 1 provides quite realistic sounds at very low computational
cost. Since the order 2 allpass filter maps twice the unit circle
onto itself, the passbands of the filter are two in the notch filter
configuration. In order to eliminate this effect, one can allow the
damping factor d to be low-pass frequency dependent, which can
be thought of as the loop filter of the waveguide simulating the
bridge. Moreover, the damping factor d can be made frequency
dependent and designed as a zero phase filter such that the overall
frequency response matches the measured amplitudes of the peaks
in the reflectance. This simplified design provides a good and lowcost alternative to the classical average filter in the Karplus-Strong
scheme, which depends on a few adjustable parameters.

Hb =

2−

d|b|2

−1 + 2<bz −1 − |b|2 z −2
− 2(2 − d)<bz −1 + (2|b|2 − d)z −2

(22)

where d is an overall damping factor, b is a complex number with
|b| < 1 and <b denotes the real part of b. Two filters, one for each
polarization mode are implemented, which differ by the numerical
values of the parameters b and d.
3.1. Polarization
The transverse vibrations of the string are two dimensional, contained in a plane orthogonal to the string’s rest direction. In order
to represent this, we decompose the motion into the vertical and
horizontal components [7, 5, 6]. In the model we implemented,
each string is represented by two waveguides of the type shown in
Fig. 3. The two components interact with each other at exceptional
points along the string.
First, at the bridge, the coupling of the two components implies transmission of energy between the horizontal and vertical
components, making the string effectively rotate around its rest
position. The angle θ is generally small and frequency dependent.
A general coupling relation is developed in [7]:
» 0– »
–» –
uv
Hvv (z) Hvh (z) uv
=
(23)
0
uh
Hhv (z) Hhh (z) uh
where u0v and u0h respectively are the updated vertical and horizontal displacement waves at the bridge computed from uv and uh ,
the incoming vertical and horizontal displacement waves. Hvh (z)
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and Hvh (z) are cross-coupling and Hvv (z) and Hhh (z) are selfcoupling transfer functions.
A simplified coupling relation is given by the rotation relation:
» 0– »
–» –
uv
cos θ − sin θ uv
=
(24)
u0h
sin θ
cos θ
uh

3.2. Sympathetic vibrations
For even more realistic sound, sympathetic vibrations can be added
to the model. Sympathetic vibrations are the vibration of the
strings the player has no interaction with that are due to the transmission of energy through the bridge from the plucked string to
the other strings.
In order to model this energy transfer, we use a coupling matrix as defined in [5, 13]. Considering that the gains of the transfered signals are symmetric, i.e. that the gain of the coupling from
a to b is the same as from b to a, the bridge will couple N strings
as follows:
Uv = Chv Uh + Hvv Uv

(25)

Uh = Cvh Uv + Hhh Uh

(26)

and
where

8000
Frequency (Hz)

which can be used in implementations with low computational
cost, where the angle θ is independent of frequency.
Second, the bridge has a different effect on each component
due to its material and geometry. As such, the filter applied will
have different characteristics for each component. The horizontal
polarization mode uses a different allpass in the reflectance filter
Hb (z) in (18) and (19) than that of the vertical polarization mode,
corresponding to different decay rates. The different group delays
of the reflectance filters also introduce a slight detuning of the two
components which gives the guitar note its characteristic amplitude modulation.
In our experiments with the simplified second order reflectances (22), we found that reference values yielding acousti±j 2π
3
cally satisfactory results for the pole position b are bv = 0.7e
±j π
for the vertical component bridge filter, and bh = 0.3e 5 for the
horizontal bridge filter.
Third, the attack angle is also taken into account at the plucking position. That means that the vertical projection of the attack
stimulus is applied to the vertical component of the string, and
identically the horizontal projection of the attack is applied to the
horizontal component of the string.
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Figure 11: Spectrogram of the sympathetic vibrations of other
strings (waveguides) when plucking the synthetic open 5th string.

4. RESULTS
The results produced with the use of the proposed bridge model
are quite realistic even in the simple second order approximation
of the bridge reflectance. The model we propose, by applying well
chosen frequency dependent damping adds much naturalness to
the sound. The frequency dependent decays of the partials can be
changed by means of the poles of the allpass filter in (19) such as
in (22) for example.
Figs. 12 and 13 show the spectrograms of 3 second sounds
generated, respectively, with the Karplus-Strong model and with
our model. We can see that the frequency-dependent decay in Fig.
13 is much closer to the one of a real guitar, in that higher frequencies disappear much quicker. This can be evaluated by means of
the T30 decay time, which is the time in which a given frequency
component decays by 30 dB with respect to the initial amplitude.
Fig. 14 shows the T30 decay times of the first 10 harmonics of
the synthetic sounds generated with different poles for the bridge
transfer function (thin lines) compared to the T30 decay times of
the 10 first harmonics of a real guitar note (thick line). Even if not
identical, the T30 plots show that the synthetic and real curves follow the same trend. By implementing higher order filters (more
poles) the decays of the synthetic harmonics can reach a good
match with specific guitar sounds through parameter optimization.
Sound examples are available at:
http://staffwww.itn.liu.se/∼giaev/soundexamples.html.

Uv = (uv1 , uv2 , . . . , uvN )T
5. CONCLUSION

Uh = (uh1 , uh2 , . . . , uhN )T
and Chv and Cvh are of the form
2
c11 . . .
6 .
..
4 ..
.
cN 1 . . .

3

c1N
.. 7
. 5
cN N

(27)

The constants ckm correspond to the gain of the horizontal
component of the kth string that is transmitted to the vertical component of the mth string.
An example of synthetically generated sympathetic vibrations
is shown in Fig. 11, where the spectrogram of the vibration of the
other simulated strings due to the played 5-th string is reproduced.

Driven by the need for low computational cost, possibly scalable
solutions, in this paper we provided a simplified model for the
string-bridge interaction in the displacement wave variables. The
model is part of the design of an evolving plugin for the synthesis
of guitar introduced in [3]. The model of interaction is based on a
simple multiplierless scattering junction (10), completed by a passive bridge termination transfer function G(z), together forming
the bridge reflectance filter (18). Extensions of the model include
string polarization and sympathetic vibrations briefly discussed in
Section 3. The model provides realistic sounds with simple design. Moreover, the scalable design of higher order filters matching prescribed or measured bridge termination characteristics and
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Figure 12: Spectrogram of a guitar note generated with the
Karplus-Strong bridge model.
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Figure 14: T30 decay curves for the first 10 harmonics of the synthetic sounds generated with different magnitudes of the poles for
the bridge transfer function (thin lines) compared to the T30 decay
times of the 10 first harmonics of a real guitar note (thick line).
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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the problem of rendering a virtual source
through loudspeaker arrays. The orientation of the virtual source
and its aperture determine its radial beampattern. The methodology we present here imposes that the wavefield in a predetermined
listening area best approximates the desired wavefield in the least
squares sense. With respect to the traditional techniques the number of constraints is much higher than the number of loudspeakers.
As a consequence, the loudspeaker coefficient vector is the solution of an over-determined equation system. Moreover this system
may be ill-conditioned. In order to solve these issues, we resort
to a least squares inversion combined with a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to attenuate the problem of ill-conditioning.
Some experimental results show the feasibility and the issues of
this methodology.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we will investigate on the use of an arbitrarily shaped
loudspeaker array to approximate the soundfield generated by a
source placed at a location behind the array. The source is characterized by an arbitrary radial pattern and its location and orientation in space can be chosen at random. Our ability to accurately
control the parameters of an acoustic beam has a twofold use. First,
we envision to exploit this technique to provide a tool that is able to
excite the environment with a signal that exhibits a pre-determined
structure both in time and space. We intend to infer the geometric and acoustic properties of the environment from the acquired
response. Moreover, we intend to use the acoustic beamshaping
engine to generate the elementary components that are used for
the rendering of soundfields.
We recall that an arbitrary wavefield can always be decomposed into a superposition of elementary waves. Ambisonics approximates the soundfield as the decomposition of spherical functions ([1],[2]). The wavefield synthesis (WFS) ([3],[4],[5]) is based
on the Huygens principle that states that every wavefront can be
decomposed into a superposition of elementary spherical wavefronts emitted from secondary sources. Each loudspeaker, therefore, is independently controlled in order to operate as a secondary
source. In our approach we represent the soundfield as a superposition of beams originating from multiple image sources. We
∗ The SCENIC project acknowledges the financial support of the Future
and Emerging Technologies (FET) programme within the Seventh Framework Programme for Research of the European Commission, under FETOpen grant number: 226007

observe that a technique that is able to approximate a desired wavefield is useful for both the above purposes of controlled excitement
of the environment and of the rendering of an arbitrary soundfield.
The goal of all the techniques for soundfield rendering with
loudspeaker arrays is to compute weights (or filters when more
than one frequency is considered) to be applied to each loudspeaker
signal to obtain the desired shape of wavefronts.
In [6] the authors control the direction of the maximum on
the beampattern of the loudspeaker array by computing an array
factor that imposes a suitable delay and gain to each loudspeaker.
However, the methodology in [6] is not able to accurately control
the shape of the beampattern but just the direction of the beam.
Moreover, the authors focus on the farfield case.
Generalized Sidelobe Cancelling (GSC) [7], originally presented to steer the sensitivity of microphone arrays, allows to put
multiple constraints on the beampattern. However, we can place
a number of constraints on the beampattern that is limited by the
number of loudspeakers, thus preventing an effective control of the
shape of the beampattern.
An interesting solution for the shaping of an arbitrary beampattern can be found in [8]. Here the authors propose to perform
the shaping into two steps: in a first stage the design is taken back
to the the farfield. The nearfield beampattern is then obtained from
the farfield one. The validity of the beampattern in the broadband
makes this algorithm very interesting. However, for some position
of the virtual source the design of the beampattern is difficult to
obtain.
In this paper we propose an alternative technique to simulate
by means of an array of M loudspeakers the arbitrary beampattern of a virtual source. More specifically, we define N test points
in a listening area of arbitrary shape. We impose that the wavefield on the test points best approximates the wavefield produced
by the virtual source with the specified beampattern. This condition yields a system of N equations whose unknowns are the M
loudspeaker weights. In order to achieve a smooth beampattern,
the number of test points is much higher than the number of loudspeakers. Therefore, the system of equations is overdetermined.
When the virtual source is in near field, the solution of the system
is generally ill-conditioned [9]: we resort to a SVD to attenuate
this problem.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 illustrates the problem and gives an overview of the background. Section 3 describes the proposed solution. Section 4 provides some
experimental results to show the feasibility of the proposed approach. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions and illustrates
some future developments of the framework such as the broadband
extension and the rendering of multiple virtual sources.
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waveplane of direction θ [10]. More specifically, the vector f has
the following form:

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND BACKGROUND
In this Section we will formulate the problem of beamshaping and
we will give an overview on the existing techniques both in near
and far fields. Consider the problem of rendering a narrowband
signal in a pre-determined area of interest, which we shall call
listening area throughout the rest of the paper. As mentioned in
the introduction, many works in the literature have addressed this
problem but mainly for the far field case. In particular, several
methodologies can be brought to the “delay-and-sum” beamshaper.
A vector of complex coefficients applied to the loudspeakers enables to selectively leave undistorted the signal towards a desired
direction, while attenuating the others. Consider a uniform linear
array of m = 1, . . . , M loudspeakers placed in points p1 , . . . , pM .
The geometry of the problem in the far field case is depicted in Figure 1. Consider the origin of the reference frame in the first loud-

f = [H1

H2

...

HM ]H ,

(2)

where Hm is the coefficient applied to the m-th loudspeaker. In
order to leave undistorted the signal emitted towards direction θ
while minimizing the total energy emitted, the following constrained minimization rule is used [10]:
f̂ = arg min f H ggH f

subject to f H g(θ) = 1 .

f

(3)

The solution of the above problem through the method of Lagrange
multipliers leads to:
f̂ = g(θ)/M .
(4)

Figure 2:

Geometry of the near-field beamshaping system based on a single con-

straint.

Figure 1:

Geometry of the far field “delay-and-sum” beamshaping technique.

speaker, so that the phase displacements will be referred to this
emitter. The term d is the distance between adjacent loudspeakers. We will now assume valid the far-field hypothesis, i.e. the
wavefront that impinges on the listening area is planar. The sound
pressure p(t) at a test-point in the listening area for a waveplane
propagating towards the direction θ is described by the equation1 :

We recall, however, that our goal is to design a beamshaper
in the nearfield. If we re-examine the geometry of the problem
applied to the nearfield case (see Figure 2), we observe that the
solution in eq.(1) in not suitable for our case for the following
reasons:
1. as depicted in Figure 2 the distances from each loudspeaker
to the listening point are not equal but expressly depend on
the position of the test-point and of the loudspeakers;

p(t) = f H g(θ)s(t) ,
where s(t) is the source signal; f is the vector of unknown complex coefficients applied to the loudspeakers; and g(θ) is the propagation vector from each loudspeaker to the listening point for the
emitting direction θ:
g(θ) = [1

e−jω

d sin(θ)
c

...

e−j(M −1)ω

d sin(θ)
c

]T ,

2. the aperture φ is not explicitly controlled in eq.(1). In the
literature, this fact is known as the sweet-spot problem.
In order to remove the first limit, we could, theoretically, reformulate the vector g to account for a variable distance between
p1 , . . . , pM and the listening point a. This way, the m-th element in the propagation vector g is the Green’s function from pm
to a [11]:

(1)

where c is the sound speed and ω is the central frequency of the
narrow-band signal s(t). We omit the dependency of the propagation vector from ω since we assume it as a constant. The term
Ψ = f H g(θ) is the spatial filtering-function of the array for a
1 The symbol H denotes the Hermitian transposition; later in the paper
the symbol T will also be used to indicate the simple transposition operation.

g(pm , a) =

1
4π||pm − a||

e−jω

||pm −a||
c

.

(5)

According to the new definition, the solution of the constrained
minimization is:
S−1 g
f̂ = H −1 ,
g S g
where S is a matrix obtained from the Green’s functions from
each loudspeaker to the test point and g is the Green’s function
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from the virtual source position s to a. Unfortunately, the matrix
S is generally ill-conditioned when working in the near field.
Even though the beamshaper in eq.(6) addresses the problem
of the far field case, it does not enable us to accurately control
the shape of the beampattern. Generalized Sideobe Cancelling allows the imposition of multiple constraints at the same time on the
emitting directions. However, it does not solve the problem of the
ill-conditioning in the inversion.
In order to deal with the above problems, we will resort to a
different technique. First of all, in order to remove the far-field hypothesis, we impose the constraints on listening points rather than
on emitting directions; we than solve the minimization using the
SVD. An interesting feature that our solution presents with respect
to the state of the art is that we can place the emitters in arbitrary
positions, needing only to comply with the spatial Nyquist criterion.

placed in s that emits towards the direction θ and with an angular
aperture φ. The desired response at the point an is
Ψn = g(s, an )Θ(θ, φ, αn ) ,
where Θ(θ, φ, αn ) is the radiation pattern of the virtual source and
αn is the angle under which the n-th listening point is seen from
s, as depicted in Figure 3. In Section 4 we will use a Gaussian
beampattern. However we remark that this is only a design choice
that does not prevent us from using a custom function. Our goal is
to approximate the wavefield of the virtual source at the listening
points an , n = 1, . . . , N imposing that the spatial response of the
array approximates the spatial response of the virtual source, i.e.:
Ψn = Ψn . In particular, if we operate on a point-wise basis in the
listening area, we impose that
gnT h = g(s, an )Θ(θ, φ, αn ) ,

(7)

T

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION
As shown in the previous Section, we have to use different design criteria with respect to the state of the art in order to achieve
the desired beampattern: instead of minimizing the energy of the
beamshaper, we are interested in controlling the shape of the beampattern.
We consider that the emitters are located at points p1 , . . . , pM .
The array is configured according to an arbitrary geometry. The
listening area is defined by the points an , n = 1, . . . , N . Figure 3 shows the geometry of the system we will use throughout the
rest of the paper. The contribution of the m-th loudspeaker to the

where: h = [H1 H2 . . . HM ] is the vector of unknown
coefficients and gn = [g(p1 , an ) g(p2 , an ) . . . g(pM , an )]T
is the juxtaposition of the Green’s functions from the m-th emitter
to the considered listening point.
If we consider all the listening points at once, we obtain the
following matrix-formulation:
Gh = rd ,

(8)

where rd = [g(s, a1 )Θ(θ, φ, α1 ), . . . , g(s, aN )Θ(θ, φ, αN )]T is
the desired response; and G = [g1 , . . . , gN ]T is the N × M
propagation matrix from each loudspeaker to each test point. We
observe that, in order to obtain a smooth beampattern we need to
use N  M . For the inversion of the system in eq.(8) therefore
we have to use least squares-like techniques, in order to obtain h.
We will investigate on this in the next paragraph.
3.1. Formulation and solution as an inverse problem
The methodology we present in this paragraph is related to the
inverse problems theory [12]. The system in eq.(8) is over-determined and it admits no exact solution. However, an estimation ĥ
of the vector h can be calculated by introducing the pseudo-inverse
operation on the matrix G:
G+ = (GH G)−1 GH .
The loudspeakers weight vector is approximated by:

Figure 3:

ĥ = G+ rd = (GH G)−1 GH rd .

Geometry of the proposed method for near-field beamshaping.

soundfield at an is
Ψm,n = Hm g(pm , an ) ,
where Hm is the coefficient applied to the signal emitted from the
m-th loudspeaker, as defined in eq.(2). The soundfield at an is the
sum of the signals from all the loudspeakers:
Ψn =

M
X
m=1

Ψm,n =

M
X

Hm g(pm , an ) .

(6)

m=1

The term Ψn assumes the role of the spatial response of the loudspeaker array as defined in Section 2. However, the main difference is that the spatial response does not depend solely on the emitting direction, but on the listening point an . As stated above, our
goal is to render the acoustic beam emitted by a virtual source

In general Gĥ 6= rd ; however ĥ represents the best solution to the
problem in the least squares sense.
The matrix (GH G) is positive definite and hence invertible,
nevertheless its condition number is not guaranteed to be sufficiently small. In order to avoid instability problems a reconditioning of (GH G) is needed. We do so through an SVD decomposition:
GH G = UΣVH ,
(10)
where U and V are, respectively, the left and right singular vectors
and Σ = diag(σ1 , . . . , σM ) is the singular value diagonal matrix
and σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σM . In order to perform the reconditioning,
we seek for the greatest index k which guarantees that σk /σ1 ≥ ξ.
We retain the first k columns and rows of matrices U, V and Σ.
The approximate inverse matrix is therefore
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(GH G)−1 ≈ Vk Σ−1
k Uk .
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Far field
Near field (single constraint)
Near field (proposed technique)

3.2. Implementation details
H

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This Section is divided into two parts. First we make a comparison, in a specific configuration, between the beampatterns obtained
with the proposed technique and with other methodologies already
available in the literature. In the second part we assess the accuracy of the synthesized beampattern. We make use of these criteria
for different configurations of the virtual source and of the beampattern.

1

Spatial response (|f H g|)

We have noticed that the condition number of the matrix G G
mainly depends on the number N of listening points. More specifically, the condition number tends to decrease when N grows, ranging from a value in the order of 106 for N = 100 to a value in the
order of 103 for N = 5000. The choice of ξ = 0.01 leads to
a reconditioned version of GH G with condition number equal to
100; this guarantees a good approximation in the SVD based inversion for a variety of situations, independently of the number N
of listening points.
The SVD inversion of the matrix GH G is a costly operation.
However, we observe that a change in either the radial beampattern
of the virtual source or its position correspond only to a change in
the vector rd of the desired response, as the matrix G is composed
by the Green’s functions from each loudspeaker to each test point.
As a consequence, the SVD inverse of GH G may be easily precomputed once the positions of loudspeakers and test points are
known.
The Tikhonov method for the regularization [13] of the matrix
GH G has also been taken into account. However, we noticed that
the regularization parameter (i.e. the Tikhonov factor) has to be
tuned for each experiment in order to obtain results comparable
with the SVD approach. This fact led us to choose the SVD inversion method presented above, as no parameter needs to be tuned at
each new position of the virtual source.

0.6
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Figure 4:

Polar responses of three beamshaping methods (far-field “delay-andsum”, near-field with single constraint and pseudo-inverse method). The beam design
parameters are set to θ = 0◦ and φ = 30◦ ; the working frequency is 500Hz.

allow to control the parameter φ, as the aperture is a function of
M and d.
As far as the sidelobe rejection is concerned (defined as the
ratio between the maximum amplitude of the mainlobe and that of
the first sidelobe in the beampattern), the solution proposed in this
paper attains 28.9dB to be compared with 25.9dB and 13.3dB
of the single constraint nearfield and farfield beamshapers, respectively.
4.2. Simulations
In this paragraph we show some simulations to illustrate how accurately the beampattern of the loudspeakers array approximates the
desired one. Due to the large amount of simulations conducted, we
will show only some synthetic parameters related to the beam obtained. In particular, the accuracy is measured with the following
metrics:
• angular error of the beam, measured as the absolute value
of the difference in the desired and rendered orientation angle;

4.1. Comparisons with classic beamshaping methods
In this paragraph we show a comparison between the new beamshaping approach presented in Section 2 and the techniques illustrated in Section 3. In order to perform this comparison, we need
to define a geometry that is viable for all the beamshaping techniques. In particular, the “delay-and-sum” beamshaper requires a
uniform linear array of emitters; hence we consider an array of
M = 10 emitters spaced d = 0.34 m apart. The N = 180 test
points are placed on a circular arc of radius ρ = 3 m and centered
in the source position s = (0, 0).
Figure 4 shows the angular responses of the different beamshaping methods: the far-field “delay-and-sum” beamshaper, the
near-field beamshaper with a single constraint and the proposed
pseudo-inverse technique for beam rendering. The design parameters for the beam are: the orientation θ = 0◦ ; the angular aperture
φ = 30◦ ; the working frequency f = 500Hz. These parameters
are used to define the desired beampattern for the pseudo-inverse
beamshaping method. The beampattern is described by a Gaussian
function. The aperture φ is defined as the angular distance of the
two points on the mainlobe having an attenuation of 20dB with
respect to the maximum value of the function.
The beampattern obtained with the proposed technique has an
angular aperture of 30◦ , as desired. The other techniques do not

0.8

• sidelobe rejection, measured as the ratio (in dB) between
the amplitude of the mainlobe and of the first sidelobe of
the beampattern;
• error of the angular aperture of the beampattern, defined
as the difference in the desired and rendered aperture. More
specifically, the aperture is defined here as the distance between the two points on the mainlobe where amplitude with
respect to the maximum is −20dB.
The setup used for the simulations is described in Figure 5:
1. a 1 m radius circular array composed of M = 32, equally
spaced composed by omnidirectional emitters;
2. a listening area composed of N = 5000 points uniformly
distributed in a circular region with 0.9 m radius concentric
with the array;
3. a virtual source placed at a distance l from the array center,
emitting a beam with parameters (θ, φ).
In order to satisfy the spatial Nyquist criterion, the frequency
of the narrowband signal for all the tests that follow is f = 300Hz.
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Figure 5:

Setup used for the simulations conducted in this Section.
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Figure 7:

Sidelobe rejection for different distances of the virtual sources w.r.t. the
array center. The beam parameters are θ = 0◦ and φ = 10◦

The beampattern is defined as a Gaussian function centered in θ.
The angular aperture φ of the beam is controlled by tuning the
variance of the Gaussian function as described in par.4.1.
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Aperture angle error for different distances of the virtual sources w.r.t.
the array center. The beam parameters are θ = 0◦ and φ = 10◦
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Figure 6:

Orientation error for different distances of the virtual sources w.r.t. the
array center. The beam parameters are θ = 0◦ and φ = 10◦

Orientation error [◦ ]

Figure 6 shows the angular error of the rendered beam for different distances of the source, keeping the beam direction and the
angular aperture respectively fixed at θ = 0◦ and φ = 10◦ . We observe that the error of the center of the beam is always under 0.4◦ .
Figure 7 shows the sidelobe rejection for the same configuration
(l, θ, φ) of Figure 6. The rejection ranges from 5dB, when the virtual source is located close to the array, to a maximum of about
20dB when l = 10 m. The most critical parameter to control
is the angular aperture φ, as depicted in Figure 8: the beamshaping system suffers from high errors (up to 15◦ ) when the virtual
source is close to the array (l = 3.5 m). However the error rapidly
decreases to 5◦ for l = 6 m and is practically 0◦ when l = 10 m.
We now consider a configuration in which the source is at a
distance l = 2.7 m and the angular aperture is φ = 30◦ . Figures
9 and 10 show the orientation error and the aperture error, respectively, as a function of θ.
We observe from Figs. 9 and 10 that, as the beam rotates from
the central direction, the orientation error and the aperture error in-
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Figure 9:
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Orientation error for different values of the beam direction θ. The distance of the virtual source from the array center is fixed to l = 2.7 m and the
aperture angle φ = 30◦ .
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puting solutions of eq.(8) for a set of constrained frequencies. Loudspeakers filters are then determined through parabolic interpolation of the amplitudes and cubic interpolation of the phases of the
loudspeaker weights at the specified constrained frequencies. We
are also investigating a technique for the rendering of a virtual environment based on a geometric decomposition of the wavefield
into multiple elementary acoustic beams. The beams are generated from a set of virtual sources whose positions, as well as the
beam orientations and apertures, are compliant with the acoustics
of the virtual environments. The complex weights vector associated to the emitters are calculated for each beam, and the results
are summed up to obtain the global coefficient vector that allows
to render the desired soundfield.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a frequency domain adaptive algorithm for
wave separation in wind instruments. Forward and backward travelling waves are obtained from the signals acquired by two microphones placed along the tube, while the
separation ﬁlter is adapted from the information given by a
third microphone. Working in the frequency domain has a
series of advantages, among which are the ease of design of
the propagation ﬁlter and its differentiation with respect to
its parameters.
Although the adaptive algorithm was developed as a ﬁrst
step for the estimation of playing parameters in wind instruments it can also be used, without any modiﬁcations, for
other applications such as in-air direction of arrival (DOA)
estimation. Preliminary results on these applications will
also be presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most appreciated features offered by physical
modelling synthesis is the availability of physically meaningful parameters. The idea of exploring all the timbral possibilities offered by a given model by changing its parameters in an intuitive way based on everyday experience is appealing, and it also allows extrapolation beyond real-world
limits. This adherence to reality holds not only for construction parameters (i.e. materials, dimensions, etc.) but also
for playing parameters (such as the velocity and the position of a violin’s bow with respect to the strings, or the state
of the toneholes and the blowing pressure in a woodwind
instrument), and as a consequence we need to have some
in-depth knowledge of the real instrument in order to fully
exploit its model. In general it is not feasible to play a physical model using a standard keyboard controller, because all
the playing parameters need to be controlled concurrently
and not all their combinations will produce a sound. Therefore, unless we have a speciﬁcally designed controller that
is able to capture all the information needed from the muThis work has been supported by the EPSRC, grant number
EP/D074983/1.

sician’s gestures, we are forced to restrict the space of parameters to a “safe” sub-space that will always produce a
sound, sometimes at the price of reducing our possibilities.
Unfortunately these custom controllers are often quite different from the original instrument so that the musician may
not be comfortable with it and this could affect the performance. To avoid this problem we can use a standard instrument and extract the playing parameters from audio specifically taken by a number of sensors. A typical example of
this approach is the “guitar-to-MIDI” converter, which uses
a special pickup able to acquire the signal of each string
separately. If a live performance is not indispensable, the
parameters extraction can be done off-line, so that the requirements in terms of efﬁciency can be relaxed to advantage precision and accuracy. By working on recorded audio
we can also make use of multi-pass algorithms and access
the acquired signals at any time instant (e.g. by using noncausal ﬁlters).
Our work is based on the latter approach. The focus is on
wind instruments and in particular on the clarinet, although
the idea could in principle be applied to other types of sound
generation mechanisms. We chose the clarinet primarily because of the broad availability of literature on physical models for reed instruments. Wind instruments are characterised
by a continuous excitation and require the concurrent estimation of the state of both the exciter (the reed) and the
resonator (the bore). Despite this added difﬁculty, the onedimensionality of the variables acquired and the well established in-duct measurement techniques also contributed to
the choice. The extraction of parameters from audio applied
to a reed instrument is a plausible solution, since although
the state of the keys could be sensed directly (through suitable sensors applied on each tonehole), the same cannot be
easily done on the reed. On the other hand, the extraction of
lumped reed parameters from audio seems to be a promising
direction, as presented in [2]. In order to independently infer the state of both the reed and the bore we need to “break
the loop” by estimating forward and backward travelling
waves at a suitable section that separates the two blocks [1].
For this purpose the barrel seems to be the most suitable part
of the instrument where the microphones can be placed. It
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also has the advantage of being easily replaced, avoiding
any irreversible modiﬁcation on the instrument used, thus
ensuring the non-invasiveness of the method.
To the authors’ knowledge, the only attempt to tackle a
similar problem is the work by Guérard and Boutillion [3].
They were able to separate forward and backward travelling waves in a tube by gathering the pressure, measured at
the reference section, and a discrete spatial differentiation
of it, computed from the pressure measured at a number of
points along the tube. Since the discrete derivative is simply
a weighted sum of all the outputs from the microphones, it
can be easily done in hardware thus requiring only a dualchannel acquisition. This approach however is not suitable
for our purpose. Firstly, the use of a discrete derivative sets
a theoretical limit for the precision. It also requires at least
ﬁve microphones [3] to obtain a good approximation of the
pressure’s derivative, and it would be difﬁcult to place them
consistently in a limited space such as the barrel of a clarinet. More importantly, the method is not adaptive and it
cannot be adjusted to construction tolerances or changes in
the propagation conditions (temperature and humidity ﬂuctuations due to the musician’s breath). Also wall losses are
not taken into account. For these reasons we decided to investigate a different approach which only requires two microphones, and it can be made adaptive by adding a third
one.
The adaptive scheme developed can also be used in other
adaptive ﬁltering applications, when a priori knowledge on
the ﬁlter is available. The in-air DOA estimation constitutes
an interesting parallel with the main application and it will
be introduced at the end of the paper.
2. WAVE SEPARATION
In our study we will assume that the radius of the bore and
the maximum frequency of the signal are small enough so
that there is only one propagating mode. We can thus use the
solution for a one-dimensional plane wave at the position x
P (x) = AeΓx + Be−Γx = P + (x) + P − (x)
,
ZU (x) = AeΓx − Be−Γx = P + (x) − P − (x)

(1)

where P , U , A and B are respectively the pressure, the volume ﬂow and two suitable pressure values, in phasor form1 ,
while Z is the characteristic impedance and Γ is the propagation function.
The wave separation problem is thus reduced to ﬁnding
the forward travelling wave P + (x) at a suitable reference
plane x = 0, starting from a number of measures of the
pressure taken at different points along the tube. The problem can be formulated entirely in the Kirchhoff domain,
1

We use uppercase letters to indicate variables and functions in the (complex) frequency domain, often dropping the dependence from z or ω which
should be clear from the context.

i.e. using the (continuous time) variables (P, U ) and discretising the result or, alternatively, in the wave domain,
starting with a discretised version of the propagation ﬁlter
(i.e. the ﬁlter that relates the pressure measured at two points
on the x axis).
2.1. Kirchhoff Domain
From equations (1) we can write
P (x) = P0 cosh(Γx) + ZU0 sinh(Γx),

(2)

where P0 and U0 represent respectively the pressure and the
volume ﬂow at x = 0. We can substitute x = d and x = −d
to ﬁnd the pressure at two points at a distance d on each side
of the reference section,
P1 = P0 cosh(Γd) + ZU0 sinh(Γd)
.
P2 = P0 cosh(Γd) − ZU0 sinh(Γd)
By taking their sum and difference we obtain
P0 =

P1 + P2
,
2 cosh(Γd)

ZU0 =

P1 − P2
.
2 sinh(Γd)

The forward travelling pressure wave P0+ can thus be estimated from the pressures P1 and P2 measured by two microphones:

1  P1 +P2
P1 −P2
P0+ = 12 (P0 +ZU0 ) ⇒ P̂0+ =
+ 2 sinh(Γd)
.
2
cosh(Γd)
2
The above expression can be simpliﬁed by replacing
H(ω) = e−Γd , H(ω) being a suitable ﬁlter that describes
the propagation in a segment of tube of length d:


1 P1 + P2
P1 − P2
P1 − H 2 · P2
H
+
H
=
H.
P̂0+ =
2
2
2 1+H
1−H
1 − H4
(3)
By noticing that ﬁltering by H corresponds to a shift by a
distance d towards the positive direction, we can remove
the term H and shift the reference for the estimated forward
travelling wave to the ﬁrst microphone, M1 . To generalise
this result, considering any two microphones Ma and Mb ,
and the propagation ﬁlter Hab , the estimate for the forward
travelling wave referenced to Ma is deﬁned as
P̂a+ =

Pa − Hab · Pb
.
2
1 − Hab

(4)

2.2. Discrete Wave Domain
If we “open the loop” on the reed side, by treating the wave
coming from the mouthpiece as a generic signal s = p+
1 , we
obtain the scheme shown in Fig. 1, which is similar to a digital waveguide structure [4, 5]. The signal s is the forward
travelling wave referred at the position of M1 that we want
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to explicitate with respect to P1 (z) and P2 (z). Referring
to the ﬁgure, we can write the expressions of P1 and P2 as
the sum of the forward and backward travelling waves, both
ﬁltered versions of S. These are
2
P1 (z) = S(z) + H12
(z)R(z)S(z)
,
P2 (z) = H12 (z)S(z) + H12 (z)R(z)S(z)

where H12 (z) is the propagation ﬁlter from M1 to M2
while R(z) is a generic reﬂection ﬁlter that describes the
bore of the instrument. To explicitate S(z) we can take the
difference between the ﬁrst and the second, the latter multiplied by H12 , in order to eliminate the dependence from
R(z):
2
P1 (z) − H12 (z)P2 (z) = S(z) − H12
(z)S(z).

We can then explicitate S(z),
S(z) =

P1 (z) − H12 (z)P2 (z)
,
2 (z)
1 − H12

(5)

which is a discretised version of (4).

Figure 1: Model for the signals acquired and placement of
the microphones on the barrel of the instrument. The third
microphone used for the adaptation (M0 ) is also shown.

2.3. Wall Losses
Although the wall losses in the short segment of tube between two microphones are very small, taking them into account will improve the estimation. As we will show with an
example in the next Subsection, if H is a pure delay then
the ﬁlter in (5) will have poles on the unit circle at periodic
frequency values. To move these poles inside the unit circle
and reduce the peaks at these singular frequencies, H(z)
must include losses. We will use Pierce’s approximation for
the propagation function [7], formulated as



1
1
jω · d = jωτ + g · τ jω,
Γ(ω) · d = jω + g ·
c
c
where c is the speed of sound and g is a positive constant
that embeds all the losses per unit length.

Although a time-domain formulation for the propagation
ﬁlter H(ω) = e−Γ(ω)·d exists, this is not well sampled using
common audio sample rates. A number of techniques have
been proposed to design a band limited version of this ﬁlter
(see for example [8]), but none of them seem to be suitable
for an adaptive algorithm implementation. This is one of
the main reasons that led us to tackle the problem in the
frequency domain, using a sampled version of the analog
ﬁlter
√
(6)
H(ω) = e−τ (jω+g· jω) .
2.4. Wave Separation - An Example
As an introductory example we present here a simulation of
wave separation using (5). The data was generated using the
scheme of Fig. 1, where the input signal used was a square
wave of unitary amplitude,
√ and H was designed for d =
20 mm and g = 0.765 Hz (the latter calculated for an
inner tube diameter of 15 mm, at a temperature of 20 ◦ C).
White noise was also independently added to the generated
signals, in order to have a SNR of 20 dB with respect to the
input signal s.
As shown in Fig. 2, the separation error cannot be appreciated by comparing the original signal and its estimate in
the time domain, while looking at the error in the frequency
domain we can see that it is due to resonances in the frequency response of the separation ﬁlter. These occur when d
is a multiple of half the wavelength of the signal, so that the
microphones’ measures are in-phase or in phase opposition,
thus providing the same information [6]. This is a physical limitation of the system when fed with periodic signals
and it does not depend on the separation method chosen, although these effects can be attenuated by including losses,
as mentioned above. Analytically, this phenomenon can be
understood by studying the frequency response from each
noise source to the output. It is considered noise any additive signal on P1 that is not present, delayed by the propagation function, in P2 , or vice versa. As a result, the noise
is ﬁltered by the transfer function from P1 to the output,
H
1
1−H 2 , or the one from P2 to the output, 1−H 2 , both having
practically the same spectral characteristics.
3. THE ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM
From the above example it can be deduced that H(z) must
describe the propagation from the ﬁrst microphone to the
second as well as possible, or the estimation error will
rapidly increase. It follows that the ﬁlter must track changes
in the propagation due to variations in temperature and humidity of the air, as these can change considerably when
the player is blowing air into the instrument. To gather a
measure of the ﬁlter’s accuracy we can place a third microphone M0 and compare its output with the pressure at the
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per block, leading to an even more efﬁcient solution1 .
3.1. Objective Function for Equi-spaced Microphones
If we place the third microphone at the mid-point between
M1 and M2 , then the propagation ﬁlters (from M1 to M0
and from M0 to M2 ) will be identical, i.e. H1 = H2 =
1 +P2
H. By recalling that P̂0 = P1+H
2 H (see Eq. (3)) we can
write an expression for the error function, or the difference
between H and the actual propagation function between any
two adjacent microphones:
E = (1+H 2 )(P̂0 −P0 ) = H·(P1 +P2 )−(1+H 2 )·P0 . (7)
Figure 2: Separation error: a) in the time domain; b) in the
frequency domain; c) frequency response of the denominator of (5). (b) and (c) also show the same plots when no
losses are taken into account (shown in light gray)

same position, estimated from P1 and P2 . We can then adjust H(z) in order to minimise this difference.
We have seen that the propagation ﬁlter is speciﬁed in
the frequency domain and a time-domain version cannot be
easily obtained. There are also a number of other reasons
why the frequency domain should be preferred. The ﬁlter’s
parameters vary slowly with time so that it makes sense to
work with blocks of data and average the estimate, to have
a better performance against the noise. However, the classic block LMS [9] scheme would not exploit all the a priori
information about the ﬁlter, since, as we have seen, this is
deﬁned except for the two parameters τ and g. We used
a technique similar to the one devised in [12] and further
developed in [13], where the update is computed on the parameters which are then used to design the ﬁlter for the next
iteration. Once a suitable objective function has been deﬁned, its gradient (or even a higher order derivative) provides the update direction for the parameters, and can be
easily computed in the frequency domain. In the time domain this would not be so immediate as we would need an
appropriate interpolation ﬁlter to account for fractional delays [13].
Since the whole process is carried out off-line, the adaptation can be seen as an optimisation problem, where the
aim is to ﬁnd the optimum set of parameters that minimise
the objective function within the current data block. If the
size of the block is sufﬁciently large (condition easily veriﬁed in practice) we also take advantage of the convolution theorem, having to compute only vector multiplications instead of convolutions [11, 14], thus increasing the
efﬁciency. Considering that the optimization is carried out
within the same block, we only need one FFT and one IFFT

In the above equation, E is a complex function of ω while
its time-domain counterpart e, being a combination of real
functions, is real. However, in the discrete case, e will differ from its version computed entirely in the time-domain
because of the effect of the circular convolution. As a general rule, to ensure that the objective function will have a
“sharp” minimum when H equals the optimum ﬁlter, it is
necessary to apply an IFFT to E, null those samples that
are heavily corrupted by the circular convolution (i.e. those
which would not become null even when H equals the optimum ﬁlter) and then apply an FFT to return to the frequency
domain (see also [14, 15]).
The objective function in a least square sense is obtained,
in the discrete frequency domain, as
F =



2

|W · E| =



∗

(W · E) (W · E) ,

(8)

where W (ω) is a suitable weighting function and the summation is extended to all the frequency samples, so that F
is a real function of the ﬁlter’s parameters.
3.2. Extension to Arbitrary Microphones Spacing
Due to mechanical tolerances, especially in the coupling between microphones and tube, and because of the fact that
the “acoustic center” of the microphones is not guaranteed
to be on the main axis of the sensor, the distances between
the three microphones can be sensibly different from their
nominal value. In addition, we may want to place the three
microphones at generic positions that are not necessarily
equi-spaced. To do so we need a generalization of the expression (7) that is able to account for different distances,
or H1 = H2 . Instead of estimating the pressure at the central microphone, we can write the error by starting from the
difference between two estimates for the forward travelling
wave at the same point, obtained from two different groups
of microphones. Using Eq. (4), replacing Pa , Pb with P1 ,
1

This applies only if the IFFT/FFT necessary to null the effect of the
circular convolution can be avoided [14, 15].
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P0 for the ﬁrst estimate and P1 , P2 for the second estimate
and taking their difference we have
P1+


10

− P1+


12

=

This will also increase the efﬁciency of the implementation.
For example, the derivative of F with respect to τ1 is

P1 − H1 · P0
P1 − H1 H2 · P2
−
,
2
1 − H1
1 − H12 H22

and, after multiplication by 1 − H12
tain the new expression for the error:

1 − H12 H22 we ob-

E = (1−H22 )H1 ·P1 +(1−H12 )H2 ·P2 −(1−H12 H22 )·P0 .
(9)
Although obtained in a different way, Eq. (9) is consistent
with (7), as by imposing H1 = H2 = H we re-obtain the
expression for the error in the equi-spaced case. It can also
be veriﬁed that (9) is not affected by a different choice of
microphone groupings or a shift of the reference plane.
3.3. Optimisation
Once an objective function is deﬁned, the optimum ﬁlter is
given by the set h of its parameters that minimises it:
min F (h).

(10)

h

As we have seen, for generic propagation ﬁlters H1 = H2 ,
h includes τ1 , τ2 and g (the latter being the same for H1 and
H2 , as it is independent from the travelled distance). However, it can easily be veriﬁed from (9) that although the estimate for these parameters is insensitive to a global scaling
of the pressure signals acquired, it is affected to a mismatch
in their individual scale, perhaps due to microphones having
different sensitivities. Therefore h must also include two of
the three scale factors (the third would depend on the other
two and can be assumed unitary), for example a1 and a2 ,
relative to M1 and M2 .
To take into account the effects of different sensitivities,
the signals from the three microphones are now deﬁned as
S1 = a1 P1 , S0 = P0 , and S2 = a2 P2 , which can be substituted in the error function (9). This, after multiplication by
a1 a2 is redeﬁned as
E = H1 (1 − H22 ) · a2 S1 + H2 (1 − H12 ) · a1 S2 +
−(1 − H12 H22 )a1 a2 S0 .

(11)

The nonlinear optimisation (minimisation) problem
stated in (10) is solved using an iterative method. Since the
optimisation is now a function of ﬁve parameters (a number
that is likely to increase in the future), it would not be advisable to adopt a search technique such as the simplex method.
Gradient-based methods are much faster since the analytical differentiation of F with respect to h can be computed
quite straightforwardly. This may be a tedious task due to
the complexity of F but it can be simpliﬁed noting that
∂F
∂(E ∗ E)
=
= 2
∂h
∂h

∂F
∂H1 ∂E
= 2 {E ∗ (−jω) ·
= 2 E ∗ ·
·
∂τ1
∂τ1 ∂H1
· (1 − H22 )H1 a2 S1 − 2H12 H2 a1 S2 + 2H12 H22 a1 a2 S0

∂E
· E∗ .
∂h

while the differentiation with respect to the other parameters
can be done following the same procedure.
By iterating this mechanism it is also possible to calculate
the second order derivatives and thus the Hessian matrix of
F in order to solve (10) using a Newton’s method.
4. RESULTS
In this section we present the results from a number of tests
carried out to study the convergence of the algorithm. Measurements were taken on a purposely built apparatus, essentially composed by a tube (the bore of the instrument) connected to a compression driver (acting as the mouthpiece) as
schematised in Fig. 3. Three microphones (Endevco model
8507C-1) were placed ﬂush with the inner wall of the tube,
equi-spaced by a distance of 20 mm. The acquisitions were
compared with simulations obtained using the scheme of
Fig. 4, adjusted with the same parameters of the experimental setup. The input signals used were a square wave
(f = 200Hz) and a maximum length sequence (MLS).
Fig. 5 represents the basin of convergence for (τ1 , τ2 )
when all the other parameters are set to their optimum value.
The plots were obtained using a data window of 8192 samples. We notice that the convergence is guaranteed over a
wide area around the solution and it can be improved by
reducing the limits of the summation in (8) to the range of
frequencies where the most part of the signal’s energy is
concentrated, so that any disturbance outside the band of
interest is not taken into account. Also, the shape of the surface is not affected by additive noise applied to the sensors.
Similar plots can be obtained for (a1 , a2 ) and g, although
we found that the latter is quite sensitive to (differences in)
the frequency response of the three microphones. This happens because g converges to the value that best explains a
non-ﬂat frequency response of the sensors. The problem
is even more accentuated when the losses for H1 and H2
are optimised independently (i.e. by replacing g with g1 and
g2 ).
5. OTHER APPLICATIONS
The adaptive algorithm developed can also be effectively
used in other applications where the ﬁlter estimated is easily described in the frequency domain as a function of a
few parameters. A special case is represented by the pure
fractional delay, which has a very simple Fourier transform
that is easily differentiable with respect to its parameter.
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Figure 5: Contour plot of the objective function when τ1 and τ2 vary from 0.5 to 1.5 times their nominal value. The solution
(τ1 , τ2 ) found is marked with a cross in each plot: a) simulation using a 200 Hz square wave as input; b) same as (a) but
limiting the summation in Eq.(8) from 100 Hz to 6 kHz; c) and d) same as (a) and (b) respectively, but using a maximum
length sequence as input signal; e) same as (d), with additive white Gaussian noise added independently to each microphone
to have a SNR of 20dB with respect to the input signal; f) Measurement taken on the apparatus. Estimates for a single
realisation are also shown in (e) and (f).

Figure 3: Experimental setup used to study the convergence
of the algorithm.
As an example of application using delay ﬁlters we will
brieﬂy introduce in this section two different DOA estimation schemes using microphone arrays. They are particularly interesting examples as they also make use of the same
error functions developed for the original application.
5.1. DOA estimation with 3 microphones in line
Fig. 6 shows a linear array composed by three equi-spaced
microphones. The DOA estimation problem consists in

Figure 4: Scheme used for the simulation of the microphones’ signals starting from a generic sequence s.

ﬁnding the angle between the propagation direction of a
plane wave and the direction normal to the array. This is
equivalent to the estimation of the time taken by a signal to
travel a distance d1 = d2 , function of the angle ϕ. If we
assume τ = d/c known and constant, we can obtain the
DOA by estimating τ1 = τ2 . Instead of using the classic
delay-and-sum technique we can apply the separation ﬁlter
(4), where in this case H = exp(−jωτ ), and use the error
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function for equi-spaced microphones (7). We can directly
minimise F as a function of the angle of arrival by nulling



∂F
= 2
jωτ0 cosϕH · E ∗ (P1 + P2 − H · P0 ) .
∂ϕ
ω

Figure 7: Triangular (circular) array. The smaller circles
in light gray represent the “virtual” linear array seen by the
wavefront.
Figure 6: Linear array with 3 microphones.
inverse plot (Finv = 1/(k F + 1), k = 1000). This is due to
an imprecise relative positioning of the microphones used
for the acquisitions.

5.2. DOA estimation with 3 microphones on a triangle
It is reasonable to expect that the precision of the estimate
using a linear array will depend on the angle. This is because τ changes very little around ϕ = ±90◦ , while around
0◦ its variation is much more pronounced. In order to have
a more uniform estimation error with respect to the DOA
using the same number of sensors, we can use a triangular
array, which can be seen as a circular array of three microphones. Depending on the DOA, the time of ﬂight between
two microphones will be proportional to the distance between their projection along the propagation direction, as
shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, the situation is equivalent to
a linear array where the spacing between its sensors is a
function of the DOA. We can thus use the more general expression (9) to estimate ϕ, replacing H1 = exp(−jωτ1 ) ,
H2 = exp(−jωτ2 ) and differentiating the objectve function
with respect to the angle:


∂F
= 2
jωE ∗ · T1 − (T1 + 2T2 ) H22 H1 P1 +
∂ϕ
ω

+ T2 − (T2 + 2T1 ) H12 H2 P2 + 2 (T1 + T2 ) H12 H22 ;
T1 = τ0 · cos(π/6 − ϕ), T2 = τ0 · cos(π/6 + ϕ) .
Fig. 8 shows simulated and measured objective functions
obtained using a triangular array with d = 50 mm. The
functions are normalised to allow an easier comparison. The
source signal was a sine wave and results from four different frequencies (400Hz, 800Hz, 1600Hz and 2400Hz)
were collected. Measured signals were acquired in a semireﬂective room in order to reduce phase alterations and consequent interferences on the estimated DOAs due to reﬂections. Measured and simulated curves have the same trend,
although with the measured data the estimated angles vary
slightly with the frequency, as highlighted by the normalised

Figure 8: Normalised objective functions for a triangular
array and DOA of 42◦ : a) simulated; b) measured; c) normalised inverse for the measured data.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We developed an adaptive algorithm for wave separation in
tubes which represents a fundamental step towards the independent characterisation of exciter and resonator in wind
instruments for physical modelling parameters extraction.
Forward and backward travelling waves correspond to the
input and output of the bore’s reﬂectance ﬁlter and allow
the estimation of pressure and volume ﬂow in proximity of
the reed. The time-domain design of the propagation ﬁlter as a function of physical parameters is a difﬁcult task
and the techniques found in literature are not suitable for an
efﬁcient adaptive ﬁltering algorithm implementation. The
obvious choice was thus to work entirely in the frequency
domain. This also allowed a closed-form computation of the
objective function’s ﬁrst-order derivatives, enabling the use
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of gradient based optimisation algorithms. Since secondorder derivatives are just as easily obtained, Newton methods could also be used. The only weak point is represented
by the effects of the circular convolution which must be
taken into account, as they may reduce the precision of the
solution.
Current research is addressing an extension of the model
to describe a mismatch in the frequency response of the microphones, as this affects the estimation of g and, to a much
smaller extent, τ1 and τ2 . The convergence of g is in fact
quite slow and less robust compared to the other parameters
and although its inﬂuence on H is modest, a further study
of its behaviour may increase the precision of the estimate.
We found that the developed algorithm can be used in
other adaptive ﬁltering applications, when the ﬁlter is a nonlinear function of a few parameters as in (6). A special case
of this class of ﬁlters is the fractional delay. As an example of delay estimation, two DOA estimation schemes using
linear and triangular (or circular) arrays have been introduced because of their equivalence to the main application,
respectively to the equi-spaced microphones case and to the
more general situation. This similarity also provides an alternative perspective of the original problem. However it is
interesting to note that in the DOA estimation we rely on the
nominal value of τ = d/c and interpret the estimated delay
as the projection of the propagation delay onto the axis of
the array to estimate the angle of arrival. In the main application this angle is known (it is a one-dimensional problem)
and the error is used to reﬁne the value of τ .
Further developments of the algorithm applied to arrays
of microphones will include a more in depth study of the
DOA estimation problem and how it compares with existing
techniques, especially in reﬂective environments or when a
small number of microphones is available. A variation of
the wave separation algorithm could also be applied to the
signals acquired by the array for beamforming.
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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on automatic extraction of acoustic chord sequences from a piece of music. Firstly, the evaluation of a set of
different windowing methods for Discrete Fourier Transform is investigated in terms of their efficiency. Then, a new tuning solution
is introduced, based on a method developed in the past for phase
vocoder. Pitch class profile vectors, that represent harmonic information, are extracted from the given audio signal. The resulting
chord sequence is obtained by running a Viterbi decoder on trained
hidden Markov models. We performed several experiments using
the proposed technique. Results obtained on 175 manually-labeled
songs provided an accuracy that is comparable to the state of the
art.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the past few decades, since scientific and technological progress
has allowed us to store a great deal of multimedia information, a
keen interest in the chord sequence extraction from a piece of music has been emerging. Automatic analysis of digital music signals has attracted attention of many researchers, establishing and
evolving Music Information Retrieval (MIR) community. Chord
recognition is a part of the large research field of computer audition which deals with all kinds of information extraction from
audio signals. Harmonic structure can be described in terms of
chord sequences. A chord can be introduced as a number of notes
sounding simultaneously, or in a certain order between two time
instants, known as chord boundaries. Therefore the task of chord
transcription includes chord type classification and precise boundary detection.
Chromagram has been the most successfully used feature for
the chord recognition task. It consists of a sequence of chroma
vectors. Each chroma vector, also called Pitch Class Profile (PCP),
describes harmonic content of a given frame. Each component of
the vector represents the energy of one pitch class. Since a chord
consists of a number of tones and can be uniquely determined by
their positions, chroma vector can be effectively used for the chord
representation.
Fujishima was the first one who used the chroma feature in the
music computing tasks [1]. He proposed a real-time chord recognition system, describing extraction of 12-dimensional chroma vectors from the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the audio signal
and introducing numerical pattern matching method using built-in
chord-type templates to determine the most likely root and chord
type. His system showed promising results on pieces of music
containing a single instrument.
Sheh and Ellis proposed a statistical learning method for chord
recognition [2]. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm

was used to train hidden Markov models, meanwhile chords were
treated as hidden states. Their approach involves statistical information about chord progressions – state transitions are identical to
chord transitions.
Lee et al. [3] described a chord recognition system that used
symbolic data, taken from MIDI1 files, to train hidden Markov
models. This allowed them to avoid a time consuming task of
human annotation of chord names and boundaries. The advantage
of their system is the possibility of concurrent estimation of key
and chord progression, which is achieved by means of building 24
key-dependent HMMs.
Papadopoulos and Peeters [4] presented a new method for
chord recognition, which simultaneously estimates chord progression and downbeats from an audio file. They paid a lot of attention to possible interaction of the metrical information and the harmonic information of a piece of music.
On the stage of feature extraction for chord recognition and
key estimation of a piece of music a lot of attention has been paid
to tuning issues [5, 6, 7]. The necessity of tuning appears when
audio was recorded from instruments that were not properly tuned
in terms of semitone scale. They can be well-tuned relatively to
each other, but, for example, "A4" note is played not at conventional 440 Hz but at 447Hz. This mis-tuning can lead to worse
feature extraction and as a result less efficient or incorrect classification. Several approaches to circumvent the problem have been
developed.
Harte and Sandler [5] suggested using 36 dimensional chroma
vectors. The frequency resolution in this case is one-third of a
semitone. After the peak-picking stage and computing a histogram
of chroma peaks over the entire piece of music they find mistuning deviation. And prior to calculating 12-bin conventional
chromagram they accurately locate boundaries between semitones.
The resulting 12-bin semitone-quantized chromagram is then compared with a set of predefined chord templates.
Peeters [7, 8] tested a set of candidate tunings, i.e. the quartertone below and the quarter-tone above "A4" note. For each possible tuning the amount of energy in the spectrum is estimated. After
defining the global tuning center, the signal is resampled so that it
becomes tuned to 440Hz.
Mauch et al. [6] used a quite similar approach: after computing 36-bin chromagram they pick one of three possible sets of
12-bin chromagram, relying on the maximum energy inside candidate bins (e. g. {1, 4, 7... 34 }).
The above-mentioned tuning approaches are similar in sense
that they all utilize the information taken just from energy spectrum. However, to apply a tuning technique one can start from dif-
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ferent energy spectrum representations, based, for instance, on different window type and size that are chosen. In order to perform a
more accurate and precise mis-tuning estimation the proposed paper firstly investigates different possible windowing to apply DFT;
secondly, it introduces a tuning technique that concurrently analyses magnitude and phase spectrum. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the front-end processing and
the resulting feature extraction procedure. In section 3 the here
adopted HMM-based classification engine is briefly outlined. The
experimental results and conclusion are then given in section 4 and
section 5, respectively.
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2. FRONT-END PROCESSING
Divide by D

2.1. Feature extraction
Frequency estimate

On the stage of front-end processing the signal is downsampled to
11025 Hz and converted to the frequency domain by a DFT using
a windowing function. We consider the range of frequencies between 100 Hz and 2 kHz, mainly because in this range the energy
of the harmonic frequencies is stronger than non-harmonic frequencies of the semitones. We use a conventional 12-dimensional
Pitch Class Profile (PCP) vector as acoustic feature set, which represents the energies of the 12 semitone pitch classes. A sequence
of PCP vectors is known as chromagram. Chromagram is computed in several steps. At first, energy spectrum is calculated using
DFT. Then the obtained spectrum is mapped to chroma domain, as
shown in (1).


fk
+69, n ∈ ℜ+
(1)
n(fk ) = 12log2
fref
where fref denotes the reference frequency of "A4" tone,
while fk and n are the frequencies of Fourier transform and the
semitone bin scale index, respectively. In order to reduce transients and noise, similarly to Peeters [8] and Mauch et al. [6],
smoothing over time using median filtering is applied. After filtering semitone bins are mapped to pitch classes, as shown in (2)
c(n) = mod(n, 12)
(2)
As a result, a sequence of 12-dimensional PCP vectors is obtained.
2.2. Tuning
In order to circumvent the problem of audio recording mis-tuning,
a technique that was formerly developed for phase vocoder [9] is
here used. The proposed method allows for very precise and accurate frequency estimation of each sinusoid by performing the
analysis of the degree of phase change. The block diagram of
the proposed estimation scheme is depicted in figure 1. The basic principle is to compute a second Fourier transform of the same
signal, windowed by the same function shifted by D samples. Let
x[n] be a sequence of samples of the analyzed signal that contains
some fundamental and harmonic components. Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) is performed on the signal weighted by window
function w[n] as follows:
Xw [t0 , k] =

X N −1
n=0

w[n]x[n + t0 ]e−2πjnk/N

(3)

where k and N denote a bin number and the window size respectively. A peak extraction algorithm is applied to the obtained

Figure 1: Block diagram of precise frequency estimates
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Figure 2: Magnitude and Phase-change spectrum
magnitude spectrum, which results in a list of possible candidates.
The main problem of accurate frequency detection based just on
the magnitude information is that the main lobe of low frequency
harmonics is wider than the spectral resolution (and sometimes
than a semitone distance). In such cases the energy of a harmonic
component is distributed between adjacent bins, which represents
an obstacle in the way of an accurate frequency estimation.
To cope with the above-mentioned problem, a second DFT is
applied on the signal weighted by the same window, shifted by D
samples, from which the difference of the two given phases divided
by the time interval of D samples is calculated as follows:

ω(D, N, t0 ) =

arg Xw [t0 + D, k] − arg Xw [t0 , k]
D

(4)

The time interval D is chosen so that the phase change for the
maximum frequency is less than 2π. Thus we can ignore the
phase-wrapping effect. Analyzing the obtained spectra in terms
of phase-change allows for determining frequencies of harmonic
components in a more accurate way, since all the adjacent bins
containing the energy of a single harmonic have the same degree
of phase change (see fig. 2).
Now information obtained from peak-search algorithm is
combined with phase-change spectrum in order to provide the fi-
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Figure 3: Connection schema of trained models for decoding.
nal estimation. Positions of all possible candidates are checked in
terms of the flatness of the corresponding frequency intervals in
the phase-change spectrum.
A set of detected harmonics is compared to the table of nominal frequencies. Mean value and standard deviation of closest logdistance (based on a semitone metric) to the nearest nominal frequency are calculated in order to determine the mis-tuning and the
consequent consistency of the estimate. Once this procedure has
been applied, a new value is assigned to the reference frequency,
which is subsequently used for feature extraction. For example,
frequency of "A4" is set to 443Hz and frequencies of all the other
notes are determined according to equally tempered intervals.
3. HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS
In this work a quite standard application of hidden Markov models (HMM) is addressed, for which a chroma vector represents the
basic feature vector to be observed in order to build and use related acoustic models. As opposed to many existing approaches
[4, 2, 3], where a chord is represented as a hidden state in one
ergodic HMM, a separate model is here created for each chord.
Observation vector probabilities in each state can be characterized
by a number of Gaussians in 12 dimensions, described by a mean
vector and a covariance matrix. It is assumed that feature vector components are uncorrelated one each other, so the covariance
matrix has diagonal form. For each observation we use a mixture of 512 12-dimensional Gaussians. Songs from the training
set are segmented according to the ground-truth labels so that each
segment represents one chord. Chromagrams extracted from these
segments are used for training, which is based on the application of
the Baum-Welch algorithm. Before running the recognition task,
feature vectors are extracted from the test data. There is no preliminary segmentation as done on the training data for which a
chroma vector sequence is extracted for each chord segment; only
one chromagram is obtained for the whole test song. The trained
chord HMMs are connected as shown in figure 3. The Viterbi
algorithm is then applied to the test data by using the resulting
connected trained model in order to estimate the most likely chord
sequence for each song. The full schema of chord recognition system is depicted in figure 4.
4. EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the proposed system we used songs from 12
Beatles albums; the total duration of the collection is 7 hours 44
minutes. Database annotations, kindly provided by C. A. Harte
[10], were used as ground-truth. We consider 24 different chord

Output labels

Figure 4: Chord recognition system.
types (major and minor for each of 12 roots) that can be distinguished by the system, while 7th, min7, maj7, minmaj7, min6,
maj6, 9, maj9, min9 chords are merged to their root triads. Suspended augmented and diminished chords are discarded from the
evaluation task, since the percentage of their duration results to be
2.71% out of the whole material. In order to prevent from lack
of training data (some chord types can appear only few times in
the training corpus) only two models are trained: C-major and
C-minor. For this purpose, all chroma vectors obtained from labeled segments are mapped to the C-root using circular permutation. Then, mean vectors and covariance matrices are estimated for
the two models. All the other models can be obtained by a circular
permutation procedure. For evaluation, a recognition rate measure
similar to the "recall" one was used, which in the given case corresponds to the total duration of correctly classified chords divided
by the total duration of chords, as reported in the following:
|recognized_chords| ∩ |ground − truth_chords|
|ground − truth_chords|
(5)
The evaluation is performed frame by frame. As done under the
MIREX 2008 competition2 , the "precision" measure is not used
since a contiguous sequence of chords is assumed, i.e. each time
unit features a chord label. Another important characteristic denoting the quality of the transcribed chord labels is the "fragmentation" measure, which is defined as a relative number of chord
labels [6].
It is worth noting that varying the chord insertion penalty allows for obtaining output labels with different degree of fragmentation. The recognition accuracy as a function of insertion penalty
for Hamming window is displayed in figure 5. For each window
size, there is an optimal value of insertion penalty, which produces
labels with a fragmentation rate very close to the ground-truth.
In order to find the best windowing function, a set of tests
were carried out involving window lengths of 1024(92.8 ms),
2048(185.7 ms), 4096(371.5 ms), 8192(743.0 ms), for Blackman,
Hamming and Hanning window types (with 50% overlapping and
the optimal insertion penalty). The results are reported in table 1.
The highest performance (69.00 %) was achieved with Hamming window of length 2048 samples, while other window types
showed results that are very close to this value. Window length of
2048 samples appeared to be a reasonable trade-off between the

rec.rate =
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Table 3: Evaluation results on the reduced
test data set.
baseline
data
rec.rate frag.
fold1
69.00% 0.80
fold1, fold2, fold3 67.47% 0.84
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and on the complete
with tuning
rec.rate frag.
71.52% 0.81
68.28% 0.84

effects. A new approach for tuning has been introduced, based on
concurrent analyzing magnitude and phase-change spectrum, that
can be used in high-accuracy feature extraction for chord recognition and key identification systems. The experimental results
showed a very interesting performance in a 3-fold cross-validation
conducted on a commonly used database of Beatles songs, for
which an average recognition rate of 68.28% has been obtained.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper a system for continuous analysis, visualization and
classification of musical streams is proposed. The system performs
visualization and classification task by means of three high-level,
semantic features extracted computing a reduction on a multidimensional low-level feature vector through the usage of Gaussian
Mixture Models. The visualization of the semantic characteristics
of the audio stream has been implemented by mapping the value
of the high-level features on a triangular plot and by assigning to
each feature a primary color. In this manner, besides having the
representation of musical evolution of the signal, we have also obtained representative colors for each musical part of the analyzed
streams. The classification exploits a set of one-against-one threedimensional Support Vector Machines trained on some target genres. The obtained results on visualization and classification tasks
are very encouraging: our tests on heterogeneous genre streams
have shown the validity of proposed approach.

utive small parts of the signal. Each resulting low-level feature
vector v̄L is fed into the next high-level feature extraction module,
which implements three high-level semantic features by means of
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs). Each feature is mapped on a
single GMM, which performs a non-linear reduction of the lowlevel feature vector to a single scalar number. The three values
related to the three semantic descriptors make up the high-level
feature vector vH , which is used both for visualization and genre
classification. In particular, the classification technique uses a set
of binary Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [1] to detect the genre
of the currently analyzed part of the stream.
The main strengths we identify in our system are the following:
• Simplicity: the system structure and the operations performed by each block are relatively simple;
• Use of a small set of high-level semantic features which
enables:
– a simple and intuitive visualization of the evolution
of the characteristics of the audio signal through a
proper rendering of the feature space;

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last years, due to the large diffusion of digital audio contents,
the need for analysis and classification tools which enable a simple cataloging, exploration and fruition of large audio databases
has considerably grown. This need, particularly felt by final listeners, has been driven not only by the success of portable digital
audio readers as iPod, Zen and Zune, but also by the explosion of
streaming applications. In general, especially in the latter case, the
content navigation is still performed using traditional modalities,
by exploiting meta-tags, meta-descriptions and, somewhat, collaborative filtering. Content-driven navigation paradigms are still little exploited, and mainly as helper in hybrid navigation techniques.
Unfortunately, in particular for heterogeneous streams, tags are not
sufficient to describe the audio content: the user may be interested
to know what currently happens on a particular stream, exploiting
a simple semantic description of the related audio characteristics.
Moreover, the user may be interested to see the characteristics of
two or more signals, to choose and listen what he considers more
interesting with respect to the description. In this connection, a
graphical representation of the state of the audio signals may be
useful to control and compare many streams, for example a large
number of Internet radios.
In this paper a real-time analysis, visualization and classification system for audio streams is proposed. As shown in Figure 1,
the system is composed of four blocks or modules: the low-level
feature extraction block receives the music stream and performs
a continuous extraction of sets of low-level features from consec-

– the genre classification related to the actual content
of the stream;
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the works related to our system proposal are briefly described and discussed.
Section 3 explains the tasks of low-level and high-level feature extraction. The Section 4 presents the method we used to show the
evolution of the characteristics of the analyzed stream, and Section
5 describes the classification system. The experimental results are
discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 draws some conclusion
remarks and describes current work-in-progress activities on improving the performance of the system.
2. RELATED WORKS
Our work can be considered as belonging to genre classification
and music content visualization research areas: in particular, it
tries to use a unique, semantic description of the signal to visualize and classify audio streams in real-time. In this section we list
a set of works that are related to our study.
The problem of content-based music classification and visualization has been addressed in the literature under different points
of view. In general, music genre classification systems tries to
detect the genre of musical tracks given a specific taxonomy. Although the problem is still unsolved, many solutions have been
proposed to study and improve classification performance. Given
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Figure 1: Proposed genre visualization and classification system

a hierarchical genre taxonomy, Tzanetakis and Cook [2] evaluate
the musical genre classification task describing the audio signal
through three feature sets related to timbre, rhythm and pitch of
the song texture and using using different statistical pattern recognition classifiers, including GMMs. In our system Gaussian Mixture Models are used to analyze the low-level features to extract
high-level descriptors, but we use SVMs to perform real-time detection of the music genre. SVM-based classifiers are exploited for
example in [3] and [4]: the former, using a hierarchical representation of genres, performs detection with a multi-layer classification approach. The comparison with other methods using different
pattern recognition approaches shows the superior performance of
the SVM-based technique. In the latter, the classification is performed through a mixture of SVM-based experts, i.e. sets of classifiers which concentrate on different aspects of the sound. With
respect to the low-level feature extraction task, our work is based
on the technique proposed by Barbedo and Lopes in [5], where a
classification system based on four low-level features is proposed.
The classification engine detects the genre of the song by measuring distances between 12-component summary vectors, computed
by considering mean, variance and main peak prevalence of each
low-level feature value in a segment. The concept of high-level
features, which is exploited in our system, has been used in some
classification works, also for MIDI music [6]. Such descriptors are
referred to rhythm, melody, harmony and other high-level characteristics of the song. In general, these characteristics have a proper,
specific representation which can be difficult to quantify and to use
for an homogeneous visualization. In our work, instead, the definition of different high-level features is made through a unique,
visualization-oriented technique which quantify in a proper value
interval the presence or the absence of a particular sound characteristic.
Under the point of view of the graphical representation of audio data, in the last years effective techniques to visualize large
collections of music have been studied and proposed in the literature. In general, these techniques are based on some textual
and/or content related characteristics of the songs. For example,
in [7] a visualization system which uses content-based descriptors and meta-information is presented. The engine exploits Selforganizing map techniques to show plots in which similar songs
are grouped together in “islands of music”. A similar approach is
used in [8], where a system for organizing large music collection
is described: a set of low-level audio features are extracted and aggregated to form high-level descriptors which are used to cluster
and visualize music in topographic maps. In [9] the authors present
Mood Cloud, an application to predict and visualize in real-time

the mood of the song, subdivided in five categories. The visualization is made using a bar-graph based approach in which the bars
are resized with respect to the mood probability. A bar-graph based
approach is also used in [10]: this work describes a configurable
system for studying music classification systems in real-time; the
graphical representation is used to make results more readable and
interpretable. In our system we use visualization techniques which
are more similar to bar-graphs exploited in some of the reviewed
works. However, instead to have a number of moving bars we are
able to see the evolution of the audio stream in a more intuitive
way by following the motion of a point in a 2-dimensional triangle
plot or by observing the color associated to the musical status of
the stream.
3. FEATURE EXTRACTION
This section is subdivided in two parts. In the first one, the extraction technique for low-level features, based on work in [5], is
briefly summarized. The second part introduces the specific highlevel descriptors used in our work, the method followed for their
generation and the low-to-high level dimensionality reduction approach.
3.1. Low-level feature extraction
The low-level feature extraction block processes a monophonic
input stream to produce a related low-level compact description.
In particular, the signal waveform (in our experiments sampled at
44100 Hz, using a resolution of 16 bit per sample) is analyzed considering small, 1 sec long segments. For each segment, a further
subdivision is performed, by means of 21.3 ms long, 50% overlapped frames. For each frame, the following low-level features
[5] are computed:
• Spectral roll-off (SRO): gives the frequency under which
there is the most part of the spectral energy (in our case,
95%);
• Perceptual loudness (PL): captures a measure of the loudness as perceived by the human auditory system;
• Bandwidth (BW): quantifies the bandwidth of the audio signal;
• Spectral flux (SF): captures the dynamic of the signal, by
quantifying the quadratic difference between the logarithms
of the magnitude spectra of consecutive analysis frames.
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meaning of the feature or to the specific goals of visualization and classification processes. In some cases, an automatic feature selection may be useful to support the configuration process. Note that, of course, this phase affects the
dimensionality of the GMM.

The previous process leads to the computation of about 92
four-dimensional feature vectors for the current segment. To have
a more compact representation of the audio content, a summary
feature vector v̄L belonging to the segment under analysis is computed by extracting, for each feature, the following descriptors:
• Mean: the mean of the feature over the entire segment;
• Variance: the variance of the feature over the entire segment;
• Main peak prevalence: a measure which quantifies the prevalence of the main peak of the feature with respect to its
mean value. The value of the main peak prevalence p of
the feature vL in the current segment is given from:
pvL =

max [vL (i)]
P
1/I Ii=1 vL (i)

(1)

where i is the frame index, and I is the total number of
frames contained in the audio segment.
Each resulting value is normalized using a proper coefficient
(in our case we use the maximum values of the descriptors detected in the audio signals used for the generation of the high level
features). Thus, the 12-dimensional vector v̄L containing the normalized mean, variance, and main peak prevalence of SRO, PL,
BW and SF is sent to the high-level feature extraction module.

Training Once the subset of low-level features has been selected,
the training phase allows to build the GMM exploiting a
set of audio signals that show characteristics belonging to
the semantic meaning of the current high-level feature. The
low-level extraction process applied to training streams is
the same as described in Section 3.1, but only the descriptors selected in the configuration step are taken into account. The possibly reduced summary vectors are then used
to generate the GMM, exploiting the Figueiredo-Jain algorithm [11] initialized with an appropriate number of components (10 may be sufficient for our purposes).
In our work, we have used 640 sec of audio signal to train each
feature. The training signals have been selected by following the
rules depicted in Table 1.
Feature
CL

DK
3.2. High-level feature extraction
In the high-level feature extraction module a non-linear 12- to 3dimension reduction process is applied to the summary vector v̄L
by computing three scalar semantic descriptors values from the 12
original values of the summary vector itself. In our work, the reduction process is performed through the usage of properly trained
Gaussian Mixture Models, which implement the concept of highlevel features. In the following, we explain the process needed to
generate a GMM related to a specific high-level descriptor and to
compute the value of the descriptor itself with respect to a given
summary vector.

DY

Table 1: Rules followed to select the proper training set for each
high-level feature.

3.2.1. Feature generation

3.2.2. Feature value computation

Generating a high-level feature means to properly train the related
Gaussian Mixture Model, exploiting audio signals strictly related
to the meaning of the descriptor. In our work we have chosen to
implement the following high-level features:
• Classicity (CL): a timbric feature, which tells if the current
segment presents a classical sound;
• Darkness (DK): a feature which gives a measure of the
darkness (slow changing signal with low energy on high
frequencies) of the sound waveform related to the segment.

The value of a high-level feature with respect to the current analyzed segment is computed by evaluating the likelihood of the
low-level vector on the GMM which implements the feature itself.
∗
which contains only
In general, from the vector v̄L , the vector v̄L
the low-level descriptor coefficients decided during the generation
of the feature is created and sent to the related GMM model for
∗
∗
likelihood evaluation. Given the likelihood L(v̄L
; M) of v̄L
with
respect to the current Gaussian Mixture M, the value vH of the
high level feature is extracted as:

• Dynamicity (DY): a feature which tells if the current segment contains highly dynamic music;
For each feature, the generation process is composed of two
steps, namely configuration and training:
Configuration In the configuration step, it can be decided which
are the low-level features to use to train the GMM. For example, we may consider all the 12 descriptors related to
the summary vector or only a subset strictly related to the

∗
vH = log (1 + L(v̄L
; M))

(2)

The result is also normalized to have a maximum feature value
of 1.
By repeating this procedure for each high-level feature, at the
end of the iteration the three high-level descriptor values are used
to make up the 3-dimensional high-level feature vector vH related
to the current segment, which will be sent to visualization and classification modules.
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Training set selection rules
As timbric descriptor, the classicity feature has been trained using classical
music of post-renaissance ages.
The darkness feature has been trained
with low-pass, slowly-changing signals
belonging to electronic genre.
The dynamicity feature has been trained
using some dance-style and pop patterns which present a high level of fast
and substantial spectral changes.
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4. VISUALIZATION

Binary SVM classifiers

The visualization engine maps the values of the high-level features
in an appropriate visualization space. In our test we use two types
of representation: triangular plot and color. Let us consider the
generic high-level vector vH (j) specified as
vH (j) = [vH,CL (j)

vH,DK (j)

vH,DY (j)]

vH

=

[ṽH,CL (j)

ṽH,DK (j)

=

K
X
K −j+1
vH (j)
PK
q=1 q
j=1

(3)

1

=

ṽˆH,DK

=

tH,x

=

G

ṽˆH,DK sin π/3
ṽˆH,CL tH,y cot π/3

B] = [ṽH,DY

ṽH,CL

ṽH,DK ]

(5)

However, to simplify the display of the results, the color graphs
presented in this paper are defined using the normalized coefficients:

ĉH = [R

G

h

B] = ṽˆH,DY

ṽˆH,CL

G 1

N

G

Figure 2: Block diagram of the frame-based classification module

Although the triangular plot gives a visual representation of
the current position of the stream with respect to the value of the
three high-level features, using colors may be a more intuitive way
to show the current feel of the music signal. By mapping each of
the three high-level features on a specific primary color, the color
vector cH related to the weighted feature vector ṽH is defined as
specified in Equation 5. We have associated the red (R) to DY, the
green (G) to CL and the blue (B) to DK.

cH = [R

N

(4)

Note that the triangular representation imposes ṽˆH,DY = 1 −
(ṽˆH,CL + ṽˆH,DK ). The position tH = [tH,x tH,y ] of the point
on the 2-d plane related to the current ṽH is computed as:

=

Detected
genre

3

N G  N G  1
2

ṽH,CL
ṽH,CL + ṽH,DK + ṽH,DY
ṽH,DK
ṽH,CL + ṽH,DK + ṽH,DY

tH,y

Mode
extraction

2

ṽH,DY (j)] =

where K is the maximum value between 30 and J. This low-pass
filtering allows to regularize the evolution track of the signal. The
plot is performed by computing a convex combination of the normalized components ṽˆH,CL and ṽˆH,DK , defined as follows:

ṽˆH,CL

2
1

where 1 ≤ j ≤ J is the segment index, J is the total number of
segments currently analyzed and vH,CL (j), vH,DK (j), vH,DY (j)
are respectively the values of CL, DK and DY features related to
the segment j. Assuming j = 1 the index of the last, currently
analyzed segment, the triangular plot shows the point associated
to the weighted feature vector ṽH defined as
ṽH

1

ṽˆH,DK

i

(6)

5. GENRE CLASSIFICATION
The genre classification module uses a set of one-against-one Soft
Margin SVMs to recognize the genre of the current audio segment
form which the vector vH has been generated. A single oneagainst-one SVM is a binary classifier: it tells what of the two
considered classes a specific feature vector is belonging to. In our
case, given a number NG of genres to recognize, that is therefore
the number of considered classification classes, NG (NG − 1)/2
binary SVMs have to be defined, one for each couple of classes.
The high level feature vector vH is classified by each SVM; then,
a max-wins algorithm finds the final class of the current vector
by selecting the most recurring class from the results given by the
binary classifiers.
The general scheme of the frame-based classification module is shown in Figure 2: the vector vH is fed into each of the
NG (NG − 1)/2 binary classifiers, which work in parallel (in the
block diagram, the generic class ωg , with 1 ≤ g ≤ NG , is associated to the genre g); the result of each classification is then used
to detect the mode of the current classification task performed by
SVMs; the class corresponding to the mode of the classification
results is given as the detected genre for the current segment.
If two genres gA and gB have the same number of occurrences
in the classification results, the system detects as current genre the
winner of the head to head classification gA vs. gB . If the same
situation is detected on more than two genres, the system chooses
the winner randomly between the genres that have the same, maximum number of occurrences.
5.1. Training of SVM classifiers
In our system, the training of each SVM binary classifiers has been
performed by exploiting the Radial Basis Function kernel defined
as
2
K(xn , xm ) = e−λkxn −xm k , λ > 0
(7)
where xn and xm are two data instances, computing 80/20 crossvalidation and performing a grid search on the penalty parameter
C [1] and on the kernel parameter λ to find the best classifier con-
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figuration with respect to classification accuracy. The high-level
training vectors are generated from homogeneous genre streams
by following the techniques explained in Section 3. Feature vectors belonging to two different genres are then used to train the
related SVM. For each genre, the training high-level feature vectors have been extracted from a total of 640 sec of audio data.
6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section the results of our tests are presented and discussed.
After having explained the experimental setup, in the Section 6.2
the graphic representations obtained using a set of test signals of
different music genres are described. The Section 6.3, instead,
presents a first evaluation on classification performance of our system.

visible. The tracks between clusters represent the transitions between one genre to another, and are caused by the low-pass filtering technique used in visualization algorithm. As can be noticed,
there are four genres on the center/right of the triangle: in these
cases there is a significant contribution, although in different measures, of darkness and classicity features. The dynamicity feature
instead is very important for Dance genre. In particular, in this
case the value of the other descriptors is almost zero. By mapping the high-level feature vector on colors exploiting the relation
(6), we have obtained, for each genre, the average results shown in
Figure 3(b).
0

DY

Low-Level features assigned
All the low-level features.
SRO: all values; BW: all values; SF: all
values.
SRO: variance and main peak prevalence; PL: variance and main peak
prevalence; BW: variance and peak
prevalence; SF: all values.

Table 2: Rules followed to perform the association between lowand high-level features for the M2 testing configuration.

cit
na
mi
Dy

Dark Ambient

)

Feature
CL
DK

(B

• M2 : the assignment of low-level features to high level descriptors is partial, as specified in Table 2. In particular, for
CL, which is a timbric feature, we have chosen to select all
the 12 low-level descriptors; for DK, we have chosen features related to the description of spectral changing speed
and signal bandwidth; for DY all the indicators of “movement” has been selected. The resulting dimensionality for
the GMMs is 12 for CL and 9 for DK and DY.

s
es

The main test phase for the visualization task has been conducted
by considering a single, 15 min (900 segments) test stream composed of five pieces of music belonging to Dark Ambient (da),
Baroque (br), New Age (na), Dance (dn) and Solo Piano (sp) genres. The same music genres have been used for the evaluation of
the classification task but considering them in five separated 7 min
(420 segments) homogeneous genre streams.
In general, we have used the following two high-level feature configurations, with respect to the Feature generation step
described in Section 3.2.1:
• M1 : all the low-level features belonging to the feature summary vector are used to train and test the high-level features;

rkn

y(

Da

R)

6.1. Experimental setup

New Age
Solo Piano

Dance

Baroque

0

0
Classicity (G)

Figure 4: Triangular plot visualization of high-level features obtained through the analysis of the heterogeneous music stream by
adopting the configuration M2 .
By adopting the configuration M2 on the same heterogeneous
stream we have obtained the plot shown in Figure 4. Not considering some low level features in the configuration of DK and DY
leads to a slightly more clear definition of clusters and trajectories.
In this case DK and DY do not consider a complete description of
the timbre, but only a partial one which takes into account only the
low-level features which are related to the semantic meaning of the
high-level feature. This leads to have DK and DY more uncorrelated from the entire representation of the timbre of the signals. In
addition, a general translation to the left edge of the triangle can be
noticed, caused by the increasing values of the DY feature for all
the genres. These phenomena are clearly visible also in Figure 5,
where the audio signal evolution related to the famous italian popgenre track “Almeno tu nell’universo” has been drawn. We can
observe that the M2 configuration may conduct to a more compact
but still significant representation of the audio signal, with a general left-side translation due to the increasing importance of DY.
6.3. Classification results

6.2. Visualization results
The visualization results obtained using the stream described in experimental setup section with M1 configuration are shown in Figure 3. In particular, in Figure 3(a) the triangular plot describes the
audio signal evolution with respect to the three high-level feature
used. The clusters associated to the five music genres are clearly

To test the classification performance, we used the set of five homogeneous genre streams described in Section 6.1. The classification performed on each single vector vH allows to assess the
representativeness of the high level vectors with respect to the considered music genres. Tables 2(a) and 2(b) present accuracy results
respectively for M1 and M2 configurations, arranged as confusion
matrices. As reference, in Table 2(c) we have reported the accuracy values obtained using a more traditional classification system
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na
Dy

Dark Ambient

B)

s(
es

mi
cit

rkn

y(

Da

R)

0

New Age

Solo Piano

Baroque
Dance

0

0
Classicity (G)

(a) Resulting triangular plot for mixed genre stream test.

(b) Resulting average genre colors for mixed genre
stream test.

Figure 3: Visualization of high-level features obtained through the analysis of the heterogeneous music stream by adopting the configuration
M1 .
(a) Confusion matrix for classification accuracy on audio
segments using M1 configuration.

based on the scheme in Figure 2 but trained and tested using lowlevel summary vectors directly.
As can be noticed, the classification results for da, br, dn and
na in M1 with respect to the low-level based classification system
are good, especially for da and br: in this case the Darkness and
Classicity high-level features work very well to enable a correct
detection of the genre. By considering the configuration M2 we
can notice the good results obtained on da and na; also the accuracy of dn raises with respect to M1 configuration but remains
under the result of the traditional classifier. The performance on
br suffers the increasing value of the Dynamicity in its high-level
feature vectors: this leads in some cases to confuse the Br genre
with na.
The result of Solo Piano detection is very insufficient in all the
cases and our system perform even worse of the traditional one.
The overall unsatisfactory performance is related to the particular
behavior and characteristics of the Piano Solo songs, which causes
the feature vectors to span over a large portion of the feature space.

da
br
dn
na
sp

da
66.26
3.21
0
17.76
57.69

br
0.97
91.11
0
1.93
14.53

dn
0
0
82.47
4.63
0

na
14.08
5.68
17.53
63.32
5.13

sp
18.69
0
0
12.36
22.65

(b) Confusion matrix for classification accuracy on audio
segments using M2 configuration.

da
br
dn
na
sp

da
75.21
3.49
0
9.27
78.63

br
2.38
81.20
0.21
1.93
5.98

dn
0.17
0.17
88.68
1.93
4.27

na
22.07
15.14
11.11
86.49
2.14

sp
0.17
0
0
0.39
8.97

(c) Confusion matrix for classification accuracy on audio
segments using a classic system based on low-level features.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a new system for music genre visualization and classification has been proposed. The system exploits a small number
of high-level semantic features which are used to show the current characteristics and evolution of the music stream to the user
in a user-friendly way, in our case by using colors or simple triangular plots. Moreover, the same high-level feature set is used
to perform genre classification on the stream. The preliminary
results presented in the paper have confirmed the validity of the
proposed method on both visualization and classification. In particular, in some cases, the classification task outperforms a standard SVM-based classifier based on low-level features. We are
currently studying problems, issues and results with wider data
sets and high-level features and we are trying to improve the genre
classification by applying some filtering techniques to the highlevel feature vectors and to genre-detection results. For enhancing
the association between features and colors, we are considering to

da
br
dn
na
sp

da
65.20
10.32
0.41
10.04
55.98

br
11.71
89.68
0.61
7.72
4.27

dn
0.17
0
98.78
1.93
3.42

na
19.35
0
0.20
79.54
0

sp
3.57
0
0
0.77
36.32

Table 3: Percentage accuracy results for all the tested configurations.

follow indications given from studies as [12].
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0

R)
y(

cit
y(

cit
na
mi

mi

Dy

B)

na

B)

s(

s(

Dy

es
rkn

es
rkn

0

0

Da

Da

R)

0

0

0
Classicity (G)

Classicity (G)

(a) Resulting triangular plot for “Almeno tu nell’universo”,
using M1 configuration.

(b) Resulting triangular plot for “Almeno tu nell’universo”,
using M2 configuration.

Figure 5: An example of a single-track evolution computed on “Almeno tu nell’universo” by M. Martini using the two configurations M1
and M2 .
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